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OVERVIEW OF ESA PROGRAMMES AND PLANS FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF APPLICATIONS OF EARTH OBSERVATION SPACE DATA
L. EMILIANI
Director of Earth Observation and its Environment
G. DUCHOSSOIS
Head, Mission Management Office
Directorate of Earth Observation and its Environment
Over the past 25 years, space remote sensing
techniques have enabled major advances in earth
sciences, in particular for understanding the Earth's
climate and environment. With the exception of
meteorological satellite data which are now
routinely fed into operational forecast models, for
various reasons the development of other
applications (e.g. land) has not progressed at the
same pace (adequacy of data, data continuity, level
of users' organisations and users' involvement,etc.).
However, the situation is steadily improving (as has
been demonstrated during this workshop) through
various actions now underway.
Currently, the ESA Earth Observation programmes
are following a strategy along two main directions:
• cooperation with EUMETSAT to provide
continuity of the operational services to the
meteorological community with :
- METEOSAT second generation series,
the first one scheduled for launch in
2000
- METOP/EPS series, the first one
scheduled for launch in 2001/2002
• development and exploitation of research and
demonstration satellite systems:
- ERS-1, launched on 17 July 1991
- ERS-2, launched on 21 April 1995
- ERS-1 and ERS-2 are currently being
operated simultaneously (''tandem"
mode)
- ENVISAT-1 is scheduled for launch in
mid-1999 thus ensuring ERS data
continuity as well as opening new
sectors of research and applications
(e.g. marine biology, atmospheric
chemistry)

After 4.5 years in orbit, all ERS-1 instruments are
still in operation. Since the first ERS-1 Pilot
Projects Workshop, the geodetic Phase (two
interleaved 168-day repeat cycles April'94March'95) has been completed. Using the data
acquired during this period, global marine geoid and
gravity fields have been determined with an
unprecedented resolution/accuracy. Since 19 March
1995, ERS-1 is back to the 35-day orbit, a stable
orbit configuration which enables consolidation of
the results of the multidisciplinaryphase.
The Commissioning of ERS-2 is well under way:
the ERS-2 Radar Altimeter (and Microwave
Radiometer) has been successfully commissioned
(August 1995) by cross-calibration with ERS-1,
while SAR (image and wave mode) commissioning
(on-ground transponders, tropical rain forest
overflights) was completed in September 1995. For
the new instruments (ATSR, GOME, PRARE), the
data acquisition required for GOME calibration has
been successfully completed and geophysical
validation has been on-going since end July 1995.
Meanwhile, commissioning of PRARE and ATSR2 is still on-going.
The first switch-on of the ERS-2 Wind
Scatterometer in May 1995 was unsuccessful
(triggering of the receiver overload protection). An
extensive investigation campaign was then set-up,
involving on-ground unit and engineering model
testing, in-orbit tests, while the nominal Wind
Scatterometer service continued to be provided by
ERS-1. A work-around solution was eventually
designed, validated and successfully tested, and
commissioning of the ERS-2 Wind Scatterometer
started on 15 January 1996.
The Tandem mission will be conducted until end
May 1996. The main objectives are increased
spatial and temporal sampling (in particular for
Interferometry and monitoring of all surface
changes), complementary use of instruments (e.g.
SAR/WSC conflicts at coastline and use of
different instruments covering the same area on

x
ground). Both satellites are kept in a 35-day repeat
cycle with a 30 minutes offset in the same orbital
plane (i.e. l-day offset in ground revisiting between
ERS-1 and ERS-2). Different orbit maintenance
scenarios are planned to ensure the availability of
the most suitable baseline values (on global scale)
for interferometric DEM (Digital Elevation Model)
generation and in line with specific ground station
acquisition campaigns.
During Commissioning Phase, interferograms using
data from both satellites were succesfully generated
within ESA. Products (not validated) over selected
test sites were distributed to Fringe users
participating in the validation who also confirm the
feasibilibility of the methodology.
The Tandem operation of ERS-1 and ERS-2 offers
a unique opportunity to achieve significant
advances in both Earth sciences and applications
for the next decade; in particular the use of SAR
interferometry techniques should allow the
generation of consistant and homogeneous medium
resolution Digital Elevation Models over large
portions of the Earth's land and ice masses; used in
a differential interferometry mode, the SAR
Tandem data sets will also offer the unique
opportunity to detect and measure very small (of the
order of a few centimetres) topographic changes
such as those caused by earthquakes, landslides,
volcanic activities, glacier motion.
It is ESA's intention to encourage both the
scientific and application user community to take
maximum advantage of this unique Tandem data
set, thus opening new perspectives for science
research and operational applications. To this end,
ESA issued an Announcement of Opportunity on
17th January 1996, limited to purely scientific
exploitation of the Tandem mission and focussing
on the use of new techniques or methodologies in
the validation, processing and interpretation of these
data.
For all its missions, ESA is responsible for the
promotion of scientific utilisation of data by the
research community through various mechanisms
(e.g. announcements of opportunity, research
demonstration projects, etc.) and applications
development by the operational/commercial
community through other such mechanisms (e.g.
call for applications pilot projects, application
demonstration programmes, etc.), the ultimate
objective
being
the
transfer
to
preoperational/operational stage. The development of

applications by ESA also involves the coordination
and/or cooperation with :
• ESA member
programmes

states'

national

utilisation

• the European Commission (EC), through
programmes such as Trees, Mars and the CEO
• other programmes of international organisations
(e.g. Africover with FAQ ...)
For ERS-1 and ERS-2, 2 announcements of
opportunity were issued in May 1986 (270
Principal Investigators) and December 1993 (340
proposals selected). The results of these scientific
investigationswere presented at the first two ERS-1
symposia m
- Cannes (November 1992): 450 participants,
150 presentations
Hamburg (October 1993)
270 presentations

700 participants,

The promotion of application demonstration and
operational utilisation of ERS data led to the
selection of 150 Pilot Projects worldwide in 1989
and 1993. Results of these projects were presented
at the first ERS-1 Pilot Project Workshop in Toledo
(June 1994): 220 participants, 100 presentations.
The Director General's proposal for Earth
Observation at the ESA Council at Ministerial level
held in Toulouse on 18-20 October 1995 includes a
dual-mission strategy through the deployment of
"Earth Explorer" (research-oriented) and "Earth
Watch" (applications-oriented)satellite series.
The Earth Explorer nussrons will be research
demonstration missions aimed at advancing the
understanding of the different Earth systems
processes, with each mission focussing on a
particular field (e.g. atmospheric chemistry) or
regrouping a limitednumber of research fields.
The Earth Watch missions will be thematic preoperational or operational missions addressing the
requirements of specific existing or emerging Earth
Observation application areas,
with the
responsibility for such missions eventually being
transferred to operational entities.

xi

Candidate themes for an Earth Watch mission
include
• coastal zone mission
• open oceans mission
• ice monitoring mission
• land surface mission
• atmospheric chemistry mission.
The selection of an Earth Watch mission will
depend on economic justification and identification
of potential partner(s). It is planned to use ERS-1,
ERS-2 and later ENVISAT-1 as precursors and/or
demonstrations for Earth Watch missions.
Earth Observations from space can provide useful
and, in many cases, unique data/information for the
monitoring of the Earth's environment and
management of resources. The development of
models assimilating space data is becoming
increasingly important. ESA, with ERS and later
ENVISAT-1, is paving the way to future Earth
Watch missions developed from the outset with the
full cooperation of users' entities who will
ultimately take over the responsibility for these
nussions.
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WELCOME ADDRESS

Derek Davis
Director General, BNSC, London, UK
I should like to welcome you on behalf of the Government and the British National Space Centre to this
important ESA Applications Workshop at the Queen
Elizabeth IT Conference Centre. Mr Ian Taylor, the
Minister for Space, had hoped to be with you this morning and would, I know, have given you strong encouragement in your work over the next couple of
days - believing as he does that the use of space is
such an important part of the picture. Guy Duchossois
and others have indeed seen him in action at this very
Centre, spreading the message about space data and
products. He is, however, off today to India in connection with other responsibilities he has at the
Department of Trade and Industry. He has asked me
to pass on his best wishes to you for a very successful
workshop.
The Earth-observation data markets are, in a way, a
new challenge for space - a rather greater challenge
than we normally spend time thinking about. In
telecoms and broadcasting, the markets already existed. Space enhanced them, overcame barriers,
enabled new players to enter and helped generate new
products. In meteorology, similarly, there was an
established activity where space data could be readily
applied and where tangible improvements in performance were quickly achieved. With the benefit of
hindsight one can exaggerate the ease with which these
developments, that we all now take for granted, came
about. But in much of remote sensing there is a real
difference of kind. One has actually to establish the
market, to search out the users and to identify the
applications - some of which are wholly new territory and others of which are new and not immediately obvious ways of carrying on existing activities more
effectively. This has been a major change of focus for
the space community. In Earth observation many of us
have had to reach beyond the collective past experience in space hardware and ground infrastructure
for existing users and start thinking of ourselves as
marketeers, as promoters, as pioneers of a new frontier - not a frontier in space but a new frontier among
users on the ground.
We in the UK have been working at this for a number
of years. I and my colleagues at BNSC welcome you
here today and salute this workshop as warmly as we
do precisely because it is our belief that applications
development is vital to the future expansion of the
remote-sensing market. The ERS missions, with

Envisat to follow, provide an unrivalled opportunity
for Europe to establish these uses and markets. Our
objective is progressively to transfer responsibility for
the management and investment required to exploit
Earth-observation data from a Government R&D base
to industry and other users. ESA's ERS applications
programme is, therefore, not only welcome to us on
merits. It is fully in line with UK objectives.
Applications development is an important element of
the BNSC national Earth observation programme
which seeks to exploit the UK investment in ESA programmes. There are three main activities:
1. Application Demonstration Projects
2. LINK Projects
3. Promotional Activities
Applications Demonstration Projects are supported
under a BNSC programme started in 1992 to
demonstrate the benefits of Earth observation data in
civil applications. The programme objectives are:
- to demonstrate the applicability and value of space
dervide data for formulating new solutions or
enhancing existing solutions in selected applications areas;
- to promote EO science and technology transfer between academia and industry;
- to contribute to a climate which encourages investment in highly innovative EO applications by
business and financial institutions and, in the
medium and long term, helps industry succeed in
attracting and developing European and international remote sensing business.
In the first round of the programme which is now
nearing completion, seven projects have been supported with joint industry/BNSC funding. The results
of these projects are extremely encouraging and some
of them will be presented during the workshop. A key
feature of the projects is the involvement of end-users
from both the commercial sector (e.g. oil companies)
and from Government Departments and Agencies
(e.g. MAFF). In the second round of the programme,
which has recently been started, eight projects are being supported with, on average, two thirds of the funding coming from industry and users and one third
from BNSC.

xiv

The second main applications development activity is
a new Earth-observation LINK programme, also
jointly funded by Government and industry, to support
innovative pre-competitive Earth-observation applications research. The LINK programme is targeted at
end-user needs emerging from the recent UK
technology foresight exercise. It is intended to bridge
the gap between basic Earth-observation research
under the Natural Environment Research Council
(NERC) programme and the near-market applications
under BNSC's applications development programme.
In the first round of the LINK programme three projects are being supported on a 50/50 funding basis.
The third element of BNSC's approach involves activities aimed at expanding the customer base for
Earth-observation data and services. The promotional
activities include:
- dissemination of information on Earth-observation
applications through existing Department of Trade
and Industry mechanisms such as Business Links
within the UK and Export Promotion Services outside the UK;
- liaison with other Government Departments such
as Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food and
Overseas Development Agency for whose programmes Earth-observation data can make a
significant contribution;
- targeted promotional activities aimed at specific
user sectors such as the educational community, the
investment community and various sectors of commerce/industry; to be successful these activities
really require a European rather than just a UK
basis of approach;
I am sure that you will all have a great deal to tell one
another and to learn from one another. Why are the
results you will be presenting here in London so important? Because the investment in the ESA programmes can only be returned through the development of
real operational services. Because the research paves
the way for new applications and transforms the new
data into information, information that can be used in
the real world.
I wish you all a very successful workshop over the
next couple of days. I look forward to hearing a little
about progress when we meet up again at the reception
this evening.
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THE USE OF ERS SAR DAT A FOR AGRICULTURE
AN OVERALL ASSESSMENT

Sylvie Rernondiere",

AND LAND USE:

Jurg Lichtenegger* *

*Eurimage under contract to ESA - ESRIN Data Utilisation Section
**ESA - ESRIN Data Utilisation Section, Frascati, Italy
Tel. (39) 6 941801 Fax (39) 6 94180622

ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the current status of the
utilisation of ERS data for land use applications
and in particular for agriculture. An overview of
the projects' results as well as a detailed
description of the more advanced utilisation of
ERS data with respect to the operational status is
presented. In view of successful demonstrations
of crop type discrimination the EU will include
ERS SAR data for a pre-operational
demonstration. Issues regarding SAR postprocessing to improve crop discrimination under
specific conditions (hilly terrain, etc.) are also
addressed.

INTRODUCTION
Since the ERS mission started, a number of
projects have been performed to assess the
capability of the SAR to image meaningful
features on the land surfaces, also with the
objective to replace or complement information
extracted from optical satellite data. Recent
results from the ESA Pilot Projects as well as
other activities have encouraged the European
Union, Value Added Companies and Institutes to
test the use of ERS data for crop identification
and natural resources management in pilot
studies and also in some pre- operational
programmes.
The Data Utilisation Section at ESRIN has
conducted an evaluation of individual projects
and provided an overall assessment by areas of
application based on the Principal Investigators
and Pilot Projects activity. In addition, projects
under national programmes and commercial
services developed by Value Added Companies
have been analysed. The evaluation shows the
level of performance for each application area

and includes a number of conclusions regarding
the potential for operationalisation.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECTS
The evaluation of ERS SAR data application for
agriculture was performed over about 15 projects
located either in European countries under
temperate conditions or in tropical countries. The
main objectives were:
•

mapping of renewable resources,

•

estimation of crop surfaces,

•

crop conditions assessment,

•

crop production forecasting,

•

surveillance of crop declarations for fraud
control,

•

detection of damages and the assessment of
their impact.

Basic information on renewable resources and
crops is necessary for land use management and
implementation of agricultural policy. Important
results were obtained from projects performed
within the framework of European programmes,
linked to the requirements of the Common
Agriculture Policy. Because of their importance
for the ERS mission, we describe these
programmes in more detail.
The MARS project, Monitoring Agriculture
using Remote Sensing, aims at improving
European production forecasts by the use of high
resolution satellite data. Statistics are provided to
the Directorate General for Agriculture of the EC
(DG VI), and the European Statistical Office
(EUROSTAT).
Within the MARS project, the MARS - STAT
activity aim at timely estimate crop acreage and
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accuracy compared with the traditional pixelbased classification methods.
Integration of optical and radar data enhances
the discrimination of land cover types. Some
interesting results were obtained using the IHS
(Intensity Hue Saturation) transformation as well
as the Principal Component analysis. However,
complementary optical/radar analyses are still at
an experimental stage.
SAR interferometry also shows a potential for
the discrimination of agricultural fields and
forests. High interferometric coherence was
found for low vegetation and bare soil surfaces
and a loss in coherence for forest, making
interferometric processing a potential tool for
forest
mapping.
Furthermore, coherence
measurements can be used to estimate field
irrigation, to detect any performed field labour
and also frost events.
OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS
Out of the 15 projects, the main classification
results confirm that ERS SAR data can be used
for crop mapping, statistics and monitoring, in
particular:
•

•

to discriminate cereals from rape seed and
high biomass crops such as sugar beet using
multi-temporal ERS SAR data acquired
between late May and July. The reliability of
discrimination of field crops significantly
improves as more SAR acquisitions are
considered, i.e. as more temporal information
is added. Classification performance also
increases when optical satellite image is
combined with multi-temporal ERS SAR
data.
for early crop identification, it has been
successfully demonstrated that multitemporal ERS SAR data acquired before end
of June provide good discrimination of
cereals, rape seed and grass fields. It has been
also reported that ERS SAR data received
during winter months improves early season
crop classification by identifying tillage of
particular crops. As a result, ERS SAR data
has been included in the MARS-STAT
project for pre-operational testing. This will
contribute to fill the gap of missing optical
data sets due to bad weather constraints.

•

to separate grassland from other land cover
types due to the very stable backscatter of
grassland across the year. Even the
distinction of different grassland classes is
possible because degraded grassland has a
slightly higher backscatter than managed
grass-fields.

•

to map rice fields and to monitor the crop
growth using multi-temporal ERS SAR
images due to the largest temporal dynamic
range of rice compared to all other
agricultural crops. Moreover there is a clear
correlation between radar back-scattering
signal and plant height. Also it looks
promising to use temporal SAR information
to retrieve yield-related parameters and to
detect field management practices.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Agricultural monitoring is probably the most
important
application
for
spaceborne
surveillance systems in terms of quantity of data
required. As a result of our evaluation of the
available projects it has to be stated that ERS
SAR has definitely a high potential to contribute
significantly to such monitoring tasks, especially
in the cloud-prone part of Europe and in the
tropics. Recent reports of a pre-operational
implementation of ERS SAR into an existing
system supports these findings.
There is a high expectation for soil moisture
estimation using SAR. Considerable efforts have
been made in numerous projects. Regardless of
the quality of the work, the results reported can
not be considered matured for regular surveys.
More investigations seems to be needed
especially what concerns backscatter modelling.
However numerous issues of a technical and
non-technical nature have still to be addressed in
order for ERS SAR data to be used efficiently
both for further demonstrations and for
operational implementations.
The technical issues connected to the various
problems scientists and application specialists
are facing when working with SAR data. They
include image filtering, segmentation and
classification. Implementations of related tools
tailored to ERS SAR products are still not
available to the extend of an operational use.
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potential yield. Since 1990, more than 50 test
sites have been analysed throughout Europe.
Acreage estimation is obtained by computer
assisted photo-interpretation of up to 4 satellite
images per year for each test site. ERS SAR data
have been tested over several of these sites
(Seville, Great-Driffield, Chartres, Bologna and
Albacete). Procedures used in optical remote
sensing applied to SAR were found not suitable.
New methods
using radar specific postprocessing improved the results considerably.
After a demonstration phase, ERS SAR data is
now included in the project for pre-operational
testing over 25 test sites, either to complement
missing optical satellite data or to supplement
information.
The MARS - PAC activity points at the
verification
and the control of area-based
subsidies within the EU. Within each country
approximately 5% of all farmers' declarations
are checked using satellite remote sensing. Crop
maps are obtained by computer assisted photointerpretation and by automatic classification of
high resolution satellite data, mainly SPOT and
LANDSAT data. ERS SAR data have been
successfully utilised over Northern test sites, in
Ireland and the U.K., where optical satellite data
were not available.
Another initiative by the EU in co-operation with
ESA is pursued in Southeast Asia. There a total
of eight ERS pilot projects are being fully
supported by an ASEAN project. There are two
pilot projects in each of the four participating
countries, with a variety of different applications
such as coastal zone mapping, crop rice
mapping,
land use mapping
and hazards
monitoring. The projects are clearly directed to
the operational application of methodologies and
results confirm that ERS SAR data are
particularly useful for monitoring in tropical
conditions. During the rainy season it might even
be the only source of spacebome information.
The results obtained within the MARS and the
ASEAN projects were confirmed by other pilot
project studies, e.g. the PASTA project in
Germany dealing with SAR techniques to derive
agricultural statistics and inspection of land use
and the SARI rice growth monitoring project in
Indonesia.

OVERVIEW OF THE METHODS
FOR DAT A ANALYSIS

APPLIED

Different approaches are developed to extract
information on renewable resources from ERS
images:
•

Analysis of temporal signatures,

•

Pixel-based classification,

•

Field-based classification,

•

Integration of optical and radar data,

•

SAR interferometry.

Temporal signatures of different crops are used
as a tool for their discrimination. In several
projects in UK, Germany and the Netherlands,
changes in wheat backscatter in all development
stages were studied and compared with temporal
backscatter profiles of other crops. It was
demonstrated that fields of winter wheat can be
distinguished from other crops, especially during
the very early season due to time-specific field
preparation. In Thailand, Indonesia and Japan,
changes
in rice backscatter
in different
development
stages
were
analysed.
A
characteristic and pronounced temporal signature
during the growing season was discovered that
enabled the discrimination of rice fields and their
status with high reliability.
Pixel-based classification techniques normally
used to classify optical imagery are hindered by
image speckle. Application of speckle filters
improves
visual
and digital
land cover
discrimination. In general filter performance was
assessed in terms of reducing the variance for
homogeneous
land cover types. Significant
improvement of statistics for both agricultural
and non-agricultural land cover types was found,
particularly when Lee or MAP filters were
applied.
The field-based approach applied to SAR image
classification overcomes the problem of speckle
by the extraction of image statistics, such as the
mean backscatter by field. An appropriate image
segmentation is required. It can be performed
using GIS information (land register) or fieldboundaries
extracted
from high resolution
optical satellite imagery or from averaged timeseries of ERS SAR data. Several studies show a
significant improvement of the classification
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Practical solutions to geometric/radiometric
corrections of SAR data when analysis from
hilly terrain are required, have reached only the
level of demonstrations. The integration of radar
and optical data is an issue that needs to be
further developed. In all these cases
implementation strategies need to be found in
order to streamline SAR post-processing, a
prerequisite for any customised operational use.
Moreover additional research is required for crop
growth modelling versus backscatter and in
interferometry especially with regard to
information derived from coherence images.

Non-technical issues to be followed in the future
consist mainly of enhancing promotion
activities, including training addressed to
decision-makers and not only to specialised
technicians. There is a need to divulgate more
effectively project result and this would require
further geographically specific pilot and
demonstration studies.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the results of a pre-operational study on
the use of ERS-1 backscattering signatures for early
season agricultural crop class discrimination are
discussed. The use of these data is based on the
understanding
that
microwave
backscattering
signatures of bare field carry information on the
surface structure of the field, which is a reflection of
the field preparations carried out for specific cropping
regimes in an area. Thus, we test our hypothesis that
ERS-1 signatures can be used to identify crop specific
tilths that precede the actual growth stage of the crop.
We show the use of this methodology for multitemporal ERS-1 SAR imagery of the MARS Action B
site at Great Driffield, United Kingdom. The data set
encompasses 21 images between June 1994 and July
1995. The analysis of the ERS-1 data has been
supported by numerous ancillary data sets, of which
meteorological records, crop classification results of
the previous season (1994) and a rapid ground survey
in the spring of 1995 are the most important.
Our analysis shows that well-chosen early season
imagery can significantly improve crop class separation
with ERS-1 imagery. The study has also lead to
various recommendations for the further development
of a crop classification methodology based on the use
of SAR signatures.
Keywords: ERS-1, agriculture, crop classification,
early season.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since crop discrimination in optical remote sensing
imagery is based on the reflectivity characteristics in
the respective spectral bands, operational application of
that technique is restricted to the vegetation cycle of
the growing season. Reliable early crop acreage
estimates can be obtained only after a significant crop

coverage has developed, and only if cloud-free imagery
is available.
Land preparation, or tillage, of agricultural fields is
often directly related to the future crop type. For
instance, winter crops, such as winter cereals and oil
rape seed, are already sown in the fall. Significant crop
coverage is only reached after the crop continues its
growth in the spring. The difference in microwave
backscattering from fields with varying roughness
spectra (e.g. winter cereals seedbeds and ploughed
fields) can be used to separate them in early season
ERS-1 SAR imagery. Other field preparation activities
in early spring, for instance, ridging or seedbed
preparation, can also be monitored with well chosen
multi-temporal ERS-1/2 data series. ·Thus, even before
crops emerge, ERS backscattering signatures can be
used to estimate crop acreage for various groups of
crops.
This paper describes the results of an exhaustive study
on multi-temporal ERS-1 signatures of the 94/95 fall,
winter and spring period for identification of tilled
fields in the UK Driffield area. The work has been
carried out as a contract study #10653-94-12 FlED
ISP NL for the MARS Project of the Joint Research
Centre of the European Commission.
2. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we shortly discuss the relevant
theoretical background of microwave backscattering in
order to be able to explain expected phenomena and
trends in ERS-1 backscattering signatures of bare and
vegetated agricultural fields, with an emphasis on bare
soil and fields with partial vegetation covers. An
advantage of this approach is that we can resort to
rather simple models, which are easily implemented
for forward simulation, and which allow conditioned
inversion for quantitative analysis of signatures.
Microwave backscattering from an agricultural field
depends on the physical and geometrical characteristics
of the crop canopy and the underlying soil. A
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simplified model for the overall backscattering
coefficient from vegetation can be given as (Attema &
Ulaby, 1982):
O"~otal= O"~opy + 't10"~oil + 't20"\:iteraction (1)
In (1), cr~anopy, cr~oil and cr\:,teraction are the various
contributions to the total backscattering coefficient of
the canopy, soil and interaction components of the
target. The transparency coefficients 11,12 depend on
the physical characteristics of the crop canopy and the
frequency and polarization of the radar instrument. For
the ERS-1 configuration we tend to neglect the term
120"\:itcraction since most observations can be explained
with the thus simplified model.
It follows from equation (1), that at the time in the
growing season when all crops are fully closed, crop
separation in backscattering intensity data should be
based on their characteristic cr~anopy. In other studies
using ERS-1 data (e.g. Schotten et al, 1995), it has
been shown that crops can be separated in specific
classes, such as grass, grains and broad leafed crops on
the basis of their mid-season backscattering
coefficients. Seasonal signature analysis for more than
one year shows the potential to discriminate within
these crop classes as well, in a repetitive, calibrated
fashion (Borgeaud et al,
1995). However,
discrimination between such crop classes as winter
wheat and winter barley, and potato and sugar beet is
only possible after the canopies have completely
developed (beginning of July). In the period of crop
emergence (April-June), there is considerable
confusion between crop types. Referring to equation
(1) again, it is obvious that this is related to a wide
range of crop specific transparency coefficients 11, 12
(depending on variable vegetation emergence) and the
characteristic seedbed structures in which the crop are
planted (which influence O"~oiland O"\:iteraction).
Random bare soil
Backscattering from bare soil is governed by the
geometry of the soil surface and the dielectric constant
of the soil material at the surface (Ulaby et al, 1986).
The surface geometry of agricultural fields reflects the
applied soil tillage, which is related to crop specific
land preparation activities, and subsequent surface
erosion events.
Microwave backscattering from rough (soil) surfaces
has been subject to extensive modelling research. We
choose a simplified model of the type
cr~oi1= f(c:)g(cr,p(s,P))

(2)

In (2), f( e) is a function describing the dependency of
cr~oil on the dielectric constant e of the soil material
(which, in tum, depends on soil physical
characteristics and soil moisture content), and
g(cr,p(s,P))
is a function describing the dependency of
cr~oil on the geometric characteristics of the soil surface
(with cr the rms-height and p(s,P)
the surface autocorrelation function). Recent examples of models
which are in accordance with (2) are the semi-empirical
models described by Oh et al, 1992 and the theoretical
first order integral equation method (IEM model) by
Fung et al, 1992.
Equation (2) implies that the backscattering
sensitivities to varying geometric parameters and
dielectric constant are separable as,
dO"~oil,dB= dfcrn ( £)

d£

d£

(3a)

and
acr~oil. dB - dgdB ( (}"'p( SJ'))
Cl(cr,fi) Cl(cr,fi)

(3b)

Thus, it is assumed that for all randomly rough
surfaces, the sensitivity to the dielectric constant is
equal. This roughly translates into equal sensitivity of
all bare fields to soil moisture changes.
Row patterns
For agricultural surfaces which are tilled in a row-wise
fashion, the surface roughness spectrum is no longer
isotropical. It is well known that soil surfaces with a
distinct row pattern have significantly different
backscattering coefficients when viewed from different
directions (Beaudoin, 1990). A theoretical model for
regularly perturbed surfaces used in this study is
described in Ulaby et al, 1986. In this model, local
randomly rough surface backscattering intensities in
the perturbed plane are integrated incoherently over the
spatial period of the perturbation.
Vegetated surfaces
The overall backscattering coefficient for vegetated
surfaces involves the terms cr~anopy and 11cr~oil
(neglecting 120"\:ileraction). It is obvious that the
variability in cr~oil is masked by the presence of the
vegetation layer, but might still be discernible in the
backscattering signal if 11 is sufficiently large. In
principle, we should be able to use the reduced
sensitivity to soil dielectric change for vegetated fields
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Figure 1. Percipitation and temperature profiles during ERS-1 acquisition period over the DRIF site.
m further crop delineation, especially in the spring
season.
Trend simulation and model inversion
Backscattering models are of particular interest in socalled scenario simulation. With scenario simulation,
the influence on the backscattered signal of expected
cropping and tillage practices, crop development and
surface processes and external conditions (for example,
rain, frost) can be predicted. This type of forward
simulation is of particular importance in the data
selection procedure, e.g. to determine the expected
dynamic range in the image (and compare this with
quick look products), to check the influence of
meteorological conditions on a data series, etc.
Model inversion can be used in support of class
definition. For instance, a specific difference in
backscattering coefficients between two (supposedly
bare) fields can be used to estimate relative differences
in rms-height, and if one of the fields is known, the
absolute "roughness classes" and, hence, the tillage
type.
3. MATERIAL
ERS-1 SAR data

For the study a set of 21 ERS-1 PRI images was used
spanning the period between June 4, 1994 and July 14,
1995. During this period, ERS-1 was in three different
orbital phases (the geophysical phases E and F and the
"normal" multi-disciplinary phase G). The Great
Driffield site (DRIF), which has is centre at 54°07' N
and 0°31' W was covered by several adjacent tracks in
the phases E and F and by two adjacent tracks in phase
G. The analysis was concentrated in an area for which
both ascending and descending node data could be
acquired. Temporal resolution varied between 4 days
(AID node combination in May 1995) and 54 days.
The latter, unfortunate!y, spanned the crucial spring
period February 21 to April 16, 1995. This was due to
the fact that 2 of the 3 ordered scenes for March were
not acquired and the other one (of March 13) turned
out to be unusable.
Ancillary data
The data analysis is supported by a range of ancillary
data sets that are either part of the MARS' Agricultural
Information System (AIS) or collected in the
framework of the study. The first category consists of
an extensive set of (daily) meteorological parameters
for the DRIF site and crop acreage information of the
period 1991-1994 (based on SPOT data and field
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crops canopies. Already in mid-April, some winter
rape (RAP) can be distinguished from winter
cereals. Also potato (POT) can be separated from
those spring crops that require smooth seedbeds
(sugar beet (SBT), peas (PEA), spring cereals
(SPC), spring rape seed (SPR)). This is because
POT fields are prepared later and are planted in a
ridged up seedbed. This distinction is less obvious
in the May data. Later in the season, SPR and SPC
are following the trends of their winter type
counterparts, but obviously shifted in time.

surveys). In figure 1, temperature and precipitation
records are plotted for the ERS-1 acquisition period.
The acquisitions are indicated with their respective
orbit number on top of the graph.
Additional activities under the study contract included
the collection of a map data base (topographic maps at
scale 1:25,000), the soil map, and the results of two
dedicated field surveys in February and April 1995.
Ground truth comprises crop type and tillage direction
for more than 700 fields and detailed measurement of
surface roughness and soil physical properties of a
subset of these fields (20).

•

Both levels and spread in backscattering
coefficients for winter cereals are similar in the
1994 and 1995 summer periods. Overall levels for
the various other crops are also in the same order
for the same period. This seems to suggest that
signatures are indeed crop class specific, thus
supporting claims to use backscattering signatures
in a unsupervised classification approach.

•

The spread in the WWH and winter barley (WBA)
data increases after May, which is most likely
related to crop phenological effects. We have not
been able to separate WWH and WBA.

•

Based on (late) summer signatures only, it is not
possible to separate winter cereals from spring
cereals.

•

The total backscattering variation attributed to soil
moisture is in the order of 6 dB (between a
maximum October 30, 1994 and a minimum on
April 16, 1995). This suggests a sensitivity of the
ERS-1 instrument to soil moisture of 0.25
dB/vol%.

•

The use of meteorological data allows us to predict
signal variation quite accurately, except in the
summer season. Soil wetness induced signal
variation, however, is still obvious in the summer
season even for fully developed crops.

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In figure 2 we have plotted signatures for all fields that
evolve over time to the respective crop classes in the
1995 season. The line and error bars (one standard
deviation) is for the group of fields that become wheat
(WWH) fields. Error bars for the other crop classes are
not shown, for reasons of clarity, but are, in general,
somewhat smaller than that for the WWH class.
The number of fields that contribute to the average
signatures in figure 2 ranges from 10 for 1995 sugar
beet to 167 for 1995 winter wheat fields. Note that the
averaged signatures still contain trends that are due to
(1) cultivation direction effects, (2) local topography
(3) local incidence variation and (4) unresolved
misregistration errors. The analysis of the influence of
those factors is not discussed in this paper, but we can
state here that especially errors introduced by factors
(2) and (4) affect the classification results in an adverse
way.
A cluster analysis of the backscattering signatures in
figure 2 and similar figures (for other crop sequences)
has lead to several general conclusions:
•

•

•

The dynamic range in single date summer imagery
is much larger than during the fall and winter. The
available spring data shows an increase in dynamic
range again. Little information is gained from data
between October and January.
From December and onwards, there is a good
separation between winter crops and future spring
crops. This trend is consistent until February, with
the exception of the January 27 data for which
backscattering coefficient are affected by a snow
cover. Apparently winter ploughing occurs only in
the period late October to December.
Signatures dramatically change in the period end
of February to early June, reflecting both spring
preparations for and emergence of the various
spring crops and the development of the winter

Overall, figures of the type of figure 2 show
interesting trends and various possibilities for
separating a range of crop types. Based on these
figures we have, for instance, developed a technique to
combine four images in a single byte image that
displays class separation based on backscattering
signature variation.
With the ground truth on crop types, we have assessed
the performance of a simple classification algorithm
based on various image combinations. We find
accuracies of up to 85 % for the major crop types.
However, our results are sometimes severely affected
by misregistration, especially for smaller fields and
when ascending/descending combinations are used.
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Figure 2. Averaged ERS-1 backscattering signatures for fields that were labeled as winter cereals (WIC) in the 1994
SPOT image and evolve to the crop classes in 1995 (indicated by the labels).
This is due to the fact that we have not applied proper
geocoding with digital elevation models (only a tiepoint warping was performed). We expect a significant
improvement in classification accuracies when
geocoding is applied.
In comparison with
classifications results based on SPOT data, we are
optimistic about the possibility to obtain similar
accuracies based on ERS-1 data alone, and probably
better in areas for which SPOT data acquisition during
the growing season is cumbersome.

and a guarantee that pre-ordered data will also be
acquired.
•

For an increased site coverage, the possibility to
acquire ascending/descending node combinations
seems to be most appropriate (especially if
geocoding is performed). A check of site coverage
for the 60 MARS sites shows that, although the
areas are only 40 by 40 kilometers in size, full
AID coverage (with only two images) is only the
case for 21 of these (e.g. none in France or
Spain!).

We have presented a pre-operational technique to use
ERS-1 SAR backscattering signatures in a crop
discrimination exercise. We have shown that especially
signatures from the period February-May enhance the
possibility to separate classes due to the effects of crop
specific tillage on the backscattering coefficient.

•

Floating scene ordering would significantly
improve AID coverage (even if floating would be
restricted to the node numbers used for ERS frame
delineation). Optimum AID coverage would also
enable the selection of larger sized sampling areas
(up to 60 by 60 km2).

The methodology is rather straightforward. It's
implementation as an operational technique sets some
requirements for the SAR data delivery:

•

Before actual ordering, the user should be able to
screen quick-look data products. Quick look
analysis would be supported by available
meteorological data and model knowledge to
estimate expected dynamic range. Quick look data
might be usable for rough acreage estimates as
well.

5. CONCLUSIONS

•

SAR acquisition planning must be carried out well
in advance. This implies a stable orbit scenario
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•

In general, more than one ERS image is necessary
to produce reliable estimates. Thus, the
methodology should be highly automated. Also,
pricing for basic SAR products should not be
much above those of the current ERS products
(i.e. RADARSAT's proposed prices are too
high!).

Note that the possibility to use backscattering
signatures in a calibrated repetitive fashion allows
these to be used in an unsupervised classification
procedure, which can be steered with model knowledge
and environmental conditions. Furthermore, additional
knowledge on backscattering behavior can be built into
relevant classification algorithms. Also, new SAR
instruments with additional system options (i.e.
frequency, polarization, or incidence angle) can be
easily integrated. Thus, the methodology is
evolutionary, rather than static, as in the case of the
current methodology based on optical data.
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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the operational feasibility of very
early ERS SAR based acreage estimation of noncultivated terrain (set-aside, fallow, bare soils) and economically important crops. already during the winter
season. This experiment has been carried out in a preoperational real-time environment (rapid data order,
acquisition. delivery, processing and exploitation). Its
results have been used as a support to the Rapid Estimates of the European MARS (Monitoring of Agriculture with Remote Sensing) project in March 1995, before the first optical images could be acquired. They are
confronted here with the first SPOT based estimates
from the MARS project, obtained two months later.
I. INTRODUCTION: TOWARDS VERY EARLY
CROP ACREAGE ESTIMATION
Crop areas estimation, as early as possible in the agricultural season, is a very important issue in the framework of remote sensing programs supporting agricultural policies. In particular, the MARS project includes
a Rapid Estimates action fully dedicated to this task.
Nevertheless, as early as in the winter. the application
of remote sensing to crop identification and crop areas
estimates in Europe is a virtual reality problem. in the
sense that no or very low agricultural vegetation cover
is actually present on the ground. As a consequence,
during most of the winter. agricultural targets are
principally the soils on which crops will grow later on.
Thus, it is generally not possible to identify directly
crop species during winter. neither from field examination, nor from remote sensing image analysis.
For this reason, agricultural monitoring in the MARS
project is carried out based on optical spaceborne imagery acquired during the growing season, when
weather conditions become favourable and crops start
developing their plant structure. As a result, the first
MARS crop areas estimates are not available earlier
than May.
II. AN APPROPRIAIB METIIODOLOGY BASED
ON THE ANALYSIS OF ERS WIN1ER SERIES
In this context, it becomes useful to consider the specific sensitivity of the ERS SAR to important soil properties, such as surface roughness and moisture content.
These properties of soils as well as their evolution over
time are not casual. as far as agricultural surfaces are
concerned. Therefore, a methodology has been designed, based on the experience acquired from previous
research regarding: the physical modelling of C-band
SAR backscatter [I], the influence of meteorological
effects on the ERS radar cross-section over time [2],

and the content of agricultural information [2-3] in
ERS time series.
To discriminate between non-cultivated/cultivated surfaces and to identify the major crop types. this methodology exploits the causal relationships existing between soil properties and crop cultivation. It aims at an
agriculture oriented understanding, interpretation and
exploitation of the ERS time series. combining appropriately solid multi-disciplinary knowledge regarding
the following topics:
- Agriculture and agronomy (crop calendars. tillage
practices, and phenology of crops). General knowledge
of agricultural practices and crop calendars at the site
scale (40x40 km) provide the interpretation clues for
the identification of the most important crop types [3].
- Radar remote sensing, with emphasis on the physics
of interaction between the ERS incident C-band wave
and natural media such as soils and vegetation. The
sensitivity of the ERS SAR signal (radiometry. and to a
lesser extent, texture) to soil roughness [2-5] at the beginning of the agricultural season is of particular importance to achieve complete detection of laboured
land. From February on, volume diffusion effects observable on the first growing crops [4-7] are also exploited.
- Image processing. for both. the specific aspects of
SAR image processing, and the statistical aspects of
classification.
In addition, the methodology emphasises the use of
application-relevant image information only, in order
to ensure robustness to the disturbing effects of meteorological factors on the ERS radar cross-section over
time.
ill. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS
In practice, the processing of the ERS time series is
carried out in 5 steps:
1) Specific SAR data processing:
For all of the ERS PRI images, the following steps are
performed:
- radiometric correction for ground range sampling (on
top of the calibration procedure applied by the ERS
Processing Facilities on PRI images [8]).
- adaptive speckle filtering [9].
- and accurate co-registration
2) Transformation of the time series (at least 3 acquisitions per-site. for topological correctness) into 3 synthetic channels, as uncorrelated as possible between
each other, specifically designed to carry the information which is useful to our specific application.
Classical decomposition into uncorrelated synthetic
channels using techniques based on Principal Components Analysis are discarded, mainly because these
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techniques generally hinder further interpretation, either in terms of physical considerations on the origin of
the image reflectivity. or of historical evolution in a
time series.
Moreover, in order to extract selectively the physical
and historical information relevant and meaningful to
the actual application, we designed the following
transformation, where we compute, for every pixel:
a) The mean backscattered amplitude during the period
of observation ("backscatter" channel);
b) The range of radar cross-section variation during the
period of observation ("variation" channel);
A previous study [2] showed that these first two channels provide a representation, in which urban, forest,
grasslands/bare soils, and agricultural themes can already be separated using ERS time series. Another advantage of this representation is that it filters the disturbing effect of changes in meteorological conditions
(temperature, soil moisture, etc.) on an ERS time series, which are responsible for a general ensemble
modulation of about 2 to 4 dB (according to the site and
in temperate European countries also to the season) ci
the temporal signatures [2] of all but the urban themes.
c) The date when the backscattered amplitude is maximum ("history" channel). For winter SAR observations,
this third channel provides us with useful information
regarding field preparation. Knowing from past experiments [2] that field labouring practices result in a
very strong increase of ERS SAR signal (up to more
than 10 dB), whose effect remains visible for a timeframe of about one month [2], this third channel provides an additional discriminator for crops identification, in relation to the knowledge of crop calendars
provided that, as it is generally the case at the test-site
scale, all fields dedicated to a given crop type are prepared at the same time. For some crops for which soil
preparation took place a long time before the beginning
of ERS observation (summer or early fall), crop phenology begins to play also a role which is registered by
this channel as a maximum ERS SAR signal at the end
of the observation period (February), when the dense
agricultural vegetation cover exceeds 20-50 cm (cf.
rape seed in the Chartres example), as observed and
modelled in the literature [e.g. 5-7].
These synthetic channels have the main advantage to
provide us with a understandable picture of the causes
and of the history of the ERS radar cross-section ci
agricultural targets during the observation period.
3) Spatial segmentation is then carried out through
isodata clustering [10] of these synthetic channels. This
is a statistical method which can be regarded as one ci
the less bound to hypotheses. due to its statistical objectivity and impartiality.
4) The final crops (or group of crops) classes are identified through deductive interpretation of the synthetic
channels using simultaneously general knowledge regarding agriculture (main crop types present on the
site, crop calendars (e.g. Fig.2), tillage practices, crops
phenology [e.g. 11,12]). physics (interaction wave/
medium), and statistics (examination of the structure ci
the clusters). In this way, a classification is obtained by
recombination of the statistical clusters into well identified crops and land-use classes.
5) Detection and separate classification of the structural
elements [9] (urban areas, main roads, rivers) improves
consistently the spatial accuracy of the final result.

Vector masks of forested/urban areas can also be used,
either when statistical confusion remains between forested areas and some types of agricultural crops (cf.
field peas in the Chartres example), or to exclude nonagricultural surfaces from the fmal classification.
N. OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
Since operationality can not be demonstrated in controlled "laboratory" experiments (using old data of past,
i.e. "perfectly known", situations). a real-time preoperational ERS experiment was decided (ESA project
PE-FRNE), to provide very early surface estimation ci
non-agriculture land (set-aside, fallow, bare soils) and
economically important crops (winter cereals, etc.) over
3 very different test-sites of the MARS project during
the winter of 1994/1995.
Although the SAR instrument had a very low priority
within ERS-1 "Phase F" (Geodetic phase), from 15
Nov. 1994 to 18 Feb. 1995, ESA managed to acquire
19 frames (Fig.1) over the three test sites:
1) Albacete (Spain): 4 dates, 5 frames,
2) Bologna (Italy): 7 dates, 7 frames,
3) Chartres (France): 4 dates, 7 frames.

Figure 1: ERS-1 acquisitions (Phase F; 19 frames; 15
Nov. 1994 - 18 Feb. 1995) over the 3 test sites of Albacete (Spain), Bologna (Italy) and Chartres (France).
The ERS SAR PRI data were delivered within a delay
of 4 to 20 days (average delay of 10 days), meeting the
time constraints requirements for data delivery for the
Rapid Estimates Activity of the MARS project.
The exploitation (post-processing, interpretation, and
classification) of the ERS SAR data was conducted at
the AIS, and concluded in March 1995. Classifications
were send to ESA in April 1995 to take date.
Validation was carried out afterwards, confronting our
acreage estimates of the sites, with the corresponding
first MARS Rapid Estimates for 1995, produced in
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May. These estimates arise from SPOT-based computer-aided classifications, using also ancillary information such as: last year classifications, ground survey,
farmers declarations, statistical trends, etc.; estimated
global accuracy was about 85% in 5 years of operation.
V.RESULTS
V.l) Chartres (France):
This site is located within one of the richest agricultural
areas in Europe, and its monitoring is of particular importance for the estimation of cereals (mainly wheat)
production in Europe. The site is shown in the multitemporal colour composite image in Fig.3 (calibrated.
filtered and co-registered ERS-1 images). Even if most
of the local temporal variations in radiometry arise
from the effects of agricultural activity, the signal level
unbalance among the acquisitions giving an aesthetic
colourful visual impression should be attributed to the
effects of varying environmental conditions. It is visible
that the site is hilly. with altitude variations up to about
400 m, but generally gentle slopes not exceeding 511•
The synthetic channels carrying the selected information are produced on a per pixel basis, and shown in
Fig.4. Together with the knowledge of local agricultural practices and calendars [12] (Fig.2), these synthetic channels provide the interpretation clues for the
identification of ploughed field, bare soils and major
crop types.

- wheat, on soils prepared early in November, is pink;
- other winter cereals are light grey;
- rape seed is yellow;
- soil prepared in February for summer crops, as well as
field peas and fodder beets, are dark grey;
- urban areas, roads. and non arable land are light blue.
Examination of the classification shows a good robustness to the relief characteristics of this site.
The comparison between surface estimates retrieved
from this ERS classification, and the SPOT based results is presented in Table 1. Since the classes identified using by the two classifications are slightly different, classes have been grouped into land-use families.
Table 1 shows that good agreement, regarding the major land-use, is found between the two classifications.
Crops
(areas in ha.)

ERS-1 4 dates SPOT 2-dates
from 28/11/94 4/3/95-5/5/95
to 10(2/95 derived classif.
Non-cultivated
14225
11499
Winter wheat
68178
70622
Other cereals
10015
5357
Rane seed
12834
11360
Summer crops
24368
25784
Non-azriculture
30720
35038
Table 1: Chartres test site. Comparison of early crop
acreage estimates obtained using ERS (March 1995)
and SPOT (May 1995) multi-temporal data.
V.2) Bologna (Italy):
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Figure 2: Chartres test-site: winter crops calendar and
ERS acquisitions (winter 199411995).
The clustering is carried out using the three channels
shown on Fig.4. Then, classes are gathered according
to the conclusions of the analysis of both the synthetic
channels and the structure of the clusters. Built-up areas. main roads and rivers are extracted and classified
separately. Finally, a vector mask (urban/forest) is applied to the classification to discriminate other summer
crops (i.e. field pees) from the forest.
The final 8-classes ERS classification is presented in
Fig.5, where:
- non-cultivated soils/low natural vegetation are black;
- forest is green;
- wheat, on soils prepared before November. is red;

This test site includes the major part of EmiliaRomagna. the richest Italian agricultural region. It is
an almost flat plain, densely populated. located between
the Po river in the north and the Apennine mountains
in the south.
The colour composite shown in Fig.6 (calibrated, filtered and co-registered ERS-1 images). illustrates the
complexity of landscape and land-use fragmentation
(small agricultural fields, numerous rivers, important
roads, cities and villages) of this site. On this site, the
differences in soils (dejection from the Appenine, alluvial deposits, etc.), as well as the combined effects of
winter rainfalls and agricultural activity, modify spatially and temporally the physical properties of terrain,
resulting in a very colourful ERS multi-temporal image. In this case. information selection into the synthetic channels described above, simplifies image interpretation for crops identification, and improves the
statistical result of a clustering whose purpose is the
spatial segmentation of crop cultivations.
The final 9-classes ERS classification is presented in
Fig.7, where:
- non-cultivated soils and fallow are brown;
- natural vegetation, orchards/vineyards are dark green;
- rice fields are black;
- winter cereals are red;
- sugar beet are pink;
- potatoes, and also com fields, are light green;
- other summer crops are yellow;
- rivers and main roads are dark blue;
- built-up areas are light blue.
The comparison between surface estimates retrieved
from this ERS classification, and the SPOT based results is presented in Table 2.
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Crops
(areas in ha.)

ERS-1 7 dates SPOT 2-dates
from 15/11/94 21/3/95-3/5/95
derived classif.
to 17/2/95
13844
Non-cultivated
13029
Rice
438
636
Orchards, etc.
23888
29280
Winter cereals
56139
43840
Sugar beets
22295
23005
Potato + maize
10463
10330
Sorinz crons
8729
7332
Non-azriculture
24109
32640
Table 2: Bologna test site. Comparison of early crop
acreage estimates obtained using ERS (March 1995)
and SPOT (May 1995) multi-temporal data.
Important differences regarding the two following
themes can be observed:
- non-agricultural surfaces (over estimated in the
MARS mask which includes part of the rice fields and
spring cultivation, and has therefore been taken into
account on a selective basis for the ERS classification),
- winter cereals due to overestimation of the MARS
mask and to some confusion with perennial vegetation
(orchards, vineyards, natural vegetation, etc.).
For all other crops, estimations show a good agreement.
V.3) Albacete (Spain):
This test site was chosen to evaluate our method on a
site presenting some peculiar difficulties with regard to
both geomorphology and agriculture. Most parts of the
site are mountainous areas, with altitude variations
from 200 to more than 1000 m. In addition, this site is
poor in water resources and often affected by drought.
More than one fourth of potentially arable land has
been set aside in the last decade for low rentability. The
major crops still cultivated in the area such as sunflower, maize and even barley require irrigation [11].
The colour composition shown in Fig.8 (calibrated,
filtered and co-registered ERS-1 images). exhibits
dominant grey tones, showing that meteorological
conditions were almost constant (persistent drought)
during the winter 94/95. The coloured areas are mainly
due to the effects of tillage and irrigation. Mountain
areas present important confusions due to the change in
look angle and direction between ERS acquisitions.
The fmal 9-classes ERS classification obtained over
this site is presented in Fig.9, where:
- non-imaged and masked areas are black;
- non-cultivated soils (set-aside/fallow land) are brown;
- forest (on mountain slopes) is dark green;
- vineyards and natural vegetation are light green;
- winter cereals (mainly barley) are orange;
- later cereals (e.g. spring barley) are red;
- sunflower (mainly irrigated) is light blue;
- com fields (mainly irrigated) are yellow;
- urban areas are white;
Within mountain areas, the output of the clustering
reflected the confusions due to the presence of strong
relief. and it is clear that our classification procedure
fails in these areas. Nevertheless, applying the mask
used for the SPOT data on this site in the operational
MARS activities, it is also clear that:
- the same classification problems are met in the same
areas using optical remote sensing data;
- although the statistical defmition of the clusters. performed at the scale of the whole site, is affected by the

mountainous areas of the site, our classification procedure still performs successfully within areas which are
flat or present limited relief.
VI. USER COST
The total user-cost of the project has been traced during
the course of the experiment. This cost of about 16000
ECU (before taxes) can be split into three parts:
- Data cost: 9500 ECU for 19 ERS PRI frames,
- Manpower: 4600 ECU,
- Mortgage (equipment) and running costs: 1900 ECU.
It is worthwhile to note that now, in the operational
ERS phase, for test sites chosen to coincide with ERS
frames, data costs would be reduced by an average 35%
per-site, and processing costs would be reduced by
more than 50% per-site (much easier co-registration of
frames on the repeat-pass orbit).
VII. CONCLUSION
This experiment shows that economically valuable ERS
based estimation of non-cultivated areas and crop areas
can be carried out operationally, very early in the agricultural season, using a methodology which is:
1) technically simple:
It requires only widely available state-of-the-art SAR
data processing and data analysis methods. Moreover,
good knowledge and understanding of SAR related
physics, of SAR image processing, and of agriculture
and agronomy, are required.
2) robust:
The selected ERS information relevant to our specific
application is stored in the synthetic channels. This
methodology proved robust to effects not directly related to the agricultural occupation of soils (environmental effects, soil types, etc.), to site-landscape complexity. and to geographical diversity.
3) direct:
The useful temporal characteristics of the agricultural
targets are identified using only general SAR related
physics and agricultural knowledge. They support an
interpretation which is primarily based on a statistical
analysis of the remote sensing data, and specifically
oriented towards the identification of the agricultural
themes of interest.
4) efficient:
As shown for Albacete, good performances are obtained
for identification and area estimation of major crops
and non-cultivated terrain, within a similar range of
geomorphologic conditions, for which optical remote
sensing is also successful. In addition, direct global
comparison of the overall ERS signal level between
acquisitions is already an indicator for important environmental conditions such as persistent drought.
5) competitive:
The total user-cost of such a project remains at a particularly competitive level, especially with the actual
ERS-1/ERS-2 repeat-pass operational system.
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Figure 3: Multi-date ERS SAR imagery over the Chartres test site. Processed ERS-1 images: Nov.28 in red, Jan.4 in
green and Feb.JO in blue.
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Figure 4: Chartres test-site. Synthetic channels, with the "backscatter" channel in red, the "variation" channel in
green, and the "history" channel in blue.

Figure 5: Final classification of the Chartres test-site (8-classes).
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Figure 6: Multi-date ERS imagery over the Bologna test site. Processed ERS-1 images: Nov.15 in red, Dec.5 in green
and Jan.11 in blue.

Figure 7: Final classification of the Bologna test-site (9-classes).
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Figure 8: Multi-date ERS imagery over the Albacete test site. Processed ERS-1 images: Dec.6 in red, Jan.12 in green
and Feb.18 in blue.

Figure 9: Final classification of the Albacete test-site (9-classes).
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Abstract - The current study investigates the
potential of ERS-1 SAR data for rice mapping and rice
crop monitoring. The selected study area is located in
Kanchanaburi province, West-Thailand. The rice
growing area is irrigated, flat, homogeneously managed,
and has large individual fields of at least one hectare
size.
As regards rice mapping a digital classification based
on multi-temporal, speckle-filtered ERS-1 SAR images
was carried out to determine rice field acreage. The
classification accuracy for rice fields is 89%. As regards
rice crop monitoring the radar backscattering coefficient
cr0 [dB] ofrice fields was related to various phenological
parameters on a field-by-field basis, such as plant
height, plant moisture content, stalk diameter, leaf size,
occurrence of standing water and crop yield. It was
found that there is a good correlation between plant
height and cr0 and between crop yield and o",
respectively.
The results are clearly pointing towards the
operational application of the methodology and confirm
that ERS-1 SAR data can be used for the purpose of rice
crop mapping and monitoring. The use of radar data for
rice monitoring is of particular interest because rice is
mainly grown in tropical regions with quasi permanent
cloud cover during the growing season.
INTRODUCTION
Rice is an important food crop. Two thirds of the
world's population are living in Asia where rice is the
prime source of daily food. Rice is also an essential
source of income for many countries in the tropics,
making it an important social, political and economic
factor. Consequently, decision makers have placed the
collection of information about the actual and predicted
state of rice crops on the top of their political agendas.
The two most interesting parameters to know are rice

acreage and expected yield. Currently, the collection of
this information is mostly based on interviews at the
farmers or village level. The information gathering
process is cumbersome, and sometimes unreliable
information is given to Government authorities by the
local people.

OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this study is to assess the
usefulness of ERS-1 SAR data for the purpose of rice
area mapping and crop monitoring, and to develop an
optimum approach to achieve this objective.
Recommendations shall be given towards the use of
such data in an operational rice information &
monitoring system.

STUDY AREA AND DATA BASIS
Study area
A study area of approximately lOxlO km size was
selected in Kanchanaburi Province, West Thailand. The
centre co-ordinates are 99.5 deg E and 14.0 deg N. The
topography is generally flat, with a few single, steep
limestone mountains. The rice growing area, however, is
practically horizontal, with natural borders of only a few
tens of centimetres height. Field management is similar
over a large area, with field preparation, flooding, rice
sowing and harvest taking place at almost the same time
within the whole rice growing area. Individual fields are
1-2 hectares large. The fields are irrigated, and water
supply is managed centrally. Therefore, the timing for
field preparation and flooding is similar for all fields
within the whole study area. The climate is humid
tropical with seasonal monsoon rainfall from April to
October [1].

'The work presented in this paper was carried out within the framework of the 'EC-ASEAN ERS-1 Radar Remote Sensing Project (ALNASN/91128)". The
project is funded by the European Commission (EC) with support from the European Space Agency (ESA) and the Association of South-East Asian Nations
(ASEAN). In addition, the current project is supported by the Office of Agricultural Statistics & Economics (OAE) of the Thai Ministry of Agriculture and
the National Research Council of Thailand (NRCT).
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Data basis
Multi-temporal ERS-1 SAR data were available at
eight acquisition dates, namely 22-Nov-91, 7-0ct-92,
24-Feb-93, 7-May-93, l l-Jun-93, 20-Aug-93, 29-0ct-93
and 3-Dec-93. Images were acquired by the Thai ERS-1
receiving station after April 1993 and processed to
standard PRI format, whereas the earlier images were
acquired and processed by the Indian receiving station.
For the latter, image calibration was performed
according to [2].
Within the whole area, ten sample areas of
approximately ten hectares each were selected for
detailed backscattering studies of rice fields. Extensive
ground measurements were taken in parallel to ERS-1
data acquisitions during the main growth period of 1993
(August to December). Plant height, plant moisture
content, plant density, number and size of leaves, stalk
diameters, height of standing water were measured,
together with more general observations regarding the
state of the water/soil surface, state of plants, and
weather at acquisition time [1]. The analysis of ERS-1
SAR data was further supported by aerial photographs
and a high resolution optical satellite imagery taken by
the Spot panchromatic sensor.

RICE PLANT GROWTH AND CROP CALENDAR
The current study deals with well irrigated rice fields.
A typical rice growth cycle lasts between 120-180 days
from planting to harvest, and varies with crop variety.
There are three major growth phases, the vegetative,
reproductive and ripening phase. After soil preparation
rice fields are flooded. The vegetative phase starts either
with direct sowing or transplanting in rows, and ends
when plants have almost reached their maximum height
of up to one metre. Plant height depends on variety. The
reproductive phase starts when plants are flowering, and
is followed by the ripening phase, when water is drained
out, plants become drier and turn yellow, and the grains
are ripening. The reproductive and ripening phase are
constant for most varieties, and last about 35 and 30
days, respectively, while the length of the vegetative
phase differs with variety. After harvest, a bare soil
condition remains, sometimes with patches of standing
water left [3].
In the current study area two harvests per year are
common. The main growth period lasts from August to
December, and a second crop grows from April to July.
A typical value for crop yield in the study area is
approximately 5-6 tons per hectare.

RADAR SIGNATURE OF RICE FIELDS
In ERS-1 SAR images, rice fields appear dark during
the vegetative phase when the fields are flooded. During
the reproductive phase radar backscattering increases
and reaches a maximum in the early ripening phase.
This maximum may plausibly be attributed to multiple
radar reflections between vertical plant structures and
the horizontal water surface at a growth stage when
penetration to the surface is still possible. Later, during
the ripening phase, the scattering from the volume of the
canopy increases but penetration to the water or soil
surface decreases leading to a slight darkening of the
radar image [3,4).

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
According to the objectives of the study two issues
were addressed, namely the use of ERS-1 SAR data for
rice area mapping and crop monitoring, respectively.
Rice area mapping
Rice acreage can be retrieved from multi-temporal
radar imagery making use of the unique backscattering
signature of rice fields, which is significantly different
from that of any other land-cover [1,3,5]. Fig. 1, as an
example, shows an image taken on 6-Jun-93, where the
rice growing area appears darker and can thus easily be
discriminated from other land covers. A simple, pixelbased maximum likelihood classification was carried
out, based on four Gamma MAP [6] speckle filtered
radar images (6-Jun-93, 20-Aug-93, 29-0ct-93, 3-Dec93). Ratio images (Jun/Dec and Oct/Dec) were included
in the classification in order to compensate for misclassifications of rice on the dark mountain back slopes
due to topographic effects of imaging radars. The result
of the classification is shown in Fig. 2. The classification
accuracy for rice versus other land-use classes is 89%.

Figure
1:
Multitemporal ERS-1 SAR
image of Kanchanaburi, W-Thailand. The
ice fields are located
in the centre of the
image (dark).

Figure 2: Rice area
based on four ERS-1
SAR data acquisitions.
Grey scale:
rice
(dark),
water
(bright), other landuse classes (black).
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plant's geometry, and grain yield may only be an indirect
effect of these parameters.

Rice Crop monitoring
Radar sensors have the potential to monitor rice plant
growth regardless of cloud cover. An example of
temporal radar signatures compared with rice plant
height is shown in Fig. 3. The 'wind-disturbed'
acquisition of 20-Aug-93 was substituted by two
additional dates of the same growth cycle from earlier
years (22-Nov-91, 7-0ct-92), where the growth pattern
was similar to that of the 1993 cycle. Fig. 3 clearly
shows a very similar trend between radar backscattering
and plant height. A correlation between these two
parameters is shown in Fig. 4. The correlation
coefficient is r=0.77. Similar observations were obtained
by [7], who reported correlation coefficients of r=0.98
between plant height and cr0, however, based on 6

selected data pairs only.
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between
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Figure 3: Rice plant height (top) and temporal
radar signature (bottom) of ten rice fields in
Kanchanaburi, Thailand (from [3]).
Further, a correlation between measured yield and o"
values was carried out for the pre-harvest date 3-Dec-93.
The fields were harvested 2-4 days later. The
corresponding correlation is shown in Fig. 5. The
correlation coefficient is r=0.87. This result, however,
is, only preliminary because it was not verified with
another data set due to lack of such data. Also, the
sensitivity of radar backscattering is mainly related to
the plant's total biomass, its moisture content and the

Irrigated or flooded rice shows a very characteristic
radar backscattering signature. In radar imagery, rice
fields appear very dark during the flooded vegetative
phase, and turn brighter during the reproductive and
ripening phase. The dynamic range for cr0 is from -15
dB to -8 dB, and is thus larger than for any other
agricultural crop. Radar imagery is therefore particularly
suitable, also given the fact that rice crops can be
monitored during the growth period which naturally
coincides with high cloud cover.
In particular, the following conclusions can be drawn
from the experience gained from this study and from
related studies [1,3,4,5,7]:
Rice area mapping:
I. Multi-temporal ERS-1 SAR data is highly suitable for

rice field mapping. The achieved mapping accuracy in
the current study is 89% for rice fields against any
other land cover.
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2. At least three images should be available during the
growth cycle. The optimum acquisition dates are
during the flooded vegetative phase, at the end of the
reproductive phase and shortly before harvest. An
additional post-harvest image may be useful for better
discrimination from other land cover classes in the
surrounding.
3. The use of a pixel based standard maximum
likelihood classifier is sufficient, although more
sophisticated
methods may yield slightly better
results. Speckle filtering of the input data is
mandatory.
Rice crop monitoring:
4. Multi-temporal ERS-1 SAR data is highly suitable for
rice crop monitoring.
5. The radar backscattering coefficient is well correlated
with rice plant height (r=0.77). Consequently, the use
of radar data allows to determine the approximate
stage of plant growth.
6. The radar signal shows a potential correlation with
rice yield. However, this relation may be indirect,
assuming that radar backscattering is more sensitive
to parameters
such as biomass, moisture and
geometry of rice plants rather than grain yield itself.
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ABSTRACT
Temporal and spatial variation in radar backscatter have
been examined using both ERS-1 and JERS-1 SAR
images, to analyze crop growth conditions. Radar image
interpretation was combined with radar backscatter
simulation and crop growth modelling. Although
theoretically the dynamic range in backscatter in time
should be sufficient, results obtained were disappointing
so far.
For 1992 different sets of multi-temporal ERS-1 SAR
images were applied to map land cover. Applying a
field-based classification method, results were obtained
comparable with classifications using optical sensors
like Landsat-TM and SPOT. Also pixel-based
processing methods seem to be applicable using SAR
images if preceding filtering techniques are used.
With a restricted data set of 1993 classification results
obtained with ERS-1 and JERS-1 SAR data were
compared with each other. Overall comparable results
were obtained, although remarkable differences
occurred. For example grassland was much better
classified with ERS-1, while the results for fruit trees
were much better using JERS-1 SAR data.
Key words: SAR time series, agricultural and
environmental monitoring, crop growth, field-based
classification
1. INTRODUCTION
Satellite remote sensing is used more frequently to
obtain information on actual land cover and crop
growth conditions. For regions with often cloudy
conditions such as the Netherlands, regular data
acquisition in the optical range of the electromagnetic
spectrum is troublesome. Due to atmospheric conditions
the applicability of satellite systems such as LandsatTM and SPOT is seriously restricted for crop growth
monitoring applications.
In the microwave range, however, data can be acquired
independent of atmospheric conditions and time of the
day. Therefore the data supplied by the imaging
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) on board of the
European Remote sensing Satellite (ERS-1) and the
Japanese Earth Resources Satellite (JERS-1) have a
potential for environmental applications.

For the operational application of radar images in
agricultural and environmental monitoring, knowledge
dealing with the interaction mechanism of microwave
radiation with soil and vegetation is required
(Rijckenberg, 1994). If the interaction mechanism can
be described, through inverse modelling measured radar
backscatter can be related to relevant crop parameters
and soil condition.
The applicability of ERS-1 SAR data to map land cover
and to monitor crop growth was extensively
investigated since the launch of ERS-1 (ESA Specialist
Panel, 1995). In the Netherlands a project was initiated
focused on the well-known Flevoland test-site
(Nieuwenhuis and van Rooij, 1994). Because of the size
and homogeneity of the agricultural fields in Flevoland,
this area is well-suited for testing land cover
classification methods and crop growth monitoring
experiments. For the growing season of 1992, 1993 and
1994 ERS-1 SAR images were available with a
frequency of about 10 till 15 days. For the growing
season of 1993 also JERS-1 images were available,
especially in the beginning and at the end of the
growing season. Unfortunately images taken in the
middle of the growing season were missing. To
investigate the applicability of JERS-1 SAR images in
relation to ERS-1, ERS-1 SAR images were selected
close to the acquisition dates of the available JERS-1
images.
Based on the Flevoland experiments, the applicability of
SAR images as supplied by ERS-1 and JERS-1 is
discussed.
2. CROP GROWTH MONITORING
2.1 Crop modelling
For the crops sugar-beet and winter wheat Bouman
(1992) developed an integrated model to simulate crop
growth and radar backscatter depending on crop
growth. The developed SUCROS (Simplified Universal
Crop Growth Simulator) model is a mechanistic crop
growth model describing the potential growth of a crop
from irradiation, air temperature
and crop
characteristics. The radar backscatter was calculated
using the Cloud model as developed by Attema and
Ulaby (1978). For sugar-beet the original one-layer
Cloud model was used and for winter wheat, the two-
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layer Cloud model as developed by Hoekman et al.
(1982).
Figure I shows a typical result of the increase in radar
backscatter with crop growth for sugar-beet as it may be
expected from ERS-1 (CVV20) and JERS-1 (LHH40)
measurements. In the presented simulations dry soil
moisture conditions have been assumed. For such
conditions the dynamic range in backscatter in time
should be sufficient to obtain information on the initial
crop growth conditions, i.e. sowing date of the crop.
Performing crop growth monitoring this information is
very important as the length of the growing season
predominantly determines the final crop yield.
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Figure 2. Multi-temporal plot of mean backscatter
(Gamma, dB) for potatoes, sugar-beet, winter wheat,
grass and maize as derived from ERS-1 SAR images
acquired during the growing season of 1992.
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wheat. This decline in C-band backscatter of wiriter
wheat during the ear appearance in this period is often
mentioned in literature (ESA Specialist Panel, 1995).
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2.2 ERS-1 time series
To assess crop growth, reference data were collected in
the field. In 1992 soil moisture measurements were
performed on 12 plots, where potatoes, sugar-beet,
winter wheat and maize were grown. For 30 plots
agronomic variables (e.g. sowing date, emergence date,
harvest time and yield) were collected, while
meteorological data were taken from standard
meteorological weather stations in the surrounding.
For the main agricultural crops time series of radar
backscatter were derived for the growing season of
1992 from the available ERS-1 SAR images (Figure 2).
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In the beginning of the growing season large
fluctuations in backscatter are found. These are most
probably caused by different soil preparations and
changes in soil moisture conditions. The profile of
winter wheat (until harvesting beginning of August) and
grass have in general a lower backscatter level than the
other crop types. Potato and sugar-beet show similar
profiles. The rather large increase in backscatter at the
end of May is found for all crops except for winter
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Figure 3. Multi-temporal plot of mean backscatter
(Gamma, dB) for potatoes, sugar-beet and winter wheat
as derived from ERS-1 SAR images for the growing
season of 1992, 1993 and 1994.
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object classification

of JERS calibrated

data (hectares)

~

~

potato
sugar beet
winter wheat
grass
maize
rapeseed
barley
fruit
horticulture
other
luceme
bush
total
accuracy

potato
499
14
0
41
258
0
20
0
199
31
0
0
1061
47%

sugar beet
11
607
42
0
19
0
12
20
18
8
0

0
736
82%

winter wheat
13
II
480
26
0
0
97
0
5
42
153
0
828
58%

grass
15
23
56
91
51
2
178
0
16
140
45
0
617
15%

maize
7
7
0
0
105
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
120
88%

rapeseed
0
0
0
0
0
236
0
0
0
7
12
0
255
93%

barley
0
0
22
0
5
0
263
0
0
37
0
0
327
80%

fruit
0
0
6
0
20
0
2
177
0
0
0
0
205
86%

horticulture
217
47
6
26
14
0
47
5
113
22
0
0
498
23%

other
IO
6
0
0
0
0
41
0
9
157
0
0
223
71%

luceme
0
0
I
28
0
0
0
0
0
0
296
0
325
91%

bush
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
34
0%

total
771
715
613
215
471
238
661
232
361
444
506
0
5228
58%

reliability
65%
85%
78%
42%
22%
99%
40%
76%
31%
35%
58%
0%

barley
0
0
2
0
I
0
8
0
0
2
0
0
13
62%

fruit
0
0
I
0
I
0
I
22
0
0
0
0
25
88%

horticulture
15
8
I
4
3
0
8
I
19
5
0
0
64
30%

other
1
1
0
0
0
0
6
0
2
5
0
0
15
33%

lucerne
0
0
I
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
11
82%

bush
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
0%

total
63
66
49
28
40
4
56
26
45
45
28
0
450
47%

reliability
63%
76%
59%
54%
30%
100%
14%
85%
42%
11%
32%
0%

object classification of JERS calibrated data (field count)
reference

~

potato
sugar beet
winter wheat
grass
maize
rapeseed
barley
fruit
horticulture
other
lucerne
bush
total
accuracy

potato
40
2
0
4
19
0
2
0
17
2
0
0
86
47%

sugar beet
I
50
3
0
2
0
1
1
2
2
0
0
62
81%

winter wheat
3
I
29
3
0
0
5
0
2
6
12
0
61
48%

grass
2
3
12
15
2
0
25
0
2
21
6
0
88
17%

maize
I
I
0
0
12
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
15
80%

rapeseed
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
2
I
0
7
57%

Table I. Field-based classification results as obtained with 3 JERS-1 SAR images taken during the growing season of
1993.
The fluctuations in backscatter during the growing
season can not be explained by the development of crop
only. Probably weather conditions such as rainfall and
wind influence radar backscatter.
For 1993 and 1994 comparable results were obtained.
Figure 3 shows results for sugar-beet, potato and winter
wheat. From the results it can be concluded that due to
the fluctuations in backscatter in the beginning of the
growing season it is hardly possible to derive
information on the sowing date by comparing the
measurements with simulated data such as shown in
Figure I. ERS-1 time series supply crop specific
information. However, operational application of this
information in a crop growth monitoring system is
troublesome and should be further elaborated.
3. LAND COVER MAPPING

extract image statistics, such as the mean field
backscatter, effectively overcomes the problem of
speckle (Janssen, 1994).
Moreover the results which can be obtained with ERS-1
SAR data is strongly dependent on the available data
set. Schotten et al. (1995) selected optional sets of ERS1 images based on crop separability indexes (Dobson et
al., 1992). Also the plotted time series (Figure 2) can be
used to select suitable acquisition dates. It is quite clear
that grassland can be distinguished from the other crops
especially at the end of the growing season. To
discriminate potato and sugar-beet could be
troublesome, but probably an image taken at the end of
September might solve this problem.
An eight-date set of ERS-1 SAR images, covering the
period between 12 May and 3 November, yielded the
best results with an overall accuracy of about 80 %
applying a field-based classification method.

3. I Application of ERS-1 multi-temporal data
3.2 Comparison of JERS-1 and ERS-1
The application of ERS-1 SAR data for mapping land
cover was investigated extensively for the Flevoland
test-site using images taken during the growing season
of 1992 (Schotten et al., 1995).
Computer-based interpretation of SAR data for land
cover mapping is complicated due to the presence of
speckle. Among other things it hampers the application
of pixel-based classification methods. A field-based
approach involving the use of digital field boundaries to

For the growing season of 1993 only 4 JERS-1 images
were available. Unfortunately no images were acquired
in the middle of the growing season. To be able to
compare the applicability of JERS-1 and ERS-1 images,
4 ERS-1 images were selected close to the acquisition
dates of the available JERS-1 images. The JERS-1
images of28 March 1993 seemed to be of poor quality.
Part of the image showed a clear distortion in radar
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object classification ofERS calibrated data (hectares)

~

classified

potato
sugar beet
winter wheat
grass
maize
rapeseed
barley
fruit
horticulture
other
lucerne
bush
total
accuracy

potato
872
40

7
II
6
5
25
6
49
40
0
0
1061
82%

sugar beet winter wheat
198
92
297
35
77
388
8
24
II
48
22
2
97
77
0
30
12
59
14
67
0

0

0
736

8
828

40%

47%

grass
0
42
43
401
8
0
4
7
5
12
64
31
617
65%

maize
I
\8
5
0
79
0
0
3
14
0
0
0
120
65%

rapeseed
0
0

0
0
0
249
2
0
0
4
0
0
255
98%

barley
0
65
0
0
30
56
137
0
12
0
0
26
327
42%

fruit
0
33
0
0
0
0
0
105
II
26
17
12
205
51%

horticulture
52
26
54
17
20
0
29
10
137
42
0
112
498

fruit
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
II
3
2
5

horticulture
10
I
9
2
I
0
5
2
24
8
0
2
64
38%

28%

other
15
14
6
0
0
0
5
0
8
163
0
13
223
73%

lucerne
0
0
0
27
0
2
0
20
0
0
276
0
325

bush
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
34
34

1230
570
580
487
201
336
376
181
307
367
357
236
5229

85%

100%

60%

other
2
3
I
0
0
0

lucerne
0
0
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
0
8

bush

total
99
48
51
68
16
10
31
20
43
33
21
10
450
55%

0

total

reliability
71%

52%
67%
82%
39%
74%

37%
58%
45%
44%
77%
14%

object classification of ERS calibrated data (field count)
reference

~

potato
sugar beet
winter wheat
grass
maize
rapeseed
barley
fruit
horticulture
other
lucerne
bush
total
accuracy

potato
65
5
I
I
I
I
2
I

4
5
0
0
86
76%

sugar beet
18
23
6
I
I
2
8
0
1
2
0
0
62
37%

winter wheat
3
3
27
2
2
0
7
3
6
7
0
I
61
44%

grass
0
5
6
61
2
0
I
I
I
2
8
I

88
69%

maize
I

3
I
0
7
0
0
I
2
0
0
0
15
47%

rapeseed
0
0
0
0
0
5
I
0
0
I
0
0
7
71%

barley
0
2
0
0
2
I
6
0
I

0
0
I
13
46%

I

25
44%

I

0
I
6
0
I
15
40%

0

II
73%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
3
3
100%

reliability
66%
48%

53%
90%
44%
50%
19%

55%
56%
18%
38%
30%

Table 2. Field-based classification results as obtained with 3 ERS-1 SAR images taken during the growing season of
1993.
backscatter, making automatic classification methods
nearly impossible.
For 1993 JERS-1 images were available acquired at 12
May, 7 August and 20 September. The corresponding
ERS-1 images were respectively acquired at 16 May, 10
August and 5 September. A SPOT image of 2 July 1993
was used to establish the required field boundary data
base.
The results of the field-based classification with the
JERS-1 and ERS-1 data set are shown in Table I and 2
respectively.
Due to the restricted data set the overall accuracies are
low (50-60 %) in relation to the results with an optimal
data set (about 80 %). The difference in overall
accuracy between JERS-1 and ERS-1 are negligible.
However, per class remarkable differences occur. For
example grassland could be classified with a reasonable
accuracy with ERS-1, while with JERS-1 only poor
results were obtained. Also for potato ERS-1 gave better
results, while on the other hand sugar-beet was much
better classified with JERS-1. Also clear differences are
found for fruit trees. With JERS-1 accuracies of 86%
(based on acreage, ha) and 88% (based on number of
plots) are obtained, while with ERS- I these accuracies
are respectively 51% and 44 %.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Within the framework of the Flevoland experiments, the
applicability of ERS-1 and JERS-1 SAR imagery was
investigated to set up an agricultural crop growth
monitoring system.
Bouman ( 1991) showed the potential of radar
backscatter time series to improve crop yield estimates.
However, we found that with ERS-1 data it is hardly
possible to improve crop growth modelling results in
practice. As the obtained backscatter time series supply
crop specific information, the integration of SAR
backscatter data and crop growth modelling should be
further elaborated
Land cover mapping with ERS-1 and JERS-1 data was
very successful. For large areas regional agricultural
statistics can be derived in an efficient way from the
obtained classification results. Consequently regional
data on crop yield can be obtained by combining the
statistics with simulated crop yield values.
Based on experiments with an extensive data set of
1992, optimal ERS-1 acquisition dates have been
determined. A few agricultural crops could already be
distinguished early in the growing season. The early
detection of crops with the help of ERS-1 SAR images
can be an important information source to monitor land
use, for instance to check field-based subsidies as
supplied by the European Union.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the project was to develop a
methodology to improve land cover mapping and
change detection, from a combination of multi-temporal
ERS-1 SAR and optical data in a persistently cloudy
area of Malaysia - Johor State.
Several dates of ERS-1 imagery for 1993 and 1994, and
Landsat TM imagery for 1991-94, were acquired over
Johor State. Existing land use maps of the area were
used, both in paper and digital form. Field work was
conducted in the area, which is largely a region of
perennial vegetation, including large plantations of oil
palm and rubber, and natural forest.

perennial with little seasonal change The Department
of Agriculture is responsible for land cover mapping in
Malaysia, and uses a combination of field survey, aerial
photography and satellite imagery. Persistent cloud
cover limits the availability of optical satellite data, for
example the last complete TM coverage of Johor was in
1991. Some difficulties have been experienced in
separating oil palm and rubber on TM images. The
study area is shown in Figure 1.

I~
The study has concentrated on 2 methods of
complementary use. Firstly the combination of ERS-1
and Landsat images, using simple band combination
and IHS transformation.
Secondly, multi-temporal
ERS-1 images were used to update baseline maps
produced from optical data, by overlaying vector maps
to these images and digitising on-screen. Image-map
products were produced for field survey and checking.

~.

MALAYSIA

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with a project in Johor State
looking at the complementary use of ERS and optical
images for land cover mapping. This pilot project
forms part of a collaborative programme between the
European Community, the European Space Agency and
the countries of the Association of South-East Asian
Nations (ASEAN). The EC-ASEAN ERS-1 Project
aims to develop ASEAN capabilities to apply ERS-1
imagery to meet development and environmental needs
through training and application demonstrations.
2. THE APPLICATION
The land cover of Johor is dominated by plantation
crops such as oil palm, rubber, coconuts and pineapples;
and natural forest. Most of the vegetation is therefore

Johor Study Area
3. STUDY METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Eight multi-temporal ERS-1 images from the period
July 1993 to March 1994 were used. These were
geometrically corrected using 1:63,360 topographic
maps, no terrain correction was performed. Lee, Frost
and Gamma Map speckle filters were evaluated, a Lee
3x3 filter was found to be the most effective for visual
analysis.
Land cover maps prepared by the Department of
Agriculture from aerial photographs and Landsat TM
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images were used for reference, and specific field
survey was undertaken. The topographic maps, dating
from approximately 1970, also contained significant
land cover annotation and highlighted long-term
changes, particularly in plantation crops.
Multitemporal colour composites were produced, both to
visually analyse in conjunction with the land cover
maps and field survey data, and to identify changes
against the baseline land cover maps. ERS image-maps
were printed at 1:50,000 scale for field survey and
checking.
4. VISUAL ANALYSIS
The multi-temporal ERS-1 images, and ERS-1/Landsat
combinations, were visually analysed in comparison
with land cover map and ground survey data. The
following observations were made.
Oil Palm
Oil palm when mature is generally distinguishable by a
high backscatter and therefore bright colours on
multitemporal images. It also tends to be uniform in
brightness with little variation between dates. Young
oil palm up to 3 years from planting is more variable
due to changes in ground cover and soil conditions, and
is liable to be confused with rubber or forest.
There is a requirement to map broad age categories of
oil palm plantation in Malaysia. Eighteen months to
two years after initial planting oil palm plants are
transplanted into their final position in bare ground or
an herbaceous cover crop, and plantation ages are
calculated from the time of transplanting. Land cover
mapping from air photographs interpreted oil palm in
three age categories:
Young: ::;3 years
Mature: > 3 years s 25 years
Old:
> 25 years
Recent updating of these maps has been carried out
using Landsat imagery but these categories have not
been used because they cannot be reliably identified
visually, although McMorrow (1995) has looked at
identifying age classes based on reflectance values, in
Sabah.
Examples analysed using field survey data and
plantation records, show that up to 3 years visual
analysis of backscatter values could show replanting of
young oil palm.

Forest
Forest can be confused with mature oil palm. Most
forest remnants now occur on hilly terrain where
layover and shadow effects prevent any consistent
interpretation.
Bananas
Bananas only occur in limited areas, however one field
site was visited near Kampong Bukit Batu. This estate
also includes small areas of oil palm and grassy areas
without tree cover. The banana parcels are not very
distinctive in comparison with oil palm and other
perennial crops on TM. On the SAR images they
appear very bright, and are much brighter than oil palm.
Coconuts and mangrove
The coastal area of mangrove, coconuts and mixed
smallholder agriculture appears fairly uniform on the
two dates of SAR available, and it is impossible to
discriminate with these alone. Simple combination of
two TM bands and one SAR date did not help in
discrimination. Using IHS combination, detail from the
TM does provides information and assists
discrimination between coconuts and mangrove, and to
a lesser extent between coconuts and oil palm.
If a TM image is available for the same date as the SAR
there would be little advantage in combining the two.
However a ~
in the coconut area could well be
more obvious from an IHS combination of old TM and
new SAR than on the SAR alone.
Pineapples
This is the only herbaceous crop looked at in the study,
and the only non-tree crop to grow in large areas in
Johor. Pineapple fields are very distinctive on TM - by
virtue of their large size compared to the surrounding
smallholder fields, the uniform texture, the colour of the
growing crop, and the dark areas of bare peat soil within
the fields. On the SAR image using two dates the
colours are not clearly distinguished from those of oil
palm, and are only visible by virtue of their shape and
size. Pineapples are however distinctive on the IHS
image, but all the information content comes from the
TM.
Urban areas
Settlements show clearly as very bright areas. The new
North-South highway, not marked on current maps,
shows as a dark line.
5. BACKSCATTER SIGNATURES

Rubber
Mature rubber generally appears darker than mature oil
palm. However mature rubber can be confused with
young oil palm, this is addressed in the following
section on backscatter signatures.

In order to compare signatures between different dates,
DN' s were converted to backscatter values in decibels
and calibrated using the constant for the Bangkok
receiving station. Only a few samples were available
for each land cover type, and for only 2-6 dates, so their
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analysis is indicative of backscatter characteristics
rather than a definite characterisation.

Fig. 3 Temporal backscatter profile of old/3 year palm
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Examples of the major land cover types identified on
field survey, such as oil palm, rubber and pineapple,
were analysed to extract mean backscatter signatures for
several dates using customised software developed by
RSAC. These were used to produce temporal profiles.
20th Jui 93 24th Aug 93

Oilpalm
Oil palm shows a general tendency for backscatter to
increase with age until the canopy has become complete
and effects of surface conditions and variable leaf cover
are no longer influential. The data analysed here is
insufficient to determine the age at which backscatter no
longer increases. Of the sites visited, none were in the
mature class (3 to 25 years old). Due to the major
expansion in oil palm plantations in Johor State, and
Malaysia in general, occurred during the 1960's, most of
the plantations are either in the old category or have just
been replanted and are young (Polunin, 1988).
Young oil palm of 2 years old and under shows a much
more variable profile, both between different examples,
and between dates for the same sample, varying in the
examples chosen from -9.5 to greater than -5 dB, see
Figure 2. This is due to the effects of the ground layer
before full canopy cover is reached, including cover
crop or herbaceous weed layer, cultivations, soil and
moisture effects. Large differences between 4 dates in
January and February 1994 over a 6 week period
suggest that ground conditions at this stage are more
important than the oil palm canopy - and that changes in
soil moisture or surface roughness are causing this
variability.
By the time the trees are 3 years old, the profile has
become much more stable, and matches the form of the
old oil palm, but with a backscatter of approximately
1.5 dB lower, see Figure 3.

Fig. 2 Temporal backscatter profile of young oil palm
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Rubber
Mature rubber has a lower backscatter than old oil palm,
and presumably than mature oil palm, as observed in the
visual analysis. There appears to be a risk of confusion
between mature rubber and young oil palm with its
lower backscatter.
Forest
The backscatter profile of three relatively flat forest
sites falls between that of rubber and old oil palm, and
overlaps 3 year old oil palm. It should be pointed out
that much of the remaining forest in Johor is found on
hilly terrain where shadow and layover effects on SAR
imagery which has not been ortho-corrected will make
backscatter values variable.
Bananas
Although only two dates are available for this area, the
backscatter values are clearly higher than oil palm, -4
dB and higher, and indicate that the backscattering
properties of the banana leaves make them easy to
discriminate.
Pineapples and coconuts
The analysis of these two land covers is limited, with
only two dates covering two sites. They do not suggest
any clear discrimination is possible from the various
stages of oil palm, with backscatter values of -6 to -7
dB.
6. CHANGE DETECTION
By combining different dates, ERS SAR can offer an
advantage over optical data for change detection. Large
areas of Johor do not change significantly either within
the year or between years, because they are covered by
non-seasonal and perennial tree crops or forest. Where
there .is significant change, such as felling and
replanting of trees, this can be clearly and rapidly seen
over large areas by bright colours, signifying varying
backscatter between the composite dates. This is
illustrated by the multitemporal composite of a large
area of southern Johor State in January and February
1994 in Figure 4. Large areas of oil palm plantation
appear uniformly bright, but there are more localised
red areas where there has been some change.
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Figure 4 Part of Johor State, Malaysia, near Johor Bahru

ERS-1 SAR Red: 4 January 1994 Green: 25 January 1994 Blue: 18 February 1994

© ESA 1994

Figure 5 Updating changes from forest to oil palm using ERS-1 SAR imagery

Landsat TM image, 11 March 1991
with 1990 land use map.
Red: Band 4, Green: Band 5, Blue: Band 3
Forest cleared to oil palm on TM image,
but not yet updated on land cover map

ERS-1 SAR image, Lee filtered 3x3,
with updated land use map
Red: 4 Jan, Green: 25 Jan, Blue: 18 Feb 1994
LAND USE CODES
30: Oil Palm 7F: Forest
7S: Scrub 8: Wetland Forest
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The baseline land cover mapping requires optical
imagery - satellite imagery such as Landsat TM or air
photography, ERS SAR can then be used to update
changes.
7. VISUAL MAP UPDATING
Change detection translates into updating land cover
maps using visual interpretation.
The raster satellite
images are overlaid with vector land cover maps and
changes made to the linework and coding as necessary.
This can be achieved using hardcopy, or an integrated
raster/vector system allowing on-screen digitising.
Figure 5 illustrates an area of forest near Bandar
Tenggara which has been felled and replanted with oil
palm since the 1990 land cover map. A 1991 TM
image shows partial clearing which had been completed
by the time of the ground survey. The 1994 SAR image
now shows the clearance visible on the TM with 2-3
year old oil palm growing, and the rest of the cleared
area planted more recently with oil palm. The land
cover map can easily be updated over the SAR image to
reflect the changes from forest to oil palm.
8. CONCLUSIONS
Multi-temporal
ERS images by themselves are of
limited value for land cover classification of tree
plantation crops, because of small differences in the
backscatter of different types and the temporal stability,
or lack of seasonal change, of these crops.
ERS SAR is however capable of discriminating some
major land cover types such as oil palm and rubber.
With the exception of bananas the discrimination is no
better than optical imagery. Bananas show very clearly
on SAR due to the very high backscatter.
There is little advantage in combining ERS and Landsat
images for land cover classification purposes: there may
be only marginal improvement in cover discrimination
and they are not generally available for dates close
enough together to exclude the possibility of changes
having occurred between the dates of the two sources.
There is however considerable potential in the use of
multi-temporal ERS images for change detection and
updating baseline maps prepared from optical images.
The Malaysian Department of Agriculture is starting to
use ERS image maps with land cover overlays for field
checking of land cover change. Future work aims to
exploit the potential of longer time series of images for
change detection and map updating.
The best way for the two data types to complement each
other would seem to be to use optical imagery when
available
for
baseline
mapping,
and to use

multitemporal ERS SAR for change detection and map
updating. This seems particularly relevant for changes
in large plantations and in forest cover.
An approach that has been used in the UK (Slater,
Brown and Wooding, 1995) is to create a multitemporal
composite with images from different years rather than
from different months. With seasonal changes being of
minor importance, a 3 year composite would effectively
detect changes over a 3 year period covering large areas
for relatively low cost.
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ABSTRACT
NRSC has developed an operational
environment for the integration ofERS-1 SAR
data into a process for the checking of farm
applications for EU subsidies. This includes:
ortho-rectification and referencing; full
radiometric correction, including slope effects;
and the preparation of data for photointerpretation. This paper highlights the main
requirements and capabilities of the system.
1. INTRODUCTION
Each year, the European Union (EU)
undertakes a programme to control farmers'
claims for subsidies under the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). The programme,
called "Control of Area Based Arable and
Forage Subsidies using Remote Sensing" is
undertaken throughout the EU under the
direction of the individual member state.
The objective of the work is to use the
available remotely sensed imagery to check
what a farmer is growing during the current
growing season against his claim for
subsidies, identifying any mismatch. Data
from spaceborne optical sensors, such as
SPOT or Landsat, are most commonly used in
the UK to provide this service to a high degree
of accuracy. However, excessive cloud cover,
common in Northern latitudes, often poses a
threat to the acquisition of sufficient data to
guarantee accuracy.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) offers a
possible solution to this problem as its ability
to penetrate cloud and its day-night capability
ensures that, provided the instrument is in
operation, an acquisition can be made. The
availability of data from the ERS-1 mission
made this a candidate source of data for the
1995 programme.
The main problems with SAR data are that:

•

Many SAR images are required to separate
even the most basic crop classes to a
reasonable accuracy.

•

SAR data are conceptually very different
from optical data. Therefore it is not
wholly obvious how they could be used to
support photo-interpretation.

The National Remote Sensing Centre Limited
(NRSC) has developed an approach to the use
of SAR data in the framework of the EU
programme that was used successfully on an
operational basis during 1995. The following
sections will highlight the approach to SAR
data processing and photo-interpretation
applied and highlight some of the problems
and benefits encountered.
2. DATA PREPARATION
All SAR data used in 1995 were corrected for
both geometric and radiometric effects.
The extent of geometric distortion in an ERS1 SAR image is high. The extent of terrain
height differences needed to produce a
planimetric error of 50m is shown in Table 1
for ERS-1 and, as contrast, for RADARSAT.
As is clearly shown, such levels of distortion
are at least an order of magnitude higher than
for optical data, even at grazing incidence
angles. We conclude that, for accurate georeferencing, terrain correction must be applied
to all ERS-1 imagery to gain a reasonable
level of accuracy.
Helzht Difference
Mission
17 - 24m
ERS-1
18 - 60m
RADARSAT
(Standard Mode)
60 - 87m
RADARSAT
(Extended High Mode)
Table 1. Terrain Height Differences Required
to Produce a Geolocation Error of 50m

"Currently working with CRI at the Joint Research Centre, Italy.
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All terrain correction was applied using
NRSC's in-house TSAR software (Fern et al.,
Brelstaff et al.). TSAR performs a simulation
of the imaging process, reducing the
dependence
on
tiepointing,
therefore
supporting operational applications.
The
geolocation accuracy of TSAR in comparison
with a polynomial stretch, both obtained using
11 tiepoints on a test agricultural site is shown
in Table 2.
Method
Absolute RMSE
TSAR
21m
2nd Order Polynomial
327m
Table 2. Geolocation Accuracy of TSAR vs. a
2nd Order Polynomial Using 11 Tiepoints.
In addition to geometric correction, TSAR
also performs radiometric correction of the
following effects:
•

ADC Saturation

•

Replica Pulse Power

•

Topographic Incidence Angle

All of these corrections are necessary to obtain
accuracies of better than 0.5dB from ERS-1
data. Of these, the largest magnitude of
correction was for the effect of incidence angle
where it can be shown that, even for slopes
deviating only 5 degrees from the horizontal, a
ldB correction of the radar cross section is
necessary.
TSAR allows this correction to be applied
through the calculation of the topographic
incidence angle for each pixel located in an
area of interest.
3. PHOTO-INTERPRETATION
As more than one SAR image is required to
separate often the most basic of crop types,
care must be taken to summarise the data for
use in a Computer-Aided Photo-Interpretation
(CAPI) environment. NRSC already has a
tried and trusted approach to this task and the
aim was to integrate the SAR data without
interrupting the optical methodology.
This aim was satisfied through the use of:
•

A combined optical and SAR automatic
classification optimised on per-field
signature characteristics.

•

The inspection of SAR signatures which
illustrate the temporal variation of the perfield radar cross section against time.

•

The display of a colour composite image.
This could be a multi-temporal image if
three or less images are used; if higher
then, perhaps, an image composed of the
first three principal components could
suffice.

The image characteristics used for the
signature analysis and classification were
extracted using field boundary information.
This allowed all of the possible information
about a field to be extracted and is therefore
more optimal than, say, a pixel-based
approach.
In 1995, the above information was displayed
alongside any optical data for photointerpretation.
4.SUMMARY
The above sections describe the basis for the
use of SAR in the UK during the 1995 Control
of Subsidies programme.
SAR was used
operationally with the following capabilities:
• Full correction of the geometric and
radiometric effects of terrain.
• Field based information extraction.
•

Full support of a CAPI methodology.

The results of the photo-interpretation using
ERS-1 SAR in 1995 were excellent and the
project was able to meet all its technical
objectives.
5. PROBLEMS IN THE USE OF ERS-1 SAR
DATA
1. ERS-1 was in a 35-day repeat cycle. This
implies that there was very little choice of
data that completely covered a moderatelysized site in this time.
2. Due to the 35-day cycle, it is impossible to
plan for an acquisition on a specific date in
the crop growing cycle - we are limited to
the sampling implied by the repeat cycle.
3. Although we were assured that ERS-1
would acquire data over an area of interest
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at every possible overpass, this was not, in
fact, the case. Some images were missing
from the expected dates and locations.
4. Currently, the data ordering system for
ERS-1 does not allow the choice of a
'floating scene' - if an area of interest
straddles two successive frame in an orbit,
we must order both scenes for complete
coverage - doubling the data cost.

5. The

turnaround time between the
acquisition of an image by the satellite and
the delivery of a processed (PRI) scene is
currently around 14 days at best. This
restricts the potential sampling window for
acquisitions over the site.

6. As of the Summer of 1995, there were still
serious discrepancies between the PRI
header formats of the various PAFs. For
an automated operational process this is a
significant problem.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Above, it has been demonstrated that an
operational land-use monitoring scheme using
ERS-1 SAR data was applied during the 1995
EU Programme "Control of Area Based
Arable and Forage Subsidies Using Remote
Sensing" in the UK.
The operational
implementation included full correction of the
data for terrain effects and an optimal fieldbased approach to signature extraction.
Furthermore, SAR was used to support a large
scale computer-aided photo-interpretation
scheme for the identification of agricultural
land-use classes.
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ABSTRACT
One of the objectives of the ERS mission was to
demonstrate the feasibility of commercial and
operational utilisation of Earth Observation remote
sensing data. A number of organisations are now
making use of ERS data products, particularly in the
marine applications area, at a number of different levels
of
development,
ranging
from
technology
demonstration to full operational use. These
organisations fall into two broad categories:
companies and institutes operating within the
ESA and national development programmes
value added companies obtaining data through
commercial channels
This paper will focus on the current status of the
utilisation of ERS data products within marine
applications, citing particular examples of services
provided from organisations within the ESA
programmes and also from commercial service
providers. Descriptions of the particular applications
and an analysis of the market requirements will be
given. In addition, future migration towards full
operationalisation will be analysed and syntheses of the
end user requirements and the performance levels
required from an operational service provider will be
presented. Actions required in order to meet the
objectives implicit in the provision of an operational
service will be discussed together with the role of ESA
in facilitating development of a fully operational
oceanographic use of ERS data.
INTRODUCTION
One of the activities undertaken by the ESA-ESRIN
Data Utilisation Section was the analyses of application
areas on a number of levels and from a number of
perspectives. The scope of this analysis was primarily
focused on projects within the PP and PI programmes
but many national and commercial projects have also
been subsequently included. This work has resulted in a

comprehensive overview of each application area, a
detailed knowledge of the status of individual projects
within each application area, a detailed understanding of
user requirements both from service provides and from
data providers such as ESA and an awareness of the
current status and future trends within the EO
marketplace including the main issues at present as
well as current developments and trends. In addition,
actions aimed at developing the marketplace have been
identified, based on problems and difficulties identified
within each of the projects analysed. This paper presents
some of the analyses and conclusions relating to marine
applications of ERS data, with particular emphasis on
marine forecasting and sea state climatology
applications.
2

MARINE FORECASTING SERVICES

One of the key factors in the evolution of sea state
forecasting services has been the development of the
WAM model. The operation of the WAM model has
been based on the assimilation of scatterometer
corrected wind fields to generate the initial wind
conditions for each time step. In addition, altimeter data
have been utilised to correct the significant wave height
forecasts at each time step before the model is
propagated further forward. SAR wave mode data are
now being used to provide corrections to the forecast
wave direction and period parameters although the
assimilation of these data is still at an early stage and
some operators do not make use of this versatile data
product.
A number of organisations are providing sea state
forecasting services based on the assimilation of the
LBR data products. These include:
•
•
•
•

ECMWF
UKMO
METEO-FRANCE
KNMI (Netherlands)
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•

DNMI (Norway)

3

•
•

Delft Hydraulics/ARGOSS (Netherlands)
MeteoMer (France)

•

MUMM (Belgium)

Sea state climatology services are probably one of the
best understood remote sensing applications in terms of
the level of awareness and acceptance of the end users.
End user application areas include marine warranty and
underwriting services, coastal construction design and
planning, naval architecture, ship routeing, offshore
engineering site locations, survey planning, tourism
development and management and naval strategy and
operational analyses applications such as requirements
definitions, sea trial planning and tactical decision
making.

In general, national meteorological offices provide a
general wave forecast service to any user requesting
information, whereas industrial service providers
provide a product tailored to the requirements of
individual customers. The end users include shipping
operators and ship masters for route planning, offshore
engineering companies in order to allow the efficient
and safe execution of heavy engineering activities, coast
guards and harbour management agencies, fishermen,
coastal defence agencies and marine survey companies.
Further applications include the integration of sea state
forecast models with additional models such as slick
evolution models in order to forecast the effects of an
oil spill event. In addition, a similar, offline service
providing sea state data for a particular location at a
particular time is required by insurance companies and
marine accident investigators in the settlement of
accident and damage claims.
The figure below gives an overview of a generic
processing chain for the incorporation of LBR data
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The service is based on the incorporation of a number
of datasets including altimeter derived significant wave
height measurements, scatterometer based windfield
measurements, SAR wave mode data, third party
altimeter measurements (eg TOPEX Poseidon, Geosat,
Seasat), wavebuoy measurements, weather station
observations and ship master observations. The figure
below illustrates the basic structure of a sea state
climatology service.
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The key requirements in terms of data provision are
reliable wind field data and a guarantee of delivery of
the FD LBR data products in time for the assimilation
into the forecasting models. Further requirements
include the availability of computer hardware with
sufficient processing power in order to implement the
WAM model (or simplified versions) and reliable
operational assimilation algorithms for incorporating
the ERS data into the forecast models.
At present, many organisations have demonstrated
positive impact from the assimilation of altimeter data
and also of SAR Wave Mode data into the forecast
models and are now routinely assimilating ERS data
and distributing forecast products in a pre-operational
scenario. Requirements for a migration towards a full
operational service provision are discussed later.

Users

climatology
product

statistics
database

auxiliary data

2nd ERS Pilot Project Workshop

The capability to provide an adequate service is
critically dependent of the ability to combine more than
one data source in order to ensure a comprehensive data
coverage with a suitable density of data points. This
requires the availability of archive system calibration
and instrument performance data in order to allow
instrument cross calibration and validation between
similar instruments on different platforms as well as
cross validation between different instruments such as
altimeter and wavebuoy comparisons. Considerable
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effort must be expended in order to build up a data base
of wave climatology statistics which implicitly means
considerable investment on the part of a service
provider. As there are already wave atlas products
available, end users can be difficult to convince of the
added benefits of such climatolgy products that
incorporate satellite data over conventional wave atlas
data relying on in-situ data. Possible actions for
stimulating this market are discussed in brief later in the
paper.
4

END USER REQUIREMENTS

End user requirements in marine forecasting are
primarily related to delivery time and accuracy both for
short terms forecasts and also for medium to long term
forecasts for the planning of offshore engineering
activities. The format of the forecast product must be
familiar and easy to use. Finally, end user confidence in
the value of the product must be high. For applications
such as ship routeing where a fixed low price route is
available from a number of service providers, this is
difficult. The costs when such a forecast is incorrect is
immense however. On average, three ships with a
displacement of over 500 tons are sunk every week and
refit costs in dry dock for wave induced fatigue are
considerable. For offshore operators, the tendency to try
to cut operations costs as much as possible often leads
to the temptation to attempt operations without a
tailored forecast service. The task for service providers
at present is to convince the end users that a quality
product meeting all requirements can be delivered that
is based on satellite data products and that this will
make a positive impact to the normal operations of the
end user.
In sea state climatology, end users are perhaps more
aware of the cost benefit factors but there are still
certain stagnation points preventing the exploitation of
the full market potential. These include a low level of
user confidence in the end product and a lack of a fully
comprehensive demonstration of cost benefits arising
from the utilisation of sea state climatology services.
5
SERVICE PROVIDER RESPONSIBILITIES
AND REQUIREMENTS
Although many of the service providers are attempting
to provide what is basically a commercial service which
can be self financing and eventually profit making,
there is still some way to go before fully commercial
operations (in the sense that end users pay for the initial
data provision) are realised. In part, this is due to the
nature of the industry with small companies still relying
on study, development, feasibility and proof of concept
contracts in order to pay for the development of the
operational services. End user investment is still lacking
within Europe.

The service providers and "value added" institutions are
in a difficult position however. On the one hand, there is
a reliance on the availability of a data source that can
provide suitable data of adequate quality to be delivered
by a specified deadline. On the other hand, end users
still require considerable further demonstrations in
many areas (even within the more advanced marine
application fields) of the benefits to be obtained from
ERS data. Taking an extreme point of view, what the
end users are currently being offered in some cases is a
product or service that is guaranteed satisfactory for a
restricted area under certain conditions with no firm
delivery deadline. In order to further develop the service
provided, further investment is required and some of
this must come from the end users. The fact remains
however, that some of the investment must come from
the service providers themselves. This is difficult as the
provision of such services does not guarantee
immediate financial rewards. Such investment is,
therefore, very difficult to justify. Nevertheless, some
such investment must be forthcoming in order that the
service provision industry can evolve from being
continually reliant on 'space' and 'technology
development' budgets of the European and national
governmental institutions and instead start to involve
finance from industry.
6

CONSEQUENCES FOR ESA

The principal responsibility for ESA as a data provider
is to ensure a guaranteed data supply that meets the
appropriate performance and quality criteria and to
deliver each dataset by an agreed deadline. If these
operational criteria cannot be met then applications such
as sea state forecasting are impossible to implement in
an operational scenario.
In addition to performance criteria, pricing policies are
also important. If investment is to be forthcoming in a
particular area of application development, investors
require some estimate of the possible financial return.
This in tum requires an estimate of how much the new
service will cost and this depends on the pricing and
distribution of both the data product provided by the
data supplier and also that provided by the intermediate
value added agencies. In particular, for services
provided by meteorological agencies, WMO rulings on
the exchange of meteorological data could have an
effect on the level of service development. Some degree
of stability in pricing and distribution strategy is
required.
One further consequence for ESA is that there is a clear
effort required to heighten awareness of the
requirements of the end users and how these propagate
back up the processing chain to the data providers. This
generates a number of potential roles for ESA including
that of stimulating further exploitation of the market by
encouraging a greater degree of real end user
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involvement in future data exploitation and application
development programmes.
7

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The complex structure that currently characterises the
remote sensing market within Europe inevitably means
that any future progression will necessarily require
some degree of cooperation between the data providers
(ESA), the service providers and the end users. In
particular, this means real financial investment in order
to take service provision from what is basically a preoperational phase to a fully operational utilisation of a
commercially funded data source. This cooperation
exists to a certain extent already. The various PP/PI and
national data exploitation programmes have meant
considerable cooperation between data suppliers and
service providers. Obvious cooperation is already in
place between a restricted subset of the end user
community and the service providers. At present
however, there is very little interaction between data
suppliers and end users, for a variety of reasons. The
figure below illustrates the interactions required in order
to develop the market.

·additional
required
feedback

2nd ERS Pilot Project Workshop

8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present status of ERS data utilisation within marine
application areas should be viewed in the context of the
original mission objectives where it was stated that one
of the aims of the ERS mission was to demonstrate the
commercial feasibility of the utilisation of spacebome
microwave remote sensing data. The fact that a number
of commercial companies are now beginning to provide
commercial services which make use of ERS data
means that this original mission objective has been met.
However, the provision of operational services must
evolve in order to provide better quality of end product
tailored to the specific requirements of the end users.

Evolution of the market is definitely occurring but it is
happening slowly. The correct trends are visible, in
particular, with regard to an increased commercial
utilisation of ERS data products. Many of the players
involved in the service development are currently small
companies however and are therefore more vulnerable
to the financial climate than a larger player would be
and less able to invest heavily in the development of an
operational service.
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REMOTE SENSING OF WIND AND WAVES OVER THE
WESTERN MEDITERR.ANEAN SEA
P. Queffeulou, T. Elfouhaily and V. Kerbaol
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BP 70, 29280 Plouzane, France
tel (33) 98 22 42 94 e-mail pierre.queffeulou@ifremer.fr
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Abstract. The application of wind and wave remote
sensing to the study of short spatial scale meterological events, in the western Mediterranean Sea is described. This is performed within the project PP2F17A, "Etude du Mistral en mer a partir des donnees
du satellite ERS-1". On one hand, ERS-1 altimeter
and SAR data reveal off-shore increase of wind and
wave during northerly wind regimes like Mistral. On
the other hand electromagnetic modelling under development indicates that the real wind gradient might be
a little less than that deduced from altimeter and SAR
measurements due to the fetch effect on these measurements. Such applications will benefit to the improvement of the knowledge of meteorological forcing
conditions in this area of the western Mediterranean
Sea which plays a major role in deep water formation.
Keywords: mistral, western Mediterranean Sea, wind,
waves, fetch, altimeter, SAR.
1. INTRODUCTION
Some application of wind and wave remote sensing
to the study of local events of small spatial scales, such
as Mistral and Tramontane, over the western Mediterranean Sea, is described. Though having large offshore extension, due to the off-shore direction of the
wind (Northerly to north-westerly) such events are often characterised by rapid changes in wind and wave
in the near coastal waters, for instance over the Gulf of
Lion, at scales ranging from a few tens of kilometers to
one or two hundred kilometers. Small scale and near
coastal effect are main constraints to remote sensing
observations of such phenomena.
A short review of the available satellite-borne sensors usefull for this type of application is presented in
section 2. Then, mean wind and wave field altimeter
data are analysed (section 3). Examination of individual passes over Gulf of Lion, reveals some fetch effect on
the altimeter backscatter coefficient and hence on the
inferred wind altimeter wind speed (section 4). Some
of the work presently performed in IFREMER department of Oceanographic Spatiale in term of backscatter

modelling for application in this domain is then shortly
presented, first for the altimeter (section 5) and then
for the SAR image mode (section 6).
2. WIND WAVE SENSOR REVIEW
The ERS-1 scatterometer
allows to estimate the
wind speed and direction over a 500 km swath, with
a 50 km resolution, over a 25 km grid. Examples of
such measurements during Mistral events [1] already
revealed strong wind speed gradients over the northwestern Mediterranean Sea. The use of such sensor
might be of prime interest for the present subject but
in practice its interest is strongly limited, for two main
reasons. The first one is that the SAR image mode is
often activated over the Mediterranean Sea, and when
the SAR is on, the wind mode of the scatterometer
can not be operated. The second reason is that accurate wind speed retrieval from the scatterometer is
only possible if the 3 antennas of the instrument are
operating together, and this is often not the case over
the Mediterranean Sea because of many transitions between land and sea, and consequently switches off-on
of antennas. Analysis of the scatterometer data over
the Western Mediterranean shows that many measurements are not valid also because of land and island contamination of the signal. So, over the Mediterranean
area of interest, statistical estimates based on ERS-1
scatterometer measurements are not significant.
The SAR wave mode produces short imagettes
every 200 km in the along-track direction, allowing under certain conditions to get information on bidimensional wave spectra. Although the imagette resolution
is high, the spatial sampling is not high enough for the
present study.
The SAR image mode is often activated over the
Mediterranean Sea, as previously indicated. The measurement resolution is high, allowing to get information
on bidimensional wave spectrum. One limitation is the
geophysical interpretation of the data, and particularly
for short sea-state wavelength, as it is often the case
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December 1993, corresponding to the 18 ERS-1 35-day
repeat cycles (Figure 2). Original data are the OPR
processed and provided on CD-ROM by French PAF
CERSAT. Maximum for surface wind speed (7 ms-1)
and for significant wave height (1.8 m) are observed
off the Gulf of Lion. Location of the maximum swh
is shifted towards the South relatively to the location
of the wind speed maximum. This can be explained
by a fetch effect because the strongest wind speed are
associated with northwesterly winds (for the present
18 cycle sampling). For the location of the maximum
wind speed the fetch is not long enough to get fully
developped sea and maximum swh, so that, further
towards the South, though the wind speed is less, the
swh is larger because the fetch is longer.
Seasonal mean wind speed fields (Figure 3) show a
shift of the maximun towards the West between winter
and summer months. The narrow maximum during
summer certainly results from the impact of northerly
to north-westerly winds over that time period.

for short fetch area. An other limitation of SAR image usefulness for our particular study is that Mistral
is characterised by northerly to north-westerly wind,
corresponding nearly to wave travelling in the azimuth
direction of the radar, for which, at high wind, the wave
pattern restitution is degraded. An other limitation is
the narrow 100 km swath, which does not always permit to sample correctly events of interest. Nevertheless, SAR image processing developped in IFREMER
department Oceanographic Spatiale and application to
the area, will be shortly described in section 6.
The SSMI, Special Sensor Microwave Imager, of

the U.S. Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, estimates surface wind speed [2], using radiometer measurements in channels 19.35 GHz, 22.23 GHz and 37.0
GHz. Such measurements in Mistral events also reveal
narrow areas of strong surface wind speed [1]. One interest of this sensor is its large swath (1400 km). The
resolution is 50 km but the correlation between neighbouring pixels prevents from using the data inside the
100 km to 150 km limit off the coast.
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Figure 1: Altimeter coverage.
Mean values of ERS-1 altimeter measurement fields
were computed over the time period from April 1992to

4. INDIVIDUAL ALONG-TRACK
MEASUREMENTS
The ascending passes along the particular ERS-1
ground track crossing Gulf of Lion (Figure 4) were ex-
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amined. Among these, five particular passes were selected, corresponding to the strongest wind and wave
conditions over the period, and to Mistral Tramontane
events. Wind speed and swh measurements are shown
as a function of the latitude on Figure 4. The most
noticeable fact is the large increase of wind speed estimated from the altimeter measurement, when going off
the coast. The corresponding swh increase is relatively
lower, certainly because of combine effect of wind and
fetch. This is clearly seen on the normalised representation of wind and swh as a function of distance to the
coast (Figure 5). Wind speed and swh are normalised
by the maximum value observed for each pass over the
400 km off-shore distance. These curves show signif-

minor sense. In fact, inspection of sst deduced from
AVHRR data, at the french Centre de Meteorologic
Spatiale (Meteo France), reveals a sst gradient about
3 degrees C over the Gulf of Lion, for one of the five
cases selected above, but also homogeneous sst for an
other case, for similar measured wind speed gradients
in the two cases.

1.0
l1l 0.8
~ 0.6

> 0.4

icant gradient of wind speed and of swh, with comparable features among the passes. Nevertheless, one
can wonder whether these strong off-shore gradients,
particularly for wind speed, are realistic.
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passes.
For off-shore winds like Mistral and Tramontane,
it is known and it is currently observed by sailors that
the sea surface wind speed strongly increases off-shore.
Several factors contribute to this. A first one is the
change in surface roughness when going from over the
land to over the sea, resulting in a decrease of the surface friction. Secondly, the sea surface temperature
being higher than the air temperature, an unstable atmospheric stratification is created. When the cold air
spread ahead over the sea, the lower layers are warmed
by the sea surface, which tends to decrease the stratification and consequently also to decrease the friction
at the surface.
Some sea surface temperature (sst) gradient might
also interact because of coastal upwelling. but on a

Comparison of altimeter wind speed to the data
of the 12 hour forecast wind fields from the french
PERIDOT model of Meteo France, shows that, near
the coast, the altimeter wind speed is relatively low.
Indirect verification of the altimeter wind speed
consistency can be performed as in [3]: from the altimeter swh measurement, the minimum wind speed
needed for reaching· the level of swh can be estimated,
as a function of the fetch, using relationships such as
given by [4], from JONSWAP experiment, or by [5],
between wind speed, fetch and swh. Here the fetch is
approximated as the along-track distance to the coast.
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Figure 6: Difference between minimum wind speed
from Wilson model and altimeter wind speed.
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The curves of Figure 6 show the differences between the minimum wind speed needed to get the altimeter measured swh, using Wilson [5] relationship,
and the altimeter measured wind speed. Largest differences are observed for shortest fetches. For four
over the five selected cases the altimeter wind speed
is greatly underestimated for fetch less than 50 km.
Of course the uncertainty in applying the model [5] so
as in the approximation for the fetch is large, but it
seems that the altimeter wind speed might be underestimated for short fetches. The next step will be to
quantify this underestimation in order to be able to
estimate the right geophysical value for off-shore wind
speed increase. Some work is presently in development
for this, consisting in adding some information on the
fetch, when needed, in the altimeter O"o to wind speed
modelling.
5. ALTIMETER O"o AS A FUNCTION OF
WIND SPEED AND FETCH
In practice, the surface wind speed is estimated
from measurements of the radar backscatter, O"o, by
mean of an empirical model [6]. This empirical model
was developed using SEASAT and GEOSAT altimeter
data and buoy observations, not taking into account
any fetch effect. One can however use an electromagnetic function based on the Kirchhoff approach to assess the effect of fetch on O"o. A surface spectral representation is required to develop such theoretical model.
We use in this study a .JONSWAP type spectrum [4]
for long waves and a Rodriguez [7] type spectrum for
short waves. Hence, the omnidirectional spectrum can
be written as:
S(k) = k-4[B1(k) + B,(k)]
where B1(k) and B,(k) are the saturated spectra
for long and short waves respectively, k being the wavenumber. The spectral level and shape were tuned to
agree with observations from: [8] and [9] for the spectral peak; optical measurements of [10] for the mean
square slope; [11] and [12] in the range of capillarygravity waves around 2 cm wavelength.
The non-dimensional fetch parameter, X, is introduced by the wave age dependence of the spectral peak
position and level. The wave age parameter n-1 is
connected to the non-dimensional fetch by the relation: S1=ll.6X-023, from [4]. The effect of the fetch
on a0 is clearly shown on Figure 7. We observe that
wind speed is under-estimated by the operational altimeter model [6] for short fetch cases. This result is
in agreement with observations from the Mistral cases
presented in previous section. However some inconsistency appears at low winds (about 5 ms-1), where the
spectral model was not fully tested.
6. SAR IMAGE PROCESSING OVER THE
GULF OF LION
The dependence of SAR azimuth cutoff with fetch
during Mistral events has been studied along the swath
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of both a SAR ERS-1 Precision image (PRI) and a
Single Look Complex image (SLC), provided by ESRIN
ERS Order Desk.
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Figure 8: Estimated values of the azimuth cutoff along
the radar swath for the PR! 3-looks image. Values are
estimated in location indicated by stars on the image.

The motions occuring during the SAR integration
time induce an azimuth smearing [13-14] that acts as a
Gaussian low-pass filter on the azimuthal components
of the SAR image spectrum. The cutoff wavelength
that is typically of several hundred of meters prevents
the SAR from imaging azimuthal wave systems shorter
than about 200 meters. The SAR azimuth cutoff is
directly bound to the standard deviation of total azimuthal displacement field during the SAR integration
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time and most of this quantity is related to the wind
waves orbital velocities. It has then to be seen as a
cinematic parameter. In particular, the estimated cutoff has revealed so far to be a good indicator for wind
speed estimate, through a linear relation with the wind
speed with a slope of 23.2 [15].
The azimuth cutoff has been estimated along the
SAR swath (Figure 8). Geographical north corresponds
to the left side of the image. The coastline is the north
part of Gulf of Lion, just west of Marseille. The Rhone
mouth can be seen in the middle of the coastline on
the image. The observed off-shore increase of the cutoff is associated with increase of wind speed, through
the above linear relation. However the estimated cutoff
values have then been checked against theoretical values inferred from a fetch dependent sea spectral model
(Figure 9) for wind speeds ranging from 2 to 15 ms-1.

It appears that the linear relationship underestimates
the wind speed for fetch limited cases.
400
W----W fetch • l OOkm
~
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already explains that for short fetches the altimeter
wind speed might be underestimated when using the
classical operational O"o wind model. The proposed
elctromagnetic model has yet to be extended to low
wind speed and tested relatively to accurate in-situ
measurements.
Sar image processing development applied in such
meteorological regimes, also showed the off-shore wind
increase, together with some fetch impact on the radar
measurement. This modelling has also to be quantitatively tested.
Application of such processings to remote sensed
data will benefit to the improvement of the knowledge
of meteorological forcing conditions in this area of the
western Mediterranean Sea which plays a major role in
deep water formation.
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Figure 9: Estimate of the azimuth cutoff value for different wind speeds at 10 meters and different fetch values
(10, 50 and 100 kilometers).

From this model, it becomes now possible to retrieve wind speed from the azimuth cutoff parameter
estimation in taking into account the dependence of
this parameter with both fetch and wind speed [16].
7. CONCLUSION
The ERS-1 altimeter has been shown useful!, on a
35-day repeat cycle orbit, to describe the wind speed
and wave height fields in the western part of the Mediterranean Sea. Impact of high northerly to northwesterly
winds, like Mistral and Tramontane, appears on global
and seasonal wind fields.
The off-shore increase of wind speed for these types
of meteotological regimes, is observed, but the real
wind speed gradient might be a little less than that deduced from the altimeter measurements, because the
altimeter backscatter coefficient is also fetch depending. An electromagnetic model is on development and
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ABSTRACT
ERS active microwave sensors offer clear advantages
for the study of the sea-state.
However their
measurements
have
still been
little
exploited
operationally. At the marine forecasting department of
Meteo-France,
the application projects have been
focused first on the use of the scatterometer wind data
to improve the forcing of the sea-state model VAG by a
re-analysis process. But in addition, an assimilation of
the altimeter wind speed and significant wave height
data has also been retained to improve directly the
model fields.
Both methods have been tested concurrently with ERS1's scatterometer and altimeter over the North Atlantic,
evaluating
their
respective
impacts
mainly
by
comparison with the altimeter measurements from
Topex/Poseidon satellite. First results, obtained through
two-month
hind cast
experiments,
show
an
improvement in the description of the mean wave
energy in each case, corresponding basically to better
propagation directions with the scatterometer data and
better significant wave heights with the altimeter data.
1. INTRODUCTION
The active microwave sensors on board of ERS
satellites (altimeter, scatterometer, synthetic aperture
radar or SAR) offer clear advantages for the study of
the sea-state. They allow specially a global and
continuous
coverage, as well as a much better
resolution than conventional observations from ships
and buoys. Moreover, if the altimeter and the SAR
describe directly the sea-state in terms of significant
wave height (SWH) and energy spectrum respectively,
the scatterometer, measuring the surface wind in speed
and direction, is not less interesting for it : wave
forecasting being rather a boundary condition than an
initial value problem, numerical sea-state models
benefit often more from a quality wind forcing than a
good analysis.
In spite of their relevance, the data provided by those
sensors have been little exploited yet. Indeed, the
interpretation of radar measurements has needed long
developments
and
remains
relatively
difficult,
particularly in the case of the SAR. Moreover, the
introduction of scatterometer data into atmospheric
models has had little success with classical methods, so
that in practice only altimeter data have been
assimilated operationally.
The present paper describes the application studies
carried out in that context at the marine forecasting
department of Meteo-France, The priority has been

given to the use of the scatterometer data to improve
the forcing of the operational second generation model
V AG (Guillaume, 1987). Awaiting the avaibility of
more suitable methods to assimilate that kind of data
into atmospheric models, a simple re-analysis of the
current forcing winds has been implemented.
In
addition to this re-analysis, a dedicated scheme has also
been set up to assimilate the altimeter wind and wave
data. Impact studies have then been carried out with
both
methods,
performing
parallel
hindcast
experiments over the North Atlantic with ERS-1 data
and comparing the results mainly with the altimeter
data from Topex/Poseidon satellite.
2. WIND FORCING WITH SCATTEROMETER
DATA
VAG is usually forced by the surface winds from the
operational weather model ARPEGE (Courtier et al.,
1991 ). This model uses a classical analysis scheme, in
which its different 6-hour forecast fields (wind,
temperature and geopotential) are updated by optimal
interpolation
with the available observations.
To
introduce ERS scatterometer data in the forcing of
VAG, that analysis scheme has simply been restricted
to the surface wind field, and re-operated leaving the
successive 6-hour forecasts unchanged.
In a first approach, the isotropic and uncorrelated error
model
used for the optimal
interpolation
of
conventional wind observations has been kept for the
satellite data. An error of 2 mis standard deviation in
geographic components was thus allotted to ERS-1
scatteromcter, against 3 mis and 4 mis for ships and
buoys respectively. The existing methods have also
been conserved for data selection and quality control,
retaining only the closest observations to every analysis
point, and comparing each of them in modulus and
direction with the forecast and the analysis obtained
without the considered observation.
Compared with a complete assimilation cycle, the reanalysis process defined in that way has the major
defect not to integrate the data introduced in time. In
return, it allows to give them a maximum instantaneous
impact by reducing to a minimum the constraints
imposed in the analysis scheme.
3. ASSIMILATION

OF ALTIMETER DATA

Different methods have been applied to assimilate wind
and wave altimeter data into sea-state models. The one
devclopped at ECMWF for operational use in the third
generation model WAM (Lionello et al., 1992) was
chosen as a basis to implement a dedicated assimilation
procedure in VAG.
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That method is based on an optimal interpolation
scheme in which the model significant wave height and
wind speed fields are combined with the altimeter
measurements according to a 6-hour cycle. The wave
energy spectrum is then analysed through a scaling
allowing to reproduce the total energy deduced from the
interpolated SWH, and a stretching aiming at
correcting the mean frequency. Two cases are
distinguished to asses this stretching : when the
windsea is predominant, the mean frequency is updated
from a parametrization of the model growth, assuming
that the wind duration is correct; when the swell
prevails, the spectrum is stretched so as to ensure the
conservation of the average steepness. The wind speed
infered from the measurements is used only to control
an analysed wind speed, derived from the significant
wave height under the hypothesis of a correct ratio
between the windsea and swell energies, and taken into
account to rebuild the spectrnm in the first case.

5. IMPACT OF THE SCATTEROMETERDATA
The impact of the scatterometer data was first assessed
from departure statistics between the SCAT and
NODATA wind and wave fields of October and
November 1993. The means obtained exhibit a positive
bias in the SWH at low latitudes, associated to an
increase of the tradewinds in the SCAT case (figure 1).
That bias, exceeding 50 cm over the Caribbean sea,
suggests an under estimation of the tradewinds in the
absence of scatterometer data, due to an already known
shortcoming of weather model forecasts. The standard
deviations show that apart from this systematic impact,
most of the information is brought in terms of
variability in mid-latitude perturbed regions, with
maxima of 40 cm for the SWH (not shown).

To fit the method, the original windsea and growth
parametrizations established for WAM were replaced
by those of the JONSWAP type inherent to VAG.
Moreover, the optimal interpolation scheme was
improved introducing a data selection and empirical
correlation distances deduced from departure statistics
between the altimeter and model data (250 km for the
wind and 600 km for the waves).
4. PARALLEL FORCING AND ASSIMILATION
HINDCAST EXPERIMENTS
VAG is usually operated over the North Atlantic,
within a grid with a mesh size of about 150 km. For the
present purpose, a fine-scale version of the model was
implemented, using spherical coordinates with a 0.5degree resolution and a spectrnm of 22 frequencies by
18 directions (Fradon, 1994). Parallel forcing and
assimilation hindcast experiments have then been
carried out with ERS-1 's sensors, driving the model
successively with winds re-analysed at the same 0.5degree resolution with and without the scatterometer
data, and adding or not in the first case an assimilation
of the altimeter data. Those experiments, called
NODATA, SCAT and ALTI according to the data
taken into account, were achieved in a first time over
the months of October and November 1993,
corresponding to the main observation periods of the
sea-measurement campaign SEMAPHORE that took
place in the Azores region (Eymard et al., 1994).
Off-line products from the french archiving and
processing facility CERSAT (Quilfen, 1994) were used
in the scatterometer case, retaining only one point out
of two so as to match the analysis resolution. The fast
delivery products from ESA were considered in the
altimeter case, correcting the SWH calibration error
detected during their validation (Queffeulou et al.,
1992); an averaging to the analysis resolution, together
with a quality control, was also performed in the
beginning of the assimilation procedure according to
the WAM method.
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Figure 1 : Meandifferencebetweenthe SCATandNODATA
SWHfields. Contourintervalsare 0.1 m.

The results were then evaluated comparing the SCAT
and NODATA fields with the wind speed and direction
observations from the Marisonde drifting buoys
deployed within SEMAPHORE (about 21000 data on a
hourly basis), and with the altimeter SWH
measurements from Topex/Poseidon satellite (about
40000 data after quality control and averaging to the
analysis resolution).
In order to make the study more conclusive, the
comparisons were restricted to the situations having the
largest departures between the SCAT and NODATA
fields : minimum values were imposed in modulus
respectively to the vector difference of the wind and to
that of the mean sea-state defined by the SWH and the
mean propagation direction. The agreement with the
reference data was thus studied as a function of the
impact of the scatterometer data.
The error curves obtained (figures 2a and 2b) denote a
clear improvement in the presence of the scatterometer
as the impact becomes relevant, both in terms of wind
vector and SWH~That improvement is naturally more
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significant for the wind, which benefits directly from
the data introduced. For the waves, the results are
globally neutral and the agreement with the altimeter
data is only enhanced at a 70 % confidence levei

beyond a threshold of about 2.5 m. Nevertheless the
favourable cases amount to a proportion of 65 to 75 %
above that threshold and, as shows a direct analysis,
correspond basically to the perturbed situations of the
highest importance.
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Figure 2 : Mean moduluserror of the SCATand NODATA
wind fields with respectto the observationsfromMarisonde
buoysas a functionof the impactof the scatterometerdata on
the wind (a) and root mean squareerror of the corresponding
SWHfieldswith respectto Topex/Poseidon measurementsas
a functionof the impacton the mean sea-state(b). The dotted
lines representthe numberof data exceedinga given impact
thresholddividedby the total numberof data, and the dashed
one for the waves indicates the proportion of favourable
SCATcasesbetween0 and 1 in the samescaleas the error.

A new study, imposing a threshold on the wind and no
longer the mean sea-state (figure 3), indicates that the
information brought to the waves has paradoxically a
negative impact as the wind corrections are being
applied. Therefore the gain observed concerns mainly
the swell and is limited by a certain degradation of the
windsea. That degradation is probably due to the
forcing scheme used, whose 6-hour constant window
allows non-negligible time Jags in the application of the
scatterometer data.

6. UvfPACTOF THE ALTIMETER DATA
The impact of the altimeter data was assessed in mean
and evaluated with respect to Topex/Posetdon data
from the ALTI and NODATA fields, alike for the
scatterometer data. Morevoer its features were specified
by comparing the results with the previous ones.
The mean difference between the ALTI and NODATA
significant wave heights (figure 4) confirms the
positive bias found at low latitudes with the
scatterometer data. However, the maximum over the
Caribbean Sea, with hardly more than 10 cm, is
strongly reduced. In fact, the value obtained with the
SCAT SWH (50 cm) can be found again comparing the
altimeter data with the NODATA SWH. So, rather than
an over estimation of the scatterometer measurements
due to swell effects or boundary layer stability
problems, the explanation is an insufficient integration
of the altimeter data in the absence of a correction of
the forcing wind. Alike for the scatterometer data, the
(ALTI - NODATA) standard deviations still exhibit a
main impact in terms of variability at mid latitudes, but
with slightly higher maxima for the SWH (50 cm
instead of 40 cm).
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Figure4 : Mean differencebetweenthe ALT!and NODATA
SWHfields.Contourintervalsare 0.1 m.
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The error curves representing the agreement with
Topex/Poserdon data as a function of the impact on the
mean sea-state (figure 5) also exhibit clearer results
with the ALTI than the SCAT wave field: this time the
gain is globally significant, with a reduction of the root
mean square error by more than 10 % (64 cm to 57
cm), and stays significant at a 95 % confidence level to
a threshold of 2.5 m. However the marginal impact is
afterwards not more significant than in the case of the
scatterometer, and on the contrary the ratio of
favourable cases is somewhat reduced (55 to 60 %).
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return, of the relevance of the latter to produce crossvalidations between satellite wind and wave
measurements.
Further investigations are still needed, particularly to
perfect the use of scatterometer data from a temporal
point of view and better evaluate their influence on the
representation of the wave spectrum, for example using
ERS-1 SAR measurements. It is also necessary to check
the relevance of a joint use of scatterometer and
altimeter data, or again to widen the study period so as
to account for seasonal effects. Nevertheless the results
obtained are already encouraging enough to plan
operational applications with the re-analysis and
assimilation tools implemented in a near future, and to
expect again more benefit from scatterometers with
variational analysis schemes in a longer term.
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Figure 5: Root mean square error of the ALTI and NODATA
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Another evaluation, imposing a threshold on the
significant wave height instead of the mean sea-state
(not shown), allows to better distinguish the respective
roles of the altimeter and scatterometer data : the
former ones enhance directly the SWH, and as a
consequence benefit to the modulus of the mean seastate; the latter, on the other hand, affect little the SWH
or even tend to deteriorate it because of the temporal
shortcomings of the forcing scheme, and so provide
necessarily a better description of the wave field's
directions. Both kinds of data thus appear to be
complementary, and likely to provide the largest benefit
in case of joint use.
7. CONCLUSION
This work allowed to confirm the utility of ERS-1
scatterometer and altimeter data to feed numerical seastate models, and to specify their respective impacts on
the wave description : the altimeter data improve
directly the significant wave height, and hence provide
a perceptible gain on the mean energy field, whereas
the scatterometer measurements, affecting mainly the
propagation directions, have a more subtle but not less
appreciable impact as the information brought becomes
significant. Moreover the demonstration was made,
together with
Topex/Poseidon altimeter, of the
potential of those sensors to test wave models and, in
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ABSTRACT
The need for wave climate statistics for a wide range of
activities are briefly discussed. The impact of satellite
data in providing the measurements from which these
statistics may be derived is described, and examples of
statistics obtained from altimeter data are presented.
The need for continuing calibration and research
activities, if the credibility of satellite-derived statistics
are to become widely accepted, is stressed.
1. INTRODUCTION
We first describe the need for improved understanding
of the global wave climate, the potential breakthrough
offered by satellite measurements of wave height, and
an example of a project attempting to utilise these data
for commercial applications. We briefly describe how
the radar altimeter measures waves, and the need for
calibration of its estimates of significant wave height,
then give some examples of wave climate statistics
derived from these measurements.
2. THE PROBLEM
A knowledge of ocean waves is essential for any activity
connected with the seas. The largest forces on ships, as
well as on offshore rigs and coastal defences, generally
come from surface waves, which can cause delay,
damage and destruction. Ships - even 100 000 ton
carriers - disappear in storms; offshore structures have
been severely damaged by large waves and have to be
regularly repaired against fatigue damage.
Estimates of wave climate, such as monthly average
wave height or the 50-year wave height, are needed for
planning operations and for design purposes. The better
the estimates, the better the risks can be assessed and
allowed for.
The difficulty of measuring ocean waves and the poor
quality of individual visual estimates mean that we have
a rather poor knowledge of wave climate, particularly in
the southern hemisphere. Even in the NE Atlantic, a
complete understanding of average conditions is
lacking. The annual mean wave height here has shown
an upward trend over the past thirty years, with very
large variability from one year to the nex' - without a
comparable increase in the local wind speed (Bacon &

Carter, 1991). The reasons for this trend or for the interannual variability have not yet been fully explained.
The last few years also appear to have been unusually
stormy in the West Atlantic. According to Cardone &
Swail ( 1995), two widely reported events, the
"Halloween Storm" of 26 October - 1 November 1991
and the "Storm of the Century" of 12 - 15 March 1993
gave significant wave height (Hg) values from Canadian
buoys of over 15 m; these heights exceed current
estimates of 100-year return values south of Nova Scotia
by about 50%. More recently, Hs values exceeded 14 m
at buoy 44141 (near 42°N 56°W) on the 6 April 1995,
and reached 17.1 m on 11 September 1995 as Hurricane
Luis passed by (suggesting a maximum individual wave
height, crest to trough, of 30.8 m or 100 feet). The QE2
ran into Hurricane Luis, and the Captain reported that
the ship was hit by one wave exceeding 90 feet;
repairing the damage - although not serious - and the
consequent delay must have cost Cunard many
£10 OOO's.A bulk carrier which encountered this storm
was in dock for repairs for a month.
Thus there is a serious need to improve our knowledge
of wave climate, especially our knowledge of its
variability and extremes. In only a few areas, such as
off the East coast of Canada and the USA, are adequate
buoy measurements available. Over vast areas of ocean
the only source of data until recently have been visual
observations, which are notoriously unreliable, and large
numbers of them are required even to give a useful
estimate of mean conditions.
3. THE SOLUTION
The introduction some twenty years ago of earthobserving satellites carrying radar altimeters and
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has provided, for the first
time, routine measurements of ocean waves on a global
scale; and has transformed our chances of understanding
wave climate and its variability. During these twenty
years, experience with the altimeter has confirmed its
ability to measure significant wave height - after
calibration, as accurately as any buoy. By comparison
the translation of SAR returns into surface wave
measurements has proved to be much more difficult;
and this paper is confined to applications of alti meter
data.
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During these past twenty years, most of the work on
satellite remote sensing of waves has concentrated on
understanding and assessing the observations; and it is
only since Geosat was launched in 1985 that global
coverage has been obtained throughout the years - albeit
with a gap of a couple of years between Geosat and
ERS-1. Today we have three altimeters in orbit: ERS-1,
ERS-2 and TOPEX/POSEIDON. These, operating at 1
Hz, together provide about 180 000 measurements of
wave height each day! We now have sufficient years of
data to begin providing operators with information for
anywhere in the world, information comparable with
that which had only been available previously at a few
locations. We can also start to use the global coverage
to investigate spatial scales and tele-connections, and
hopefully to resolve the questions about inter-annual
variability and increasing trends which are of such
concern to operators; and possibly eventually to predict
wave climate variability from year to year.
In 1992 the British National Space Centre launched a
programme to develop the economic use of information
derived from satellite remote sensing of the Earth, and
in 1993 a consortium Jed by Satellite Observing Systems
was awarded a project, which it called "WAVSAT", to
demonstrate the commercial potential of wave data. It
has established an on-line data base of altimeter data,
currently of about 10 Gbytes, which is segmented by 2°
latitude x 2° longitude to give speedy extraction of data
for a specific area; and SOS is deriving estimates of
wave climate from these data for a range of customers.
Calibration and other scientific and statistical aspects of
these derivations have been carried out in close cooperation with the James Rennell Division of the
Southampton Oceanography Centre. This link to a
research establishment is particularly valuable because it
helps to reassure new customers of the accuracy of these
novel data.
4. WAVE HEIGHTS FROM SATELLITE
ALTIMETERS
4.1

Definition of significant wave height

Significant wave height, Hs. is a measure of the general
sea state, an 'average' value of the prevailing conditions.
It is defined as four times the statistical variance of the
sea surface. The '4' was introduced to give values
approximating to visual estimates of wave height.
Either a spatial or a temporal estimate of variance can be
used, so this definition of significant wave height can be
applied equally to buoy data or to a stereographic
photograph of the sea surface - or to a 'snap-shot' of the
sea surface from a radar altimeter.
4.2

Estimating Hs from the radar altimeter

The higher the waves in the footprint of the radar pulse,
the greater the interval between the arriva of the return
pulse from the highest crests and from the deepest

troughs. If the 'height' of the return pulse is kept
constant by the application of automatic gain control
(AGC), then the slope of the leading edge of the return
provides an estimate of Hs
The footprint from which Hs is determined is around 5 IO km, depending on the height of the satellite and on
Hs. See Chelton, Walsh and MacArthur ( 1989). To
reduce the effect of noise, values of Hs from individual
pulses are averaged to obtain 1 s values which are
transmitted to ground stations, so estimates of
significant wave height are obtained at 6 - 7 km
intervals along the satellite track.
4.3

The accuracy of altimeter wave heights

The design accuracy of Hs specified to date for satellite
radar altimeters has been 0.5 m rms or 10% of Hs.
whichever is higher; and the I s values transmitted from
satellites have generally achieved this accuracy.
However, comparisons of these values against those
from buoys in NOAA's National Data Buoy Center
network have revealed persistent differences. A simple
linear calibration has been found to lead to excellent
agreement. For example, Carter et al (1992) found that
Geosat under-estimated Hs by 13%; applying this
correction gave a residual root mean square between
Geosat and buoy data of 0.23 m. Cotton & Carter
(1994) give calibrations for TOPEX and ERS-1
altimeters. Note that not only are the calibrations
different for each altimeter, but that for ERS-1 OPR and
for ERS-1 FD wave heights also differ. Preliminary
investigations indicate that Hs values from ERS-1 FD
and ERS-2 FD differ by 5 - 10%.
The estimates of Hs are also affected by sampling
variability; two measures of Hs from a statistically
stationary sea surface at different times or locations
would not be identical. The size of this variability is
determined by the wave spectrum and the area or
duration over which the measurement is made. For an
estimate of Hs from a 17 minute record, the standard
error due to sampling variability is about 4% - 5%.
Challenor (1983) shows that the sampling variability of
estimates of Hs from the satellite altimeter I s value are
of the same order of magnitude.
Careful validation of each 1 s value is necessary because
the return pulse can be distorted if ice or land are in the
footprint; very heavy rain and flat-calm seas can also
cause problems, as can mispointing of the altimeter Geosat was prone to this. Empirical checks have been
determined over the years, see for example Toplis et al,
( 1993), but to date automatic procedures are not
completely reliable.
5. WAVE CLIMATE STATISTICS
Given routine buoy measurements at a site then
statistics, for example monthly averages, can reac'ily be
estimated. A probability distribution function can be
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fitted and estimates of percentiles such as the JOO-year
return value derived - but with increasing uncertainty
as we go further into the tail of the distribution.

By analysing an array of bins, maps of statistics such as
return values of wave height or of the most likely value,
shown in Fig.3, can be derived.

To calculate averages from satellite data, we have to
select all data falling within some area about the
position of interest. A compromise is required between
using a large area providing many satellite transects and
using a small area to ensure statistical homogeneity.
See for example Carriez et al ( 1992). In general, a

The examples given so far are based upon the analysis
of 2° bins, but the repeat tracks of the satellite can
provide details of spatial variability, not obtainable in
any other way. Fig.4 shows the considerable changes in
mean Hs values over a few 100 km, because of
sheltering by Patagonia from the prevailing Westerlies.
Variations in wave height as the waves run into a
current have also been seen in altimeter records
(Grundlingh, 1994).

2° latitude x 2° longitude bin seems a reasonable choice,
but in the open ocean if estimating say monthly means
then the result can be improved by including data from a
larger area - or by smoothing over adjacent bins. In
coastal waters an estimate of the spatial distribution of
Hs within the bin has to be considered.
All the I s data falling within a bin might be analysed,
but values from a single transect of the bin are highly
correlated, so it would seem preferable to take an
average from each transect, and in practice we generally
use the median of the I s values, since it is more robust
against outliers than the mean. The statistics are then
calculated from the transect medians.

/
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Geosat, ERS-1 and TOPEX (1986-1994)

Carter et al. (1994) give examples of the use of this
distribution, including a comparison of 50-year return
values around the UK derived from Geosat data with
those from buoy data.
Further research is needed into other possible analytical
techniques, such as extreme value analysis and peaksover-threshold, especially for areas affected by tropical
storms. There is also a need to provide, jointly with Hs
statistics, values of wave period and direction.
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There is little physical or statistical justification for any
particular probability distribution, but the Fisher-Tippett
Type l distribution (FT-I) has proved to be a reasonable
distribution for Hs at higher latitudes unaffected by
tropical storms. It is given by:
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6. EXAMPLES
Fig. I shows the cumulative probability distribution of
median Hs values from Geosat, ERS-1 (QPR) and
TOPEX data from the 2° bin centred on 45°N 131°W.
Assuming data were obtained at 3-hourly intervals, then
the 100 year return value is 14.2 m. Fig.2 shows a
similar analysis for 43°N 55°W, but the FT- I does not
fit above about 5 m - probably because these high Hs
values are often from extra-tropical hurricanes and not
from the generally prevailing wave climate.
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Fig.2 Cumulative probability distribution of Hs from
376 transects of 42°-44°N, 54°-56°W by Geosat,
ERS-1 and TOPEX (1986-1994)

Estimates of extremes, such as the I00-year return value
of Hs. from only a few years of satellite data, as from
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any data covering such a short period, have to be treated
with caution. Confidence intervals can be placed upon
the estimates, but these assume that the climate is not
changing. 100-year return values in the NE Atlantic off
Scotland derived from 1985 - 1989 are around 18-21 m,
and derived from 1991 - 1994 are around 22-24 m (from
Geosat data and ERS-1 plus TOPEX data respectively).
This rather large increase, over roughly six years, is an
indication of the variation on the time-scale of decades.
Or could it be an harbinger of "global warming"?

measurements;
and will undoubtedly
improve our
understanding of the global wave climate, including its
long-term variability.
Some examples have illustrated the derivation of wave
climate statistics from these data. Research will further
improve and extend the applications which can be
addressed, but we already have an operational system,
producing useful information for customers.
However, if wave climate statistics from satellite data
are to become widely accepted amongst the offshore
community, it is essential for all of us analysing these
data to maintain good validation
and calibration
procedures, and not to claim too much from the data.
Only if confidence in these data can be extended more
widely into the offshore community, will commercial
applications continue to expand.
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ABSTRACT.
Wind scatterometer data and altimeter wave heights are
used by the on duty meteorologists in operational weather
and wave monitoring. Both data types are assimilated in
operational numerical models. The impact is small and
limited to the first hours of the forecasts. To improve the
impact in numerical forecasts the assimilation methods
need to be renewed. This goes through development of
coupled wind an wave analyses and new approaches to
utilize the sea surface information.
Wave spectra retrieved from both SAR wave mode data
and SAR image mode are operationally produced at
DNMI. In the swell part of the inverted SAR ocean wave
spectra there are information not present in the
background wave model spectra. A method to assimilate
SAR wave spectra in the operational wave model has
been developed. The SAR wave assimilation is currently
tested and evaluated in a parallel wave model routine.

1. INTRODUCTION
At the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (DNMI) ERS
wind and wave data have been received operationally
as LBR fast delivery data since the launch of ERS-1.
DNMI participated in the calibration/validation activities
of ERS-1 and is currently supporting ESA in evaluation
of ERS-2. Both wind scatterometer data and radar
altimeter data is in operational use for weather and wave
analysis and forecasts. Methods to utilize SAR wave
information is under development. The current status of
data quality, availability and use of the data will be
described.

2. SCATTEROMETER DATA IN NUMERICAL
WEATHER PREDICTION.
In November, December and January 1992/93 the impact
of the observations was tested on DNMI's operational
limited area weather prediction model (Breivik et.al.
1993). The data were used in the analyses in a parallel
routine and evaluated against the operational results. The
assimilated scatterometer data were the ESA (European
Space Agency) derived wind vectors received on GTS
(Global Telecommunication System). These contained 510% of 180 degree wrong wind directions. To deal with
this a special data control was introduced to check against

first guess wind direction. Observations differing more
than a certain angle were either rejected or simply turned
180 degrees. It was demonstrated that the data had little
impact on the forecast except in some few cases. In these
few cases the impact was mainly positive.
Experience indicated that by doing the. wind retrieval
locally the quality of the scatterometer wind observations
could be increased. Operationally ESA is using 36-48
hours weather forecasts from ECMWF (European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecast) as background to
help in dealiasing. In an operational weather forecast
centre a fresher, and hopefully better, background wind
field is always available. Beside this, the routine for
dealiasing could be improved upon. All information
necessary for wind retrieval is received on GTS. Routines
to operationally retrieve wind from the scatterometer
measurements were implemented and tested at DNMI in
1993 (Breivik and Haugse, 1994). The routines build
upon methods developed by ESA, ECMWF and UK
Met.Office and were further developed and modified to
give optimal results in our areas of interest and to
minimize the dependence of the background. The
resulting data quality is high. The standard deviation of
differences in wind speed is approximately 2rn/s. An
example of scatterometer observations are given in Fig.
1. A low pressure centre south of Greenland is well
observed by the scatterometer with wind speeds above 20
mis.
The analysis of locally retrieved scatterometer data in the
weather forecast model was tested in half a year in a
parallel routine from August 1994 to January 1995. No
extra data control on scatterometer data is performed
after retrieval. The analysis is based on a Successive
Correction method (Bratseth 1986) which, in an efficient
way, converge to the results of Statistical Interpolation.
The first guess for surface wind is the model 10 m wind
interpolated within +/- 3 hours to the real observation
time (Breivik et.al.1993). Prior to the analysis all
observations are subject to a two step data quality control.
In the 'gross control' the observations are checked
against the background model fields. The deviation from
the background is not allowed to exceed certain rather
wide limits, and so obviously wrong data are rejected.
This part of the control seldom affect the scatterometer
winds. In second step a synoptic multivariate control
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using the analysis method is performed. Since the
analysis scheme is iterative we can check on the
convergence related to each observation.
The results from the parallel run were verified against
surface and upper air observations (Breivik, Haugse and
Sunde 1995), and only very small differences in the
quality of the results were found at all levels. The results
in surface wind speed and mslp were however slightly
improved.

This is referred to as four dimensional analysis including
time as a fourth dimension. Four dimensional data
analysis are under development at several centres.
The scatterometer data do give a positive impact on the
sea surface wind analyses. This is important considering
the use of the wind as input to oceanographic models of
ocean waves and currents run at DNMI. Further work on
use of scatterometer data is assigned development of
improved analysis methods. This is also motivated by a
need for consistent analysis of wind and waves,
demonstrated in results from assimilation of ERS-1
altimeter data in DNMl's wave model.
3. ALTIMETER DATA IN NUMERICAL WAVEPREDICTION
Altimeter wave heights is used in operational wave
monitoring at DNMI. An example of the data coverage is
given in Fig. 2. Here both ERS-1 and -2 wave heights are
plotted together with isolines of significant wave height,
SWH, from the operational wave model WINCH.

10:05: 1995 21 UTC

It is generally accepted that observations from higher
altitudes are far more important for the forecast quality
than surface observations. On the northern hemisphere
where the traditional vertical sounding network is dense
enough to play the conclusive role, little impact are found
by surface observations in general. One important reason
is that the three dimensional analyses is not capable of
correctly describing the error correlations between the
surface and the upper air. The vertical co-variances, the
relation between the analysis increments at the surface
and in the free atmosphere, should be dependent on the
synoptic situation. Under the development of a storm the
degree of tilting of the system, and thereby the covariances, will vary in time. In the most interesting cases,
where rapid storms are developing, the analysis can
introduce an erroneous correction in the upper air wind
field on basis of correct increments at the surface. To
fully utilize the information contained in a surface
observation, it is therefore necessary to take the time
development of the field into account in the analyses.

The wave model WINCH is a regional wave model
operationally run at DNMI for the Norwegian areas and
the North Atlantic (Breivik and Reistad 1994). The
model produces a full two dimensional wave spectrum at
15 frequency bands and 24 directional sectors on a 75 km
grid. The wind at 10 m height is taken from DNMI's
numerical weather prediction model to drive the wave
model.
A method to assimilate SWH into the wave model has
been implemented, and is now in operational use (Breivik
and Reistad 1994). The method is based on a Successive
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Correction analysis (Bratseth 1986) of observed and first
guess wave model SWH. To correct the wave spectra on
basis of the SWH analysis some pre-assumptions on the
shape of the spectra are needed. We assume that the
relation between wind sea and swell energy is correctly
modelled by the wave model, and that the duration and
direction of the wind used in the model is correct. The
wave spectra is corrected, and so is the wind speed at the
analysis time and the next advection time step.
Verification against independent buoy measurements
from in the North Sea has demonstrated that the wave
analysis has been improved by assimilation of altimeter
data. There is positive impact also on the short forecasts.
For forecasts longer than 18 hours the impact is limited.
This is not unexpected since the wave prognoses are
totally dependent on the prognostic wind fields. The
input wind from the atmosphere forecast model is not
corrected on basis of the wave analysis. The impact from
the observations
could probably be significantly
improved if the wind field in the atmosphere forecast
model was corrected consistent with the wave model.

4. SCATTEROMETER DATA AND ALTIMETER
DATA IN COUPLED WIND-WAVE ANALYSES
As stated above, the impact of altimeter wave height
assimilation in the wave model gradually decreases
throughout the forecast as the prognostic winds from the
weather forecast model decide the wave development.
The impact can probably be improved if the wind in the
weather forecast model were corrected consistently.
The objective of DNMl's current ERS data utilization
project is therefore to define and develop a coupled
analysis system of wind and wave observations from the
ERS scatterometer and altimeter. This is done within the
two dimensional variational framework. The intension is
not an independent analysis scheme for scatterometer
data in the atmospheric forecast model and one for wave
data in the wave model, but an analysis system for the sea
surface taking all relevant data into account to produce
consistent wind and wave analyses. The variational
approach needs a specification of each part of a cost
function to be minimized. For sea surface observations
one need to specify the cost function in terms of the
distance between the observed values and the analysis.
The variational approach has several advantages when
applied on a sea surface analysis. Observations can be
used, only specifying the transformation from the field to
be analysed to the measured quantity. Specification of the
inverse relation, from measurement to analysed field, is
not necessary. This means that for example when
analysing the field of surface wind vector, altimeter wind

speeds, for which no directional information exists, can
be used directly. Also scatterometer winds, where there is
a directional ambiguity, can be used directly in the
analysis without any prior ambiguity removal. In addition
the variational formulation makes it easy to impose

additional physical constraints on the observations, e.g. a
coupling between the ocean wave field and wind. One
might also consider solving a two dimensional sea
surface analysis as a contribution to developing a full
four dimensional analysis system.
5. SAR OCEAN WAVESPECTRA.
The ERS Wave Mode product is distributed daily on
GTS. Wave Mode operation of the SAR measures the
changes in radar reflectivity of the sea surface waves in
10x6 km 'imagettes' at intervals of 200 km along track.
Unfortunately it has been realised that the ERS Wave
Mode spectra suffer from a non-optimal processing
which complicates its applicability. The received
spectrum is a linear combination of the wanted wave
modulation spectrum and the speckle spectrum.
However, the relative weights of the two spectra have to
be determined for each spectrum separately. The speckle
spectrum has been determined by a special analysis of a
set of imagettes and the scaling procedure is described in
Samset and Krogstad, 1994. Due to the product's rather
coarse resolution and limited frequency range, the
inversion algorithm can been simplified compared to the
algorithm needed for the full SAR images. The inversion
algorithm is simple to implement, leads to a stable and
robust iteration, and is computationally very fast.
The other type of SAR information operationally
received at DNMI is ERS SAR Image Mode data
delivered by Tromse Satellite Station, TSS. In Image
Mode, the SAR obtains strips of high-resolution imagery,
100 km in width, to the right of the satellite track. Each
product from TSS consists of four spectra computed from
sub-images within the lOOxlOOkm SAR image. The subimages cover each an area of approximately 18km x
18km. (Engen et.al. 1994)
The inversion of both Image Mode and Wave Mode
applies a certain a priory wave information which is
taken from a neighbouring grid point from the wave
model, WINCH. Evaluation against WINCH shows that
in the wind sea part of the spectra there is no information
added by the SAR observations. All independent
information is within the long wave part of the spectra
(Breivik et. al. 1995). However, as described above, there
is little to gain in assimilating wind sea information as
long as not the wind input from the weather forecast
model is affected. We therefore hope that the SAR swell
information can be assimilated and give positive impact
on the wave analysis and forecast results.
A method to assimilate SAR wave spectra in a numerical
wave model is developed. In the analyses each
frequency/direction bin is analysed independently, and
the analysed spectra is interpolated in space by a version
further developed from the analysis method derived for
wave heights. The method is currently tested, using Wave
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Mode data, on a parallel wave model run to study the
impact. Figure 3 show an example of SAR and first guess
WINCH spectra and the impact on the SWH field.
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6. CONCLUSION
Wind scatterometer data and wave data from the
altimeter are used by the meteorologists in daily weather
and wave analyses and monitoring. Scatterometer wind
and altimeter wave heights is assimilated in the
operational weather and wave forecast models. The
impact is mainly limited to the sea surface and the short
forecasts. The limitations of the analyses seems to lay
more in the traditional methods by which the
observations are analysed than in the data quality, which
is proven to be high. New methods for consistent
analyses of wind and wave are under development.
SAR wave data is processed in near real time. The data
contain independent information of the swell part of the
spectra which can be utilized by assimilation in the wave
model in some cases.
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Figure3: SAR and firs guess wave spectra and
assimilation impact on model SWH field.
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Abstract
The tremendous amount of all weather, world-wide
and accurate measurements of wind and wave
characteristics provided by satellite data enables
time and cost-effective methods for the derivation
of metocean parameters useful to marine and
structure engineers. Within the CLIOSat project,
Meteolvler, in a partnership with Ifremer, has
developed
an
operational
archiving
and
interrogation system of global wind and wave
parameters in order to quickly answer engineers
pre-project needs for metocean parameters. These
wind and wave climates are presented either on
coherent climate predefined areas on a PC atlas or
on more specific customized areas through an online service.
This paper presents works that led to the elaboration
of such products and some powerful examples of
wind and waves climates obtained.
Keywords: metocean parameters, satellite data,
wind and wave climate, directional spectral
information.
I. Introduction
In the domain of assessing wind and wave climates
for industrial needs, engineers often have to face
problems linked to the availability of data. Among
the different available sources of data, field
measurements are the most accurate and reliable but
they are generally sparse and bear time and cost
constraints.
Ship observations offer opportunities to assess
regional and global climates but are inaccurate
specially, for long swells or in the case of sea-states
composed of several swells. Moreover, they are
gathered along the main maritime routes.
Consequently, up to recently, atlases could only
offer coarse grids and large uncertainties.
At last, hindcast models strongly depend on the
quality of the input wind fields and require delays
and costs which do not always fit operational needs.
Fortunately, satellite measurements have
recently enabled new methods for the derivation of
metocean parameters, due to their dense, global and
all-weather coverage. ERS satellites as well as
Geosat and Topex-Poseidon provide a tremendous
amount of data which quality is similar to that of
field measurement. Particularly, ERS satellites, with
their Synthetic Aperture Radars (SAR) operating in
Proceedings
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wave mode offer, for the first time, global
measurements of waves periods and directions,
whereas their scatterometers measure wind speed
and direction. Nowadays, for the first time, global
and reliable measurements of metocean parameters
can be provided to offshore engineers and ship or
towed structures designers, even in remote and
poorly documented areas.
CLIOSat atlas provides engineers with quick
answers to their requests for characteristic sea state
and wind parameters climatologies on pre-defined
or on specific areas. These wind and wave climates
(histograms, scatter diagrams, estimation of
extreme values), are presented either on coherent
climate predefined areas on a PC atlas or on more
specific customized areas through an on-line service
based on an archiving and interrogation system.
Once the user has specified his area and period of
interest, this service gives in less than 24h,
information useful before decision-taking for preproject orientation. Moreover, the user's choice is
analysed by metocean experts in view of validating
the climate coherency of the area and the statistic
consistency of the results.
Several projects enabled the fcasability studies
and developments that led to the elaboration of
CLIOSat, by Meteolvler and Ifremer. In particular,
works have been carried out since 1991 in order to
acquire methods on the management, the processing
and the quality control of the data, within ESA's
pilot projects.
Methods for the construction of climates have
been elaborated in the frame of the ASPRO project
(Apport des donnees Satel/itaires a la Pkevision
climatologique en Offshore - Contribution of
satellite data to offshore climate forecasting), within
the CLAROM group (Club pour I' Action et la
Recherche sur les Ouvrages en Mer).
Main results are briefly reminded hereafter firstly
concerning the processing of data.
II. Elaboration of climates
The procedure is summarized in the organigram
(figure I) and includes the following steps :
- processing, qualification and quality control of all
data,
- construction of climate consistent areas,
- statistics elaboration,
- analysis of climate data by a metocean expert

UK, 6-8 December

1995 (ESA SP-383, February 1996)
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II.1 Data processing
Altimetric data: an altimeter is a radar sensor
emitting pulses in the region of Ghz frequency
which are reflected at the sea surface and analyzed
on return. The shape of this echo is related to the
significant wave height whereas wind speed can be
derived from its intensity. At every second along the
track of the satellite, altimeter Hs and wind speed
are thus computed from averaged measurements.
Altimeter raw data present good quality as one may
see in figure 2, but need however to be calibrated
and error checked before use, because erroneous
high values can occur when the satellite flies over
heavy rains (mainly in tropical areas) or flies from
land to sea.
Within this scope, we have developed a specific
processing method so that these wrong values are
eliminated. In a first step, they are automatically
detected and discarded, with the help of an
algorithm. In a second step, each remaining high
value is analysed by an operator for final validation.
This method has now been applied to a dataset
covering a 7 years duration including Geosat, ERS1
and Topex-Poseidon measurements.
Scatterometer data: the measurement principle of
the scatterometer is based on the dependance of the
normalised radar cross section on ocean roughness,
which is dependent upon surface wind speed. In
addition, the normalised radar cross section is
anisotropic with respect to the angle between wind
vector and incident radar beam. With the aid of
several measurements of the same area, but from
different directions, the actual wind vector in terms
of speed and direction can then be determined.
Relationship between normalised radar cross
section, wind speed, wind direction, incidence angle
of the scatterometer pulse and the signal
polarisation enables the derivation of the wind
parameters. At last, one can remove some
remaining ambiguities of direction of the wind by
comparing them against a meteorological analysis.
Then, the scatterometer offers one wind vector every
25 km within a 500 km swath. (see figure 3).
SAR measurements: SAR, Synthetic Aperture
Radar, is an outstanding sensor, enabling the
derivation of sea-state spectra. However, unlike
altimeter and scatterometer, SAR raw data, which is
an image spectrum, need a rather complicate
processing to be used as sea-state spectrum.
Unfortunately, relationship between the sea surface
and its corresponding SAR image is not linear. In
particular, the SAR image spectra offers the
following features: information comprised between
7.5s and 25s, directional ambiguity 180° (these
products are symetric), lack or loss of information
for periods under 1Osalong the track of the satellite,

eventual differences in localization of peak energies.
Some of these aspects can be seen on figure 4.
Retrieval of the initial SAR wave spectrum from the
raw data is carried out by the so-called SAR
inversion. This method includes a first-guess
spectrum, usually originated from a numerical wave
model, using backtracing model for swell and
scatterometer wind fields to compute wind sea, in
order to remove the 180° ambiguity in direction.
This introduction of a local sea state model using
scatterometer enables to derive wind sea from
satellite data. Because of intrumental limitations of
the SAR in wave mode, i.e. lack of information for
periods below 7.5s and possible loss up to 10s along
the track of the satellite, quite a great number of sea
state conditions (wind sea, very short swell) could
miss in statistics directly issued from SAR products,
specially for closed seas (Mediterranean for
example) and less often for open seas.
Consequently, a special analysis step needs to be
applied is illustrated in figure 5.
1/ For open seas
In the case of open seas, most of the sea-states show
components of periods beyond 7.5s that can be
easily provided by the SAR in wave mode whereas
the missing information, below 7.5s, is restored
through the wind sea component estimated from the
sea state model implemented within the inversion
procedure, using local scatterometer wind as input.
Lastly, neighbouring altimetric Hs values are also
used within this wind sea enhancement procedure,
as a control of the likelihood of the total energy of
the final estimated spectrum.
21 Closed seas
Due to its instrumental limitation, SAR in wave
mode cannot generally provide a good
characterization of small periods sea states
conditions mainly prevailing in closed seas (except
for some storm conditions). As a consequence, the
missing information is directly restored through the
sea state local model, using the corresponding
scatterometer winds as input. However, such
information is not included into the statistics when
SAR in wave mode measurements provide a reliable
information, corresponding with an actual sea state
condition with most individual component periods
higher than 7.5s.
To conclude, information derived from SAR data
can be processed as a classical sea-state spectrum.
This leads SAR to be a fantastic source of data
enabling to calculate moments of the spectral
parameters characterizing the whole sea-state like
significant wave height Hs, zero-crossing period
T0,2 and also determine the direction of the main
spectral peak, or to go into the detail of each sea-
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state spectrum to derive the periods and directions
of the spectral peaks both for the swell and the wind
sea and also their individual heights (Tp, 0p and
Hs).
11.2 Accuracy of metocean parameters derived
from satellite data
Hs measured from altimeter:
Extensive comparisons with field measurements
have been achieved using the concept of local
climate coherent area, carefully defined by a
meteorologist, on which spatial altimeter data will
be selected. Such a procedure thus yields to a
statistical comparison of the altimeter and field
measurements, on a great number of samples, still
with climatology coherence. Figure 6 shows the
comparisons between Geosat altimeter data arid
field Hs cumulative probabilities, on the Frigg area.
Globally, a systematic underestimation of 25 cm is
found for Geosat measurements, which is coherent
with results of other authors except for high values;
however, we think that our procedure enabled to
acquire more data on these high values, giving more
confidence in the result. Similar works have been
undertaken for ERSI and Topex-Poseidon that have
enabled to determine corrections for Hs data. As a
conclusion, once corrections and quality control
procedures applied, Hs altimeter data offer accurate
and reliable measurements.
Sea-state parameters originated from SAR
measurements:
Comparisons of SAR spectral parameters against
buoy measurements have been made in order to
assess uncertainties on Hs, Tp, 0p and T0,2,
computed as recommended the JAHR (International
Association for Hydraulic Research). They led
respectively to the following figures: 50 cm, ls, 15°
and ls. Figure 7 presents the result of comparisons
of 58 couples of SAR and field measurements, for
Tp and 0p. Results of the validation of T0,2
calculated from SAR can be seen on figures 8a and
8b.

whole dataset. To ensure this, metocean experts
delimit climate coherent areas according to their
knowledge of typical and extreme meteorological
conditions. Figure 9 shows the cut out of the
CLIOSat atlas on PC, which has been made in order
to offer general climate information. For more
specific requests, always at a pre-project level, on
local sites, areas as shorter as lxl 0 can be defined
by experts, through the CLIOSat on-line service.
Example is shown on figure. 10.
IIL CLIOSat products
The CLIOSat project is based upon the processing
of all the existing altimeters, scatterometer and SAR
data and their storage into an archiving and
interrogation
system.
Suitable
information
concerning relevant metocean parameters can be
extracted from this database for operational
purposes of ship design, sizing of structures,
planning of maritime works.
These climates of metocean parameters are
presented either on coherent climate areas predefined by experts, on a PC atlas, or on areas
defined according to the requirements of the
customers, through an on line service.

ttt.t Contents of CLIOSat
In order to suit the best industrial needs, an
expertise committee, with members representing the
main french industries concerned with the use of
metocean parameters, controlled the relevance of
the provided parameters with respect to their
operational needs. This led to the following
products available either in the CLIOSat altas on
PC and on the on-line service.
•

CLIOSat atlas on PC:

From world-wide wind and wave satellite
measurements and on 169 areas, this atlas offers for
quarterly and annual periods.
• histograms
l. waves:
. significant height (total Hs) - (issued from the
altimeter)
. peak periods (cumulated wind sea and swell)
. peak directions (cumulated wind sea and swell)

Wind parameters: Speed and directions
Extensive studies have been performed by several
authors. Wind speeds issued from altimeters have
been validated against field measurements. Main
uncertainties results are 1.5 mis for ERS 1 and 2 mis
for Geosat and Topex-Poseidon.
An accuracy of 1.2 mis for the wind speed and 15°
for the direction was found for the scatterometer
measurements.

2. wind:
. speed (issued from the altimeter)
. direction (issued from the scatterometer)

11.3 Construction of climate coherent areas

•

The quality of the climate data originated from
satellites depends not only on the accuracy of the
raw data used, but also on the coherency of the

scatter diagrams of spectral parameters of
waves
I. Wind sea: (H1,Tp1, 0p1 ) and swell (H2,Tp2,
0p2) components
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. peak periods (Tp1and Tp2)I peak directions (9p1
and 9p2) with percentage of multipeak seas
. peak periods (Tp1 and Tp2) I significant heights
(H1and H2)with percentage of multipeak seas
. peak directions (9p1 and 9p2) I significant heights
(H1and H2)with percentage of multipeak seas

storm hindcasts, which are first calibrated on
satellite measurements in an extended location and
then transfered towards the location of interest. This
kind of elaborated products cannot be guaranteed
within the prescribed time of this personalized on
line service.

2. Global sea states:
. Hs, Tz, 9pp (direction of the main peak)
. significant height I Tz period
. significant height (Total Hs) I direction of the
main peak (9pp)

111.2CL/OSat potentialities

• scatter diagrams - winds
. wind speed/direction (issued from the
scatterometer)
•

significant heights extrapolated to extreme
conditions

Considering the wideness of the CLIOSat predefined areas, 90 % confidence intervals on the
estimated extreme Hs values are given, these ranges
reflecting the disparities in the sea-state conditions.
This information is provided either under
histograms and diagrams or under numerical files
for they could be directly transfered and used with
the own users' tools.
An example of the full dataset provided for a
CLIOSat area is presented in annex.
•

CLIOSat on line-service:

CLIOSat atlas provides information about general
climates on coherent areas which have been predefined by metocean experts. Nonetheless, the user
may wish the same basic statistics for pre-project
purposes on a specified area within the previous
pre-defined ones. In less than 24h, and for a
specified area, CLIOSat on-line service provides the
user with climate products useful in a pre-project
phase. With this on line service, the user can specify
his area (localization, size), choose his proper
period: year, quarter and month.
To define his own area, the user will benefit from
metocean experts' advice who will analyse the
chosen area in order to guarantee statistical
consistency and climate coherence.
Products of this on line service are similar to those
contained in the CLIOSat atlas, apart from extreme
Hs values. Actually, due to satellite space and time
repetitivities, some storm events can be missed on
such small local specific areas, which considerably
reduce the extrapolation reliability. As a
consequence, for precise estimations of extreme Hs
on local areas, the tail part of the initial satellite
distribution has to be enhanced with results from

To illustrate the powerful source of information
provided by CLIOSat, some examples of wind and
sea-state climates are presented hereafter.
For example, the CLIOSat area of Senegal, which is
crossed by an area of low pressure, the intertropical
convergence zone (ITCZ) also known as the
'doldrums' area, located between the trade wind
regions of the two hemispheres, is of high interest.
The seasonal displacements of the doldrums are
evidenced by quarterly wind distributions off the
Senegal coast.
On the first quarter period, (figure 11), the
doldrums area, located in the south part of Senegal,
disables south-eastern trade winds. During the third
quarter of the year, the doldrums area going much
further north enables passage of south-eastern trade
winds, while occurencies of north-eastern trade
winds decrease.
Quite badly known phenomena can be evidenced
and quantified. Scatter diagram of periods and
directions of spectral peaks for the Caribbean sea
area of CLIOSat atlas shows very long swells
(periods above 18s) coming from NNE, in the
winter. These swells, which are generated off northeastern United-States coast by lows, were not
expected to easily cross the natural barrier of
Caribbean islands (figure 12).
111.3Application possibilities
CLIOSat offers climate information on winds and
sea states, either on pre-defined climate consistent
areas and periods within the Atlas, or for more
specific areas and periods within the on line service.
High quality information is thus available and is
useful for any pre-project.
More elaborated parameters (sea state directional
spectra in typical storm conditions, extreme
conditions for an offshore or coastal area, ...) are
also available for a final design phase within
provisions of services apart from CLIOSat.
Some among many other practical possibilities of
CLIOSat are listed below:
•

Use for pre-projects

- Climates for areas lacking in field measurements
- Quick outlook on basic climate products for any
pre-project phase
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- Preparation of specific studies and field
measurements to obtain elaborated and refined
parameters useful for the design or requalification
of offshore and nearshore structures, the
optimization of shipping routes,...
- Optimization of a field measurements campaign.
It is easy with CLIOSat to determine the periods of
strong events so that it should limit field
measurements campaigns.
- Estimating the reliability of field measurements
On a specific area representative of your
measurement area, CLIOSat allows you to conclude
about your field values representativity and
consistency by a comparison with satellite climate
products covering a longer period. This can be done
also to assess the spatial and temporal variability of
your measurements.
•

Naval architecture

- Determination of typical and extreme conditions
in order to optimize ship design according to given
duties and routes requirements.
•

Marine operations

- Optimization of the possible working periods
- Assessment of mean daily conditions
•

Maritime transports

As the divisions in CLIOSat follow the main
maritime routes, it is easy to determine the best
periods for conducting
sensitive routeing
operations:
- Optimization of the shipping routes regarding
each season,
- Refinement of previously known routes,
- Preparing routeing operations of ships or towed
structures.
II. 4 Prospects
The increasing number of satellites and daily flow
of data impose a CLIOSat updating, either monthly
for the on-line service or annually for the CLIOSat
atlas. It is planned to add new data from the ongoing ERSl and Topex-Poseidon missions and to
take advantage of all ocean observation programs
that will be operating for at least the next l 0 years.
In particular, ERS2 satellite which was launched in
April 1995, will also provide waves periods and
directions within sea states, whereas, at the end of
the century, ENVISAT satellite, equipped with a

SAR together with sensors similar to those of ERS
satellites, will provide directional data on a twice
denser coverage.
IV. Getting more
metocean parameters

elaborated

operational

CLIOSat aims at providing engineers with reliable
and accurate metocean parameters. To ensure
consistency of the statistics,. measurements of each
parameter are gathered on climate coherent areas
pre-defined by metocean experts. Samewise, for the
CLIOSat on-line service, statistics are provided on
areas defined by experts. Because of instrumental
limitations when satellites fly very close to the
coasts, one cannot derive reliable metocean
parameters nearshore, using satellite data only.
Samewise, the coverage of the seas and oceans by
satellites disable the elaboration of climates on very
small areas (few km2). CLIOSat atlas and on-line
service thus offer wind and wave climates of
offshore conditions that can be used, for instance, as
'first level information' to quickly assess a project
feasibility but not at a design phase. (Parameters
such as extreme local conditions, coastal values,
offshore and coastal directional spectra of typical
storm conditions are not given within CLIOSat).
However, procedures exist, that rely on the
combination of satellite data, metocean, bathymetric
and stochastic models, in order to derive local and
near-shore metocean parameters. However, their
setting is too long and complex to be performed in
the frame of the CLIOSat on-line service.
V. Conclusion
For the first time, thanks to satellite data, reliable
parameters originated from measurements can be
offered to industrial users, even in remote areas.
Detailed
information
issued
from
SAR
measurements is now available, which can be as
detailed as the characteristics of each individual
components of a sea-state (spectral peak periods,
direction and heights, percentage of crossed seas)
or, related to the whole sea-state, significant wave
height, zero-crossing period and direction of the
main spectral peak.
Taking advantage of these recent achievements, an
operational and cost-effective system, CLIOSat has
been presented here for quick assessment of
metocean parameters, on offshore conditions.
CLIOSat provides engineers with wind and wave
climates, for their pre-project needs, either on predefined coherent climates areas or on customized
areas, through an on-line service, in less than 24
hours.
CLIOSat is meant to assist industrial users at a preproject phase. However, for more specific needs, for
local areas and near shore locations, more
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elaborated procedures exist, that combine satellite
data, metocean and stochastic models, in order to
derive parameters available for the design of
structures.
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Figure 1:The dift'erent steps of the elaboration of climate producls
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Figure 10: Example of a customized
area of the CLIOSat on-line service

Figure 9: CLIOSat map
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ABSTRACT
In a study site in the Southwestern Amazon (state of
Acre/Brazil) multitemporal ERS-1 data have been
investigated for monitoring of tropical forest, for landuse
classification and change detection. The investigations
within the ERS-1 pilot project PP2-D3 of BSA are
integrated in a cooperation with the National Brazilian
Institute of Space Research (INPE). The studies were
incorporated in the TREES ERS-1 Study '94
(Malingreau et al, 1994).
Main objective of the project was to develop and test
methods to use ERS-1 data for forest/ nonforest mapping
and rainforest monitoring and, if possible, to differentiate
landuse intensity. Several classification approaches of
ERS-1 SAR data have been tested. The evidence based
classifier EBIS (evidence based interpretation of satellite
imagery, Lohmann 1991) proved as a suitable tool for
forest/ nonforest classification and diversification of
landuse, especially when using a new version including
textural classification. The separation of forest I
nonforest could be improved by multitemporal ERS-1
SAR data of the dry and wet seasons.The approach
developed in an area of about 50 km by 60 km around the
town Sena Madureira was successfully transfered to a
region North of Rio Branco, the capital of Acre.
By the demonstration of the pilot project, the Technological Foundation of Acre, FUNTAC, the regional
center for remote sensing in Rio Branco, is to be assisted
to apply radar data in satellite image interpretation for
landuse change detection. FUNTAC as well as several
regional Amazon remote sensing data centers have been
instructed for radar imagery by radar interpretation
courses performed by the cooperation partner INPE.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1989, a cooperation between the German Aerospace
Research Establishment (DLR) and the National
Brazilian Institute of Space Research (INPE) was started
to study remote sensing abilities for controlling the
environmental impact of deforestation in the Amazon
region and for mapping rainforest formations and
anthropogenic land use. The study site was defined in the

southwestern part of the Amazon basin near Rio
Branco/Acre. Based on this cooperation and first studies
of Landsat MSS and TM data recorded between 1975
and 1990 (Hoensch 1991), an ERS-1 pilot project
(PP2-D3) started in June 1993, funded by the German
Space Agency (DARA). In order to overcome the
frequent cloud cover in the tropical regions, the ERS-1
C-band SAR data were to be tested for forest monitoring
purposes.
Evaluation methods and classification schemes were to
be developed for large area rainforest monitoring by
ERS-1 data. Institutions like the technological center of
Acre, FUNTAC, were to be assisted to apply radar data
for landuse change detection. Main study objectives were
the discrimination of forest I non-forest and registration
of new deforested areas. The information content of
ERS-1 SAR data was investigated also for the
differentiation of forest types (dense and open rainforest)
and different landuse classes, for the influence of
seasonal changes and for the dependence on surface
topography.
2. PROJECT SITE DESCRIPTION
The project site is located in the southwestern part of the
Amazon Basin, 200 km from the Bolivian and Peruvian
border. The area belongs both to the state of Acre and
Amazonas, the capital of Acre, Rio Branco, is included as
well as the town Sena Madureira northwest of Rio
Branco, connected by one of the main transamazonian
highways, the BR-364 (Fig.1). The study area is covered
by different tropical rainforest formations and, mainly
along the BR-364, by human altered areas like pasture
land and secondary forests. The rainforest formations
and the geology are described in (Honsch, 1993) and
(Keil et al., 1995b).
The state of Acre has a long history of colonization,
strongly pushed through commercial interests in rubber,
in the last and the beginning of this century. Since the
opening of the BR-364 in the early 70's as a main
connection between the western part of Brazil with the
Peruvian border, large deforestation activities took place
mainly for 'governmental sponsored' cattle farming
activities but also for colonization projects called
'PAD's. Along the BR-364, cattle farmers have pushed
the deforestation, although in the last few years, since the
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suspension of the governmental supports, the speed of
forest clearance decreased. The cultivation of pasture,
the progress in burning and logging, as well as the actual
regeneration process of deforested land into secondary
forest or agroforest sites have a main influence on the
equilibrium of the ecosystem. In the testsite, the dry
period starts about end of May and continues up to mid September. Within that period, annual burning of pasture
land alters the seasonal vegetation cover. The most
homogeneous aspect is shown during the end of the dry
season.

GEC products. This allowed also to compare ERS-1
analysis results with TM data analysis results. An
overview of the data processing and evaluation is given
by the flowchart in Fig. 2.

AMAZONIA
Training Area
Delineation

Multi temporal
Interpretation
Signature Analysis
EBIS Texture
Classification
Verification
BR-364

BOLIVIA

Postprocessing
Majority Filtering

Fig. 1: Location of the testsite Sena Madureira I Rio
Branco
3.DATA
Fig. 2: Flowchart of data processing and analysis
ERS-1 SAR datasets were available of a period between
April 1992 and August 1993; six descending scenes and
data of four ascending orbits could be used as GEC
(geocoded ellipsoid corrected) products. The main base
of reference were Thematic Mapper scenes from
September 1990 (for the Sena M. area), from August
1992 (covering Sena Madureira and Rio Branco) and
from July 1994 (for the Southern part). ERS-1 datasets of
1994195were not available until now.
In June I July 1994 a field survey was performed in
cooperation of DLR and INPE, with assistance of the
Technological Foundation of Acre, FUNTAC, and the
University of Acre. Besides field survey data concerning
the landcover situation, mainly along roads around and
between Sena Madureira and Rio Branco, a large number
of handheld airphotos were taken during an overflight in
a Cessna Skyline. During this survey, 12 profiles were
registered in primary and secondary rainforest areas
(Santos et al 1994).
4. METHODOLOGY
Within the study, the ERS-1 SAR datasets were
evaluated by visual interpretation as well as by several
approaches of supervised classification. In order to use
the multiseasonal information content of ERS-1 SAR
data, a co-registration of the data was essential, based on

A calibration into sigma-db values was performed. This
allows the comparison of ERS data of different
acquisition dates and also with other SAR data, e. g. from
the SIR-C I X-SAR shuttle mission of 1994 (Keil et al,
1995a). For classification purposes, the transfer to
db-values was not found to be essential.
Combination of Datasets
For data combination, co-registerded ERS-1 data and
TM data have been resampled to 25 m pixel spacing. A
TM based forest I nonforest classification was used to get
the reference information on larger areas. This forest I
nonforest mask was superimposed on monotemporal and
multitemporal
ERS-1 SAR datasets for visual
interpretation and classification checks.
Classification
Several classification methods were tested for the ERS-1
datasets, including maximum likelihood classification
of filtered data (e.g. using the Frost filter).
Especially investigated was the EBIS classifier by
Lohmann, 1991. For the main study period, EBIS
("Evidence Based Interpretation of Satellite data") was
available in a first version, in which local histograms in a
certain window environment are evaluated for the class
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contribution, based on the assumption of multinomial
distributions. In this version, the speckle and textural
information in a pixel environment is taken into account
by the distribution of the local histogram. Since the end
of 1994, a new version of EBIS is usable for a broader
community (integrated in the ERDAS IMAGINE
software), also allowing texture classification. In the
new version a new algorithm is used for classifying
textures based on co--occurence feature vectors that are
modelled as multinomial density functions (Lohmann
1994). For the ERS input data, nofiltering is necessary.
The classification studies have first been performed in
two areas, one around Sena Madureira, 50 km by 60 km in
size, the other (smaller) area 50 km Southeast of Sena
Madureira along the BR-364. The method was then
transfered to the study site Northwest of Rio Branco,
50 km by 50 km in size.

5.RESULTS

the multiseasonal ERS-1 scene. Additional texture
filtering and combination of filtered products delivers
more "suspicious areas" when applied according to
(Kuntz & Siegert 1994), but the interpretation remains
doubtful because of similar effects by microrelief.
Signature Analysis
In addition to visual interpretation of multitemporal
combination products, the temporal behavior of different
land use classes in the ERS-1 data was investigated,
based on db-values. The rainforest areas proved to be
quite stable along the seasons. Fresh pasture land shows a
higher backscatter in the rainy season, e.g. in December,
because of the increasing vegetation cover. Regeneration
areas have a larger seasonal dependence than primary
rainforest, too, which can assist multiseasonal
classification. In the signature plots of Fig. 3, the original
(non-filtered) data have been used, connected with high
values for standard deviation of the training sites. This
demonstrates the necessary use of preprocessing by
adequate filtering or the application of textural analysis.

Visual Interpretation
-2

A main advantage of visual interpretation of ERS SAR
data is the possible delineation of topographic and
geomorphological units, as the dominant ERS-1 SAR
information within the rainforest areas is given by the
relief. The drainage pattern are well to be distinguished
(Kux et al 1994). By their geomorphological
situation,
several forest formations can be separated as described
by Keil et al (1995b), shown for the Northern study area
near Sena Madureira.
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The destruction and new clearing of rainforest areas
cannot be detected as fast as by TM data. Even after a first
burning a relatively high backscatter and texture remain,
resulting from remaining stems and trees. Here the
different features can be stated detected by Landsat TM,
especially in the short wave infrared band with its
sensitivity to vegetation damages and ground visibility,
and the C-Band SAR, sensible to roughness parameter,
to be noticed e.g. in Fig. 4. In this figure the third study
area Northwest of Rio Branco is shown for mono-temporal and multiseasonal SAR data of 1992/93, in
comparison to Landsat TM data of August 1992. The new
cleared area at the upper left of TM scene (Southwest part
of the "L" like facienda) can hardly be detected even in
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nonforest areas. The abilities of visual delineation are
increased as textural and structural information can be
integrated by an experienced interpreter, in addition to
tone information. This is valuable in the hilly areas,
affected by stronger relief influences, in comparison to
automatic classification. Problems of delineation in
regrowth areas can be reduced by combining ERS-1
datasets of the dry and wet season (Keil et al, 1995b).
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For monotemporal data, ERS data of the dry season
delivers best contrast for visual delineation of forest I
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Fig. 3: ERS-1 signature plot for three training sites

Results of Classification
The best classification results were reached by the EBIS
classifier. Using the local histogram approach, search
windows of 7x7 or 9x9 were found to be adeqate. In the
Sena Madureira site, the ERS-1 SAR scene from May 92
was used for monotemporal SAR classification. The
forest I nonforest separation was successful in most of the
areas. In the hilly terrain and along the boundaries of
steep drainages, misclassification took place because of
the relief influences. Misclassification within the forest
areas can be reduced by post-classification filters
(majority 7x7). Misclassification within deforested areas
is due mainly to two reasons: 1. Changes in the relief and
therefore in the radar illumination, 2. larger amounts of
shrub vegetation or of remaining tree groups (e. g.
palms), which lead to higher values of backscatter and
also to texture variances.
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Figure 4: The third study
Upper left:
Upper right:
Lower left:
Lower right:

site Northwest of Rio Branco, Acre, in different satellite image representations.
Monotemporal ERS-1 SAR subscene of June 1992.
Landsat TM subscene of August 1992, bands 5,4,3 (R,G,B).
Multiseasonal ERS-1 SAR scene in the overlay of June 1992 (R,B) and Jan. 1993 (G).
Comparison of the forest I nonforest classification result of multiseasonal ERS-1

classification and TM classification.
Green: Forest by ERS and TM, yellow: forest by TM, nonforest by ERS;
orange: nonforest by TM and ERS, pink: nonforest by TM, forest by ERS.
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By multitemporal/ multiseasonal classifications in the
Sena Madureira site, an improvement in parts of the
regeneration areas was reached. The datasets of April 92,
May 92 and Dec 92 were used. The effort for
multitemporal classification is higher, because the
different states of vegetation in the scenes must be
covered by a larger set of training areas. On the other
hand, the separation between fresh pasture land and
regeneration areas I plantations is improved because of
the different vegetation development.
In the second study site along BR-364, both EBIS
versions (local histograms and texture approach) could
be applied. The use of horizontal and vertical
co-occurence gave slightly better results for forest I
nonforest classification (Keil et al, 1995b).

be successful for rainforest and deforestation monitoring
in most of the areas. The main objective of the project
was to develop and test a supervised classification
approach which allows to perform forest I nonforest
separation in large areas. For that purpose, the window
based and textural classification approach of EBIS,
available in a commercial image processing
environment, was found to be a tool well adapted to the
properties of radar data. The options of textural
classification enlarges the abilities of automatic SAR
data classification, especially when applied on
multiseasonal radar
data
and followed by
post-classification handling (e.g. by majority filtering).

For assessment of classification accuracy regarding
forest I nonforest separation, a forest I nonforest mask
from TM data was used. In this mask, secondary forest
older than about twelve years was included in the forest
area. Comparing with the TM based mask, the ERS-1
classification delivered an agreement of 95 % to 98 % for
forest areas. For nonforest areas, about 79 % were
reached in the second site along BR-364, showing small
influence of relief. In the Sena Madureira site, only 64 %
agreement was gained by multiseasonal nonforest
classification (Keil et al., 1995b). This result is due to the
strong influences of the hilly terrain and steep river
intersections in this area.
The classification approach was transfered to the third
subsite Northwest of Rio Branco in a further step. This
subsite has been well covered by the SIR-C I X-SAR
mission and allows comparisons with the shuttle data
analysis (Keil, 1995a). For the multitemporal approach,
datasets of ascending orbits of June 1992 and January
1993have been used, partly also a scene of July 1993. By
applying the textural EBIS classification, the forest I
nonforest separation could slightly be improved in
relation to the local histogram option. As to be expected
from visual interpretation, the new cleared areas could
hardly be detected in classification. This is shown by the
overlay of TM and ERS-1 based forest I nonforest
classification (lower right part of Fig. 4), where
deforested areas are coded in pink when picked by TM,
but not by ERS-1. These facts lead to an reduced
agreement with TM for deforested areas which are still at
76 % (shown in red), not regarding the clouded areas. For
the forest areas, there was an agreement of 97 % (areas in
green). This demonstrates a successful transfer of the
classification approach. The ERS-1 classification result
Northwest of Rio Branco is shown in Fig. 5, representing
three nonforest landcover classes.

Tropical Rainforest Investigation using ERS-1DATA
Testsite: Acre, Brazil
Legend

Tropical Rainforest·
Deforestation/
regrowth/
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Deforestation/
fresh vegetation:
Settlements:
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Supervised
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by EBIS Texture
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
By the demonstration of the pilot project in the Western
Amazon in the state of Acre, ERS-1 data have proved to

Figure 5: Classification result of the study site Northwest
of Rio Branco
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The large pasture areas for cattle farming are well to be
detected. There remains a partial overlap of rainforest
and regrowth areas and also of different types of
plantations which
deliver similar backscatter in the
C-Band. In multiseasonal data additional information
content can be used, responding on the different
vegetation development of pastures, regrowth and
primary I secondary rainforest.
Misclassifications

appear in hilly and intersected areas of strong
topographic relief. Here visual post-interpretation can
improve the results. Other problematic areas are newly
destroyed and partly cleared rainforest areas which are
hardly to be detected by automatic classification in the
first year of deforestation. In order to cover also those
newly destroyed rainforest areas, a subsequent visual
interpretation of specially processed data (combinations
of spatial and texture filtered products) seems to give
success when used in a change detection mode.
The classification results are going to be prepared for
map products 1 : 100 000. That is the scale used for map
update and regional planning by the Technological
Foundation of Acre, FUNTAC, and other Amazonian
institutions, up to now based on Landsat TM data often
available only once in two, three or four years. The
mapping by ERS SAR can fill the gaps and enable a
continuous rainforest monitoring. In order to transfer the
abilities of radar remote sensing in the Amazon, radar
analysis courses are performed by INPE several times a
year in the Amazonian remote sensing centers.
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ABSTRACT
The ESA pilot project "Tropical Rainforest and Use of
Land Investigation" (TRULi, PP2-Dl 1; funded by
DARA) was aimed to investigate the capabilities of the
ERS-1 satellite in a tropical rainforest environment.
Using texture analysis and multitemporal approaches
several land use classes and different forest types could
be identified in a single ERS-1 SAR scene. Texture
allowed to discriminate 1.) undisturbed forest of at least
two different types 2.) shifting cultivation and
agriculture, 3.) secondary forest, 4.) selectively Jogged
forest 5.) clearings by fire and clear-cutting and 6.)
settlements and major roads. Results of multitemporal
data analysis showed that changes in area of classes No.
2., No. 4. and No. 5. can be readily detected in a
sequence of four images covering one year. KFAIOOO
images from the Russian MIR space station, Landsat
TM images and data acquired during two extensive field
excursions served as a reference for SAR image
interpretation. Based on our results, we believe, that the
European radar satellite ERS-1 can be used
operationally to monitor and analyse rainforest
conversion and land use patterns in the Tropics at a
scale
1 : 100 000. Because operationality and
technology transfer towards Indonesia were of highest
priority, all evaluation procedures and strategies were
performed with standard computer equipment and
commercial software packages. This equipment is
already available in Indonesia and is currently used by
Indonesian authorities. A 5 days workshop was held at
BPN, the National Land Planning Agency, in Jakarta in
September 1995 for training of local remote sensing
experts in the use of ERS data.

1. INTRODUCTION
Tropical rain forests are highly endangered ecosystems.
Fast economic as well as population growth result in
increasing rainforest conversion rates all over the world.
Only recently it is recognised that sustainable
development and careful exploitation of natural
resources is mandatory to assure future prosperity. With
the launch of the European radar satellite ERS-1 in July
1991 a new powerful tool for land use planning and
forest monitoring from space is available. The cloud

penetrating capability of radar is especially suitable in
tropical regions frequently obscured by clouds. The
German ESA pilot project ''Tropical Rainforest and Use
of Land Investigation" (TRULi, PP2-Dl 1) was
established to investigate the capabilities of the ERS-1
satellite in a tropical rainforest environment. TRULi
started in July 1993 and is funded by the German Space
Agency (DARA). In Indonesia the project is supported
by the German Society for Technical Co-operation
(GTZ) and the National Land Planning and Mapping
Board (Badan Pertanahan Nasional, BPN).
Main emphasis of the TRULi project was on the
applicability of all evaluation methods to the
possibilities and needs of the Indonesian partner
organisation BPN. In the framework of the bilateral
German-Indonesian LUPAM project (GTZ'BPN)
officials were already trained in analysing optical
satellite data using the ERDAS/IMAGINE© software
package. Because we used this software for all
processing steps, it will be easy to implement the
developed methods for SAR image processing and
interpretation in Indonesia.
The TRULi test area was located at the middle reaches
of the Mahakam river in the province Kalimantan
Timur. The vegetation is dominated by lowland
Dipterocarp forests an all major land use types are found
in the area. Russian KFA-1000 images from the manned
space station MIR with 7m ground resolution and field
data acquired during 2 extensive ground truth campaigns
(October/November 1993 and September 1995) served
as a reference for the SAR image interpretation and for
verification of results.
2. ERS-DATA PROCESSING AND MAP
PRODUCTION
The following flowchart (Figure 1) shows the workflow
for the all image processing procedures applied in the
TRULi project.
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TRULi Image Processing Flowchart

~esslng

Radornetric Correction

I

Geanetric Correction ... ]

Filtering

Speckle Filtering

Texllre Filtering

Table l: Examples of CPU-Times for Image Processing
(from Siegert et al. 1995).
Task (200 MB - 8 bit)
Data-Import from Exabyte and
Calibration
Import in IMAGINE
(now 268 MB)
Histogram calculation
Data Reduction to 8 bit and Linear
Stretching
Sigma and Median Filter - Kernel
Size 7x7
Variance-Filter - Kernel Size 15
xl5 (268 MB)
Variance - Filter- Kernel Size
31x31
Composite Generation (var15-smvar3l)
X - and Y Shift Calculation
Resampling (2 x 260 MB - 8 bit)
nearest neighbour

Time (hours.min)
0.30
0,40
0.20
0.45
4.50
5.00
15.00
1.00
0.30
1.50

Delineation Process

All the applied image processing techniques and RGB
image interpretation for rainforest monitoring have been
discussed already in several papers (Kuntz & Siegert
l 994a-1994d, Siegert et al., 1995). In brief the
following tasks were employed:

Multitemporai Analysis

•Corm. of Multit~.
Speckle
Filtered Image

•

Enhanced monotemporal images were produced by
applying different texture filters to one ERS-1
scene. The results of three different filter
operations were then combined into a single RGB
color image by assigning each texture feature to a
different color channel. From these RGB images
we produced land use maps in which each class is
assigned a different color in the GIS overlay (see
Figure 5).

•

To investigate change detection we produced
multitemporal RGB images by assigning the
texture features of the 1Sxl5 variance filter of the
first image (711993)to the blue channel, the texture
features of the 31x3 I variance filter of the last
image in the time series (9/94) to the red channel
and the mean of three speckle filtered images
(7/93+10/93+9/94) to the green channel. The
mean-value-image of three ERS-1 data sets
significantly improved the spatial resolution of the
images for the visual interpretation, while the
texture filters elucidate the changes which
happened between the several acquisitions. From
these composite images we produced change
detection maps in which (among others) the
conversion from primary to selectively logged
forest is highlighted (see Figure 5).

Principal Component ... ,

Ch111geMatrix Analysis

I

Multitemporai Analysis

Figure 1: Overview: Flowchart of the image processing
steps.

For all the processing steps shown in Figure I we used
public domain software provided by DLR
Oberpfaffenhofen and an ERDAS Imagine TM System on
a SUN SPARC JO Workstation equipped with a 5 GB
Harddisk and 32 MB RAM. Table I shows required
processing times for the generation of a monotemporal
RGB-Composite. In order to reduce the CPU time the
SAR scenes have been resampled from 16 bit to 8 bit.
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•

In a second approach we used a semi-automatic
procedure to investigate changes in multitemporal
image series. Using principal components of three
data sets and their texture features, we found, that
especially the 6th principle component contained
most of the change detection information (here:
forest conversion). Although it is not possible with
this approach to explain why forest disappears, it
allows
to
quantitate
efficiently
rainforest
conversion as a whole using a simple semiautomatic density slicing method.
3. RESULTS

In short, the basic idea of the TRULi project for
operational radar image evaluation was to produce
enhanced ERS-1 images, which can be interpreted
visually by lndonensian forestry officials and/or the land
use planning board. Our aim was twofold: we
investigated different processing techniques in order to
obtain:
•
•

a basic ecological and land use classification from
monotemporal ERS-1 images,
change detection information from multitemporal
ERS-1 image series.

The RGB color images containing the texture features
have a significantly improved information content for
visual interpretation compared to simply speckle filtered
radar images. They allowed to discriminate several land
use classes which are important
for rainforest
monitoring:
1. Undisturbed
primary forest of two types: Two
natural forest types, heath forest and Dipterocarp

forest, can be readily discriminated in processed
ERS-1 images by their different shades of green and
the absence of magenta-white spots in heath forest.
The salt and pepper like appareance of these spots is
an important feature of the enhanced ERS-1 images
correlated to the roughness of the vegetation
structure. In the case of Dipterocarp forests these
spots are caused by comer reflection at the crowns of
hugh emergent trees or gaps in the otherwise closed
canopy, while in heath forests the trees are
charcaterized by a closed smooth canopy with no
emergents. Figure 2 shows a direct comparison of
the processed ERS-1 image (A) and the MIR
KFAlOOO image (B, the corresponding area is
indicated by the white rectangle in Fig. 2A). While
the heath forest is clearly detectable in the radar
image as a dark green wedge it appears less clearly
as a brownish colored wedge in the KFA 1000
photograph. Figure 2C +D show the corresponding
ground truth photographs acquired at the locations
indicated by arrows in Fig. 2A. Due to extremely
poor soils tree height and stem diameter are less than

half in this heath forest compared to the
neighbouring Dipterocarp forest. Figure 2E shows
an aerial photograph acquired from a helicopter
flying along the northern border region of the wedge
(see arrow in Fig. 2A). As can be seen, there is a
sharp boundary between the two forest types and the
canopy appears much smoother in the heath forest
(left) than in the Dipterocarp forest (right). The
possibility to discriminate different forest types,
which indicate soil quality, is an important tool for
land use planning in tropical rainforests. Preliminary
results obtained in another area in Kalimantan
showed, that it is also possible to identify peat
swamp and mangrove forests in processed ERS-1
images.
2. Secondary forest: The vegetation which grows
immediately after burning of shifting cultivation
fields or clearcutting consist mainly of a few light
demanding plant species. Compared to primary
forest the canopy of young secondary forest (0-20
years) is very smooth. Therefore secondary forests
appear darker (low backscatter) in ERS-1 SAR
images.
3. Agriculture (shifting cultivation): This landuse
class appears as a belt of heterogenous patterns of
small parcels with a mixture of high and low
backscatter values and highly dynamic changes
along the rivers.
4. Selectively logged forest: Selective logging (which
frequently means over-exploitation) can be readily
detected in RGB ERS-1 images. Figure 3A+B
shows a comparison of two processed ERS-1 images
13 months apart. The arrow indicates a more or less
undisturbed forest canopy in 7/93, which is broken
by many magenta-white spots in 9/94 (right arrow).
The appareance of these spots is directly correlated
to gaps in the forest canopy. Figure 3C+D shows the
effects of selective logging on forest canopy
structure viewed from a helicopter. The closed
canopy of the undisturbed lowland Dipterocarp
forest (C) is severely damaged after logging (D).
Ground survey showed that selective logging as
practised in this area often destroys more than 50%
of the canopy (Kuntz et al, l 994a). We believe that
tree trunks act as comer reflectors since the magentawhite spots correspond to high backscatter values in
all three filtered images. Furthermore the radar
signal may be significantly influenced by the water
content of the vegetation. Fast growing macaranga
tree species fill the gaps a short time after the
logging operation. The leaves of these species are
much larger and have a higher water content than the
leaves of the surrounding climax tree species leading
to higher backscatter signals. The field survey
showed that selective logging activities can be
detected even if it was as much as 5 years ago. After
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5-7 years the gaps are filled only halfway to the top
and macaranga species still dominate the regrowing
vegetation. Therefore we suppose, that the water
content of the plant species as well as comer
reflection is the reason why selective logging can be
classified in the RGB radar images. The
multitemporal analysis showed, that these properties
are not correlated to short term differences in water
content, since the signatures remain clearly
distinguishable over time (see below).
5. Settlements. Even minor settlements can be detected
based on comer reflection of metal roofed houses
6. Clearcuts: Clearcuts due to logging operation are
most easily identified in the processed radar images
as magenta-white areas. The two large circles in
Figure 3 show a large land clearing for plantations.
The cleared area of 3600 ha nearly doubles within
one year. The surface relief in these clearcutted areas
is very rough in terms of radar backscatter. Usually
the vegetation is burnt after felling, however many
unburnt tree trunks remain scattered on the bare soil.
After burning monocultures of several fast growing
tree species are planted for pulp wood production.
One year later the bare soil is completely covered by
young trees and weeds. The radar backscatter of this
class is high in all three filtered images and remains
high in all 4 images of the time series. The high
backscatter may occur due to a combination of the
following properties: I.) an undulating ground
surface relief which is otherwise leveled out by the
forest canopy, 2.) scattered tree trunks and 3.) young,
fast growing trees with a high water content.
Clearcuts due to shifting cultivation are indicated by
two small circles in Figure 3. Ground survey
showed, that this large area (3000m x 800m) was
cleared by local Dajak people for intensive rice
production. This type of agriculture is aimed for
export and not for subsistence. It is a relatively new
action which is unwanted by local officials due to the
increasing danger of land degradation. Scattered
trees, which remain on the fields after burning, result
in a high radar backscatter similar as described
above. Secondary forests, a vegetation type which
grows after shifting cultivation, is characterized by a
smooth canopy structure resulting in low backscatter
values and dark green color in the RGB radar
images. After harvest immediately gras like weeds
start growing. They are replaced by young trees in
the following years.
We excluded mountainous areas from our analysis since
here interpretation is much more difficult and not yet
operational.
Without
sophisticated
backscatter
corrections the topography influences the signal in a way
that ambiguities between various classes and shadow
areas do hamper severely the analysis. Thus areas with a

higher relief than approximately I00 meters were
excluded from the analysis.
For the visual interpretation process we used three
different images simultaneously:
•
•

•

the multitemporal series of processed RGB radar
images for basic classification,
the result of the principal component transform and
the change detection RGB image to identify
clearcuts and shifting cultivation,
and a black and white image of the mean-valuefeature of three ERS-1 data sets.

Figure 4 shows a landuse map, scale I: 100.000, which
was created by visual delineation of clearly detectable
signatures according to the above described principles.
Each class was identified visually according to an
interpretation key, which was created during the first
field field trip and by using KFA I000 images as a
reference. Such maps can be readily used by officials of
the land use planning board as well as foresters. In
principle they can be produced every month.
In order to investigate the changes, which occure during
one year in this area, we produced one map for July
1993 and another one for September 1994. By
correlating the two GIS layers we obtained a change
detection map, which indicates major land use changes.
In Figure 5 each color corresponds to a characteristic
conversion process, e.g. red indicates the conversion of
selectively logged forest into plantation or blue indicates
the conversion of primary forest into selectively logged
forest etc.
4. VERIFICATION OF IMAGE INTERPRETATION
The results of the RGB radar image interpretation were
verified in several ways. In a first step we used MIR
KFAIOOO space photographs acquired in December
1991. From this data a digital landuse map of all
cloudfree areas was produced. Secondly, we used the
extensive ground truth data sampled during the first field
trip. Here three logging concessions, showing different
logging intensities, were visited together with regions of
undisturbed Heath and Dipterocarp forest as well as
areas of shifting cultivation. On many sample plots the
basic vegetation types were listed and the logging
intensity was quantified.
In September 1995 we conducted a second ground truth
campaign, in order to finally verify the maps and the
change detection results. Especially areas of highly
dynamic changes, as identified in the ERS-1 images,
were visited on ground and quantitative GPS
measurements were performed to control the mapping
accuracy. During an extensive helicopter survey we
visited more than 80% of our test area and all ground
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control points. Aerial photographs and videos from that
flight served as a reference to control our classification
results.
We found that all major land use classes and forest types
were classified correctly in the multitemporal time series
of processed ERS-1 images. Under the very difficult
terrain conditions of the test site it was nearly impossible
to quantitatively verify area estimates. However, we
were able to compare the maps of a private timber
concession (showing plans for the conversion of
rainforest into plantation) with the results of our change
detection analysis. Here, we found more than 90%
accuracy. This is also true for selective logging. Shifting
cultivation (with irregular patterns of different fields and
succession phases) can only be detected using the
principal components of the multitemporal texture
features. Rice fields below a size of 3-5 ha cannot be
detected reliably.
As a final
classification
from which
During the
approximately

test of our method we attempted a
of an area which was unknown for us and
no optical satellite data was available.
second field trip this area - covering
1,000 km2 - was visited on ground and by

helicopter. We found, that all landuse classes
caracterised above were interpreted correctly with one
exemption: A fifteen year old secondary forest was
confused with primary forest. On ground it is very
evident that this forest was overexploited by selective
logging in the past (indicated by species composition).
However, from space or even from the helicopter this
discrimination is very difficult to accomplish, since the
canopy roughness ressembles that of a primary forest.
5. SIGNATURE ANALYSIS
From many studies on various targets it was
demonstrated that multitemporal ERS-data offer a much
higher information content than single scenes. However,
the ,,classical" approach, combining simply three
speckle reduced images in a RGB-coded image, was not
very satisfying for our investigation. We found, that the
combination of various texture filters and the application
of the principal component transform in combination
with other computed bands resulted in much higher
information content. The reliablility of our approach
could also be verified by a detailed signature analysis of
the texture features.

Figure 6: Comparison of signatures of speckle reduced
ERS-1 data (mean and standard deviation of 3 different
targets for 4 dates; resampled to 8-Bit) on the top, with
the respective texture features derived from the variance
filtered (31 x 31) image (bottom; from: Fuchs et al.,
1995).
The upper diagram in Figure 6 shows the mean
intensities and standard deviations in greyvalues (8 bit)
for three multitemporal signatures in the speckle filtered
image. One can clearly recognize that the differences of
the mean amplitude of the classes are overlayed by the
standard deviations. Therefore it is not possible to
distinguish these basic signatures in the unenhanced
images either by visual or by simple computer aided
classification means. The tonal differences (greyvalues)
of the different classes are hidden by the high frequency
spatial variation within the target area. However, the
standard deviations themselves are different for the three
classes. The lower diagram of Figure 6 shows the
multitemporal statistics derived from the variance 31x31
filtered multitemporal images. Here a clear
discrimination of the three classes is possible (Fuchs et
al., 1995). These results do also emphasize the
applicability of our approach, demonstrating the
importance of texture features to enhance the hidden
information in ERS-1 data for interpretation and
classification.
6. DISCUSSION

Calibrated 8 bit data (in grey values) served as input for
the visual interpretation and delineation. Therefor monoand multitemporal signatures for the 8 bit calibrated raw
images and the variance filtered 15 x 15 and 31 x 31
images, respectively, have been evaluated. The
monotemporal analysis comprised investigations for
spatial stability of the targets and the suitability of the
applied filters for the target discrimination.

The results achieved so far were beyond our first
expectations. In flat areas texture features allowed to
discriminate 1) undisturbed forest of at least two
different types, 2) shifting cultivation and agriculture, 3)
secondary forest, 4) selectively logged forest, 5)
clearings by fire and clearcutting and 6) settlements and
major roads. Preliminary results of a multitemporal data
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The interpretation of the processed ERS-1 images needs
a skilled interpreter. Basic knowledge about the ecology,
sociology and economic activities must be available in
advance to obtain good interpretation
results. In
principle, this knowledge exists at different Indonesian
authorities, like the forestry department or the land use
planning board. The results of the interpretation process
can be improved significantly using a multitemporal
approach.

remote sensing systems, is their all weather capability.
This opens up the possibility to receive a set of new
images of e.g. the whole island of Kalimantan every
month which allows to analyse series of 20 or more
images acquired at successive time points over a certain
area. This stabilises ERS-SAR signatures by averaging
and furthermore allows detailed change detection
analysis. Even with the lower resolution and the reduced
information content (compared to high resolution optical
data) ERS images can provide information about areas,
where only little is known on a regular basis. This
information is urgently needed by local experts and
officials.

The monitoring system gets even more precise, if
already existing official planning information (e.g. from
maps showing active concession areas, transmigrasi
settlements etc.) are available during the interpretation
process (e.g. within a GIS). With such an approach we
were able to identify even small areas of undisturbed
rainforest in our ERS-data, which could not be identified
by the spaccborne data alone. If it is known in advance,
even from coarse maps (which normally are available to
the institutions in charge of planning and control) where
and when forest concessions arc operating, it is even
possible to monitor the intensity of the selective logging
operation.

In the framework of a multistage monitoring system
ERS-SAR data can be used for basic mapping and
planning purposes. Areas of interest defined in SARimages, can be examined in more detail using
conventional survey methodology, like high resolution
optical data from space, aerial photography, ground
survey etc. Such a procedure would allow to reduce time
and money for survey, looking only on regions where
unwanted changes could be detected. Under these
circumstances ERS-SAR images can provide essential
information for forest monitoring
and land use
assessment in the most endangered and inaccessible
regions of the world.

The technology transfer to Indonesia at the end of the
TRULI project (September 1995) was very successful.
A one week workshop for Indonesian key personnel at
BPN, the National Land Planning Agency was held in
Jakarta. 7 local remote sensing experts were trained
intensively in the use of ERS image interpretation on
their own equipment. Several planning authorities
explained their definite interest in a further application
of ERS-1 radar for rainforest monitoring and land use
planning.
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ABSTRACT
The Central Africa Mosaic project is an attempt to bring
spaceborne SAR data in an entirely new perspective, in
the context of tropical forest monitoring. This objective
represents a drastic change in the use of radar data, as it
seeks to bring high resolution SAR data from the role of
gap-filler and local hot spot analysis to the role of global
mapping at a semi-continental scale. The project is carried out in the Monitoring of the Tropical VegetationUnit
of the Institute for Remote Sensing Applications at Ispra.
It relies on SAR data acquired by the ESA ERS-1 satellite over the Central Africa basin, and processed by the
German PAF in the Libreville station. This paper summarizes the major scientific and engineering issues of the
project. Preliminary thematic results based on visual
interpretation are reported.
At this stage of the project, it can be already concluded
that the material provided by the ERS-1 Central Africa
Mosaic constitutes a unique source of data on vegetation
distribution at continental scale. The most celebrated "all
weather" characteristic of active microwave sensing has
taken its full meaning in the present case since a whole
equatorial region has been covered on demand and in a
minimum amount of time, and since a significant level of
information on forest conditions has rapidly been
extracted. This places the ERS-1 SAR approach firmly in
a useful position in the set of instruments to be further
exploited for tropical forest monitoring.

1. BACKGROUND and OBJECTIVES
The goal of this activity was to study the information
content of a large set of SAR images systematically covering a whole biogeographical domain of Central
Africa. This broad scope exploration was intended to
concretely assess the possibility of extending to continental and, eventually, global scales the results of ERS1 investigations which have so far been validated on
smaller scales only. The investigation was thus carried
out in full compliance with one of the joint JRC ESA
TREES (Tropical Ecosystem Environment Observations
by Satellites) Project objectives, which is to explore the
role of new spaceborne earth observation instruments
for global tropical forest monitoring [Mali, 94]. The
extrapolation of single site studies to large area analysis

is not straightforward and a series of specific issues was
systematically explored during the course of the present
work:
• large area coverage cannot be instantaneously
obtained using an instrument with a narrow field of
view and during an acquisition period (in the present
case roughly 2 months) spatio-temporal variations
inevitably occur across the area. Ways to identify them
and take them into account in the mosaicking were
developed.
• the SAR sensor is tailored to high resolution studies
(30 meters); the passage to a continental and a fortiori
global coverage requires a careful assessment of spatial sampling which takes into account signal to noise
ratio, typical size of target features and data volume
(important in view of an operational system). Given
the lack of experience in this domain a mosaicking
system tunable to various experimental resolutions
was designed.
• multiple and blanket acquisitions over large geographical areas are not yet common; the possibility of using
temporal variations in vegetation characteristics are
thus limited and single-date image characteristics have
to be more fully exploited (e.g. using filters working
on second order statistics [Nezr 95]).
• the analysis of such a large number of images containing a broad variety of features and land cover conditions necessitates the development of an adequate
methodology which can only be developed in phases.
The firstphase is per force one of exploration and identification of major image characteristics with respect to
known ground vegetation characteristics. This first
step is the one reported upon in the present paper.

2. THE MOSAIC ENVIRONMENT
The ERS-SAR mosaic of Central Africa contains 477
scenes from orbit 15674 to orbit 16306. Only the
descending orbits have been processed. The data have
been acquired during the period from July 15 to August
28, 1994. The data base contains 58 Gbyte of high resolution data and 1 Gbyte of low resolution data. All
frames have been acquired by a mobile station installed
at Libreville (Gabon) and processed by the German PAF.

Proceedings of the Second ERS Applications Workshop,London, UK, 6-8 December 1995 (ESA SP-383, February 1996)
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The mosaic covers the whole tropical rain forest domain
of Central Africa as well as the northern and southern
transition zones (see Fig. I). It contains parts of Cameroon, Nigeria, Gabon, Guinea Bissau, Republique
Centr' Africaine, Congo Brazzaville, Zaire, Rwanda and
Burundi. The territory covered by the mosaic is of more
than 3,000,000 square km and, apart from Gabon and
the eastern part of Zaire the terrain has little relief and is
little dissected.
The ERS-1 data set constitutes the baseline of an information reservoir, around which a whole processing environment has been designed, in order to support the wall
to wall thematic interpretation, which is at the moment
linked, but not restricted, to the tropical forest mapping
objectives of TREES.
FIGURE I. Central Africa ERS-1 coverage

This processing environment rests on two fundamental
principles: multi-resolution pyramidal information structure, and processing on demand.
Multiresolution information means that the whole collated coverage of the Central Africa basin is produced
only at an optimal spatial resolution (100 m), with
respect to visual interpretability and data volume. This
baseline product can be considered as a reference gridding, where the user can navigate, zoom in at each point
and access higher resolution products. These products
are generated on request, and according to the specific
needs of the thematic analysis. Typically they can be high
resolution SAR data, which are generated after some sig-

nal processing (such as speckle filtering) from the original PRI data. The whole information content of the
original ERS data set is therefore conserved and also augmented as the mosaic machine evolves during the analysis and interpretation phase.
This concept can also be pushed one step further, and
include other sensors' data among the information hierarchy. Indeed the IRSA MTV is preparing a software prototype where the ERS-1 mosaic baseline product, which
is composed of the 1OOm compressed and cartographically projected ERS images, constitutes the reference to
spatially query a database containing GIS data, AVHRR
and TM products.
The mosaic environment is also an open environment,
where new "engines" can be created to generate higher
level data products, such as forest classification maps.

Work is in progress in the IRSA MTV unit in this direction. In particular a signal processing technique which is
under investigation is a multi-resolution decomposition
based on wavelet theory. This technique seems to match
very well with the intrinsic requirements of spatial multiresolution of the CAMP environment, but also extracts
at the same time in the high spatial frequency domain
information which is amenable to the implementation of
texture classifiers.
A special purpose software machine has been implemented to support the CAMP processing, and is briefly
described in the next section.
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Unix files. The coupling between the two is established
by a file naming convention.

3. THE MOSAIC MACHINE
The mosaic software machine entails a number of data
bases, that store data at various levels and keep threads
among processing phases and house-keeping information.
The original PRI ERS data are processed in batches
starting from the Exabyte media. They are calibrated for
the effective scattering area according to the range incidence angle, and compressed to 1OOm pixel spacing
using a FIR spatial filter.

Synchronization of operations and databases is assured
in this batch phase by the two modules Scheduler and
Surveyor. At any moment exception handling is possible, with backtracking and restarting of the system in
case of failures (network, or workstations).
The compressed SAR data, called framelets, are then
stored in a second database, the LR (Low Resolution)
database. This constitutes the foundation in terms of data
sets, both for the thematic visual interpretation, and for
the assembling of the mosaic canvas.

FIGURE 2.The mosaic software machine

Housekeeping

The framelets composition starts with the selection of all
frames that belong to a stripe; a stripe is defined as a
continuous set of frames, having overlaps in latitude,
and corresponds to acquisitions done during one orbit of
the satellite.

HR

Calibration
Compression
Query
Recovery
Stripe Builde
(PRI Projection)
Framelets Descriptors

I

EPOCH

I

Tiler

Stripe Sorter~

I

~

Warper
(Map Projection)
High Res Scene

Low Res Scene

Each set belonging to a stripe is assembled using a
coarse registration based on the image corner points and
a fine registration using a cross correlation algorithm in
the overlap area. Also radiometric balancing between
framelets is performed when necessary. Actually due to
the stability of the sensor the radiometry is quite stable
over the period of acquisition of the whole mosaic.
Nonetheless, in some exceptional circumstances, the
down-linked signal is lost by the receiving station (DLR
Libreville) and therefore the processing has to switch
from acquired parameters to nominal parameters. This
introduces anomalous "jumps" in the signal dynamic
range between frames, which needs to be corrected.

"'"""'Jl"""T''"""
I
I

The stripes are therefore generated in the SAR image reference frame (PRI ground range projected with no relief
correction). Stripes are subsequently sorted in longitude,
warped to a cartographic reference frame (GEM6) using
a second degree polynomial fitting of all the corner point
coordinates in the stripe, and pasted with a simple left
right overlap algorithm into an incrementally growing
canvas.

The PRI data are stored in the High Resolution (HR)
database, which is physically allocated to a WORM disk
archival system. In the same database other high resolution products, such as GMAP speckle filtered data sets,
which are generated on demand, are stored. Also ancillary information is extracted at this stage form the ERS
SAR leader file, such as the positions of the corner
points of the image in cartographic coordinates.

At several stages of the processing chain, graphical interactive tools allow the user to visualize the status of the
processing, (such as synoptic maps of the processed
stripes or framelets). Finally the "MosaicViewer", a
visualization tool, can be used to roam spatially through
the mosaic products at any level (HR, LR and final canvas) and to take advantage of the Jinks between products
to focus on special areas of interest.

It has to be noted in general that all the databases in the
mosaic software environment are implemented using a
simple but effective technique that consists of splitting
the units of information (typically a SAR image) into a
data item and a descriptor. Both are kept into standard

The whole mosaic machine software was developed
using a combination of C code and IDL programming
environment.

MOSAIC Canvas

~
~
Viewer

Q
Zoomer

Analysis Tools
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4. PRELIMINARY THEMATIC RESULTS
USING ERS DATA
The Africa Mosaic (CAMP) reveals a series of features
which are of most relevance in the framework of the
TREES project objectives. The preliminary results are
also of high interest for global vegetation monitoring, a
major objective of the International Global Change
Research Program (IGPB). The mosaic represents,
indeed, a unique and uniform cross section of important
tropical biomes from the savannah and dry forest in the
north, through the entire rain forest domain and again
through seasonal formations south of the equator
(savannah and edge of the Miombo Woodland). The
design of this Central Africa mosaic is such that, since it
crosses the equator it contains at the same time dry and
rainy season acquisitions with a gradient of wetness in
between.This allows a range of observations to be made
with respect to the occurrence or to the lack of seasonal
contrasts between various vegetation formations. The
scale, resolution and bio-windows offered by the 1994
Central Africa Mosaic qualifies it as a truly global product, which satisfies a series of important conditions
related to vegetation monitoring.
A few items of information derived from the visual analysis of the IOOmpixel spacing products generated by
the above described processing chain are presented here
[Mali 95].
• the boundary between the rain forest - or in this case,
more likely, a mix of evergreen/semi-deciduous mesophyllous forest formations - and the mixed seasonal
- savannah formations to the south is extremely well
marked (Fig. 3). This being a dry season acquisition in
the south (July-August) the contrast between the evergreen cover and the more deciduous (trees) or senescent (grass) cover is well detected using the
microwave approach.
• the boundary between the rain forest and the mixed
savannah - gallery forest formations is also well
marked in the northern parts of the Congo basin examined so far (Fig. 4); this is rather surprising since
acquisitions have been obtained in the middle of the
northern rainy season (July-August).
• deforestation fronts, a major focus of interest in the
TREES approach, are not frequent in the Central
Congo Basin. Yet one example in Southern Zaire (Fig.
5) shows features associated with the dynamics of
those fronts in an unmistakable manner.
• unexpectedly, the ribbon of secondary formations following the older road network of Zaire is visible in the
SAR microwave return signal by contrast with the surrounding primary forest (Fig. 6). These forest "galleries", correspond to the pattern of land management

which since colonial time has essentially followed the
road communication system.
• in the rain forest domain itself the range of visible features is somewhat limited. This maybe due to compounded reasons. Lack of recent deforestation
activities, diffuse patterns of agricultural expansion or
the inability to separate primary forest and older secondary regrowth with no clear geometrical patterns,
are possible explanations. Texture analysis could lead
to a better discrimination of deforestation features in
the forest canopy.
• data over selected areas taken at one month interval are
available for a few overlapping stripes. They reveal
change patterns related to the impact of fires on the
herbaceous vegetation cover. Burn scares are readily
visible in the southern and eastern savanna at the
fringe of the Central Congo Basin [Mali 1995].
The results of this preliminary and still partial investigation are encouraging on several grounds:
• at first they indicate that, contrary to what is commonly
expected, the ERS-1 SAR coverage may represent a
unique source of data on vegetation at continental and
global scales. The assemblage of more than 400
images foreseen in the Central Africa Mosaic tells us a
lot about this very new perspective on SAR coverage.
• second, the mosaic is helping to formulate a more relevant research agenda in view of operational tropical
forest monitoring.
• third, while the processing of such a large amount of
data and their assembling into a mosaic needs major
investments in terms of expertise and equipments, it
appears possible to establish operational processing
chains which can feed the analysts with highly usable
products. The global coverage aspects of the exercise
is therefore further reinforced by the advances made in
the streamlining of all the necessary operations.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Processing of the Central Africa Mosaic has been completed, and the mosaic canvas containing the ensemble
of the ERS images at IOOmresolution and in cartographic projection will now be composed together with
annotations and vector GIS information retrieved from
the IRSA MTV databases on Central Africa into a photographic quality hard copy product.
Meanwhile the visual interpretation and analysis of the
data set is proceeding exhaustively, and other promising
research avenues are explored. For instance simple
change detection algorithms over the overlay areas have
already revealed very important features. On another
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side, the investigation
matic information

of automatic analysis and the-

retrieval algorithms

has started in

cooperation with other RID Institutions.

At this stage of the project, we can already conclude that
the material provided by this ERS-1 Central Africa
Mosaic constitutes a unique source of data on vegetation
distribution at continental scale. The most celebrated
"all weather" characteristic of active microwave sensing
has taken its full meaning in the present case since a
whole equatorial region has been covered on demand
and in a minimum amount of time, and since a significant level of information on forest conditions has rapidly been extracted. This places the ERS- 1 SAR
approach firmly in a useful position in the set of instruments to be further exploited for tropical forest monitoring. As already indicated the same material also
provides a precious starting point for the elaboration of
an application oriented research agenda which will further improve our capability to monitor the earth's environment.
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ABSTRACT
The main objectives of the study are to test the applicability ofERS-1 SAR images in estimating forest resources of
large areas (e.g., at sub-national, national, or larger level),
and to develop an operative forest inventory system which
utilises SAR data. The SAR data is used together with
other information sources. Six test areas, three in Finland and one in Canada, one in China and one in Russia
have been selected for the study. So far, only images from
Finnish test sites have been analysed.
The results from this study show that the backscattering
properties of boreal forests are affected heavily by seasonal changes as well as weather conditions before and
during image acquisition (moisture in needles and soil).
This phenomenon can be utilised by using multi-temporal
images. A new promising inversion method for estimating volume of growing stock has been developed. It uses a
semi-empirical backscattering model, multi-temporal images, and estimated soil and needle moisture.
The field plots with regeneration cuttings (clear-cuttings)
can be identified reasonably well with a regression model.
This can be utilised in updating of field data by means of
growth models and cutting statistics.

Fax: +358-0-460224

built areas, roads, digital elevation model when applicable). The most serious problem in the current method is
that clouds often prevent obtaining satellite images from
the same growing season when the ground measurements
have been made.
The Laboratory of Space Technology at the Helsinki University of Technology has developed a helicopter-borne
scatterometer (HUTSCAT) (Hallikainen et al. 1993). It
is a dual-frequency (5.4 and 9.8 GHz) FM-CW, internally and externally calibrated radar designed for co- and
cross-polarised backscattering measurements of natural
targets, such as forests. Due to the ranging capability, the
HUTSCAT can probe the canopy from the top to the bottom with a range resolution of 65 cm (Hyyppa 1993).
The feasibility of the HUTSCAT in estimation of the stand
characteristics of sample plots was evaluated in an earlier
study (Hyyppa 1993). It was shown that the mean square
error of radar-derived mean and dominant tree heights estimates compared to field-measured ones was 1.3 metres
and the error of the volume estimates at stand level correspondingly 31.3 m3/ha (20 %). HUTSCAT measurements
have also been used in deriving a semi-empirical forest
backscattering model (Pulliainen et al. 1994).
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

1. INTRODUCTION
The total land area of Finland is 30.5 million hectares and
the forestry land area is 26.4 million hectares, of which
20.1 million hectares is classified as productive forest land
(the mean annual increment is at least l m3/ha). The total
growing stock is 1 900 million m3 and the annual increment is 80 million m3. Private persons own 63 % of the
forest area, the state 24 %, and companies 9 %, the rest
belonging to municipalities, parishes etc. The turnover of
the Finnish forest industry is 10 500 million ECU ( 1994)
and the value of export 9 000 million ECU, corresponding
to 50 % of the net income from foreign trade.
The National Forest Inventory of Finland (NFI) has produced large-area forest resource information for over 70
years for management planning of Finnish forestry and
forest industries. In addition to ground measurements,
the current operational system uses satellite image data
(Landsat TM) and digital map data (e.g., arable land,

The objective of the study is to develop methods for utilising ERS-1 SAR images in large area forest inventories, such as national forest inventories. The emphasis is
thus in large scale estimates offorest parameters. Use of
the HUTSCAT -instrument in practical forest inventory is
also studied. A cost-benefit analysis of the method will be
an essential part of the project.
3. MATERIAL
3.1.Test sites
Six different test areas (listed in Table l) representing
mainly boreal or sub-boreal forests have been chosen for
the study. The size of each site is 100 km x 100 km.
There have been difficulties in collecting all the necessary
data sets, e.g. DEM, for some of test sites. Therefore, research has been carried out mainly at the Porvoo site. In
addition, a Sodankyla test site in Northern Finland from
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another project has been utilised. Other sites will be analysed later.
Table 1. The six test sites of the study.
Name
Porvoo
Teijo
Inari
Sortavala
Hebei
Whitecourt

Country
Finland
Finland
Finland
Russia
China
Canada

Latitude
60° 45"
60° IO"
69° 40"
61° 50"
48° 50"
54° 25"

Longitude
25° 30"
23° 00"
27° 30"
31° 00"
130° 10"
244° 20"

images. It uses as input a digital elevation model (DEM)
(pixel size 25 m, resolution 0.1 m), an ERS-1 SAR.PR!
image, and optionally a digital map for ground control
point collection. The output consists of three image channels: the rectified image data, the ground area per pixel,
and the the local incidence angle. The output pixel size
used in this study was 25 metres.
HUTSCATmeasurement have been conducted along NFI
sample plot lines in late summer 1994. The predefined
survey lines have be flown using a GPS receiver for navigation.

3.2 Field measurements
3.4. Ancillary data
The NFI sample plots are used as ground truth data and,
to some extent, as reference data, too. The plots used in
this study were established and measured in 1986. The
plots are located in L-shaped clusters, the distance between clusters being 8 km in the north-south direction and
7 km in the east-west direction. One cluster consists of 21
Bitterlich-type sample plots (relascope factor 2) with an
interval of 200 m.
The sample plots located at least 30 m from the nearest
stand boundary were re-measured for the study in summer
and autumn 1993. The total number of these plots was
444. The plots were geolocated with GPS. Tree species,
breast height diameter, crown storey,and tree quality class
were measured from tally trees. Each 7th tally tree was
measured as sample tree, measurements involving increments, bucking, damages, etc. The usual stand characteristics were measured from the surrounding forest stands.
Stand level inventory data measured for operative forest
management planning were utilised in reliability assessments. These data are based on visual ground estimation
with relascope measurements and information from false
colour aerial photographs.
Stand level data were collected for three different blocks,
119 and 393 ha of spruce dominated forest and 142 ha
pine dominated forest. The mean stem volumes were 12l,
153, and 126 m3/ha, respectively, and the total number of
stands was 358 in eight forest holdings. Field checks of
stand data were carried out in 1992 and 1993.
For justifying the results at a medium size area level,
summary results of stand level inventories were available
from 8 areas of sizes 560 to 6300 hectares. The mean
volume of growing stock varies by areas from 123 to
160 m3/ha.
3.3. Radar data
ERS-1 SAR.PR! -images from the summer and autumn
1993 and winter and autumn 1994 have been received,
rectified and processed. The total number of images used
in the study was 25.
A program called VIP (made by VTT Automation in Finland) was used for geometrical rectification of the ERS-1

Digital map data are applied to separate forestry land from
other land use classes. The applied themes are arable land,
roads, and other built areas. Water areas are extracted
from Landsat TM images.
The ground reference data also includes the meteorological statistics including the daily precipitation information. These data were acquired from several meteorological stations at different locations on the test site for the five
month period from 1stof May to 1stof October. Data values include the sum of daily precipitation for every day in
that time span. The precipitation values for the entire test
site were calculated using interpolation methods.
Thorough soil type measurements, and, simultaneously
with the ERS-1 measurements, soil moisture measurements, have been conducted for selected test areas in the
Porvoo test site.
4. METHODS
4.1 Speckle Removal
Several image filteringmethods for speckle removal have
been tested. The tested methods are 1) principal component analysis (PCA) for multi-temporal images, 2) EPOS
filtering (Hagg 1994), 3) Iterated Conditional Modes
method (ICM) based on Gibbsian random field assumption and introduced by Besag (1986),4) Sigma filter (Lee
1983) and 5) simulated annealing method. For more details, see Tomppo et al. (1994).
4.2 Image segmentation
Speckle of SAR images can also be removed by averaging
the backscattering coefficients within the segments in a
segmented image. Several segmentation algorithms have
been tested. The method giving best results was based
on ideas presented by Pappas (1992) and modified in this
study for SAR images.
In segmentation, an image is divided into homogeneous
regions in which the observations are similar to each
other. Ideally, a segment corresponds to a forest stand homogeneous with respect to forest characteristics. When
the individual pixels yield poor estimates of the stem vol-
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ume, the mean of observations within a segment may provide more accurate estimates for small areas. We have experimented with segmentation methods incorporating initial classification of pixels. A path-connected set of pixels
classified into the same class is regarded as a segment.
Our segmentations were based on six SAR images. A logarithmic transformation of observations was performed
before segmentation.
To use the NFI sample plots as
a training set, we grouped the plots into classes by the
development class and the dominant tree species. Each
class was characterised by the mean of observations in
the SAR images. The pixels of a test area were classified
into the classes by the ICM algorithm (Besag 1986). This
yields satisfactory segmentations, but the results can be
improved by more time-consuming methods.
After initialisation by ICM, segmentation was continued
by adaptive clustering (Pappas 1992). In this method, the
class means depend on the location of a pixel, and the
means are updated iteratively. At each pixel, a class mean
is estimated over a small window from the average of
observations currently classified into the class. The estimation and classification alternate until convergence. Finally, it was worth eliminating the smallest segments by
a merging algorithm. A randomly chosen segment was
merged with a neighbouring segment selected to minimise
the difference between the means of observations in the
segments. If the difference was statistically significant,
the two segments remained separate.

The most promising results so far has given the inversion method developed by Pulliainen (1994). It utilises
a semi-empirical forest backscattering coefficient model,
multi-temporal ERS-1 SAR images, and the estimated
soil and canopy moisture of the images. The semiempirical model needs field measurements of forest parameters (growing stock volume) on a subset of the area
being examined, e.g., on the sample plots. The model has
been derived by means of the helicopter-borne HUTSCAT
scatterometer, (Pulliainen et al. 1994).
It the first inversion stage, the forest backscattering model
is fitted to sample plot data. The soil and canopy moisture
are assumed constant but unknown within each image.
The growing stock volume is obtained from the NFI data.
The results of the this inversion are the soil and canopy
moisture estimates for each ERS-1 SAR image used in the
analysis. The average behaviour of the backscattering coefficient as a function of tree stem volume is also obtained
from this inversion.
In the second stage, the images are split into sub-areas
and stem volume estimates for all sub-areas are obtained
by fitting the backscattering model into a multi-temporal
set of ERS-1-based backscattering coefficients (average
O'o values for each sub-area). The values of soil and vegetation moisture are those determined in the first stage.
Hence, the conditional distribution of sub-area-wise O'o
and the stem volume estimate for this sub-area is:

4.3 Parameter estimation
Three methods have been tested in estimating the interesting forest characteristics, a variation of K-nearest neighbour classification method, regression analysis, and an inversion method.

K

B ·exp

The basic K-nearest neighbour (K-nn) classification algo-

rithm is as follows. The Euclidean distance in the feature
space, d;,p, is computed from the pixel p to be classified to
each pixel i whose ground truth is known (sample plots).
Taked(l),p• ..., d(n),P' (d(l),p :S .... :S d(n),p), n 5-10
define

=

v
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= L W(j),p. m(j),p '
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j=l
where m(j),p• j = 1, ..., n, are the values of the variable M in the n closest pixels to the pixel p in the spectral
space (Tomppo 1991).
Linear regression estimation has been applied with
the NFI sample plots and segmentation based average
smoothing of the backscattering coefficients. The models
have been derived by tree species.
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Define the estimate mp of the variable M for the pixel p
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=

B
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=

( ( O'o )i, (<To )2, ... , (O'o) K), a vector containing average backscattering coefficients
of a sub-area for K ERS-1 SAR images,
forest stem volume of sub-area,
estimated volumetric canopy moisture
(vector) for each SAR image,
estimated volumetric soil moisture (vector)
for each SAR image,
calibration constant due to the systematic
and random difference between the model
and the ERS-1 data,
norming constant,
standard deviation of O'o (same for each
image),

and the iteration problem to estimate the stem volume V
(which is now the only unknown parameter) for a certain
sub-area is
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5. RESULTS
K

Minimise

L{cj · [a-i(V, mj,v,v)+
i=l

(4)

The reliabilities of the estimates have been assessed at
stand level, forest holding level, and forest region level
comparing SAR -based estimates with independent field
measurement based estimates. Different estimation methods have been applied.
5 .1 Reliability of results at stand level

4.4 Identification of clear-cut areas
The forest resource information of an area can be updated
either by re-measuring the field-plots or by updating the
field data using other information. The other information
can be, e.g., growth models and total removals. In Finnish
forestry, the removals are known by regions, i.e, the exact
locations of the removals are not known. These models
and data have been used in NFI earlier to update the forest resource information by assigning the cuttings to the
plots, which most probably have been cut. If the removals
could be assigned to the really harvested field plots, the
accuracy of the model-based updating could be increased.
In order to find the clear-cut areas using ERS-1 SAR images, the images are divided into two groups by their acquisition date. If a forest stand has been clear-cut, it is assumed to be mature in the images of the first group and
the observations from the stand should resemble observations from a mature forest. In the second image group, the
mean backscattering coefficient over the stand should exhibit different behaviour in the clear-cut areas.
The mean backscattering coefficient over a stand is compared with the average backscattering coefficient in the
NFI sample plots. The mean difference

is calculated, in which Yik ( r) denotes the mean of observations over the ith stand in the kth image in the rth group
of images, nu; denotes the mean of observations in the
NFI sample plots (mature forest), and vark is the variance
of observations in the NFI sample plots.
In a logistic regression model, a stand has been clear-cut
with a probability
exp{,i3tx;}

p; = 1 + exp{,Btx;}'

The performance of the K-nearest neighbour classification method has been reported in Tomppo et al. (1994).
Combined use of segmentation and linear regression was
tested by estimating the stem volume in the stands of the
Mantsala test area. Due to the noise in the SAR images,
the segment boundaries did not match very well real the
stand boundaries. Nevertheless, segmentation may facilitate the detection of clear-cuttings and other smallscale, but distinct, changes in stem volume. The regression models were fitted to data from NFI plots within a
distance of 30 km from the test area. One estimate was
calculated for each segment using the average backscattering coefficients in the segment, and the estimate was
assigned to each pixel within the segment. The estimates
were compared with known stem volumes in the forest
stands. The total area of the stands was 620 hectares. The
correlation coefficients between observed and estimated
volumes were rather low: 0.29 for total and spruce volumes and even as low as 0.08 and 0.04 for volumes of pine
and deciduous species. The corresponding root mean errors were 96 and 37 m3/ha and bias from -2.6 to 8.2 m3/ha.
The moisture estimates have not yet been utilised as additional information in these experiments.
The inversion method was applied to tree stem volume estimation in two of the test sites. The estimates were computed at the forest stand level from a multi-temporal ERS1 SAR data set. The 100 nearest sample plots were used
for estimating the soil and canopy moistures.
Tree stem volumes were estimated using of formula (4).
The correlation coefficients between the estimated and the
field measurement based volume estimates are given in
Table 2. For the two test sites, they are 0.64 and 0.63.
Therms errors are 90- 98 m3/ha, respectively. The correlation coefficients are calculated by weighting the stands
with the stand area. Known stand boundaries have been
used.

(6)
Table 2: ERS-1 SAR-based tree stem volume estimates.

in which ,i3is the vector of parameters and x; is the vector
of explanatory variables. The mean backscattering coefficient is compared with mean coefficients mk from mature
forests in a model with

(7)

Test site

Numbe
of
stands

Mantsala
Ohkola

198
91

r

0.64
0.63

RMS SAR
error
vol.
m3/ha est.

Field
vol.
est.

90
98

154
126

161
126

Mean
volu.
of
NF!
plots
144
131
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Table 3: Region level comparisons of tree stem volume estimates.
Region
hapu
hirv
kyta
!auk
mapo
ohko
oitt
torp
Total

Area (ha)

Vol (rrr'zha)

Vol est

Pine

Pine est.

Spruce

Spruce est.

Non-con.

Non-con. est.

1678
2659
3061
1842
6151
3695
2781
551
22418

143
128
138
136
160
158
149
123
147

151
148
146
146
150
147
152
148
148

51
24
33
34
22
31
29
17
29

31
29
30
30
26
29
29
28
29

73
89
89
84
119
106
105
87
100

97
95
94
91
98
99
100
96
97

18
14
15
16
17
20
14
19
16

21
21
20
22
20
21
20
22
21

5.2 Reliability at forest region level
ERS-1 SAR-based stem volume estimation
for the Mantsala tesl site
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The total volumes from the stand level inventories were
used as comparison data in assessing the reliability of the
estimates at forest region level. The field measurements
of regional inventories have been carried out in the years
1990-1993. The estimates are based on visual assessment
and only a small number of measurements. Eight forest
regions were used. The total areas vary from 559 to 6256
hectares, total forest land area being 22 418 hectares.
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Only K-nn based estimates have been tested so far. The
estimated and measured mean volumes by tree species are
given in Table 3. The K-nn method together with ERS-1
SAR images seems not explain well the deviations from
the grand means of species volumes of the training data
set (NFI plots).
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Figure 1: Above: Inversion method based stem volume
estimate against the true stem volume. Below: Residuals
against stand size(ha).
The estimates from the inversion method have also been
justified by comparing the overall stem volume estimates
of the two sites with field measurement based ones and
with mean volumes of training sample plots. The results
show that the inversion method significantly improves the
estimates based on the overall mean of training areas (NFI
plots). Figure 1 shows the estimated stand volume on one
test site against the true stem volume and the estimation
error against the area of the stand. The error is reasonably
low if the area is 3 hectares or more.

Table 4 shows the deviations of the total mean volumes
for the forest regions from the grand mean of stand level
inventories. The areas of the regions as well as their mean
volumes, v, are given. The deviations of v from the grand
mean V (= 147.35 m3/ha), v - V, are compared with the
deviations of the estimates from the grand mean of estimates, ve - VE. It can be seen that the deviations of the
estimates from their mean are much smaller than the real
deviations of mean volumes of the grand mean volume.
This means that only a small part of real variation can be
explained by K-nn method. However, moisture estimation and the inversion method may improve the results. It
has not yet been tested at region level.
Table 4: Deviation of means and their estimates from
grand means.
Test
site
hapu
hirv
kyta
!auk
mapo
ohko
oitt
torp
Total

Area
ha

v
m3/ha

v-V
m3/ha

1678
2659
3061
1842
6151
3695
2781
551
22418

143
-4.35
128
-19.35
138
-9.35
136
-11.35
160
12.65
158
10.65
149
1.65
123
-24.35
147.35
0.00

VE
m3/ha

Ve -

2.33
-0.67
-2.67
-2.67
1.33
-1.67
3.33
-0.67
0.00
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5.3 Identification of clear-cut areas
The model (6) is fitted using one Landsat TM image (r=l)
acquired before 23 ERS-1 SAR images (r=2). In a data
set of 83 mature stands in the Landsat image, the estimates for the parameters are (30
-2.59, /31
0.02,
/32
1.27, (33
0.00, (34
0.00 and (35
-0.06.
A large difference D; (2) implies that a stand has been
clear-cut. The logistic regression model provides classification: a stand with probability p; larger than 0.5 is probably a clear-cut area. With this classification rule, 20 %
of the stands were wrongly classified. If the threshold
0.5 is substituted by 0.38, the misclassification rate will
decrease to 12 %. These results are obtained only when
we know that the stands have been mature in the first images. If there is no ancillary information about the maturity, higher classification errors arise. For a heterogeneous
data set of 276 stands with varying maturity, the misclassification rate was 20 % which looks promising, too.

=

=

=

=

=

=

the inversion estimation method. Modelling of the moisture variation within an image may still improve the results. Methodology development for these applications
will continue.
Detecting of clear-cut areas by means of multi-temporal
images works reasonably well. This can be utilised in
model-based updating of forest resource information.
The new inversion method and detecting of clear-cut plots
may provide some operational use for ERS- 1 SAR data in
large area inventories.
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5.4 Effect of the soil moisture
In order to justify the reliability of the inversion method
in assessing soil and needle moisture, weather condition
measurements have been carried out on a part of the mineral soil NFI sample.
The volumetric soil moisture typically ranges from 5 to 15
% on moraine lands (the most usual soil type in Finland).
For spruce and pine mires (peat soils), and for clay soil,
higher soil moisture values are seen. The results show that
the effect of soil moisture on the backscattering is higher
than on the stem volume, see Tomppo et al. (1994 ).
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The methods for utilising ERS-1 SAR images in large area
forest inventory are under development. The behaviour
of backscattering properties of boreal forests are investigated. The following conclusions were drawn so far.
The correlation of the backscattering coefficient to forest
biomass can change from positive to negative depending
on weather and seasonal conditions. The highest positive
correlations can be observed in cases where the ground is
either very dry or covered by wet snow. The highest negative correlations are evident after heavy rain when the
soil is still wet, but the forest canopy is back to its normal
moisture value.
The estimation of stem volume using ERS-1 SAR data requires data representing at least two cases: the other with
a positive and the other with a negative correlation of the
backscattering coefficient to stem volume. When multitemporal data are employed, the radar speckle evident in
a single image can be reduced using principal component
analysis or filtering methods.
The most promising results in estimating forest parameters have been given so far by multi-temporal images, estimation of soil, and canopy moisture between images and
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ABSTRACT
ERS-1 derived gravimetry reveals interesting features of
the basement of the Kara and Barents Seas which have
not been chartered in recent, previous compilation maps
of sedimentary thicknesses in the Arctic Ocean
(Gramberg and Puscharovski [1989], and Jackson and
Oakey, [1990]). The data also indicate the presence of a
north-south trending gravity high associated with the
maximum depth of both the Near Base Cretaceous and
the Intra Early Permian reflectors within the South
Barents Sea and the North Barents Sea Basins. This
suggests that the formation of these basins is probably
related with crustal thinning and upwelling of dense
mantle material. Further geological studies are needed to
interpret our gravimetric data, which directly addresses
the problem of understanding the gravity signature of
deep, old, sedimentary basins.
I. Introduction
The continental shelf in the Arctic north of Russia
consists in a series of epicontinental seas, which are the
offshore continuation of potentially oil and gas rich
basins on land (Figure 1). The Barents Sea, where the
oilfields of Kolgyev, Pomov, and Gulyayev have been
discovered, lies north of the Timan-Pechora-Basin, a
major oil and gas reservoir of the present day Russia.
The Kara Sea, with the recently discovered Russanov
and Leningrad oilfields, appears as the northern
extension of the oil and gas rich West Siberia Basin,
which includes the Urengoy and Ob oil and gas giant
fields (in the early 80's, the West Siberian Basin was
providing 58% of the oil and 32% of the gas of the
USSR). The Laptev Sea is considered to be part of the
poorly explored Lena-Tungunska and Vilnuy Basin
petroleum provinces, between the Ienissei and Lena
rivers. East of the Verkhoyansk suture Range, the East
Siberia Sea and the Chukchi Sea are -geologically
speaking- part of the Pacific Mobile Belt The geology
of all these epicontinental seas is poorly known, due to
the remoteness, the inhuman climatic conditions and
the huge costs associated with seismic exploration.
The European Remote Sensing satellite (ERS-1) is the
first satellite to provide non-classified altimetric data
north of 72°N. Launched in July 1991, it has been on
its 168-days repeat orbit since april 10th 1994, offering
the densest gravimetric coverage ever obtained at a

global scale at these latitudes, with an along track
resolution of about 7 km, and an across track resolution
ranging from 7 km at 60°N to 2.6 km at 80°N. Thus, it
may represent an unique geophysical tool for studying
the geological structures off the arctic coast of Russia.
The PEGASE project was designed to study the
feasability of using the ERS-1 inferred gravity field to
map and study the sedimentary basins of the russian
arctic continental margin. This project results from an
active collaboration between three french groups : the
CLS Space Oceanography Group (Toulouse), the
Marine Geosciences Department of IFREMER (Brest),
and the "Groupe de Recherche en Geodesie Spatiale"
(GRGS, Toulouse). CNES selected the project for
funding in october 1992 (ref. 92/CNES/0382 - AVAL
SAR). ESA approved it in march 1993 (ref. PP2-F14).
II. The data
The results presented hereafter are based on the 168
days repeat orbit data spanning the period between apil
10th 1994 and march 21st 1995. As most of the
existing validation processes have never been tested at
such high latitudes, special attention was given to data
processing (data reduction, filtering and processing are
described in detail in former progress reports of the
PEGASE project (e.g. Geli and Blanc, 1994); what is
new here is that we corrected tide and orbit errors using
the
most
accurate
and
simultaneous
TOPEX/POSEIDON data).
III. The free-air

gravity anomaly

field

III.1 Method
Due to the density contrast between basement rocks and
sedimentary rocks, changes in depth of sedimentary
basins induce local variations of the gravity field. These
variations induce perturbations, that can be detected in
altimeter measurements. However, for wavelength less
than 100 km, these perturbations are more readily
detectable in the gravity anomaly field (if r is the
distance from the measurement point to the source of
anomalous density, the gravity signal decreases with r2, while the geoid signal decreases with r-1). Because
we are interested in geological structures of dimensions
as small as 100 km, the gravity field is used hereafter.
To derive the gravity anomaly field from the geoid
height measurements, we used the method described by
Sandwell (1991), and McAdoo and Marks (1992). This
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method consists in 1) computing the along-track
derivative on each geoid profile (prior to this, the geoid
is referred to the JGM-2 low order geoid model cosine
tapered between degrees 25 and 35; at the end of the
whole process, the low-order geoid model will be added
back to the residual gravity anomaly grid); 2)
interpolating the along track derivatives to two uniform
grids of ascending and descending slopes, respectively;
3) converting these grids into two comparable grids of
east and north vertical deflection grids, which, in tum,
are used to calculate the grid of gravity anomaly. The
key point of this method is that no correction for radial
orbit error is made on the altimeter data in the process
for producing a grid of gravity anomalies.

gravity data reveals that this structure is actually divided
in two sub-basins which are associated with gravity
lows of less than -15 mgals, and separated by a ridge of
positive gravity signature. In the Kara Sea, an
important basin with a gravity low of -20 mGals is
also revealed near 62°E, 72°N : this basin does not
show up in the sedimentary contour map. In most areas
of poor coverage, the ERS-1 derived gravity field would
definetely modify the isocontours of Jackson and Oakey
[1990]. The comparison with the synthetic map of the
main structural elements of the Barents Sea of Johansen
et al. [1993] yield the same conclusions as in the
previous case, the major feature being the existence of
two sub-basins dividing the south-Barents Sea Basin .

111.2 Results and implications for the
study of the structural geology of the
Barents Seas

The second example (Figure 2, top) is a comparison
with the map of Gramberg and Puscahrowski [1989].
This map is published by JEBCO Seismic Ltd, a
russian company installed in London. It is a
compilation of 8 russian tectonic or structural maps,
including the satellite imagery geological map of the
USSR (scale 1:2500000; Ministry of Geology of
USSR, editor E. A. Kozlovski). The source of the data
in these maps is generally unknown or not available to
foreign scientists. The first observation is that major
differences exist between this map and the one of
Jackson and Oakey [1990]. The Barents Sea, most
particularly, appears to be divided in two parts by a
south-north trend paralleling the 42nd meridian in the
russian map. This trend does not appear in Jackson and
Oakey [1990], but it shows up in the ERS-1 derived
gravity map. We think that this S-N trend probably
exists, since it is the continuation of an indentation in
the Arctic margin, which is associated with an offset of
the Nansen spreading center. More generally, it seems
that the russian map is more consistent with the ERS-1
gravity contours than the map of Jackson and Oakey
[1990] : the satellite data can be used to compare the
validity of different sedimentary thickness maps.

In order to remove the long wavelengths components of
the gravity field that may be related with sources within
the lower mantle, as well as those related with some
kind of regional compensation, we removed the orders <
35 of the development in spherical harmonics (we used
the JGM-2 model, although more recent models exist,
including the data described by Kogan & McNutt,
1993). In the following, we only deal with the high
pass filtered gravity field.
The seafloor of the Siberian Arctic platform is
relatively flat, with depths shallower than 500 m. At
first approximation, the shorter wavelengths (< 100
km) of the free-air gravity field are correlated with
basement topography and/or with heterogeneities within
the basement. To check this, the high-pass gravity field
for the Barents and Kara Seas was compared with
available contoured maps of sedimentary thickness. The
problem with this type of maps is that, in areas
formerly controlled by the Soviet Union, the source of
the data is generally unknown, and the contours are
generally not consistent from one map to the other.
The first example (Figure 2, bottom) is a comparison
with the map compiled by Jackson and Oakey [1990].
In this compilation, three soviet maps (Anonymous
[1978], Anonymous [1983], and Pogrebitskii et al
[1984)) that showed sedimentary contours were used as
a basis for contouring vast regions, because they were
supported by independent information. The isocontours
of the map were digitized, and superimposed on the freeair gravity map (Figure 2). The gravity data exhibits a
major depression in the south-westernmost part of the
Barents sea, which corresponds to a prominent geoid
low, -3 m deep. Because the area is a zone of dense
seismic coverage located under norwegian control, the
ERS-1 derived gravity contours are well correlated with
the sedimentary thickness contours. The shape of the
Nordkapp and the Hammerfest basins can be recovered
from the gravity data (the isopachs are consistent with
the isogals).The consistency does not hold in areas of
poor seimic coverage, or in areas that were under soviet
control. For instance, an outstanding observation is in
the south Barents Sea basin (near 40°E, 72°N) : the

On the gravity map, we also superimposed the contours
of the maximum depth of the Near Base Cretaceous
reflector (Figure 3, top) and the contours of the Early
Permian reflector (Figure 3, bottom). The database used
by Johansen et al (1993) for deriving these contour
maps includes most commercial and published scientific
seismic data in Norwegian waers, al seismic data in
former Soviet waters, and all data from exploration
drilling in the region. Data from adjacent outcrops and
shallow offshore wels have also been used. In the east,
reports
and
results
were
made
by
Arcticmorneftegasravedka,
Soyuzmorgeo,
Sevmorneftegeofizika,
Niimorgeofizika
and
Vniimorgeo. A north-south trending gravity high is
associated with the maximum depth of both the Near
Base Cretaceous and the Intra Early Permian reflectors
within the South Barents Sea and the North Barents Sea
Basins. This is an important observation suggesting
that the formation of these basins is probably related
with crustal thinning and upwelling of dense mantle
material.

IV. Variation

of sediment thickness,

based
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on the inversion
gravity field

of the

high-pass

filtered

IV.1 The inverse problem
Sedimentary basins are commonly associated with
negative gravity anomalies due to the low density of the
basin fill compared with the density of the surrounding
rocks. Our purpose here is to determine the geometry
of the depth and shape of the sedimentary basins of the
Siberian Epicontinental Seas, given the free-air gravity
anomaly field derived from ERS-1 altimetry. Provided
correct density estimations and regional gravity field are
available, the unknown parameter is the topographical
relief of the sediment-basement interface. Hence, the
calculation of the basin configuration is a gravimetric
single interface inversion problem.
IV .2 Estimating
depth relationship

the

density

versus

The inversion of gravimetric data requires
assumption of a density-depth function.

the

The first problem at these high latitudes is to estimate
the effect of sub-sea permafrost on the depth/density
relationship. Eigtheen thousands years ago, there was
an all-time low in sea-level, which was 130 m lower
than today (Shackelton and Bennet, 1975). Accordingly,
some permafrost must have developed in the zones
where current sea bottom was exposed to atmospheric
cold. Nevertheless, the peak in cold temperature 18000
years ago was sharp, not letting much time for the ice
to form. Lachenbruch (1982), in his study of the
Prudhoe Bay area, gives a rate of 15m per year for the
melting consequent on ocean re-invasion. This means
that over 18000 years, some 250 m of ice might have
molten (from an initial 650 m in Prudhoe Bay ). Thus,
if any permafrost is present, it must be confined to
depths of a few hundred meters. This result is confirmed
by direct resistivity measurements (Palacky and
Stephens, 1992). For this reason, and because the
densities of ice and free-water are only slightly different,
it is unlikely that the effect of permafrost might be
noticeable in our results.
When considering sediments, composed of water and a
matrix of heavy, incompressible particles, one has to
consider their compaction under the effect of the
pressure applied by the overlying matter. At low depth,
the increasing pressure drives the water away from the
solid particles, which results in a high gain of density.
At greater depth, the drainage of water diminishes the
interstitial space, and solid particles come into contact
with each other.When no more movement is possible,
the density reaches a maximum. Following Granser
(1987), we thus propose to use hereafter an exponential
function pr(z)=pO.exp(-A..z) to model the density
contrast at a given depth and the maximum (pO is the
density contrast at the sea bottom).

To find the best suited pO and A. for the Barents Sea,
we use the results of Johannsen et al. (1990), giving
the ages of the sedimentary layers according to their
depth in the Barents sea, and the results of Holliger &
Klemperer (1987) -hereafter referred to as H & Kgiving the density of the sedimentary layers according
to their age in the North Sea (Figure 4). In the process,
we assume that rocks in the Barents Sea have the same
density as rocks of the same age in the North Sea,
although rocks in the North Sea are deep seated, (and
thus undergo a great compaction pressure),while they
tend to outcrop in the Barents Sea where erosion has
washed-away the younger layers. The depth/density
curve that we finally get is shown in figure 5.
IV.3 Theory
In the following development, we use notations and
hypothesis of Parker (1972).The gravitational potential
U , as measured in the point ro , can be writen ,
according to its definition :

Where y stands

for the gravitational

constant,

p =Po exp(-A.z) is the density-depth relation, and r,
z span the volume V of the anomaly. Let us now
consider the Fourier transform of the potential :
F(U(r0))

= J ds0.U(r0)p0.eiicro
x

Following Parker (1972) step by step, the volume Vis
considered as the itersection between the domain D(x,y)
where the function his not uniformly equal to zero, and
the domain for z varying between o and h.

- - - - - - - - - z-zo

h(r)

Using the above notations, we write :

-A.z

rp0f x cts0I dsf~dz.1 e
D

r-rol

)kr,
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Interchanging the order of integration and solving the
integral over dSQ,one obtains :

At each step , the latest value h of the topography is
inserted into the right-hand term of the above
expression, a new correction to h is computed, and the
process repeated until satisfactory convergence is met.
IV .4 Practical
results :

procedure

and

final

In practice, the computing procedure can be summarized
as follows:

The integral over z between o and his easily computed

1) Compute the best geoid using all available

corrections

Dtz.e<lk:J-A.Jz = _ 1- e<lkl-A.Jh

2) Compute the deflections of the vertical and the
free-air gravity anomalies using the method of
Sandwell (1991)

(lkl-A.J
Provided that :

3) Filter out the long wavelengths of the gravity
field in order to remove the effect of
heterogenities deeply seated in the mantle. In this
work, the orders > 35 of the JGM-2 gravity
model were removed.

(Jk:J-A. )h«l

we can expand the exponential into a Taylor series :
F(U(r0JJ
2nrp0e

4) Remove the effect of sea-bottom topography,
using Parker's method (1972) and downward
continue the corrected gravity field to the seabottom level.

=

=kz

Of dse

ikr

-

1

00

I

{jkl-

lkln=l

D

A. l-l

hn(r)

n!
5) Compute sediment thickness assuming that the
density of sediments increases exponentially with
depth using the method described here above.

Which is written as a sum of Fourier transforms :
F(U(r0JJ

=

-kz

O

2nypoe

l

-11

oo

L

Let Ebe the base of the layer in which the density of
the sediment varies exponentially with depth. The final
results that we get are depth variations of interface E
relatively to an arbitrary z=zo reference level. These
results are summarized in Figure 5. The depth
variations of E and the gravity anomaly field across the
Barents Sea are compared to the variations of the
sediment thickness inferred from seismic data. The
abrupt variations in the gravity data appear to be
relatively well correlated with deep seated faulting at the
base of the sedimentary basin. However, in the South
Barents Sea Basin, the greatest sediment thickness is
correlated with a gravity high.

(jkl A.Jn-I

k n=I

-

F(hn(r))
n!

In the Fourier domain, the gravity field is expressed by

F(L1g) = lklF(U)

which gives the following "adapted Parker formula" :

IV.5
Premiminary
interpretation
:
This last equation can be used to determine h in a
iterative process (Oldenburg 1974) by extracting the
term n= 1 in the ininite sum and using an expression of
the type h=Q(h) as follows :
F(L1g)
2nyp0

/zo

=F(h(r))+

Several tectonic events have had major influences on
the evolution of the Barents Sea area. The caledonian
orogeny culminating in Late Silurian-Early Devonian
set up a structural framework that has been important
for the subsequent evolution of the western areas.
Paleozoic subduction and the subsequent collision
between the eastern plates and the easternmost shelf
areas resulted in the Uralian Orogeny in Permian and
early Triassic times.

~ {jkl-A.Jn-IF(hn(r))
n=2
n!

The expression h=Q(h) can thus be writtens as :

h(r)=F-l

F(Ll ) kz
oo
__ g_e 0 - L.
{ 2nrPo
n=2

<lki-A.Jn-1

I

n!

f

F(hn(r))l

geological

In the Greater South Barents Sea area, Early to Middle
Devonian extension formed graben and half graben
systems. Late Permian was a period of tectonic activity
with crustal extension and rapid subsidence and
sedimentation.
In Late Permian times, the
sedimentation increased as a response to the Uralian
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collision and uplift. Tectonically, the Early Triassic
was the most active period in the East Barents
Megbasin, with extension and rapide subsidence. Lat
Permian extension and subsidence contiuned into the
Triassic and the subsidence rates accelerated n the Eary
Triassic. Extreme subsidence and associated fault
systems were also reported by Verba (1985). The
collapse of the greater Uralian foreland system created
space for large volumes of sediments to be deposited in
Mesozoic times.
Figure 5 indicates a good correlation between deep
faulting within the sediments and abrupt variations in
the gravity field Thus, the syn-sedimentary deep seated
faulting associated with Early to Middle Devonian
extension that can be recognized in the seismic data
seems to be also recognizable in our gravity data (figure
5). In the cental part of the basin, the pre-Upper
Devonian strata are deeply buried, and the possibility of
metamorphism or complete absence of these strata was
first suggested by Gramberg (1988). The presence of a
proeminent gravity high that is associated with the
contours of the maximum depth of the early Permian
reflector (Figure 3) supports strongly this hypothesis.
The gravity data thus suggest that the formation of the
North and South Barents Sea basins is probably related
with crustal thinning and upwelling of dense mantle
material.
V. Conclusions
The ERS-1 derived gravity data is an unique tool for
studying the geometry of sedimentary basins in remote
areas, such as the Barents and the Kara Seas. Due to our
inability to determine one single, realistic relationship
between sediment density and depth for the whole area
of the Barents and Kara Seas, gravity data alone cannot
be used to determine the thickness of the sedimentary
basins. However, the data provide a new insight of
deep structure of the Barents Sea Basins. Most
particularly, the comparison of the ERS-1 derived
gravity map with existing isopach maps inferred from
seismic data indicate a negative correlation between the
gravity amplitude and the thickness of the sediment
layer in the South and North Barents Sea Basins.
The analysis of the ERS-1 derived gravity data addresses
unexpectedly fascinating geological problems, such as
the understanding of the gravity signature of deep,
sediment filled basins.
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FIGURE

CAPTIONS

Figure 1 : Oil and gas regions of the former USSR,
after Rovenskaya & Nemchenko. [1992].
Figure 2 : Color map of the ERS-1 derived free-air
gravity anomaly field of the Barents Sea (the color scale
is in mGals). Top : sedimentary thickness contours
after Jackson and Oakey [1990] are superimposed on
the gravity map. Bottom : sedimentary thickness
contours after Gramberg and Puscharovski [1989] are
superimposed on the gravity map.

figure 6. Top : contours of the maximum depth of
the Near Base Cretaceous reflector after Johannsen
[1993] are superimposed on the gravity map. Bottom
: contours of the maximum depth of the Early Permian
reflector after Johannsen [1993] are superimposed on
the gravity map.
Figure 4 : This figure explains how we derived the
density vs depth relationship in the Barents Sea. Due to
the lak of direct data, we used an average of the density
of rocks vs depth on the Northern North Sea (after
Holliger and Klemperer, 1989), and considered that
rocks in the Barents Sea could be given the same
density as rocks of the same age in the North Sea.
Figure 5 : Density vs. depth relationship used in our
calculations. Below about 5 km, the density of the
sediments is constant about equal to 2600 kg/m3.
About the 5 km level, the density varies as p=poe-A.z.
Here: po=2250 kgtm3, and A.=0.5 km-1.
Figure 6 : Top : Depth vanauons of interface E
relatively to an arbitrary z=zo reference level along a
line crossing the Barents Sea from east to west (E is the
base of the layer in which the density of the sediment
varies exponentially with depth; the location of the line
is shown in figure 3). Bottom : Variations of
sediment thickness along the same line, inferred from
seismic data (after Johansen et al [1993]).

Figure 3 : Color map of the ERS-1 derived free-air
gravity anomaly field of the Barents Sea (the color scale
is in mGals). The east-west straight black line crossing
the Barents Sea indicates the seismic line shown in
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Figure 1 : Oil and gas regions of the former USSR, after Rovenskaya & Nemchenko. [1992].
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Figure 2 : Color map of the ERS-1 derived free-air gravity anomaly field of the Barents Sea (the color scale is in
mGals). Top : sedimentary thickness contours after Jackson and Oakey [1990] are superimposed on the gravity
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gravity map.
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in the Barents See, after Johannsen et a/.,1990
and a proxy of their Density vs. Depth inferred.
after Hol!iger and Klemperer, 1989

Figure 4 : This figure explains how we derived the density vs depth relationship in the Barents Sea. Due to the lack
of direct data, we used an average of the density of rocks vs depth on the Northern North Sea (after Holliger and
Klemperer, 1989), and considered that rocks in the Barents Sea could be given the same density as rocks of the same
age in the North Sea.
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Figure 5 : Density vs. depth relationship used in our calculations. Below about 5 km, the density of the sediments is
constant about equal to 2600 kgtm3. About the 5 km level, the density varies as p=poe-A.z.Here: po=2250 kg/m3,
and A.=0.5 km-1.
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MARINE GRAVITY FOR OFFSHORE OIL EXPLORATION (GRAVSAT)
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ABSTRACT
In April 1994, the first European Remote Sensing
satellite, ERS-1, was manoeuvred into the first of two
168-day repeat orbits which were completed in March
1995. This Geodetic Phase produced a ground track
sampling pattern with an equatorial spacing of around 8
km. Radar altimeter data from this phase as well as the
recently declassified Geosat Geodetic Mission have
been used with the GRAVSAT processing software to
generate high resolution marine gravity maps over the
United Kingdom Continental Shelf. Results are
presented from a validation exercise undertaken with insitu ship measured gravity anomalies which has
demonstrated excellent agreement both in the
identification and location of features.
1. INTRODUCTION
Geophysical exploration has traditionally depended on
surface or low altitude remote sensing for its survey
information in new offshore regions. With the advent of
publicly available, high density satellite altimetry,
frontier exploration can now be made more cost
effective though the generation of accurate altimetric
gravity anomaly maps. GRAVSAT was developed
under the British National Space Centre's Applications
Development Programme to satisfy this. To be of
practical use to the offshore exploration community,
any satellite gravity survey must be able to demonstrate
a resolution of better than 20km, Sailor [1994]. At this
point, it becomes possible to identify important
geophysical features at a worthwhile scale including the
distribution of sedimentary basins and basement highs,
boundary and subsidiary faults and the depocentres of
basins.
2. SATELLITE RADAR ALTIMETRY
A radar altimeter operates by measuring the delay
between emission of a short microwave pulse and the
subsequent detection of the returned echo, recording the
arrival time and distortion of the returned signal. The
shape of the leading edge of the returning pulse provides
information on significant wave height within the
instrument footprint as well as an estimate of the timeof-flight of the radar pulse. Both of these factors have

an influence on the accuracy and resolution of high
resolution gravity field determined from these data.
In high sea states, the time-of-flight for the leading edge
of the pulse reflected by the wave troughs is
significantly greater than that for the crests which may
be several metres closer to the satellite. This not only
increases the uncertainty of the instantaneous sea
surface height above a theoretical reference, but also
allows the pulse footprint to grow to a greater radius on
the sea surface, hence returning a signal from a larger
area. High wave heights in the footprint therefore result
in a reduction in the theoretical spatial resolution of each
altimetric height measurement as well as reducing the
reliability of the raw height measurements.
Once a range measurement has been extracted from the
returned radar echo, it may be subtracted from the
estimated radial height of the satellite to provide an
estimate of the instantaneous sea surface height
immediately below the satellite.
Environmental
corrections to remove the effects of atmospheric
refraction as well as ocean-atmosphere interaction allow
an ocean height signal to be derived which contains
static geoid and sea surface topography components as
well as dynamic tidal and ocean geostrophic current
signatures.
To varying accuracies, each of the
remaining oceanographic signals may be subtracted to
leave residual sea surface height estimates which
contain only the gravity field component plus
oceanographic and instrument noise. The largest
residual error for both ERS-1 and Geosat is that caused
by uncertainty in the precise radial height of the satellite
at the time of the observation. The effect of this can be
reduced in a number of ways, for example by using the
more accurately determined TOPEX/Poseidon orbits to
correct those of ERS-1. Dual-crossover correction of
this kind removes two of the three dominant orbit error
components between latitudes 66°N and 66°S
(constrained by the orbital pattern of TOPEX/Poseidon)
but can also lead to amplification
of some
geographically and temporally correlated components,
Jolly & Moore [1995] To remove remaining long
wavelength errors, the first along track derivative is used
to extract the signal of greatest importance for offshore
exploration, i.e. that below a few hundred kilometres in
wavelength.
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3. THE MARINE GEO ID
The largest factor that distorts the geoid from a perfect
sphere is the oblate shape of the Earth. In addition,
significant long wavelength regional variations exist
which may be attributed to geological conditions deep
below the surface.
Heat generated by the core is
transmitted
to the surface slowly by immense
convection currents of molten rock which help to drive
the motion of the continental plates. From the point of
view of the gravity field, convection currents produce
volumes of hot rising fluid as well as cooler, sinking
columns. From the laws of thermodynamics there is a
difference in the densities of hot and cool currents which
result in large scale differences in the local density of
the mantle and hence the gravity field experienced at the
surface above.
Floating on the mantle are the continental plates,
consisting of two distinct kinds of crust known as the
lithosphere: continental crust is 50- JOOkm in depth and
constitutes the bulk of the land area; oceanic crust on
the other hand is much thinner, of the order 5-1 Okm in
depth. In places such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, this
crustal layer is being continuously added to as the
European and North-American
plates slowly drift
further apart, widening the Atlantic.
Due in part to its greater thickness, the continental crust
often contains different rock types, not only within
geographical areas but at different depths, for example
through sedimentary deposition.
Both of these are
associated with density variations which in turn cause
distortions to the geoid, although at shorter wavelengths
than mantle effects. The topography of the solid crustal
layers also produce density fluctuations which influence
the geoid, due principally to the difference in density
between the fluid of the ocean or atmosphere and that of
the underlying rock.
Mapping the short wavelength distortions to the Earth's
gravity field is performed using the GRA VSAT suite of
programs as an operational service to the offshore oil
and gas exploration industry.
4. GRA VSAT GRAVITY ANOMALY
DETERMINATION
The mean sea surface closely conforms to the Earth's
gcoid, the first vertical derivative of which is known as
the gravity anomaly, defined by,

L1g(x) = _ JV(x,O)

Jz

where V in the gravitational potential at the point x on
the reference ellipsoid. Due to the problems associated
with orbit error contamination of the altimeter range
measurement, direct calculation of the mean sea surface
is inappropriate for the mapping of short wavelength
features, Jolly (1995].
GRAVSAT analyses are
therefore based on a derivative of the methods described
by Sandwell [ 1992]. This approach exploits the Jong
wavelength
nature of the orbit error and other
contaminating signals by evaluating the sea surface
slope as measured along track. From the along-track
gradients, orthogonal east and north vertical deflection
can be derived, denoted by T}(x) and ~(x) respectively.
These two quantities are related through Laplace's
equation, from which the gravity anomaly can be
expressed in terms of east and north vertical deflections,
i.e.,

JL1g = -g
d:

0

[a11+a~ J

ax

dy

By taking the Fourier transform of each of the gridded
east and north deflections, the Fourier transform of the
gravity anomaly can be expressed as
(I)

To compute gravity anomalies from along-track satellite
altimetry, therefore, a regular grid of east and north
deflections arc constructed.
These grids are then fast
Fourier transformed
into the frequency
domain
whereupon the result of equation ( 1) can be evaluated
and then inverse Fourier transformed back into the
spatial domain.
As this method makes use of fast
Fourier transforms, it is at risk from aliasing, edge
effects and other harmonic contamination,
therefore
great care must be taking in the choice of filters,
windows and sampling strategies which may vary from
region to region.

5. SEA-TRUTH VALIDATION OF RESULTS
The validity and usefulness
of remotely sensed
information can only be assessed by application to real
problems and through comparison with in-situ ground
truth data. Validation of GRA VSAT processing to
produce gravity anomalies has been undertaken using
ship survey data supplied by the British Geological
Survey 'over parts of the United Kingdom Continental
Shelf.
An area of current interest to the offshore
exploration industry can be found in the North Western
Approaches, illustrated for the West of Shetland area in
figure l.
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A small test area to the west of the Outer Hebrides was
selected for the ship validation and 16 sections l40km
long were taken at 0.1° intervals running North-South
through both the gridded ship and satellite data close to
the original ship tracks.
In addition, a second area
running parallel to the continental shelf was selected and
a total of ninety-nine parallel sections, each I30km long
and 1200m apart were taken running North-South
through both the gridded ship survey and the satellite
survey data.
Figure 2 illustrates one pair of profiles
from the Hebridean test area.
In all of the sections
obtained, the satellite gravity fields were smoother than
the ship fields but in all cases there was good general
agreement in the magnitude,
location and extent of
gravity anomaly features.
By comparing the mean
power spectra of the ship data with the residual sections
obtained by subtracting
ship and satellite gravity
profiles, an indication of the comparative resolution of
these datasets may be obtained.
These spectra are
plotted in figure 3 for the Shetland test area, and figure 4
for the Hebridean test area.
Figure 3 clearly shows good agreement at wavelengths
above 22km. Between I4.6km and 22km there is also
a significant correlation between the two gravity signals.
Below 14.6 km, the data show no correlation.
Ship

survey data in this area are comprised of tracks which
are approximately IOkm apart, running North-east to
south-west and north-west to south-east, i.e. at 45° to
the direction of the gravity sections. The theoretical
resolution of the gridded ship 'truth' data is therefore
between I4. Ikm and 20km,
depending of the
correlation of errors within the survey.
Figure 4 illustrates the resolution of the gridded satellite
data when the comparison is made close to the ship
survey tracks and along the same direction. From this
plot, it is again evident that signal recovery is good
above 20km and that there is significant correlation of
signal down to around 12km. Between 9 and 12 km,
there is some ambiguity regarding the correlation of
signals. Below 9km there is no apparent correlation in
the ship and satellite measured gravity fields.
These results compare well with the expected limiting
resolution imposed by the altimeter footprint which for
5m significant wave height corresponds to a spot size of
around 7km. With careful optimisation, such as in this
case, the shortest wavelengths a satellite gravity field
survey can resolve are defined by the instrument noise,
the physical characteristics of the altimeter pulse and the
quality of environmental corrections used .
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Figure 2. Section through ship and satellite derived free air gravity anomaly data to the North-west of Scotland.
6. CONCLUSION
Satellite altimeter data from the ERS-1 and Geosat long
repeat missions have final\y al\owed the derivation of
noise limited two dimensional gravity surveys for any
offshore area of the world.
Previous limitations
introduced by the wide separation of ground tracks are
no longer the limiting factors. Instead it has been
demonstrated that noise in the raw altimetric
measurement and its subsequent environmental
correction now define the resolution of detailed satellite
gravity fields

Wavelength (km)

31.9
66.0

4

0

6
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8

Spotiol frequency

Figure 3. Power spectrum of Ship derived free air
gravity anomalies (upper line) and the residual field
(lower line) following subtraction of GRAVSAT
derived satellite gravity anomalies west of the
Shetland Islands (99 slice mean power spectra).

The requirements of the offshore exploration
community for a potential field survey such as that
supplied by GRAVSAT are that it provides better than
20km resolution.
This paper has described the
verification that satel\ite gravity maps produce a result
that is consistent with conventional ship surveyed data,
resolving a similar signal down to wavelengths of
around 12km.
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ABSTRACT
The Gulf Offshore Satellite Applications Project
(GOSAP) is being undertaken by members of the
petroleum, marine, and environmental industries
representing several companies, government agencies,
and universities under the auspices of the Geosat
Committee with the support of the European Space
Agency to determine how best to use remote sensing
technology to address offshore problems and operations
faced by exploration
and marine engineering
organizations. The GOSAP team is evaluating the
potential for satellite-based offshore exploration, ocean
engineering, and environmental applications using
combined satellite and airborne measurements
constrained by real-time "sea truth."
Our experiments and comparison of observations of
natural slicks and related phenomena from ERS-1 SAR
data and other satellite imagery to water-column,
sea-surface, and sea-floor measurements collected from
fixed and mobile platforms in the Gulf of Mexico
confirm that ERS-1 SAR imagery is a valuable slick
detection tool. GOSAP took this technology from a
research status and demonstrates that this technology
has definitely moved to a commercial footing.Our
experiments in the Gulf of Mexico confirm the utility of
ERS-1 altimeter data for observing the gravity field,
eddies, and ocean currents. Our regular use of the data in
making business decisions demonstrates that it is also in
a commercial status. The availability of ERS-1 altimetry
was largely responsible for prompting the U.S.
government to release classified satellite altimetry data.

GOSAP participants are determining if ERS-1 satellite
imagery and altimetry can be used to properly define
eddy current regimes in a real-time cost-effective basis
and are developing a method to disseminate data
products. The Gulf of Mexico has unique current
regimes: the Loop Current and the eddies that are shed
as vortices from it. Precise definition of spatial extent
and magnitudes of eddy currents is lacking, but satellites
have the potential to resolve these issues. ERS-1 SAR
and Landsat TM imagery are combined with infra-red
satellite data (limited by cloud cover and seasonal water
surface temperature differences), deployment of current
measurement devices, shipboard Acoustic Doppler
Current Profiler, and underwater cables,
This pilot project has seen the successful transfer of
technology and applications from a pure research
stage to commercial viability. Within GOSAP, we are
fortunate to have participants encompassing research
organizations, sophisticated users of ERS-1 data, and
value-adding companies who have worked together to
define problems, implement solutions, and develop
commercial products.
COMMERCIALIZATION
GOSAP is a highly successful project that has taken its
applications from concept and turned them into
commercial ventures. Its participants form a productive
mix of industry, govemment, and academic organizations
involving researchers, developers, and end-users in a
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synergistic consortium.
We involve the end-user
directly in basic research and in product development,
shortening the application commercialization cycle.

meetings of professional societies.
Business Implications

GOSAP was crucial in demonstrating to the exploration
industry the utility of ERS-1 SAR data. It allowed them
to evaluate the data and technology in a cooperative
research environment within which value-adding
companies developed and provided commercial products
tailored for the users' needs.

GOSAP participants are using the technologies
developed and demonstrated in our project, are
purchasing ERS-1 data for their own use, and are
purchasing value-added services and products developed
by members.

Participants joined GOSAP for various reasons, but all
participated directly in the work and contributed data,
staff time, and other resources, such as instrumented
rigs, buoys, ships, submarines, helicopters, and aircraft
for sea trothing activities. Listen to what some of our
participants said were the reasons they joined GOSAP:

Within the exploration community, satellite gravity and
slick detection technology are used in risk-reducing
roles that translate directly into economic benefits.
GOSAP members actively employ both technologies in
their exploration ventures, each of which is usually a
multi-million dollar venture:

" a perfect partnership,"
"to leverage our research budget,"
"65:1 rate of return,"
"to participate in a technical exchange,"
"provided important information for in-field
verification,"
"to monitor the competition,"
"to obtain SAR data,"
"to get access to ERS-1 data,"
"unique opportunity for a small company to gain
exposure."
Over the four years GOSAP has been active, we estimate
that members have invested over $13 million in direct
project costs (staff and purchase of imagery) and in the
applications resulting from GOSAP. These estimates do
not include grants and in-kind contributions such as
surface vessels, aircraft, helicopters, buoys, and other
sea-trothing efforts.

GOSAP Exploration Impact
Technology

Plays I Year

Satellite Gravity

20

Slick Detection

30

Satellite gravity still lacks the resolution (4-5 mGals at
20-30 km) to replace marine gravity (0.1 mGal at 500
m), but in many frontier areas it is the only gravity
available with adequate areal coverage. Consequently, it
is increasingly being used in regional studies. GOSAP
member company EDCON offers a commercial service
producing customized gravity maps incorporating
satellite gravity.

GOSAP Business Impact
Applications

4-year Total

Satellite Gravity
Slick Detection

$1.5 MM
Imagery

$6 MM

Staff

$5.6MM

In addition. the project has enabled several graduate
students to become involved with research and has led
to the awarding of graduate degrees from three
universities. Before the project is complete, we expect to
have several additional degree candidates complete their
work.

Degree

GOSAP Academic Impact
Awarded
Additional&pecud

Master

3

2

PhD

2

2

GOSAP participants have actively published their
results, including graduate student dissertations,
peer-reviewed scientific publications, internal corporate
reports, reviews in "trade journals," and presentations at

Satellite Gravity Map of the Earth courtesy Dave Sandwell

As an exploration tool, the remote identification of
hydrocarbon seeps is particularly useful to geologists
responsible for large or frontier regions. General models
describing seepage from source to surface must consider
mechanisms for migration, geometry and density of
migration channels (faults, fractures, and preferential
directions of permeability and porosity), barriers to
migration, either physical or chemical, and ultimate
expulsion at the sea floor or land surface, followed by
degradation and dispersion. GOSAP member company
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Earth Satellite Corporation
detection service.

offers a commercial

slick

PROJECT SUMMARY
The Gulf Offshore Satellite Applications Project
(GOSAP) was initiated in 1991 by a cooperative
agreement between the Geosat Committee, Inc. and the
European Space Agency (ESA). The project is a
multi-organizational cooperative research effort to
determine how best to use remote sensing technology to
address offshore problems faced by the exploration and
marine engineering industries.

station, the crew collected surface samples and launched
a special deep diving submarine to visit the most active
seep sites and pinpoint seepage locations on the seafloor.
Benthic communities were observed, geochemical
samples were acquired, oceanographic measurements
were made, and seep rates were determined by placing
special collecting devices over the active seep.
In the summer of 1995 a repeat of this exercise was
attempted. A surface vessel and submarine revisited the
seep location seep location and collected samples in
coordination with an ERS-1 overflight. Unfortunately,
the Canadian receiving station was unable to acquire the
SAR image due to power loss in a thunderstorm.

Remotely sensed data integrated with "sea truth" are
used to quantify meteorologic and oceanographic
events, to detect and track ocean currents and gyres, to
image the seafloor, to map subsurface geology, or to
detect oil seeps and slicks from orbital altitudes.

RADARSAT APPLICATIONS

SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS

GOSAP members continue to be interested in working
together to advance our understanding of seeps, slicks,
and their detection by spacebome radar instruments. Our
follow-on project to evaluate RADARSAT SAR data
was 1 of 60 selected from a field of 133 proposals. In
this new undertaking, we will expand our areas of
interest to include cold water sites and will focus on
increasing our ability to predict and use the shapes
(morphology) of slicks and their interaction with winds
and currents.

Beginning in the Fall of 1992 the European Space
Agency acquired ERS-1 SAR imagery for GOSAP over
the Santa Barbara and Gulf of Mexico test sites. In
coordination with the Gulf of Mexico overflights, a very
comprehensive program of sea truth was conducted by
various agencies, ranging from sea bottom submarine
observations, sea surface sampling from ships and
platforms, aircraft overflights, and imagery from several
satellites.
Processing of SAR, Landsat, and SPOT data by GOSAP
members resulted in excellent images of oil slicks at
both test sites. Sea, air, and spacebome measurements
were correlated to determine optimum procedures for
detecting and monitoring oil in marine environments.
A notable achievement for GOSAP was the first "top
down" seep detection. GOSAP participants worked
closely with ESA officials, the ERS-1 Order Desk, the
Canadian Center for Remote Sensing, and Radarsat
International to obtain a quick release of ERS-1 images
shortly after they were acquired. Earthsat analyzed the
SAR images, located the slick sources, and directed the
waiting surface vessel to the observed slick. Once on

®

THE GEOSAT COMMITTEE
The Geosat Committee provides a unique forum and
network contacts within the commercial sector of the
remote sensing user ind us try. It conducts special
cooperative research projects among members and with
government
and academic institutions
when
advantageous to the membership.
The Geosat committee facilitates access and availability
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of aerospace and airborne earth observation data for
members worldwide.
The Geosat Committee provides a collective voice on
members' developing needs to suppliers of satellites,
aerospace and airborne earth observation data, and
related technologies so that suppliers may provide data
and services appropriate to members' requirements.
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Abstract

Onshore, oil explorers map surface seepage of oil or
gas as clues to the presence of buried hydrocarbon

This is a brief description of a new, low-cost, remote
sensing technique that helps offshore oil explorers
focus activity and prioritise expenditure.The technique
is based on systematic analysis of satellite radar and
integrating the results with gravity data derived from
satellite

altimetry,

and with other geological

information.

source.Offshore,there was no generally available lowcost method to identify these seepage clues until our
team, led by NPA Limited, developed the Offshore
Basin Screening™ method. The ERS radar can, at
times of low to moderate wind speed, systematically
detect slicks over vast swaths of ocean, whatever the
cloud or light conditions. During a two-year
demonstration programme at NPA Limited, supported

Introduction

by the UK Government'sBritish National Space Centre

Oil explorers use seismic surveyingto map sub-surface

and the oil industry (who provided the validating data

structures that might have oil; it is expensive, the

vital to our ability to develop the integrated

average cost of a conventional seismic survey is

methodology) we established rules to categorise the

US$3500 per km". Now, ERS products can be

diverse slicks observed on radar pictures. As a result,

integrated with geological information to provide new

we are able to characterise slicks originating from sea-

information to oil explorers offshore that saves time

floor natural oil seepage. Concurrently, we processed

and money by prioritising seismic expenditure and

altimetry from ERS and other satellites to produce the

focuses on the most prospective basins. This Offshore

most detailed satellite marine gravity maps yet

Basin Screening™ service provides gravity maps,

available and developed modelling techniques to

derived from satellite-based altimeter measurements,

analysethese data.

that represent the sub-surface geological structure
beneath the sea, combined with a map of sea-surface
slicks, resulting from natural oil seepage,analysedfrom
satelliteradar pictures.

Radar data for slick mapping
We analyse several satellite radar images per scene
footprint, because the sea is dynamic and varies with
even slight changes of wind, tide and current, and to

The major risk in exploration is whether a particular
sedimentarybasin will have a sourceof hydrocarbon.

test the repetition of slicks, Because of the overlap of
satellite tracks, two scenes from the same footprint can
result in 6-timesrepeat cover in parts.
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Slicks form only within a narrow wind-speed envelope.

currents to no currents. We are confident that our

The SAR images are acquired only for dates that have

demonstration programme has established for the oil

low wind speeds within this envelope. The precise wind

industry that slicks can be mapped routinely

envelope has been established through controlled tests

reliably on satellite radar for an acceptably low cost

during the central Mediterranean Demonstration Project

(<50¢per km 2) and that the slicks originating in natural

and confirmed in other areas. For radar images acquired

oil seepage can be discriminated

on dates for which the wind is appropriate (we select

However, our demonstrations

these by comparing radar data archives and a wide

few slicks have a seepage origin and that seep-slicks

range of hindcast weather data and models) we are

are discriminated only by applying, systematically and

confident that all slicks above 150 m long are being

objectively, empirical rules derived from an extensive

detected on ERS and simulated-Radarsat SAR images.

knowledge

Slicks are distinct regions of low or no backscatter on
the radar image and therefore appear black or dark on
radar images. These result from a reduced or null return
of the incident satellite radar signal (which views the
ocean through cloud and night) because the radar is
reflected away from the sensor by a flat part of the
ocean. The flatness originates partly by damping of
surface capillary waves by oil and oil-like material but
radar does not detect oil directly. The radar detects the
decrease in backscatter resulting from the damping of

from other slicks.

show that only a very

database. These rules were established

during our demonstrations

Discriminating seepage-slicks

and

and by observing

slick

behaviour around the globe.

Slicks vary in size, shape, orientation in relation to
waves, currents and wind and in thickness. Most seepslicks are sub-micron thickness: typically sheens and
iridescent films around 0.05µm. These thin slicks are
observed to respond to wind and current differently
than the thicker oil-containing

slicks resulting from

pollution or the ultra-thin natural film slicks that occur
extensively world-wide. We have developed special
processing algorithms to handle the full-resolution SAR
data and analyse the slick behaviour and context.

waves and the amount of damping varies with the
slick's physical properties, particularly the visco-elastic

Slick types

properties.
Seven categories of slick were identified in the original
Up to November 1995, we have analysed 1000 satellite

controlled demonstrations and five categories are used

SAR images acquired on dates with appropriate wind-

in operational surveys by applying the empirical rules.

speed, covering several million km2 of ocean from the
UK and Irish Continental Shelves, mainland Europe

Seep-slicks

Continental

Gulf of Mexico,

pollution slicks. Pollution slicks resulting from the

Falklands Shelf and several

illegal dumping of oil from ships are thicker than seep-

areas offshore Southeast Asia and South America.

slicks, and therefore respond to wind, which often

Slicks from I00 m to tens of km long are mapped in all

blows the edge of a slick, downwind, into "feather-

regions tested, ranging from water depths of 20 m to

edge" streaking. Freshly polluted oil follows the wake

I000 m, sea surface temperatures

of the ship and therefore

Shelves,

Adriatic, Mediterranean,

Caribbean,

from 7° to 29',

varying salinity and on seas with strong persistent

are not confused with freshly dumped

the oil slick retains

a
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characteristic

linear shape for the 7 to 10 days they

exist on the surface before breaking up and sinking.

sediments with source rock have been buried deep
enough to generateoil or gas. 78% of seep-slicksin the
Mediterranean demonstration are vertically above

The bulk of the slicks mapped on radar images acquired

source-kitchens. Although one-for-one relationship of

at the appropriate

wind-speed envelope are formed

seep and oil accumulationis unlikely, explorers expect

from a natural film that has nothing to do with oil. This

to see a coincidence of accumulations and seeps, even

natural

though the experience of onshore demonstrates that

film,

composed

of organic

molecules

in the decay of plankton and algae, is

seeps are rarely traced to accumulations. In the

extensive, forming a molecule (a few angstroms thick)

Mediterraneandemonstration a third of the seep-slicks

or so thick boundary to the sea. It slicks in response to

are within one or two km from a position vertically

differential

by waves,

aboveone of ten hydrocarbonaccumulationscontaining

especially internal waves and by differential current

oil, condensate and gas and oil with a range of API

movement and boundaries. The natural film often forms

values.

originating

wind

shear,

compression

up to 90% and more of the total slicks on windcompliant radar scenes.

Most seep-slicks are close to the pathway for the
seepage, normally faults, especially those bounding

Pattern of slick distribution

sedimentary basins. The Porcupine Basin off western
Ireland is a good example of this. Seep-slicks are

Our experience and that from the oil industry for
onshore seeps, is that individual seeps are only
infrequently attributable to individual hydrocarbon
accumulations.The positionof slicks on ERS images is
known to within 300 m and can be visited by boat and
sampled in order to type the sourceif required.This has
been done successfully by companies participating in

concentratedalong the boundingfaults of the Porcupine
Basin, which is clearly defined by the satellite gravity.
Some of the seep-slicks of Porcupine correspond
closely to sea-floor seep features (carbonate knolls
resulting from the oxidation of seeping hydrocarbon)
that represent the sites of the submarine hydrocarbon
seepagesourceof the seep-slicks.

our demonstrations. Sampling only the top micron of
the surface and analysing the strongly hydrolysed

Satellite gravity

sample requires special techniques. Observationsshow
that the horizontal displacement of seep-slicks from

We have also developed methods to compute gravity

their sea-floor vent is probably no more than twice the

from satellite radar altimeters. In order to achieve the

depth of water, and is unlikely, therefore to be more

best across-track resolution, we have merged the

than 2 km from their submarinesource.

multiple-repeat tracks of ERS-1 35-day cycle plus the
dense single tracks of the 168-daycycle with altimetry

The significance of the seep-slick distribution is

from two previous satellites (Seasat and Geosat) and

established only by correlation with sub-surface

the current TOPEX/Poseidon satellite as control.

geological features or seismic data. In the shallow

Excellent understanding of regional geological

Mediterranean we demonstrated a close relationshipof

structure results from the interpretation of this gravity

the pattern of seep-slicksand the principalhydrocarbon

data, which has been used to infill and link ship-borne

source kitchens, those sub-surface regions in which

gravitysurveys.
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We have found that ERS-1 can resolve along track
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features of about 15 km wide. Across track resolution
depends on the separation of the altimeter tracks. The
35-day phase ERS-1 tracks are separated by about 80
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comparable to ship-borne gravity at a fraction of the
cost. In several areas off north-west Britain and
offshore South East Asia we have been able to show
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expense and effort by ship-bornesurveys.

The main benefit of the satellite gravity is its
comprehensive and systematic global coverage. We
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resolution of smaller local geological features, and can
be used to control and enhance the satellitedata.
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Detection of sea bottom topography with ERS SAR PRI images on the Belgian continental platform by
analysing the sea surface characteristics caused by the meteo-marine conditions on the sea bottom morphology

on the moment of satellite passage.
Vande Velde Linde, Jaspar Annick. & Vememmen Carlos.
Research Unit Marine and Coastal Geomorphology, Department Geography,
University of Gent, Belgium
Tel: (31)9-2644636 Fax: (31)9-2644970
ABSTRACT
Until now bathymetrical maps are created by
means of digital depth measurements from
echosounders or multibeam equipment. The
invested energy and money are enormous.
A new methodology to perform actual
bathymetrical maps using ERS-1 SAR images is
evaluated. This method is based on the relationship
between the sea surface characteristics (roughness
differences and patterns) derived from the ERS-1
images and the sea.floor morphology (sandbanks
and gullies). An analysis of the influence of the
combinated action of parameters such as currents,
tides, morphology of the seabottom and the effect
of meteo-marine conditions on the sea surface is
the basis of this research.
The relations (expressed in distances) between the
sea surface characteristics (rough and smooth sea
surfaces and their boundary lines), detected on the
ERS- l SAR images recorded during different
meteo-marine conditions, and the underlying
crestlines of the sandbanks are tabulated.
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH AREA

The research area covers the Flemish banks
offshore the Belgian coast. These are a group of
parallel sand banks with a SW-NE direction and
slightly oblique to the sandy macrotidal coast
(figure 1). The banks are separated by swales
dipping to the NE and are generally not deeper
than 30 m below mean spring low water level. The
banks are about 20-30 km in length, l - 2 km in
width and 10 - 20 m high. In some parts of the
banks, the crest zone rises to less than 4 m below
spring low water level. The cross sections of the
banks are asymmetric (Figure 2:. track rG19, rG21,
rG23), the NW slope is over the whole bank
steeper than the SE slope. The slope angles vary
between 1.7° and 1.9° for the NNW slope and 0.5°
on the SE slope. Two sandbanks are used in this
investigation, the Middelkerke Bank and the
Kwintebank.
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Figure I: Location research area

Figure 2: Cross sections of the Flemish Banks
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MARINE DATA

ERS-1 DATA

In order to analyse as accurately as possible the
ERS-1 SAR.PR! images in relation to the
underlying bottom topography, ten field campaigns
on board of the vessel "Belgica" were carried out
on dates, as close as possible to the registration
date of the ERS-1 images in order to monitor the
bathymetric and meteo-marine characteristics.
During these campaigns, following data are
recorded every time over the same reference tracks,
perpendicular to the length axis of the banks and
the gullies: waterdepth in m below the water level
(frequency: 2/sec), sea water temperature, sea
water salinity, chlorophyll-a (6 seconds), as well as
the meteo-marine conditions (10 minutes).
The water depth recordings are corrected first for
the movements of the ships caused by waves and
secondly for the tidal influences by using tidal
curves. Interpolation between the corrected data
over the sailed tracks forms the basis for isobaths
and surface maps.

The ten ERS-1 SAR.PR! images used, were
processed during very different meteo-marine
conditions. The raw data were calibrated into CY 0 values with an original program (Vande Velde L.
et all, 1995). After calibration. a rectification was
applied by means of ground control points situated
on the Belgian coastline. Speckle was reduced by
means of a median 7 by 7 filter.
Following 3 remarkable structures could be
distinguished over the sea surface after application
of three classification methods: rough sea surface
areas (white), smooth sea surface areas (black) and
intermediate roughness areas.

We also considered whether optical images could
provide indirect or direct information about the
bathymetry. The direct visual detection of the
sandbanks in the North Sea on the optical images
is impossible because of the high sediment load of
the sea water. On the other hand seawater
temperature, salinity and chlorophyll-a changes are
detectable on optical images and could serve as
valuable proxy data. This is why the relation
between these parameters and the bathymetry was
studied. Eventual correlation between these
oceanographical data and the bathymetry, derived
from in situ measurements, would provide indirect
bathymetrical information from optical images.
However , no satisfactory correlations were found.
The current data used for the interpretation of the
characteristics observed on the ERS-1 images are
provided by the current atlas.
Meteo data, e.g. wind speed and direction, were
obtained from the KMI for images recorded but not
covered by a Belgica campaign.
In order to create maps of the observed sea surface
phenomena in relation to the underlying bottom
topography during the different meteo marine
conditions, additional to the digital data
recordings, visual observations of the sea surface,
were carried out. Special attention was paid to the
sea surface roughness differences and boundary
lines. An inventory of their characteristics was
made. Positions were recorded digitally and
analogously.

COMPARISON OF THE MEASURED DATA IN
SITU AND THE ERS-1 IMAGES
A first step consists in the superimposition of the
visually observed boundary lines between the
smooth and the rough sea surface detected on the
ERS-1 images, marking the crestlines on two
cross-sections through the banks and the gullies
(figure 3), one for the northern part of the bank
and one for the southern part.
The 3 general structures and the boundary lines
observed on the images are orientated in the same
direction as the crestlines of the banks (SW-NE).
But their location related to the underlying
crestlines, is different on most of the images.

---

-j -

- .-

Figure 3: Visually observed boundary lines on the
ERS-1 images.
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS AND
HYPOTHETICAL HYDRODYNAMIC
PROCESSES.
Three hypothetical hydrodynamic processes are
proposed based on a first visual evaluation. They
are function of the meteo-marine parameters
(especially the current direction) and are
conditioned by the sea bottom morphology.
Hydrodynamic process 1 (figure 4). The currents
move from the range NNW-SSW at high speed,
while the watermass is flowing towards the steep
tilted flanks of the banks. Due to the high speed
and the steepness of the flank (l.7° - 1.9°), a part
of the watermass is flowing back westwards of the
crestline. This reflux generates a foamline west of
the crestline. The sea surface between the crestline
and the superficial breakline is rough.
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rough west of this boundary line and smooth to the
east.
In the second case, the current is parallel to the
longitudinal axis but with an inclination towards
the weakly inclined slope of the bank. The currents
flow from the NNE-ENE sector and the SSE-SSW
sector towards the weakly inclined slope. Due to
the volumetric changes between the areas east and
west of the crestline a foamline occurs west of the
crestline.
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Figure 5: Hypothetical hydrodynamic process 2
Hydrodynamic process 3
(figure 6). The
watermass flows from the ENE-SSE sector which
is perpendicular to the weakly inclined slope of the
bank. The watermass can flow over this slope and a
foamline occurs west of the bank, due to the
volumetric changes.

Figure 4: Hypothetical hydrodynamic process 1
Hydrodynamical process 2 (figure 5). The
watermass comes from the NNW-NE sector or the
SSW-WSW sector. The currents flow parallel to
the longitudinal axis of the sandbanks and the
current speed is low. The process can be divided in
two parts depending on which side of the flanks the
watermass is flowing.
In the first case, the current flows parallel to the
crestline of the bank but with an inclination
towards the most inclined slope. The watermass
flows to the most inclined slope and because of this
obstacle. a foamline occurs west of the bank.
Another part of the watermass flows over the
crestline and due to the volumetric changes (from a
low volume into a large volume), the high current
speed changes into a low current speed. This
causes at the boundary just between both areas a
foamline east of the crestline. The sea surface is
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Figure 6: Hypothetical hydrodynamic process 3

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
The hypothesis is tested by means of a qualitative
analysis.
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The waterdepth values and the corresponding a 0
values are plotted in a cross-section for each track
sailed and for all the ERS-1 images (figure 7). The
waterdepth values are taken from the campaigns as
close as possible to the satellite images recording
dates.
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Figure 7: Cross section of the sigma-naught and
the waterdepth values
The a 0 values oscillate between - 8 db and -23 db.
Extreme maximum and minimum values can be
observed (figure 7). The positions of these extreme
values and their interpolation lead to the
appearance of lines located parallel to the crestlines
of the banks (figure 8).

correspond to the boundary line between the rough
and the smooth sea surfaces. Depending on the
positions of extreme values, rough and smooth
boundary lines can be distinguished
By
superimposing the boundary lines obtained for
each image over the crest and base lines of the
banks, it is obvious that the position of these lines
changes from image to image depending on the
meteo-marine conditions during the recordings.
The processing of the cross sections into maps with
extreme backscattering values results also into
relational tables where the distances of each
extreme backscattering value against the most
westwards crestline of a bank is given, for each
track and that is elaborated for each image. A
mean value of the extreme points of one boundary
line is calculated in order to obtain a mean distance
of each boundary line according to the highest
crestline of the bank. These distance values are
summarised in figure 9 which gives all the mean
distances of the detected boundary lines for each
image. The meteo-marine conditions during the
moment of the recording of the image are also
added
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Figure 9: Part of the "distance - superficial
boundary line - underlying crestline - table"
VERIFICATION OF THE HYPOTHESES BY
MEANS OF CLASSIFYING THE ERS-1
IMAGES

Figure
8:
Positions
backscatteringvalues

of

the

extreme

By application of a median filter 7 by 7 on the a0 values, it is clear that the extreme points

The 14 ERS-1 images are grouped into 4 classes
(and subclasses) depending on the meteo-marine
conditions (especially current direction) during the
image recording (figure 10).
Class 1 consists of all images where the current
direction is perpendicular to the steep tilted flank
of the bank and comes from the WSW-NNW
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Figure 10: The 4 classes of the ERS-1 images , depending on the current direction on the moment of the image
registration

The mean positions of the extreme a0 and the
deduced boundary lines will be compared with the
hypothetical hydrodynamic processes: class 1 will
be compared with hypothetical hydrodynamic
process I; class 2a with process 2a; class 2b with
process 2b; class 3 with process 3 and class 4a with
process 2a. An image recorded during class 4b
conditions is not available yet.

The distance of the boundary lines are expressed
against the first (most westwards) crestline of the
bank. The number of boundary lines (7) does not
correspond with the number of boundary lines as
advanced by the hydrodynamical hypotheses.
This is due to the fact that the bank morphology is
more complex than the morphology suggested by
the hypothesis. It is shown in figure 1 that small
linear ridges, also known as sandwaves, are present
on top of the sandbank and especially near its
north-east edge. These sandwaves with a height of
l to 3 m, also occur on the sandbank slopes. The
top of large dunes have a minimum depth of 6 m.
The crestlines of the large dunes can often be
traced over several hundreds of meters. The
watermass flowing above the sandwaves undergoes
the same hydrodynamical process as above the
crestline of the bank.

Figure 11 summarises the mean distances of the
observed boundary lines, according to the crestline
located most westwards relative to the bank, on the
different images for the proposed classes.

The (a) or (?) in the table means acceptance of or
doubt about the correspondence of the location of
the boundary lines observed on the images and
those proposed by the hydrodynamical processes.

sector. Class 2a includes all images where the
current is coming from the NNW-NE sector while
class 2b groups all images where the current is
coming from the NE-ENE. Class 3 includes all
images were the current range is coming from the
ENE-SSE sector. Class 4a groups all images with a
current from the SE-WSW sector almost parallel to
the axis of the sandbank but with an inclination
towards the less gentle inclined slope.
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class I

current range
WSW-NNW

class 2a

NNW-NE

class 2b

NE-ENE

class 3

ENE-SSE

class 4a

SE-WSW

Fl
594 m W
of KB (a)
180 111 w
of KB (a)
294 111 w
of KB (a)
307 111 w
of KB (a)

F2
299 m E
KB (a)
41 111W
KB (a)
82 mW
KB (a)
84 mW
KB (a)

F3
of 702 m E
of KB (a)
of 273 111E
of KB (a)
of 813 111E
of KB (a)
of 361 111E
of KB (a)

F4
1213 m
of KB(?)
470 111E
KB (a)
1789 m
of KB('?)
581 111E
KB (a)

F5
E 720 m Wof
MB(a)
of 727111W of
MB (a)
E 99 mW of
MB(a)
of 1343 111E
of KB('?)

F6
183 mW of
MB(a)
147 111E of
MB(?)
201 m E of
MB (a)
379111W of
MB(a)

F7
951 m E of
MB(?)
703 m E of
MB(a)
707 m E of
MB(a)
F7: 207 m
W of MB
(a)
F8: 559 m
E of MB
(a)

461 111 w 511 111 E of 1427 E of 284 W of 304 111E of 1004 111 E
of KB (a) KB (a)
KB(a)
MB(a)
MB(a)
of MB (a)

Figure 11: Mean distances - position boundary lines - position underlying lines for the different classes

INTERPRETATION OF THE OBSERVED
SUPERFICIAL LINES DURING THE BELGICA
CAMPAIGNS
The observation of superficial lines during the
Belgica campaigns lead to the creation of maps
where the positions of the lines may be compared
with positions of the lines proposed by the
hypothetical hydrodynamic processes. During the
September 1994 campaign, the 5 observed lines
correspond with their proposed hydrodynamical
process. For February 1995, 3 of the 5 lines
correspond with the proposed locations. Only for
June 1995, no strong relationships between the
locations of the observed superficial lines and the
location of the boundary lines proposed by the
hypothetical hydrodynamic processes could be
found. These anomalies are to be explained by
algae bloom. This causes superficial lines similar
to those generated by the hydrodynamical
processes.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the comparison of the results of the
qualitative analysis, namely the location of the
detectable boundary lines between rough and
smooth sea surfaces derived from the ERS-1
images, and the quantitative analysis, we can
assert that the limitations of interpretation. caused
by the
meteo-marine
conditions
during
registrations for the detection of the boundary
lines, and which are related to the position of the
crestlines, are no longer a restriction for the
qualitative analysis.
All the radar images.
independent of the meteo-marine conditions during
the image registration, contain submarine
morphological information to be deduced. The
location of extreme backscattering values are

related to the location of the underlying crestlines
of the banks, and this distance relationship depends
on the direction of the current present at the
moment of the image registration.
It is important to draw the attention on the fact
that until now no bathymetric information.
absolute waterdepth, can be deduced, but the
position of the crestlines can be determined from
radar image interpretation.
Further analysis
should monitor sediment transport paths running
over the seabottom in order to provide also
decisionmakers with more critical information
about sand exploitation, ship routings and dredging
operations.
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The data in SAR.PR! images, as distributed
by the different PAF's is expressed in
intensity values per pixel. At symposia and
in papers, however, there is an increasing
demand to express the relationships
between the backscatteringvalue O"o and
the studied phenomena.
In order to cope with this requirement, we
have developed a sigma naught program
using the IMAGINE ModelMaker Module,
to transform the intensity values to decibel
values.

I. Theory of the

O"o

l

N

N

i=I

(I)= - x L:DN(, with
DNi is the digital number of a pixel i,
proportional to the square root of the
intensity Ii received from the ground
resolution cell corresponding to pixel i.

an : is the local incidence angle, this angle
varies for each column of the image,
K : the calibration constant.
To express the backscatteringcoefficient in
decibels
(Laur,
1992):
O"O(decihel)

The entire program is based on the
formulas as developed by Laur (1992). In
his work Laur describes the equation to
determine the backscatteringcoefficient O"o,
of an area located at incidence angle a
(figure 1).

=I 0 x log10 O"Q

To obtain the incidence angle an (the local
incidence angle), at a pixel n, the user need
to retrieve the following information from
the product header:
•

the zero Doppler range t 1 of the first
range pixel: these values are ranging
between 5500 xl0-6 and 5550 xI0-6
seconds.

•

the incidence angle a1 of the first
range pixel: this value is situated
between 19.2 and 19.8 °

the geodetic latitude A of the centre
of the image
•
calibration constant K
•
equatorial earth radius a (in km)
•
polar earth radius b (in km)
Values for 5 and 6 are based on the ERS-1
reference ellipsoid: GEM6 (Goddard Earth
Model 6, the oblateness coefficient=
1/298.257).
•

Hervt Leu (1992)
Figure I

II. To read the tapes: the header files
and the ERS-1.SAR.PRI image

This paper presents the program for the
derivation of the backscatteringcoefficient
which may applied to the products of the
different PAF's (D-PAF, UK-PAF, EECF),
but can only be applied on images
registrated after the 1st of September 1992;
these products are corrected for the antenna
pattern and are compensated for the range
spreading loss.
where

For users who are not very familiar with
the ERS-1 SAR.PR! data, it is useful to
explain how to read the raw ERS-1 data,
and where the data, K, a1,t1,a,b,il,a

ref.

needed as input for the program in the
Model Maker Module, can be found. The
raw ERS-1 SAR.PR! data can be delivered
by the UK-PAF, D-PAF or the ltalianp AF. The overall structure is almost the
same for each of the different PAF' s, but
some minor differences in the structure
should be mentioned.

The band structure has been created in the
PAF's as follows:
filel.img:4 360 bytes records header files
file2.img:7; 1: 720 bytes records header
files, 1: 4096 bytes records header file, 1:
1620 bytes records header file, l: 1838
bytes records header file, 1: 8600 bytes
records header file, l: 212 bytes records
header file, 1:724 bytes records header file
file3.img :2; 1: 720 bytes records header
file, :8192: 161925 bytes records for the
image
360 bytes records for the
file4.img: 1:
image info.
The UNIX commands 1 to read the tape
structure and the different files is as
follows:
To read the tape enter following commands
dd if =ldevlrmtl(name of the exabyte tape
exp/. 4mn) of=filel.img count=4 bs=360
dd if=ldevlrmt/(name of the exabyte tape
exp/. 4mn) of=file2.img count=7 bs=8600
dd if=rdev/rmt/tname of the exabyte tape
exp/. 4mn) of=file3.img count=8192
bs~J6192
dd if=/devlrmtl(name of the exabyte tape
exp/. 4mn) of=file-t.tmg count=] bs=360
filel.img, file2.img are the header files
where all the image info is available, these
files are ASCII files, file3.img is the image
and is Generic Binary Data, file4.img
consists also some image info and is an
ASCII file. To read the header files, it is
sufficient to open them in a text editor. To
read
the
image
use
the
IMPORT/EXPORT module from Imagine
8.1., 'Generic Binary Data', 'Input file':
file3.img 'output file': give a name e.g.:
rawersl.img
the data description
Data Format
Daratype
Tape/File options
File Header Bytes
Image dimensions
Imaac record teneth
line header bytes
Rows
Columns
Bands
BSQ-options
Band header bytes
Band trailet bytes

UK-PAF

ITALlAN-PAF

BSQ
unsil<ned-16bit

BSQ
unsizned-lf bit

16192

16012

16192
0
8000
8096
1

16012
0
8201
8000
1

0
0

0
0

l All UNIX commands are written in italic
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1.

ill. The model

the

radius:

earth

11=the zero Doppler range time

3 'l'i = the earth angle (angle between the

The first part of the model consists of the
calculations of some numerical constants,
different for each ERS-1 image. The
calculations of these parameters can be
performed
by means
of a
simple
spreadsheet program. In this case we used
the spreadsheet
program EXCEL. The
constant values are (Laur, 1992):

"X

vertical of the satellite and the vertical of
the pixel measured at the earth centre), of
the first range pixel is given by:

cos2A.i(o/a) xsin A.
Rt=ax./

2. Rt

1h~JR11R1

t

I

cos2A.+(o/a)1 xsin 1 A.

+1xR1 xR1
t
I

'1'1=

where

XCOSIIJ

a1 -(}1

with 01 =Arccos=RI
11
R1=cx-,

+R1 xcosrx1
R1 +h

2

h= ERS-1 altitude,

The calculations
for these
EXCEL are created as follows:

c=Jx108m/s,

1
2
3
4

A
equatorialearthradius
polarearthradius
b/a

Example
0.99664714
0.99330552

15
16
17
18

= PRODUCT(B4;B4)

0.98665587

19

6378144
6356759

(b' a)2

5
6

(b I a)4
geodeticlatitude

7

c

B
a=?
b=?
=B2 /Bl
= PRODUCT(B3;B3)

A
(R.)'"
e
R
(R1t

B
=PRODUCT(B14;Bl4)
3.10°
=Bl6*(B13/2)
=PRODUCT(B
l 7;B17)

a(,,I)

a(nif)=?O

51.59

= B6*C6/180

0.90041536

21

=PRODUCT(B7;B7)

0.81074782

22

=cos(B7)

0.62128455

23

=PRODUCT(B9;B9)

0.38599449

24

=sin(B7)

0.78358503

25

=PRODUCT{l3ll;BI
I)

0.61400550

26

11=?
=Bl*SQRT((B
lo+(ll5*Bl2))/(Blo+(B4*B12)))

0.0055644

27

m

Examnle
4.05139E+l3
300000000
834660
6.96657E+
11
23.052

3.14 20

A. =?

values

= Bl9 * C6/180

0../023333

a(uf /rad.)
19.414

ai;::::'!

a1

/l(rad)

8
9

,t2
cos..1.

IO

cos2 ..1.
11 sin A
12 sin2 ..1.

13

zero Doppler range I 1

al(rad.)
cos a1 (rad.)

Rt+h
cos
81
1//1

e,

=B21 * C6/180

0.338838221

= eos(B22)

0.943141468

= SQRT(BJ5+BIS+ (2*Bl4 *Bl?* 1323))

7157637.3

=(Bl?+ (BJ4*B23))/B24

0.955316404

=Acos(B25)

0.300067958

=B22-1326

0.0387703

14 theearthradiusR,
666110
28 K
6365056.l
The data in bold are taken from the header files. The data in boxes are needed as input data in the model created in the Model Maker Module
(Imagine 8.1.).
Following formulas, (Laur H., 1992) will be repeated to understand
IV. Explanation
to create the model with the Model Maker
the model:
Module (Imagine 8.1.)
I. to obtain the value of the earth angle at a pixel n: If,,= lfi + l'ilf11 =
lfi +

(11-l) x Sr

where

Rr

2.

to

obtain

.

A

u.r

the

.

= PRI. ground range = 12. 5 m.

.

3. to obtain the incidence angle a,,:
Once the incidence

formula:

(DN;)2

R,,

range

slant

cosa 11 =

at

n:

pixel

(f?r+h)2-R2-R2
/1

t

2xf?,,xf?r

angle for each pixel n is calculated,

the basic

1. Draw the model as in flowchart 1.
2. Click two times on both, (1) and (2) in flowchart I, and fill in the
name of the raw ERS-1 data : rawers I. img. Be sure the image is
not rectified, or filtered and verify that the raw image has no rows
nor columns consisting only ofzeroes. You can verify this by means
of the 'utility fimction', 'image info', 'vue', 'pixels'. If there exists
columns and/of rows of only zeroes, a subset of the raw data has to
be created, without these columns and rows containing only zeroes:
(rawers Iwithoutzeroes. img).
3. For the scalars (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7), you have to click two
times and fill in the values K,R1.a(ref.)•

Rt+

hand

v1 calculated

earlier in EXCEL. Be sure all data of angles are expressed in radians
xsin(a,,)

K x sin (a ref.

can

be calculated.

This

result

(l 9,

flowchart l) is an image where the values express the backscattering
value for each pixel. The values are expressed in 'floating data' and
are positive. To obtain the backscatteringcoefficient
the log10 of the CToimage has to be measured

CToin decibel,

and multiplied

by 10:

CTo(decibe/) = 10 x log10CTo.This image has negative values and is also
expressed in floating data.

I

4. Click two times on function (8), in the defmition circle you have
to fill in FLOAT <arg l>. By clicking two times on <arg l> , you
have to put the mouse on the input image, <arg I> will then be
replaced
automatically
by
the
input
image
(rawerslwithoutzeroes.img).
By clicking two times on (10), give
name imagel and click on 'temporary file only', don't forget to sign
'floating data'.
5. Function (9), PIXELX, creates an image where each column
receives the number of this column: so if an image consists of 8000
columns, all the pixels of the first column receive value 1 and the
pixels of the last column receive value 8000.
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6. Output file (11) is the result of function (9); give name e.g.
image2 and click on 'only temporary file' and 'floating data'.
7. Fill in following formula in function (12): $nll_Float
+
(($n6_image2 - 1) * 12.5 I $n8_Float). This function relates to

original formula of Laur (1992):
1//11= 1//1+ l'il//11= 1//1+ (n-l)xM

R,

8. Output file (13) is the result of function ( 12); give name e.g.
image3 and mark 'only temporary file' and 'floating data'.
9. Fill in following equation for function (14): sqrt (($n8_Float * *
2 + $nto_Float * * 2) - (2 * $n10_Float * $n8_Float *
cos($n18_image3))).
This
fimction
relates
to
the
following
formula:
R11=~R;+(R1+h)2-2xR1x(R1+h)xcosif1110.

The output file (15)

is the result of function (14); give name e.g. image4 and mark 'only
temporary file' and 'floating data'.
11. Fill in following equation for function
(16): Acos (($nto_Float * * 2 - $n21_image4 * * 2 - $n8_Float * *
2) /(2 * $n2l_image4 * $n8_float)). This function relates to
following formula:
(R1+h)2-R2-R2

a11 =Arc cos

11

1

2xR11xI?i

12. The output file (17) is the result of the application of function
( 16): give name e.g. image5 and mark 'only temporary file' and
'floating data'.
13. Write following definition in function (18): $n5_imagel * * 2 *
sin ($n24_image5) I $n7_Float * sin ($n9_Float), This definition
.

relates to the followmg formula: a0 -

(I)xsina /1
•
.
J.:. x sm a,-.j.

INIEGER RASTER nl rawimage ILE OLD NEAREST NEIGHBOR AOINONE"rawimage.img";
INIEGER RASTER n2 rawimage FILE OLD NEAREST NEIGHBOR AO! NONE"rawimage.img";
FLOAT RASTER n,_imagel FILE DELEIE_IF_EXISTING IGNORE 0.000000ATHEMAilC FLOAT
SINGLE"imagel.img";
FLOAT RASTER n6_image2 FILE DELElli_IF_EXISTING IGNORE 0.000000ATHEMATIC FLOAT
SINGI1i''image2.img";
FLOAT SCALAR n7_Float;
FLOAT SCALAR nS_Float;
FLOAT SCALAR n9_Float;
FLOAT SCALAR n!O_Float;
FLOAT SCALAR nll_Float;
FLOAT RASTER n18_image3 FILE DEIJITE_IF_EXISTING IGNORE 0.000000ATHEMATIC
FLOATSINGLE"image3.img";
FLOAT RASTER n21_image4 FILE DEIEIE ..IF_EXIS11NG IGNORE 0.000000A;Jr!EMAT!C
FLOATSINGLE"image4.img";
Fl.OAT RASTER n24_bedds FILE DELEIE _IF~EXISTING IGNORE 0.000000ATHEMAnc
FLOATSINGLE"image,.img";
FLOAT RASTER n27__sigmanaughtpos FILE DELEIE _IF EXISTING IGNORE 0.000000
ATHEMA11C FLOAT SINGLE "sigmanaughtpos.img";
Fl.OAT RASTER n30_sigmanaughtdb FILE DELEIE_IF_EXIS"IlNG IGNORE 0.000000AI1lliMATIC
FLOAT SINGLE "sigmanaughtdb.img";
(#
# load scalar n7_Float#
n? _ Float 7' 1399.000000;
e load scalar n8_Roat
n8_Aoa1 636,061.700000;
# load scalar n9_Roat
n9. Hoal 0.·100746;
#load scalar nlO_Float
n!O Pleat 7!4~092.800000;
# load scalar fl 11__Float
n ll _ Float 0.037920;#
# load scalar fl 11__
Float
nll_Hoat
0.037920;
# function definitions
n6 .imaJ!,c2 PIXELX ;
nl8_image3 $nll_Float + (($n6_image2 -L] • 12., ! $n8_Hoa1 );
n21_image4= SQRT($n8_F1oat"""2+$nto __Float **2-(2*Sn8_Float*$n10
Float* COS(
$n18_imagd)) );
n24jmagd
ACOS ( ($n10__Float ** 2 -Sn21_image4 ** 2 -$n8 Float """2)/(2 * Sn21 imagc4 *
$n8_Hoa1));
n,_irnagel
FLOAT($nl rawdata }:
n27_sigmanaughtpos ~ $n' image I ••2 • SIN ( $n24 imagd) I $n7 Float *SIN ( $n9 Float);
n30_sigmanallj!,htdb~ 10 .-LOGIO ( $n27_sigmanaughtpos);
-

=

}

QUIT;

V. The flow chart of the model

14. Tue output file (19), is an image showing the positive
backscattering values (floating data);
give name:
e.g.
sigmanaughtpos.img
15. For function (20), following formula has to be introduced: 10 *
log111 ($n27_sigmanaughtpos).
This relates to the following
formula: 17o(decibel v= I 0 x log10 a0
16. The output file (21) receives a name: e.g. sigmanaughtdb.img,
mark 'floating data' and 'continuous', this is the image for the
negative backscatteringvalues in decibels.
Once all the input data are introduced in the flowchart and the output
data are described, the program must be saved, and can run by
clicking on 'run'
VI. The script
The script function of ModelMaker Module of ERDAS allows to get
the text file of the program where changes may be introduced.
"K
"RI
lianf
It

RI

1

h

II set cell size for the modelf
SFI" CELLSIZE MIN;
II set window for the model
SFr WINDOW UNION;
11 set area of interest for the model
SE!"AO! NONE;
11 declarations

VII. Bibliography:
Laur H., 1992, Derivation of Backscattering coefficient u0 in ERS-1
SAR.PR! PRODUCTS.
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THE INTERESTS AND LIMITS OF ERSl SAR DATA FOR THE BATHYMETRIC AND
TOPOGRAPHIC CARTOGRAPHY OF SHALLOW WATERS SEA BOTTOM AND TIDAL FLATS

Yves Comet

Departement de Geographiephysique et Quaternaire, Universite de Liege, Bat. Bl J, 2, Allee du 6 Aota, B4000 Liege
Tel:+ 32 41 665335. Fax: +32 41 665722
1. INTRODUCTION, AIMS AND
METHODOLOGICAL FLOW CHART OF THE
RESEARCH

ABSTRACT
The use of SAR data to realise a cartography of sea
bottom in shallow water area (less then 15 to 20 m) and
inter-tidal area is based on the relationship between sea
surface characteristics and backscattering of radar
electromagnetic waves.
In shallow waters the sea surface topography and
roughness are influenced by the global and local
meteorological conditions and tides characteristics of
the sensing moment.
Global meteorological conditions of the hours before
this acquisition influence the swell. Local
meteorological conditions which determine the local
wind direction and velocity. Its short time variability
influences the sea surface roughness resulting from the
field of capillary waves.
The interaction between tidal currents' velocity and
direction and morphological features of the sea bottom
is responsible of sea surface roughness modifications
due to turbulence.
Various structures are visible on different SAR images
in function of the variability of the environmental
conditions presented above. The multitemporal analysis
of ascending and descending frames is primordial to
realise a satisfying cartography. This involves some
methodological precautions for the pre-processing of the
frames: speckle reduction, radiometric calibration and
georeferencing.
After this pre-processing phase, we performed
qualitative and quantitative comparisons of the
georeferenced frames with a DEM of the Belgian shelf,
the studied area. These comparisons has given us the
possibility to define the ideal environmental conditions
for ERSl.SAR bathymetric cartography. A statistical
model relating the depth of the DEM and cr0 has also
been adjusted and tested on the basis of random
samplings. No univocal relationship between depth and
cr with spatial signification could be established.
0

Moreover, along the Scheidt estuary (tidal flats area of
Saaftingen and islands) the effects of roughness,
moisture, water level and soil cover have allowed us to
distinguish and realise a cartography of tidal channels
and evaluate the mobility of islands.

This research' has been realised on the North Sea
continental shelf between Zeebrugge and Walkeren and
in the Scheidt estuary (Fig. 1). The aims of this research
can be synthesised by the 3 next questions:
I . Bathymetrical cartography in troubled water using
visible remote sensing is impossible. SAR remote
sensing is an alternative to observe sea bottom
bathymetry in shallow water. Is this alternative
applicable? Which is the ideal methodological approach
to apply this technics? If it is, what is the precision of
the detection of sea bottom morphology using SAR
images?
2. In function of this precision, is it possible to assess
the modifications of the morphology and of the
bathymetry in shallow water area?
3. If it is possible, which are the meteo-marine and
hydrodynamic conditions that can favour the application
of SAR remote sensing to morphological and
bathymetrical mapping?
4. Is the exploitation of SAR images applicable to the
intertidal area of the Scheidt estuary?
It is well known that the factors that influences SAR
imaging of sea surface are numerous and our former
expertise (Ozer et al., 1992, Ozer et al., l 993a and
l 993b, Comhaire et al., 1994) incited us to perform an
interpretation of a great number of SAR images which
are more representative of the diversity of these factors'
combinations. In fact, the sea surface backscattering is
mainly
influenced
by
« topography »
and
« microtopography » of this surface. The topography is

1

Pilot Project PP2-B2. The research has been
subsidised by the Federal Office for Scientific,
Technical and Cultural Affairs (Belgium) (project
TELSAT/111112/009).It is the continuation of two other
studies also subsidised by this office: the TELSAT/11/16
project (Ozer et al., 1992; Ozer et al., 1993; Comet et
al., 1993) and the TELSAT/ll/XX/609 feasibility study
performed in collaboration with HAECON S.A. (Ozer et
al., 1993; Comhaire el al., 1994)).
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correlated with sea swell (Ulaby et al., 1982; Comet et
al., 1993) and structures of the same spatio-temporal
scale. The swell is determined by global meteorological
conditions and its propagation in shallow water is
influenced by the bottom morphology.
« Microtopography » of sea surface is determined by

shorter spatio-temporal scale phenomena like capillary
waves and other structures resulting from turbulence.
The first one are dependent on the local wind variability,
on hydrologic characteristics of sea water and on
structure of lower atmosphere correlated with variability
of sea water and air temperature difference (Sasaki et
al., 1988; Francis, 1992; Askari et al., 1993;
Johannessen et al., 1993). The second one are
influenced by hydrodynamic conditions: tide state and
velocity and direction of tidal currents that interact with
the sea bottom bathymetry (Lodge, 1982; Kasichke et
al., 1983; Schuchman et al., 1984; Vogelzang, 1989;
Vogelzang et al., 1989 and 1990; Wensink &
Vogelzang, 1990; Boer & Vogelzang, 1992; Vogelzang
et al., 1992, Calkoen et al., ND; Hesselmans et al., ND).
The influences on SAR imaging of other larger spatiotemporal scale phenomena like internal waves (La
Violette, 1987; Dawson & Hugues, 1991) and eddies
(Johannessen et al., 1993) are also described in the
literature but are not typically of our test area.
In function of these information's, an appropriate
methodology (Fig. 2) of definition of environmental
conditions, that can influence SAR imaging, of
ERSI.SAR.PRI image processing and of qualitative I
quantitative multitemporal interpretation of SAR images
is suggested in this paper to reach the aims presented
above.

Pre-processing of
ERSl.SAR.PRI

Environmental
conditions with
probable influences
on SAR imaging

Analogical interpretation of
ERSI.SAR.PR! frames and
structures observation
Multitemporal qualitative
and quantitative analysis
Determination of ideal area and environmental conditions to
perform bathymetrical and morphological mapping of sea bottom
and tidal flats zones using ERS I.SAR.PR! data

Fig. 2: Methodological flow chart
2. DEFINITION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS AT THE SENSING TIME OF
ERSI.SAR DATA
The environmental conditions at the sensing time of
each used ERS1.SAR.PRI image are presented in the
table 1.
The tidal conditions in Zeebrugge have been computed
using the « Annuaire des marees » edited by the Services
Hydrographiques et Oceanographiques de la Marine
(Paris).
Tidal currents have been estimated for 4 points located
in the test area using the map « Noordzee Vlaamse
Banken van Gravelines tot Ooostkapelle (scale:
11100000)» edited by the « Dient der Kusthavens Hydrografie » in 1992. The figure 4 shows the tidal
currents distribution in the test area for each analysed
frame.

Fig. 1: Location of test areas: the Belgian continental
shelf between Zeebrugge and Walkeren and the Scheidt
estuary.

The only homogenous meteorological data for all the
SAR frames is the daily synoptic bulletin of the
« Institut Royal Meteorologique » of Belgium.
Unfortunately, this bulletin gives wind direction and
velocity for only two stations located on the coast. The
Middelkerke station is the nearest of our area. Moreover
the bulletin gives for each day two values: one at 6.00
(UT), in the morning, and one at 18.00 (UT), in the
evening. These two values are only indicative. In effect,
the moment, the time resolution and the location of
synoptic wind data are not ideal for SAR remote sensing
marine study: during the oceanographic campaigns we
registered wind velocity very higher than the values
registered in Middelkerke (Tab. 1) and its high time
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variability could be observed. This is not possible when
we use synoptic observation from l.R.M. bulletin.

height has not been measured because of technical
defection) (cm), sea water temperature ( C), sea water
salinity (g/l) and concentration in A-chlorophyll (µg/l).
Each 5 minutes, the next meteorological parameters
have been measured: wind velocity (m/sec), atmospheric
pressure (HPa), air temperature ( C) and air moisture
(%).
0

Three oceanographic missions have been done during 3
periods containing the SAR image sensing moments.
This period is quite long to have an instantaneous sketch
of collected data on the entire area in comparison with
time variability mainly induced by tide cycle. But no
alternative is possible because of the relatively large
dimension of the studied area. During 2 campaigns
concerning our test area (in simultaneousness with the
sensing of the images 11361/2565 and 12134/2565), we
acquired each ~ second the position of the vessel in
UTM co-ordinates (m), the depth (m), the swell height
(unfortunately, during the second mission, the swell
I

2
1035
2565
1035
2565
2565
1035

3996
4848
5499
6351
6852
7002
7854
11361*
12134*
16565*

2565
2565*
2565*
2565*

3

ASC
DSC
ASC
DSC
DSC
ASC
DSC
DSC
DSC
DSC

4
20/04/92
19/06/92
03/08/92
02/10/92
06/11/92
16/11/92
15/01/93
17/09/93
10/11/93
15/09/94

5
21:48:21
10:40:49
21:49:22
10:29:52
10:29:48
21:48:26
10:29:44
10:40:54
10:43:46
10:44:28

6

D
D
D
D
M
I

D
M

D
M

0

Moreover, HAECON S.A. has supplied us with a DEM
of the sea bottom (Fig. 5). Its resolution is 100 m and
the height have been extrapolated and computed after
tidal and swell reduction applied to the measured depths
with a nominal precision of 1 cm.

7
VE
VE
I
ME
VE
ME
ME
VE
ME
ME

8
BM
BM
BM
MM
MM
PM
BM
PM
PM
PM

9
10
0.85
1.40 +
0.25
2.95
?
3.10
?
4.00
4.00
3.00
?
3.35 ?**
3.45
?

11
0.7-2.1
0.7-2.4
0.8-2.0
0.8-1.8
0.8-2.4
1.2-1.6
1.1-1.9
0.8-2.4
0.6-1.8
0.6-1.8

12
E
NNW

13
7
44***

s
s

11
4
II

SSW
WSW

s
s
s
s

33
39
26(46)
24(46)
II

14
TIB
TB
0
TTB
M
M
0
0-M
0-M
0

Legend
* Oceanographic campaign realised in simultaneousness with SAR data acquisition.
**Mean swell height registered during the oceanographic campaign: 1 m.
***This value seems to be excessive in comparison with values registered at the other synoptic stations
1 Orbit; 2 Fame; 3 Sensing mode: ASCending or DeSCending; 4 Sensing date; 5 Sensing time; 6 Tide: M = coming up,
D = going down and I = intermediate situation; 7 VE = spring tide, ME = death water tide and I = intermediate tide; 8
BM= low water, MM= mean water and PM= high water; 9 Water height in Zeebrugge expressed in m above mean
height of low spring tide water; 10 Perception of swell structures on the SAR image: visible (+), invisible (-) or
uncertain perception (?); 11 Maximal and minimal tidal currents velocity for the 4 points where we computed the value
of tidal current vector (in kn.); 12 and 13 Wind direction (coming from) and velocity (in km/h) in Middelkerke or
registered during the oceanographic campaigns (between parenthesis); 14 Contrast perception on SAR image: TTB =
excellent, TB= very good, M =moderate, 0-M =moderate I null, 0 =null.
Tab. 1: Analysed frames, tidal conditions, swell conditions, tidal currents, wind velocity and direction and contrasted
area on the SAR images.
aspect of the research and to allow the qualitative and
quantitative comparison of different frames sensed with
3. PROCESSING OF ERSl.SAR.PRI FRAMES
different geometrical characteristics.
Speckle reduction
The first step of the ERS1.SAR.PRI image processing is
the speckle reduction. 3 filters have been tested: the
median filtering, the n sigma filtering and the statistical
filtering (Matteini, 1992; Comet et al., 1993). The 2
sigma filtering with a 5x5 kernel dimension has been
used because of the best analogical quality of the results.
cf> extraction

The second step of the processing is the cr extraction
using the results of the calibration phase (Laur, 1992).
This step is necessary because of the multitemporal
0

Nevertheless, a methodological remark must be done
about the succession of the 2 first steps of the
processing. A standardisation of processing should be
proposed. In effect, no statistical argumentation has
been found in the literature about the succession of this
2 steps: does the speckle filtering must be performed
before or after the cr extraction? Moreover, our aim is
to preserve the perception of microscalar structures.
This aspect avoids the exploitation of 25x25 (number of
pixels must be at least 500) kernels imposed by Laur
(1992) to insure the statistical validity of the cr
extraction. We then chose a compromise between the
different exigencies of this research. In our
0

0
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methodological procedure, the speckle filtering before
the cr0 extraction is justified because of the necessity to
perform a low pass filtering before cr0 extraction (Fig 6).
Georeferencing
The last step is the georeferencing of the frames. The
reference for georeferencing is the DEM. The
quantitative comparison between the SAR frames and
the DEM is one of the last aims of the research. We then
realised a cubic convolution resampling for all the
frames to reach a 100 m resolution. A first order
polynomial model has been used to perform the
geometrical correction. This order allows us to minimise
the location error in open sea where no ground control
point is available. The RMS error computed on the
ground control points chosen along the coast is always
lower than 100 m.
All the frames resulting from this processing procedure
are presented on the figure 4. All these frames have then
been submitted to the qualitative and the quantitative
interpretation.
4. ANALOGIC INTERPRETATION OF THE
MULTITEMPORAL SAR IMAGES SERIES
The comparison of the 10 situations presented on the
figures 3 and 4 allows us to do the next observations.
1. The wind velocity determines the visibility of
structures probably influenced by sea bottom
morphology. When synoptic wind velocity in
Middelkerke is lower than or equal to 7 km/h, structures
are perceptible. When synoptic wind velocity in
Middelkerke is higher than 11 km/h, they are no more
perceptible.
2. The zones where the structures are well contrasted,
are corresponding to the zones where the current
velocity is higher. When the current velocity is high the
perception of structures probably influenced by the sea
bottom morphology is independent of the tidal current
direction regarding the sea bottom slope (Botkil,
Rassen, Spleet and Zoutelande zones). Nevertheless,
when the current velocity is low, in the Scheur area on
the frames 4848/2565 and 6351/2565 for instance, the
tidal currents direction that allows the visibility of
structures is parallel to steepest sea bottom slope.
Generally, slope oriented in the same sense than the
current is characterised by low backscattering and the
slope oriented in the other direction is characterised by
high backscattering. But the structure is not located at
the vertical of the sea bottom morphological feature that
induces the sea surface structure (the eastern border of
the Spleet bank is a very good example of this effect).
This induces a location error which can be very higher
than the resolution of the DEM and than the RMS error
of the georeferencing of the SAR frames.
3. The confrontation of the frames 399611035,
4848/2565 and 6351/2565, characterised by a different
tide height, shows that depth variations influence sea

surface state when the depth is lower than 9 - 10 m (in
the Spleet zone), it means 6 or 7 m under the height
reference of the bathymetrical map for these cases.
4. Some structures correlated with wind effect and
hydrologic influences are also perceptible and
independent of bathymetry. For instance, on the frame
4848/2565 an edge between a bright area and a dark area
is visible on the north east side of the Zeebrugge.
Oceanographic campaigns never show well marked
fronts. The probable explanation of this edge is a
obstacle effect on a rapid south-west coming wind. On
the frame 3996-1035, some dark linear structures are
visible. They are probably correlated with the
propagation of coastal water in the open sea direction in
relation with tidal currents direction.
5. Very often, contradictory situations are observed. A
same area can appear on different frames with different
backscattering characteristics and 2 area with different
depth can have the same backscattering. For instance,
the high sea bottom area of the Zoutelande on the frame
6852/2565 and its southern extremity on the frame
7002/1035 are very bright. The very deep northern
anchorage area of the Wielingen is also very bright on
the frame 7002/1035. As a set off, on the frame
6852/2565, the top of the Zoutelande is dark....
5. QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
DEPTH AND BACKSCATIERING OF SEA
SURFACE
In spite of this conclusion we performed 2 random
sampling in a multiband file containig a mask
determining the positive depth area, the DEM and the 10
processed frames. As proposed in the past (Ozer et al.,
1993b), the first sampling is destinated to adjust a
statistical model correlating the depth and the cr The
second one is destinated to test the validity of the model.
For each sampling 25 % of the total number of pixels
has been selected. No univocal relationship with spatial
signification has been found between depth and
backscattering for the I0 considered situations.
0•

6. TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPPING OF TIDAL FLATS
The only area where multitemporal exploitation of SAR
frames is applicable to perform topography is the tidal
flats zone of Saaftingen. In effect, Comhaire (Comhaire
et al., 1994) showed two examples of multitemporal
composition of SAR images on the Scheldt Estuary. She
realised on the basis of this compositions a cartography
of the tidal channel of the tidal flats of Saaftingen and
registered the mobility of the islands of the same estuary
(Fig. 7). Surface roughness influenced by regular field
of ripple marks producing Bragg resonance and
moisture saturation of the sand in the tidal channel and
on the emerged part of islands can explain the visibility
of these features on multitemporal compositions of SAR
frames sensed at different moment of the tidal cycle.
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Fig. 3: Tidal currents of the studied area at the sensing time of the analysed frames (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: Analysed subsets after processing (speck.lefiltering, cr0 extraction and geometric correction).
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Fig. 7: 2 Illustrations of the detection on SAR images of
the mobility of different islands in the Scheidt estuary
(Comhaire et al., 1994).
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7. CONCLUSIONS
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Fig. 5: DEM of the studied area (from HAECON S.A.):
depth going up from blue to red.

ERS l .SAR.PRI data can be exploited to realise the
cartography of islands and tidal channel in intertidal
area of estuaries. A multitemporal analogic
interpretation is necessary to perform this cartography.
An appropriate processing methodology must then be
applied to the data to perform the multitemporal
composition.
In shallow water area, wind velocity, tidal currents
direction and velocity influence the visibility of
structures on SAR images that can be correlated with
bathymetry but this relationship between sea bottom
morphology and sea surface backscattering has no
spatial validity. SAR data must be used to optimise the
ship echo sounding survey and interpolation process to
compute the depth. Moreover, because of the limited
depth at which depth variations can influence SAR
imagery of sea surface, diachronic interpretation is also
useful in this case. So, the same kind of processing must
be applied to the SAR data.

Fig. 6: An example of 4 kinds of pre-processing. The
last one has been chosen and justified (see text).
Lel!end
Original data
Subset after cr extraction
Subset after sigma filtering Subset after sigma filtering
(5x5, 2cr) and cr extraction
(5x5, 2cr)
0

0
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ABSTRACT
The present paper reports on an investigation on the
possibility of using radar and optical remotely sensed
data in hydrology. A former paper had described the
methodology and the first results of this research
conducted in the frame of a ERS. l pilot-project. The
first aim of the project is soil moisture monitoring in
order to improve outflow forecasting methods on
agricultural river basins. New results are presented
from the data acquired during the 1992-1994 period in
central Brittany (France). Ground-truth data from the
Naizin research watershed have been compared with
ERS.1 SAR data at the basin scale. The results of the
winter periods (phases B and D ) are in good
agreement. This confirms the possibility of monitoring
surface soil moisture at the basin scale during the
periods of low vegetation density with the spacebome
ERS. l SAR. The calibration relationship was tried on a
large number of basins during the phase B (1992
winter). The paper presents maps showing the spacetime variations of surface soil moisture at the basin
scale over the Brittany region. The second aspect of the
project is the development of a hydrological model,
taking into account the mean characteristics of the
surface (soil and vegetation cover), and able to simulate
soil moisture and catchment runoff. This model was
calibrated over the Naizin watershed using terrain and
remote sensing data. Then, it was applied on the other
Breton river basins where a large dataset of
NOAA/AVHRR has been constituted. The results of the
simulation are generaly in good agreement with the
measurements. At the present stage, the assimilation of
combinated remote sensed data (ERS.1/SAR and
NOAA/AVHRR) in the model is in progress in order to
validate the methodology. Finally, the possibility of
application of this methodology in operational
hydrology is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing may be used in different domains of
hydrological modelling. The assessment of surface
characteristics are already used in hydrological models.
A new domain is the use of remote sensing data to
assess the variations of time variable parameters, like
soil moisture or evapotranspiration. These parameters
may be used to control the model simulations, and they
may be also assimilated in the models as input data.
In this paper, we present the results of a work still in
progress, consisting in the synergistic use of radar,
optical and thermal infrared data for hydrological
modelling of small agricultural watersheds in Brittany
(France). This study is prepared within the framework
of an ESA pilot-project (PP2.F10) entitled "Estimation
of the mean soil hydric state of small agricultural
basins using remotely sensed data : Application to the
calibration and the validation of a hydrological model".
A former paper (Normand et al, 1994) has presented
the methodology and the first results of this project.
New results were obtained with the spacebome ERS.1
Synthetic Aperture Radar on a test watershed. We have
compared these results with the former ones in order to
evaluate the ability of ERS. l to derive an index
representative of the moisture state of river basins.
Then, we present an application of the calibration
relationship to the cartography of the soil water state
variations of a large number of Breton watersheds
using a SIG. In the second part of the paper, the results
of the hydrological model able to simulate runoff and
soil moisture are presented. Then, the possibility of
assimilating remote sensing data in the model and the
applicability of the methodology in operational
hydrology are discussed.
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2. STUDY AREA
Brittany is one of the two regions of France, with
Alsace covered by ERS. l SAR imagery every 3 days
during the so-called ice-phase B and D ranging from
January to March, in 1992 and 1994 respectively. The
figure 1 shows a map of Brittany with about thirty
watersheds selected for the project and the tracks of
ERS. l for the 3 day cycle (figure la) and the 35 day
cycle (phase C, from April 1992 to December 1993)
(figure lb).
One of these basins, the Naizin research watershed, has
been chosen to conduct the ground-truth operations
scheduled to calibrate the SAR data and the
hydrological model. The test site was previously
described (Merot et al, 1994, Normand et al, 1994).
Brittany has a wet temperate climate. The
precipitations occur principaly in automn and winter.
The relief of this region is not greatly marked.
Generaly, land use on the river basins is characterized
by intensive agriculture with cereals, com, vegetables,
pasture for milk productions, and indoor stockfarming.
The area of the basins ranges from 12 km2 (Naizin
watershed) to 471 km2•

Remote sensing data
- SAR images
Ascending and descending ERS 1 orbits cover Brittany
during the phase B, C and D. The Naizin watershed is
seen at least once every 3 days during the phases B and
D in the ascending orbit, and two times every 35 days
during the phase C. The number of images for the other
selected basins depends on their respective geographic
situation (Figure 1). The images provided by ESA are
SAR Precision Image Products (PRI). The basins have
been first located on one SAR image. Then, the
backscattering coefficients have been derived according
to the documents given by ESA (Laur, 1992), for
almost all the available images in the case of the Naizin
watershed. For the other river basins only a part of the
SAR data has been interpretated.
- AVHRR/NOAA images
Almost all the cloudless AVHRR/NOAAl 1 images
available on Brittany over the duration of the project
have been acquired in order to obtain reflectance values
in the visible and near infrared domains, and to obtain
radiance values in the thermal infrared. Reflectances
are good indicators of the vegetation cover and
radiances are in relation with surface temperatures.

3. DATABASE
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ground data
4.1. Soil moisture
- Hydrological and Meteorological data :
The hydrological and meteorological network of
Brittany provides long series of outflow and rainfall
data for the river basins selected in the scope of the
project
HYDRO data base (Ministere de
l'Environnement) for the outflows, and METEO
FRANCE data base for rainfall and other
meteorological data : air temperature, air humidity,
wind speed, solar radiation.
The test site, Naizin research watershed has its own
hydrological and meteorological data base.
- Soil moisture :
Ground truth measurements were carried out on the test
site (Naizin watershed) to assess the capacity of the
ERS.1 SAR in evaluating the soil surface water content
(Cognard et al, 1995) : First, a one-point automatic
permanent measurements site with capacitive soil
moisture sensors was installed in the north of the basin.
Secondely, 12 test fields were selected throughout the
basin. 20 extensive ground truth campaigns were
conducted from January 1992 to March 1994, to
estimate soil moisture (of these fields) in the upper
layer (0-5 cm) using the gravimetric method.

- ERS/SAR calibration on surface soil moisture.
The comparison between radar data and ground truth at
different spatial scales has been partly presented by
Cognard et al, (1995), and Normand et al, (1994). The
comparison on the basin scale is interesting for
hydrological application of the mean radar signal over
the basin. On this scale, it has been shown that during
the fall, winter and early spring periods there is a clear
linear correlation with the automatic measurements. On
the other hand, the correlation is poor during the
periods of denser vegetation canopies.
It is now interesting to examine the results on the entire
period including the new results of the phase D (figure
2).

The comparison of phases B and D, shows variations of
the radar signal occuring at a high level of soil
moisture depending on precipitation events. The
correlation between the radar data and the soil moisture
measurements gives very similar results for the two
phases, with a high sensitivity to the soil moisture
variations (Figure 3). These results confirm the ability
of the ERS I/SAR to follow up the variations of the
surface soil water state on the basin scale during the
period of low vegetation density and for a high level of
soil moisture.
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- Soil moisture state variations at the region level.
The radar signal evolution has been studied for the
other selected river basins, showing variations linked to
the rainfall events. Assuming that the radar signal
behaviour is invariant beside the surface soil moisture
of all the studied zone, the radar calibration found on
the test site during the winter period was extented to
the whole central Brittany. Using a SIG, figure 4a is a
representation of the mean soil moisture state of the
selected river basins at three characteristic dates during
phase B, after an important rainfall event. Signifiant
space-time variations of this parameter can be observed
during the 1992 winter. In order to attennate the
influence of the respective physical characteristics of
the river basins, figure 4b presents the relative variation
of soil moisture in comparison with a date of reference
(January 31). These results confirm the possibility of
monitoring surface soil moisture at a regional scale
during the periods of low vegetation density with
ERS.l/SAR.
4.2 Hydrological modelling
- The hydrological model.
The GRHUM model used in this study (Loumagne et
al, 1995) (figure 5) is based on a daily rainfall-runoff
model (Edijatno and Michel, 1989). The soil is
modeled as a two-layer system : a surface superficial
layer and the bulk layer representing the root zone. The
exchanges between the two layers depend on the soil
moisture conditions. The NDVI index computed from
AVHRR data is used to estimate the rate of vegetation
cover which partitions soil evaporation from
evapotranspiration. Rainfall efficiency depends on the
moisture in the soil bulk level. The accuracy of the
model in reproducing discharges observed at the outlet
of the catchment and its ability to simulate soil
moisture have been checked.
- Results from the Naizin research watershed.
The GRHUM model was calibrated over the Naizin
research watershed. Figure 6 compares the NDVI
computed with NOAA/AVHRR images to the rate of
vegetation coverage computed on the basis of ground
vegetation survey for the whole year 1992. The
calibration of the model over the 1989-1991 period
gives very good results in simulating streamflow at the
outlet (the Nash criterion is equal to 90,6%). The
model remains performant over the control period
(1992-1993) with a Nash criterion equal to 79% (figure
7a). Figure 7b represents the evolution of the relative
surface soil moisture simulated by the model over the
control period. The comparison of the simulation with
the radar data (mean radar signal over the basin) gives
results in good agreement during the periods of low
vegetation density.
- Results over watersheds selected in Brittany.
A model validation was also performed on the 30
basins selected in Brittany. These basins were chosen

because rainfall-runoff data were available for more
than 6 years. The mean Nash criterion has a high level
(89.4%) over the calibration period and decreases
normally during the control period (78.9°/o). An
example of these results is given on figure 8a showing
simulated and measured streamflows of the Evel river
for the control period (Nash = 86.5%). Figure 8b shows
the comparison of the surface soil moisture simulated
by the model with the mean radar signal during the
same period (1992-1993).
These results confirm the ability of the GRHUM model
to simulate soil moisture and catchment runoff and
open the possibility to use radar data in hydrological
modelling at the regional scale.
5. CONCLUSIONS
A new methodology for using remote sensing data in
soil moisture and hydrological modelling was presented
in a former paper (Normand et al, 1994). The reported
work confirms that ERS. l/SAR is able to give
quantitative informations concerning the surface soil
moisture evolution at the basin scale during the periods
of low vegetation density and for a high level of soil
moisture. The possibility of mapping these variations
on a regional level was tried over Brittany during phase
B. The comparison between the mean radar signal
evolution over the selected watersheds and the soil
moisture simulated by the hydrological model shows
that the both evolutions are similar over winter 3 day
cycles. This offers the possibility of using radar data in
the hydrological model in order to improve streamflow
forecasting during the wet winter period. The
usefulness of the radar data acquired during the period
of high vegetation density could not be demonstrated
because, in that case, the ERS. l/SAR signal is highly
dependent on the vegetation cover evolution.
The hydrological model elaborated in the framework of
the pilot-project was calibrated upon the Naizin test-site
and successfully tested upon the central Brittany
watersheds. Using the same approach as Ottle et al,
1994, it is now possible to assimilate optical and
thermal infrared remote sensing data from
NOAN AVHRR in the hydrological model to infer land
uses,
annual
cycles
of
vegetation
and
evapotranspiration. This work is still in progress and
consists in the synergistic use of radar, optical and
thermal infrared data for improving watershed runoff
forecasting with an adapted hydrological model.
The present step is the assimilation of soil moisture
information integrated over the whole watershed. The
development of operational
methodology for
hydrological applications is nevertheless subject to
several conditions. First, the frequency of the radar data
acquisition : The ERS.1 three day orbiting phase seems
to be adequate. Secondly, the rapidity of the processing
of the radar data in order to reach the compatibility
with the other hydrological data. Thirdly, the
possibility of taking into account the influence of the
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vegetation cover on the radar signal to obtain soil
moisture data throughout the year.
The results already obtained in the framework of this
project make us confident that it will be possible to
improve hydrological modelling of gauged and
ungauged basins with remote sensing data.
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Fig.lb

Fig.la

Fig. I - Map of Brittany showing coverage of ERS-1 SAR images during the phases B and D (Fig.I a), and
during the phase C (Fig.lb).
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MULTI-TEMPORAL ERS SAR DATA IN HYDROLOGICAL
AGRO-ENVIRONMENTAL
APPLICATIONS

AND

CASE STUDY : THE ALSACE PLAIN
FELLAH K.*, BESNUS Y.**, CLANDILLON S.*, MEYER C.*, THOLEY N.*, and DE FRAIPONT P.*
* SERTIT, Boulevard Sebastien Brant, 67400 Illkirch, Tel : (33). 88.65.52.00, Fax : (33).88.65.51.99.
** LSIIT/GSTS, Boulevard Sebastien Brant, 67400 Illkirch, Tel: (33).88.65.50.44, Fax :(33).88.65.51.53.

ABSTRACT
Using a regional database, containing optical and ERS-1
SAR satellite imagery, plus data layers treating different
aspects of the natural environment, this work involves
evaluation studies of the potential of SAR data in
hydrological and agro-environmental applications. This
paper summarizes the work performed within this
framework and attempts to identify present operational
applications. Two approaches were utilized in this
research. The first, a photo-interpretation approach, is
applied to flood zone detection during an exceptional
hydrological event, while the second a signal processing
approach is aimed at performing quantitative biogeophysical parameter measurement. In the latter, soil
moisture is the parameter under investigation, while
others such as the effect of vegetal cover were studied.
The results show that there exists, at a regional scale, a
strong correlation between the backscattering coefficient
as calculated using ERS-1 imagery and a soil moiture
parameter. Furthermore, this study points out that, due
to statistical properties of speckle in SAR data, the level
of accuracy of the soil moiture estimate depends on the
scale at which the backscattering coefficient is measured.
There exists therefore, a minimum spatial scale at which
the quantification of a bio-geophysical parameter can be
determined at a sufficient confidence level.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study area, the Ried Centre Alsace, is situated
between Strasbourg and Colmar on the Alsace plain. It
is a very flat area, strongly influenced by water, being
the flood zone of the Ill, a Rhine tributary. Beneath it is
the largest drinking water quality aquifer in Europe.
After canalization of the Rhine, an intensification of
agricultural practices has occurred that has led to
environmental changes, changes that the authorities
wish to evaluate and control (sensitive biotope
protection measures, CAP, land set-aside).
This work lies within this context and the objectives are
to evaluate hydrological information that can be obtained
from ERS satellite data and to define its applications in
agricultural and environmental fields. Two approaches
were used, a photo-interpretation approach for flood
event detection during an exceptional hydrological event
and a quantitative approach for measurement of biogeophysical parameters. In the quantitative approach,
soil moisture is the parameter under investigation, while
others such as the effect of vegetal cover were studied.
This work is performed within a geographical
information system using an extensive multi-source
regional data base.
2. DATA BASE

Remerciements,
Ce programme a ete mis en oeuvre et enrichi griice au
Conseil Regional d'Alsace, et au Centre National d'Etude
Spatiale, qui contribuent a son financement, a l'Agence
Spatiale Europeenne qui procure toutes les facilites pour la
[ourniture
des donnees SAR, a l'ESTEC-Earth Science
Division pour leur cooperation technique, et grace a la
contribution de Meteo France, du Service des eaux et des
milieux aquatiques d'Alsace et de l'lnstitut National de la
Recherche Agronomique de Colmar. pour la [ourniture de
diverses informations necessaires a la constitution de la
base de donnees relative aux milieux naturels de la region
etudiee.

The programme's first stage involved the building of a
large data base aimed at isolating information relating to
soil moisture by dissociating and evaluating the
importance of the parameters that affect radar signal
return. The data base contains calibrated ERS-1 SAR
and optical satellite data, plus exogenous data, all the
data are georeferencedand therefore superimposable.
ERS-1 data
More than twenty essentially springtime or autumnal
ERS-1 images were selected between 1991 and 1995.
These periods reflect contrasting hydrological regimes.
Meteorological data were used in choosing ERS-1
scenes enabling the differentiation between moisture due
to rainfall and that caused by other factors (soil moisture
retention, water table, etc..).
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Optical satellite data
ERS-1 synchronous, SPOT XS data, between 1991 and
1993, allowed the realization of a precise landuse
classification. Thematic masks were defined per class
(water, forestry, grassland, crops, urban) permitting the
segmentation of the radar data. These were analyzed
theme by theme in the double aim of measuring
between theme radar signal variations and of detecting
the intra theme variations.

parameters. With its system configuration parameters
(C-band, VV polarization) and an incidence angle of 23°,
the ERS-1 SAR should provide near optimal sensitivity
to soil moisture in combination with a minimal
sensitivity to soil surface and vegetation roughness
(Ulaby, 1974). For these reasons, a study of soil
moisture was performed using a GIS type information
system over the Alsace plain.
4.1 Researching a quantitative approach for
soil moisture retrieval

Exogenous data
These are comprised of a DTM, scanned cartographic
data (piezometric, pedological and substrate deposits
data), providing information on the natural environment,
administrative cadastral coverage, and, aiding ERS-1
selection, meteorological data, particularly rainfall data
that were spatially mapped. These are completed by
synchronous airphoto and field data, the observations
consisted of taking ground and air photographs plus the
noting of diverse characteristics (landuse practices,
surface rugosity, vegetal growth stage, qualitative
estimation of soil moisture and composition).
3. FLOOD EVENT DETECTION
Remote sensing technique potentialities in flood event
detection are of great interest in the flood zone of the Ried
Centre Alsace. This potentialities have been tested over
the Camargue region, while envisaging an eventual
application of the methodology in Alsace. A poster
demonstrating the extent of the October 1993 Camargue
flood was edited in 1993 on behalf of the CNES and
SPOT Image. This contract was carried out via an
ERS/SPOT integration using a 26/03/93 SPOT XS
image and two ERS-1 scenes from the 16/10/93 and the
01111/93 (Tholey et al., 1995).
This study shows that ERS-1 multitemporal analysis
combined with SPOT XS data affords flood monitoring
and therefore furnishes information relative to flood
extent, flood persistence, flood impact and therefore
flood damage.
At present, the use of SAR data in the detection and
monitoring of floods can be considered as operational.
The fields of application can be identified as follows:
natural hazard risks;
regional planning and
environmental monitoring. The potential users and
actors are: state services and local/regional planning
authorities; civil protection authorities; insurance
companies and building industries.
4. QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF
BIO-GEOPHYSICAL PARAMETERS
The aim of this approach is to attempt to determine a
quantitative measurement of a bio-geophysical
parameters from ERS-1 data. Soil moisture is a
particularly interesting example of these geophysical

The work realized to date is at a regional scale. Before
studying the sensitivity of SAR to soil moisture, tests
on signal temporal stability and on the effects of land
cover were realized. This work has given rise to
publications (Fellah et al., 1994) that are summarized
below.
ERS-1 SAR signal temporal stability
In order to enable the comparison of backscattering
coefficients obtained for all scenes, it is important firstly
to ascertain the stability of the signal and the influence
of the incidence angle per theme considered. A test was
therefore performed for several land cover types taken
from a multitemporal SPOT XS classification on two
ERS-1 scenes acquired 12 hours apart with no rain being
recorded within the time interval. The backscattering
coefficient calculated for the grassland, cropland and
forest themes on both ERS-1 images is very stable (less
then 0, 15 dB variation). An excellent backscattering
stability is noted. It is therefore possible to define a
thematic signature for each theme taken into account.
Effect of landcover on the signal
An analysis of backscattering coefficient temporal
variations vis-a-vis the following landcover themes,
forestry, grasslands and croplands, was carried out
between Spring 1992 and Autumn 1993. The forestry's
backscattering coefficient is practically stable at -7.7dB
+/-0.2dB. Between Spring and Autumn, the
backscattering coefficients for both grassland and
cropland augment by 2dB and 3dB, respectively. These
variations are, in particular, explained by the evolution
of the vegetal cover between Spring and Autumn.
Equally, a backscattering coefficient variation for the
grassland and cropland themes is observed in the case of
temporally close acquisitions for which landuse would
have no changed. The reason for these variations must
be directly linked to soil moisture variations.
Sensibility
variation

of ERS-1 SAR

to soil moisture

The aim of this analysis is to pinpoint the sensibility
of ERS-1 SAR image backscattering coefficients to the
volumetric soil water content. To accomplish this, a
rainfall event preceding the 17/04/92 ERS-1 acquisition
was mapped with respect to the backscattering
coefficient retaining the two themes grassland and
cropland. As detailed in Fellah et al. (1994) and shown
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in Fig. l, there is a strong correlation between the
ERS-1 SAR backscattering coefficients calculated over
large surfaces and volumetric soil moisture content
linked to recent rainfall events.
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Fig. 1. Correlation between backscattering coefficient
and antecedent precipitation amount.
With the potential for measuring soil moisture having
been demonstrated, it is important to identify the types
of applications in which routine measurements of soil
moisture could be useful. In the case of hydrological
applications, studies are performed aimed at estimating
the spatial and temporal distribution of soil moisture
content for different types of applications at various
spatial scales of observation: from local scales for
agriculture to global scales for climate models. The
results as obtained at a regional scale, open interesting
fields of applications in the meteorological and
environmental fields and inversion algorithms are
therefore being investigated. Furthermore, this study
points out that, due to the statistical properties of
speckle in SAR imagery, the accuracy level of of the
soil moisture estimate depends on the scale at which the
backscattering coefficient is determined.
4.2 Impact of observation scale on the level
of accuracy of the soil moiture estimate.
In order to test the potential and limitations of ERS-1
SAR in local to global scale hydrological applications,
the impact of observation scale on SAR radiometric
resolution and therefore on the level of accuracy of the
soil moisture estimate has to be investigated.
Impact
of
observation
radiometric resolution.

scale

on

SAR

Using the well-known intensity averaging technique,
variations in the backscatter measurement due to
radiometric resolution errors are a function of the
number of pixels used for the derivation of the
backscattering coefficient as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Backscatter measurements were performed over a test site
consisting of cropland using four different acquisition
dates with georeferenced ERS-1 SAR GEC images.
With a low number of pixels N, a high variability of the
measured backscattering coefficient is noted. For higher
values of N, the measured backscattering coefficient
converges to one value. If the instrument noise is
assumed to be negligible and if the area of investigation
is perfectly homogeneous and flat, this value would be
the expected backscattering coefficient for the area.
Interpreting a time series of these measurements at
different scales of observation could lead to different or
even contradictory results. Therefore, a prerequisite in
the temporal and spatial analysis of the backscattering
coefficient's behavior is the determination of the amount
of pixels for which the backscattering coefficient
measurement is statistically valid in order to relate this
measurement to bio-geophysical information with a
sufficient confidence level.
Relationship
between
SAR
resolution and observation scale.

radiometric

Depending on the statistical uncertamnes in the SAR
signal due to speckle, the radiometric resolution varies
as a function of the product's Effective Number of
Looks and the spatial integration of pixel values within
a certain area of interest corresponding to a specific
observation scale. A study based on a statistical
modelling of the SAR signal over natural surfaces has
been investigated in collaboration with ESTEC, Earth
Science Division. A relationship between SAR
radiometric resolution and observation scale has been
established and validated in the case of ERS-1 SAR
product. The methodology and the validation of the SAR
radiometric accuracy assessment are described in detail by
Bally and Fellah (1995). Table 1 illustrates the impact
of the spatial integration of pixels values on the
radiometric resolution. Confidence levels are presented
versus the number of pixels within an area of interest.
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Table 1: Confidence levels versus area of interest extent
in pixels for radiometric resolution ranging from 0.5 cB
to+/- 5 dB.
Radiometricresolution:
boundsaroundmean intensity
Number of
(+/-)(dB)
ERS-1 pixels
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 :;.O I 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
near ~u
ar
Confidencelevel,(%)

ange swath ange

15
17
19
28
34
39
59
75
84
89
93

30
34
38
53
62
69
89
97
99
99
99

43
49
54
71
81
87
98
99
99
99
99

55
62
68
84
92
96
99
99
99
99
99

66
73
78
92
97
99
99
99
99
99
99

74
81
86
96
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

81
87
90
98
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

86
91
94
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

89
93
96
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

92
95
97
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

I

l

I

5
7
12
18
24
61
121
182
242
303

5
6

4
5

II

IO

16
21
54
107
161
214
268

14
19
48
95
143
190
238

The following example illustrates the use of the
relationship between radiometric resolution and
observation scale. In this example, the following
requirements are established:
- Required measurement accuracy is 5% for soil moisture
retrieval between a range of 10 to 40% (Evans, 1995).
- Using ERS-1 PRI product and the experimental results
over the Flevoland test site (Borgeaud et al., 1993), the
above requirement corresponds to a backscattering
coefficientmeasurement accuracy of 0.5 dB.
At pixel scale, the confidence level for +/-0.5dB accuracy
bounds is very low (15%). A +/-0.5dB measurement
accuracy cannot be achived with suitable confidence level
unless intensity averaging is applied with a consequent
sacrificing of spatial resolution. If the number of pixels
is larger than 214 pixels in the mid swath region the
required accuracy bounds are obtained for the
measurement with a confidence level of 90%. This
corresponds to an area of interest of at least 3 hectares
which represents the rrurumum spatial scale of
observation to meet user requirements.
The outcome of study's evaluation of the accuracy of the
backscattering coefficient briefly presented here, permits
the definition of the statistical validity of the
backscattering coefficient measurement as a function of
observation scale. This relationship permits the
determination of a minimum spatial scale compatible
with a certain confidence level to estimate a biogeophysical parameter, (Fellah et al., 1995).
5. CONCLUSION
It has been shown in this paper, that the photointerpretative approach, as applied to flood zone
detection, whilst involving ERS-1 multitemporal
analysis combined with SPOT XS data, enables the
monitoring of floods. Hence, it furnishes information
relative to flood extent, flood persistence, flood impact
and therefore to flood damage. Flood event detection can
be considered therefore as an operational application in
several fields (natural hazard risk assessment,
environmental monitoring and regional planning).

Furthermore, in the quantitative approach for soil
moisture retrieval, a strong correlation between the
ERS-1 backscattering coefficient and a soil moisture
parameter was found at a regional scale. This study also
points out that this correlation is not valid for local
observation scales. Due to this, a relationship between
SAR radiometric resolution and observational scales has
been investigated, established and validated in the case of
ERS-1 SAR products. This permits the determination of
a minimum spatial scale at which the backscattering
coefficient measurement can be achieved with a given
level of confidence in order to derive quantitative biogeophysical information. Moreover, it confirms that
interesting perspectives exist for large scale applications
(meteorological I environmental) and presently, with
this in mind, inversion algorithms are being investigated
under an ESA pilot project A02-Fl 12.
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ABSTRACT
The technique of SAR interferometry has been
shown to lead to accurate large-scale surface
displacements mapping. Here, we demonstrate the
capability of SAR interferometry to monitor small
displacements on the scale of landslide with the same
accuracy as ground measurements. Six different
interferograms of the Saint-Etienne-de-Tinee landslide
in southern France are derived from ERS-1 SAR
images during the summer of 1991. Deformation
fringes are clearly evidenced on these interferograms
and show a steady-state deformation which can be
modelled. This model is characterised by a gradient of
displacements from the top to the bottom, and some
lateral variations. Displacements obtained from SAR
are shown to be very consistent with ground
measurements and to provide a much more detailed
description of the surface displacements. A similar
description could only be obtained from the ground by
significantly increasing the number of targets, thus
increasing the cost of the ground monitoring.

paper to apply the technique of SAR interferometry
(Zebker et Goldstein, 1986; Gabriel et al., 1988) to this
landslide, in order to demonstrate its capability for
studying small scale deformations. In particular, we
compare the characteristics of SAR monitoring derived
from this analysis to those of ground measurements.

Figure 1: The "La Clapiere" landslide

1. INTRODUCTION

2. INTERFEROMETRY

Landslides can be a major threat to
populations in mountainous areas. Even when they
occur away from inhabited areas, landslides can be a
significant hazard and have a serious economic impact
by blocking roads and rivers. The "La Clapiere"
landslide is a good example. It is located near Nice, in
Southern France, on the left bank of the Tinee river.
This landslide, which extends over a few km2
between 1100 m and 1700 m, is bounded at the top by a
high lobate scarp (fig.1). It is also characterized by an
active scree slope on the NW part. A competent layer,
known as the barre d'Igliere, produces a sub-horizontal
mechanical discontinuity at mid-level in the landslide
It threatens to obstruct the valley, and then
may lead to an overflow of the upstream village of
Saint-Etienne-de-Tinee, This hazard has been
mitigated with significant road and tunnel construction.
It has also been monitored by laser-ranging since 1982.
Such a permanent monitoring requires the deployment
and servicing of several tens of laser reflectors as well
as daily measurement operations. We propose in this

We constructed six interferograms with images
acquired by ERS-1 with a 3-days repeat cycle, on
descending orbits, on August 20, 23, 26, 29 and
September 4, 1991.The interferograms are generated on
a massively parallel computer (Connection Machine 5)
(Delacourt et al., 1996). The effect of topography in
each interferogram is removed using a 5 m x 5 m DEM
of the site provided by Institut Geographique National
of France (Massonnet et al., 1993 and 1995). The
resulting differential interferograms are then projected
from SAR geometry to DEM geometry. They
correspond to a contour map of the component of the
surface displacement field in the direction of the line of
sight of the satellite. Significant phase variations
associated with the landslide can be detected on these
interferograms.
Figure 2 shows examples of 3-days and 9-days
interferograms. The 3-days interferogram (fig.2a)
provides the clearest picture of the landslide, due to its
small baseline and a very short time interval. Its
boundaries are well described, especially the

* now at BRGM, Direction de la Recherche
3 av. C. Guillemin, BP6009, 45060 Orleans Cedex 2.
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Figure 2:
a. Differential interferogram of the 23-26 pair projected on the Digital Elevation Model. Dashed
lines represent the limits of the landslide. Continuous lines correspond to the barre d'Igliere and N20°
subverticl faults. b. Same as fig.2a for the 20-29 pair.

N

t

400m

a

Figure 3: a. Synthetic interferogram based on a translational kinematic model. A top-to-bottom gradient of ,
displacement which gradually decreases across the landslide from l.5 cm/lOOm in the NW to 0.5 cm/lOOmin

the SE. This interferogram should be compared with the 3 days interferogram of fig. 2a.Dashed lines
correspond to the phase discontinuities observed on the real interferogram offig.2a. b-The displacement field is
increased be a factor 3 with respect to fig. 3a. To be compared with the 9 days interferogram of fig. 2b.
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northwestern part and the 2 lobes at the top. The others
present fringes with a lower SNR because of larger
baselines and larger time intervals. All computed
interferograms are shown to be similar. The number of
fringes increases linearly with the elapsed time between
the various image acquisitions, while their overall
geometry remains the same. This suggests that the
observed landslide motion is stationary over the period
surveyed. On all six interferograms, NW-SE trending
fringes attest of a downhill movement characterised by
a gradient of displacement from the top to the bottom of
the landslide, the motion decreasing towards the
bottom. A full phase rotation is equivalent to a
displacement gradient of 3.9 cm along the landslide
average steepest slope. The fringe intervals are not
constant over the landslide, suggesting both downhill
and lateral variations of the displacement gradient.
This gradient changes from top-to-bottom, especially in
the SE part: the gradient is very low between the
intermediate scarp and the "barre d'Igliere" and seems
to increase below this layer. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that this layer behaves as a competent layer
that blocks the movement and maintains some
coherence in the upper part of the massif. From the
active scree slope towards the SE, i.e. towards the right
side, one observes a progressive increase of the fringe
separation, indicating a decrease of the displacement
gradient. This variation occurs near the N20° faults
that cut the landslide.
The landslide (Fnmeau et al., 1995b; Fruneau,
1995) can be shown to be consistent with a simple
model of translational slide with a variable gradient of
displacement (fig.3). Furthermore, this modelling
confirms the stationarity of the displacements.
Figure 4 displays the difference between
modelled and observed fringes of the 23-26 pair. We
observe a nearly uniform phase value over the area of
the landslide, indicating a good agreement between the
two interferograms over most of the sliding zone. At
the eastern top of the slide, figure 4 displays significant
phase variations over a small area. This evidences a
small unit in the landslide which movement is rapid,
and which has not been taken into account by the
uniform translational model.
3. COMPARISON BETWEEN SAR AND GROUND
MEASUREMENTS
The interferometric analysis provides accurate
estimates of the displacement gradients in close
agreement with existing ground measurements. Figure
5 shows displacement vectors monitored on ground
superimposed on displacement vectors derived from our
model (which gives a smoother representation that the
noisy real interferograms). Some discrepancies are
observed on fig. 5b near the bottom of the slide. This
can be explained by the fact that interferometry

provides only the gradients of displacement. Then only
relative displacements can be evaluated because of the
discontinuity of the movements between the landslide
and the steady massif and ground reference points are
necessary to determine absolute displacements. A
constant displacement corresponding to the bottom
displacement should be added to our model. This shows
the
complementarity
of ground
and
SAR
measurements. Absolute displacements vary from an
average value of 5 mm/day at the bottom of the
landslide, to 1.5 cm/day in the middle, and about
4 cm/day at the top.

Figure 4: Difference between the real and the modelled
interferograms of the 23-26 pair.
4. LIMITATIONS
The major limitation of SAR interferometry is
the loss of coherence between the 2 images due either
to changes in the orbital geometry of the two
acquisitions or to ground surface changes. The two
orbital tracks have to be within a few hundred meters to
preserve the coherence. This limits the number of
interferograms which can be produced from satellite
images (among the 10 potential interferograms which
could be generated with the 5 ERS-1 images, only 6
have good coherence). Ground-surface changes also
affect directly the contribution of individual ground
targets to the phase. Coherence loss then occurs often
in the presence of vegetation or surface water. This is
the case for interferograms of the landslide (see the
upper part of the interferograms). We note that the
active scree slope where there is little vegetation
remains the most coherent part.
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Figure 5: a. Displacement vector measured on ground by laser telemetry (grey arrows) and computed from the model
(black arrows) for the 20-29 period. b. Same as fig.5a for the 26-04 period.

5. SAR VERSUS GROUND MONITORING
The accuracy of the two techniques is
comparable. But the resolution is much better in the
case of SAR interferometry, as a higher density of
measurements can be achieved at no extra cost. SAR
monitoring provides continuous displacement fields in
comparison with discrete ground measurements. It also
allows to detect local instabilities (in this study we
detect a small block at the upper east part) which may
not be disclosed by ground measurements if it has not
been anticipated and laser targets have not been
installed in this particular area.
The costs of SAR images and processing are
considerably lower than the cost of network deployment
and maintenance (measurements, calibrations, repairs).
Furthermore, SAR interferometry is an all time - all
weather method. It requires however the existence of a
DEM. and of 1 or 2 reference points to achieve absolute
displacements.
6. CONCLUSION
This investigation demonstrates the capability
of SAR interferometry to monitor surface displacements
at the scale required for this application. If this
technique can be applied to all landslides where SAR
images are available, it will represent a significant cost
reduction with respect to ground surveying techniques.
This technique is dependant on the loss of coherence
due to vegetation.
The development of a similar technique of
survey with ground radar is under investigation, and
could be also promising for landslide monitoring.
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ABSTRACT
This work was carried out as part of a project
investigating the suitability and accuracy of satellite
imagery for monitoring Environmentally Sensitive
Areas (ESAs) in England. ESAs are designated areas of
the countryside where farmers are encouraged to
conserve and enhance characteristic landscapes and
wildlife habitats.
In the Broads ESA monitoring concentrates on
detecting the reversion of arable land to the traditional
grazing marshes. The possibility of grass crops within
an arable rotation makes the interpretation of singledate optical data uncertain, but the cost and cloud
problems of optical imagery make the acquisition of
several years of imagery impractical. It was found that
using 3 years of single date ERS-1 imagery combined
as a multi-temporal composite, allowed a rapid and
cost-effective visual evaluation of whether arable
farmland had permanently changed to grassland. This
is an example of a simple but operational use of ERS
imagery.

updating system could be used by existing monitoring
personnel with limited experience of image analysis.
For operational monitoring, visual interpretation was
used for change detection.
2. DATA
As part of the environmental monitoring programme for
the Broads ESA (MAFF, 1991) a baseline land cover
map was produced from 1:10,000 scale infra-red aerial
photography flown in April/May 1987. This map
shows the extent and distribution of the major land
cover classes, such as grassland, arable, fen, reedbed
and woodland at the outset of the scheme. The ESA
was reflown in 1990, and a map of land cover changes
produced using the new photography. These maps were
digitised to produce change data and consist of
polygons depicting areas of uniform land cover with
associated land cover codes.
Individual field
boundaries are not shown.
Landsat TM images for 14 October 1987 and 6 April
1990, and ERS-1 SAR images for 20 November 1991,
12 November 1992 and 28 October 1993 were used.

1. INTRODUCTION
3. ANALYSIS
The Broads ESA is one of 22 in England designated by
the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
(MAFF).
The scheme encourages, through the
voluntary participation of farmers, traditional forms of
agriculture in order to maintain and enhance the
characteristic landscapes and wildlife habitats of the
areas designated. The Broads ESA covers some 30,000
hectares of river valley, marsh and fen in Norfolk and
north Suffolk. A principal aim of this scheme is to stop
and reverse the trend of conversion of traditional
grazing marshes to arable production.
All ESAs are subject to an environmental monitoring
programme to determine the impact of each scheme
(Hooper, 1992) which is carried out by ADAS, an
executive agency of MAFF. The accurate and cost
effective detection of land cover changes between
arable and grassland is a significant requirement of the
monitoring programme. In 1993, a project was initiated
to assess the feasibility of using satellite imagery within
the programme. A key requirement was that any map

Analysis was carried out using ERDAS IMAGINE
software with the Vector Module and a customised map
updating module. A display masking technique was
used to check systematically for land cover changes
(Brown, Slater and Askew, 1994). A viewer was
opened in which the 1990 Landsat image was overlaid
with the 1987 land cover vectors. A mask was used to
hide all land outside the ESA boundary. Using the
highlighting facility in IMAGINE, which is associated
with the vector attribute table, areas of a particular land
cover type from the 1987 map, for example arable, were
viewed by 'painting out' all non-arable land. Looking
between the 'painted out' areas to the 1990 image, any
changes from arable to another land cover class could
be more easily identified visually. A copy of the vector
dataset in a separate viewer was updated where changes
were identified.
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Figure 1 Using ERS-1SAR for change detection in The Broads ESA

© ESA 1991, 1992, 1993

Multiyear ERS-1 SAR image of part of The Broads ESA, delimited
by the white line. Arable areas are bright, grassland is dark.
Band 1 [Red) : 20November1991
Band 2 Green) : 12 November 1992
Band 3 Blue) : 28 October 1993

1991

1992

Extract of the ESA with single-year images and land cover vectors.
The bright fields are arable, dark areas are grass.
Note that both arable areas are grass in the other year, suggesting
that the grass cover is part of an arable rotation.
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4. EVALUATION
An updated change map based on the 1990 Landsat
image was produced for a subset of the Broads ESA
covering 9366 hectares, in the valleys around the lower
reaches of the rivers Ant and Thurne, the Hickling
Broad area and the Halvergate Marshes.
This was
compared to the map previously produced from aerial
photography (Slater and Askew, 1992). In all, about
10% of all arable land in the subset area has reverted to
grassland use, principally as a result of the ESA scheme.
Very little of the total area changed to arable and most
of this was missed by visual interpretation from satellite
imagery. A larger area of grassland interpreted from
imagery for land not in the ESA agreement, 95 hectares
instead of 65, is due largely to the ambiguity of
deciding whether a grass cover implies permanent
grassland or grass ley in arable rotation. Grass leys in
arable rotation (temporary grassland) are part of an
arable management regime and treated as arable land in
the operation of the ESA scheme. The estimate of new
grassland on land in the ESA agreement was very close,
227 instead of 228 hectares, due to the assumption that
changes to grass cover would be permanent as a result
of the ESA scheme.

which is what would be expected from previous
research on crop discrimination in East Anglia
(Wooding, Zmuda and Griffiths 1993). Large arable
fields are clearly discriminated from the surrounding
grassland in the Halvergate Marshes, but the smaller
fields in the valleys are less clear and are not always
large enough to overcome the effect of speckle.
Drainage ditches show changes and can be confusing.
Summer grass management, i.e. cutting for hay or
silage, may suggest changes 'which are not relevant; and
grass areas appear darker in the multi-year image. The
November band gave the best single-band
discrimination between the 2 cover types.

Visual interpretation of imagery tended to overestimate
change from arable to permanent grassland, due to
confusion with temporary grass leys.
It should be
remembered that data derived from aerial photography
is also subject to interpretation errors and is not
equivalent to 'ground truth' data.

Assessment of multi-year multitemporal imagery
This used a colour composite of autumn images from
1991 (20 November) in red, 1992 (12 November) in
green and 1993 (28 October) in blue. A part of this
image is shown in Figure 1. Arable can generally be
discriminated from grass based on the grey tone of a
single radar image acquired in autumn, the later dates in
November being most effective for discrimination.
Grass appears dark and the rough surface of bare soil
appears light. There are fields where tones are
ambiguous and as with other imagery used in the
project, this increases for smaller fields which comprise
only a few pixels. Where a dark tone appeared in the
composite image the field had been under grass cover
for three consecutive years. A red, green or blue tone
indicated bare soil on one image within the period.
Mixed bright tones and near white tones indicated
continuous arable production.

5. ERS-1 SAR IMAGERY FOR CHANGE
DETECTION

6. USING A TIME SERIES FOR DISCRIMINATION
OF PERMANENT AND LEY GRASSLAND

Preparation of radar imagery
For visual interpretation purposes, the original 16 bit
images were converted to 8 bit imagery. In order to
preserve the required range of values, the images were
divided by a constant before this conversion. Two
multi-date composite images were created for The
Broads ESA: a multitemporal image of 3 dates in 1992,
and a multi-year image of 1991, 1992 and 1993.

The particular issue addressed with the radar imagery
was the accurate assessment of whether new grass land
cover is permanent or part of an arable rotation. A run
of data can be used to track fields to make a more
definite decision on the likelihood of new nonagreement grassland being permanent.
Aerial
photographic cover over a run of years is too costly an
option for the added benefit gained in increasing map
accuracy and the likelihood of obtaining easily
comparable cloud free Landsat imagery over a number
of years is low. ERS SAR offers a source of seamless
data covering large areas at a relatively low cost without
the problems caused by cloud cover.

Spatial Filtering for speckle suppression
A Lee filter was found to improve the ease of
interpretation, however this initial work was carried out
on unfiltered imagery due to the unavailability of the
specialised software at the time.
Assessment of within-year multitemporal ERS-1
imagery
Using the 1992 image (30 July, 8 October, 12
November) grass and arable separated reasonably well,
although no reference data for this year was available
for rigorous comparison. Grass appears dark, and the
rough surface of cultivated bare soil appears light,

The 1991-1993 composite radar image for the study
area, was used together with 1990 and 1994 TM
imagery, to track 21 fields of new non-agreement
grassland. These fields were identified from visual
updating using 1990 satellite imagery and/or aerial
photographs and include fields where there were
discrepancies in change detection results using the two
methods. Although no reference data on cropping was
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available for the sample of fields clear spectral
signatures indicating arable or grass cover over the 3
years were seen on the composite radar image for 12 of
the sample fields. A further 4 fields had clear signatures
for 2 out of 3 years. No clear assessment of land cover
over the three years could be made for 7 fields. The
results suggest that the method may be suitable for
operational use particularly if late autumn imagery can
be obtained in all years.
An advantage of using a multi-year image is that 3 years
of data can be quickly assessed in a single viewer.
Areas where possible change is identified can then be
analysed as single bands, i.e. single years, to verify
changes.
A disadvantage compared to the Landsat
imagery is that small fields are less distinct and would
be very difficult to locate without the vector maps on
top.
The results confirmed that farmers on non-agreement
land are converting arable to long term grassland use;
with new grassland clearly evident each year on
composite 1991-93 SAR imagery and still present on
1994 TM imagery, confirming that much of the
overestimation of grassland based on a single year
Landsat interpretation was in fact correct, and not just
part of an arable rotation.
Fields were misinterpreted using both Landsat and
aerial photo data sources, and in some cases fields
which had appeared to revert to grassland have become
arable again.
In some cases the availability of 5
consecutive years of imagery clarified whether apparent
changes to grass were permanent. Visual interpretation
of a time series of satellite images is proving more
accurate in resolving this issue than a single date of air
photography or satellite imagery.
These results confirm the difficulties of identifying new
permanent grassland no matter what the data source.
However, the addition of multiple years of ERS SAR
imagery to track the history of arable and grassland
cover should help increase the accuracy of change
detection.
7. POTENTIAL USES OF ERS IMAGERY IN ESA
MONITORING
The technique described above was used operationally
in the 1995 resurvey of The Broads ESA as a
complement to aerial photos. The use of SAR imagery
is also being actively considered for arable/grassland
discrimination in other ESAs.
The ability of ERS
imagery to define the extent and distribution of winter
flooding in the Somerset Levels and Moors ESA is
currently being investigated.

8. CONCLUSIONS
This assessment of a simple use of ERS-1 imagery for a
specific purpose proved an unexpected success, and has
been partially adopted for an operational environmental
monitoring requirement, to complement both aerial
photography and optical satellite imagery. This study
has shown that, subject to limitations of scale, this
imagery can be used to discriminate arable farming
from grassland in a lowland area of England. It has the
advantage of being both a reliable and relatively cheap
source of remote sensing data. It is feasible to buy
several years of data which then can be visually
assessed in a single pass as a multi-year composite
image.
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ABSTRACT
The urban climate is a locally limited man-made climate
modification, which becomes more and more important
since urban population is increasing and urban agglomerations are growing. A more striking fact is that this
climate modification directly influences people's living
and working sphere. In Germany 32 % of the total population is living in 73 cities with more than 100.000 inhabitants. Including the huge amount of smaller cities of
10.000 to 50.000 inhabitants one can expects that 60 to
75 % of the Central European population lives in
urbanised areas. In many European countries there is a
growing awareness on urban climate which leads to
legal controls and the implementation of aspects of
urban climate into planning strategies. By means of
high resolution satellite data of ERS-1 and LANOSA TTM many climatologically relevant parameters can be
elaborated and can be used as input or validation data
for mesoscale models of wind fields, ventilation and
human bioclimate like cold stress in winter respectively
heat stress in summer. Examples are presented from two
testsites in the Upper Rhine Valley for the computation
of aerodynamic roughness from ERS-1 data, a very
detailed landuse classification with special emphasis to
urban classes by using a multi-sensor approach with
ERS-1 and LANOSA T-TM as well as meteorological
informations of surface broadband albedo, surface
temperature and net radiation from LANOSA T-TM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Planning our environment - be it urban or rural - means
an anthropogenic impact on natural or semi-natural conditions. In urban agglomerations man's activities result
in a complete and not invertible change of various
environmental factors like climate, hydrology, vegetation, biodiversity, air chemistry etc. These changes
directly influence the living and working spheres of
mankind. Up to now there is an increasing pressure on
the urbanized regions not only in industrial nations but
also in developing countries. Keywords to be mentioned

are urbanization, rural exodus, industrialization and
urban heat island. Depending on the relevant environmental laws, which differ among the countries, urban
planning demands for improved and more detailed analysis of the urban climate in scales which can only be
carried out by using sophisticated numerical models and
simulations. Besides many basic research needs to understand the complexity of the climate system, to an
increasing extend climate models need a lot of spatially
distributed data with the best spatial resolution available. This is both the challenge and the potential for remote sensing to make these data available to solve the
important questions and to elaborate expertise of practical applications. Data extracted from remotely sensed
data are characterized by their
•
•
•
•
•

high spatial resolution,
spatial availability over large areas,
physical nature,
temporal homogeneity even across national boundaries and
potential easily to be updated.

2. MULTIS ENSOR APPROACH
Within the ERS-1 Pilot Study ERSCLiP (ERS based
Climate Eroject) satellite data from ERS-1 and LandsatTM are used to extract climatological parameters relevant for urban climate studies. The study was carried
out at two testsites in the Southern Upper Rhine Valley
at Freiburg/FRG and Basel/Switzerland. ERSCLiP was
closely connected to the running climate project
REKLIP, an international cross-border regional climate
project (Parlow 1992, 1995; Fiedler 1992; IGBP 1993).
The conceptional framework of the multisensor analysis
was to compute primary data sets of

Primary dataset

Sensor used

Aerodynamic roughness length
Landuse
Surface albedo
Surface temperature

ERS-1
ERS-1, Landsat-TM
Landsat- TM
Landsat- TM
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In a further step a second set of derived data is extracted
•
•
•

All wave net radiation which is the key factor of
energy budget,
Storage heat flux and
Available energy.

The various resulting
numerical models like
•

data

can

be

integrated

in

windfield models or

Fig. 1 : Multitemporal

ERS-1 Composite Basel

For classification purposes a principal component analysis (PCA) was carried out with ERS-1 data from 22nd
of May 1991 and Landsat-TM data from I Ith July
1991. So a temporal correspondence of satellite data
was guaranteed. No data were available in the top right
comer of ERS-1 due to frame limitation. Therefore this

•

bioclimatic models to compute heat stress conditions during summer.

An example of ERS-1 and Landsat-TM composites of
the Basel testsites, which were used as input data for
further analysis, are presented in figures l and 2. For the
multitemporal ERS-1 composite data from 7th June
1992, 5th May 1992 and 4th September 1991 are used.
The Landsat-TM composite is from 11th July 1991. So
a temporal correspondence of multisensor data is guaranteed.

Fig. 2 : Multispectral Landsat- TM Composite Basel
area is only represented by Landsat-TM data and the
information growth can easily be detected. Information
of ERS-1 is nearly completely stored in the 3rd PC
which increases the variance by 10 %. PCs 1-3 have a
total variance of98 %. Fig. 3 shows the RGB-composite

of ERS-1 and Landsat-TM.

Fig. 3: Principle component RGB-composite of ERS-1 and Landsat-TM data fusion. Red colours correspond to ERS-1
information.
3. URBAN LANDUSE CLASSIFICATION
A detailed landuse classification of the testsite Basel
was carried out by combining data from multitemporal
ERS-1 and Landsat-TM. A total of 35 classes could be
separated with 17 urban/industrial classes. The accuracy

of the classification was 90.5 % and the improvement of
the multisensor classification versus a pure Landsat-TM
approach was +5 % in general and up to +7 % for some
urban classes. Landsat-TM data was corrected from terrain induced illumination effects (Parlow l 996a). Fig. 4
shows the result of the landuse classification of the
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urban agglomeration of Basel/Switzerland. The accuracy and spatial resolution is appropriate enough to be
applied for several planning purposes and climate analysis studies of the local authorities. Class definition
was made according to the urban climatological relevance and the needs and definitions of the planning
authorities (Scherer et al. 1996b, Beha et al. 1996). The

integration of ERS-1 data helped especially to separate
the various settlement types and industrial areas, because their structural physiognomy was better detected
from ERS-1 as compared to Landsat-TM. Urban classes
are presented in red and orange colours, forests in
green, water in blue and arable land in brown colours.

Fig. 4: Multisensor landuse classification of the urban agglomeration of Basel
4. METEOROLOGICAL DATA LAYERS
DERIVED FROM LANDSAT-TM
Landsat-TM data was used in combination with numerical radiation models to compute various meteorological
radiation fields which are relevant to urban climate. The
methodological steps are summarized briefly. For more
detailed information it is referred to Parlow (1996b).
From illumination corrected optical data surface solar
albedo was calculated. A digital terrain model gave the
input parameters to compute solar irradiance with respect to inclined surfaces in mountainous areas. An

arithmetic combination of albedo times solar irradiance
results in the shortwave net radiation. After correction
of atmospheric influences channel 6 of Landsat-TM
corresponds to surface temperature and terrestrial longwave emission. By using vertical temperature and
humidity profiles from weather station the atmospheric
counter radiation can be parametrized quiet easily.
Finally spatially distributed shortwave and longwave
radiation fluxes are existing and the net radiation can be
calculated. Fig. 5 and 6 give an information of albedo,
shortwave radiation balance, surface temperature and all
wave net radiation.

Fig. 5 : Surface albedo (left) and shortwave net radiation (right) of the agglomeration of Basel/Switzerland computed
from Landsat-TM data and numerical radiation models for the time of Landsat-TM overflight.
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Fig. 6 : Surface temperature (left) and net radiation (right) of the agglomeration of Basel/Switzerland
Landsat- TM data and numerical radiation models for the time of Landsat- TM overflight.
5. AERODYNAMIC ROUGHNESS
FROM ERS-1 DATA

LENGTH

Modeling of wind fields is a standard application of urban climatology. The flow pattern of wind is an important information for the propagation of air pollutants,
for temperature distribution and bioclimatic parameters
like heat stress. Wind speed and turbulence structure is
influenced directly by aerodynamic surface roughness.
In micrometeorology this parameter is called aerodynamic roughness length (z0). It determines the vertical

computed from

wind profile. Aerodynamic roughness length was derived from ERS-1 data for non-forested areas in the
Basel testsite. Roughness lengths of forests could not be
calculated form SAR data because normally they have a
high roughness length but low digital counts in SAR
imagery. So forests had to be treated separately. Fig. 7
shows aerodynamic roughness length. For further methodological informations it is referred to Scherer et al.
1996a.
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Fig. 7 : Aerodynamic roughness length z0 of the city of Basel derived from ERS-1 data
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The vertical wind profile can be written as:
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k
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with u(z)

u.
k

z
d

z0

windspeed at height z
friction velocity
von Karman's constant (0.4)
height
zero plane displacement
aerodynamic roughness length

The application of a windfield model for planning
purposes is shown in fig. 8. Using the model FITNAH
the local wind field was computed for the ERSCLiP
testsite Freiburg/FRG. Results of windfield models can
be improved if better input data of aerodynamic roughness, landuse and radiation fluxes are made available.
Satellite data have the potential to fill this gap.

Fig. 8 : Result of a windfield modeling of ERSCLiP testsite Freiburg/FRG during nighttime. A local mountain-valley
wind system is blowing from the Black Forest to the Upper Rhine Lowland (top left)..
6. MODELING OF URBAN HEAT STRESS
In many European countries bioclimate maps are an important tool for planning. The thermal influence on man
which results e.g. in summer heat stress is an extremely
complex meteorological process. Heat stress is an important parameter in medicine especially during rehabilitation of people with coronar deseases. During days
with heat stress the mortality rate increases significantly.
Heat stress is impossible to be measured because in
addition to air temperature there are a lot of other variables like air humidity, wind speed, net radiation and
the human metabolism rate which have to be considered. The only possibility to compute and map heat
stress conditions is by using bioclimate models. The
model used computes the total energy budget of man in-

eluding heat production as a result of his acticity, his
heat release due to transpiration etc. and the insulation
effects of the cloths. The model again needs a variety of
spatially distributed input data like landuse with its vertical structure, aerodynamic roughness, terrain conditions etc. The German Weather Service created a sophisticated bioclimate model to compute summer heat
stress and winter cold stress, taking the variables
mentioned into account (Jendritzky 1991; 1992). This
model was used to compute the number of days with
heat stress conditions during summer for the city of
Basel (Jendritzky 1995). Fig. 9 shows the result of
modeling of the days with heat stress during summer for
the study area of Basel. Comparing the image with fig.
4 the influence of urban landuse can be seen. In the city
of Basel several urban heat islands can be identified and
correlated to densely built-up areas.
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Fig. 9 : Number of days with heat stress during summer for Basel/Switzerland
7. CONCLUSIONS
Data from high resolution satellites like ERS-1 have a
enormous potential to be used in urban climatological
studies. The fusion of microwave data of ERS-1 data
with optical data from Landsat-TM offers a lot of
possibilities to elaborate spatially distributed data sets
which directly contribute to urban climate or can be
used as input variables of mesoscale models. The
spatial resolution is appropriate enough that both data
and results can be integrated in planning activities of
the official authorities and other applications. The pilot
study ERSCLiP successfully showed the potentials of
ERS-1 and Landsat-TM data in the study areas of
Basel/Switzerland and Freiburg/FRG.
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Abstracts
A project for utilisation of ERS-1 SAR data for
detection of oil spill at sea was started in 1991 as part
of the Norwegian Space Centre's (NSC) national ERS1 program. A pre-operational service utilising
infrastructure for near real-time processing, analysing
and distribution has been developed. Tromse Satellite
Station (TSS) took over the responsibility for
operation of the pilot service in 1994.
The service covers two different operational aspects, i.e.
near real-time detection and early warning of possible
oil spills at sea in close co-operation with national
pollution control authorities, and offshore oil
exploration activities for oil companies. A phased
service development model has been applied, from
R&D until the current pre-operational use of ERS- l
SAR images. The developments include both service
infrastructure and an operational concept. A number of
important results regarding the detection capabilities of
the ERS-1 SAR have been derived. Finally, activities
towards utilisation of data from the future radar
satellites have also been initiated.
Introduction
Since the mid 80's development of the use of satellite
radar data for marine applications has been a high
priority strategy within the national Norwegian space
policy. Norway has become a member of ESA, and
participates the ERS programme. Tromse Satellite
Station (TSS) has been developed as a national facility
for
ERS data acquisition, processing and distribution. The
national strategy has been to focus on near real-time
data handling, meaning that the required information or
data shall be at the users' site within one hour after the
satellite overpass.
The core elements of the infrastructure at TSS is the
CESAR processor and the broad band satellite
distribution system IDUN. Both infrastructure elements
have been developed by Norwegian industry in close cooperation with the R&D institutions.
The Norwegian oil spill detection project was
originally
proposed
in response
to ESA's
Announcement of Opportunity for ERS-1 in 1986.
This project has later achieved the status of an ESA
Pilot project. The project has been funded by

international sources, it has been performed under the
responsibility of a steering committee chaired by NSC.
It is important to recognise that the end user represented
by the Norwegian Pollution Control Authority (SFT)
has participated in the project even from the beginning.
The phased development model and the results from the
project have been widely published, and have found
large interests outside the project 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Service Development Phases
The project development from the start in 1990 has
consisted the following phases:
Phase 0: 1990-91.
Responsible institution: OCEANOR a.s.
Activities:
Literature survey, ERS-1 prelaunch
preparations, planning of field experiment.
Phase 1: 1991
Responsible institution: OCEANOR a.s.
Participating institutions: SFT, NDRE, Esso, Statoil
Activities:
A dedicated oil spill experiment at
Haltenbanken in August 1991, where 3x20 tons of oil
was released within the ERS-1 coverage, and studied
under various meteorological conditions and sea states.
Result: The detection capabilities of the ERS- l SAR,
and its dependence upon the wind conditions were
demonstrated.
Phase lB: 1992-93
Responsible institution: NDRE
Participating institutions: SFT, OCEANOR a.s,
Spacetec a.s, Norwegian Computing Centre
Activities:
Transmission of ERS-1 SAR lowresolution images via datalink from TSS to NDRE for
further analysis immediately after data reception in order
to demonstrate the near real-time capabilities.
Images containing suspicious oil spill like features
were sought verified by SFT by use of the surveillance
aircraft. Experiment on automatic image analysis and
feature
extraction
were
performed.
The
operationalisation aspects were also studied.
Result: More than 150 ERS-1 SAR images were
analysed, and the feasibility of near real-time operations
were demonstrated. The detection capability dependence
upon the wind conditions and the sea state (calm days)
were demonstrated.
SFT formally requests offshore oil rig operators for
explanation of satellite observations.
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Pilot Demonstration Phase: 1993
Responsible institution: NDRE
Participating institutions: SFT, OCEANOR a.s.,
NERSC, TSS
Activities: A larger scale activity of the preceding
phase was performed in close co-operation with SFf.
The problems of distinguishing real oil spills from
natural slicks were addressed in details. Training of the
operators at TSS in SAR image interpretation was
initiated. A fruitful co-operation with the Dutch
Rijkswaterstaat was initiated.
Result: 260 ERS-1 SAR images were analysed in near
real-time, and clearly demonstrated the capabilities of
detecting various types of pollutants. Practical criteria
for discriminating between real oil spills and natural
slicks were established by NERSC.
<Pre-)Operational Phase: 1994Responsible institution: TSS
Participating institutions: SFT, NORE, NERSC.
Activities: From Summer 1994 TSS took over the
responsibility for the operations of the pre-operational
service. ERS-1 and ERS-2 SAR images are analysed on
a routine basis at TSS, and observed possible oil spills
are notified about to the national pollution control
authorities.
Additional service activities include analysis of SAR
images in terms of identification of natural oil seepage
from the seafloor. A more detailed description of the
service is given in this paper.
Emphasis have also been made to establish cooperation
with users outside Norway.
:.~.·.::
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3-4 mis and thick emulsions at higher speeds of 10 mis
2, 7
Other pollutant examples detected during the project
include: crude oil forming emulsions, run-off water
from acid-pitch depository on land, drilling fluid from
off-shore oil rigs, waste from fish production plants,
and fish fat remaining at the sea surface after fishing
trawler catches.
Two main problems concerning the detection
capabilities have been demonstrated7:
- At low wind speeds, ocean slicks of natural origin are
frequently observed and may cause false alarms unless
experienced operators or very advanced pattern
recognition methods are used.
- At high wind speeds the pollutant may be mixed with
the sea water and no surface effect is detected by the
SAR (e.g. the "Braer" disaster January 1993).
Pre-operational service
The main service infrastructure elements are the ERS
SAR data handling facilities at TSS. These consist the
fast SAR processor (CESAR) capable to generate a
lOOxlOO km SAR image within 6-8 minutes, and
respectively the 2 Mbits/sec satellite (IDUN) and the 64
kbits/sec image data distribution links. The capacity of
the data distribution facilities allows near real-time
image data transfer from TSS to the end users, i.e. the
SAR images can be at the users' site less than one hour
after acquisition.
Automatic detection of potential oil spills was at an
early phase considered to be mandatory for the service.
Algorithm for this purpose has been developed and
verified during the project 7, 8. Experiences have,
however, shown otherwise. Whereas the automatic
slick detection is done within a few minutes, a trained
operator can analyse a SAR scene within a much
shorter time. The pre-operational service is therefore
mainly based upon human, computer supported
analysis and interpretation.
When entering the pre-operational phase in Summer
1994, the knowledge developed at NORE was
physically transferred to TSS. The operators at TSS has
been through an extensive training period, and they are
now responsible for the service operations. On the
average the service now analyse more than 300 ERS
SAR scenes per month, which significantly exceeds the
number from the previous phases.

Figure 1: Pre-operational service area.
Detection capabilities
The extensive use of ERS-1 and ERS-2 SAR low
resolution (i.e. 100 meter resolution) images during the
project has demonstrated the ERS satellites capability
to detect even very thin pollutants in low wind speed of

Important service improvements in 1995 include
implementation of a new service information
distribution tool, SARA. SARA is based on PC and email technology, and has been developed by Telenor
R&D in Norway. The SARA tool has now been
installed at more than 10 users sites in Europe. In
addition, a dedicated service workstation has been
describedand is under development.
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Figure 2: National Oil Spill Detection
Infrastructure Concept.

Service

The main goal of the pre-operational service is to serve
the end users with reliable information on possible oil
spills within two hours after satellite overpasses. The
primary analysis areas cover Norwegian waters, and
have been defined by the Norwegian Pollution Control
Authorities (SFI). However, as a result of co-operation
with other countries, the total monitoring areas have
been largely extended. The current service therefore
includes a near real-time analysis of ERS-1 SAR data
both from the Norwegian coastal waters, and from more
central European coastal waters (Figure 1). Information
about possible oil spills are routed either directly, or
via SFT, to the responsible national authorities. This
service represents a first step towards establishing a
fully operational service covering Norwegian and
adjacent waters. The objective is within 3 years to
establish a fully operational oil spill detection service
utilising satellite and additional information.

Flight Dir

Figure 4: ERS-1 SAR image dated 94-11-25 of a
confirmed oil spill from an off-shore oil rig in the
North Sea. Image size approx. 70 x 50 km.
Near real-time ERS SAR data read out at TSS is the
current primary source of satellite input information for
identification of possible oil spills/slicks. Since the
availability of ERS-2 SAR data last summer, data from
both satellites have been applied extensively. The one
day off-set between ERS-1 and ERS-2 coverages has
clearly demonstrated a strongly improved temporal
coverage of the service areas. The service has hence
clearly demonstrated the benefits from the Tandem
Mission Period for operational, near real-time
applications.
Assessment of ERS data has already been implemented
in the national system for oil and chemical pollution
reporting in Norway (Figure 2). The SFT surveillance
aircraft operations are also co-ordinated according to the
ERS-1 overpasses. In addition, SFT has an agreement
with DNMI regarding use of their oil drift model and
other meteorological assistance whenever an oil spill is
identified. This part of the service is operated outside
TSS. Figure 3 and 4 show two examples of ERS-1
SAR images containing confirmed oil spills off the
coast of Norway.
In mid-1995 a proposal based on this project was
selected by the EU/Centre for Earth Observation (CEO)
as one of the cases for the Application Proof-ofConcept studies, where the objective is to assess and
document user requirements.

Flight Dir

Figure 3: ERS-1 SAR image of a confirmed oil spill
off the southern cost of Norway (upper right). Image
size approx. 70 x 50 km.

Natural Seepage Studies
Another service application has focused on application
of ERS-1 SAR data for detection of natural oil seepage
from the seafloor off the coast of Norway. From the
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analysis of a total of 150 ERS-1 SAR images, 10
seepage candidates have been identified. None of these
candidates have, however, been confirmed by any insitu observations. 8 of the candidates were detected at
very favourable wind conditions (i.e. wind speed less
than approx. 5 mis). Comparison of the observed
candidates with wind speed and direction estimates
shows a reasonable good match between observed slick
direction and wind speed direction.

and UK) bas also been developed during the recent
project phases 3.
Future Development
The results obtained from the project have demonstrated
that there is still a need for continuous service
improvements. Both shorter term activities dealing
with improvements of existing algorithms, products
and systems, and longer term activities dealing with
new developments and improvements are undertaken.
During the first half of 1996 RADARSAT data will
become avialable, and will be used by the service. This
satellite will have the capability to cover a larger area
than the ERS satellite, and the SAR can also operate in
additional modes compared to ERS. The capability of
RADARSAT to detect oil is not yet fully understood,
especially the limitations towards the outer parts of the
swaths have to be considered. Assessment of the
capabilities of RADARSAT for detection of oil at sea
bas therefore been given high priority for the coming
years.
Later on, ENVISA T will be launched by ESA. The
ASAR onboard ENVISAT will also operate in
additional modes compared to ERS. The ENVISAT
detection capabilities will therefore also be addressed
during the coming years.

Look
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Figure 5: ERS-1 SAR image showing a dark droplet
formed seepage candidate (centre left position). Image
size is approx. 60 x 60 km.
A new signature pattern appearing as small (approx.
0.3 x 0.3 km) patches stretching out in the
wind/current direction was also discovered. This
signature is associated with seepage droplets which
reach the sea surface at different times. The 'droplet
signature' has been detected 4 times during the study 1.
Figure 5 shows an example of the droplet signature
pattern observed during this work.
Main Users
The service now available is the result of a co-operation
between Norwegian Space Centre (NSC), the
Norwegian Pollution Control Authority (SFT),
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (NORE),
ESA, Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC),
the oil companies Statoil and ESSO and Tromse
Satellite Station. The primary objective of the first
phase is to establish a pre-operational service for
national users. However, in parallel with the nationally
focused activities the early phase will also include
international marketing activities. The coverage area in
combination with the near real-time capabilities of
Tromse Satellite Station represent advantages that are
important for the international marketing. Co-operation
with pollution control authorities in other European
countries (Sweden, Finland, The Netherlands, Germany

From a technical point of view, a largely improved
temporal and spatial coverage is expected towards the
new century. Improvements in terms of temporal
coverage has also been demonstrated during the ERS-1
and ERS-2 Tandem Mission period. It is, however,
most likely that service cost aspects will be the most
critical factors in terms of operational service
establishments.
Conclusions
The new radar satellites such as ERS, RADARSAT and
ENVISA T represents a new tool for establishing
operational oil spill detection services. Large, repetitive
coverage of remote areas under practically all weather
conditions are the main advantages from these
satellites. The costs per unit covered is also
comparable, end even cheaper than the costs obtained
from traditional operational systems 7.
It is, however, important to notice that satellite data
cannot fully replace other monitoring platforms such as
aircrafts. Aircraft operations can, however, be more
efficient and costs effective by using the satellite and
the aircraft data jointly for operational monitoring.
Norway has since early 80's been heavily engaged in
the development of the use of satellite SAR data for
marine applications. A pre-operational satellite based
oil spill detection service developed in close cooperation with the national end user SFT, and now
offered by the service provider TSS is a result of this
engagement.
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The focus has been to develop the near real-time
capability to provide information about possible oil
spills at sea to end users both in Norway and in other
European countries. Today TSS is capable to inform an
end user in Northern Europe about possible oil spills
within their territorial waters within less than two
hours after ERS SAR data acquisition.
The activities within the oil spill detection
development project have clearly demonstrated the ERS
SAR capabilities of detecting oil spills at sea even
under rougher sea states than initially was expected. It
is therefore expected that SAR data from the new radar
satellites will become more and more important sources
of information for operational pollution monitoring at
sea. TSS covers large parts of the Northern European
waters, and already has a data handling infrastructure
specially developed for near real-time provision of data
and information to the users. TSS could therefore play
a central role as the satellite data handling facility
within an operational European oil spill detection
service.
The improved temporal covergae obtained during the
ERS Tandem Mission Period has been important for
the users dealt with by the service. The Tandem
Mission has hence been of benefits for operational
users in addition to the off-line interferometric
community. These benefits could hence represent a
positive contribution towards increasing the users
capabilities and willingness to increase their financial
contributions to a further development of a commercial
EO business. It is therefore recommended that the
satellite operator ESA make maximum efforts to
provide ocean data from both satellites for operational
applications during the remaining Tandem Mission
Period, and that a discussion of a possible extension of
this period for more operational purposesa is raised
soon.
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ERS-1 SAR data have demonstrated their capability to detect ocean surface slicks, including natural films as well as man-made pollutants such as oil
spills. Surface slick patterns also depict a number of
ocean phenomena, such as eddies, fronts, and 'internal waves.
The possibility of observing and classifying surface
slicks in SAR images has been tested in demonstration projects, where SAR data have been used in
combination with meteorological and oceanographic
data to monitor surface winds, fronts, and current patterns (Espedal & al., 1995a; Samuel & al.,
l 995ab). We foresee that the synergy of SAR data
and data from infra-red and optical satellite sensors
will play an important role in operational oceanography.
The main problem in using SAR for ocean monitoring is how to classify surface slicks according to
characteristic image expressions, backscatter profiles
and gradients, geographical occurrence, and weather
limitations. A conceptual model for distinguishing
various types of surface slick is proposed, based on
a number of case studies (Hamre & al., 1995). The
model provides the first version of a SAR classification scheme for surface slicks, to be used in operational ocean monitoring.
l.

(a) Nat. film

(b)Greaseice

(c) Oil

Fig. 1. Slicks in ERS-1 SAR images
((a) and (b) 25 x 25 km, (c) 12.5 x 12.5 km)

such as oil spill. Ship detection is also an important
application of SAR data. Norway has developed an
efficientprocessing and distribution system which enables near real-time use of such data from the ERS
satellites. These facilities are very important in the
operational scenario, now that additional SAR coverage is afforded with RADARSAT.
However, in preparation for operational slick detection it is necessary to streamline the procedures for
selecting, ordering and transferring SAR data from
the downloading facility at Tromse Satellite Station
(TSS), carrying out the necessary processing of the
data, creating a database to facilitate storing, categorization and selection of the SAR data, and to provide easy access to relevant data from other satellite
sensors, numerical models and field measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data from the
ERS-1 satellite provide detailed images of sea surface processes and phenomena independent of light
and cloud conditions. Such images have been available for more than three years, and expertise in interpreting and extracting geophysical and other parameters from the images has been gradually established
(Johannessen & al., 1991, 1993, 1994, 1995ab). Although SAR imaging of the sea surface still remains
an area requiring further research, there are several
features and processes which can be routinely monitored by SAR at the present stage. The most important of these are wind fronts, current fronts, eddies,
current meanders, internal waves and surface slicks

2. RESULTS OF CASE STUDIES
The main problem in SAR surveillance of slicks is to
classify the various ocean phenomena or surface materials which cause the low backscatter in the SAR
images. These phenomena can be oil spills, natural
films, grease ice, low-wind areas, rain cells, current
shear zones, internal waves, and upwelling. Examples of slicks in SAR images are shown in Fig. 1.
Natural film is a microlayer of organic substances secreted by fish and several planctonic species. Under
relatively calm conditions such microlayers can form
uniformly across extensive ocean areas. Accumulation may take place in regions of high biological ac-
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Table 1. Summary of the different oil slick look-alikes, and their expressions and limitations in ERS-1 SAR
imagery (Hovland-Espedal & al., 1994).

Geophysical
Phenomenon

Natural film

11

II

Geographical
occurence

reconfigures easily
when interacting
with currents

coastal regions
and regions
of upwelling

large black

Grease ice

areas

Threshold wind
speed

large dark

Wind sheltering
by land

dark regions

areas

Weather
Iirrurutions

mainly along ice
edge, but also found
in open water

winter ~eason, or
cold nights close
to ice edge

everywhere

wind speed
less than 3m/s

l

-24to-14

2.5

3

II 1-11'

1.5-3.11

6-8

sub-tropical
regions

heavy rain and
strong winds

I

-24 to -8

3.5 - 15

wind speed
less than 8111/s

-24 to -8

11.8

-24 to -8

2-6.3

in shallow waters

narrow, bright or
dark curving
signatures

areas of strong
currents

wind speed
less than
l0-12m/s

divergence zones of
surface currents,
mainly near coasts

wind speed
assumed less
than 6-8111/s

dark areas

dark areas

everywhere
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wind speed
less than
I0-12m/s

I

1.5 - 5

..'.

-24 to -12

series of parallel
bright-dark lines

4.2

9·7

I

II

Gradient
JdB/IOOmj

-24 to -18

even at high wind
speeds (I 5m/s)

Internal waves

II

·24 to -15

Radar
contrast IdB I

in vicinity of
land boundaries
and in fjords

bright cells with
dark centres

Oil spill

values [dBi

near land

II

Upwelling

Backscatter

dissolves at
wind speeds
ahove 7m/s

Rain cells

Wave current
interaction
along shears
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SAR image
expression

11.1-11.3
1.4-5.0
11.4-1.0

11.2-11.4

assumed:
-24 to -15

-25 to -Ill

11.6- 9.8

8-5

Espedal & al. (1994).
Different cases of natural film have given backscatter values in the region between -24 dB and -15 dB.
They usually dissolve at wind velocities above 7 m/s
(Scott, 1986). Because they are fragile to interaction with currents, including both shear and convergence, such slicks easily configure into spatial variations that are related to the surface current circulation pattern (Johannessen & al., 1993). This will in
turn allow us to recognize some cases of natural film,
i.e. slicks which are aligned according to general circulation patterns. In Fig. 2 the film has interacted
with the surface current and therefore reveals the
circulation pattern of the imaged region. Rain cells,
g;n~a.~eice and wind she!tering by Ian cl are also seen
to provide sharp gradients with large damping.

Fig. 2. SAR image of natural film outside Haugesund,
Norway, 1993 June 26. (Image width 62.5 km.)

tivity, i.e. in coastal regions, in regions of upwelling,
(Alpers & al., 1991; Ochadlick & al, 1992), and along
current boundaries (Johannessen & al., 1995b).
A large number of SAR scenes have been examined
with regard to surface slick observations. A summary
of this study is provided in Table 1 after Hovland-

The oil slicks in this investigation have been found
to give radar backscattering values in the region between - 25 dB and -10 dB. Oil spills tend to remain
much more concentrated than natural films, probably because they contain larger amounts of viscous
fluid and so have more resistance to current shear
and down-mixing. Thus they provide greater wave
damping, from surfactant materials contained in the
oil as well as their bulk viscosity (Jenkins, 1995), and
tolerate stronger ambient winds. The oil spill configuration can then sometimes be used to distinguish
oil from natural film.
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pedal & al., 1995b).
Samples of the sea surface
were taken simultaneously with ERS-1 SAR coverage
(Fig. 3) of the area. A teflon drum attached to a remotely controlled model boat was used to obtain the
samples. Both slick and non-slick areas (surface and
bulk water samples) were included in the experiment.
Weather and current information was obtained from
a buoy near the experiment area. The wind was also
measured both inside and outside slick areas to exclude wind gusting as a possible explanation for the
areas wit h damped backscatter.
The samples were
analyzed for differences in several chemical parameters to verify whether the dark patches in the SAR
image could be related to increased biological ac.tivitv, i.c. to natural film or to some kind of oil spills
(alkano trace analysis).
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t ion version of the image was sent. by Internet. from

Trornso Satellite Stat ion (TSS) to NEHSC for analysis.
and the field team then navigated to the nearest. slicks
(A-C), using the Global Positioning System (GPS).

Experiment in Korsfjorden
Natural film has earlier been shown to represent
the largest problem when using SAR to detect oil
spills (Hovland-Espedal
& al., 1994). As an attempt to learn more about how to distinguish these
in SAR. imagery, an experiment was carried out on
1994 September 29 in the fjord outside Bergen (EsOriginal Data©
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TIH' result of the experiment showed that there was
a significant difference in chemical corn position, both
in the water column and in the surface microlaver ,
between the areas with slick coverage and the areas
outside the slicks. The concentration of fatty acids in
the presence of slicks was generally an order of magni tudo greater than for slick-free areas. The radar
backscatter decreased by between Gdl3 and 17 dl3 in
slick-covered regions.
A further program of slick sampling was performed
in September 1995 during the NORCSEX'95
field
experiment in conjunction with tho tandem phase
of ERS-1 /ERS-2.
The remotely-controlled
sam pier
was deployed from the R/V Hiikon Mosby. Simultaneous atmospheric boundary layer, surface wave,
current and hydrographic data were collected, using
ship-home and buoy instrumentation,
and satellite
observations included SAR. and AVHRR/ ATSR infrared imagery.

Fish oil from a fish processing plant
A slick can be seen extending out from the coast and
curving southwards out into the sea in Fig. 4. The
synoptic meteorological analysis showed northeasterly winds of about 10 m/s in the imaged area, but.
local observations indicate somewhat lower speeds of
about 5 rn/s, also from the northeast. This low wind
speed is ideal for slick detection and the oil drift is
also S(~ento be in accordance with the observed wind
direction.

Fig. 1. SAR image of fish oil from processing
1993 November 8. (Image width 14 km.)

plant,

The slick is believed to be fish oil from a fish processing plant located at Sirevag near Egersund.
Slicks
have been detected earlier in SAR images over this
area. In one particular case, on 1994 September 15
(image not shown) this was confirmed by State Pollution Control Authority (SFT) aircraft surveillance,
who estimated that the slick contained 10 litres of oil.
with an estimated thickness of O.Ol11m.
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East of Shetland: Low wind and ship spills
Original Data

Fig. 5 shows two SAR images to the east and north
of Shetland. In the upper image, four dark winding signatures (A-D) are found behind bright points
indicating ships. The dark slicks are believed to be
diesel oil or fish oil spilled out to the sea by the ships.

©
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In the lower image we see a marked boundary between dark and bright areas (E). The low radar
backscatter is believed to be due to extremely low
winds. In the bright strip (F) between the two darker
areas, a number of dark spirals and curves signifying
eddy activity are observed.
Statfjord platforms
The image in Fig. 6 is from the oil-producing area
in the northern North Sea, west of the Norwegian
Trench.

!Okm

[
0

Fig. 6. SAR image, Statfjord area, 1994October 30. The
dark area to the right of the image may be due to low
windspeed. The dark, curved features emanating from
some of the bright points (oil platforms) are believed to
be oil slicksor drilling fluid residue. (Image width 51km.)

To the right of the image, a large dark patch, probably caused by low windspeed, can be seen. The
Statfjord A, B and C platforms are to the left of this
dark area. Dark slick-like features can be seen to
emanate from some of the oil platforms. The time of
year, shape and form of the slicks make it unlikely
that they are of natural origin. The slicks are also
seen to be connected to the bright spots which are
boats or plattforms. They are therefore believed to
be some sort of spill, such as oil or drilling fluid.
3. CLASSIFICATION MODEL

Fig. 5. SAR images east of Shetland on 1994October 27.
(Upper image width 50km; lower image width 33km.)

A concept for detection and discrimination of oil
spills in SAR imagery is illustrated in Fig. 7. The
main steps in the method are as follows. In the first
step (A) we analyse the backscatter values and the
texture of the image in order to detect dark features
which may contain oil contamination. In this step,
automatic routines can be used as an aid to detect
slicks. But as many natural phenomena, such as low
wind, can produce dark features in a SAR image,
additional analysis must be carried out to eliminate
them. Some of these features, such as those caused
by internal waves, wind rolls, atmospheric gravity
waves and rain cells, can be excluded immediately
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Fig. 7. A concept for detection and discrimination of oil spill in SAR imagery.

due to their characteristic shapes and configurations.
The remaining slicks, which could not be classified
using these simple means, must be further analysed
in the second step (B). Here, additional information
such as knowledge of previous slicks and wind (both
instantaneous and historical), is applied to discriminate man-man slicks from those caused by natural
phenomena. Wind speed is an important parameter
for deciding whether a slick is man-made, as natural
film will quickly disperse for winds stronger than 78 m/ s (Es pedal & al., 1995a). However, it may not
always be possible to distinguish a man-made slick
from one caused by some natural phenomenon. Finally, potential emission sources are sought (C). If
a slick has been classified likely to be as man-made,
additional information about the location of potential emission sources, is used to establish the origin
of the spill. In open ocean, platforms and ships can
be seen as bright spots, and if the slick is connected

to such a spot it is most likely to have been emitted
from there.
4.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Dark features visible on SAR images are caused
by natural film and a number of other phenomena
('look-alikes'), in addition to oil spills, and it is important to discriminate between these in operational
oil spill monitoring. Natural film is important for the
Earth's climate system as it influences air-sea mass,
momentum, and heat fluxes, and active microwave
remote sensing should prove very useful in its global
quantification.
Our studies have shown that the different types of
ocean surface slick damp out centimetre-scale waves,
causing low-backscatter (dark) areas in SAR imagery. We have now taken samples of the surface
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microlayer simultaneously with ERS-1 SAR coverage
of an area, to investigate the composition of natural
film and its effect on radar return. Chemical analysis indicates some correlation with increased biological activity, in that fatty acid concentration
was
enhanced in slick-covered areas.
A classification scheme has been developed to distinguish man-made' oil spill from other look-alikos in
SAR images. This scheme requires the use' of a substantial knowledge base, including ambient mcteorological history, the location of potential pollution
source's, and a comprehensive database of ocean plwnomcna, their geographical and seasonal occurrence,
and their representation
in SAR imagery, \Vi t hon t
such substantial
background information it will he
impossible to identify uniquely any particular slicklike fnature.
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ABSTRACT
In Norway the potential of using the ERS SAR for different ocean surveillance applications, in near real time, has
been investigated. Three different applications, namely
detection of ships and ship wakes, icebergs, and oil slicks,
are discussed. It is concluded that the steep incidence angle
makes ERS far from optimal for ship and iceberg detection, while oil slick detection using ERS SAR has been developed into a pre-operational stage in Norway.

1. INTRODUCTION
The all-weather capacity and independence of daylight,
together with the large areas covered, make spacebome
synthetic aperture radar a promising instrument for ocean
monitoring, especially at high latitudes.
In Norway the emphasis has been on near real-time use of
SAR images and therefore a complete ERS-1 SAR processing, distribution and analysis chain was established.
This includes a receiving station, Tromse Satellite Station
(TSS) with fast processing capacity and high-bandwidth
distribution systems. Typically,SAR images would arrive
at the user site 1-2 hours after the satellite had passed.
For the whole period of ERS-1 operation, FFI has been
involved in investigating the potential of the SAR instrument for different maritime applications. In this paper, the
potential of detecting different types of targets at sea will
be discussed, and also the degree to which this can be operationalized.
We will describe the possibilities of using ERS SAR for
detection of "hard" targets like ships and icebergs and
"soft" targets like oil slicks. The latter application will
only be briefly described since there are already several reports dealing with the development of that application
(e g, Wahl, Skeelv et al 1994, Pedersen et al 1995).

2. SHIP DETECTION
Ships are usually seen as bright targets against a darker
background in SAR images. The backscatter from the sea

varies with the wind speed and with incidence angle (or
range position in the image). Due to the rather steep incidence angle ofERS (approx. 23 °), there may be considerable backscatter from the surrounding sea, especially at
some wind speed. Thus small ship targets can sometimes
be invisible in an ERS SAR image.
During the more than four years of ERS-1 operation, a
large number of ships have been seen in ERS SAR images
analysed at FFI. A total number of more than 800 ship targets have been stored in a database. The identity of most
of these ships is unknown. In some cases, especially in
connection with campaigns, external sources like coastal
radars, coast guard vessels and naval stations have supplied information about position and identity of ships in a
given area at the time of ERS-1 overflight. Although the
number of identified ships in our database is relatively
small, we have several scenes from the same area, showing
the same ships (e g, ferryboats), under different weather
conditions.
The radar cross-section of a ship depends on several parameters, notably ship dimensions, hull and superstructure
shape, type of materials, incidence and aspect angle
Quantitative estimates of detection capability, includinj
superstructure and aspect angle dependence, would re
quire a larger number of identified ships than has bee:
available. As a very rough summary ofERS-1 results, w
may say that:
- On a calm sea surface (0--2mis wind speed) most ship
will be visible as bright point targets.
- At a wind speed of 5 mis, ships with a length below 5
m may be lost.
- At a wind speed of 10 mis, ships with a length belo
100 m may be lost.
Based on these results, one could not recommend pre-01
erational use of ERS-1 for fisheries enforcement.
Several types of wakes can be seen behind ships in SA
images. In an analysis of ship wakes found in Seasat SA
images, the so-called dark turbulent wake was the me
frequent feature observed (Wahl et al 1986).
Some basic wake statistics obtained from ERS-1 imag
are shown in Tables 1and 2, for full and low resolution ir
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were not actually moving at the time of data acquisition.

ages, respectively. A few laid-in ships registered in the database are not included, but there may still be ships that

Wake type
Dark turbulent wake
- of these, with bright edge
Kelvin arms
- of these, dark
- of these, bright
Narrow-V
Internal wave
Stern waves
Number of ships, total
Number of ships, with wake(s)
Number of images

Table 1

Average
length
[km]

Max
length
[km]

2.4

20.2

1.9

1.1
50
n.a

Frequency, relative to[%]
All ships

Ships with
wakes

6.7

68.1
11.1
9.9

99.6
16.3
14.4

1.1
50
n.a

0.3
0.3
0.3

0.4
0.4
0.4

395
270
30

Ship wake statistics, ERS-1 full resolution images.

Wake type
Dark turbulent wake
- of these, with bright edge
Kelvin arms
- of these, dark
- of these, bright
Narrow-V
Internal wave
Stern waves
Number of ships, total
Number of ships, with wake(s)
Number of images

Table 2

Number
of
observations
269
44
39
2
37
1
1
1

Number
of
observations
224
36
22

Average
length
[km]

21
0
0
0

Max
length
[km]

2.8

10.8

2.5

5.2

Frequency, relative to[%]
All ships

Ships with
wakes

57.l
9.2
5.6

97.8
15.7
9.6

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

392
229
42

Ship wake statistics, ERS-1 low resolution images.

The images analysed in the two tables do not necessarily
cover the same scene. Therefore, the frequencies of occurrence can not be directly compared. If we, however, only
consider scenes where both full and low resolution images
exist, we obtain the results in Table 3. We find that both the
number of ships and the number of wake lines decrease
considerably when going from the full resolution image to
the low resolution product. The low resolution product has
several advantages, e g, smaller data size and less speckle,

which makes it a tempting choice for ship detection purposes. The loss of data is however more than can be accepted. We have therefore investigated the potential of products made by averaging less pixels than the low resolution
product. A large number of ships are lost in the averaging
process, and the frequency of occurrence of the various
wake types decreases. However, there are only minor differences between the numbers obtained from the 2 x 2 and
3 x 3 averaged images.
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Wake type

Frequency, relative to
total number of ships [%]
Full res

Dark turbulent wake
- of these, with bright edge
Kelvin arms
Narrow-V
Internal wave
Stern waves
Number of ships, total

75.7
10.7
13.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
140

Low res
56.7
6.2
4.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 3

Full res

Low res

100.0
14.2
17.9
0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
10.9
7.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

97

Number of ships, with wake(s)
Number of images

Frequency, relative to
number of ships with
wake(s) [%]

106
4

55

4

Ship wake statistics, comparing full and low resolution versions of the same scenes.

The orientation of all turbulent wakes and Kelvin arms relative to the satellite flight direction has also been investigated. Most turbulent wake lines seem to have an angle of
60° or less with the azimuth direction. There is no obvious
explanation for this. The process behind the formation and
imaging of turbulent wakes are not well understood, and
different explanations might give rise to different predictions about angular dependence.
Concerning the Kelvin arms, the angular dependence is
even more clear. There are almost no Kelvin arms with an
angle above 60° relative to the flight direction. This fact
supports one of the hypotheses concerning the imaging of
Kelvin arms, namely that is is due to specular reflection
from the wave fronts.

3. ICEBERG DETECTION
In September 1992 a campaign, organized by several oil
companies, was carried out in the Barents Sea to study icebergs born from the glaciers at Franz Joseph Land. Ships,
helicopter, aircraft, and satellites were used. During this
campaign full and low resolution ERS-1 SAR images
were analysed at FFI (Anderssen et al 1993).
The major contributions to the SAR signature of an iceberg in open water comes from specular reflection from
the front facing the radar, multiple reflection from the iceberg/water corner, backscatter from the top surface, melting water suppressing capillary waves, radar shadow, and
wind shadow. The relative strength of these sources may
depend on aspect angle and wind speed.
The main impression from the analysis was that a large
number of icebergs were visible in the SAR images. The
typical iceberg signature was a bright point and a darker
area surrounding the iceberg (probably due to melting water). Low wind conditions were very favourable for iceberg detection. Comparison between full and low resolu-

tion images showed that all iceberg candidates were
visible in both, as can be expected for large objects.

Comparison between low resolution SAR images and insitu observations revealed that the majority of the
grounded icebergs that were studied in-situ could be detected in the SAR image. However, there were examples
of rather large icebergs (> 200 m) which turned out to be
very hard to detect even at favourable wind conditions. We
assume that unfavourable aspect angles resulted in a very
low backscatter in these cases. Since there were no strong
correlations between iceberg size and radar backscatter, it
seems that aspect angle is equally important as iceberg
size. Thus, small icebergs could be as easily detected as
larger ones. Therefore, it will be difficult to estimate iceberg dimensions from ERS-1 images.
Stronger winds will increase the backscatter from the sea
surface, making iceberg detection harder. A combination
of strong winds and unfavourable aspect angles may cause
even large icebergs (""1 km) to remain undetected.

4. OIL SLICK DETECTION
In Norway a radar satellite oil spill detection project has
been running since 1991, with several phases:
An ERS-1 oil spill field experiment took place on Haltenbanken outside Central Norway in July-August 1991. In
this experiment three releases of 20 tons of oil each, were
performed (Bern et al 1993).
This field experiment was followed by two periods, June
1992-January 1993and April 1993-December 1993,with
near real-time analysis (performed at FFI) of low resolution ERS-1 SAR images delivered by Tromse Satellite
Station (TSS) from Norwegian waters. In case of a possible oil spill the Norwegian Pollution Control Authority
(SFT) was alarmed, and they would, if possible, try to
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verify the observation using their surveillance aircraft
(Skeelv & Wahl 1993, Wahl, Anderssen et al 1994). Several events demonstrated the capacity of the ERS-1 SAR
in detecting even thin organic layers under favourable
weather conditions (Wahl, Skeelv et al 1994).
Based on the experience from the preceding phases, a preoperational phase started in June 1994 and is still running
(Pedersen et al 1995). SAR image analysis, based on
manual inspection, is now being done at TSS as a matter
of routine. There is a close cooperation between TSS and
SFT, and the flight pattern of the SFT surveillance aircraft
is adjusted not to cover the same areas as the satellite, unless an alarm is sounded from TSS.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The ocean surface is the background against which ships,
ship wakes, icebergs, and oil slicks are to be detected. The
steep incidence angle of ERS (varying between 20° and
26°) gives a strong backscatter from the sea. The radar is
also very sensitive to wind speed, such that much of the dynamic variation occur between 0 mis and 4 mis wind
speed.

level, and with a large potential for future operational use
(from a technical point of view). It should be stressed,
however, that the conclusions as to ship detection are
based on the Norwegian need to detect smaller ships (e g,
typical fishing vessels).
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The rather steep incidence angle makes the ERS SAR far
from optimal for ship detection, especially for detection of
typical fishing vessels, even at rather low wind speed. On
the other hand, larger ships (length > 120 m) are easily detected. Bases on these conclusions, operational use ofERS
SAR for fishery enforcement purposes does not seem feasible.
Similar size considerations apply to icebergs, where wind
strength and aspect angle seem important for the detection
capability.
On the other hand, the large dynamic variation that occurs
for low wind speeds, in combination with the favourably
low noise-equivalent cr0, makes the ERS SAR an excellent
instrument for oil slick detection.
Thus, oil slick detection is the only ERS application discussed here that has been developed into a pre-operational
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ABSTRACT
The full resolution precision images (PRI) off Cape
Farewell were evaluated by comparing them with near
simultaneousunderflights data which consisted of manual
observations, photographs and video recordings.
Furthermore a comparison was made between the
relative ice information in these images and with their
low resolution counterparts. The results of the evaluation
showed that, in areas which had a low backscatter from
capillary waves, many of the ice floes or icebergs not
visible in the low resolution images could be identified in
the PRI's. However, image contrast of the PRI's was
found to be very poor especially in wind infested waters.
Because of this, identification of the most important ice
parameter from a navigationalpoint of view; the position
of the ice edge, was much worse in these images than in
the low resolution images.
To distinguishbetween regions of ice from water simple
filters were developed. Filtering based on the power-tomean ratio was found to be fairly successful.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) is responsible
for the operational mapping of sea ice in the Greenland
waters for the safety of navigation. The mapping is based
on observations with specially equiped aircraft (de
Havilland Twin Otter) and a helicopter (Ecureuil AS 350
B2) based in Narssarssuaq, and on satellite data received
at the DMI ground stations in Greenland and near
Copenhagen. To an increasing extent the mapping is
based on AVHRR images from NOAA satellites in near
real time.
However, cloud cover often limits the use of AVHRR
imagery for ice mapping. This is especially true in the
Cape Farewell area which is characterised by frequent
storms and clouds. In these waters ice mapping is mainly
based on aircraft reconnaissance which are made two to

three times per week in the ice season and on request. To
minimize the need for air observations, imagery from
cloud independent systems, such as the ERS.SAR, are
being evaluated.
2. ICE CONDITIONS
From the Arctic Basin and through the Fram Straits sea
ice of several metre thickness drifts into the Greenland
sea. For greater part of the year, this multi-year ice
together with the first year ice, formed locally, reaches
the Cape Farewell area, continues around the southern
tip of Greenland and often it even drifts several hundred
kilometres up along the west coast. The width of the ice
belt is about 200-400 km in the Fram strait, reducing to
about 100-200km off Scoresby Sound (71 °N) and even
narrower from there to Cape Farewell. The average
speed of the ice drift in the East Greenland Current is 1020 km per day, fastest along the ice edge. The ice floes
in the Fram Strait are often up to 50 km across or more.
During the drift along the coast, the floes break into
smaller pieces and are mixed with first-year sea ice
formed locally, particularly at the ice edge. South of
Scoresby Sound the floe sizes seldom exceeds 5 km.
Eventually in the Cape Farewell area the floe sizes are
usually less than lOOm.However, these are mostly multiyear floes of thickness greater than 2m and are danger to
shipping.
Along the west coast of Greenland, apart from the ice
drifting around Cape Farewell from the east coast, all the
sea ice is mainly first-year ice, formed locally. In the
Baffin Bay/Davis Strait between Canada and Greenland
an ice cover builds up during the winter, reaching a
thickness of about lm. The variability of the sea ice off
west and north-west coast is far smaller than off the east
coast. Pressure ridges along the west coast are also
smaller than their eastern counterparts and, more
importantly, they are poorly consolidated first-year
features. Thus Baffin Bay is largely navigable all the
year round with large ice breakers.

Proceedings of the Second ERS Applications Workshop,London, UK, 6-8 December 1995 (ESA SP-383, February 1996)
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3. DATA SET
This consists of several underflights made along the west
coast of Greenland and in the waters off Cape Farewell
(the southern most tip of Greenland). During the flights
photographs

were

taken

every

few minutes,

video

recordings were made, and further the ice was mapped
by visual observations

and by a 360 ° mapping radar.

Underflights in the Baffin Bay were made on 26th, 27th
April and 2nd May 1994 and off Cape Farewell on the
30th May, 1st, 6th, 10th and 13thJune 1994.
ERS.SAR low resolution images have been received
from the telemetric stations in Kiruna, Tromse, West
Freugh (courtesy of The Defence Research Agency
(DRA) and Matra Marconi Space, UK), in near real
time, and via D.PAF (DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen,
Germany) from Gatineau. The full resolution PRI images
were obtained via the normal ESA channels.
Furthermore, AVHRR images from the NOAA satellites
and the ice charts produced by the ice patrol for the
above dates were also used in the comparison.

where E{I} is the expectation value and I in the pixel
intensity was tested following Skriver ( 1994) who found
that this texture parameter could be used to discriminate
between water and ice. The evaluation was carried out by
computing the PMR values from the full resolution PRI's
for a 32*32 pixels size window and comparing them with
the original image. Furthermore an image composite was
also found to be helpful which was produced by
displaying the PMR grey values on one colour board and
a similarly reduced original image on another board. The
image composites presented in this article were produced
by displaying the PMR image on the green board and the
SAR image on the red and blue boards of a high
resolution Imagraph colour screen monitor.
5. RESULTS
The areas off Cape Farewell that were investigated,
together with the flight paths (sketched between the letter
pairs A's and B's) and the ERS frames, are shown in
figure 1.

4. EVALUATION METHOD
Only a qualitative evaluation of the ERS.SAR images is
presented here. The evaluation method thus simply
consists of comparing the ERS.SAR images with the
underflight data, and with the AVHRR imagery and the
ice charts produced by the ice patrol for the above dates.
The results of the evaluation of the low resolution images
for Baffin Bay and Cape Farewell have already been
presented (Nielsen et al., 1994 and Gill et al., 1995,
respectively). The question of image avaliability, areal
coverage, frequency of coverage, have also been
addressed (Nielsen et al., 1994). The present paper,
concerns only with the evaluation of the full resolution
precision images off Cape Farewell.
To distinguish between regions of ice and water simple
filters based on amplitude and power pixel averaging,
including pixel skipping to improve the image contrast
(Thomsen et al., 1995), were developed. In particular,
filter based on the power-to-mean ratio (PMR)
PMR

=

E{I2}I E{I}2

~·Figure 1. Map of the ERS frames, with dates, that were
investigated off Cape Farewell.
Below results are presented for the 1st, 10th and 13th
June. However, the evaluation of the low resolution
images for the these dates, and others, have already been
presented (Gill et al. 1995 which also contain additional
aerial photographs).
5.1 1st. June 1994
The observational area lies about 20km off the southern
most tip off Cape Farewell (see figure 1). The low
resolution SAR image is shown in figure 2a. The
imaging time was 0:45 UTC and the time of the air
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reconnaissance

was 15.10-15 :40 UTC. The ice chart

indicated the floes to be less than lOOm. The wind was
about 5m/s from the north west along the west coast, and
a wind of similar strength, from the north east, along the
east coast. The air temperature was about 0 °C.

resolution SAR image is shown in figure 3a. The
imaging time was 14:09 UTC and the time of the air
reconnaissance was 16.50-17:15 UTC. The synop data
indicated that there was a light wind of about 5m/s wind
from the south west and the air temperature was about 2
- 5 °C.

Sample of the aerial photographs are produced in figures
2b and 2c and the corresponding

PRI images of the ice

regions in the field of view of the camera are shown in
figures 2d and 2e respectively. The photograph in figure
2b, taken from position A at an altitude of 1400 feet,
indicates

ice concentration

foreground,

of 7/10

- 9/10

in the

further photographs indicates that the area

marked p 1, to the left of A also consists of ice but with
slightly smaller concentration

(about 7/10), while this

part of the low resolution image is relatively all white.
After careful examination

the PRI image of this part

(figure 2d) does indicate some presence of ice but apart
from the grey regions of the image it is not certain
whether

the rest of the white regions are all ice or

capillary waves infested waters. The photograph in figure
2c (altitude 2000ft.), taken at position B, indicates, on
the otherhand, practically no ice, all the way to the coast,
which is split by a stratified layer of cloud. Furthermore,
the area to the left of this photograph, marked p2 on the
image, is also all open water. It is difficult to conclude
from the low resolution image and the PRI image (figure
2e), of this region, whether the grey values (almost white

Figure 3b shows the aerial photograph at position A
(altitude 7000 ft.), along the flight path. Comparing this
photograph with the low resolution image, it is clear that
the ice edge can be easily stated. Other aerial
photographs indicates that the region marked pl on the
image is mainly water. However, the grey values in this
area appear almost white and are nearly indistinguishable
from the ice region to the north. Figure 3c is part of the
PRI for this region. As can be seen from the figure the
ice edge is less distinct than the low resolution image.
This is due to the fact that the PRI is only a 3-look
product (thus the low contrast) while the low resolution
image is 96-look (it is produced by averaging 2*2 pixels
of the 24-look image and therefore the number of looks
are in fact < 96). The contrast of the ice edge in the PRI
also improves significantly, after averaging 2*2 (or
more) pixels. This is in fact a one great advantage of the
PRI product, namely, because of the large number of
pixels avaliable, it provides an opportunity to experiment
with different number of pixel averaging (including
skipping) and with filters.

appearance) are due to a high concentration of ice or are
due to capillary waves.
Figure 2f shows the PMR filter image composite (not
geocoded).

For display reasons this image has been

magnified by 4. This image clearly shows 2 distinct
regions. Comparing the photographs with this filter it
can be generally concluded,
movement

after allowing for the ice

between the time of satellite pass and the

aerial observations,

that the magenta parts (low PMR

values) are the water regions and the green parts are ice
and surprisingly,

Figure 3d, shows the part of the PRI (after 2*2 pixel
averaging) of the circular region seen in the low
resolution image. Comparing the aerial photograph with
this image many of the icebergs seen in the photograph
can be identified. However, this was not always the case,
on the contrary many of the icebergs seen in other
photographs (Gill et. al., 1995) could not be identified in
the images.

the brightest

5.3 13th June 1994

green parts are nilas

covered waters with some small floes (highest PMR
values). Thus, filter image appears to be helpful in the
interpretation of the SAR image.
5.2 10th June 1994

The observational area lies about 20km off the south west
coast off Cape Farewell (indicated in figure 1). The low

The observational area lies off the southern most tip off
Cape Farewell. The low resolution SAR image is shown
in figure 4a. The imaging time was 14:04 UTC and the
time of the air reconnaissance was 13.10-13:50 UTC.
The synop data indicated that, at the time of the satellite
pass, there was a light wind of about 5m/s wind from the
south west and the air temperature was between 6 - 10

oc.
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Figures 4b shows an aerial photograph taken from A

illustrated for the 1st and the 13th June data. For these

along the flight path from an altitude of 7000 ft. In figure

dates the PMR values from the water areas were found

4b the ice edge and the 2 ice belts behind it, seen in the

to be lower than those from the ice regions. However,

middle of the photograph,

are

this was not always case; for the 10th June (not included

clearly visible on the low resolution image as dark bands

because of lack of space) the opposite was found to be

and are marked with p 1.

true. This in fact should not be surprising as PMR is

stretching horizontally,

heteromogeneity and the pack ice
in fig. 3a "appears" more homogeneous than the water
regions. The most important result for the 10th June was
that the PMR values from the water region pl (fig. 3a)
were different from the ice regions to the north, which is
not suggested by the low resolution and the PRI images,
figures 3a and 3c, respectively. PMR values were useful
in distinguishing between regions of water, ice and
regions that were essentially nilas covered with perhaps
low concentration ( -1/10) of small ( < 50m) ice floes
(highest PMR values). Clearly, further tuning of this
filter in different wind and ice conditions is required.
essentially a measure of

Figure 4c is part of the PRI of the three ice belts seen in
figures 4a and 4b. Clearly, because of the low contrast,
the ice belts are almost lost in the background sea clutter.
On the otherhand, the ice belts can be clearly identified
after averaging the PRI with the window size of 2*2. The
contrast improves as the window size is increased.
Figure 4d shows the PMR filter image. In this figure the
water regions, again appears magenta and the ice regions
green and the very bright green areas are essentially nilas
covered waters. Furthermore, what is most interesting in
this filter image is that it clearly show the continuation,
south westwards, of the ice belt nearest to the camera in
figure 4b. This is confirmed by aerial photographs (Gill
et. al., 1995). On the otherhand,

in the low resolution

image, this part of the ice belt (marked with p2), is
essentially lost in the background clutter.
6. DISCUSSION

AND CONCLUSIONS

A number of full resolution PRI ERS.SAR images off
Cape Farewell, from 30th May - 13th June 1994, were
evaluated by comparing them with the air reconnaissance
data. The main conclusions that can be drawn are that the
PRI are helpful in resolving many of the ice features

Finally to answer the most important question, namely
are the ERS.SAR images used at the DMI on a
operational basis? The answer is no! This is simply
because the ERS data do not meet the basic operational
requirements, in terms of areal and frequency of
coverage, to monitor the ice conditions in the Greenland
waters. The ice informations in these waters are required
at least 2-3 times per week. Nevertheless, the images are
still very useful when combined with and as a support to
the interpretation from other (primary) source of data and
for the acquirement of the necessary SAR image
interpretation skills which will be useful for the
forthcoming missions.

such as ice floes and icebergs in nilas covered waters or
in low wind conditions. However, because of the low
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Fig. 2a. ERS.SAR low resolution image from 1st June 0:45 UTC.

Fig. 2f. Filter based on the PMR (not geocoded) for 1st June. Water appears magenta and ice green and very bright green
is nilas covered waters.
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Fig. 2b Photograph taken at 15.28 UTC from position

Fig. 2c Photograph taken at 15.35 UTC from position

A marked in fig. 2a.

B marked in fig. 2a.

Fig. 2d. Part of the PRI image of the ice seen from

Fig. 2e. Part of the PRI image of the ice seen from

position A in fig. 2a.

position B in fig. 2a.
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Fig. 3a Low resolution SAR image from 14.09 UTC,

Fig. 3b Photograph taken at 17.00 UTC from position

10th June.

A.

Fig. 3c. Part of the PRI image of the ice seen from

Fig.

position A in fig. 3a.

averaging) of the circular ice feature seen in fig. 3a.

3d. Part of the PRI image (after 2*2 pixel
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Fig. 4a Low resolution SAR image from 14.04 UTC,

Fig. 4b Photograph taken at 13.21 UTC from position

13th June.

A.

Fig. 4c. Full resolution PRI image of the 3 ice belts

Fig. 4d. Filter image based on the PMR (not geoceded)

seen from position A in fig. 4a.

for 13th June .
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ABSTRACT
Finnish foreign trade is strongly dependent on an efficient
merchant fleet, since 85 % of the foreign trade is transported
by sea. 25 % of the transport is done during the time of
traffic restrictions due to ice in the Baltic Sea. The sea trade
is expected to rise 30-40 % during the coming 10 years.
During the winter about 4000 vessels visit Finnish harbours,
and the total cost of the transport in ice infested waters is
about US$ 200 million.

The Ice Service, which belongs to the Finnish Institute of
marine Research, collects information on the ice situation,
analyses it and produces forecasts. Ice charts are made daily.
Including all the ice areas, ice information is usually given
from the end of November until the end of May. The Ice
Service operates in close cooperation with the Traffic Bureau
of the Finnish Board ofNavigation.

The Finnish Board of Navigation maintains a fleet of eight
icebreakers in order to keep harbours open through the
winter. 23 harbours are kept open throughout the year. The
total cost for the icebreaker service is US$ 30 million, 35 %
of which depends upon the severity of the winter.
Since the launch of ERS-1 in 1991, SAR FD-images have
been received in Finland, processed and transmitted onwards
to the icebreakers and the Ice Service. The paper describes
the system that has been built up, the experiences that have
been gathered during these winters, and the requirements for
an operational system to be established.

INTRODUCTION
The northernmost part of the Baltic Sea is covered by ice for
more than 6 months during normal winters and the
maximum icecover extent, which on the average occurs in
the beginning of March, exceeds 400 000 square kilometers.
Finland has no icefree harbours while 85 % of foreign trade
is done by sea transport. 25 % of this occurs during the
period with traffic constraints due to ice. During the ice
season approximately 4000 ships visit Finnish harbours, and
with an average of four days in ice infested areas, the total
cost of this traffic amounts to 200 million US$ per year.
Additional costs to harbour operations and industry are
incurred by delays in the sea traffic.
The Finnish Board of Navigation maintains a fleet of 8
icebreakers by means of which it keeps open 23 harbours
throughout the year. The cost of the icebreakers is about 30
million US$ (1994) per year, 35 % of which depends on the
severity of the winter.

Figure 1. Coverage over the Baltic Sea with ERS and with
RADARSAT/ENVISAT.
The collection of ice information utilizes several sources:
NOAA satellite images, reports from icebreakers and from
ice observation stations along the cost, most of them close to
the winter harbours, and also ice reconnaissance aircraft are
used, although to a much lesser extent than before the
extensive use of satellite images. NOAA images have been
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TSS : Tromso Satellite Station
FMI : Finnish Meteorological Institute
FBN : Finnish Board of Navigation
IS
: Ice Service
NMT : Nordic Mobile Telephone
BOON: Broadband Data Dissemination
Network

ERS

~BOON/

FUCINO

TSS

Figure 2. Image handling system supplying ERS-1 SAR images to the icebreakers and the Ice Service.

used for almost 30 years, and real-time images since 1981.
Since the launch of ERS-1 in 1991, the Ice Service has
received ERS-1 SAR images on an experimental basis.
The total yearly budget of the Ice Service is approximately
600 000 US$. Collection of ice information represents about
25 % of the total costs.

EXPERIMENTS 1992-95
During the last four winters ERS-1 SAR images have been
used for monitoring the ice conditions in the Baltic Sea.
These images have been supplied free of charge by ESA as
part of an AO-project (Announcement of Opportunity) and a
pilot project. During the last two winters, the Tromso
Satellite Station in Norway has provided the ESA images
free of charge.
Figure 1. shows the coverage of an ERS-1 swath over the
Baltic Sea. Figure 2. shows the system used for image
acquisition, processing and distribution. Because of the
continuous development work throughout the period, the
system has undergone major changes since 1992. During the
first two winters, the BDDN (Broadband Data Dissemination
Network) developed by ESA was used for reception of SAR
FD-images with full resolution (30 m). During the last two
winters, however, only 100 m resolution images from the
Tromso Satellite Station have been used. During 1992 a

telephone link was used for image distribution from VTT to
the Finnish Board of Navigation and to the Ice Service. This
was later replaced by a data network, and during 1994 and
1995 the Ice Service has received the images on the Internet.
Distribution of images to the icebreakers is done on the
icebreakers' real-time information exchange system IRIS.
The processing of the images is based on automatic
rectification of the images by using the given image comer
coordinates. During the early phases both the ESA and the
TSS processors contained errors affecting the image
geolocation. These errors introduced positioning errors of up
to several kilometers, but they have later on been corrected.
During the first three winters all the image processing was
done at VTT, and the image products were then distributed
to the icebreakers and the Ice Service. At the end of 1994,
however, the whole image reception and processing system
was moved to the Ice Service, where it was operated as part
of the operational routines in 1995.
More details on the technical aspects of the experiments can
be found in the references.

CONCLUSION
SAR images have been found to be very useful for
monitoring of the ice conditions. Compared with NOAA
images, the most important property, in addition to the
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higher spatial resolution, is the ability to aquire images
during periods of rapidly changing weather conditions, when
also the ice conditions undergo rapid changes and optical
images are of no use because of the cloud cover.
The narrowband transmission channel to the icebreakers
limits the amount of imagery, and the resolution, that can be
sent to the icebreakers. One possibility would be to follow
the icebreaker reports on the IRIS system in order to track
the icebreaker movements and optimize the location and
resolution of the transmitted images. This was not done
during the projects because there was no real-time access to
the IRIS data for the project team.
ERS-1 is not an operational satellite and the provision of
images did not satisfy operational requirements. The narrow
swath width of ERS-1 (see figure 1) was not a very serious
constraint for the icebreaker use of the images, except that it
had an impact on the repeat cycle for a given area. For the
Ice Service, however, regular coverage of the whole area is
of crucial importance. This problem will be alleviated with
the RADARSAT and ENVISAT SARs.
Spatial resolution of 100 m is sufficient for ice charting, but
icebreakers could benefit from even higher resolution. This
would require optimized selection of the area to be covered.
With 100 m resolution, images can be distributed on the
Internet, even for the large swath widths of RADARSAT
and ENVISAT. Combined with fast processing of the SAR
raw data, this allows the images to arrive at the user within
2-3 hours after the satellite overpass. The processing
constraints in terms of maximum number of consecutive
images from a single pass are unacceptable from an
operational point of view, and were indeed removed when
data were obtained from TSS. The BDDN system, which was
designed for near real-time users, seems to have been
overtaken by the Internet as a distribution channel for SAR
images for operational purposes. This is both a result of the
rapid development of the Internet, and also the acceptance of
100 m resolution as sufficient for ice monitoring. The timing
of ERS-1, with its descending pass at noon, local time, in
Finland, is also unsuitable for the Ice Service, since the ice
charts are prepared in the morning, and the SAR images do
not arrive until 2-3 pm. RADARSAT will be an
improvement also in this respect.
A particularly intriguing question is the effect of image price
on the utilization. All the SAR images used for ice
monitoring in Finland have been provided free of charge, so
this point is still quite unclear. It can be argued that no
operational entity is yet willing to pay for the data because
the current satellites do not yet provide an operational
service, and that the current price per image is unreasonably
high considering the large amounts of data needed by
operational ice monitoring, and the low utilization of a
single image. Willingness to pay for the data must, however,
be based on either an improved product that justifies the
price, or corresponding savings elsewhere. The former

possibility is somewhat limited since ships entering ice
infested waters pay a fixed price depending only on the ice
classification of the ship, and not according to time spent in
the ice. Savings resulting from improved ice monitoring and
forecasting will therefore not cause any direct increase in
income for marine traffic authorities. The possibility of
achieving reduced expenses elsewhere depends strongly on
the type of expenses. It is typically difficult to achieve
savings where labour costs are high, while reductions in
services bought from outside the organization are much
easier to achieve. Reconnaissance flights are an example of
the latter.
Automatic ice chart generation is currently a heavily
researched topic. Ultimately success in this area would
replace the people currently making ice charts with a
computer. Evaluation of new algorithms is naturally done by
people with long experience in making ice charts. It seems
plausible to assume a certain conservatism regarding
accepting a totally automatic approach. A reasonable
prediction seems to be ice charts that are still produced
manually, but with advanced graphic utilities and ice
classification algorithms as an aid in the process.
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THE ABSTRACT
An automated sea ice classification algorithm
has been developed and tested in the Finnish
Institute of Marine Research. The algorithm
derives from ERS-1 SAR an ice chart with four
categories: open water, smooth ice, deformed ice
and highly deformed ice. The algorithm has
been tested in the seasonal ice zone in the Baltic
Sea with promising results.
Keywords: Baltic Sea, sea ice, ERS-1, SAR,
classification

1. THE OPERATIONAL ICE CHARTING IN
FINLAND

The Baltic Sea belongs to the seasonal ice zone.
The ice conditions in the Baltic Sea have a large
variation. The maximum annual ice extent
ranges from 12 % to 100 % being on average
about 50 % (Ref. 1). The ice season starts in
November in the northern Bothnian Bay and
reaches its annual ice extent maximum in the
beginning of March. At this point the Bothnian
Bay, The Gulf of Finland and the northern part
of the Baltic Sea Proper have usually freezed
(see Fig. 1). After that the ice covered area
gradually begins to decrease and in April there
appears ice in most winters only in the Bothnian
Bay. Hence in a normal winter all Finnish
harbors are surrounded by ice and some harbors
need an icebreaker to assist the winter shipping
for even as long as five months.
The Baltic Sea ice conditions are monitored and
reported by the Finnish Ice Service which is a
part of the Finnish Institute of Marine Research
(FIMR). The most important product of the Ice
Service is a daily ice chart. which describes the
ice situation in the whole Baltic Sea.

FIMR has participated in the ERS-1 SAR
Application Oriented Pilot projects of ESA. The
current AO project is called Operational Sea Ice
Charting (OSIC). The main aim of this project
have been to construct a classifier which could
separate open water from ice and produce an ice
map according to the deformation of the ice
field. The navigational considerations have been
of primary interest when this classifier have
been designed. Radiometrically uncalibrated,
geometrically rectified Fast Delivery Low
Resolution ERS-1 SAR images with a resolution
of 100 m by 100 m have been used as source
data. The land is masked away from the image.
In this paper the classifier is described and its
performance is evaluated.

2. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

The goal of the classification algorithm is to
produce an ice map with the following four
qualitative categories: open water, new ice or
smooth ice, deformed or rafted ice, and strongly
deformed ice. The distinction between the third
and fourth classes is somewhat vague because
the quantitative description of the ice field
deformation is so incomplete. This distinction
would be difficult to make even if validation
data would be available. The interpretation for
the category of the highly deformed ice field is
that this category consists of those areas where
the shipping is most troublesome.
The first version of this algorithm without the
open water class is described in some length in
Ref. 2. The algorithm is based mainly on three
hypothesis. In the following the problems
associated to each hypotheses are also indicated.
a) There appear three different ice deformation
classes in the image area.
Problem: The number of classes varies. It may
happen that e.g. only thin ice occurs in addition
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to open water. However, the classifier is unable
to determine the correct number of ice classes.
b) There exists a clear dependency between the
degree of the ice deformation and the local
intensity value fluctuation.
Problem: The magnitude of the local fluctuation
in the image does not depend uniquely on the
degree of ice deformation, e.g. a move from one
ice type category to another may cause a big
jump in the intensity level. However, the
magnitude of the local fluctuation and the
degree of ice deformation correlates strongly.
c) The blockwise mean autocorrelation separates
open water and ice.
Problem: In the used classification approach the

size of this pixel block is 8 by 8 pixels and hence
it is insufficient to reliably discriminate between
these classes.
First, it should be remarked that the feature c) is
not speculated but it has been empirically
verified by the author using many images. It is
discussed more in Ref. 3. What comes to the
hypotheses b) the wavelet coefficient is chosen
to represent the local irregularity and fluctuation
in two dimensions.
Utilizing the hypothesis the following classifier
is constructed.
Phase 1:
Mallat's decomposition (Ref. 4) is applied to the
SAR image three consecutive times. The detail
images in each scale are added together. Then
these three scale dependent sum detail images
are added together. As a result we get a sum
detail image which describes the local variation
in three different scales. The value of the pixel
in the final sum detail image is a wavelet
coefficient which indicates the local roughness
of the original image in the corresponding 8 by
8 pixels block.
Phase 2:
The final sum detail image is classified by the
magnitude of the wavelet coefficient. To this end
it is assumed that the wavelet coefficients of
each class are generated according to a different
normal distribution.
Hence the
whole
distribution of the sum detail image can be
modeled as a mixture density with three
components. The nine parameters of the mixture
density are estimated using the likelihood
principle and SEM algorithm (Ref. 5).
Phase 3:
The blockwisc (8 by 8 pixels) mean
autocorrelation is calculated. If this mean
correlation is less than the selected threshold

value 0.2 and the pixel block belongs to the
smooth ice category according to the
classification, the pixel block is interpreted to
represent open water. In all other cases the pixel
block represents ice.
The result of this three stages classification
algorithm is the desired ice chart with the four
qualitative categories.

3. PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM

Scatterometer measurements have given support
for some assumptions concerning the presented
algorithm
(Makynen,
1995,
private
communication). According to those results the
wavelet coefficient is small for both open water
and smooth ice as it is assumed in the
classification
algorithm.
However,
the
correlation coefficient has not been observed to
be essentially smaller for open water than for ice
which is an essential assumption in the phase 3
of the algorithm. This can be due to the onedimensional character of the scatterometcr data.
The performance of the algorithm will be
illustrated by two examples. The image 1 (Fig.
2) tests in the first place the ability of the
algorithm to detect large open water areas. As
can be seen from the classification result the
large open water area is correctly identified. The
small new ice area is wrongly classified to
represent either deformed ice or open water.
The strong backscatter from the new ice area is
probably due to the relatively high salinity. It is
known, however, that no open water situated in
the new ice area although the human interpreter
could perhaps assume it to be so also. The
classification of the old ice field corresponds
coarsely with the visual interpretation.
The image 2 (Fig. 3) consists of ice fields and
small land areas. The recently frozen lead can be
easily detected in the classification result. Also
the difference between smooth and deformed ice
Part of the smooth ice is
is discernible.
classified as open water. This is an error which
occurs regularly with the algorithm but
misclassified open water areas are seldom
larger than just a few pixels.
Usually the classification results are in harmony
with the outlined goals. Low ice concentration
areas and narrow leads are, however,
problematic for the classification algorithm.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

A sea ice classification algorithm with four
classes for the seasonal ice zone has been
presented. The classes are defined with paying a
special attention to the winter navigation
problems. An intensity based classification is
deliberately avoided
(compare Ref. 6). Two
feature images, a correlation image and a
wavelet based roughness image,
are derived
from an ERS-1 SAR image. The classification
algorithm utilizes these images from which
follows that the resulting ice map has a
resolution of 800 m by 800 m. The behavior of
the algorithm has turned out to relatively stable
in temperatures below 0° C. Although an exact
geophysical interpretation for the ice classes is
impossible to give, the algorithm separates the
smooth ice from the deformed ice relatively
reliably as well as the ice covered area from
open water. Also the classes in the resulting ice
map have usually a correct order according to
the degree of ice deformation, The algorithm has
been tested in the Baltic Sea using the SAR
images from the winter periods 1993-94 and
1994-95.
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Fig. 1 The maximum extent of ice cover in an
average winter.
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Fig. 3a
ERS-1 SAR image 12. 02. 1994.
Processed by Tromso satellite station, © ESA.

Fig. 2a
ERS-1 SAR image 23. 03. 1994.
Processed by Tromso satellite station, © ESA.

Fig. 3b The classification result for the image
3a. Black indicates open water. Otherwise, the
brighter the pixel the more deformed ice it
represents.

Fig. 2b The classification result for the image
2a. Black indicates open water. Otherwise, the
brighter the pixel the more deformed ice it
represents.
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ABSTRACT
Sea ice can be distinguished from open water
using the AMI-Wind. Because of its resolution, the
AMI-Wind cannot compete with the SAR which is
much more suited for ship navigation in sea ice
covered areas. There is no doubt that in the
vicinity of a receiving station and taking into
account the financial costs of a systematic survey
of the ship route, SAR is a well suited sensor for
this purpose as it has been demonstrated in the
Arctic. The situation is rather different in the
Antarctic where permanent receiving stations do
not exits. At the same resolution as that of the
AMI-Wind, passive microwave radiometers
(SSM/I) do provide valuable information about sea
ice extent in the Antarctic, although some
difficulties still remain in the discrimination of sea
ice types and in the estimation of their respective
concentration. Because of its stable signature, its
continuous operation (when SAR is not switched
on), and the systematic data processing by
CERSAT, the scatterometer can provide valuable
inputs to the monitoring of sea ice on a regional
scale. To illustrate this potential, a video film was
elaborated ; it shows the weekly evolution of ice
backscatter and ice extent over the whole Antarctic
ocean from 1992 until 1995.
l. INTRODUCTION
Passive microwave radiometers as the SSMR and
the SMM/I have been used since two decades to
monitor sea ice over both polar caps (Zwally et al.
1983, Gloersen et al., 1992). The ground
resolution of the SSM/I and that of the AMI-Wind
are very similar (50 x 50 km), although the swath
of SSM/I is 3 times wider than that of the AMIWind, there is no doubt on the valuable inputs of
SMMR and now of the SSM/I data in monitoring
sea ice for scientific and operational purposes.
The ability of the AMI-Wind to detect sea ice has
already been proven ; it is out of the scope of the
present paper to present the detail of sea ice
discrimination using the C-band scatterometer of
ERS-1. The reader may refer, for example, to
Cavanie and Gohin (1992 and 1995), Cavanie et
al. (1994), Gohin and Cavanie (1994), for detailed

description of the method and validation of the
geophysical results. Some of these validations
were performed by comparisons with analysis of
concomitant passive microwave data from the
ATSR/M on board ERS-1 (Ezraty et al. 1994) and
the SSM/I ( Gohin, 1995a).
Of course, because of its resolution and its all
weather imaging capability, SAR is now the
favored tool for precise ship routing in sea ice
areas. Taking into account the costs of systematic
SAR data processing, most of these operational
applications are performed in the Arctic Ocean not
only because of the economic importance of this
area but because permanent receiving stations exist
at high latitudes in the Northern hemisphere. The
situation is somehow different in the Antarctic
where only temporary SAR receiving stations have
been installed for scientific expeditions.
This presentation intends to show that because
AMI-Wind data is routinely available, it can be
used operationally either alone or as a complement
to passive microwave data to ease identification
and monitoring of sea ice extent, ice types and ice
drift on a regional scale. These capabilities are
illustrated by a video film presenting the weekly
evolution of the backscatter of the AMI-Wind over
the Antarctic Ocean from May 1992 until April
1995.
2. THE REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATIONAL
USE OF THE AMI-WIND OVER SEA ICE
2.1 Scientific background
The behavior of the AMI-Wind backscatter as a
function of the incidence is presented in figure 1
which is extracted from Gohin, 1995a. The curve
representing the "over sea water" backscatter is an
average value which includes the wind vector
effect ; its detailed analysis is the basis of the wind
vector retrieval algorithm (Cf. for example Quilfen
and Cavanie, 1991). Over sea ice, the behavior of
the backscatter is essentially related to the ice
type, including marginal ice ( mixture of small
broken floes and water), smooth first-year ice of
the consolidated pack or multi-year ice. For
instance, the NRCS at high incidence angle attains
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its highest values for the marginal ice which is
broken and rafted. As high values of o" are also
reached for multi-year ice, another characteristic
of the backscatter
is needed for pertinent
discrimination. For that purpose, the derivative of
the backscatter as a function of the incidence angle
at low incidence
angle has proven to be
representative as it is related to the open water
concentration.
However, an accurate sea ice
concentration cannot be estimated because of cr

0

sensitivity to wind conditions. The absolute value
of the derivative is high over open water and
marginal ice while the contrary is observed over
the old ice.
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In order to present these operational products, a
color video animation over the Southern Ocean has
been produced, from 1992 until 1995. Each image
corresponds to a one week time period. Since the
backscatter signature of sea ice is not influenced
by atmospheric perturbations (which is not the
case for SSM/I, especially in the Southern Ocean),
typical patterns can be accurately followed as a
function of time providing new insights into the
dynamics of sea ice, either at global or at regional
scale. Typical phenomena like the Weddell sea ice
gyre or the opening and closing of the Ross sea
polynya can be observed.
2.3. Data availability
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parameters, namely : cr 50 and (dcr /d8),. , three
others parameters are also mapped : The sea ice
mask deduced from the maximum likelihood
distance of the wind vector algorithm, and cr at 24
and 40° incidence angle. A full description of
these products can be found in Gohin, l 995b.
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Figure 1. Schematic behavior of cr as a function
of incidence angle (from Gobin, 1995)
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In practice, over the Antarctic ocean, the key
parameters used jointly to discriminate the various
target types are the backscatter coefficient at 50°
incidence angle (cr 50) and the derivative of the
backscatter coefficient as a function of incidence
angle at 28° incidence angle, (dcr /d8),•.
0

0

2.2 Sea Ice products
Given the experience gained at IFREMER on sea
ice monitoring using the AMI-Wind and the
operational capability of CERSAT, a systematic
processing of the backscatter data over both polar
oceans has been performed for the existing data
set. This effort will continue for the forthcoming
data.
The data products are mapped on the National
Snow and Ice Data Center grid in order to ease the
joint use of SSM/I data. Aside the two main

Operational use doesn't mean necessarily real time
access to the data. Although cr°scatterometer data
are distributed on the GTS to dedicated
meteorological agencies for wind application
purposes, a privileged user, having ESA
agreement, may access scatterometer data 24 hours
after measurement through the Fast Delivery
Product data files received at CERSAT. For
applications which do not require real time data
access, CERSAT produces off-line reprocessed
wind (Quilfen, 1995) for which special attention is
given to the sea ice extent. This data is now
distributed on CD-ROMs by IFREMER/CERSAT.
Presently, routine processing of sea ice products
are also performed on a weekly basis ; it is also
planned to distribute these products in the near
future.
Since almost 25 % of the total scatterometer data
set is located over the two polar oceans, there is a
high probability that any high latitude location, say
above 60°, be sampled by the scatterometer swath
at least once every three days. There are however,
two limitations. The first one is that the AMIWind cannot be operated when the SAR is
switched on ; this occurs quite often over the North
polar cap, specially in Canadian areas. The second
is related to the orbit inclination of ERS-1 and the
geometric configuration of the scatterometer (the
nearest available incidence angle is located at 250
km on the right of the ground track, and the swath
is 500 km wide.). It follows that for the North
polar ocean, latitudes up to 88°N can be analyzed,
while in the South polar ocean, some areas as the
innermost part of the Ross sea, cannot be sampled
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at low incidence angles, and thus (dcr /d8)2• cannot
be estimated there.
0

3. CONCLUSIONS and PERSPECTIVES
Because the AMI-Wind offers a spatial resolution
quite similar to that of the SSM/I, its possible
contribution to sea ice monitoring must be judged
in comparison with this instrument. For Europeans
interested in applications, the SSM/I data has
become available in 1995, trough the World Wide
Web, with a few hours of delay, while AMI-Wind
data is put on line within a few hours through the
Global Transmission System of the World
Meteorological Organization. This may appear
presently of little importance to end users, since
SSM/I data is introduced in the ice charts produced
in the USA and internationally broadcast, but is
certainly important for meteorological services
already using such data for several different
purposes. The question of convenient and rapid
access to the data will gain importance with
METOP,
whose
two-swath,
operational
scatterometer will offer practically as good
geographical coverage of sea ice regions as the
SSM/I, with higher resolution (25 km). Before
METOP, scheduled for 2002, NSCAT which is
planned to be launched in 1996, on ADEOS, will
provide other backscatter parameters (Ku-band,
VV and HH polarization) with a double swath and
25 km resolution which will permit further
research concerning sea ice monitoring.
Because sea ice is a complex medium, evolving
with age and regional conditions, we do not claim
that scatterometers are "stand alone, do it all"
sensors, but we are convinced that the AMI-Wind
provides valuable information on ice types, ice
extent and ice motion at ocean basin scale.
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ABSTRACT
Monitoring the changes of the ice cover and the
movement of the ice in the Antarctic region
continuously, is quit difficult in this remote
area. ERS SAR Interferometry provides a tool
to perform this task. For the region around
Hemmen Ice Rise it is demonstrated, that
topography , tidal variations and horizontal
displacements can be estimated.
INTRODUCTION
The Institute of Navigation (INS) is involved in
the development of interferometric SAR
(INSAR) since 1989 and has shown in the
Bonn experiment in cooperation with POLIMI/
Mailand and ESRIN/Frascati the potential of
INSAR and differential INSAR (D-INSAR).
In the interdisciplinary working group OEA
(ocean - ice - atmosphere), funded by the German Ministry of Research and Technology the
INS applied the methods to the Antarctica. With
respect to this co-operation special test areas
were chosen on the Ronne Ice Shelf.
TEST FIELD ON THE SHELF ICE
This area was chosen due to the fact that some
other experiments were carried out during the
Antarctic summer 1992 while the ERS 1 Ice
Phase. During the Ice Phase every three days a
SAR image could be acquired from the same
place.
In cooperation with the IFAG/Frankfurt Corner
Reflectors were deployed and surveyed with
GPS. The main question was, whether the
interferometric method would work on ice and
snow. Applying the developed algorithm,
which were already tested in the Bonn area, we
found clear fringes for some pairs and no
fringes for other combinations. There was also
a clear degradation for the fringes with larger
time difference between acquisition dates.
Correlating the INSAR results with the daily

weather reports (recorded by the IFAG
scientist) it could be seen, that a snow storm
has changed the surface such, that no
interferometric calculation could be performed the coherence between the images was very
low.
Further analysis of this data revealed some
more problems. In this wide and almost
featureless shelf ice area we had no fixed
reference points, thus the flow of the shelf ice
could not be estimated. The shelf ice movement
was eliminated by the coregistration of the SAR
images. Thus the interferogramme only allowed
for determining the topography of the shelf ice,
which was very flat. Searching through the
available data for a better test area we found the
region around Hemmen Ice Rise (HIR) beside
Berkner Island (BI).
COARSE DISPLACEMENT ESTIMATION
The topography of HIR, an elongated hump,
allowed for the assumption that there is almost
no movement on the top. Also the glacier on BI
will show a much lesser movement than the
shelf ice. Thus HIR and BI could provide
reference points for the coregistration of the
two SAR images. With respect to these fixed
points the displacement of the pixels on the
shelf ice from the first to the second acquisition
can be estimated in slant range and azimuth
direction. Using phase correlation techniques
the adjustment of small areas can be done with
1/10 to 1120 of one pixel. Performing this
coregistration across the complete scene the
relative displacement vectors result from the
combination of azimuth displacement, slant
range displacement and a correction value for
the tidal height variation of the shelf ice
between the two images acquisition times. The
tidal correction is done by a constant value for
the shelf ice area, assuming a almost parallel
uplift/subside of the ice sheet. The shearing
zones around HIR and along BI will produce
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Figure 1: Pixel displacement from coregistration with grounding line ( - represents 6 meter
within 3 days)
an error
changes.

caused by the variable tidal height

With a pixel size of 4x20 m the accuracy of
estimating the displacement is about 40 cm in
azimuth direction and 1 m in slant range (Figure
1). With respect to a fixed reference point this
estimated displacement vector is an absolute
value, allowing to calculate the velocity field of
the area with help of the time difference
between the two SAR acquisitions. This can be
improved by taking the mean value for small
areas or applying a two dimensional filter
function. Further improvement results from the
usable time interval between the acquisition
dates - longer intervals reduce the velocity
error. But this is quite critical in the Antarctic
region due to a weather changeable ice and
snow surface.

- topography variation
* horizontal movement
* vertical movement.
The main task results in separating the different
effects in order to estimate
- the digital elevation model
- the tidal variation
- the hor. velocity field of the surface

This method gives a coarse information for
absolute displacements provided that there are
fixed reference points. It is also helpful that
only two SAR images are necessary and it still
works in areas where no features are available
and optical methods fail.
Further interferometric processing revealed an
interesting result: a fringe pattern (Figure 2)
produced by different effects
- topography

Figure 2: Example of an interferogramrne (17th
Jan. 1992 and 20th Jan. 1992)
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TOPOGRAPHY
The estimation of the topography will only produce correct values when no surface changes
occur or an accurate knowledge of the variation
is available to calibrate for these effects. Using
differential INSAR constant movement terms of
the ice surface can be eliminated. The remaining
fringes mainly show the tidal variation on the
shelf ice and the topography on HIR and BI.
The estimated DEM (Figure 3) showed a good
correspondence with the height values given in
a map. Nevertheless further analysis will be
necessary to reduce the influence of error
producing effects.

Figure 3: Topography of Hemmen Ice Rise and
Berkner Island
TIDAL VARIATION
The differential fringe images show high
frequent fringe pattern around HIR and along
BI. The outcome of the analysis and discussion
with experts (Ch. Doake, British Antarctic
Survey) was that tidal height movement caused
a bending of the ice sheet along the waterfront.
Counting the fringes we were able to estimate
the height differences between the two interferogrammes. The tidal values given by Ch.
Doake result in a difference of about 85 cm.
The fringe count is 32 at the southern top of
HIR. This corresponds to 96 cm. This is quite
good an agreement, because the uncertainty of
the tidal model is about 10 cm. Counting the
fringes from HIR to BI we have only a
difference of one fringe, probably caused by a
height difference and some uncertainties in the
fringe pattern in the shearing zones.

GROUNDING LINES
This high frequent fringes are also an indicator
for the grounding lines. The grounding lines
give the position where the glacier is moving
from the dry land in the sea. Taking the
transition from high frequent to lower frequent
fringes in the shearing zones, we can define the
grounding line in this area. This line is plotted
in figure 1 and shows that from an intensity
image it will be quite difficult to extract this line
without good experience.
PRECISE MOVEMENT ESTIMATION
We know that the precision in estimating the
slant range changes is the order of or less than
one centimeter but the precision of azimuth
changes is only in the order of 0.5 m. Therefore, when the azimuth changes are used to
describe the surface movement, the precision is
poor and a detailed movement can not be
detected. Anyhow it is possible to describe the
detailed surface movement by using only the
slant range changes, if another interferogramme
of the same area at the same observation times
but with different orbit directions is available.
The ascending orbits of ERS-1 over the
Antarctic have a crossing angle of about 48°
with the descending orbits. And the observation
from the ascending orbits was made about 3
hours earlier, although the time interval for two
successive observations is the same for both the
ascending and the descending orbits. Generally, very small slant range changes result from
.3hour time shift if the climate in the 3 hours
remains stable.
Under this condition, we have analysed the
relative motion of a shelf ice rift and the relative
motion of the shelf ice between HIR and BI by
using the ERS-1 SAR images collected on 26
and 29 Jan, 1992 from the descending orbit
5301 and the ascending orbit 5499. figure 4a
and figure 4b are the interferogrammes around
a glacier shift near HIR obtained from the
descending and the ascending orbits.
respectively, where the interferogramme in
figure 4b is rotated clockwise 48° Because the
area in figure 4 is very flat, the phases of the
interferogrammes
contain
mainly
the
information about the slant range changes
within 3 days. And the slant range changes can
be decomposed into the elevation and the
horizontal changes. Because shelf ice in figure
4 is on the see water, the elevation changes
caused by tides can be taken as constant in such
a small area (about 24x20 krrr' ). Except for the
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tidal changes, the elevation changes caused by
other factors are very small and can be
neglected for the flat ice sheet on the see water.

figure 5, we see that the ice around the rift in
the center of the image rotates clockwise around
the reference point and increases the width
proportional to the distance between the
reference point and the margin point. As an
example the width change between the two
points B and in figure 5 is estimated. The
relative motion vectors of point B and C are
(l.12m/3 days, 7.7°/3 days) and (l.78m/3
days, 28°/3 days), respectively, where the first
component is the amplitude and the second is
the direction of the motion. The difference of
the two relative motion vectors is 0.82rn/3
days. Such a relative motion will double the
width between B and C within 20 years.

Figure 4a: Unwrapped relative phase of shelf
ice (descending orbit)

Figure 5: relative movementsof shelf ice
( -- 2m/3days, contourlines 0.5/3days)

Figure 4b: Unwrapped relative phase of shelf
ice (ascending orbit)
Let us take point A as the reference point in
figure 4. The phases relative to the reference
point A in figure 4 are the result only from
horizontal movements, because the elevation
changes of the ice sheet is the same. From
figure 4a and figure 4b, the ground range
changes in two directions with 48° crossing
angle can be measured and used to obtain the
horizontal motion vector of every point relative
to the reference point A. figure 5 is the relative
movement map calculated from the two
interferograrnrnes. In figure 5 each contour line
represents 0.5m/3 days displacement. From

Figure 6a: Unwrapped phase around HIR
(descending orbit)
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Figure 6a: Unwrapped
(ascending orbit)

phase

around

HIR

Another example is the measurement of the
relative horizontal movement of the shelf ice
between HIR and BI. figure 6a and figure 6b
are the phase unwrapped interferogrammes
obtained from the descending and the ascending
orbits. Point A is selected as the reference
point. And figure 7 is the relative horizontal
movement calculated from figure 6. Each
contour line represents 0.5m/3 days. The
absolute horizontal movement can be obtained
from figure 7, if the absolute movement of the
reference point A is available. According to
figure 1, the horizontal movement of Point A is
about (0.76m/3 days in ground range, -2.8m/3
days in azimuth). The sum of the relative
movement in figure 7 and the movement of the
reference point give the absolute horizontal
movement of the shelf ice and is shown in
figure 8. The horizontal movement between
HIR and BI, which is shown in figure 8,
agrees very good with the theoretic movement
of shelf ice between two banks.
CONCLUSIONS
A lot of information could be extracted from the
ERS SAR images with help of interferometric
and differential interferometric methods. The
quality and the extensive results provide a new
class of information. This methods will allow
to estimate the velocity of glaciers in other areas
and monitor changes in remote areas like
Antarctica, Greenland and other distant places.
With help of the TANDEM mission we expect a
further improvement in the interferometric
products.

Figure 7: Relative movements of the shelf ice
around HIR (-- 2m/3days,
contourlines
0.5m/3days)

Figure 8: Absolute movements of the shelf ice
around HIR (-- 6m/3days, difference between
contourlines 0.5m/3days)
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take the far south polar route which is the shortest
one in the world tour competition.

Abstract
The Sea Surface Temperature measurements
retrieved from the ERS-1 Along-Track Radiometer
often give an excellent opportunity for monitoring
the Antarctic Convergence Zone. A comparison
between the theoritical and the satellite observed
zones has demonstrated the feasibility of estimating
its position and thus, enables .to supply more real
time information for sailing boat records.

1) Characteristics
Zone

Keywords:
ATSR, Sea Surface Temperature,
Convergence Zone, Ship routeing

In section 1, the characteristics of the Antarctic
Convergence Zone will be briefly introduced,
section 2 reminds the ATSR instruments, section 3
presents the data processing method used in this
study while section 4 shows some results.

Antarctic

Introduction
The excellent Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
measurements coming from the ERS-1 Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) is opening up new
possibilities for the study of atmospheric boundary
layer and dynamical oceanography. In the second
symposium held by the European Spatial Agence, in
Hamburg (1993), some results of the ATSR
products were presented, showing the usefulness of
the SST for studying the air/sea interaction, the
filaments and fine structure in turbulent mixing, the
global change. The accuracy of the ATSR algorithm
in the presence of aerosol contamination was also
shown. In these studies, the authors highlighted the
high resolution achieved by the ATSR, thus
enabling the possibility of detecting fine structures
such as mesoscale eddies.
Moreover, the knowledge of the Antarctic
Convergence Zone position is very useful for ships
and sail routeing. Indeed, this area is characterized
by a fast west-east sea drift current and great
probabilities of sea ice concentration southward
(bergs in particular).
The main purpose of this pilot project is the
feasability study of the determination of the
Antarctic Convergence Zone position by using the
SST from the ERS-1 ATSR. This experiment was
held by MeteoMer before 0. de Kersauson's (french
skipper) ship passes the area. It tried to give the
sailor more information and thus to warn about ice
risks, to avoid passing in the low centres, and to
allow the boat going faster by using the maximum
western drift sea currents and astern winds, and to

of the Antarctic Convergence

From the equator to the poles, the SST varies from a
maxima of 30°C to a minima of -1.9°C,
corresponding to the freezing sea temperature. The
west-east distribution can be modified by winds, sea
currents, and continents. In some areas called
convergence zones, the isotherms present strong
gradients. Dense water is sinking under lighter
water.
Different reasons are linked to the existence of the
Antarctic Convergence Zone (Paul Tchernia, 1978):
- hydrological phenomena in deep and surface
waters;
- meridional density distributions;
- topography and basin configurations;
- wind vectors repartitions.
The Antarctic Convergence Zone takes place mainly
in the West-East regime between 35° and 65° South
and partly in the East-Antarctic area regime. From
the meteorological point of vue, these regimes
correspond to the south part of the anticylonic
circulation formed by the subtropical anticylones of
St Helene in the Atlantic Ocean, Mascareignes in
the Indian Ocean, Kermadec in the South-West
Pacific Ocean, and Paques in the South-East Pacific
Ocean. These regimes correspond also to the north
part of the polar cyclonic depressions.
Figure 1 presents the principal regimes in the south
hemisphere including the mean position of the
Antarctic Zone. This position varies from a season
to another.
2) Along Track-Scanning Radiometer (ATSR)
The ATSR consists in two instruments, an InfraRed Radiometer (IRR) with 4 channels (1.6, 3.7,
10.8, and 12um) and a Microwave Sounder (MWS)
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with 2 channels (23.8 and 36.5 GHz). The ATSR
was designed to provide the following types of data
observations (ERS-1 Along Track-Scanning
Radiometer Products User guide, 1995):
- sea surface temperature with an absolute accuracy
of better than 0.5 K and a spatial resolution of 50
km, in conditions ofup to 80% cloud cover
- images of surface temperature with 1 km
resolution, 500 km swath and relative accuracy
around O.lK
- measurement of the atmospheric integrated water
content (vapour and liquid) in order to compute the
most problematic path delay in the signal of the
Radar Altimeter.
The ERS-1 IRR views the surface at two angles, one
close to the nadir (0°) and the other at 47°. The two
channels forming the MWS collect data forward
and behind the nadir point with a separation of 60
km. This technique enables to have more sea
surface temperature measurements in case of little
cloudy atmosphere.
3) The ATSR images and the operational uses
In this study, the ATSR images only are used. These
products are distributed in real time to Meteolvler
via Aerospatiale Cannes by the Norvegian Space
Center, Tromso satellite station. Data are transfered
by Internet service.
The processing system developed in MeteoMer
checks all the pixels data and controls the quality
and validity of the measurement. When an image
pixel is cloudy, both in the vertical and inclined
paths, the sea surface temperature is not used.
Bearing in mind the Convergence Zone which is
characterized by a very cloudy weather and the
repetitivity of ERS-1, we divided the zone into 6
areas. In each area we collected the SST images
during a 10-15 days period preceeding the boat
passage (Table 1). The data volume used should
ensure a best coverage of the area of study. The
choice for this long period is expected to be in
accordance with the temperature stationarity.
According to the atmospheric conditions mentioned
above, the SST field measurements issued from the
SST data images processing system are
discontinuous, making impossible an automatic
drawing of the isotherms: only pixels which are free
of clouds are used. Thus, the output of the
processing system is an irregular SST field and
consequently all the isotherms are drawn by hand.

4) Results
4.1. SST images
Figure 2 shows the full swath of the ATSR. The
SST patterns demonstrate the high resolution
achieved by this instrument. The image shows fine
structures which are physically coherent. The
dominant features of this image are the presence of
warm water to the north latitudes and cold surface
to the south. A nice warm-centred eddy can be
observed on the top of the image.
4.2. Detection of the Antarctic Convergenge Zone
position
Since the Convergence Zone is located between 2°C
and 12°C isotherms (Paul Tchernia, 1978) and the
high resolution of the SST images (see above), we
tried to draw all the isotherms {2,3,4,5,6,8,10 and
12).
The analysis of the isotherms retrieved from the
ATSR images are coherent with the atmospheric
conditions based on the ECMWF wind fields and
the scatterometer wind vectors. As expected, it has
revealed strong gradients around the antarctic
convergence zone.
In area 4, the convergence position was missed
since the images processed in this area presented
too high sea surface temperatures. So this position
should be more south
Figure 3 shows a best agreement between the
theoritical Convergence Zone and the one retrieved
from ERS 1 measurements. Some differences exist
which are mainly due to the variability of its
position to the mean one.
4.3. Temporal variability
Convergence Zone:

of

the

Antarctic

One interesting further result is presented in figure
4. It shows
the season variability of the
Convergence Zone. During the south hemisphere
summer, the convergence moves southward
outcome of increasing temperature and in winter, it
reaches areas northward consequently to the
temperature decrease.
Conclusion
The main objective of this pilot project is achieved.
Thus, SST measurements from the ERS-1 ATSR
can be used in real-time for monitoring the
Antarctic Convergence Zone position.
The
meteorological analysis is in accordance with the
results issued from these measurements and the
comparison shows a good agreement.
Another result demonstrated the possibility of
observing the seasonal displacement of this
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phenomenon. Processing all the ERS-1 ATSR
images can lead to providing the seasonal position
of the Antarctic convergence zone, thus giving a
more climate information on its position.

Figure 1 : Main regimes in the south hemisphere

Nevertheless, some areas where we need to know
the position of the Convergence Zone are very
cloudy and the retrievement of SST is hasardeous.
Moreover, the SST may vary substantially in 10-15
days periods so that it leads to a possible error in the
temporal variability and position detection of the
Antarctic Convergence Zone.
The detection of the Convergence Zone is crucial
for sailing in terms of security and performance.
For operational uses, these spectacular results
encourage us to resume the same experiment for
further races around the Antarctica. To overcome
the problems of clouds, we will use both the
Altimeter and the Scatterometer for ice detection
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ABSTRACT
During winter, the opening and closing of leads or
polynyas in sea ice covered regions govern the heat
exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere. One
of the most important questions in modeling dynamic
and thermodynamic processes within sea ice is the
temporal and spatial variability of open water/thin ice
areas. Since in the central Weddell Sea the ice drift is
to the most extent driven by the atmospheric forcing,
the developernent of leads and polynyas can, especially
during the austral winter when melting is unlikely, be
related to the synoptic situation. An ice classification
approach based on radiometric and geometric properties and an estimation of sensible heat fluxes using
additional meteorological data (synoptical analysis,
ECMWF model) is shown. In most of the analyzed
cases, the spatial distribution of leads and their size is
correlated to their position relative to the prevailing
low pressure systems.
Keywords: ice classification, ice production, leads,
polynyas, heat exchange, Weddell Sea.

1. INTRODUCTION
As parameterization of heat exchange in the polar regions is difficult, climatological values are often used
for an estimation. Due to investigations on dynamic
and thermodynamic processes of the sea ice it is a
well-known fact that the opening and closing of leads
or polynyas govern the heat exchange between the
ocean and the atmosphere in ice covered regions. In
the sea ice, the formation of new ice is controlled by
the energy balance at the surface, and especially by the
heat fluxes which are far more effective then radiation
processes. While the ice cover acts as a heat resistance
for the freezing beneath the ice, ice formation is most
effective in open water areas. Leads (linear shaped) or
polynyas (larger open water areas) arise from divergent
ice motion driven by the wind.

Therefore, a detailed analysis of the temporal and spatial variability of open water/thin ice areas is necessary.
The problem is the rapid change of the open water net
area which is caused by the changing of the wind fields
in relation to the prevailing weather situation. In addition, high resolution ice motion trajectories are
needed to calculate the divergence of the ice motion
from an ice velocity field which cannot been derived
from the trajectories of drifting buoys. The buoy investigations rather show trajectories of the mean ice
motion in the Weddell Gyre.
In-situ measurements in the Weddell Sea like the
Winter Weddell Sea Project 1986 (WWSP '86), the
Winter Weddell Gyre Studies 1989 and 1992 (WWGS
'89, WWGS '92) could not give large-scale spatial
informations on dynamics and thermodynamics of sea
ice and leads whereas the ice modeling include these
processes without spatial or temporal limits (see for
instance Hibler and Ackley (1983), Lemke et al.
(1990) or Wefelmeier (1992)). To prove the modeling
results, remote sensing is useful for spatial and temporal observations. However, for optical and thermal
infrared sensors, there are limitations due to the insufficient ground resolution and to cloud cover restrictions. Only the SAR allows a detailed observation and a
study of the spatial distribution of leads in areas which
are influenced by complex synoptical pressure systems
which are mostly accompanied by compact cloud
covers.

2. THE WEDDELL GYRE
The Weddell Sea is a region of high variability of the
sea ice extent. The ice covered area varies between
approximately 1.l ·106 km2 and 4.4· 106 km2• This large
amplitude is mainly attributed to dynamic rather than
to thermodynamic effects (Hibler and Ackley, 1983).
The nearly permanent wind forcing by low pressure
systems migrating from west to east causes the sea ice
cover to rotate slowly in an clockwise direction,
forming the Weddell Gyre. This mean motion can
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reasonably be measured by drifting buoys set out on
the ice (Fig. l). These measurements are also suitable
for calculating the mean divergence of the ice motion
in larger spatial scales. The net divergence of the
Weddell Sea ice motion is positive (see Kottrneier et
al. , l 99 l) and the ice motion can in most cases be
considered as free drift. This is due to the fact that the
ice drift towards lower latitudes is not influenced by
continental boundaries. Furthermore, new ice which is
being formed in the northeastern part of the Weddell
Sea is transported through the southern and western
regions while growing thicker and becoming older and
rougher, so that the eastern part of the Weddell Sea is
during winter dominated by first year ice whereas the
western regions are mainly covered with thicker,
rougher multiyear ice, although all age groups are
present (Lange and Eicken, 1991).

the west of a loe pressure systems, i.e. after the lows
have passed a particular point considered because there
the averaged wind direction points to the north, i.e.
towards the ice edge where the ice drift is not influenced by coastal boundaries. To illustrate this effect, an
example from July, 1992 is shown.
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Fig. 2. SAR image, OJ-JUL-92, 01:44 UTC. Image
size 100x 200 km 2•

J. LEAD FOR!\IATION PROCESSES
The dynamics of sea ice is mainly linked to the atmospheric wind field. Therefore, the formation of offshore leads and polynyas is due to positive divergences in
the momentum transfer from the atmosphere into the
sea ice. This can be due to a divergence in the wind
field, to lateral inhomogeneities
of the ice surface
roughness, or both. Moreover, the passing of a low
pressure system in the vicinity a given point in the
pack ice can cause lead formation as a result of the
locally changing wind field, the inertia of the ice pack,
and the direction of the ice drift. As a result, the lead
formation in the easstern Weddell Sea mostly occurs in

Fig. 2 shows a SAR-PRI image from July 1st, 1992
acquired in the central Weddell Sea at 0 I :44 UTC. The
area shown is 100 x 200 km2• The dominating linear
features (leads) are aligned in zonal direction. The
ECMWF analysis from 00 UTC shows that the Weddell Sea is dominated by a large low pressure system
with its center at 62° S, 20° E. During the following
36 h, this low moves slowly southward until its center
reached 66° S, 20° Eon July 2nd, 12 UTC (Fig. 3).
The core pressure decreases from 959 hPa to 950 hPa
on July 2nd, 06 UTC. The pressure gradient in the
image area increases until July lst, 12 UTC, leading to
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a maximum wind speed of 24.4 m/s from the west.
Consequently, the open water areas have increased on
the next image taken on July 2nd, 09:26 UTC, when
the ERS-1 revisited the area during a descending track.

Sf. class
FYS
FYR

ow

1st image
32.5%
63.6%
5.9%

2nd image
31.4%
58.4%
9.2%
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Hence, the portion of open water areas has nearly been
doubled during the 32-h-period. Using linear temporal
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ECMWF mean sea level pressure fields.

Upper: 01.07.92, 00 UTC. Lower: 02.07.92, 12 UTC.

Fig. 4 shows 50 x 50 km2 sections of the images. The
sections are chosen to include common features, not
the same geographical area. In the 32 hours between
the two overflights, the ice pack has drifted 46.8 km in
WSW direction resulting in an average drift speed of
40 crn/s which is a very high value but corresponds
well to the rule-of -thumb that the ice drifts with
approximately
2 % of the geostrophic wind speed
(Thorndike and Colony, 1983).
For our investigations, the differential ice drift is more
important. In Fig. 4 it is evident that the zonal orientated lead has broadened considerably: the maximum
lead width in Fig. 4a is 500 m whereas in Fig. 4h the
dominating lead is up to 3000 m wide. A detailed
analysis of the backscatter distribution of the sections
shows the presence of 3 main surface classes: Smooth
!st year ice (FYS), rough !st year ice (FYR), and open
water (OW). Using a straigthforward
classification
method (median filtering, threshold values) described
in Roth et al. (1994), the area distribution can be calculated:

Fig. 4. Sections of SAR scenes from 1st/2nd July,
1992. Image size 50x50 km2• Similar surface features
are shown, rather than same geographical areas.
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interpolation between the 6-hourly ECMWF analysis
data, the 10-m-wind speed related to the two sections is
14.3 mis and 9.6 mis, respectively; the ECMWF air
temperature field yields T2m =-21°C for both scenes.
We now use this values in an bulk approach to calculate the sensible heat flux H from the leads into the
atmosphere:

H

where 9 is air density, c the specific heat of air for
constant pressure, c11 th/ bulk transfer coefficient for
sensible heat which is taken as c11=l.5·10-3,
T0 the
surface temperature which is set to the freezing point
of seawater (-l.8°C),
and u and T wind speed and
temperature in the height z~ respectively, With this
notation, a heat flux into the atmosphere is counted
positive. Assuming an ice surface roughness length that
is given in the ECMWF data set (z0=l·10-3 m) the
resulting 2-m-wind speeds from the logarithmic wind
pro tile law are 11.4 mis and 7. 7 mis, respectively.
This yields sensible heat fluxes of H1=427 Wlm2 and
H2=288 Wlm2, respectively.
For an estimation of the overall ice production connected with the images shown, we assume an average heat
flux into the atmosphere being H0=358 Wlm2• This
flux is equivalent to a heat loss of W=4.9· 108 Jlm2
within the 32 h considered, producing 146 kg of sea
ice per square meter, or an ice sheet with a thickness
of 62 cm (using o. =900 kg/m"). Instead of closing
the leads, however,10the new-formed frazil ice is being
drifted to the downwind edges of the leads and there
accumulated to form a grease ice "wedge" (Bauer and
Martin, 1983). This result eludicates the important role
of the leads in the thermodynamics of the winter pack
ice: ice formation by congelation at the bottom of the
pack ice is slower by about an order of magnitude.
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In the next example, the area considered is situated on
the west side of the center of a low pressure system.
The wind direction, therefore, is from the south.
Although there is no large pressure gradient, the SAR
image (100· lOO km2) shows large areas of open water
which are mainly aligned in zonal direction. Here, as
opposite to the example above, the wind direction is
normal to the main lead direction (Fig. 6). The width
of the leads is larger than in the first case study. An
analysis of the weather history shows a fairly stable
synoptic situation with a nearly stationary lowpressure
system centered at 64°S, 10°E resulting in southerly
winds in the image area. This weather situation in the
eastern Weddell Sea didn't change since 60 h before
image acquisition (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. MSL pressure field (ECMWF data) from
12-Jul-1992 12 UTC (upper), 13-Jul-1992 12 UTC
(center) and 15-Jul-1992 00 UTC (lower).

In case of this lead formation process, the long-time
forcing of the ice pack in north direction is probably
the cause for the developernent of the large leads rather
than a short-time occurence of high wind speed. The
fraction of the image area covered by leads amounts to
5.2%. Using again the temporal interpolated wind
speed and temperature data from ECMWF (u10=8.6
mis, u,=6.9 mis, T=-22°C), the sensible heat flux
from the leads into the atmosphere is H=269 W/m2•
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Leads can occur dark (very low backscatter) in the
SAR images if the wind speed is very low and/or if the
lead is covered with thin, very smooth ice (nila). The
thin ice cover dramatically decreases the heat transfer
from the ocean to the atmosphere, but is still up to one
order of magnitude larger than in the surrounding first
year/rnultiyear pack ice (Maykut, 1978). A to some
extent more detailed image of such a type of lead is
presented in Fig. 7. The location is near the coast of
the Antarctic Peninsula in the western Weddell Sea.
For analyzing the backscatter behaviour of the surface
structures, we show a section of the cr0-values derived
from the pixel values along the depicted diagonal line.
The pack ice shows the usual backscatter of secondyear ice (-9 to -8 dB) which is very likely to be found
in that region of the Weddell Sea. The leads have very
low backscatter ( < -20 dB) which makes is hard to
distinguish their surface between open water and thin
ice because of the low wind speed (u2=2 mis). If we
look into the ECMWF wind field data (Fig. 8), it
becomes more likely that the leads are frozen because
the wind speed had been low ( < 6 mis) since 30 h
before, so the new formed ice couldn't be transported
to the down wind edges of the leads.
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Fig. 7. Upper: Section of a SAR scene acquired July
25th, 1992, 12:24 UTC. The image size is 12.5 x 12.5
lan2• Image center coordinates: 66. l°S, 56.5°W.
Lower: Profile of backscatter values along the line
shown in the SAR image.

The coast of the Antarctic Peninsula fonnes a natural
boundary for the ice drift in a way that only wind
directions a with components to the east and/or north
are suitable for causing divergent ice motion. The
weather history of this example provides evidence of
how the leads were formed: For at least 30 h (between
July 23rd, 00 UTC and July 24th, 06 UTC) there were
strong winds with up to 13 mis coming from westerly
directions. These are suitable for causing the leads to
open. At northern edges of the leads, the backscatter
coefficient is slightly increasing before transition to the
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values of the multi-year ice pack. This can be due to
the fact that during the formation of the leads, the
frazil ice had been swept in dowmwind direction.

on and others, which in this study have not been included yet. In the future, this parameters will be derived
and be used as additional input data for sea ice/ocean
models such as described in Lemke et al. ( 1990).
Finally, we are expecting to use these kind of sea ice
models as a tool for lead forecast based on standard
weather forecast data like from the ECMWF model.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Due to its high spatial resolution and the independence
of cloud cover and daylight, the ERS SAR instrument
is the most suitable spacebome tool for detecting leads
in ice-covered regions. When taking into consideration
the actual synoptic situation as well as the weather
history, the difficulties in discriminating between open
water am! frozen leads can often be overcome, and the
"history" of the lead formation itself can be described.
This is an important result, because due to the ERS
orbit configuration and the rather narrow swath with of
the SAR, multiple observations during the lead formation occur mainly by chance. However, by closer investigation of the formation processes using more case
studies, 'the mechanism of the opening and closing of
leads will be described in more detail, taking into
account
parameters
like surface
roughness,
ice
strength, ice floe distribution, atmospheric stratificati-
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THE USE OF ERS DATA FOR FLOOD MONITORING:
AN OVERALL ASSESSMENT
Gianna Calabresi
ESAIESRIN, Earth Remote Sensing Exploitation Department, Frascati, Italy
National and regional authorities in charge of prevention,
monitoring and relief actions - before, during and after
floods - need to rely on as many sources of information
as possible, in order to better manage the event and its
consequences. Among the various sources of information, remote sensing in general and the SAR technology
in particular, are recognised as valuable tools.
In fact, ERS SAR data, used alone or in conjunction with
other types of sensor data, have proved to be suitable in
most issues related to flood events.
In the 1992-95 period, in coincidence with significant
flood events occurred in Europe, several projects and
studies aimed at demonstrating the usefulness of ERS
SAR data were conducted with encouraging results. The
experience gained by scientists, research institutes,
value-adding companies, and users is summarised in this
paper, which is meant to provide an overall assessment
of advantages as well as disadvantages in using this type
of data. Critical areas, such as the dialogue between producers of information and users, the correspondence of
remote sensing product offer to the demand by users, the
need of services more specifically tailored to user needs
are also examined.
1. INTRODUCTION
The application of SAR information to floods is supported by two main factors.
Flood extent delineation maps derived from SAR data acquisition performed soon after floods, are often the unique available, operational tool in the hands of authorities
in charge of a first evaluation and assessment of the
catastrophe.
Furthermore, SAR, because of its weather independence,
is a unique source of information, if one considers that
sunshine can hardly be expected during a flood.
SAR can give a contribution in the various phases of:
- prevention, i.e. modelling of river basin dynamics for
future planning;

2. FLOOD EVENTS IN RECENT YEARS
Several floods occurred in Europe from 1992 to 1995.
The most significant ones are listed in Table 1 with their
relevant geographic location.
All events were carefully studied by experts belonging to
various scientific research teams and value-adding companies.
The most common project output were maps with flood
extent delineation, obtained using ERS/SAR, SPOT, airborne SAR, Landsat-TM, SIR-C datasets alone or in
combination. GIS information was essential in almost all
projects.
3. FWOD IN THE PIEDMONT REGION, ITALY
The end-1994 flood in the Piedmont Region, Northern
Italy was the most studied natural event in recent years
and the worst disaster ever in the area during this
century.
The map generated using ERS SAR information allowed
the competent authorities to derive a first assessment of
order of magnitude and damages. The map is now integrated into the regional GIS for manifold re-use, such
as agricultural damage evaluation, comparison of today's
situation with town expansion in flooded areas during the
past century, land-use planning and monitoring activities
in general.
Figure 1 shows the Tanaro River, near Alessandria, during the flood of 4, 5 and 6 November 1994. The map section contains GIS information (raster-based) combined
with SPOT panchromatic and ERS-1 SAR data interpretation. It is a good example of muhisensor data use.
The SPOT image interpretation, made from the panchromatic data collected only 17 days after the event,
allowed to map the entire damaged area by means of the
sensor response to the fine material sedimented during
the flood. The availability of ERS-1 SAR data in near
real-time (9 November) allowed, instead, to monitor the
event soon after its occurrence. The inundated areas (in
green) correspond to paleo-meanders of the Tanaro
River.

monitoring, i.e. mapping of flood events in order to
contribute in quick emergency aid management;
- relief, i.e. timely damage assessment and identification of risk areas.
Proceedingsof the Second ERSApplications Workshop,London, UK, 6-8 December 1995(ESA SP-383, February 1996)
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Table I

Important Flood Events in Europe
(Time Period: 1992-1995)

River/s

Region/Country

Time Period

Ouveze

Vaison-la-Romaine, France

Sept 1992

Arno, Nievole

Tuscany, Italy

Oct/Nov 1992

Lesse

Famenne-Ardenne, Belgium

' Beginning 1993

Rhone

Camargue, France

• Oct/Nov 1993

Lesse

Famenne-Ardenne, Belgium

End 1993

Rhine, Main, Sieg

Cologne, Bonn, Germany

Dec 1993

Rhine

Neuwieder Becken, Germany

Rhone

Camargue, France

End 1993 Beg.
1994
Jan 1994

Werra, Weser

Thuringia, Germany

April 1994

Var

Var, France

Nov 1994

Tanaro, Belbo, Bormida, Po (in
part)
Rhine, Main, Sieg

Piedmont, Italy

Nov 1994

Cologne, Bonn, Germany

Jan 1995

Rhine, Waal, Maas

Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Jan 1995

Gudbrandsdalslagen, Glomma

South of Oslo, Norway

June 1995

Figure 1

4. FLOODED AREAS IN SOUTHERN FRANCE
Torrential floods have affected southern France from
1992 onwards. Among them, the floods in the Rhone
Valley (October 1993 and January 1994) and in the Var
Valley (5 November 1994) showed the characteristics of
real oceanic floods. ERS SAR information was available
for all these dates. The possibility to derive flood extent

(Courtesy of CS! - Consorzio Sistema Informativo, Italy)

delineation maps, allowed a quick understanding of the
phenomenon.
Figure 2 shows flooded areas around Avignon, Rhone
Valley, southern France. The multitemporal map is
derived from the combination of Landsat-TM data (July
1993) used for vegetation and cartography, and of 10-m
SPOT panchromatic images (February 1994) used to
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determine built-up areas and infrastructures. The areas
inundated on 12 and 15 January 1994 (in yellow) and on
16 October 1993 (in red) were superimposed to this map.
The data were taken from two colour compositions produced from ERS-1 SAR images.
Once the multitemporal approach is followed, one of the
selected dates must fall during or close after the flood
maximum. By combining the characteristic response of
the zones under water appearing in the SAR images with
one or two images acquired before or after the event, it
is possible to map the land under water at the time of acquisition of the image showing the rise of water.
To further complement the ERS-1 data, the flooded areas
were digitised with a good result on aerial photographs
taken on 9 and 10 October 1993.

(Courtesy of Geoimage, France)

5. RIVER FLOOD ANALYSISIN BELGIUM
Following periods of heavy rainfall in early and late 1993
along the Lesse river, in the ecological region of
Famenne-Ardenne in southern Belgium, ERS-1 SAR
imagery was used to study the flooding development. As
cloudy conditions prevail in this region throughout the
winter, the availability of SAR was essential.
River flood extent assessment and mapping were carried
out and a better insight of dynamics of flood development
was obtained, by means of an analysis based on SAR
geocoded image pairs. Among the benefits deriving from
such an analysis for land-use planning, the possibility to
update river flood inundation maps is certainly a very
significant one.
Figure 3 is an example of inundation map along the river
Sambre (principal tributary, with Lesse, of the Meuse
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river), near Merbes-Le Chateau, Walloon Region. The
inundated areas (in blue) are assessed through the application of a normalised difference index on ERS-1 SAR
multitemporal data acquired during Phase D 3-day cycle.

6. THE 'SARFLOOD' FORUM:
AN INTERESTING EXPERIENCE OF ESRIN
In December 1995, a meeting of flood experts was held
at ESRIN, Frascati, Italy. The purpose of the meeting
was to compare the existing expertise of both satellite
information providers and users, in compliance with
ESA's Earth Observation Programme which aimed at
pursuing not only scientific but also application and
operational/commercial domain objectives.
Among other, the following elements of interest emerged
from the contributions:

2

4km

(Courtesy of the University of Gembloux, Belgium)
ried out in Europe in connection with the 1992-95
flood events (see Table l).
- The 'presence' of ERS SAR, common to all those
events, was extremely useful.
- GIS is recognised as essential to locate inundations
precisely.
- For detailed mapping, the complementary role of aircraft data and DEMs is ascertained.
- ERS-1 SAR is satisfactorily employed in highresolution model validation for flood forecasting.
- In typical cases, such as whenever a better understanding of remote hydrological areas of hard access is required, SAR contribution reveals to be particularly
useful.
b) From the user side

a) From the satellite information providers' side

- Flood extent delineation maps were a relatively easy
output to obtain from all project/study activities car-

- Flood extent maps are often used as input to the cartography of flooded areas, thus forming a database at
government's disposal for formal declaration of
'disaster area'.
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- Maps are in many cases used as 'technical documents'
in decisions concerning land-use planning. It has happened in France, where the Ministry of Environment
used the SAR-derived map to oppose the National
Railway Company's planning of train routes in inundable areas.
- A good SAR information-based inventory of flooded
areas can lead to operational flood monitoring and
relief activities. It was the case of the Pisa Province
Authority in Italy, now near to sign a convention
following the successful results obtained by a Project
in the River Arno Basin's area. (See Profeti &
Mcintosh's paper in this volume).
- Insurance, re-insurance companies are a new category
of users of SAR data applied to flood risk management. Although still at a pre-operational level, their
awareness of SAR data techniques together with a
knowledgeable experience in using SAR with integrated tools (GIS and similar) is demonstrated in
flood and storms models developed to produce loss
estimates.

- Selection of the most appropriate approach towards
the end-user, in order to analyse his real needs.
- Inclusion of decision makers as participants
Workshops, Conferences and similar.
- Availability of 'ready-to-use'
integration into GIS.

information

to

for quick

- Increase of on-line data dissemination service opportunities, to facilitate real-time operations.
- Encouragement of operational/commercial
actions by
value-adding companies or similar by means of more
specific and 'aggressive' dossiers of information.
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7. THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATIONS
In the context of Council of Europe's activities related to
risk management, the contribution of space technology in
general, and of SAR in particular, is fundamental and is
acknowledged through several demonstration projects.
Natural risk issues are also part of the 5th Framework
Programme of Research and Technological Development
undertaken by the European Union.
In flood related issues, Eurimage's Earth Watching Project proves to be able to ensure a good link with the media
through their 'Within 24 hours' ERS SAR image release
via electronic data network, based on low-resolution
satellite data acquisition.

8. RESULTS

TRANSFER

- CONCLUSIONS

The transfer of results from scientific/research
end-users is critical.

world to

Constraints of various kind have to be considered, such
as, among other, a certain lack of confidence in the SAR
instrumentation, still looked at as 'hard to handle and
process'. Proper involvement of users, better understanding of their needs, availability of more information
seem to be the weak points in such a complex process.
More precise and detailed cost-benefit analyses
needed to promote a wider use of SAR for floods.

are

In addition, the following actions seem to be required:

E. Bonansea (CSl-Consorzio Sistema Informativo):
Mapping of 1994 flood in Piemonte Region - An example of remote sensing and GIS application, Proc. 1st ERS
Thematic WG Mtg. on Flood Monitoring, June 1995.
S. Delmeire & L. Marinelli (Geoimage), Identification of
flooded areas in the Rhone and Var river valleys, France,
using ERS-1 data, Proc. 1st ERS Thematic WG Mtg. on
Flood Monitoring, June 1995.
M. Badji (Univ. of Gembloux, Belgium), Characterisation of flood-inundated areas and delineation of poor
drainage soil using ERS-1 SAR imagery, Proc. 1st ERS
Thematic WG Mtg. on Flood Monitoring, June 1995.
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THE USE OF ERS SAR DAT A TO MANAGE FLOOD EMERGENCIES

AT THE SMALLER SCALE

Heather Macintosh, Giuliana Profeti

Universita degli Studi di Firenze, sede di Prato, Piazza Ciardi, 25 - 50047 Prato, Italy
Tel: (39) 574-602520. Fax: (39) 574-602515

ABSTRACT

2. THE STUDY AREA

This paper deals with the experimentation activity
carried out by the Civil Engineering Department of
Florence University (Italy) in co-operation with
Eurimage (Rome, Italy) and the Pistoia Province (Italy).
The aim of the study is to research into the possibilities
of ERS SAR data utilisation to aid local government in
the management of flood emergencies.
The area selected for the study is the Fucecchio Marsh
(Tuscany, Italy), in which flooding events are very
frequent. Based upon the specific requirements of local
government, the applicability of ERS SAR data to map
flooded areas in the Marsh has been assessed. The
advantages of using the maps obtained from ERS SAR
images in the post-flood relief activity have been
outlined as well. This article describes the results of the
study, with particular reference to the users'
requirements and the cost/benefit analysis.

The area selected for the feasibility study is the
Fucecchio Marsh (Padule di Fucecchio) located at the
boundary of the administrative districts of Pistoia, Pisa
and Florence (Tuscany, Italy). The Fucecchio Marsh is
one of the most important wetlands in Italy. When Italy
subscribed the International Convention of Ramsar
( 1973), it was chosen as one of the 24 European
wetlands to be studied and preserved. Among the
various problems related to the preservation of the
Marsh, there is the protection from flash-flood events,
that are quit common (nine were registered in the years
1990-1993). To save this unique environment, hydraulic
interventions in the area are required. In 1994, the
Pistoia Province and the Land Reclamation Board
installed a network of gauges in the Marsh area. They
also committed a feasibility study to Florence
University, on the hydrological modelling of the area,
which included a feasibility study on a flood monitoring
service based on the use of ERS SAR data, carried out
in co-operation with Eurimage.

1. INTRODUCTION
ERS SAR data are a powerful tool to monitor flooded
areas, as it has been showed recently in the First Flood
Monitoring Workshop, held at ESRIN (Frascati, Italy).
With the exception of an experimental work performed
after the Alessandria Flood in 1994 (Bonansea, 1995),
in Italy flood mapping is still performed with traditional
methods. The purpose of the present work, which has
been carried out by the Civil Department of Florence
University in co-operation with Eurimage (Rome, Italy)
was to demonstrate the utility and convenience of the
use of SAR data in flood mapping, even when a limited
territory is affected. To this purpose, the co-operation of
a potential user of the product was needed. An
agreement was reached with Pistoia Province (Tuscany,
Italy), whose territory is frequently affected by flooding
events.
The Environmental Office of Pistoia Province helped in
the compilation of a requirements' list that a SARderived map has to fulfil. To obtain a complete list,
experts of the neighbouring provinces have been
interviewed too. Then the costs of traditional ground
surveys have been estimated, to be compared with the
costs of satellite-based mapping.
This paper describes the feasibility study on the use of
satellite data for flood survey and relief at the local
scale, emphasising the user's requirements, the results
obtained in the SAR data processing, and the
cost/benefit analysis of this kind of service.

3. USER'S REQUIREMENTS
In order to study the feasibility of using ERS SAR
images to map flooded areas at the local scale, it is
fundamental to examine the needs of the potential users
of the maps. The list of requirements, compiled in cooperation with the experts of Pistoia Province and other
provinces of the Tuscany Region is:
I. map scale: I: 10.000 (preferred),
1:25.000
(tolerated);
2. errors:
2.1. error on boundary positioning: 2 mm on the
map, equivalent to 20 meters at the 1:I0.000
scale and 50 meters at the 1:25.000 scale;
2.2. tolerance on the estimation of the flooded
area's surface: not specified;
3. processing time: better than 0.5 day/Km";
4. output format: boundary of the flooded areas in a
vector format compatible with the user's GIS.
Only the map scale and the error on the boundary
position are strict requirements, as it is logical when a
local event is being mapped. Regarding processing
time, an improvement on the performing of a complete
ground survey is requested, but its entity is not
specified. Finally, the specifics of the furniture (media,
support, etc.) have not been listed above, with the
exception of the output format. All the local
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administrative authorities in Italy are now equipped
with a geographical information system, and therefore a
vectorial output format is a standard requirement.
4. DATA PROCESSING
The time of study was during a period of heavy rainfall
and consequent flooding in October/November 1992.
Two SAR images were obtained for this period, one
before the flooding occurred (16/10/92), the other 4
days after the flood (04/11192)(see fig. 1).
Visually, the images showed a distinct temporal
difference in the region of study, the post flooding
image having a much darker tonality with greater
coverage area. This feature of SAR imagery may be
easily used by a photointerpreter to extract the areas
covered by water. However, computer-aided image
processing techniques may be used to obtain the
prediction of the extent of flooding in shorter times by
the analysis of the signal variations.
The research has therefore involved the development of
a variety of methods to extract the cells that represent
the flooded areas of an image. The purpose of this part
of the research was to provide the final users with a
guide for deciding the best kind of processing of SAR
image, depending on the required product accuracy,
processing time and experience of image processing.
This guide will not be described in this paper, that deals
with the feasibility of flood mapping with SAR data.
For this purpose, a medium-level data processing was
assumed (Macintosh and Profeti, 1995), classifying the
two SAR images. This method has proven to be
effective in producing a flood extent map (see fig. 2).

Fig. l: These SAR images show the Fucecchio Marsh
on 16/10/1992 (left) and 4/1111992 (right), before and
after the flooding event of October 31st, 1992. Rivers
and swamped areas are dark.

Fig. 2: Flood extent map of the Fucecchio Marsh. Areas
in blue represent water. Left: 16/10/1992, 4.94 Km2•
Right: 4/1111992, 16.94 Km2•
5. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The map of flooded areas obtained by processing ERS
SAR data had been analysed on the base of the user's
specifics regarding map scale and error on boundary
positioning. The results of the analysis are summarised
below:
Map scale. The l: l 0.000 scale is a standard format
for thematic mapping at the provincial level, while
1:25.000 is used at the regional level. The common
restitution scale of SAR images and derived
products is l :25.000. For general purposes, the
I :25.000 scale has been declared acceptable by the
users. This scale has therefore been considered in
the subsequent analysis.
l. Error in the identification/positioning of the
boundaries: at the l :25.000 scale, the required error
limit is 2 mm on the map, equivalent to 50 meters,
or 8 pixels. The estimated a priori error on the
Padule event was 1.5 pixels for the georeferencing
process, plus 1 pixel in the identification of edges by
classification. A mapping survey had not been
carried out in correspondence of the event under
examination, but a great part of the boundaries
corresponded to geomorphologic and urban features
(alluvial terraces, roads, etc.) that are easily
identified on a topographic map. The a posteriori
error has therefore been calculated comparing the
boundary of the flooded areas identified in the
image with the position of the geomorphologic
features identified in the topographic map. The
average error obtained with this procedure was 32
meters (2.56 pixels) with a maximum error of 43
(3.44 pixels). This requisite has therefore been
fulfilled.
The tolerance on the estimation of the flooded area's
surface has not been specified as one of the main
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objectives in flood mapping is the correct
positioning of the boundary between flooded and
non-flooded areas. In fact, these maps are also used
as the base for the distribution of refunds among the
inhabitants of the area.
To conclude this paragraph, it is necessary to make an
important observation. The post-flood SAR image was
acquired on the study area when the flooded terrain was
still covered by water. In this case, the use of SAR data
allows to identify easily the flooded surfaces. If the
SAR image is acquired when part of the flooded
surfaces are not still covered by water, it is necessary to
identify them looking for wet surfaces instead, on the
base of an increase in radar backscatter. This kind of
processing requires an higher knowledge of the
characteristics of the study area, and the accuracy of the
results may not be anticipated. At present, this problem
is avoided by the high acquisition frequency (an
average of 3 images/month) of SAR data by ERS-1 and
ERS-2. However, the main concern of the potential
users of this service regards the availability of images in
the future, when ERS-1 will stop acquiring images.
6. RELIEF
To complete this study, it is important to put into
evidence the advantages of using the maps obtained
from ERS SAR images in the post-flood relief activity.
Relief is perhaps one of the most important aspects of
flood monitoring. The need to know the flood affected
area, the amount and type of damage sustained, and
what is needed to relieve the immediate consequences,
is uppermost at the smaller scale too. The maps
obtained from SAR imagery can be immediately
combined with other thematic data to provide such
information, while the traditional maps must be
digitised first. Therefore, the use of SAR data allows to
save time and money in the relief activity too. A few
examples have been produced to complete the
feasibility study, and are described below.
The flood extent map can be used in combination with
the pedological map (fig.3a), the land use map (fig.3b),
the digital terrain model (DTM) (fig.3c), and the
channel network vector layer, and any consequent
combination of these, to provide more detailed
information on the flood statistics. Information such as
average flood height and volume for each individual
soil type and land use class can be provided and prove
useful for the estimation of crop or structure damage.
An example of information which can be provided is
given below in the form of flood risk and damage
assessment maps. The flood extent map was firstly
combined with a digitised pedological map of the area.
Statistics on the damages are immediately obtained. The
flood risk map (see fig. 4a) contains, in order, the areas
of soils which show a greater increase in water coverage
at the time of the flood. A vector layer of the channel
network has been overlaid onto this map to demonstrate

that the areas most at risk are also near a denser
assembly of channels. The same processes were carried
out with a digitised land use map. With these results an
assessment of the damages to crops and structures
involved was determined and a map of the damages
produced (see fig. 4b).
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4a, green areas (unaffected) represent different soil
types; in fig. 4b, different soil uses.
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All these data can be obtained in a very short time using
maps derived from SAR data and a geographical
information system. If traditional surveys are carried on,
the time necessary to produce and digitise the maps is
too long to use the results in the relief activity. This
represents
a waste of opportunities,
as every
administrative authority is now equipped with a GIS.
Hence, the use of SAR data allows also a better exploit
of the existent resources.
7. COST/BENEFIT

ANALYSIS

The Italian legislation does not oblige the local
administrative authorities to map the extension of
flooded surfaces after an event. Some municipalities
always carry out a complete study of the event,
including a mapping survey, while others only compile
a list of places where the event occurred.
Based upon this premise, it is evident that the use of
SAR data may be interesting for local authorities only if
it leads to an effective decrease in costs.
To compare the costs of satellite and ground survey,
only the delimitation of the flooded areas has been
taken into account. In fact, the production of maps from
ERS SAR data does not eliminate the necessity of
ground surveys, in which data on flood dynamic and
structural damages is sought. Such investigations must
be carried out anyway, and therefore their costs must be
calculated separately.
I. Mapping through ERS SAR data:
1.1. Flood extent: one day/man for georeferenced
data,
two
for
PR!
data
(including
georeferencing), for one or more SAR images.
1.2. Risk and damage assessment: if the necessary
thematic
data are already
available
in
raster/vector format, risk/damage assessment
maps such as the ones described above may be
produced in I day/man.
2. Mapping by ground survey:
2.1. Flood extent: ground surveys of this kind cover
an average of 3 - 4 Kmvday, employing two
operators. Restitution is then performed at an
average of20 Km2/day at the l :25.000 scale.
2.2. Risk and damage assessment: the time of
digitising (20 Kmvday at the 1:25.000 scale)
must be added to 1.2.
3. Comparison between the two cases: To carry out the
comparison, it has been first assumed that a SAR
image contains the whole affected area. Regarding
the choice of data, working on flatlands the less
expensive solution is to acquire PRI data and then
correct them with the GCP method. Thus,
converting the present cost of a SAR PRI image in
the equivalent number of day/man, it is easy to see
that at present, the use of SAR data is less expensive
than a ground survey when the extension of the
flooded area is greater than 20 Km2.

Regarding the production of thematic maps, the use
of SAR-derived products is convenient anyway.
The convenience increases with increasing areas
To conclude this analysis, it must be underlined that
flooding events generally interest more than one
locality; therefore, it is still convenient to use SAR data
for flood inventory. For example, in the case of study
the Fucecchio Marsh was flooded for an extent of 16
Km2. Other two neighbouring zones were flooded in the
same event, for a total flooded surface of 53 Km2•
It must also be noticed that these zones belong to
distinct administrative authorities; therefore, the use of
SAR data is economical if a single study of the event is
conducted. This reason, in addition to the cost of an
image processing facility shows that the best solution
for the local administrative authorities is to obtain maps
of flooded areas from an external provider that uses
SAR images.
8. CONCLUSIONS
ERS SAR data has been proven to be successful in
flood mapping and post-flood activity in a study carried
out on the Fucecchio Marsh (Tuscany, Italy). Even at
the smaller scale, ERS SAR data can provide quick and
detailed information
that fulfil the final user's
requirements. This study has encountered the interest of
the local authorities, and it is believed that its
dissemination will contribute to the diffusion of the use
of ERS SAR data for flood monitoring.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

The applicability of ERS-1 SAR data for flood mapping
under operational conditions was examined by the
company GAF under contract of the German space agency
DARA. Investigated was the flood event along the Rhine
valley in winter 1993/94.

In recent years, the Rhine valley was afflicted by severe
floods, which inundated large areas and causesd
considerable damage to buildings and the infrastructure.
To deliminit the detriment effect of future floods, exact
measurements of the amount of water and the
corresponding spatial extent of the inundation are needed.
Such information will assist in the dimensioning of dikes
and embankment constructions, support the identification
of retention areas and allow the delineation of flood
endangeredareas.

In order to carry out an examination adapted to the needs
of the end-user, the specific user requirements concerning
information about flood events were identified in an initial
phase. Items of major interest were the achievable mapping
accuracy of the flood extent and the flood level, the
production of corresponding maps and the run-off. The
information thus obtained was integrated into the definition
of the project objectives. It was further used to define the
applicability as well as the inadequacy of ERS-1 data with
regard to their operational use for flood mapping.
First a detailed analysis of the temporal aspects of
traditional mapping methods and an investigationbased on
the satellite data was executed. These steps were followed
by a visual interpretation of the imagery in combination
with an automatic classification. A post-classification
processing was then carried out, which included the
application of various filters to determine the flood
boundary.
When comparing the performance of the methods
employed, the visual interpretation proved to be the more
accurate method. For both methods of classifying images,
problematic features identified were settlements,forest and
bushes, and regions with layover and fore-shortening
effects.
A comparison between the flood level derived from
satellite data and the one registered by the water authorities
revealed a height difference in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 m.
The relatively coarse resolution of the sensor and problems
with the accurate delineation of the flood line proved to be
the main causes for the discrepancy.
The conclusion of the study is a clear indication that flood
monitoring with ERS-1 data can provide satisfactory
results for some user needs. However, for more accurate
data a survey taking field measurements remains
indispensable.

In Germany, the supervision of the main waterways is
under the responsibility of the Water Authority Boards,
which are also in charge of the recording of floods. This
task includes the registration and mapping of flood events
and the instigationof operations to control floods.
The method used by the water authorities to acquire flood
data is to send a team of experts into the field for taking
direct measurements.For this purpose plugs are placed at
500 m intervals, marking the highest water-levelwithin the
river profile. Afterwards the plugs are measured.
However,an exact geographicreference of each plug is not
provided.This method is very precise and produces data
with a high degree of accuracy, which ranges from 5 to 20
cm. The data satisfies the requirements of hydrological
calculations, for which an accuracy of a few decimetres is
essential.
Despite the high accuracy of the ranging, the Water
Authority Boards are thinking about new possibilities to
derive the flood level. The reason for this is that the
method is expensive because it is time-consuming, staffintensive and because data processing takes a relatively
long time.
Another problem is, that pedestrians often vandalize the
plugs so that gaps in the data base appear. Finally, the
highest water-levelis only marked in the main river course;
areas where the water has flown behind the dike are
neglected.
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Water
gauge

Acquisition date of
the
traditional
measurement

Acquisition of
ERS-1 SAR data

water height (cm)
measured by the
water authority
boards

water
height at
ERS-1
pass

Height
difference

Date

Time

Date

Time

Koblenz

23.12.93

9:30

25.12.93

10:25

949

840

109

Bonn

23.12.93

1822:00

25.12.93

10:25

1013

950

63

Cologne

24.12.93

0-6:00

25.12.93

10:25

1063

1017

46

Table 1: Acquisition date of the water-level measurements and the corresponding water height.

ERS-1 SAR data cannot provide datasets with decimeter
accuracy. Nevertheless they are appropriate to overcome
some of the difficulties the navigation staff has to cope
with: they can be obtained relatively quickly enabling an
immediate view of the actual flood situation. The
geographical reference is available and the data is easy to
combine with digital information such as digital maps.
Moreover, the great advantage of ERS-1 SAR is the ability
to acquire data without restrictions from weather
conditions.

The objective of this study therefore, is to examine the
mapping accuracy of ERS-1 SAR data in comparison with
the results of the Water Authority Boards. The satellite
data was investigated in view of an operational use for
flood mapping taking into account the restrictions of data
acquisition, satellite parameters, time aspects of data
processing
and analysis, as well as thefinancial
components.

2. DATA BASE AND SITES
The inundation of the Rhine valley in December/January
1993/94 was recorded on three multi-temporal ERS-1
SAR images. Fortunately, just on the end of December the
3-day orbit of the ERS-1 mission started, therefore th
following subsequent images could be collected:
25.12.1993, 31.12.1993 and 03.01.1994. The acquisition
time was 10:25 a.m. As reference for a normal water-level
one scene of June from 10.06.1992 was used.
SAR.GTC products were chosen because geometric
distortions were corrected and therefore the combination
with auxiliary data sets (i.e topographic maps, landuse
data, etc.) is possible.
Each scene maps an area of about 100 x 100 km between
Duisburg (Nordrhein-Westfalen) and Koblenz (RheinlandPfalz)

As project testsites, three river sections were chosen, each
of them covering an area representing the size of one
mapsheet 1:25.000. In accordance with the water authority
boards, the testsites had to meet special requirements: they
include river shores which are not protected by dikes or
have steep river banks. They also cover regions where the
water had flown behind the dike.
The river sections between Porz and Bonn as well as
around Koblenz seemed to be suitable for the investigation.
The location of the testsites is shown in Figure 1.
As additional data sets the corresponding mapsheets,
digital and analog, as well as aerial photography data,
Koblenz, proved to be helpful for data interpretation.
which unfortunately only exist for parts of the testsite
The flood-level measured, the river profiles, the foreland
profiles as well as registrations of the water-level per hour
for the gauges Koblenz, Bonn and Cologne were made
available by the water authority boards.

Time Aspect of ERS-1 SAR Data Acquisition
Because floods constitute temporal occurrences with wave
characteristics, different advances of the wave front and
flood levels are recorded across a satellite image.
Therefore, the time and place of the data collection is of
fundamental importance for an investigation using satellite
data.
The temporal difference between the highest flood level at
a site and the level recorded by ERS-1 at the date of the
image acquisition is thus variable. For Koblenz, for
example, the image was acquired about two days after the
flood peak, while the wave front passed Bonn about 1.5
days earlier. At Cologne, the peak event occurred only 3
hours before the time when the image was taken, because
the wave remained steady for some hours. The acquisition
dates of the field measurements and the ERS-1 as well as
the resulting decrease of the flood levels are presented in
Table 1.
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Figure 2 indicates the wave propagation during the time of
data collection and demonstrates at what flood situation the
ERS-1 scenes map the flooding.
In general, the timely collection of data and the processing
of ERS-1 images forms an important factor in operational
projects. Under normal conditions requests for the
acquisition of ERS-1 data should be made at least four
weeks before the date indicated. Processing the data
requires an additional two weeks. This amounts to a total
of six weeks for the data acquisition and processing.
In urgent cases, ESA and the affiliated PAF's try to
manage the ERS-1 acquisition requests and the data
processing in less time. If the satellite station is aware to
the request, low resolution quicklooks are available 4
hours after the acquisition. These images were used
successfully for the Christmas flooding of 1993 in the
Cologne/Bonn area, giving an overview in just a view
hours.
Full resolution products can be delivered within 10
Minutes from the satellite station to the archiving and
processing centres. The constraint is however, that the
transmission is planned once a day for each station near
midday. Requests for data made in the early afternoon
will only be transmitted the following day. Only for very
exceptional purposes it is possible to plan another transmission.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Identification of Data Users
Of particular importance to the project was a close
contact with the data users. User requirements had been
obtained by questionnaires, which concentrated on a
comparison of user needs and the data provided by ERS1 data. Overall, the users of flood data can be devided
into two groups:
- data users interested in information concerning the
water volume (i.e. national and federal institutes)
- data users interested in the flood-level and the extent
of the inundation (i.e. the Water Authority Boards, the
federal institute for hydrology, emergency organisations,
headquarter for flood defence, insurance and re-insurance
companies as well as planning authorities).
Various products are required by the users, which can be
established by ERS-1 SAR data:
- a quick view of the flooding;
- maps which delineate the extent of the inundation;
- an indication of the run off;
- a measurement of the flood level ;
- proof for surfaces which are inundated due to a rise
of the ground water-table.
Because insurance companies index their customers on
the basis of postal code districts, it seems to be
appropriate to express the extent of the flood for
equivalent regions.

The flooded ares for individual classes of landuse can be
derived from classified Landsat TM data. The water
volume can be determined using a digital elevation
model. This data can be used for model validation.
3.2 Data Analysis
The software packages used during the study were
ERDAS IMAGINE and ARC/INFO. The ERS-1 SAR
data was scaled from 16 bit to 8 bit data by a linear
histogram stretch to allow for easier data handling
without affecting the informational content of the data.

3.3 Visual Interpretation
First step taken during the examination phase was a
visual interpretation of the aerial photographs of
Koblenz. These photographs allow a clear identification
of the satellite images and were used to verify the results.
The satellite images were interpreted directly on-screen,
producing different flood lines which document the
variations in the water-level. The interpretation was
carried out on a color composite because inundated areas
are displayed as clearly visible colours. By comparison,
the interpretation of a single ERS-1 scene is rather
arduous, because the human eye is only capable to
distinguish a very limited number of grey values.
Additionally, some backscatter values of inundated areas
are not very characteristic at all and can only be detected
by using images acquired at different dates.
The interpretation used a combination consisting of one
scene (i.e. GTC of 25.12.93), a difference image derived
from the scene under investigation and the image dating
from 03.01.1994, and a reference image from June
1992. This data combination proved to be the most
suitable for the visual interpretation.
A reference scene is not strictly essential for the
interpretation. However, in case of uncertainities with the
interpretation it was found to be benefical to be able to
compare the grey values of the presumed inundated areas
with those representing the non-flood state.
3.4 Automatic Classification and Filtering
Besides applying a visual interpretation to the images an
automatic classification was carried out. The objective
was to find a rapid and operational method for mapping
floods, whereby an automatic classification seemed to be
at the most suitable approach.
The classifier used was a new evidence-based
classification algorithm called EBIS (Evidence Based
Interpretation of Satellite Images)(Lohmann, 199l ). The
EBIS- classification, was recently implemented in the
ERDAS Imagine software package. It is based on the
mathematical concept of "evidentional reasoning"
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according
to the "Dempster-Shafer-Theory".
This
structural and pixel-based algorithm employs co-occurrence matrices and local histograms as feature spaces.
These matrices describe, at which frequency specific
neighbourhood-relations
occur for a group of pixels. All
feature spaces display
an individual
polynomial
distribution. From these the program simulates its own
classes, which are structured but randomly distributed.
Different distribution functions can be applied like the
Gaussian distribution and the multinomial, window-based
distribution. No additional pre-processing,
such as
enhancement or filtering, is necessary. Moreover, such
operations could have a negative effect on the
classification accuracy.
The best classification
results were achieved by
classifying two images, the GTC of the 25 .12.1993 and
the GTC of the 03.01.1994. Tests of the classification
with only one acquisition date or with all three dates in
combination produced inferior results.
Only classes of water were separated from those of nonwater, using about 10 different training classes. As
parameters, the local histogram and multinomial distribution were applied.
Following the classification,
the class ,,water" was
homogenized by using various spatial filters. This
procedure allowed to avoid gaps inside the class and,
where required, to extend the outer boundary of the water
class. This step is necessary, because the class boundaries
are poorely represented with the EBIS classifier.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The visual interpretation of ERS-1 SAR images produced
good results. Nevertheles, the identification of the virtual
flood line was problematic in some areas.
Uncertainities arose, for example, where steep slopes
produced radar shadows and fore-shortening effects
which obscured or concealed the landuse information.
Furthermore, the backscatter reponse of many forested
areas is very similar to that of inundated land. As a
consequence, the flooded areas were found to be difficult
to separate from forests. In those instances, the
information provided by the corresponding map sheet
proved to be a valuable source of auxiliary data for the
correct identification of the two classes.
An accurate separation of flooded from non-flooded
settlements was also found to be difficult. In many cases
the high backscatter produced by buildings overlaid the
backscatter of inundated areas. Besides, flooded roads
were quite often too small to be distinguished.
Another critical point was the number of trees in built-up
areas, in particular in one-family housing estates. There
the density of trees is comparatively high so that flooded
surfaces are hidden by the trees and cannot be detected.
Inaccurate delineation also occurred in cases, where
embankment constructions or port installations produced
high backscatter values.which dominated the reponse of
the surrounding areas. In some cases, the reflection was
so strong that the interpreted flood-line run inside the
normal river bed.

3.5 Measurement of the Flood Level
In the case of a flood event, the mapping teams of the
Water Authority Boards always try to seize the peak
wave. Because the wave normally remains steady for
some hours, it can be assumed that the data sets of the
water authority boards accurately represent the highest
flood level.
As for satellite data, the temporal difference between the
highest water-level and the time of data acquisition date
has to be considered.
To derive flood-levels from ERS-1 images, the visually
delineated flood-boundar ,which was more accurate than
the classification result, was plotted onto transparencies
in combination with the foreland profiles (as line). This
plot was then superimposed over the corresponding
mapsheets of 1:5000. At the intersection of the flood-line
and the foreland, the relief information of the map was
registered.
This information was established only for the Porz test
site, which means a distance of 19 Km along the river
course.

A test of the reliability of the visual interpretation
effectuated by comparing the flood lines with those
derived from aerial photographs.
The results are
graphically depicted in Figure 3.
In general, the flood lines produced by the two methods
were found to coincide properly, despite the presence of
problematic sections mentioned above.
Overall, the visual interpretation of ERS-1 SAR data
seems to be an appropriate method to provide a ready
account of the flood situation. It is furthermore a suitable
means to derive the boundary of flooded open or arable
land and, with some restrictions, of built-up areas. Yet, in
terms of accuracy the interpretation of aerial photographs
was found to yield superior results.
With regard to the classification, the results obtained
were encouraging and demonstrate the usefulness of the
EBIS algorithm for the classification of radar data
(Figure 4). The program· is easy to use and produces
relatively rapid acceptable results. However, various misclassifications of water occured in the arable land class,
which had to be addressed by either filtering the image or
editing the data manually. The mis-classification arose,
because forested areas and wet arable land shows similar
backscatter signatures to inundated land. On the whole,
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the flooded area is relatively heterogenious, enclosing a
variety of grey values.
Incorrectly classified were also layover zones due to their
low backscatter, which resembles the one of open water.
Moreover, a correct delineation of the flood line was
troublesome in those areas, which had already been
problematic
in the visual interpretation,
such as
settlements.
A considerable improvement over the classified image
was the application of filter steps (Figure 5). A notable
portion of flooded surfaces, which were classified as
arable land, could be adjoined to the class ,,water". As it
had been expected, this procedure also increased the
amount of pixels incorrectly classified as ,,water" within
arable land. These pixels were eliminated manually
according to the topographic map sheets. A comparison
of the results obtained from the visual interpretation with
those from the filtered classification revealed that most of
the obviously inundated areas were correctly classified
by the algorithm (Figure 6). Forests and one-family
housing estates, however, as well as steep slopes had also
been classified as water.
Unfortunately, there were no estimations available on the
flood extent from the Water Authority Boards to verify
the findings. Even in the absence of such data it was very
apparent that the visual interpretation produced better
results than the image classification.
To demonstrate the receding flood level, the flood
boundary of all dates were combined and are shown in
Figure 7. Clearly visible are those areas, which were
affected the longest by the flood as well as ,,flooded
islands", which are probably originated from the rise of
the ground water table.

4.1 Measurement of the Water Height
The results obtained from the measurements of the water
level with ERS-1 SAR data is presented in Figure 8.
Severe irregularities are visible, which can be attributed
to the following effects:
- Extremely low values refer to sections of the river,
where corner reflectors near the bank (produced by
embankment constructions or port installations) dominate
the reflection. In those instances, the flood line was
placed even inside the river bed. Another point is that if
the water is held back by dikes, than there is no
possibility to define the water-level.
- Very high water-levels can normally be related to
measurements taken in built-up areas. As mentioned
above, it is difficult to exactly define flooded areas inside
settlements.
This situation
is aggrevated
by the
circumstance that on maps contour lines are often absent
inside settlements. The correct definition of the water
height is, therefore, a complex task and is often the result
of an approximation.

The comparison of the measurements of the water height
exhibit a variation of 0.5 to 2.0 m. The results have to be
interpreted in consideration of the delay in the acquisition
of the two measurements, which resulted in a height
difference of about 54 cm at the testsite Porz. When
taking this shift into account the discrepancy between the
two methods was reduced to about 10 to 50 cm (see
Figure 9).

5. CONCLUSION
Comparing the results obtained during the study with the
demands expressed by the end users, the following
conclusions can be drawn:
- The acquisition capabilities of ERS-1 cannot ensure
the exact recording of the maximum flood event.
Therefore, an operational use is not conceivable for
this purpose at present.
- The mapping of the flood extent for arable land is
possible with high degree of accuracy. Yet, in built-up
areas, forested land or steep slopes, no definitive
delineation of the flood line is feasible.
- To allow the estimation of the highest water-level
with ERS-1 SAR data, the interval between the
acquisition of the scenes has to be reduced. The
coverage of the ERS-1 SAR image records different
water-levels in different parts of the image.
- ERS-1 SAR data are too coarse to map the flood level
with satisfactory accuracy in Germany. However, in
regions where SAR data represent the only available
source of information, the results are potentially very
useful.
- Flood maps were found to be of use for emergency
organisations and planning authorities and allow the
generation of a flood database. Moreover, they
indicate those areas, which are flooded as a
consequence of a rise in the ground water-table.
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Figure 1:

Figure 2:

Location of the project testsites

Water-level measurement per hour for the water gauges Koblenz, Bonn and Cologne from
23.12.93 to 04.01.94. The date and time of the ERS-1 pass is indicated to show what flood
situation is mapped on the satellite images.
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Figure 3: Visual interpretation of the aerial photography data and the satellite data for parts of the testsite
Koblenz (the section is located north of Koblenz)

Figure 6: Comparison of the visual interpretation of the ERS-1 SAR data with the EBIS classification
result for parts of the testsite Porz (river section near Porz)
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Figure 4: EBIS classification for the testsite Porz

Figure 5: Filter result for the testsite Porz
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Figure 7: Demonstration of the flood decrease for the testsite Porz
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Figure 9:

Comparison of the flood-level measurement using ERS-1 SAR data with the traditional
measurements for the left river bank. The ranging of the water authority boards has
been adjusted to the water decrease due to the time delay of the ERS-1 acquisition
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ABSTRACT
On the example of the Atacama Fault Zone, in
Northern Chile, SAR ERS imagery has proved to be
operational and particularly convenient for neotectonic
studies because it mainly expresses topographic
features. In addition, geometry of acquisition is
sufficiently controlled to allow estimate of the scarps'
heights. SAR ERS data cover large regions and
consequently permit extensive observations at regional
scale. Active faults are underlined by small steep slopes
along discrete scarps. The slope angle can be estimated
from intensity values on the radar image. Using this
approach, mapping of active faults can be routinely
accomplished and is necessary for mitigation of seismic
hazards.

2. GENERAL STRUCTURAL SETTING OF THE
ATACAMA FAULT ZONE
Lying parallel to the coast in Northern Chile (Fig. I),
the Atacama Fault Zone (AFZ) is more than 1,100 km
long and 30 to 50 km large. In the studied area, there is
a seismic gap, and a big earthquake is expected
(recurrence one century), but the detailed mapping of
active faults is not done.
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Large fault zones are the locus of high magnitude
earthquakes at shallow or intermediate depth. A fault
zone comprises several faults, trending in different
directions, along which earthquakes may occur. A
given fault or fault segment is sometimes aseismic but
nonetheless has to be considered as active because
earthquakes occur with long time recurrence (seismic
gap), and in this case may be strong. Precise mapping
of all the active faults related to a fault zone is essential
for mitigation of seismic hazards.
In this paper, we first give the general structural setting
of the Atacama Fault Zone (AFZ). We then present
visual image analysis of the active fault pattern and
describe an approach to estimate scarp heights from
radar image. We finally suggest relationships between
active faults and steep topographic slope angles.
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Fig. l. Location of the studied area in Northern Chile.
The Northern Chilean Coastal Cordillera has suffered
several tectonic events since the beginning of the
Andean cycle in late Triassic time (Turner et al., 1984;
Scheuber and Andriessen, 1990; Scheuber and Reutter,
1992; Scheuber et al., 1994; Scheuber, 1994). Since
late Miocene, the AFZ has suffered major brittle
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Figure 2. Negative print of ERS-1 SAR scene, acquired in descending orbit illumination from ESE, displayed at 25 m
ground resolution.
generated images yielding 25 m ground resolution.
reactivations continuing until Present. Since 15 Ma
Images were produced at 1/200,000 scale, in negative
(Alpers and Brinhall, 1988), the climate is hyper-arid
(Fig.2). This type of presentation of the image has the
and, as a consequence, active tectonic geomorphic
advantage to display in dark the bright slopes facing
features are poorly eroded.
the radar and affected by shortening and layover
effects, giving the impression of shadow. Slopes
3. MAPPING OF ACTIVE FAULTS BY VISUAL
backing the radar are then clear and give the
ANALYSIS OF SAR ERS-1 IMAGES
impression to be illuminated. They are rich in
information because generally stretched.
Methodology
We have principally used a set of ERS-1 SAR scenes,
in descending orbits, illumination from ESE. We have

SAR ERS-1 data have synoptic views permitting to
describe structures which cover large surfaces. The data
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provided concern objects of large dimensions
be
considered
as
complementary
to
microtectonic field analysis.

and can
detailed

Observations
The fault zone (Fig.J) is easterly bounded by the Nstriking Remiendo fault. facing east (Okada, 1971) In
the east of the region. the fault scarps are ancient
because they are eroded and partly buried under recent
deposits.
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In the study area active faults can be identified by
continuous scarps. Some have been first described by
Okada (1971). Active faults are characterised by scarps
changing in height along the strike. Many of the faults
we have observed on the radar images had been
previously partly mapped. whatever their age. However,
radar imagery has significantly enhanced the mapping
of the active fault system more specifically. There is a
number of ancient (lower Cretaceous to early Cenozoic)
faults, previously mapped, which arc not portrayed on
the images (Fig.4). Some relatively recent faults are
underlined by distinct scarps, but they also arc partly
overlain by recent deposits. We classify these faults as
'recent but inactive'.
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Figure 3. The central part of Atacama Fault Zone,
analysed from SAR ERS imagery.
The Rerniendo fault cuts a large valley (Vl) in which
runs a distinct thalweg. Herve (1987) has examined
ignimbrites on the floor of the paleovalley and ash
deposits in the detritus fan at the scarp foot. Age
determination (K-Ar) yields respectively 19 Ma and 5,5
Ma.
Between locations Vl and Sl , the Remiendo scarp is
divided into several parallel scarps shaping a ramp
system, which generally are associated with normal
faulting. To the west, the V3 thalweg seems to be leftlaterally offset for 1.3 km.

Figure 4. Fault mapping compiled from litterature,
including ancient (lower Cretaceous to early Cenozoic)
faults which are not portrayed on the SAR ERS-1
images.
The radar system principally displays changes in the
relief due to recent (post-Miocene) deformation. It
makes the difference between ancient, recent but
inactive and active faults. The radar images also show
regular back-slopes of large dimensions (10 km in the
east-west direction.) which all dip westwards. The
back-slopes are principally regular planes of tilted
blocks, typical of an extensional regime and we
consequently consider that the faults are normal.
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4. MEASUREMENT OF THE HEIGHT OF FAULT
SCARPS
Original SAR ERS-1 scenes have a pixel size yielding
12.5 m X 12.5 m on the ground. It is well established
that changes in intensity of the SAR signal is mainly
correlated to variations of the relief. ERS-1 SAR data
consequently represent a potentially valuable tool to
detect small variations in the topography and to
measure the height of fault scarps. In the special case of
the north-trending Atacama fault zone, radar
illumination is quite at right angle to fault lines, and
faces scarps (illumination is from ESE for the
descending node images we use). This configuration
has allowed us to develop a methodology based on
extraction from the image of strongly illuminated
slopes, corresponding to fault scarps, forming lines
which thickness is related to height.
e

I
a

Figure 5. Schematic cross-section of a fault scarp, line
segments representing sections of pixels. (a): the
footwall; (b): the foot of the scarp where occurs
accumulation of detrital deposits; (c): the main fault
scarp, almost the fault plane; (d) and (e): the eroded
scarp top.
A fault scarp in cross-section can be schematised as in
Fig.5, line segments representing sections of pixels.
Pixels of the (a) type represent the footwall and are
more or less horizontal. Pixels of the (b) type represent
the foot of the scarp and have a relatively gentle slope
due to accumulation of detrital deposits. Pixels of the
(c) type correspond to the main fault scarp, which is
almost the fault plane when recent tectonic reactivation
has occurred. The dip of fault planes in the studied area
is approximately 60°, yielding a mean 50° for the
slightly eroded fault scarps. Pixels of the (d) and (e)
types have more gentle slopes because they form the
eroded scarp top.
Slopes facing the radar are responsible for strong
echoes with the greatest amount of retrodiffusion
occurring when slope is perpendicular to the radar
beam (Ulaby et al., 1982), which corresponds to a 67°
angle in the case of SAR ERS-1 scenes (Fig.2).
Foreshortening due to distortion accompanies strong
echoes. Along segment (c), the foreshortening effect
will be then constant, supposing there are not other
effects due to roughness and soil moisture variations.
Scarps develop generally in a unique terrain, rending
roughness constant. Atacama region is very dry and
soil moisture can be considered to be very little. The

slopes of lower and upper parts of the scarp yield lower
radiometry than part (c). Extracting from the image the
high values corresponding to part (c), will form long
lines. In the case of the Atacama fault zone, we suppose
in first approximation that (c) fault scarps have
everywhere the same dip and that only the scarp height
varies. (a)+ (b) and (d) + (e) surface can be considered
as invariant, only (c) changes if height varies. In this
case, thickness of lines is proportional to height.
Extraction of the fault line from the SAR image
(Fig.6a) was obtained from a high threshold of the grey
tones. We choose a filtering method which reduces the
speckle while restoring the connectivity of thin
features. The Connected Centre Filter (Mering and
Parrot, 1994). Some white components still remained
on the resulting images (Fig.6b). The small ones were
eliminated by Geodesic Reconstruction (Serra, 1982),
(Fig.6c).
The fault lines were then computed automatically,
using a distance function. On a binary image, a
distance function is an image transformation which
provides for each pixel belonging to connected
components, a distance value which corresponds to a
distance between the pixel and the edge of the
component. Computed distance values form grey levels
in a Distance Image, which was calculated by the
algorithm of Daniellson (1980). Thickness has been
computed using the Distance Image. The maximal
thickness (Fig.6d) is the greatest value of the distance
function within a connected component. This values is
unique and affects all the pixels of the component by
means of a Geodesic Dilatation of the Distance Image
into the original Binary Image.
A mean value of 650.m seems a reasonable result since
scarp dips are generally close to 55°.
5. MEASUREMENT OF SLOPES : EXAMPLE OF
THE DEAD SEA FAULT
The above example on the AFZ computes fault height
assuming the slope angle (a) of scarp surface is known.
However, scarps face radar illumination and are
consequently subjected to foreshortening, rending
difficult estimate of the slope angle. To compute the
slope angle, it would be better to use radar illumination
backing the scarp face.
We have observed in positive print a SAR ERS-1 image
viewing the Dead Sea Fault Zone (DSFZ) with
illumination from ESE, backing active faults scarps
located east of the Jordan Valley (Fig.7). There is no
foreshortening in this case, and all the slopes are well
exposed. Active faults are bordered with dark surfaces
which underline steep dipping slopes. As these slopes
are located along the fault line, they are interpreted to
be poorly eroded and related to recent activity. From
the intensity of the dark pixels, and by comparison with
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Figure 6. Succession of processes to estimate the height of fault scarp. (a): original SAR image; (b): extraction of the
fault line from the SAR image from a high threshold of the grey tones; (c): filtering which reduces the speckle while
restoring the connectivity of thin features (Mering and Parrot, 1994), followed by Geodesic Reconstruction (Serra,
1982); (d): Computed distance values forming grey levels in a Distance Image, which was calculated by the algorithm
of Daniellson ( 1980).
the scarps' height. Cross-orbits images (descending and
surfaces which slope angle is already known, it is
ascending) are required.
theoretically possible to estimate the slope angle. The
scarp height can be subsequently computed.
Visual interpretation of SAR images allows mapping of
6. CONCLUSIONS
This work is not yet achieved but it gives trends to
develop operational mapping of active faults from SAR
images. This approach is complementary to the survey
of seismic activity.
Radar imagery is particularly convenient because it
accentuates
topographic
features, specially scarps
which
mainly
express
neotectonic
structures
(Franceschetti et al., 1994). In addition, geometry of
acquisition is sufficiently controlled to allow estimate of

recent faults and their distinction from already mapped
ancient faults. Estimate of relief slope angles is the
criteria showing active faults. Not yet eroded steep
scarp faces may be small, and their size fall under the
ground resolution of current Digital Elevation Models
(50m). Ground resolution of SAR ERS images, yielding
12,5 mis better and would permit to map a number of
these active faults. Mapping can be done extensively
because the imagery has a synoptic view.
Identification of active faults using this approach has to
be made with precaution for local topographic effects of
lithologic contrast may occur. This methodology
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Fig.7. Positive print of a SAR ERS-1 image over the Dead Sea Fault Zone (DSFZ). illumination from ESE, showing
dark strips related to active faults scarps located east of the Jordan Valley.
deserves a first research period of testing and
evaluation before being routinely applied in highly
populated regions, in Europe for instance.
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ABSTRACT
In structural geology and geomorphology, the
determination of the relationships between various
scales of analysis is primordial to insure a coherent
interpretation of observed structures. Therefore, it is
important to use observation's and interpretation's
methodologies that are compatible with the scale of
analysis: satellite imagery for the regional scale, aerial
photography for local scale and in situ meso and micro
structural measurements for the meso and micro scales
of observation.
On the one hand SAR imagery is a useful tool for the
regional recognition of lineations. In the Ecuadorian
Andes, where this study has been performed, SAR
imagery is nearly only influenced by the
geomorphology. Moreover in this country, where cloud
cover is quasi permanent, SAR imagery insure the
visibility of the earth surface.
On the other hand in such a geomorphological context
the typical geometric distortions of SAR images
enhance preferentially certain morphostructural features
which are also put out of shape. It is then very difficult
to stack the layers of information's about structures and
particulary lineations localised on SAR images in a GIS.
Nevertheless, regional scale lineations can be recognised
on SAR images and can be compared with other kind of
analysis, for instance, with local scale lineations.
Traditionally these lineations are interpreted in function
of their horizontal dimensions. We propose a 3D
analysis of these lineations. We discuss the possibility to
use SAR remote sensing as input for this kinds of
analysis. The main problem of the 3D interpretation is
their relative vertical and horizontal dimensions.
The results of regional scale SAR observation and 3D
analysis of lineations can easily be confronted with the
results obtained at the local or meso scales of
observation and with other sets of data like seismic and
geodetic data to assess the neotectonical risk.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a methodological exploitation of
ERSl.SAR images and the first results obtained in the

Andes (Ecuador)", This research in neotectonics and
natural hazards assessment have been realised on an
area where 3 hydroelectric dams have been planned or
still constructed.
2. THE TEST AREA
The 3 sites are located in the « Cordillera Real » or
Eastern Cordillera of the Ecuadorian Andes. This zone
crosses the country from north to south (Fig. 1) and is
mainly characterised by a magmatic and metamorphic
bed-rock (Baldock, 1982). On the western side and
eastward, the different morphostructural entities located
in the neighbourhood of the Cordillera Real are the
Coastal plain, the Western Cordillera, the Interandean
Valley. On the eastern side of the Eastern Cordillera, the
Sub Andean Zone is located (Tibaldi & Ferrari, 1991).
The morphostructural context of the different zones is
presented on the figure 2 and 3. The Ecuadorian Andes
are constituting a limnair collision chain (Debelmas &
Mascle, 1993) between an insular arc, actually
represented by the Western Cordillera and the
continental margin of the Amazonian plate actually
represented by the Eastern Cordillera and the Sub
Andean Zone. The Interandean Valley is a suture zone
between the two Cordilleras. This area and its margins
are considered as zones with major seismic risks due to
superficial earthquakes (D.C. & E.P.E., 1991). This
Interandean Valley is a graben covered by a thick layer
of undifferentiated basalt and filled by Pliocene and
Quaternary pyroclastic deposits (Aspden & Litherland,
1992) resulting from the activity of different volcanoes
of the active continental margin or of the suture zone.
Some of these volcanoes, the lgualata for instance, were
active during the Tertiary. The Chimborazo and the
Altar, were active during the Quaternary and the
Cotopaxi and the Tungurahua are still active now. The
Tungurahua is located on the right side of the Pastaza
river near the town of Banos where 2 dams have been
planned. Since 1537, 25 eruptions have been registered
and the last one was in 1918 (Barberi et al., 1988). The
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slope of this volcano is 37°. The risks of' « lahrs » and
ashes fall deposits mobilisation or mud flows are very
important.
The stress distribution in the area has evolved since the
end of the Hercynian cycle. From this moment till the
Middle Cretaceous (Albian), the context was extensive.
Between the Albian and the Pliocene extensive and
compressive periods alternated; the 3 main compressive
periods of Upper Cretaceous, Upper Eocene and Upper
Miocene - Lower Pliocene have been observed
(Debelmas & Mascle, 1993).
Concerning the recent motion of soil and the correlated
structural features, Winter and Lavenu (1989) have
recognised 4 entities: the Southern Ecuador, Central
Ecuador (our test area), Northern Ecuador and Sub
Andean Zone.
The Southern Ecuador have been characterised by a
Neogene rotation of o l from N20E till Nl IOE. At the
end of the Pliocene and during the Pleistocene, cr1 was
probably vertical; cr2 and cr3 were respectively southnorth and Nl40E oriented. During the Pleistocene in an
extensive context, Winter and Lavenu (1989) have
described a mean vertical motion of 12±6 mm/year.

The Central Ecuador is now characterised by an eastwest oriented ol, a vertical cr2 and a north-south cr3.
The result of this orientation of stress axes is an
extensive horizontal thrust context reactivating former
fracture system. Along the Pallatanga fault, Winter and
Lavenu (1989) have shown by geomorphometrical
analysis the evidence of a mean horizontal dextral thrust
motion of 4.5 mm/year during the 2 last millions of
years and 4.4±1.6 mm/year during the last 10000 years.
In northern Ecuador, the compressive context with
inverse or horizontal thrust motions has been pointed
out (Winter & Lavenu, 1989) since Upper Pliocene.
At least inverse motions are generally observed in the
Sub Andean Zone (Winter & Lavenu, 1989).
In this morphostructural context, Hall and Wood (1985)
have performed a remote sensing study using one of the
rare LANDSAT images with a poor cloud cover. They
showed the evidence of 7 north-west/south-east and I
south-west/north-east
oriented
lineations.
The
intersection of last one, the Guayaquil-Pallatanga
lineation, and another one, the Pastaza-Esmeraldas
lineations, seems to be very important because it could
be at the origin of the noumerous earthquakes of
Riobamba lTab. 1)

Date

City

lntensitv

15/3/1645

Riobamba
Banos
Ambato,Latacunga,Pelileoet Pillaro

IX
VIII
VIII

Partialdestruction
Partialdestruction
No information

x
IX
VIII
VIII

Totaldestruction
Partialdestruction
Partialdestruction
Partialdestruction
Totaldestruction
Partialdestruction
Partialdestruction

Riobamba

XI

Totaldestruction(6300 deaths)

Latacungaet Saquisili

Vil

Partialdestruction

Ambato,Banos,Guano,Pillaroet Pelileo

XII

Totaldestructionof Pelileo(landslide)and
imoortantdestructionin otherareas

22/1111687
20/6/1698
6/7/1736
22/2/1757
10/5/1786
4/2/1797
15/9/1944
5/7/1949

Ambato
Riobambaet Latacunga
Saquisiliet Pujili
Latacunga
Latacunga
Ambato,Saquisiliet Puiili
Riobamba

XI
VIII
Vil

Destructions

Tab. I: Historical sismicity of the test area.
3. AIMS OF THE STUDY AND
METHODOLOGICAL FLOW CHART
We have used and compared 4 observation tools for
regional and
local geomorphologic analysis:
ERSl.SAR.GEC images, SPOT PAN images, 1/50000
topographical maps and 1/60000 aerial photographs.
The observations and interpretations realised by these
means have been controlled by 2 prospecting
campaigns. During these one we performed qualitative
geomorphologic
controls
and
mesostructural

measurements. In this kind of study, ERS I.SAR data are
just a source of data among many other one. The
advantages and limits of SAR data have been evaluated
in comparison with the other kinds of observation's
means in function of the scale of analysis, of the
possibility of integration in GIS and of the possibility to
submit the collected information's at a computer
processing developed in our laboratory and briefly
presented in this paper.
The different steps of one methodology are presented on
the figure 4.
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Fig. 2: Morphostructural entities of Ecuadorian Andes and interpretation of the Upper Cretaceous evolution (from
Debelmas & Mascle, 1993).
Legend: 1. Ophiolites; 2. Sediment associated with ophiolites; 3. Volcano-detritic formation ofMacuchi (insular arc); 4.
Volcano-detritic formation of Celica (activ margin of South American plate); 5. Tertiary and Quaternary volcanism; 6.
South American Mesozoic and Paleozoic substrate; W. Western Cordillera; E. Eastern Cordillera; SA. Sub Andean
Zone; ZC. Coastal zone.
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Fig. 3: Geological transect in the Ecuadorian Andes (from Delbelmas & Mascles, 1993).
Legend: P. Precambrian and Paleozoic; M. Undifferenciated Mesozoic; Ma Macuchi formation (Cretaceous volcanodetritic complex); Cs. Upper Cretaceous; T. Tertiary; oph. Ophiolites; cr.oc. Oceanical crust.

4. DETECTION OF LINEATIONS ON ERSl .SAR
IMAGES
The first step of the research is the detection of
lineations. This detection have been performed on a
mosaic of 2 ERSl.SAR.GEC frames (7413/3627 and
7413/3645). The geocoding of these frames have been
done by the D-PAF. The projection of the image in a
ground range reference system using 2 different mean
heights of projection ellipsoid for the 2 different frames
(2384 m for the southern frame and 1879 for the
northern one). This height difference have produced
deformations and problems during the stitching. The
image have then been sigma filtered using a 5x5

window and a 2 o tolerance. The lineations' detection
have been performed analogically and digitised on
screen at different scales of observation.
The figure 5 shows an example of full resolution
interpretation and the figure 6 shows 2 examples of
interpretations at a regional scale.
At the end of the first step of the research we can
conclude that:
l. In this area with very frequent cloud cover, 85 % of
LANDSAT MSS and TM images sensed between
23/10/72 and 3/5/89 are not exploitable because of
cloud cover higher than 40 %. SAR images present than
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a great interest
imagery.

in comparison

with visible

satellite

2. In area where relief is very accentuated, SAR is
mainly influenced by the component of the slope in the
range direction. The other bio-geophysical and human
influences are negligible. So, SAR images are mainly
influenced by geomorphology which is very interesting
in comparison with visible satellite imagery and aerial
photographs.

Eliason (1992)2. It allows the elimination of the 27t
ambiguity and the comparison of regional and local
scale observations with observations realised in situ, for
instance with mesostructural measurements collected at
the scale of the outcrop.

Speckle reduction

1994).
5. 3D ANALYSIS OF LINEATIONS: COPLANARITY
TEST
Traditionally the interpretation of lineations is
performed in function of their 2D distribution. In 1992,
Eliason has proposed a geometrical and statistical
technics which allows the exploitation of the vertical
dimension to realise an interpretation of the structural
signification of lineations. The computational technics
we suggest in this paper is based on the publication of

SPOT PAN

I jLincations detection
and digitizing

i

Stereoscopic interpretation
Lincations
Fluvial Terraces
Deposits
Landslides
Remakable strcamflows
and
confluence angles
Definition of in situ control area

3. The SAR images are not exploitable at a local scale of
observation because of the distortions induced by the
relief. Orientation, location and dimension of the
detected lineations in relation are not correct. The
observed lineations can not be introduced in GIS. The
detection of lineations on SAR images and its
integration must be realised by analogical transposition
on the map which is most of the time impossible. The
necessity of SAR interferometry to realise terrain
geocoding of SAR images is then very important to
avoid this kind of disadvantage. In effect, the financial
cost of the realisation of accurate DEM using other
traditional technics on extended area or the absence of
topographical maps avoids other alternatives. Moreover,
in this kind of study, the realization of a DEM reduces
the interests of SAR images.
4. At the regional scale of observation, geometrical
distortions induced by the relief become negligible in
confrontation with the great extension of observed
lineations. The SAR can then be useful to detect
regional scale structures but traditional technics used for
visible imagery (directional filtering for instance) can
not be used. The contextual interpretation must be
realised because of the influence of the orientation of
the structure in comparison with the look direction (Fig.
7): V shape converging in the antenna direction for the
crest lines oriented in the range direction and V shape
converging in the opposite direction for the also valley
oriented in the range direction. We observed for
instance the prolongation of the Guano fault (Fig. 6) on
the right side of the Rio Chambo along the Rio Blanco.
This area have been prospected during the terrain
campaigns. Broken pebbles and fine sediments filling
fractures in Pleistocene fluvioglacial deposits have been
observed. The hypothesis of a probable recent motion is
then demonstrated in the Rio Blanco area (Ozer et al.,

Aerial photography
Topographic maps
Geologic maps

Satellite imagery
ERSl.SARGEC

Llneations detection
Evaluation of traditional
technics

Comparison

Directional filtering
FIT

SAR geometric distorsions
Mapping the recognised lineations
in a cartographic reference systan

In situ control
Mesostructural measurements
and
Quaternary motions detection

Active Quaternary fauhing

Fig. 4: Methodological flow chart.
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Fig. 7: Diagram showing the characteristics (length and
orientation) of the lineations digitised on the subset of
the figure 5. The perception of some lineations is
enhanced on SAR images in function of their direction
regarding the range.
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Data set description

The data on which the coplanarity test is applied is a set
ofN lineations represented by N vectors defined by their
extremities [(Xi.Yi.Z1); (X2,Y2,Z2)] and determined by
satellite images, aerial photographs and topographical
maps interpretation. All co-ordinates are given in a
cartographic reference system (UTM for this study)
(Fig. 8).

at a local scale of observation: the lineations that induce
the detection of near vertical planes have a little
horizontal component in comparison with their vertical
component. These two facts of observations are in
disagreement with the conditions for SAR images
exploitation's to detect lineations to be submitted to our
test.
DI.ta .t containing thi:
coc::ff'JCM:nts
o{thc computed
plmaresultingfr<DJ
multiple-

Principles of the coplanarity test algorithm

OUT

The coplanarity test algorithm is based on 4 successive
subroutines (Fig. 9):
1. PLANSTA computes the equations of the 4 planes
that can be find combining 2 vectors or 4 points
(defining 2 vectors) 3 by 3.
2. COPLANA2 (simple coplanarity or 2 by 2 coplanarity
test algorithm) computes the angle between each vector
of which only one point has been used to define the
corresponding plane and the normal vector of this plane.
For each combination of 2 lineations, 4 angles can be
computed. If at least one of these angles is higher then
90°-n and lower than 90°+a., the coplanarity of the 2
lineations is accepted. a is a given tolerance. This
routine determine a coplanarity of 2 lineations (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9: Flow chart showing the structure of the
coplanarity test.

3. PLANMOYl computes the equation of the mean
plane corresponding to each case of simple coplanarity.
4. COPMULTI (multiple coplanarity or coplanarity test
applied to more than 2 lineations) computes the angle
between the normal vector of each plane determined by
PLANMOYl and all the lineations that have not been
used to define this plane. If the angle is higher then 90°p and lower than 90°+p, the coplanarity of the
considered lineation and plane is accepted. p is a given
tolerance.

I

I

I

I

I

'

I

I
I

After this step, a mean plane is defined by PLANMOYl
on the basis of the different lineations which are
considered as coplanar after the execution of
COPMULTI.
For instance, the results of this coplanarity test can be
presented in a Schmidt canvas after a Lambert
projection of the inferior hemisphere poles
(Wallbrecher, 1986) of each plane obtained after the last
execution of the PLANMOYl. The figure 11 shows
such a representation for the 104 lineations of the figure
8 after the application of the coplanarity test using 2° for
both u and p.
Interpretation of the results of the coplanarity test
Firstly we observe that the mean plane trends to become
more horizontal when the number of coplanar lineations
increases. This is due to the fact that the higher the
number of lineations the higher is the horizontal
dispersion in comparison with vertical variation. This
observation suggests that the coplanarity analysis must
be performed in area where the relief is accentuated and

Fig. 10: Principles of the coplanarity test.
Secondly, regarding the geomorphological point of
view, independently of the number of lineations
belonging to each plane, we observe that the number of
planes with southward dip direction are more numerous
and characterised by lower dip value than the plane with
a northward dip direction. This is the result of the choice
of a test area which is located asymmetrically in
confrontation with the direction of the main river, the
Pastaza; the second possible explanation is the more
frequent case D of the figure 12. The interpretation of
such a chart is than not only based on structural
influences like those described on the figure 12 but also
by geometry of the catchment which can be influenced
by several hydrological and other factors.
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The discrimination
the
comparison

between the different influences and
with
in situ mesostructural

measurements is now being performed in our laboratory.
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Fig. 11: Stereogram representing the poles of planes in a
Schmidt inferior hemisphere canvas after Lambert
projection. 0: less than 4 lineations in the plane; D: 4
lineations; +: 5 lineations; A more than 5 lineations.

1. Geometrical distortions avoid the exploitation of SAR
images to realise local scale interpretation and lineations
detection. The terrain geocoding is necessary but the
realisation of accurate DEM is economically and
technically impossible at a regional scale and should
destroy any interest of SAR data. SAR interferometry is
the only way to get accurate data that can be introduced
in GIS and compared with other kinds of information's
or submitted at the coplanarity test. In effect, this test
induces a non linear propagation of errors and can only
be applied in area characterised by very accentuated
relief. The accurate precision of lineations' location is
then very important.
Conditions of exploitation
1. The image processing technics used to realise the
interpretation of visible images are not applicable on
SAR images.
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A.
Fig. 5: Full resolution interpretation of a I024xI024
pixels subset of the SAR mosaic (Banos area). In white:
the digitised lineations. In the central part of the subset
we can observe the Rio Pastaza flowing eastward. The
contextual V shape rule (see text) is well illustrated by
the apparent disposition of the affluents of the Pastaza
(mainly by the high gradient of the first order affluents).

B.
Fig. 6: Two examples of analogic interpretation of SAR
frames. A. Western border of the Interandean Valley:
Red line: folding axe of Rio Nagsiche; Green line:
probable horizontal thrust. B. Red line: the well known
Guano Fault and its prolongation along the Rio Blanco
observed on the SAR image and, as shown by in situ
observations, probably active during the Quaternary.

A.

B.

C.

Fig. 8: Coplanarity test area. A. SAR image; B: Hydrographical network and particularities; C. Data set oflineations.
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ABSTRACT
This work is part of a larger Pilot Project presented
during the first ESA Workshop on ERS-1 Applications
held in Toledo on June '94 [l].
Results obtained by the analysis of ERS-1 data in
geological investigations, compared with the ones from
optical LANDSAT
TM data are reported.
Multitemporal ERS-1 images acquired in ascending
and descending orbit have been selected on the test site
known as "Fossa Bradanica" (Southern of Italy). Since
this area is a mountainous region ERS-1 Geocoded
Terrain Corrected data provided by the Italian
Processing and Archiving Facility (Matera, Italy) has
been required.
A large analysis on the data set has been carried out,
either by photointerpretation or by automatic image
processing techniques.
In a first step a visual tectonic lineaments detection has
been performed on the SAR images. Lineaments
obtained have been represented as rose diagrams and
then compared to the ones obtained from Landsat TM
data acquired on the same test-site and in the same
season.
In the second step the data set has been . used in a
lithological classification. At this purpose LANDSAT
TM data alone and multisensor integrated data set has
been analyzed with a Maximum Likelihood Classifier.
Either in lineament detection or in lithological
classification the results obtained shown a very
interesting complementarity between ERS-1 and
LANDSAT TM data for geological applications.

improving the techniques for SAR image analysis and
interpretation.
2. TEST AREA
The study area is the southern part of the foredeep of
the Apennine chain that is a deep elongated in NW-SE
direction. The eastern margin of the Bradanic trough is
represented by the Apulian foreland and the western
zone is formed by the thrust sheets of the Apennine
chain. This chain is a Neogene orogenic belt.
Holocenic alluvial deposits are present in the coastal
zone of the region and along the river bed. They are
prevalently formed by clay and sandy clay. Forward the
hinterlands a series of marine terraces, mostly cut into
the sedimentary fill of the Bradanic through, are
present. They are considered as a record of the
interference between tectonic uplift and successive late
Pleistocene transgressions-regressions of glacio-eustatic
origin. These terraces, developed in interfluvial areas,
are formed by sand and conglomerates. There is also
the marly and silty clay of the Bradanic sequence [2].
Vegetation cover is typical of the Mediterranean
regions. The coastal zone is characterized by the
presence of conifer forest along the dune's belt.
Cropland, orchards, vineyards, olives, vegetables are
well distributed either on the alluvial sediments or on
the marine terraces. The hinterland presents clays
partially covered by Mediterranean scrubs.
3. DATA SET AND ANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this work is to evaluate the
possibility to use different remotely sensed data in
geological investigations. We intend particularly to
evaluate the contribute of ERS-1 data in
geomorphological inspections, lithological mapping
and lineaments mapping.
In fact whereas the optical data analysis in geological
investigations are well consolidated, the use of SAR
images in this field has to be more investigated,

The available data set on the test area consists of
optical LANDSAT TM and ERS-1 images acquired in
different seasons. Since the SAR images present
distortion of the real structures due to the side looking
radar, the use of Geocoded Terrain Corrected data
(GTC) is necessary to compare the ERS-1 information
with the ones from the different sources (optical data,
cartography, ground truth). In this work ERS-1.GTC
products, provided by the Italian Processing and
Archiving Facility (1-PAF), have been considered and
registered with the georeferenced optical data.
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The LANDSAT TM data set is the following:
N

2 January '92
28 May '93
21 July '93.
The ERS-1 data set that includes images acquired both
in ascending and descending orbit is the following:
24 November '92
18 May '93
27 July '93

Descending Orbit

14 November '92
12 June '93
21 August '93

Ascending Orbit

w

E
8%

12%

4%

4%

8%

12%

Fig. 1. Rose diagram representation of Landsat TM
lineaments detected by visual interpretation.
N

The data analysis has been carried out in two steps:
- LINEAMENTS DETECTION
- LITHOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION.
In these two phases not all the data set has been
considered, but the best images have been selected
depending on the kind of application considered.
Because of the higher topographic enhancement of the
winter LANDSAT TM image, the lineaments detection
has been performed only on the data acquired in this
season for the ERS-1 data too. The lineaments are
detected by visual interpretation considering all the
structural alignment, purged of others linear structures
corresponding to natural vegetation or lithological
linear boundaries, anthropic structures etc....
On LANDSAT TM data the detection has been
accomplished on different band combination, but the
band 7 alone resulted the more significant thanks to its
brightness. On ERS-1 images several filters, aimed to
eliminate the speckle effect, have been applied to check
their usefulness in tectonic studies, but the results have
shown a contrast decrease and, consequently, a worse
visual identification of lineaments. So for lineaments
detection on ERS-1 images no filter has been applied
The lineaments observed on optical and SAR data have
been analyzed and compared, considering their
statistical distribution. The interest is focused on the
statistical significance of the lineaments' pattern as a
whole rather than an interpretation of individual
lineaments. This method statistically minimizes errors
and incongruities arising from subjective manipulation.
The frequencies of the identified elements are
graphically represented as rose diagrams in which the
azimuthal field has been divided into eighteen angular
sectors 10° each (Fig. 1-3). Moreover the lineaments'
length has been taken in account grouping them in
three classes: the first for lineaments less than 3 Km
long, the second for lineaments having length between
3 Km and 6 Km, the last for the ones longer than 6
Km.

10%

5%

5%

10%

Fig. 2. Rose diagram representation of ERS-1
descending orbit lineaments detected by visual
interpretation.

N

Fig. 3. Rose diagram representation
ascending orbit lineaments detected
interpretation.

of ERS-1
by visual

In the second phase of the image analysis the feasibility
of a statistical approach in automatic classification of
lithological units using ERS-1 and LANDSAT TM data
has been evaluated.
To select the best date for this kind of application the
vegetation cover and the sunlight elevation have been
taken in account. In fact the vegetation cover represents
an obstacle to the correct classification of the
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lithological units. Moreover the shadowing effects
make confused the signatures.
On the LANDSAT TM images the NOVI (Normalized
Differential Vegetation Index) has been calculated and
used to mask the vegetated area. The most indicated
image for the lithological classification resulted that
acquired in the summer. In fact on this image the
signatures were very homogeneous and the percentage
of non masked pixels, corresponding to bare soils, was
about the 55%. The summer LANDSAT TM image has
been considered alone and integrated with the ERS-1
images acquired in the same period both in ascending
and descending orbit. Before the integration ERS-1
images have been resampled at the same resolution of
Landsat TM (30m) and filtered for speckle suppression
with a local region filter on 5x5 windows [3]. The
signatures corresponding to various lithological units
have been extracted on the two data set and evaluated
considering the confusion matrix calculated by a
Maximum Likelihood Classifier (Tab. I, Tab. II).
4.RESULTS
The total number of lineaments observed is 147 on the
LANDSAT TM image and 139 and 97 on the ERS-1 in
ascending and descending orbit respectively.
The LANDSAT TM rose diagram show three principal
statistical trends. The dominant trend is in the N-S
direction (350°-10°) with lineaments prevalently
having intermediate length, while the other two peaks
are in the NW-SE direction (300°-320°) with
lineaments longer than 6 km and in NE-SW direction
(50°-60°) with very short lineaments.
The ERS-1 descending orbit lineaments show principal
trends quite similar to the LANDSAT TM ones even
though there are two peaks in NW and NE directions.
Also in the ERS-1 ascending orbit rose diagram there is
a predominant trend in N-S direction (350°-10°),
representing lineaments prevalently having length
among 3 and 6 Km, and a trend in NE-SW direction
(50°-60°) with lineaments longer than 6 Km. A lack of
lineaments is present in the others directions.
Between ERS-1 and LANOSAT TM rose diagrams a
significant difference is evident in E-W direction. In
fact the LANDSAT TM presents the 10% of lineaments
respect to the 2% of the ERS-1 in descending orbit and
the 5% in ascending orbit.
Between the overall ERS-1 (ascending and descending
orbit) and Landsat-TM lineaments there is an overlap
of about 37%. In this calculation the overlap between
ERS-1 in ascending and descending orbit has been
taken in account.
By a geodynamic point of view NW-SE (Apennines
direction) and NE-SW (anti-Apennines direction) are
dominant structural directions in the study area, as
reported in literature [4].

The first one represents long tectonic structures,
corresponding to Apennines thrust faults (late Miocene
- middle Pliocene faulting), as well as normal faults
(formed from late Miocene to Holocene). The second
one represents shorter structures, mainly normal faults
(formed from late Miocene to Holocene), creating a
trellis arrangement in agreement with the neotectonic
extensional evolution of the area.
The N-S statistical trend, showed in all three rose
diagrams, does not correspond to structures recognized
in the study area, as reported in literature; however they
may be related to N-S trending regional structures
affecting neighboring areas.
The results obtained in the signatures evaluation for
lithological classification are reported in Tab. I and
Tab. II in the form of a Maximum Likelihood Classifier
confusion matrix. These results report a percentage of
correct classification of about 89% for the LANDSAT
TM data alone. The most confused classes are urban
areas, alluvial deposits and clays.
More interesting results have been obtained when
Landsat TM and ERS-1 images have been integrated in
a single data set. As reported in Tab. II, for the
multisensor data set the overall percentage of correct
classification is very high (94%). Particularly the
classes of clay, urban and alluvial deposits are more
distinct.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
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field surveys, due to the environmental conditions:
vegetation cover, anthropic infrastructures, slopes,
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in the analysis of ERS-1 and LANDSAT TM data the
integrated use of different sensors in geological
application may improve the possibility to study the
geological properties.
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Abstract - This article presents a method
of automatic restitution of the relief from
ERS SAR stereoscopic
images. This
technique which inspires itself from methods
which are used in optical stereoscopy is
called Radargrammetry. For commercial
purposes we developed the software package
originating
from the whole of the
radargrammetric sequence. This software
package enables us from a SARstereoscopic
pair to obtain a DEM in a cartographic
projection selected by the user and the
creation of ortho-images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radargrammetry is used to find from two
images of SARamplitude the altimetric features of
each points common to both images. The
planimetry features, which depend on the altitude,
can then be deduced.
Several researchers have studied this method
and have succeededin extracting the altitude data
by adapting their digital stereoplotter developed
for SPOT data [1] to the data originating from
SAR sensors [2] [3]. As far as we are concerned,
our objectiveis to developan automatic version of
the processings of the SARstereoscopicimages.
The GEOIMAGECompany is commercializing
a digital cartography software. One ofthe modules
of this software package is used for determining
DEMs from optical stereoscopic pairs provided
both by satellite images -SPOT,Landsat, .. - and
aerial images. In order to take advantage of the
SAR satellite images and of the availability of an
increasing number of data - ERS-1&2, JERS-1,
RADARSAT,...- we integrated in our software
package the possibility of processing this type of
images. Until now we have taken into accountonly
the ERS model but the great similarity between
the SAR satellite sensors let us consider an easy
and fast integration of other sensors.
The developed software enables us to get a
DEM in cartographic projection automatically and

to determine the altitude of each point of the two
images. This last point thus facilitating the
creation of the two ortho-images correspondingto
the pair.
II. THE RADARGRAMMERY
Radargrammetry is based on the correlation of
amplitude images of a pair of SAR images. Its
applicationmainly requires the determining ofthe
matching of the points between the two images in
order to measure the parallax ; then the
knowledge of the geometry of the sensor which
acquires the images.
In actual fact, it is easy to notice that the
parallax generated between two images varies
with the altitude of the ground points and in this
way to show the existence of an effect of
stereovision in the case of SAR images acquired
from different angles.
In a ground range representing of the radar
images (Fig.1) we have the following data
relationships [4]:
p1 = h * cot(a1)
p2 = h * cot(a2)
where p1 (resp. p2) is the relief displacement
in ground range, when the incidence angle of the
wave is a, (resp. a2 ).
We can then deduced the relationship between
the parallax difference dp= p2 - p1 and the
height h of the point in the case of the same side
stereo:
h=

dp
cot(a2)-

cot(a1)

Operating radargrammetry
requires the
complete modelization of the geometry of the
viewing.That is to say it is necessary to integrate
in a single model the characteristics of the radar
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sensor, the attitudes of the platform which carries
it, the modelization of the Earth surface and the
parameters
of the projection in which we wish to
reference the displayed points. This modelization
enables us then to determine the locating function.
This function links the pixel coordinates in the
image -slant range, time- of a point with its
ground coordinates in the cartographic projection
included in the previously described model.

Sl

S2

1--1

dp
Fig. 1 : SAR strereo geometry
The geometric modelization enables us to have
a function of passage image-ground as well as an
reverse function such as :

(X,Y) = F(p,q,lz)

III. THE RADARGRAMMETRICMODULE
Now, we are going to describe the successives
stages of our radargrammetric sequence.
Preparation of the data :
First, we are going to select in the overlapping
part of the images, the area in which we wish to
determine the DEM. Then, in order to adjust the
geometric model of each image, we take a ground
control point between the two images in the
previously selected area. This ground control point
enabling us to rectify a translation error which
might be made in the computation of the geometric
model and which can be due to the unreliability of
the parameters included in the modelization.
Calibration :
This processing will allow us to limit the area of
search for the homologous points. It consists in
projecting both images in an epipolar reference.
The search area is no longer the whole image but
is limited to a curve for each point -see plate 2- in
each image [5]. Then, in order to still reduce the
search time we rectify both images so as to make
the epipolar curves straight and horizontal. At
that point, the research is only monodimensional.
Determining the epipolar curves requires the
geometrical modelization of the viewing.

image 1

image 2

(p,q) = G(X,Y,lz)
where (p, q) are the line column coordinates of
the point in the image and ( X, Y) its coordinates
in the cartographic reference. We can notice that
the position of the point in the image and in the
cartographic reference always depends on its
height. And as the visual aspect of the SAR images
suggests, the relief induces a strong distortion in
the position of the points in the image. So, this
effect is all the more emphasized in the ERS cases
that the incidence angle is low -in the range of 23°
in the centre of the scene-. Then we find for ERS
that a variation l:!h of the altitude implies a
variation l:!p l:!h * cot (23) = 2. 4 * l:!h in the
point position.
Knowing both functions of passage enables us
to determine the height of the points according to
their disparities, that is to say according to the
size of their parallax difference and to locate their
position on Earth.

=

I

Fig. 2 : Epipolar curves
Radiometric improvements :
This phase aims at contrasting the images in
order to improve the visual accuracy between the
various structures contained in them. It includes
among other things a global spreading of the
dynamic followed by local enhancement of the
contrasts and a radiometric equalization of the
images between each other.
The matching :
By means of this phase we will be able to
determine the matching between all the pixels in
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order to create a disparity map.
The algorythm which is developed is not based
on a simple method of correlation of the grey levels
which is too sensitive to the differences in
radiometry and too heavy to operate ; it is based
on a principle of hierarchical correspondence of the
characteristic structures of the image.
Then we proceed to multi-scale matching. That
is to say we extract the main structures of the
image in a shaded resolution - by a sub-sampling
of the images -then we determine their matching.
Afterwards we recommence the extraction of the
visible structures in a less shaded resolution but
still taking into account the matching which was
acquired in the previous phase. We then reiterate
the same process with less and less shaded images
until we match the images in full scale and
therefore the smallest objects which make them
up.
The radiometric content of the SAR images are
strongly linked to the ground morphology, a pair of
SAR images will therefore clearly show the same
charateristical
structures.
The use of our
correlator -which is based on a correlation of the
image structures- with SAR images appears to be
particularly well adapted. All the more so that the
principle of multi-scale correlation according to
which it functions enables us during the various
sub-samplings to reduce the speckle noise and
therefore to increase the accuracy of the matching.
During each resolution it is possible to carry out
manual corrections.
Altitude:
By using the geometrical model we can
determine from the value of the parallax difference
the altitude at each point of the image.
Projection :
This last phase enables us not only to project
the DEM in the cartogaphic reference which we
require. But also to create an ortho-image from
either of the two images of the pair.

IV. STUDY SITE
The parallel orbits of ERS-1 during the 35 day
cycle allow the setereoscopic effect on the
overlapping area of the tracks. In actual fact, there
is an incidence angle variation in this area of 5°.
The selected study site is located in the AlpesMaritimes "departernent" in France since to
validate our results we have at our disposal a
DEM from a SPOT pair on this area as well as

topographic surveys. Moreover, this "departement"
shows marked contrasts in term of relief, the
altitude varying from 0 to 3,000 metres.
We selected two ERS images (Fig. 3), the first is
dated October 20th, 1994 -Orbit : 17067, Frame :
2727-, the second one was acquired on November
6th 1994 -Orbit : 17311, Frame: 2727-.

Image ERS-1 - PRI
October 20th,1!194

Fig. 3: Localization of the study site
The small difference in incidence between the
two images of a pair guarantees a close radiometry
and therefore an a priori easy correlation of both
images. The zone which is common to the two
images has a width at the latitude of our study
site - that is to say of nearly 45°- of 40 kilometres
for full scene images 100 kimometres wide.
We
have
then
followed
all
our
radargrammetrical sequence as was previously
described. The results show a very coherent DEM
(Fig. 5) set apart on a very limited area. This
incoherence in the relief originates from the
matching phase. Actually, the zone in question
(Fig. 4) is located at the edge of the Var valley and
the existence of very nearby high relief -1,400
metres- generates a very marked effect of layover
and foreshortening. It appears totally impossible
to find the right matching even with the naked
eye.
The two images were selected as well as to do a
cartography of flood [6], wich happened in the
Rhone Valley on November 5th 1994. So we have
one image acquired 17 days before the flood, which
enables us to locate the areas permanently under
water. The other image acquired during the flood
shows the rise of the waters. Using the DEM
generated from these two images , we can perfectly
overlap these images and make a coloured
composition (Fig. 6) showing in red the fooded
areas. The date-channel associations are the
following : -November 6th : red channel, October
20 th : green and blue channel.
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Finally, because of its generaical conceptionat
the level of the geometricmodel, our sequence can
very quickly accept data from other sensors
-JERS-1, RADARSAT,
...-. This will enable us to
increase the cover in number of stereoscopicpairs
and will thus increase the operative capacity of
this method of relief restitution. In this way we
will be able to create DEMs from mixed pairs - for
instance ERS-1/JERS-1, which will enable us to
obtain a more sizeable overlapping zone and a
possibility of more important thematical
applications, through the use of different wave
lengths.
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Fig. 5 : DEM in a multi-scale approach

Fig. 6: Coloured composition on the Var valley
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ABSTRACT

1.INTRODUCTION

CNES has been working on the SAR
interferometric techniques for years and
with ERSdata since the launch of ERSl in
1991.Some very interesting results were
obtained (Landers earthquake, deflation
of Mount
Etna volcano,
DEM
generation ...). CNES is now giving an
operational status to those applications :

CNES has started in 1985[D. Massonnet,
1985]a research program on detection of
small tectonic displacements with
interferometry [A. K. Gabriel et al., 1989].
SARinterferometry (INSAR)has first been
proposed in 1974 [L.C. Graham, 1974] and
allows also digital elevation model (DEM)
elaboration [H. A. Zebker and R. M.
Goldstein, 1986].

• A completely automatic interferometric
chain has been developed.
•A special effort on education is made by
inviting scientists and distributing CNES
interferometric software to the scientific
community.
• A systematic survey of a large tectonic
site has been started at CNES.

The studies at CNES have mostly been
theoretical before 1991 but since the
launch of ERSl, we have processed
hundreds
of ERS scenes. SAR
interferometry has now reached an
operational status at CNES, with a
commercial distribution of INSAR
products through SPOT IMAGE and of
interferometricDEMsthrough ISTAR.

I<:TRY

2. MAINRESULTSOBTAINEDAT CNES
WITHERSl INTERFEROMETRY
+ l 59 days combined with

2.1.Mapping of earthquake deformation
fields
We applied SAR interferometry to about
ten earthquake sites. The average results
quality was good with an average RMS
misfit of about 1 to 2 centimetres and led
to accurate modelling of the phenomena
using elastic half space models [K.L. Feigl
at al., 1995].

Fig. 1. Earthquake deformation field mapped by
radar interferometry (on the left, CNES processing,
ERSl data) and associated model (on the right, by
GRGS[K.L. Feigl at al., 1995]).

The displacement field of the Landers
earthquakes have been the first published
results [D. Massonnet et al, 1993-a][D.
Massonnet et al, 1994].Results on other
earthquake sites have later been published
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in the geophysical literature
Massonnetand K. Feigl,1995].

[D.

2.2.Monitoring of volcano deformations
Four volcanoes or caldera were part of
CNES investigation program (Etna,
Pinatubo, Merapi,LongValley).
Even interferograms of poor quality
contribute significantly to the success of
the modelling as we observed in our
study on Mount Etna [D.Massonnetet al,
1995].

Fig. 2. Perspective view of the volcano deflation
following eruption of Mount Etna (CNES
processing, ERSl data) published in NATURE.

2.3.Generation of Digital Elevation
Models
Most of the interferometric DEMs we
elaborated, in cooperation with !STAR,
have an accuracy comparable to the
several metres of the stereoscopic DEMs
obtained with optical data [L.Renouard
and F.Perlant, 1994].A study on a site of
Ukraine with an orbital separation of
1100mclose to the theoreticallimit where
the interferometriceffectwould disappear
[D.Massonnet and Th.Rabaute, 1993]
however tend to show that ERS
interferometry can reach an ultimate
accuracyof about one metre when used in
relatively flat areas, such as the ones
subjectto flooding.
The assessment of floodingis a traditional
use of SAR data for two reasons; first,

flooded areas are generally covered by
clouds and the all-weather capability of
SAR is critical. Second, relatively still
waters are relatively easy to recogniseon
a radar image since they are very dark.
The prospect of the availability of DEMs
of metric or sub-metric accuracy could
enhance dramaticallythe use of SARdata.
It could allow an easy mapping of the
areas to be flooded and the amount of
water required to do so.
At CNES,we have several test sites under
investigation. These studies are aimed at
quantifying precisely the ultimate
accuracyof DEMcomputation using ERS1 data.
Figure 3 shows the fringe pattern
associated with a pair of ERS-1images
taken on the South West of France with a
time interval of 6 days. The orbital
separation was over 600metres.Thislarge
separation amplifies the stereoscopic
effect and therefore the sensitivity to
topography. Here every fringe represents
an altitude of 20 metres (the altitude of
ambiguity).To perform ground truth with
this site we will use a very precise data
base of over 700 reference points with a
position known to half a metre. Once we
have assessed the accuracy,we will have
to check the feasibility of such a precise
topography assessment with countries
subjected to frequent flooding, especially
in equatorial or tropical environment.

Fig. 3. Interferogram with a 20m altitude of
ambiguity (on the left, CNES processing, ERSl
data) and the accurate Digital Elevation Model
generated from it (on the right, !STARprocessing).
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2.4. Data selection strategy
The accuracy
of the results
of
interferometric studies is mainly limited
by the contribution
of atmospheric
propagation heterogeneity [D. Massonnet
et al., 1993-b]. The limitation is especially
important in the study of very small
displacements such as the centimetresized rift we observed in Iceland over one
year. This contribution can be detected
using a pair-wise logic which requires
many observations.
In analysing a large data set, we learnt to
select data acquired by night whenever
possible. However, daytime acquisition is
required when an observation along
different angles of view is needed. An
alternate solution is to observe the site
combining
satellites
with different
geometry, as we have done on the
Northridge (California) earthquake.

elevation model (DEM). If the DEM is not
available we substitute the geoid or the
ellipsoidto it. Otherwise, the topographic
contribution is automatically retrieved
from the interferogram, which can be
placed into any map coordinates or kept
in slant range geometry. The tool, based
on the application of the digital elevation
model elimination method, produces a
result which can be used to increase the
accuracy of an existing DEM through the
analysis of residual fringes or to give
information on possible displacements.
The DEM is used at four critical steps of
the processing :
- it predicts the deformation between the
images
using
preliminary
orbits,
including the small deformation due to
topography. This predicted deformation is
compared to the actual deformation
obtained from local correlation. Two
constant offsets (range and azimuth)

3. CNES AUTOMATIC
INTERFEROMETRICCHAIN
We developed an automatic differential
interferometry software tool, which is
used for the production of topographic
models as well as for new scientific
developments in cooperation with field
specialists. The tool produced results with
ERS-1 as well as JERS-1 [M. Rossi et al,
1995], X-SAR or SIR-C and uses the DEM
elimination
method
to produce
displacement maps. This method has been
choosen to avoid the difficult unwrapping
process [R. M. Goldstein et al., 1988]
required
by standard
differential
interferometry [R. M. Goldstein et al.,
1993].
This software tool, called DIAPASONl,
works from a pair of radar raw data or
single look complex images and a digital

1 Differential Interferometric Automated Process
Applied to Survey Of Nature.
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Fig.4. Synopsis of the interferometric chain.
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generally suffice to characterise the
differential comparison. This method is
equivalent to comparing the whole images
by correlation to obtain only two constant
offsets. The quality of the result reflects
this huge signal to noise ratio; the
accuracy on the offsets is on the order of
3%to 5%of a pixel size in both directions.
- it allows the production of a fake
amplitude image, which is then compared
to one of the radar images and gives, by
correlation, the absolute position of the
images with an accuracy of a fraction of
the DEMcell size.
- it selects, during data fusion, the optimal
slope dependant finite (at most five range
pixels) impulse response filter which
maximises
the coherence,
thus
contributing to the quality of the fringes.
- it allows the prediction of the
topographic and orbital fringe pattern of
the pair, which we subtract from the
interferogram, creating the differential
product.
The output products are map corrected
most of the time to the DEM (with the
same cell size) and are made of three
channels : a combined serial multi-look
image of the amplitude, an interferogram
made of the phases from the complex
averaging on the cell size and a coherence
computed on the cell size.
The multi-look image of the amplitude is
useful for the user to locate targets of
interest.
The coherence image gives a confidence
level for each pixel of the interferogram. It
also shows where the ground surface has
been modified from one data take to the
other.
The interferogram measures the ground
displacement at the wavelength scale (a
few centimetres) and the topographic
contribution if no DEMhas been used.

We introduced the notion of altitude of
ambiguity which is convenient to quantify
the orbital configuration of a given
interferometric pair [D. Massonnet and
Th. Rabaute, 1993]. It is equal to the
change of elevation which produces a
change of one topographic fringe in the
interferogram.
The best orbital configurations for INSAR
correspond to very close orbits, where the
stereoscopic difference of path produced
by the topography is minimal. This
situation leads to very high altitudes of
ambiguity and is optimal for ground
displacement measurements.
The worse orbital configurations give
altitudes of ambiguity of slightly less than
ten metres in the case of ERS-1. We
obtained usable results with 8.5 metres on
very flat areas.
4. SOFTWAREAND KNOW-HOW
DISTRIBUTIONEFFORTS
4.1.Distribution of the interferometric
chain DIAPASON
To extend the use of ERS interferometry,
CNES has decided to make its automated
interferometricchain widely available.
The software will be distributed in its
existent VMSversion from the beginning
of 1996. A UNIX version is under
development and will be distributed by
summer 1996.
Two different licenses will be offered : a
scientificone and a commercialone.
The first one is intended for scientific
teams who want to process themselves
interferometric products, possibly after
adaptation of the software to their
particular needs, but without commercial
distribution of the products. The scientific
licensewill be given freely.
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The second one should be contracted by
firms interested in CNES interferometric
chain
to commercially
produce
interferometric products, or to include it
in a (possibly larger) software package to
be sold. This license will have to be
purchased and will imply royalties on
future product sales.
The VMS version presently runs at CNES
on Dec-Alpha workstations
with 64
Megabytes of RAM and 1 Gigabyte of disk
storage.
4.2. Cooperation with thematic scientists
Since the beginning of its interferometic
activities, CNES initiated cooperation with
specialised scientists for the geophysical
interpretation of interferometric results in
order to validate those results and to
transfer the know-how acquired at CNES
to the scientific community. To improve
this transfer, CNES has also decided to
invite volunteer scientists to work for a
while in its premises.
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5. LARGE SCALETECTONIC SURVEY
EXPERIMENT
CNES is undertaking a large scale tectonic
survey which provides a prototype for
data analysis centres dedicated
to
tectonics. A 400,000 square kilometres
area in California and Oregon (fig. 5)
started to be imaged ten times by ERS-1
and ERS-2 under an investigation
program accepted by the European Space
Agency.
The data are routinely processed and
archived after reception at CNES. This
experiment will generate an unique
interferometric data set for long term
stability assessment, for earthquake
detection
and
tectonic
activity
measurements.
6. CONCLUSIONS
CNES has turned interferometry into
operational
applications,
such as
earthquake and volcano deformation
mapping or digital elevation model
elaboration. The automatic interferometric
software tool developed at CNES, called
DIAPASON, is available to the scientific
community and a large scale survey has
been initiated as a prototype for data
analysis centres dedicated to tectonics.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Use of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images from
satellites is a technology which is playing an
increasingly important role in operational sea ice
monitoring. SAR images, with a resolution of 100 m,
can distinguish different ice types and map leads,
polynyas, shear zones, landfast ice, drifting ice and
location of the ice edge. The SAR is the only
instrument which provide high resolution images under
different cloud and light conditions.

The Northern Sea Route is the sailing route along the
coast north of Russia from the Barents Sea in west to
the Bering Strait in east (Fig. 1). The ice conditions
restrict sea transportation which requires ice class
vessels as well as icebreaker assistance throughout the
year. In summer there is traffic in the whole sailing
route, whereas in winter it is mainly the western part
which is used serving the ports on the Yenisei River.

In several demonstration projects the Nansen Center in
Bergen and St. Petersburg have used ERS-1 SAR
images to monitor sea ice conditions in the Northern
Sea Route from 1991 to 1995. The projects have been
performed in close cooperation with icebreakers
belonging to Murmansk Shipping Company. From
1995 SAR ice monitoring is established as the first
joint project in earth observation between the European
Space Agency and the Russian Space. The objective of
the joint project is to make SAR data from ERS and
ENVISAT available for Russian users of ice data on an
operational basis. The project also includes a plan for a
SAR receiving station in Siberia.

An extensive ice monitoring and forecasting service
has been built up in Russia over the last 50 years with
a main objective to serve the icebreaker service in the
Northern Sea Route. Use of spaceborne SAR has not
been a part of this service.
NERSC first demonstrated use of ERS-1 SAR data
for near real-time ice mapping in the Northern Sea
Route in August 1991, only a few weeks after the
launch of the ERS-1 satellite. SAR derived sea ice
maps were then sent by telefax to the French polar
vessel L 'Astrolabe during her voyage through the
Northeast Passage from Norway to Japan [Johannessen
et al., 1992 a,b]. This demonstration was evaluated
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Figure 1. The Northern Sea Route. The bold line shows the main sailing route, while the dashed lines
indicate alternative routes used if permitted by ice conditions.
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as very interesting by the captains and sea ice experts
onboard the Russian icebreakers
which escorted

L'Astrolabe through the ice-covered parts of the route.
Since 1993 SAR ice monitoring demonstrations have
been carried out on several Russian icebreakers
[Johannessen
et al., 1994, 1995]. In all these
demonstration experiments, a scientist from the Nansen
Center in St. Petersburg stayed onboard the icebreakers
and analyzed the SAR images in cooperation with the
captain and ice pilots. In addition to the ice navigation
these experiments also had scientific objectives to
study sea ice phenomena and their SAR signature
along the Northern Sea Route at different times of the
year.

important input data for ice classification (Fig. 3).
This statistics is based on a number a validation
experiments and takes into account SAR parameters
such as frequency, polarisation and incidence angle. In
addition to a pixel-by-pixel classification it is also

2. SEA ICE PARAMETERS DERIVED FROM SAR
DATA IN THE NORTHERN SEA ROUTE
Sea ice parameters observable by SAR can be
categorized in one of the following three classes:
Ice boundaries and features. The most important
boundaries which can be detected in SAR images are
ice edges, ice floe identification and boundaries
between areas of different ice types. The most
common observable ice features are leads, shear zones,
ridge areas and ice edge phenomena such as ice eddies,
ice tongues and wave propagation in ice. The detection
of boundaries and features requires some backscatter
gradients which can be enhanced by image processing
techniques such as histogram equalization, filtering,
line detection and other methods.

Motion of ice features. With repeated SAR coverage
over the same ice area it is possible to observe the
displacement of features which can be recognised in
images obtained at time intervals of a few days. The
ice motion can be calculated by several algorithms
which can automatically recognise features such as ice
floes and leads. The ice motion vectors shown in Fig. 2
are calculated by a spatial correlation technique
(Kloster et al., 1992) using images taken at three day
interval in Ob river estuary in February 1994. The
image shows the boundaries between moving and
stationary ice, such as "starnukha" which is ice stuck
to the sea bottom in areas (area A), and landfast ice
stuck to the shores of islands (area B) and coasts (area
C). The image shows an example of coastal polynya
formation when southerly winds drives the pack ice
northwards, leaving areas of open water which
refreezes due to the low air temperatures. The refrozen
polynya is clearly identified by the dark signature in
the SAR image.
Classification of ice types. SAR backscatter statistics
for various ice types and surface characterisitcs are

Figure 2. ERS-1 SAR image of the ice-covered Ob
river estuary in February 1994. The image is
composed of three scenes and covers 300 by 100 km.
The arrows denote the ice displacement vectors
between 24 and 27 February. The mean ice velicoty is
15 emfs. Original data © ESA/TSS 1994.
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variable, depending on the total amount of sea ice. In
order to provide year round ice information from ERS

important to include use of various texture analysis
techniques in order to extract pattern information in
the images. To obtain an optimal classification of the
ice types it is necessary to use other available data
such as in situ observations, meteorological data and
other satellite data.
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Figure 3. ERS SAR backscatter values for different ice
types. (Sandven et al., 1994)

3. ANALYSIS OF ERS SAR DATA
REQUIREMENTS
In the Northern Sea Route, Tromse Satellite Station
can read down and process SAR images as far east as
107° E which includes the Vilkitskogo Strait. In the
East Siberian Sea and the Chuckhi Sea Alaska SAR
Facility can read down and process SAR data. No
receiving station can obtain SAR data in the Laptev
Sea. It is therefore necessary to have a receiving
station in central Siberia which can cover the whole
Northern Sea Route.
An example of a 3-day SAR coverage of the Kara Sea
region is shown in Fig. 4 where approximately 25
scenes were needed to cover the sailing route between
the Pechora Sea and the Yenesei River. The gaps in the
3-day coverage is about 200 km along the route. A
one-month coverage of this area, which is the most
important part of the sailing route in the winter, would
require 250 scenes. If the coverage should include the
whole sailing route west of Cape Chelyuskin it would
require about 500 scenes per month. In the summer
season, when there is ship traffic along the whole
Northern Sea Route the data requirements will be

Figure 4. ERS SAR coverage of the area between the
Pechore Sea in west and Yenisei river in east during a
three day period.

the number of SAR scenes needed to cover the major
parts of the Northern Sea Route would be of order
5000 per year.
The ERS SAR data requirements for an operational
system can be summarized as follows:
I. The 14 daily ERS orbits, the 100 km SAR swath
width and the lack of a receiving stations covering the
Laptev Sea are limiting factors in an operational
service. Optimal use of SAR data in the most
important parts of the sailing route is necessary to
improve the monitoring capability.

2. The ESA data ordering system is acceptable, but the
advance time needed to order SAR scenes should be
reduced. The processing and distribution procedures
used at Tromse Satellite Station satisfies the needs of
an operational ice monitoring system.
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3. It is difficult to coordinate geographic and temporal
coverage of SAR scenes with the icebreakers' sailing
route. Time - distance diagrams for the SAR coverage,
combined with the ship's sailing schedule (Fig. 5) can
be used to receive optimal SAR data for ice
navigation.
4. The transmission of ERS-1 SAR images to users at
sea in near real-time is problematic, mostly because
the Inmarsat services are limited at high latitudes.
Operational transmission of data to MOH in Dikson
and other land-based users can be established.
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1. Selection of SAR coverage in strategic areas
Since ERS cannot provide SAR coverage for the
whole sailing route it is important to focus the data
acquisition to critical areas such as the Kara Gate,
Jugor Strait, Vilkitskogo Strait, the New Siberian
Islands and Long Strait which can all be covered by
eisting receiving stations.
2. Real-time access to SAR data
The acquisition of SAR scenes in near realtime is an
essential part of an operational system. Near real-time
is considered to be within 6 - 12 hours after the
satellite overpass. A time delay of 2 - 3 hours is
currently performed in production and distribution of
SAR images from Tromse Satellite Station. Similar
access to SAR data is needed for the whole Northern
Sea Route.
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In order to establish use of ERS SAR data in the
operational Russian ice service the following elements
must be included:
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3. Data ordering procedure
Ordering of SAR data is currently a two -step
operation. First, request for SAR acquisition over a
given area is submitted to ESA ESRIN about a month
in advance. A data production order is then submitted
to the receiving station 1 - 7 days in advance. This data
ordering procedure should be streamlined in an
operational system.
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Figure 5. Time - distance diagram for planning of SAR
data acquisition along the sailing route. The vertical
bars indicate time and location of ERS SAR scenes
obtained in March 1994 when ERS-1 was in a 3-day
repeat cycle.
4. AN OPERATIONAL ICE MONITORING
SYSTEM FOR THE NORTHERN SEA ROUTE
USING ERS SAR DATA
The ice monitoring and forecasting is organised under
the Russian Hydro-Meteorological Committee and the
Ministry of Transport. The key institutions operating
the ice monitoring service are the Marine Operational
Headquarters (MOH) located in Dikson (for the
western part) and Pevek (for the eastern part). The
MOHs operate the ice services in cooperation with
Murmansk Shipping Company and the Arctic and
Antarctic Research Institute. The ice service uses a
wide range of observations from satellites, aircraft,
icebreakers, helicopters, coastal stations and drifting
ice stations. Ice forecasting, both short-term and longterm, is also included in the service.

4. Interpretation of SAR images
The validation experiments have provided good insight
into many of the ice characteristics of the Northern Sea
Route and how they are reflected in the SAR images.
In situ obervations of ice and meteorological
parameters have been useful in the interpretation of the
SAR images (Johannessen et al., 1992a ,b, c, 1995).
An interpretation catalogue for SAR ice signatures for
ice observers in the Northern Sea Route needs to be
produced.
5. Quantitative ice parameters from SAR
Classification of multi-year ice, first-year ice, thin ice
and open water can usually be derived from the SAR
images. In the summer, when the ice and snow is
melting, it can be difficult to identify the ice edge and
classify ice types. Ice motion and ice concentration
can be calculated. Ice edge, leads and polynyas can be
accuaretly mapped. Ice thickness cannot be estimated
from SAR images, and methods for localization of
ridges are not well developed. It is also difficult to
distinguish different stages of young ice because the
backscatter changes rapidly as the ice is deformed.
More validation studies are needed for better
quantification of ice types and ice phenomena in SAR
images.
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6. Linking ERS data to the Russian ice monitoring
services

Routines are currently established to transmit SAR
data to the users in Russia. Near real time data are
obtained from Tromse Satellite Station whereas offline data are ordered from ESRIN. The receivers in
Russia are NPO Planeta which forward the data to
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, MOH in
Dikson, Murmansk Shipping Company and selected
icebreakers (Fig. 6). Direct links to the icebreakers are
necessary to provide real-time data which are
coordinated with the ship's sailing schedule. The ice
observations on the icebreakers are also important for
validation and assessment of the SAR-derived ice
information (Fig. 7).

The data from the Okean satellites, which have been in
operation since 1983, are processed and interpretated
in Research and Production Association NPO Planeta
which has an archive of radar images of different
regions of the Arctic.
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Figure 6. The structure of the Russian hydrometeorological services and the linking of ERS SAR
data to th e various institutions. The arrows indicate
the flow of ice data and information.
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5. USE OF SIDE-LOOKING RADAR (SLR) ON
THE OKEAN SATELLITES
Another useful spaceborne sensor for ice monitoring in
addition to SAR is side-looking radars (SLR) offered
by the polar orbiting Okean satellites. These data are
available on daily basis in 500 km wide swaths at 1.5
km resolution. An example of a SLR stripe covering
the eastern Barents Sea and some of the Kara Sea is
shown in Fig. 7. The firstyear ice is seen as gray
signature around Novaya Zemlya and in the
northeastern Barents Sea. The multiyear ice is seen as
bright signature north of Franz Josef Land. Open water
in Pechora Sea has the darkest signature in the image.
In addition to radar data Okean also provide passive
microwave and optical data in the SLR swath.

104.0° E

106.0° E

Photo 421 position

Figure 7. Photograph of an icebreaker convoy
documenting the ice conditions in the area east of Cape
Chelyuskin on 24 September 1994 (upper figure). The
SAR image from 21 September (lower figure) covers
the same area. The circle indicates the location of the
icebreaker.
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6. CONCLUSION
ERS-1 SAR images have been used in ice monitoring
of the Northern Sea Route in several demonstration
campaigns since 1991. The experience from use of
SAR data onboard Russian icebreakers to assist in ice
navigation is very positive although ERS-1 can only
provide data in selected parts of the Northern Sea
Route. In this project a concept for integrating ERS
SAR data in the Russian ice monitoring service is
demonstrated. The system is currently tested in pilot
demonstration phase. In addition to data acquisition
and interpretation the project will also address data
integration
and classification,
data transmission
techniques and assessment of user requirements.
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ABSTRACT
ERS-1 SAR wave mode spectra are assimilated into the
third generation wave model WAM and the improved
wave forecasts are then used for a new onboard shiprouteing system.
The forecast wave spectra are partitioned into their
dominant windsea and swell components (significant
wave heights, directions and periods). These parameters
together with the wind fields are transmitted every
twentyfour hours to the ship. A route optimization is
performed onboard using a Bellmann algorithm
The shiprouteing system was succesfully tested onboard
the Hapag Lloyd container ship BONN EXPRESS during a north Atlantic and Pacific crossing. Optimal routes
of fuel consumption, for a ten day ECMWF weather
forecast and, as reference, the analyzed fields are shown
and compared to recommendations of the German
Seewetteramt and the actual route of the ship.
Optimal routes in respect to fuel saving, speed and safety are intercompared.
Further application as well as transfer to routine operation is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Important progress in wave analysis and forecasting was
achieved by the development of the third generation
wave model WAM (WAMDI, 1989). However, results
are still limited by the errors in the wind fields, due partly to insufficient sea surface wind data for assimilation
in atmospheric models.
Since the launch of ocean observing satellites global
coverage of sea surface winds has improved and in addition wave data, like the significant wave height from the
Altimeter and 2d wave spectra measured by the SynthetProceedings

of the Second ERS Applications

ic Aperture Radar (SAR), have become available in real
time. Therefore, wave modellers have become interested in wave data assimilation to improve model results
and also correct the wind fields from wave field corrections. In a combined wind and wave data assimilation
scheme these analysed winds can then be used as input
into atmospheric models. Improved wave forecasting is
of great value for coastal warning and shiprouteing systems as well as for off shore operations, while improved
wave analysis yields improved wave statistics, needed
for example to determine the wave forces in the design
of ocean and coastal structures.
The two-dimensional instantaneous ocean-wave
images of the SAR clearly contain valuable information
on the full two-dimensional wave spectrum, the basic
function completely characterizing the local sea state.
However, because of nonlinear imaging effects due to
motions of the sea surface the SAR spectra are distorted,
and in addition the propagation direction of the waves
can only be determined with standard imaging techniques within 180 degree ambiguity ( Hasselmann et al
1990).
The derivation of a closed nonlinear integral expression
describing the mapping of an ocean wave spectrum into
a SAR spectrum has enabled the operational implementation of an iterative inversion technique for retrieving ocean wave spectra from SAR spectra ( Hasselmann
and Hasselmann 1991). The algorithm is based on the
minimization of a cost function, using a WAM wave
model spectrum as a first guess. It has since been extended to yield smooth, calibrated SAR retrieved spectra by Bruning et al. (1993) and Hasselmann and
Bruning (1994).
In recent years several simple schemes have been developed to assimilate significant wave height data from the
altimeter into wave models (Thomas et al, 1988,Janssen
et al, 1989, Lionello et al, 1990 , Lionello et al 1994,

Workshop, London, UK, 6-8 December

1995 (ESA SP-383, February 1996)
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Gunther, 1992).
To correct the 2d wave spectrum from wave height information only, these schemes used either second generation wave models, which prescribe the shape of a
wind-sea spectrum, or had to introduce additional assumptions regarding the spectral shape in adjusting the
energy level of the spectrum.
These difficulties are due to inadequate information in
the assimilation of the full wave spectrum retrieved
from the SAR spectra.
The inversion of SAR wave mode spectra and an assimilation scheme for 2D wave spectra for the WAModel including wind corrections, is described in Heimbach,
(this issue). An alternative wind correction method
based on a Greens function approach is presented in
Bauer, (this issue).

2.

OPTIMAL SHIP ROUTES

Interest in optimizing ship routes by minimizing fuel
consumption received a strong impetus during the oil
crisis of 1972, a detailed discussion can be found in
Soeding (1989).
In general, the shiprouteing problem is the task of determining an optimal ship route which, for given weather
conditions, minimizes some cost function J, dependent
on fuel consumption, ship safety, time of arrival and other factors. Thus:
J(x, V, t8)

=

J

ic. Further information on the system and the test conditions are given in Frembgen, (this issue).
The procedure for route optimization was as follows:
The ten day ECMWF wind and wave forecast was formatted by the German Marine Weather Service (SWA)
and daily transmitted to the ship via INMARSAT.In the
North Atlantic, an ice warning boundary was also transmitted. The optimization was calculated onboard, with
the aid of a graphical user interface.
Simultaniously, the German Marine Weather Service
provided independent recommendations via telex, fax
or phone.

3. TEST VOYAGES
The system was successfully tested onboard the Hapag
Lloyd container ship BONN EXPRESS during the following four voyage transects:
1) Thamesport - Halifax, sailing 10.05.95, 6 UTC;
weather conditions:
mainly easterly winds Beaufort force 5 to 6, highest sea
states 3 to 4 meters
The most southward occurrence of icebergs was 40N
50W.
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The fuel component of the cost function is evaluated for
a given ship by a Holtrop-Mennen algorithm (1982),using tables of resistance depending on ship speed at given weather conditions from the Hamburger Schiffbau
Versuchsanstalt (HSVA, Boese et al. 1974). To the fuel
cost function penalty terms for possible engine damage
and hazard areas are added with appropriate weights.
The optimization problem is solved using a Bellman
type optimization algorithm ( Bellman 1967).
The algorithm was implemented on a PC onboard the
Hapag Lloyd Container ship BONN EXPRESS and
tested during four voyages across the Atlantic and Pacif-

~~~~~--~~~~~-~

2) Oakland - Yokohama, sailing 4.06.95, 22 UTC;
weather conditions:
in the beginning southerly winds around Beaufort force
7, later turning east , then north; highest sea states 4 meters
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3) Yokohama- Seattle, sailing 29.6.95, 18 UTC;
weather conditions:
winds turning from southwest , south to northwest during the voyage, up to Beaufort force 5; highest sea states
3 meters

On the passage to Yokohama the master did not follow
the calculated optimal route sligtly north of the great
circle, but spent an additional 6% of fuel by going via
the Aleutes.
Additional information on the performance of the route
optimization system is given in Frembgen, (this issue).

4. ROUTE COMPARISONS

4) Halifax - Antwerpen, sailing 28.6.95 6 UTC;
weather conditions:
winds initially north to east force 4, later west to southwest up to Beaufort force 6, highest sea states 3m ;
The most southward occurrence of icebergs was 45N

Most benefit from a route optimization can be expected
in heavy weather conditions, of course.
As the weather conditions were very calm during the test
voyages, comparisons of the route optimization system
with the recommendations of the German Marine
Weather Service (SWA) and between fore- and hindcasts are given on virtual passages for different weather
situations in November and December 94.
Fig. 2 shows an ensemble of daily optimal westbound
hindcast routes calculated by SWA for November 94.
Two classes of optimal routes can be distinguished, depending on the variability of storm tracks. The high frequency of southern routes reflects a nothward shift of
the Aleutian low, not allowing to cruise along routes
close to, or north of the great circle.

sow

Figure 2 Statistic of optimal routes for November 1994

The figures show the four journeys, the optimal route
calculated by the optimization system and the wind and
ice conditions encountered during the passage.
Due to the relatively weak wind conditions and low sea
states, the potential fuel savings on the optimal routes
did not exceed 1%, if compared with the shortest navigable routes.
However, the optimization system proved to be useful
even under summertime weather conditions:
The system automatically evaluates shortest navigable
routes in presence of icebergs.

When comparing the SWA recommended routes with
the optimized routes of the present system, in all cases
routes of the same classes were recommended by both
systems, although routes may differ in detail. Figure 3
shows for example a comparison for a Pacific passage
starting on the 20.11.95.
Figure 4 compares fore- and hindcast fuel optimized
routes for the same period of time.
After 4 days the fore - and hindcast weather differ substantially , with the result that the optimal forecast route
is situated further northward.
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velopers are therefore encouraged to integrate onboard
shiprouteing into operational shore-based weather information systems. For ship operators an onboard system will soon turn out to be a profitable tool, not only
avoiding hazards, but also reducing fuel consumption
by an average of 5%.
The value of the system should improve with improved
medium range weather and wave forecasts resulting
from ERS-112 wind and wave data assimilation in operational forecast models.
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Abstract
This paper focusses on the operational applications
of two-dimensional wave spectra retrieved from ERS1 SAR Wave Mode data. An improved algorithm
for retrieving ocean wave spectra from SAR Wave
Mode imagette spectra is described and used to assimilate wave data into the WAModel. The assimilation is based on an optimal interpolation method
applied to a spectral partitioning representation of
the wave spectrum. Information on the wave field
is used to correct both the wave and wind field. Finally, first results are presented of a statistical intercomparison between ocean wave spectra derived
from ERS-1 SAR Wave Mode spectra and from the
WAModel for a 2 1/2 year data set.

1

INTRODUCTION

With the development of the third generation wave
model WAM {[15]), which explicitly solves the energy balance equation for the two-dimensional wave
variance spectrum, a powerful tool has become available for research and forecasting applications (see
also Komen et al. [7]). The WAModel has been
extensively validated through implementation at operational forecasting centres such as the European
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting
(ECMWF) and at many research institutions.
However, prior to ERS-1 no data has been available which provided both continuous global coverage
and information on the full two-dimensional spectral
structure of the wave field. Thus, validation against
observations has been restricted to individual field
experiments and relatively sparse operational buoy
measurements {for an overview see [7]).
Operational assimilation of wave data has so far been

implemented only for significant wave height data retrieved from the ERS-1 altimeter (Lionello et al. (8]).
A single wave parameter, however, is necessarily of
limited value in updating the full two-dimensional
wave spectrum. Knowledge of the detailed structure
of the wave spectrum, on the other hand, is essential not only for reliable wave predicition, but also
for many applications, such as shiprouteing and offshore activities, involving the computation of the response of various structures exposed to complex wave
forces. A separation of the wave field into windsea
and swell components is furthermore required for the
development of an advanced wind and wave data assimilation scheme, as outlined below, which attempts
to combine wind and wave data in a dynamically consistent simultaneous update of both wind and wave
fields.
The operation of the ERS-1 Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) in the so-called SAR Wave Mode
(SWM) provided for the first time global twodimensional wave spectral data in near real time. In
contrast to the SAR 100 km full-swath mode, which
can be operated only during maximally 10 % of the
orbit and while in line-of-sight of a ground station,
during SWM operation 10 x 6 km snap shot imagettes are collected globally every 200 km along
the satellite track. The data are stored on board
and transmitted to the ERS ground stations, where
they are processed to power spectra, the so called
ERS.SWM.UWA Fast Delivery Product (FDP), on
a reduced 12 x 12 polar wavenumber grid {for a description see [4]).
The retrieval of ocean wave spectra from the Wave
Mode imagette spectra is not straightforward, since
the SAR imaging mechanism is strongly nonlinear
due to the distortions induced by the wave orbital
motions (the velocity bunching mechanism). This
leads, among other effects, to a loss of information
beyond the so-called azimuthal cut-off, corresponding to wavelengths in the satellite flight direction
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shorter than typically lOOm. In addition, ocean wave
spectra from satellite SAR images (as presently processed) suffer from a basic 180° frozen-image ambiguity.
Nevertheless, the relation between ocean wave spectra and SAR imagette spectra is basically well understood (see [10] and references therein), and through
the derivation of a closed nonlinear integral describing the mapping of an ocean wave spectra into SAR
spectrum, Hasselmann and Hasselmann ([11)) were
able to develop an efficient inversion algorithm enabling a reliable retrieval of ocean wave spectra from
SAR imagette spectra within the computational
constraints of real-time operational applications.
The original inversion algorithm has been validated
(see [3]) and has recently been improved ([13] and
[14]), as shortly summarized
in the following section. Section 3 describes the assimilation of ocean
wave spectra retrieved from SWM imagette spectra
in the WAModel.
It is shown that measurements
of the wave field yield also corrections of the wind
field which drives the waves. To reduce the computational requirements in accordance with the restrictions of operational applications,
the detailed twodimensional spectral information is projected onto a
smaller set of spectral parameters by partitioning the
wave spectrum into a number of individual wave systems. Each wave system, obtained through a modified form of Gerling's partitioning
technique ([5]),
is characterized
by a mean energy, frequency and
propagation direction . Finally, in section 4 first results from a statistical intercomparison between ocean
wave spectra retrieved from SWM spectra and from
the WAModel over a 2 1/2 year period are presented.
Despite good overall agreement, small but systematic discrepancies are revealed when the spectra are
partitioned into windsea and swell systems. The seasonal and regional stratification of the data provides
a useful climatological sea state data base.

2

The retrieval of ocean wave
spectra from SAR imagette
spectra

The inversion of the closed nonlinear spectral transform relation defining the mapping of an ocean wave
spectrum into a SAR image spectrum is carried out
iteratively (Hasselmann and Hasselmann ([11]). A
SAR spectrum is first computed, using the forwards
transformation relation, from a first guess spectrum
obtained from a model. The input spectrum is then
iteratively modified until a cost function representing

the error between the simulated and observed SAR
spectra is minimized. The cost function penalises
not only the error between observed and simulated
SAR spectrum, but also the deviation of the modified wave spectrum from the first-guess spectrum.
This has the effect of inserting information from the
first guess wave spectrum where information from
the SAR spectrum is lacking, namely in resolving
the 180° ambiguity and at high wavenumbers beyond
the azimuthal cut-off. An important feature of the
retrieval algorithm is that the retrieved wave spectra can be calibrated internally, independent of the
instrument calibration, using the observed level of
the clutter-noise spectrum in the high wavenumber
domain beyond the wave spectral signal (see [1]).
Although the original method of Hasselmann and
Hasselmann yielded generally reliable retrievals, occasional deficiencies were observed:
(i) The azimuthal cut-off wavelengths were sometimes too high, the inverion algorithm being unable
to adjust the input spectra to reproduce the observed
cut-off.
(ii) The spectra occasionally exhibited discontinuities in the transitional region connecting the low
wavenumber part of the spectrum, which had been
modified by the SAR data, and the high wavenumber region beyond the cut-off, in which the original
first-guess spectral form was retained.
(iii) In a few cases in which the retrieved spectrum
differed significantly from the first-guess spectrum,
the simulated and observed SAR spectra also showed
larger discrepancies. This was due to the fact that
the retrieved spectrum was not allowed to adjust
completely freely, but was partially constrained by
the first-guess spectrum.
(iv) Finally, the simulated SAR spectra tended to
have sharper azimuthal cut-offs than the observed
SAR spectra. This was attributed to the smoothing
incurred in the SAR spectra of the ESA Fast Delivery Product, which were represented on a 12 x
12 polar (log) wavenumber grid. This last effect was
corrected by introducing a similar smoothing filter in
computing the simulated SAR image spectra at each
iteration step of the cost function minimisation.
To resolve the first three shortcomings, two modifications where introduced into the retrieval algorithm
([13]).
1. A third term was added to the cost function explicitly penalizing errors in the cut-off wavenumber. To accomodate this term, the overall energy level of the wave spectrum was adjusted,
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ally, a low-wavenumber wave system was found
in the SAR-inverted wave spectrum which had
no counter-part in the first guess. Such wave
systems, indicating swell which the model failed
to predict, were simply superimposed onto the
modified input spectrum. The modified spectrum now served as an improved input spectrum
in a subsequent inversion cycle, the whole procedure being repeated several times if necessary.

in addition to the energy distribution itself.
This affects the wave spectrum also in the high
wavenumber region of the spectrum beyond the
azimuthal cut-off, where no direct SAR information is available. However, the approach is justified by the fact that the high-wavenumber part
of the spectrum contributes significantly to the
rms orbital velocity, which determines the cutoff.

The additional iteration loop on the input spectrum allowed the final retrieval to decouple from
the original first guess spectrum, thus leading to
a closer agreement between observed and final
simulated SAR image spectrum.

Inversion and
partitioning
cycle

However, it was found that repeated application of the inversion cycle using the iteratively improved input spectrum ultimately leads
- in combination with the spectral partitioning scheme - to a gradual broadening of the
spectrum and a divergence of the simulated and
observed SAR spectra. Thus the iteration on
the input spectrum was terminated at the iteration cycle yielding the smallest error between
the simulated and observed SAR spectra.
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The different steps of the modified retrieval algorithm are illustrated in Figure l. The figure
demonstrates also, for the example chosen, the improvement in the agreement between the best estimate and observed SAR image spectra which can be
achieved by iterating the input spectrum.

3
Figure 1: Different steps in the retrieval algorithm,
illustrating the iterative improvement of the simulated SAR image spectrum
2. To achieve a smooth transition across the cutoff region, the wave spectrum was decomposed
into a number of wave systems, using a modified version of Gerling's partitioning scheme
(described briefly in section 3). After crossassigning the individual first guess and inverted wave systems, the first guess wave systems
were adjusted to the systems inferred from the
inverted spectrum by modifiying the characteristic mean wave-system parameters (significant
wave height, mean frequency and mean propagation direction) by a suitable rotation and rescaling in frequency and energy. A modified input
(second guess) spectrum was then reconstructed by superimposing the adjusted wave systems
of the original first guess spectrum. Occasion-

Assimilation of SAR wave
data using an optimal interpolation scheme

Existing wave data assimilation schemes have been
developed so far only for significant wave heights
H, derived from the ERS-1 altimeter (altimeter
wave heights have been or are available also from
other satellites such as SEASAT, GEOSAT or
TOP EX/POSEIDON, but not in real time, as required for operational applications). In the scheme
of Lionello et al. ([8]), which has been implemented
operationally for global wave forecasts at ECMWF,
a set of H,-values obtained within a given observational time interval is optimally interpolated to
all model grid points which lie within a correlation
length from the observed data points. The updated
model wave field is then obtained by adjusting the
total energies of the model wave spectra to agree
with the analysed H, field. At the same time, the
frequency scales of the spectra are adjusted, using

L___
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either fetch and duration laws, in the case of windseas, or the condition that the mean wave slopes remain unchanged, in the case of swell.
interpolation
method of Lionello et al.
([8]) can be readily generalized to wave spectral data
derived from ERS-1 SWM spectra using the retrieval
algorithm described in the previous section. For this
purpose, both the WAMmodel and SAR-retrieved
wave spectra are partitioned into their individual
wave systems ([12], [13]), each of which is characterized by three mean parameters: significant wave
height H,, mean frequency f and mean propagation
direction 9. This represents a significant reduction
of the full two-dimensional spectral information to a
manageable data set amenable to operational data
assimilation. Conveniently, the wave system parameters at the locations of the SAR observations are
already computed in the process of the retrieval.
However, the partitioning is also carried out at all
other model gridpoints within a correlation length
scale of the observation points.
The optimal

wind velocity in the mean propagation direction of
the wave system is greater than 1.3 times the phase
velocity of the wave system (defined in terms of the
mean wave system frequency). The remaining components are then either pure swell or mixed windsea/ swell systems. The wind field can now be correcAtlantic
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Having cross-assigned the observed and model wave
systems, updated fields of wave system parameters
can now be constructed by standard optimal interpolation. The updated full wave spectrum at each
model grid point is recovered by superimposing the
corrected wave systems. Gaps are filled by parabolic
interpolation.
Corrections in the wave field can be used to infer
errors in the driving wind field. For this purpose,
the wave systems can be separated into windsea and
swell. In practice, it is found useful to introduce also
a third wave system class representing mixed windsea
and swell. This occurs mainly in turning wind situations in which the usual criterion for a pure windsea
is not satisfied, but the wave system is nevertheless
still being influenced by the wind. Wave systems are
regarded as pure windsea if the component of the
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To establish a correspondence between observed and
modelled wave systems, and between modelled or observed wave systems at different locations, a suitable
cross-assignment criterion must be introduced. This
is based on a dimensionless distance between the
wave systems, defined in the three-dimensional phase
space of the model parameters. Observed wave systems which cannot be assigned to a modelled system
are introduced as additional wave systems into the
updated wave field. However, model wave systems
for which no counterpart is found in the SAR retrievals are not deleted from the updated wave field.
In this case it is assumed that the SAR was unable
to observe the wave system because of low signalto-noise levels, azimuthal cut-off limitations or other
instrumental contamination problems.
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Figure 2: Wind field corrections for a 6 hour assimilation window
ted using the corrected mean wave parameters of the
windsea systems. Applying empirical power law relationships for the dependency of the windsea spectral
scale parameters on duration or fetch (see [9]and [8]),
the duration or fetch dependency can be eliminated
to express the local wind speed directly as a function
of the total energy (or significant wave height) and
mean frequency of the windsea. Since these parameters are updated by the wave data assimilation
scheme, one obtains also a corrected wind field. Figure 2 shows as example wind field corrections for the
Atlantic inferred from SAR data obtained during a
six-hour observation window on November 3, 1992.
In a final step the corrected and first guess wind field
can be subjected to a further optimal interpolation
analysis to yield a best estimate wind field.

4

Statistical
intercomparison
between SWM-derived and
WAModel spectra

The improved retrieval algorithm described in Section 2 has been applied to derive spectral wave parameters from the ERS-1 SWM data for the 2 1/2 year
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period July 1992 - December 1994 (additional data
after this period are currently being processed). Continual long term time series of spectral wave parameters with global coverage are valuable both for
research and for the establishment of a global wave
climatology. Approximately 1 000 spectra per day
were processed, of which about 5 % had to be rejected due to poor signal-to-noise ratio. For another
roughly 15 % a reliable inversion failed. The remaining spectra were subjected to various intercomparisons with model spectra computed operationally with
the WAModel on a global 3° x 3° grid at ECMWF.
In addition to standard integral parameters such as
the total significant wave height and wave period, the
characteristic parameters of individual wave systems
were intercompared both globally and on a regional
and seasonal basis. While the spectrally averaged
parameters showed good general agreement, the intercomparison of individual wave systems indicated
small but systematic discrepancies.
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Figure 4: Time series of monthly mean H. of windsea
and swell systems for different ocean basins. Curves
for WAM and for ERS-1 SAR retrievals are depicted.
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Figure 3: Seasonal mean significant wave heights of
swell systems travelling to the East (left panel) or
West (right panel) for the period Sept. to Nov. 1994.
Figure 3 depicts as example the average significant wave height of swell systems travelling to the
East (left panel) or West (right panel) for (northernhemisphere) Autumn 1994. The influence of the
trade winds is clearly seen in the tropical wave systems travelling to the West, Note also the large
swell systems emerging from the regions of high wave
activity in the Southern Ocean. Figure 4 shows the
corresponding time series of windsea and swell for
the North, Tropical and South Pacific and Atlantic in
the two propagation directions for the full 2 1/2 year
period. The systematic deviations between model
and observed wave heights cannot be attributed to

erroneous input wind fields alone: the WAModel
tends to overpredict the wave height for windsea systems, whereas swell is underpredicted. The data indicate a slightly too strong dissipation source term
in the WAModel at low frequencies and a somewhat
too strong wind input source function. However,
more detailed investigations, including analyses of
individual events, are needed to clearly identify the
causes of the discrepancies.

5

Conclusions

Detailed knowledge of the two-dimensional wave
spectrum is necessary for many applications, including wave prediction, wave research, ship routeing,
offshore activities, the construction of reliable wave
climatologies and, ultimately, an improved understanding of air-sea interaction processes and the development of coupled atmosphere-wave-ocean models. The synthetic aperture radar is at present the
only instrument capable of providing such data continuously and with global coverage.
However, to reliably retrieve ocean wave spectra
from observed SAR image spectra, the nonlinear image distortion due orbital motion effects must be
taken into account. This problem has been successfully solved by an improved retrieval algorithm
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based on an efficient inversion of a closed nonlinear forwards transformation
relation.
The application of the algorithm in an optimal interpolation
assimilation scheme yields not only an update of
the global two-dimensional
wave spectral field, but
provides also corrections of the driving wind field.
The statistical analysis of 2 1/2 years of ERS-1 data
yields good overall agreement of the ERS-1 retrievals with the WAModel computations
with respect
to net significant wave height. However, small but
systematic discrepancies between the modelled and
retrieved wave heights for windsea and swell systems
suggest that the WAModel physics can still be improved.
The information contained in the ERS-1
spectral retrievals needs to be investigated in greater
detail to identify the origins of the deviations found
in this first exploratory statistical analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The development of a comprehensive wind and
wave data forecast and assimilation system is an ongoing task. At ECMWF a waveforecast system using
the wave model WAM has been implemented. The
wave data from the ERS-1 altimeter are assimilated
operationally. This existing scheme is further developed towards a scheme in which waves and winds
are updated simultaneously in a dynamic consistent
way. The results obtained from different wave data
assimilation schemes so far are encouraging.
l. INTRODUCTION
Ocean wave forecasts have many valuable applications, including ship routeing and off-shore activities. The value of these applications will grow with
increasing reliability of wave forecasts and extensions
in the period with useful forecast skill.
Wave forecasts at the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and
many other wave forecasting centres are made using the state of the art third generation wave model
WAM (WAMDI Group, 1988; Komen et al., 1994).
The model is driven by winds from the ECMWF
weather forecast. An important input for reliable
waveforecasts is the knowledgeof the initial sea state
from which the wave model starts the forecast simulation.
The model sea state can be measured globally and
continuously with observations of the sea state by
the altimeter (wave height) and the synthetic aperture radar (SAR, 2d wave spectrum) onboard the
ERS-1/2 satellites. The satellite observations are incorporated in the wave model using wave data assimilation schemes. The initial wave data assimilation
methods were relatively simple (Bauer et al., 1992;
Lionello et al., 1992). But from these methods useful
experience was gained on the application of remotesensed wave parameters for the validation of wave
models.
Significant wave heights of the ERS-1 altimeter
are now assimilated operationally at ECMWF. An
extended assimilation scheme using integral spectral
wave data from the ERS-1 SAR has recently been
developed (Bauer et al., 1995a; Hasselmann et al.,
1995b).

Since ocean waves are continuously driven by the
wind field, the assimilation of wave data yields satisfying results only if the wind fields are continuously
updated consistently with the corrections of the wave
data. Therefore, the goal is to develop a coupled
wind and wave data assimilation system.
In the following results are presented from two
wave data assimilation schemes. Firstly, the positive impact of the wave data assimilation scheme
currently used at ECMWF based on an optimal interpolation method is demonstrated. Secondly, an
application study with the Green's function assimilation method is presented. The Green's function assimilation scheme is designed to detect errors in both
the local and in the past wind fields. This method
uses two-dimensional wavespectra retrieved from the
ERS-1 SAR wave mode image spectra (Hasselmann
and Hasselmann, 1991; Bruning et al., 1994; Hasselmann et al., 1995a). It will be shown that wind
corrections are often derived from swell, which has
to be updated at its location of origin in the past.
2. ASSIMILATION OF SIGNIFICANT
WAVE HEIGHTS
The assimilation of significant wave heights
through optimal interpolation at ECMWF corrects
the sea state of the model in the vicinity of the observations (Lionello et al., 1995). Off-line observations
from the TOPEX altimeter provide an independent
data set for quality assessment of the significant wave
heights from the wave model WAM. An improvement on wave prediction through the data assimilation method is obvious from scatter diagrams which
compare the significant wave heights from the wave
model with spatially and temporally collocated significant wave heights from both the ERS-1 and the
TOPEX altimeter before (fig. 1) and after assimilation (fig. 2).
The significant wave height data sets can be described more precisely by the major and minor axes
of their elliptic distribution. The major axis of the ellipse represents the rms variability of significant wave
heights and the minor axis the degree of agreement
between the data pairs. A close agreement is expressed by a narrow elliptic shape characterized by
a small second principal component of the data covariance matrix. The minor axes are clearly reduced
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Figure 1: Scatter diagram of global significantwaveheights
from the wave model WAM before assimilation of ERS-1 altimeter data (May 1993) compared to altimeter data from
ERS-1 (top) and TOPEX (bottom). Also shown are the ellipse indicating the principal components,and regressionlines.

after August 1993, when the assimilation procedure
at ECMWF was implemented operationally (fig. 3).
3. ASSIMILATION OF OCEAN WAVE SPECTRA
The Green's function assimilation method makes
use of the frequency-direction spectra of ocean waves
which are retrieved from the SAR wave mode image spectra. Assimilating those data into the wave
model WAM yields wind corrections with respect to
the driving wind fields (Bauer, 1994; Bauer et al.,
1995b). The strength and dire~tion of the wind corrections are retrieved from a linearised relation between the perturbations of the wave energy and the
wind derived from the wave model. To solve this
relation the Green's function of the perturbed system has to be determined. Introducing a 8-function

0
0

Figure 2: Same as Figure 1 for September 1993 after data
assimilation.
approximation of the Green's function, the most efficient location in space and time for the wind correction can be derived uniquely.
An investigation using the Green's function
method in a study in the Atlantic revealed systematic
errors in the driving wind fields. Deficiencies in the
wind fields produce locally incorrect windsea which
is later transformed into incorrect swell. The incorrect swell continuous traveling along its great circle
path until it reaches a coast, yielding repeated identifications of the same wind correction at the same
location from different observed spectra at different
times and places.
For November 1992 the model predicted significant wave heights in the Atlantic tend to be slightly
larger than from the ERS-1 SAR wave mode data, as
seen from the slope of the regression line (fig. 4). In
the beginning of November 1992 a severe storm occurred in the North Atlantic. The wind speed of the
storm in the ECMWF model field is overestimated
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in comparison to other data. The storm produced
an overprediction of significant wave heights which
is still visible ten days after the waves were first generated (fig. 5). The overestimated significant wave
heights of the swell observed in the South Atlantic
can still be used to infer the wind field error of the
transient storm in the North Atlantic.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The benefit on ocean waveprediction from satellite
observations has been demonstrated by two different
assimilation methods. The method of optimal interpolation implemented at ECMWF clearly improves
the determination of the model sea state used to initialize the wave forecast.
The method of optimal interpolation corrects the
local sea state. However, to maintain the wave field

correction, the driving winds must also be corrected.
Since ocean waves consist to a high percentage of
swellthis implies that nonlocal wind corrections need
also be determined.
The detailed analysis of windsea and swell has
become possible through the two-dimensional ocean
spectra retrieved from the SAR measurements. The
information contained in these spectra can be used to
extract wind corrections using the Green's function
method. The method was shown to be able to detect
local and nonlocal errors in the wind fields which are
found to be consistent along the path of the waves.
The applications of wave data assimilation has
been shown to have a positive impact. The resulting improvements in the ocean wave predictions and
forecasts will contribute to the efficiencyand security
of open ocean and off-shore activities.
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ABSTRACT
The polar regions are particularly difficult to monitor
using conventional observing methods and so represent
an important market sector for information derived from
synthetic aperture radar. A wide range of operators make
use of sea ice information including resource survey
groups, transportation
companies and weather
forecasting agencies.
An ERS-1 Pilot Project was established in 1992 to
promote the operational use of ice information from
SAR. This culminated in a near real time demonstration
of the provision of high level ice charts to a seismic
survey vessel off Greenland. This made use of a West
Freugh-based facility for rapid dissemination of SAR
image products, known as RAIDS, and an ice
workstation which is able to produce a range of high
level sea ice products from SAR data. This paper
describes the elements of the prototype operational ice
monitoring facility and reviews the developments needed
to fully address user requirements.

The market is best stimulated by users being involved
in demonstrations which are as realistic as possible.
Off-line demonstrations of products do not have
anything like the impact of near real time
demonstrations where the users obtain products in the
context of actual operations, albeit for a limited period.
It is only through these on-line demonstrations that
potential customers can be convinced of the utility of
the products being offered.
A near real time demonstration was therefore set as a
goal for the project. To achieve this, the various
elements of a prototype operational facility were
established and brought together. Figure 1 shows the
facility and its various elements.
lnmanat

d.

1. INTRODUCTION
The ERS-1 Pilot Application Project for Polar
Operations was initiated in 1992. In addition to
receiving a quantity of ERS-1 SAR data to support
development of the application, the project received
financial support from the British National Space
Centre, as part of its mandate to promote the
commercialisation of remotely sensed data. The project
is aimed at stimulating the market for SAR data in areas
of sea ice, where there is no viable alternative to satellite
data for regular, large coverage views of the surface.

Figure 1. Prototype operational ice monitoring facility
using the ERS-1 SAR, the Rapid Information
Dissemination System (RAIDS), the Ice Workstation
and links to user via Inmarsat,
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The following sections
demonstration facility.

review

the elements

of the

2. RAIDS
The Rapid Information Dissemination System (RAIDS)
is a facility for the provision of electronic on-line access
to ERS 1&2 data direct from West Freugh ground
station. West Freugh has coverage extending along the
eastern coast of Greenland as well as Arctic areas north
of Europe.
Access to RAIDS imagery on-line requires a PC or
UNIX workstation, the User Access Terminal software
and a modem link. The products are downloaded by
dialling through to RAIDS, logging on via password
access and selecting images of interest. The baseline
product is a 100 m pixel product which has 24 looks and
which corresponds to the same coordinate frame as the
ESA precision image product. Browse images with 400
m pixels and precision sub-scenes with 12.5 m pixels
are also available, the latter covering an area of 25 x 25
km. For sea ice monitoring, the 100 m pixel images
were used. The use of RAIDS does not preclude the
requirement to schedule the SAR for acquisitions over
the area of interest.
The downloaded image file is accompanied by a text
(header) file which gives information
on image
coordinates, acquisition date and time. This information
is used further along in the processing chain to enable
the image data to be translated into appropriate map
projection.
RAIDS has been accessed with no major problems
encountered.
However, improvements
are planned
through the introduction of direct data capture to provide
automatic end-to-end processing. In addition, image
access via wider bandwidth media such as the Internet are
being explored.
When these improvements
are
implemented, lag times in provision of SAR-derived
products will be reduced to levels which are even more
attractive for operational use.
3. ICE WORKSTATION
The Ice Workstation is designed to produce sea ice charts
using SAR data. To achieve this, it carries out several
basic functions, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The image data are pre-processed
before any ice
information
is extracted.
Pre-processing
includes
registration to selected map projection, sampling to an
appropriate pixel size (normally 100 m by 100 m), landmasking to avoid processing of land data and radiometric
calibration (if required).

ERS-1data

Coutllne data

Trainingdata

IPAPS,.aem
Pre-proceaingI•

I

Figure 2. An illustration of the Ice Workstation,
showing the main components of the system.

Different processing schemes are then used depending on
the product required. If iceberg detections are to be
provided, then the image data are processed in raster and
morphological and thresholding operations are used to
pick out the characteristic neighbouring bright and dark
signatures associated with icebergs in open water. If ice
motion is required, then a pair of pre-processed images
are passed into the ice motion sub-system and a
hierarchical cross-correlation scheme is used to find ice
motion vectors, with the cross correlation coefficient
used to filter out poor matches.
If an ice edge or ice type concentration product is
required, then the data are converted into a vector format
through segmentation, with homogeneous regions in
the image given backscatter, texture and shape attributes
which can be used in the classification. A pre-selected
training dataset can then be used to classify the image
data, using a supervised classifier, before ice type
concentration or an ice edge product is output in raster
format. The classification
outputs confidence
information to assist the user in assessing the product.
In practice, variations in wind speed, surface temperature
and other factors make the classification procedure a
computer-assisted manual classification, as a training
dataset derived for one set of circumstances is rarely
applicable to other circumstances. Nevertheless, the
algorithm is very efficient at classifying regions from a
relatively small training dataset
Finally, the products are provided with header
information and suitable annotation in a Display
module.
Examples of products are shown in Figures 3 to 6.
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Figure 3. Example of ERS-1 derived total ice
concentration product from the ice workstation.
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Figure 4. Example of ERS-1 derived old ice
concentration product from the ice workstation.
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Figure 5. Example of ERS-1 derived iceberg detection
product from the ice workstation.

Figure 6. Example of ERS-1 derived ice motion product
from the ice workstation.
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4. NEAR REAL TIME DEMONSTRATION
A near real time demonstration
was carried out in
August 1994, over a 12 day period with the cooperation
of Nunaoil, who operate a seismic survey vessel the
"Thetis" off Greenland, where they are undertaking a
programme of geophysical
surveys. The region of
activity can be covered by high ice concentrations even
during August. The area of interest was defined in
advance and acquisitions planned via ESRIN. For each
day during the trial, a single frame was identified as
being high priority and was processed rapidly to appear
on the RAIDS bulletin board an hour or less after data
acquisition.
On each day of the trial, facsimile
correspondance via Inmarsat provided information on the
following
day location of interest, based on ice
conditions and other factors. This information also
identified any problems with transmission of previous
products and identified requirements on product type for
the following day.
Once the data appeared on the RAIDS Bulletin Board,
the frame was downloaded via standard telephone lines
via a modem, together with a header. The data were then
processed to generate an ice chart and this was then
transmitted
as a hardcopy print via facsimile on
Inmarsat.
5. ASSESSMENTS
The trial, and other off-line analyses of products,
provided the basis for an assessment of the products. The
opportunity to compare A VHRR-derived
ice charts
(which is the more conventional product) with helicopter
video observations
and observations
by eye was
invaluable and provided a rapid learning opportunity for
the end-user.
The achievements of the trial were in providing products
between 2 and 4 hours of data acquisition. Towards the
end of the trial, the SAR-derived ice charts were received
more quickly than the A VHRR-derived ice charts. Posttrial analysis
indicated
that there was a clear
correspondance between ice concentrations derived from
AVHRR data and those obtained from SAR, although at
middle concentrations, there was a discrepancy. It is not
clear whether this is a problem with the AVHRR or
SAR-derived ice concentrations, or both.
The sampling of ERS-1, combined with uncertainties in
the position of the ship, were such that it was not
possible to generate an ice motion product in the
vicinity of the ship. However, off-line analysis of the
product indicated that this was robust for three day repeat
data in areas of pack ice.

The iceberg product was not generated as the ship was
operating in areas of sea ice, where the iceberg detection
algorithm does not work. Off-line assessments of the
performance of this algorithm, with data from Franz
Josef Land and from the Canadian Bergsearch '95
Programme indicate good detection probabilities in open
water, with about 40% of bergs in the size range 15-60
m. diameter being detected with 100 m pixel data and all
bergs over 120 m in diameter being detected. Analysis
of this product continues.
A number of improvements
were
following from the trial, including:

recommended

• Digital transmission of products;
• Ship-borne facility for ingestion, display and
co-registration of ice chart products from different
sensors (including marine radar);
• A Bulletin Board service which provides easy
selection of data based on location and time and
which includes high level ice charts in addition
to basic image products;
• Access to meteorological information on
temperature and wind speed and direction to assist
in generation of training datasets for classification;
• Pricing of data as part of a service rather than
solely on an image-by-image basis. This would
make sense where access to data is important
but the total demand is unknown in advance.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The experience of the project indicates that an ice
monitoring facility would best be operated as a single
node for ice and meteorological products, with some
requirement on the end-users to have on-board facilities
for the reception and limited manipulation of these
products. The prototype ice monitoring facility used in
this project was invaluable in providing the end-user
with a feel for the value of the products. Further
assessment work is planned with end-users and with
Radarsat data. Upgrades to RAIDS and improved
sampling of Radarsat should provide opportunities to
further stimulate the market for SAR-derived
ice
products.
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ABSTRACT
Seasonal ice cover occurs every winter in the Baltic Sea.
Depending on the severity of the ice season, shipping is
more or less obstructed. Substantial resources are
allocated in Sweden to facilitate winter navigation in the
form of a huge icebreaker fleet. In optimizing icebreaker
operations a thorough knowledge of present and future
ice conditions as well as weather forecasts is required. To
meet this demand the Ice Service at SMHI uses all
possible sources of information on ice conditions such
as observers on the coast and on ships as well as remote
sensing information from air and satellite.
As a part of ESA AO-I and Pilot Project programme,
application experiments were carried out during two
winter seasons using ERS-1 SAR imagery. The results
obtained were encouraging, especially regarding the
operational use onboard the icebreakers in matters of
optimizing the route in the icefields when convoying
and conveying route information to merchant ships
going by there own. A considerable gain in optimization
of icebreaker operations can be achieved with the
additional information provided by the SAR imagery.
Considering that the total cost for the icebreaker service
during the winter 1993/94, which engaged up to six
icebreakers simultaneously, was approx. 140 MSEK of
which just bunker expenditures amounted to 20 MSEK,
it is obvious that even minor improvements in
icebreaker tactics will give a substantial cost reduction.
In times with more dynamic ice conditions, access to
SAR data can surely contribute even more in reducing
costs.
With the launch of Radarsat, SAR information can be
accessible on an operational basis. Time and coverage
are the crucial issues whether the usefulness of SAR
information can be fully utilized for operational use.
SAR sea ice data should cover all the area of interest
once a day and the data should be available whitin 2 to 3
hours at the Ice Service Center. Experiences show that
segmentation and/or classification of the imagery is not
crucial for the interpretation onboard the icebreakers
since this is done by highly skilled officers, but of
course such derived SAR image products could be
valuable complements in the future. Of great importance
is, however, that the SAR imagery can be distributed
whithin a reasonable transmission time and presented in
a way onboard the icebreakers that suits navigational
needs of the users.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sea ice occurs every winter in the Baltic Sea with an
extensively varying areal coverage (Fig. 1 and 2). The
icebreaking and navigation activities in the area are
intensive and depend on daily sea ice and weather
information to keep the traffic safe and efficient The
compiled daily information on sea ice conditions a00
forecasts are distributed among shipping interest, ships,
icebreakers, fishermenand many others, and are requested
for both planning and operational activities. The
information is in the form of ice and sea surface
temperature charts, ice and weather bulletins, ice
forecasts and routing advices.
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Fig. 1: Annual maximal ice extent (green/grey) in the
Baltic Sea (from Seina and Palosuo, 1993)and annual
number of icebreaker assists (red/black),including
towing numbers.
Remote sensing imagery has been in use for some
decades as a basic information source for the winter
navigation in the Baltic. Most important is NOAA
AVHRR imagery for mapping sea surface temperature,
which is a basic variable for cooling and new ice
formation forecasts. During winter the imagery is often
a major observation data set for real-time ice mapping of
ice edges, leads, thin and thick ice. However, the
extensive cloud coverage and the bad sun illumination
during mid winter, limiting the usefulness of infrared
and visual satellite remote sensing for winter navigation,
are the reasons for the search of new sensors less
sensitive to atmospheric disturbances.
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satellite image processing display is combined with
interactive, object oriented drawing.
When drawing, geocoded satellite images from AVHRR
or SAR can be displayed as a background when creating
the ice/temperature chart. The chart consists of normal
drawing symbols (ovals, lines, text) and different
hatched areas of ice as well as special symbols for ice
edges, cracks, rafted ice and ice ridges and other ice chart
symbols. As IceMap is object oriented, editing an old
ice chart is easy. This reduces the amount of work
needed to produce a new chart as the changes usually are
rather small in a day-to-day perspective. The drawing on
the display is faciliated by a Bezier-curve-tool.
Sea surface temperatures can be assimilated from as well
point measurements as from AVHRR IR-images. There
is support for an automatic generation of isotherms.
As already mentioned, one of the most valuable sources
of information hitherto on the ice conditions is, when
available, NOAA AVHRR. Regurlarly information from
ice breakers and coastal stations forms the base level cf
ice data. Occasionally, air observations from the air force
and the icebreaker based helicopters are accessible.
Fig. 2: Sea ice coverage, on average, during a mild
(black), normal (cross marked) and severe (line marked)
winter in the Baltic Sea area. Note that also the eastern
part of the North Sea (i.e. Kattegat and Skagerrak) is ice
covered during a severe winter.
Today the most promising sensor is the Synthetic
Aperture Radar. At our institute we have built up
experiences handling satellite-borne SAR data for ice
mapping and icebreaker operations in the Baltic. We
have during the last 4 years conducted research projects
together with microwave groups at Chalmers University
in Goteborg and the National Defence Research
Establishment in Linkoping, Airborne SAR was used in
calibration and validation experiments in the Baltic
during the winters of 1987 and 1988. A pilot project
demonstrating
the possibilities
with ERS-1 SAR
imagery for winter navigation was carried out in 1992
and in 1994 with good results and with a large response
from icebreaker officers (Hakansson et. al., 1995). All
the work so far has been performed with funding from
the National Space Board and from the National
Maritime Administration, whereas ESA has put forward
ERS-1 SAR data in real- and delayed time. In many of
the projects we have cooperated with Finnish research
groups at the Finnish Institute of Marine Research anl
the Helsinki University.
2. BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE
NAVIGATION

FOR WINTER

2.1 ICE MAPPING
The daily ice and sea surface temperature chart is
produced at the Ice Service digitally with the IceMap
software. This lJNIX-based system is an application frr

computer aided design of charts, where raster based

Of course, every new ice chart is based on the previous
one and in situations with great ice dynamics and
perhaps no information from sea areas subject to this,
the marine meteorologists have to rely partly on
forecasts from weather models and the sea ice forecasting
model in order to analyze the current ice situation.
2.2 FORECASTING
The Ice Service also has the obligation for issueing
forecastsfor the weather and the ice conditions in order
to facilitate planning of the icebreaker operations at both
the tactical and the strategic scale.
For weather forecasts HIRLAM (High Resolution
Limited Area Model) is used, and for ice prediction the
new ice-ocean model BOBA.
BOBA, which in its first version was introduced during
the winter of 1992/93, is a coupled ice-ocean model
system simulating both dynamic and thermodynamic
processes. The dynamical part is based upon a twodimensional coupled ice-ocean model that resolves the
horizontal space and time and the thermodynamic part of
the system is based upon a one-dimensional coupled
ice-ocean model that resolves the vertical space and time
for different regions in the Baltic Sea. The model is
forced using meteorological fields from HIRLA.\1.
The forecasted parameters are: water cooling, ice
formation, ice growth and decay, ice drift and ridging,
vertical mean currents, sea levels and water warming.
2.3 COMMUNICATIONS
Two types of SAR images are received at SMHI and are
converted to 8-bit format and transformed into a
Mercator projection based on the control points given in
the image header file. A Mercator image with 200
meters pixelsize is created for each scene.
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The images are then analysed and classified manually by
the ice service staff as a support for the daily production
of ice charts.
Images aimed for use onboard the icebreakers are
distributed digitally from SMHI, utilizing the Nordic
Mobile Telephone system and an image compression
technique. To keep an acceptable dissemination time to
the ice-breakers, the image size is fixed to 512 by 512
pixels. This restriction requires a selection of a narrow
area with full resolution or an appropriate resampling c:f
a larger area.
For distribution and graphical presentation on-board
icebreakers of maritime information, satellite images as
well as weather and ice forecasts the Iceplott software is
used. This is an application developed jointly for the
Swedish and Finnish National Maritime Agencies.
The information is presented on Macintosh computers
with large screens, situated on the icebreaker bridges.
Positions of icebreakers, merchant ships as well as
harbours are plotted on a graphic coordinate system
showing the contour map of the Baltic Sea. Text
information as harbour status and latest icebreaker
reports can be accessed.
When available, satellite images as AVHRR or SAR are
placed over the contour map, giving information on ice
conditions. Satellite images are correctly placed in this
coordinate system, regardless of image scale.

Nevertheless, SAR imagery is greatly appreciated. since
it provides reliable information on ice roughness regular
in time during cold weather conditions when ice
navigation can be very hazardous (Hakansson et.al.,
1995). It is, thus, an important observational data set to
improve the resolution and the accuracy of the ice chart.
This product is now also used to initialize the ice
forecasting model of the Baltic Sea (Omstedt and
Nyberg, 1995). Evidently, it is necessary to make the
ice chart as accurate as possible, since it will have
strong influence on the accuracy of the forecast.
3.2 NOWCASTING OF SHIP ROUTING
Ship routing in ice infested seas is mostly realized from
the icebreakers. Hence, it is necessary to provide the
breakers with dedicatedSAR imagery in real time, of
course, together with other relevant information. The
imagery can improve the routing of the icebreaker itself.
To find the most efficient route, taking into account
time of arrival and costs, both for the icebreaker and for
the assisted or towed vessel(s). However, during stable
weather conditions the route is more or less determined
in advance, since it is most efficient to use previous
icebreaker leads between main ports in the area of action.
When winds and temperatures change the imagery will
be of great concern, either to find the old breaker lead or
to keep away from heavily ridged areas and search for
open leads.

3. PRE-OPERATIONAL TOOLS
3.1 SAR USEFUL FOR SEA ICE MAPPING
The geometric resolution of satelliteborne SAR (30 -150
meters) is a kind of optimized value for interpretation
needs and spatial coverage. Too detailed geographic
information obtained from SAR imagery for operational
products such as the ice chart is not efficient, taking into
account the scheduled time for chart deliveries and the
time available for production. One should also have in
mind that, presently, the Icemap system needs a human
driver and decisionmaker, since the system depends on
subjective interpretation, of the imagery and other
observation datasets, by the ice meteorologist. Today
this is a prerequisite since the sea ice variables, and
hence the ice code system, is difficult to translate into a
numerical language. More important, the imagery used
for ice chart drawing is not free from ambiguity, since
wind waves in open water areas can have similar
backscatter characteristics as ridged ice. In addition, the
microwave backscatter respons during warm air
conditions is damped. lowering the image contrast. The
human interpreter can take these problems into account,
since he has additional information with which to
compare (model forecast, past ice and weather
development, contacts with icebreakers, for example).
Hence, presently we are not ready to entirely rely on
objective analysis of SAR imagery as an operational
tool.

Another aspect of routing vessels in sea ice, is concerned
with remote routing, in which case the transport hours
of the icebreaker can be reduced. Using imagery it is
possible to suggest a route suitable for the ice class of
the merchant vessel. In this case it is possible to save
fuel, since the icebreaker can stay in port or just
continue with the operation at hand. Of course, this
activity is not new, but SAR imagery can increase the
reliability of the routing. An example, was given to us
(cf. Hakansson et.al. 1995) by the master of icebreaker
Ymer. In this case a merchant vessel was taken out of
port by a local tug. No imformation of the actual ice
situation outside the port was known to the tug master.
So he left the vessel in a ridged area, which had to wait
for further assistance from Ymer. A few hours later
Ymer was provided with an FD ERS-1 SAR imagery,
showing that the area not far offshore the merchant
vessel was covered with level ice, in which the merchant
vessel could manage on her own. Hence, with a daily
image coverage the Ymer master easily could have
informed the local tug master about the ice conditions
and advised him to tow the vessel further offshore into
the level ice area.
3.3 BENEFITS
We believe that safety can be increased by increasing the
quality and quantity of sea ice information, which, for
example, can be provided using SAR imagery. However,
it is very difficult to evaluate it or even estimate the
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safety in quantitative terms. It is easier to estimate the
potential in more efficient navigation. We present below
a crude example of how to quantify saving costs.
During the winter 1993/94 the total costs for the
Swedish icebreaker operations were approximately 140
MSEK (= 16 MECU). During this ice season, which

can be described as typical, 6 icebreakers were engaged.
Their activitities can be divided into transportation (7800
hours), assists (4700 hours) and tows (660 hours).
Variable costs are not easily identified, but bunker anl
lubricant costs amounted to 20 MSEK with a mean-perhour cost of 1500 SEK.
In the northern Baltic, ice ridges on average cover 50 %
of the area during the mid winter period (Climatological
Ice Atlas). We estimate that about half of this area is
occupied by heavily ridged areas. Hence, it can be argued
that icebreakers spend 25 % of their assisting and towing
time penetrating heavily ridged ice areas. Suppose these
can be avoided in 50 % of the time, using SAR
imagery. Then about 600 hours can be saved or the costs
can be brought down approximately 0.9 MSEK, crudely.
In this case we do not take into account that bulk costs
per hour may be larger when passing through ridged ice
than going in level ice.
The second case, using remote routing, should bring
down the amount of both icebreaker transport and assist
hours. It is however notoriously difficult to estimate the
increased efficiency. Nevertheless, perhaps these hours
can be lowered with 5 %; corresponding to 0.9 MSEK
based on the averaged numbers above.

4.2 OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF SAR
Ice type discrimination-algorithms of SAR imagery is
under development worldwide in the research
community. In Sweden we have found that ice
roughness is the most important variable, determining
the backscatter signal from ERS-1 SAR imagery
(Carlstrom and Ulander, 1995) during cold weather
conditions. Their results may constitute an important
step towards the development of algorithms for
retrieving different types of ridges. For the winter
navigation and ship routing in the Baltic the knowledge
of ridged areas and type of ridges are prerequisite,
especially for the development of the performance index.

4.3 RADARSAT
We are planning to use Radarsat ScanSar data for
icebreaking activities in the Baltic together with Finnish
Institute of Marine Research and BSH in Germany.
Radarsat offers data which appears to be more adapted to
large-scale ice mapping than ERS imagery, since we
will have almost a daily coverage of areas of the size of
the Gulf of Bothnia (500*500 km), Also the
polarization and incidence angles are chosen to give a
good sea ice characterization, although the wide
incidence angle itself can produce some false backscatter
information, depending on where in the swath range the
ice type may occure. It is expected that HH polarization
will damp open water surface waves compared to VV
polarization, as well as give better contrast between
ridges and level ice.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TOOLS AND DATA
4.1 ICE RESISTANCE CONCEPT
In ship routing wave forecasting is a prerequisite for
keeping transport time as close as possible to scheduled
time. For the same reason forecasts of sea ice conditions
has to be available for routing winter navigation. Ship
performance tests has been carried out in the Baltic
(Thompson and Liljestrom, 1994). An ice resistance
index (Ri), based on propulsion power (P) and speed (S)
was defined:
Ri =a *(P/S)

(1)

where a is ship dependent constant. By logging the
propulsion power, the speed, the ice type and typical ice
thickness, the performance index can be estimated for
various ice types. The next step is to use the backscatter
from SAR imagery to characterize the ice type, and by
inverting eq. (1) the speed can be found. This concept
can be of value for ship routing in ice infested seas, but
further tests and evaluation studies are needed.

30m
lOOkm
20° - 26°

C-band
HH
50 (100) m
300 (510) km
20° - 40° (49°)

The imagery will hopefully be tested during a three year
period for its capability as an operational tool in sea ice
navigation activities.
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ABSTRACT

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Remote sensing imagery can be used complimentary
to bathymetric surveys in shallow coastal waters. At
ARGOSS a new technique has been developed and
operationalized to assess bathymetry of coastal zones
from microwave remote sensing information. An
examples of the technique is presented. ERS-1 SAR
data have been used to assess the depth in the
coastal zone of the Netherlands. These bathymetric
maps can be used to optimize survey activity, and
provide data about areas inaccessible to the survey
vessel. The example shows that survey effort can be
reduced considerably.

The extraction of bathymetric information from
microwave data is based on wave current interaction.
Under favourable meteorological and hydrodynamic
conditions (moderate winds and strong tidal
currents), air- and spaceborne Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) imagery show features of the bottom
topography of shallow seas (Alpers and Hennings
1984, Calkoen et al 1993). Microwave radiation can
penetrate at most a few centimetres in the water.
Therefore, SAR data can reflect properties of the sea
surface only. The bottom topography can be
observed due to the interaction between, bottom,
current, and sea surface roughness. Here, a brief
description of this process will be presented. A more
detailed mathematical formulation is given in
Calkoen et all [1993].

1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of the sea bottom topography is
important for purposes like shipping, fishery and all
kinds of offshore activities, such as dredging,
building of offshore constructions and pipeline
laying. Measuring the sea bottom topography with
the present state of the art technique is expensive. In
this paper it is demonstrated that a combination of
traditional and remote sensing (RS) techniques can
greatly reduce the costs.
Traditionally, bathymetric information is obtained by
means of ship based (multi-beam) echo sounders.
This technique can be very time consuming and
expensive, especially in remote areas. Therefore, a
new method to obtain bathymetric information from
RS imagery has been developed and operationalized
at ARGOSS. Research projects were financially
supported by the Netherlands Remote Sensing Board
(BCRS) and the European Community (EC).
The satellites currently used to obtain microwave
data are the first European remote sensing satellites
(ERS-1 and ERS-2). They provide images of
nominal dimensions of 100 km x 100 km. Based on
these images bathymetric maps have been made at
ARGOSS. The spatial resolution of these maps is 12.5
m x 12.5 m. This spatial resolution is sufficient to
locate small objects such as rock pinnacles, coral
heads and sea mounts. An example using ERS-1
SAR data is presented in this paper.

It is generally accepted that the imaging mechanism
consists of three steps.
(1) Interaction between (tidal) current and bottom
topography results in modulations in the surface
current velocity. The flow velocity is reduced in
deep areas and increased over shallower areas
such as the top of a sand wave. This relation can
be described by several models with an
increasing level of complexity: continuity
equation, shallow water equations, and the
Navier Stokes equations. Note that the continuity
equation provides only the depth averaged
current which has be translated to the surface.
(2) Modulations in surface current velocity cause
variations in the wave spectrum. As the surface
current velocity decreases (increases), waves
propagating in the water are being compressed
(expanded) and their wavelength decreases
(increases). Thereby redistributing wave energy
over the spectrum.
(3) Variations in the wave spectrum cause
modulations in the radar backscatter. The
intensity of the radar signal reflected by the
water surface depends on both the wavelength of
the radar signal and the wavelength of the
surface waves. The highest reflection values are
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obtained near the Bragg wavelength. The
reflection being proportional with the wave
height. The Bragg model takes only radar
backscatter
at the Bragg wavelength
into
account, whereas more sophisticated models,
such as the Holliday model consider the
contributions at other wavelengths as well.
On this basis, computer models describing the
currents, waves and electromagnetic scattering can be
used to interpret the radar images. At ARGOSS, such

models with different levels of complexity and
physical detail are available for each step. Suitable
models for most applications encountered until now
are the continuity equation for (1), a relaxation
model for (2) and Bragg radar backscattering for (3).
From these models, a model suite was constructed
which predicts the radar backscatter from bottom
topography, depth-averaged current and wind. This
model suite has been inverted and used to estimate
the bottom topography in shallow seas from radar
imagery with the help of data assimilation: a first
guess of the topography is corrected iteratively, until
the difference between predicted and measured radar
backscatter is minimal.

Figure 2
Bathymetric map obtained by linear
interpolation between sounding data. Depth ranges from 0
m (white) to 25.5 .m (black).

transport has changed and bottom topography is
likely to change further in the next decades. Since a
large part of the Netherlands is located below mean
sea level, any change in bottomtopography may
change safety levels of the coastal defence works.
Therefore, surveys are executed on a regular basis
along the whole of the Dutch coast by governmental
agencies.
A depth map based on linear interpolation of
sounding data collected along the Southern shores of
the Netherlands is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1

ERS-1 SAR image recorded June 1995.

3. APPLICATION OF MICROWAVE DATA IN
THE DUTCH COASTAL ZONE
The delta area in the South of the Netherlands is of
great public interest. An ERS-1 image of the area is
shown in Figure 1. After a large flood in 1953, a
number of coastal defence constructions, called the
"Delta Works" have been build. These works include
stronger dikes, and the closure of tidal inlets by
semi-permeable dams. Due to these human
interventions, current conditions have changed
dramatically. As a consequence sedimentation

Figure 3 Bathymetric map based on ERS-1 SAR imagery.
Depth ranges from 0 m (white) to 25.5 m (black).

In a demonstration project the potential of remote
sensing has been shown. For this project ERS-1 SAR
data were used. Optical remote sensing data are
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almost useless due to the high turbidity levels of the
North Sea. Selection was based on favourable hydrometeorological conditions (large tidal currents, and
windspeed between 2 and 5 Beaufort). The results of
the analysis are shown in Figure 3. Note that some
sounding data have been used to calibrate the model
and to determine the large scale trends.
The differences between both maps are quite small.
A histogram showing the error distribution is given
in Figure 4.
error distribution

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Accurate depth estimates can be obtained by
microwave remote sensing techniques. Microwave
techniques require favourable wind and current
conditions. However it is independent of cloud
cover, which is a serious problem for optical remote
sensing techniques. The accuracy of the estimated
depth may be close to that obtained with traditional
shipbased echo sounding. Furthermore, it has been
shown that bathymetry based on remote sensing may
yield information supplementary to survey data:
•

0.25

•
0.20

Other advantages of remote sensing are the ability to
monitor large areas in a short time. The imagery
covers areas of about 100 x 100 km", Using remote
sensing the distance between section lines can be
increased considerably. The resulting reduction in
survey costs will most surely outweigh the additional
costs needed to acquire and process the remote
sensing data.
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Figure 4 Distribution of the difference between the
linear interpolated sounding data and the SAR-based depth
map.

The bias of the estimate is locally two centimetre,
and the root mean square error is about 10 cm. The
error can further be characterized by the following
exceedance levels:
10 %
5%
1%
0.1 %
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16 cm
20 cm
30 cm
54 cm
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite remote sensing using visible and infrared
wavelengths is not very suitable in the tropics because
of the cloud cover problem. Radar remote sensing can
overcome this problem although it may not possess
some of the advantages of sensing in the optical
wavelengths.

Satellite remote sensing using the visible and the
infrared wavelengths have been used very successfully
in various applications related to earth resources studies
and monitoring of the environment. This is also the case
for applications related to the marine environment. For
instance, useful results have been obtained in sea
surface temperature, suspended sediment concentration,
ocean colour and bathymetry studies. However, in some
applications, there are limitations in the use of the
optical wavelengths such as in studies related to sea
bottom topography in turbid waters, ocean waves and
oil slicks.

This paper reports on the results of a study that has been
carried out under the EC-ASEAN ERS-1 project,
subproject MAL-2, to derive coastal zone information
from the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data of the
ERS-1 satellite over the coastal areas of Terengganu
and Sarawak (Malaysia). The PCI EASl/PACE and
ErgoVista digital image processing software were used
to analyse SAR PRI images. The digital image
processing carried out include geo-referencing, filtering
and calibration.
The University of Texas at Arlington Radiative Transfer
Canopy Model (UTA) was used to derive backscatter
values expected from different types of dominant
vegetation which were then compared with the
backscatter values obtained from the ERS-1 SAR data.
In the study, the radar bathymetry model implemented
at TNO was used to assess a number of maritime
features in the images potentially caused by topography
of the sea bottom. The contrast profiles produced by the
model were compared to profiles extracted from the
ERS-1 images.
The ERS-1 data were also processed to obtain ocean
wave spectra in order to derive information about ocean
wavelength and direction using 2-dimensional Fourier
Transform. The study also included visual interpretation
of oil slicks, ships, ship wakes and some coastal features
such as river outflows and fronts.

The use of radar remote sensing has many advantages in
comparison with optical remote sensing techniques. By
far the most important factor is the virtual insensitivity
of radar to atmospheric conditions. This allows the
regular collection of site observations independent of
cloud cover or time of overpass. On the other hand, the
interpretation of radar imagery over land and ocean are
not as straightforward as that of the more commonly
used visible and infrared remote sensors. Usually,
special image processing techniques must be applied on
the radar imagery to make it more readily interpretable.
Furthermore, the interpretation of the backscattering
process that underlies the radar image formation must
be well understood with respect to the physical
characteristics of the targets under observation and the
specifics of the radar instrument.
The objective of this study is to develop a suitable
methodology for mapping coastal features and land
cover using multi-temporal ERS-1 SAR satellite data.
The study includes shallow water bathymetry, wave
spectra analysis, detection of oil slicks and mapping of
natural and artificial features. Some modelling work for
vegetation backscattering and bathymetry was also
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carried out in order for some comparisons to be made to
the ERS-1 data. Through this study, local scientists
were able to acquire knowledge and experience in the
analysis of ERS-1 SAR digital data.

2. DATA PROCESSING

& ANALYSIS

For this study, two test areas were selected. One area
stretches from Kuala Terengganu to Dungun on the
north-east coast of Peninsular Malaysia, and one near
Kuala Baram on the north-west coast of Sarawak
(Figure· 1). Both areas are characterized by large
outflowing rivers and are affected by coastal erosion
and accretion during the monsoon season.

Vegetation Backscattering

Model

In order to understand
radar backscatter
from
vegetation, the University of Texas at Arlington (UT A)
Radiative Transfer Canopy Model (Karam et al., 1992)
was used to derive backscatter values expected from
different types of dominant vegetation in the study area,
viz. rubber, oil palm and paddy. The parameters used in
the model were obtained from ground observations
which included tree height, soil roughness,
soil
moisture, leaf radius, leaf density, leaf orientation,
branch radius, branch density, trunk radius, trunk
density, etc.
Backscatter values were also extracted from the ERS-1
SAR data in order to make comparisons. The results are
shown in figures 2(a), 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d).
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During the duration of the study, several scenes ofERS1 SAR PRI data were acquired and used. These data
were received by the Bangkok receiving station and
made available by ESRIN and Bangkok.
The data processing and analysis involved in this study
include
geo-referencing,
filtering,
calibration,
vegetation backscattering, bathymetric signatures, ocean
wave spectra and visual interpretation for oil slicks, ship
and ship wakes.
Digital Image Processing
Since ERS-1 PRI images has already undergone slantto-ground range correction at the Processing and
Archiving Facility, SAR multi-temporal images were
registered to each other by applying a shift in the x and
y direction.
The geo-referenced images were coregistered
with existing maps of the area for
comparisons.
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Figure 2(a): Backscatter values for rubber derived from
the UTA model
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Figure 2(b) : Backscatter values for oil palm derived
from the UTA model.
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Various filters including Lee, Frost and Gamma MAP
filter were used to reduce speckle noise from the images
in order to compare the results visually for land areas.
In order to obtain absolute backscatter values from the
ERS-1 SAR data, calibration was done by using the
constant provided by ESRIN and Bangkok station.
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Figure 2(c) : Backscatter values for paddy derived from
the UTA model.
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Figure 2(d): Backscatter values for paddy, rubber and
oil palm extracted from the multi-date ERS-1 data.
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Bathymetry Signature Model
In the study, the radar bathymetry model implemented
at TNO was used to assess a number of maritime
features in the images potentially caused by topography
of the sea bottom. This model is based on the action
balance equation, weak hydrodynamic interaction
theory and Bragg scattering (Vogelzang, 1989). The
model which is suitable for shallow waters was run
using estimated bathymetric profiles based on available
hydrographic charts, and wind and current velocities
and directions at the time of ERS-1 imaging. The
contrast profiles produced by the model were compared
to profiles extracted from the ERS-1 images. The
results are shown in figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c).
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Figure 3(c): Profile from ERS-1 data.
Ocean Wave Spectra
ERS-1 data has been demonstrated to provide ocean
wave information in terms of wavelengths and
directions. ErgoVista software was used to calculate
wave spectra from PRI images. Single SAR image
frames comprising of 512 x 512 image pixels was
extracted. Since each pixel represents a 12.5 m x 12.5
m area, the entire image frame corresponds to a 6.4 km
x 6.4 km patch on the ocean surface. The frame size
provides a sufficiently large area that at least 10 cycles
of very long surface waves, up to 640 m in length, can
be included in a single image frame. They are also
small enough that the ocean can be reasonably assumed
homogeneous within a frame (Monaldo, 1991).
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The wave spectra were calculated based on a 2dimensional Fast Fourier Transform, with smoothing in
the spectral domain and spatially averaging for noise
reduction, and a correction for the stationary
instrumental response function. The results are shown
in figure 4. This process was repeated for other frames
in the image.

Figure 3(a): Sea bottom profile and marine information
in the study area.
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Figure 3(b) : Radar contrast derived from the model.

Figure 4: Wave spectra derived from single frame on
ERS-1 data acquired on 5 Mar 93. Circle and arrow
represent ocean wavelength and direction respectively.
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Visual Image Interpretation
For visual interpretation, both single and georeferenced multi-temporal images were used to
recognise different types of vegetation and their
changes especially in the coastal land areas using
unfiltered and filtered images.
ERS-1 images were also used to detect oil slicks, ship
and ship wakes and water fronts.

From the visual interpretation of the processed images,
it was possible to locate oil slick areas which appear as
dark patches because of the damping of the ocean wave
due to the oil layer which reduce radar backscatter.
Ship and ship wakes have also been identified on the
image with the wakes trailing for several kilometers
behind the ship. Water fronts where water from the
rivers meet with the sea water is .also clearly visible in
the images.

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

4. CONCLUSIONS

From the single ERS-1 SAR image, it was difficult to
delineate different types of vegetation. However, by
using multi-temporal images, it was possible to detect
temporal changes in the paddy crop due to different
stages of growth.

From the work that has been carried out in the study, the
ERS-1 SAR data has shown great potential in deriving
information on land and sea areas. Although the results
of the study are encouraging, further studies need to be
done to improve the results in order to operationalise
the use of ERS-1 data. However, in order to achieve
this, suitable mechanisms should be made available in
order to obtain timely data especially in sea areas which
are dynamic in nature.

Among the filters used, the Gamma MAP filter using
11x11 window produced the best visual results where
point targets are clearly visible and land use boundaries
are more distinct.
The vegetation backscatter simulation results show that
rubber plantations have a fairly stable backscatter level
of -7.0 dB (Figure 2(a)). The backscatter values
obtained from ERS-1 data also show a fairly stable
signal around -7.5 dB (Figure 2(d)). For oil palm
plantations, the results from the model and the ERS-1
data show the same trends as for rubber with a fairly
stable signal in the range of -6.0 to -7.0 dB (Figures
2(b) and 2(d)). As for paddy fields, the simulations
show that the backscatter can be very low for flooded
bare fields, but can be considerably higher as a result of
wind or when the area is dry. When the plant grows the
backscatter continously increases up to -8.0 dB and
drops again when the plants ripen or tum yellow. The
results obtained from the ERS-1 data range from -6.7 to
-9.0 dB (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)). These results are
acceptable considering the fact that the ERS-1 data used
in the study were acquired during mid to end of the
paddy season.
The radar contrast derived from the bathymetric
signature model was quite consistent with the shape of
the sea bottom profile obtained from hydrographic
charts. The results obtained from ERS-1 data also
compares well with the above results (Figures 3(a), 3(b)
and 3(c)).
From the ocean wave spectra analysis, the wavelength
and direction of the ocean waves have been determined
from the images (Figure 4). The dominant wavelength
is about 200 m. The spectra show 180°ambiguity as the
wave propagation direction is not resolved.
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Abstract
This paper presents the final results of a coastal
monitoring system (W AMOS) along the Wadden
Sea coast of the North Sea. By detailed photo and
multispectral survey flights the interactions between
the C-band microwaves and the tidal flat surface
could be described. Based on these results the
operational modules for Algae Monitoring (AMO)
and hydrography ( STROM) could be developed.
However, for transferring the third module for
sediment classification (WORK) into an operational
environment some basic research still has to be
done.
WAMOS

----------,
AMO

rw~K:,J
L

D operational

[ =J pre-operational, basic research needed
Fig. 1: Schematic survey of the WAMOS system

1. Geographical Description of the Investigated
Area
The investigated area of Spiekeroog belongs to the
backbarrier tidal areas of the German Wadden Sea
and is part of an old barrier island chain. The whole
Wadden Sea covers nearly 10.000 km2
(FLEMMING & DAVIS 1992). The German Bight
can be divided into three characteristic tidal types
(REINECK 1982):
- open tidal areas
bight or estuary tidal areas
backbarrier tidal areas
The investigated area can be divided into a western
part and into an eastern part by the tidal flat
watershed leading from Harlesiel to the island of
Spiekeroog. The mean tidal range in the wastem
part is about 2.6 m, in the estern part 2.8 m
(ERCHINGER 1993).
Since 1000 A.D. the seaward moving dyke line
causes changes in the energy level of the

backbarrier deposition system. The result is a
continuous shifting to coarser grain sizes (sand
fractions) especially along the dyke line. The
remaining mud fractions can be led back to the
existance of organic layers during almost the whole
year long.
The existance of the large organic layers find the
explanation in the high fertilizer input of the
intensive agriculture along the Harlinger Land in the
southern region. The fertilizer input runs to 120
kg/ha+a (HERR 1992).

2. Ground Truth Sampling and Basic Maps
In order to validate and to interpret the remote
sensing data sets, an extensive ground truth
sampling had to be carried out. This was done by
the
Senckenberg
Research
Institute
in
Wilhelmshaven. Tidal flats are highly dynamic
surfaces in an almost constant environment
(compared to terrestrial surfaces). The tidal
dynamics cause changes in the surface roughness
from tide to tide. The different field teams have
only four hours time to get to their sampling
locations and to take samples. During the three
campaigns the following parameters were
investigated:
- sediment grain size (in phi)
- sediment temperature (in the upper em's)
- sediment moisture content (in weight %)
- sediment surface roughness (only some specific
locations)
From the beginning of the project in 1993 until the
end in 1994 we had to increase the number of
samples from 41 to 200 and we also had to change
the sample sites to more homogeneous locations.
The maps available (mainly from the National Park
authorities) were obsolete and had to be replaced by
up-to-date remote sensing related maps. This was,
on the one hand, done by cartographic descriptions
of the investigations of the Senckenberg Research
Institute, on the other hand by the validation of the
multispectral data acquired during the campaigns.
These maps included:
- morhological features
- benthos communities
- sediment distribution
- organic layers
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3. Optical Remote Sensing
In addition to the microwave data we used two
Landsat TM miniscenes and three Daedalus AMS
images parallel to aerial photos acquired with our
own equipment.

1993summer
DataSet
LandsatTM
ERS-1SAR
ERS-1SAR
DaedalusAMS
(TIR)
ColourInfrared
photos
19.08.1993
Daedalus+ CIR
23.08.1993
ERS-1SAR
Date
11.05.1993
14.06.1993
10.07.1993
19.08.1993

Date

The optical data sets should have no time shift in
comparison with the ERS-1 SAR data. However, we
could fulfil this condition only in winter 1994 and
summer 1994.

Fieldcampaigns
1994spring
DataSet

21.01.1994
20.02.1994
04.03.1994

22.03.1994

ERS-1SAR
ERS-1SAR
DaedalusAMS
LandsatTM
ERS-1SAR
b/wIR photos
ERS-1

Date

1994summer
DataSet

29.07.1994
10.08.1994

ERS-1
DaedalusAMS
ERS-1SAR
Colourphotos

30.08.1994

ERS-1

Fig. 2: Field campaigns

The aerial photographs served as highly geometric
accurate reference (orthophotomap, DEM), first of
all to geocode the multispectral Daedalus data.
Furthermore, a low-level flight in 1994 was to
deliver decisive information about ripple fields
(ripple marks and orientation) to interpret the ERS1 SAR data.
The work flow for the processing of optical data
included the following steps:
1. radiometric
correction
(destriping, light
correction)
2. atmospheric correction (ATCOR)
3. geocoding
4. interpretation: image fusion, classification,
visual interpretation
Furthermore, we chose two steps in the
interpretation to optimize the results according to
DOERFFER & MURPHY (1988):
I. extracting the terrestrial surfaces by delineating
with polygons
2. unsupervised classification with five classes to
remove water bodies and organic layers
As a result of these steps only uncovered sediment
surfaces remained in the image. So we could
minimize misclassification between terrestrial
surfaces and sediment surfaces. Especially the
removing of organic layers was necessary, because
organic layers mask the information about sediment
grain size in multispectral scanner data. In a visual
comparision of the maps of the Senckenberg

Research Institute and our classification results we
could find a close correlation with the sediments of
the sand fraction. At least the sediment
classification was carried out by a supervised MLH
classification, using the channels of Red and NIR
(COLEMAN & MONTGOMERY 1987, CONDIT
1970, DAVIS et. Al. 1979, GERBERMANN &
NEHER 1979). In contrast to the work of
DOERFFER & MURPHY (1988) a PCA brought
no optimization of our work. The results of a linear
regression between surface reflectance values (Red,
NIR) and grain sizes of the sand fraction were too
inaccurate (r = 0.6).
Because of the high dynamics of the tidal area
image fusion techniques (PCA, IHS transformation)
could only be applied to the data set of 04.03.1994
(YESOU et. Al. 1993). In other cases the different
water levels prevented an application. To reduce the
speckle effects we filtered the SAR data with
statistical filters. However, there was no
information gain for visual interpretation or
automatic classification. Even the classification with
neuronal networks (carried out by the Technical
University of Munich) showed no valuabel results.
The main error source for misinterpretations is the
similarity of the backscattering characteristics of
tidal flats and water surfaces. Object boundaries
change from acquisition date to acquisition date in
multitemporal images (in strong contrast to
terrestrial surfaces).
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4. Backscattering Characteristics
Surfaces in the Wadden Sea

of Tidal Flat

The backscattering
characteristics
of tidal flat
surfaces like tipple fields or algae covers differ
significantly from those characteristics of terrestrial
surfaces in ERS-1 SAR data.
With high sediment moisture (20 - 45 % weight) the

penetration is lower than 1 cm in the upper layer
and is similar to the penetration in the sea surfaces.
Only in sandy dune areas with a moisture content
lower than 15 weight % the penetration of several
em's causes a reduction of backscattering to the
sensor. On tidal flats backscattering is dominated by
the surface roughness (orientation and form of small
ripple marks). Therefore, we can observe BRAGG
backscattering on tidal surfaces which is normally
more typical of water surfaces (ROBINSON 1985).
Applying the simplified BRAGG criteria:

AR
As= 2. sin8o
AR= wavelenght of SAR (5.3 cm)
As= wavelenght of the surface structure
80 =SAR incidence angel (23°),
BRAGG scattering occurs over small ripples
between 4 - 10 cm wavelenght and angles up to 0 =
40°.

RADAR
VIE WINO

5. Monitoring Modules
The final results showed clearly that two of the
three proposed modules are really operational. The
third module of Sediment Monitoring (WORK)
contains still too much pre-operational steps. The
interactive delineation of object boundaries is
practicable for an area of 5 x 5 km2 area, but not for
a whole coastal zone (KRAMER el al. 1994).
Correlations between backscattering and sediment
moisture content or sediment grain size are too low.

5.1 Hydrography (STROM)
The focal point of a monitoring of tidal currents is
the mapping of the current vectors in wide channel
system areas in relation to their changes in time. In
the backbarrier tidal flat area the so-called tidal
currents are the main factors of morphological
surface design. On the one hand, currents are
steered by tidal inlets and channel systems, on the
other hand, the tidal currents cause large-scale
erosion and sedimentation. The interpretation of
tidal currents is done by using ERS-1 medianfiltered images at low tide. The images contain
quasi-periodic "current vectors" within the large
channels in the ERS-1 SAR data.
The calculation of the median image using ERS-1
multitemporal data sets has the following effects:
1. aperiodic phenomena are suppressed such as
speckle effects, phenomena with a certain
regularity such as tidal currents are enhanced
and can be detected more easily
2. multitemporal data sets guarantee that current
phenomena are recorded in sufficient numbers,
monotemporal images represent only a short
period of time in surface dynamics
The current vectors in the main channels represent
the shipping routes with deeps down to 15 m with
current velocities of 90 m/sec. By means of time
series the movement of those current vectors which
are indicators for changes on the channel bottom
can be detected and topographical surveys can be
directed to those areas.

Fig. 3: Bragg scattering geometry: surface-wave
direction at angle 0 to plane of radar waves
On mud flats and flats with bulky organic layers
there is specular reflection with low backscattering
coefficients.

Morphological changes, mainly big channel
displacements after storms, can be mapped on the
basis of simple overlays in the RGB spectrum,
formed by multitemporal data sets.
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1 x,y=3412334,5958118

9 x,y= 3414873,5955706

2 x,y= 3412613,5957966

10 x,y= 3414748,5955401

3 x,y= 3412740,5958144

11 x,y= 3415508,5955604

4 x,y= 3412969,5957991

12 x,y= 3416930,5955300

5 x,y= 3413273,5957763

13 x,y= 3417514,5955731

6 x,y= 3413553,5957991

14 x,y= 3417641,5956290

7 x,y= 3413807,5957991

15 x,y= 3418631,5956722

8 x,y= 3414238,5957509

Fig. 4: Current vectors from 1993 with their geographic location (GauB-Kriiger)in the backbarrier area of
Spiekeroog

5.2 Algae Monitoring (AMO)
In the course of the year backscattering
characteristics of tidal flats are influenced by
changing ripple marks and even more by the
appearance of organic layers. In certain tidal areas
(along the watershed in still-water areas) the layers
occur frequently from spring until autumn. With
growing layer thickness backscattering changes
from a diffuse one to a specular one, which can be
clearly delineated. The bulky organic areas appear
in ascending and descending path data on dark
objects in the images.

Algae classification is a more visual process
applying the knowledge of an interpreter. However,
for the first interpretation a multispectral image
must define a starting situation (a kind of calibration
of the SAR data). By interpreting the continuous
time series of ERS-1 SAR data an algae cover map
of one year is obtained, considering the different
water levels and possible morphological changes.

During this pilot project ERS-1 SAR data have
proven their applicability in an operational Wadden
Sea Monitoring of ecologically sensitive areas.
The results are available in ARC/INFO format and
can be easily integrated in the existing Wadden Sea
Database (WADABA).

Here, GEOSCAN would like to thank the
Senckenberg Reseach Institute in Wilhelmshaven
for the intensive and sometimes dangerous ground
survey, the Wadden Sea National Park Authority of
Lower Saxony for the coopration, ESA for the
ERS-1 data and last but not least DARA GmbH for
sponsoring the pilot project.

Fig. 5: This figure shows a part of the Martensplate
with growing organic layers (which appear
darker)
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Fig. 6: Algae cover map from 1994 obtained by interactive interpretation of ERS-1 SAR data.
Red:
Algae cover from March - October
Blue: Algae cover from July - October
Brown: Algae cover from July - September
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents selected examples ofERS-1 SAR
images around the Norwegian coast to demonstrate
their usefulness in monitoring coastal circulation and
wind field features. The data were analysed in conjunction with surface wind and current fields obtained from numerical models run at the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (DNMI), and NOAA
AVHRR imagery, when available. Similar frontal
structures are observed in both a SAR image and
a nearly-coincident AVHRR image. The modelled
current fields, while not displaying all the finer detail of the SAR imagery due to the low resolution,
are useful in explaining the features seen. Wind field
computed from a SAR image using the CMOD4 algorithm are compared with the analysed winds from
DNMI. There is good agreement at some points, but
the winds derived from the SAR show spatial variability that the low-resolution field from the DNMI
does not capture.

1 INTRODUCTION
There is increasing need for better and regular monitoring of coastal ocean and atmospheric phenomena. With SAR technology, new methods have become available for the detection and monitoring of
such features. At the Nansen Center, several ongoing and completed projects (Johannessen et al.,
1994; Johannessen et al., 1995a; Johannessen et al.,
1995b; Samuel et al., 1995a; Samuel et al., 1995b)
involve the use of SAR to monitor ocean and wind
features off the Norwegian coast. A large number of
SAR images are analysed and the observed features
discussed in terms of the current and wind fields obtained from the Norwegian Meteorological Institue
(DNMI). Commonly occurring features in the SAR
images relate to ocean current fronts, eddies, current
meanders, internal waves, surface slicks, wind fronts,
wind rolls, atmospheric gravity waves and rain cells.
To aid in the interpretation, nearly-coincident infrared images, and surface wind and current fields obtained from the Norwegian meteorological service are
also examined.

A number of SAR images with signatures typical of
upper ocean features such as current meanders and
eddies were examined. These features are manifested
in SAR images through four mechanisms, 1) damping of short gravity waves by the presence of natural slicks aligned along the frontal boundary and
spiralling around eddies; 2) short gravity wave current interaction along shear and/or convergence
zones within the front; 3) changes in wind stress induced by strong gradients in the sea surface temperature; and 4) long gravity wave refraction by currents (Johannessen et al., 1995b). The relative importance of these mechanisms depends, among other
things, on the time of year. For instance, the first
mechanism is expected to dominate during spring
and summer when relatively calm weather permits
natural slicks to accumulate. During autumn and
winter on the other hand, generally high wind conditions cause such slicks to disperse and the other
three mechanisms account for most of the signatures
in the images.
The ERS-1 SAR image shown in Figure 1 was acquired off the southern tip of Norway on September
18th, 1994. The DNMI predicted surface current vectors overlaid on the image show a current following
the coastline towards the west with speeds increasing from about 0.05 ms "! near the coast to about
0.2 ms "! at the outer edge of the SAR image. The
SAR image shows a clearly defined frontal boundary in the east and some branching frontal structures in the west. These features are absent in the
modelled current field, due to the comparatively low
resolution of 20 km. However, a NOAA infra-red
image acquired on the same day (Figure 2) shows
a frontal boundary whose location and shape are in
good agreement with that seen in the SAR image.
Two ERS-1 SAR images obtained over the continental shelf to the southeast of the Shetland islands
show a number of meandering structures and small
vortices with diameters of 10 - 20 km (Figure 3).
Similar features are observed in a number of SAR
images over this area and they might be generated
by the interaction of the shallow bathymetry with the
relatively strong current (see the DNMI surface current vectors overlaid on the images). The DNMI current field shows a highly variable current field with
current speeds over 0.15 ms"! in the upper part of
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Figure 1: SAR image off the south coast of Norway
on September 18, 1994, with the surface current vectors from the DNMI prediction.
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Figure 3: ERS-1 SAR images off south-west Norway
on 02.11.94, with the surface current vectors from
the DNMI prediction.
Figure 2: NOAA infra-red image on 18.09.94, with
the location of the SAR image outlined in white.
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the SAR images. However, again due to the low resolution, it is unable to capture the short-scale features.

3

WIND FIELD FEATURES

Many of the SAR images reveal features which can
be related to the atmospheric boundary layer. Features that are relatively easy to identify are 1) rain
cells with accompanying wind squalls, which have a
characteristic
cloud-like form with a dark area where
rain damps the Bragg waves, either surrounded by or
adjacent to a bright area where the wind squalls increase surface roughness (Figure 4); 2) atmospheric
gravity waves, which are manifested as relatively
broad dark parallel lines with a spacing between 1
and 20 km (Figure 5); 3) wind rolls, which give rise to
a characteristic
streak-like pattern (Figure 6) which
can extend over entire image frames.
The streaks due to wind rolls are usually observed
only under moderately high wind speeds and are oriented parallel to the wind direction. The image of the
5th November (Figure 6) presents a case for application of the CMOD4 algorithm (Stoffelan and Anderson, 1993) to compute wind speeds, since the wind
streaks extend over almost the entire image and indicate the wind direction, which is necessary as input
to the algorithm.
The algorithm actually computes
radar backscatter cross-section given the wind speed
and direction relative to the radar look direction.
Here, we have inverted the algorithm by computing
a lookup table of backscatter
cross-sections at the
input wind direction for a range of wind speeds and
subsequently
selecting the wind speed which gives
the closest backscatter cross-section to that observed
in the image. Prior to the computation the backscatter cross-section was averaged over 64 pixels (6.4 km)
in the range and azimuth directions.
The result of the computation is presented in Figure 7, where the 4 wind vectors from the DNMI analysis is also shown. It is seen that the computed winds
agree with the DNMI analysis in the left side of the
SAR image, where the wind speeds are of the order
of 10 ms :". However, the CMOD4 wind speeds decrease towards the right to less than 5 ms-1, while

the DNMI winds are largely constant. There is no independent validation of either of the wind fields, but
this example illustrates the value of SAR imagery as
a means for obtaining high resolution wind fields in
selected areas.

4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents some examples of the use of SAR
imagery together with AVHRR images and modelled
surface current and wind fields in order to monitor

coastal circulation and wind field features.
The DNMI current surface field available for this
study only had a resolution of 20 km, compared to
the 100 m resolution of the low resolution SAR images used. Hence, it was not possible to verify all
the details of the current features seen in the SAR
imagery alone. However, in general, the images analysed showed features broadly aligned with the direction of the current vectors. AVHRR imagery, where
available, also shows frontal features similar to those
seen in the SAR images.
During the ERS-1/2 tandem NORCSEX 95 experiment (with O.M. Johannessen as chief scientist)
conducted off the south and west coasts of Norway, in situ measurements of the current field in
selected SAR swaths were obtained using Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP), ConductivityTemperature-Density (CTD) sections and SEASOAR sections. These data are being analysed and
are expected to yield validation data sets for the
ERS-1 /2 SAR current feature detection capability.
During the experiment, SAR images were analysed
at NERSC and transferred to the ship which was
then directed towards areas with interesting features.
The operational ocean models run by DNMI is
seen to be inadequate for the purpose of SAR validation and interpretation. At NERSC, we have plans
of implementing coastal area numerical models with
resolutions down to 1 km in order to aid in the interpretation of SAR images for operational applications.
The SAR images examined also contain a number
of wind field features. The CMOD4 algorithm appears to be able to yield high-resolution wind fields
and this will be useful both for research studies and
for engineering applications related to offshore installations. Further study is required for examining methods to extract wind directions automatically
from SAR images also in cases where streaks are not
present.
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ABSTRACT
The ERS-1 radar satellite provided an opportunity for
testing the use of sequential radar data for mapping of
the tidal flats in an area of the Wadden Sea, The
Netherlands. SAR images acquired during periods with
wind velocities higher than 5 ms" are good for water
line delineation. Bathymetric channel delineation is
best with current velocities of 1-2 ms" during outgoing
low tide.
Water lines delineated from 9 SAR images acquired
during 1993 were used for a construction of a digital
elevation model (WALDEM). For each image
acquisition time a water surface model was constructed
which was correlated with the respective water line
resulting in height values for the points along the water
line. The heights were TIN interpolated for the area
above low water. The resulting WALDEM was
combined with the information for the channel pattern
below the low water line, indicating the stream
channels but not quantitative depth information.
For validation the WALDEM was compared with the
DEM obtained by bathymetry. The height differences
between the WALDEM and the DEM (bathymetry) on
basis of pixel-by-pixel comparison gives an average of
-5 cm and a standard deviation of 28 cm.
The resulting WALDEM may lead to operational use
of the water line method from radar images for
topographic mapping of the inter tidal zone. Over
longer periods it makes change monitoring possible and
determination of zones of erosion and sediinentation in
the inter tidal zone.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Wadden Sea, including a string of barrier islands,
is a tidal flat area of 8000 square kilometres along the
north coast of the Netherlands, northwest Germany and
southwest Denmark. The study area was selected in the
western part of the Dutch Wadden Sea (figure 1).
The Wadden Sea is one of the most important and
highly sensitive coastal tidal areas in the world. This
large tidal area has an important nursery function for
many commercial fish, shrimp and shell fish species.
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Figure 1. Study area (A) in the western Dutch Wadden
Sea
Under the semi-diurnal tides, the water exchange
between the North Sea and the Wadden Sea
continuously remodels the coastal configuration and the
bottom topography of the channel systems and related
ebb and flood deltas.
The ecological balance should be carefully maintained.
Disturbance of this fragile ecosystem looms from many
sites. Excessive shell fishing threatens to destroy the
mussel banks. Drilling for oil and gas exploration
carries the danger of environmental pollution.
Excessive tourists and recreational activities disturb the
tranquillity of the region and so do the military
bombing and shooting exercises of the air force. Toxic
discharge carried by Rhine and Meuse into the North
Sea enters the Wadden Sea through the inlet channels
and gets concentrated here.
For monitoring such a sensitive area, constant updating
of topographic and bathymetric maps is required.
Conventional mapping methods consist of terrestrial
geodetic levelling over the tidal flats and echo sounding
over the channels and offshore areas. These methods
are costly and time consuming. The ship-borne echo
sounding is carried out during the period of high tide,
under the assumption that the water surface in that
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period is horizontal. The reference plane of the sea
level height is made on the basis of water level
measurements from nearby gauging stations. The
original echo-sounding data were recorded along the
survey line in 2-5 metres interval, while the spacing
between the survey lines is about 200 metres. Height
approximation between the lines are obtained by
interpolation.
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE ERSWAD PROJECT
The objectives of the ERSWAD project are:
1) To use multiple ERS-1 images acquired during
different stages in the tidal cycle for mapping of
tidal flats and low coastal areas.
2) To monitor changes in coastal configuration over
longer periods and to map areas of sedimentation
and erosion and dynamic changes in the stream and
gully pattern of the Wadden Sea.
Satellite imagery are providing a synoptic image over a
large area, acquired during a short moment,
representing a certain stage in the tidal cycle. By
obtaining a number of satellite images of which
acquisition time represents different stages of the tidal
cycle, water lines at different water levels may be
mapped. The water lines represent the water-land
boundaries at time of image acquisition. The water
lines will represent contour lines in the hypothetical
case that the water surface is horizontal. However, with
incoming and outgoing tide from several inlets, the
water surface is irregular but may be modelled. Using
the water level model at time of image acquisition,
height values can be calculated for the different points
along the mapped water line. If this procedure is
repeated for a number of different tidal stages, an
interpolated elevation map can be produced for the tidal
flat area between high and low tide.
3. DATASETUSEDFORERSRADAR
LINE PROCEDURE

WATER

The twenty radar images reviewed in the study
(Koopmans et al, 1995) do show strong differences in
signal response over the different areas. Shuchman et al
(1985) and Vogelzang et al (1989) discussed the
relation between radar backscatter and bottom
topography. Moderate to high current velocities are
required to make bottom features visible on radar
images.
The following generalizations can be made:
- For land-water boundary mapping, more than 60% of
the images acquired can be used for the planned
water line mapping program.

- Images acquired during a period with a wind velocity
higher than 5 ms" are good for water line
delineation. The dry flats contrast strongly with the
light grey tone which is often uniform for the water
surfaces.
- Wind velocities lower than 5 ms" allow for poor
differentiation between land and water. The water
surfaces vary very much in tone. The influence of
surfactants is very large which gives irregular
patterns and tones.
- The discernibility of the channel and gullies is not
clearly wind related. Wind velocities between 3.4 and
10 ms" seem to be more favourable.
- The stream pattern is masked by high sea clutter with
wind velocities larger than 10 ms". This is in
accordance with what was reported by Moens and
Ruddick (1994).
- Low and outgoing tides seem to form the best tidal
conditions for channel pattern delineation when
stream velocities are in the order of 1-2 ms",
- For visibility of the ebb tidal delta, no straight
forward relationship with tidal situation or wind
force have been found. Only three images are very
good for information on the ebb tidal delta. They
represent 2 outgoing high tide images and 1
incoming low tide image.
The nine selected ERS-1 SAR images over 1993 were
subsequently geocoded to the Dutch Rijksdriehoeksmeting (RD) coordinate system. By registering a few
ground control points from the surrounding permanent
land area on the basis of the topographic maps
(1:50,000), an affine transformation with nearest
neighbour resampling method was performed.
An adaptive filter Improved Lee Filter with 7 x 7
convolution kernel (in software EASJ/PACE, PCI) was
applied for the speckle reduction and edge preservation
before the land-water classification. The final water
line map was derived from the vectorizing of the
boundary of the land-water classification map. With the
prior knowledge of the area, a screen digitization of the
water lines by human interpretation was also done
where necessary. This provided a water line map shown
in figure 2.
4. WATER SURFACE MODEL: THE CORRECTED
WADDEN MODEL (CWM)
Use has been made of the "Wadden" model provided by
the National Institute - for Coastal and Marine
Management (RIKZ) (Robaczewska et. al.,1991). This
model provides the simulation of the tidal water levels
and the tidal current velocities in the Wadden Sea. It is
based on calculations involving 26 harmonic
components as tidal and rest currents at the North Sea,
climatic conditions, water stowage as result of only
strong wind and wave action, sea floor bathymetry and
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sea floor roughness, the expected current drag and the
interaction in time between the different channel
systems. The model yields the data in a grid system of
500 m with a temporal resolution of 2.5 minutes and
simulates the tidal conditions quite well.
To evaluate the model, the time series data of the
Wadden model were compared with the tidal gauging
records over the same period. The differences , which
are not constant, are principally a result of local change
of wind velocity and wind direction. The model takes
the wind information into account only when the wind
velocity exceeds 8 ms".
To overcome these differences between real
measurements and the Wadden model, it was decided
to improve the model by including data from the
gauging stations in the area for the time of data
acquisition. By adding correction values derived from
the differences between measured and modelled values
for the gauging stations and their interpolated values in
a 500 m grid, a first step in correcting the Wadden
model was made (table 1).
Table 1.The correction of the Wadden Model based on
gauging records (example 16-05-1993, in cm)
Stations
Vlieland
W.Terschellin~
Harlin~en
Kornwerderzand
Oude Schild
Den Oever

Measured
-79
-88
-100
-108
-29
-63

Modelled
-35
-43
-40
-53
+5
-32

Correction
-44
-45
-60
-55
-34
-31

A second correction was applied to improve the model
with respect to bottom drag causing a water surface
curvature over the flats. The knowledge about the water
surface curvature was obtained through a measurement
campaign carried out during 7-21 April 1994. During
this campaign with 14 pressure loggers spaced along a
transect of 7 km over the Waardgronden the water
levels were measured during a 14 days period with time
interval of 1 minute. This experiment gave us insight
into the curvature of the water surface during incoming
and outgoing tide over the flats. A full description is
given in the special ERSWAD report on this
experiment (Wang et al. 1995).
The "channel domain" (areas deeper than -110 cm, the
average low tide line in this area) can be clearly
separated from the "flat domain" (areas between low
water line: -110 cm and high water line) on the basis of
the bathymetric DEM. For the flat domain the bottom
drag causes a water gradient of 1:10.000 during
incoming tide. During outgoing tide the water surface
slopes gently towards Inschot channel. The water

surface curvature is less expressed as in incoming tide.
The slope gradient towards the channel is in the order
of 12 cm over 3000 m.
The actual correction of this surface curvature is further
adjusted according to the time in the tidal cycle and the
distance towards the low tide line along the channel
edges.
The corrections have been applied in zones of 500 m
from the channel edges (low tide line: -110 cm)
towards the central part of the flats. The DEM of the
corrected water surface model (CWM= Corrected
Wadden Model) was then densified to a 12.5 m grid
size equal to the SAR pixel size.

5.EVALUATION OF THE WATER LINE DIGITAL
ELEVATION MODEL (WALDEM)
The merging of the water line data derived from the
SAR images (fig.2) with the Corrected Wadden Models
(CWM) at time of each image acquisition gave the
height values for each water line from different images.
Of course no values are available within the channel
domain. Over the flat domain a higher density of height
points are found at places where the topographic
changes are higher than over the parts of the flats
where height differences are minimal. This distribution
of height points can be trusted more and will be more
useful than a ground survey with a grid distribution
where minor depressions and channels may be easily
missed in between the 200 m line spacings.
An interpolation programme was run on the basis of
TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) module in
Arc/Info, the same procedure used for the DEM
creation on basis of the bathymetric echo sounding
survey of 1992/93. The resulting Water Line Digital
Elevation Model (WALDEM) on basis of the water line
method is given in figure 4.
It should be stressed that with the water line procedure
the height information is only obtained between the
high and low water lines. In the channel domain the
stream patterns are indicated in figure 4 in shades of
blue not indicating depth information but only
backscatter variations of the radar image of 20-8-1991.
These backscatter variations are influenced indirectly
by the bottom topography representing differences in
small scale wave fields as the result of differences in
current velocities and current vectors (Koopmans et al,
1995). The presence of surfactants and foam along the
steep channel gradients often strongly influences the
radar response values. Calkoen and Wensink (1993)
have been using the grey value differences for
bathymetric optimalisation of ship-based surveys.
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- several pixels in transitional zones but not
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B. Verification DEM (Bathymetry)
1) Bathymetric measurements
- approximately 30 cm rms error for simple
one dimensional bathymetric assessment
system
2) Interpolation between bathymetric survey lines.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 2. Water Line Extraction from 9 SAR Images
Acquired in 1993
A comparison of the DEM (fig. 3) obtained through the
bathymetric survey of Rijkswaterstaat in 1992/93
(Vakloding programme) with the WALDEM (fig. 4)
demonstrates the large similarity.
The height differences between WALDEM and DEM
give a mean difference of -5 cm (WALDEM lower than
DEM) and a standard deviation of 28 cm.
93% of the pixels along the water lines are within the
± 50 cm difference range, 73% within± 30 cm.
The difference contribution may be due to:
A. Water line procedure
1) Georeferencing errors
- not larger than 1 pixel (12.5 min horizontal)
130000

1'lllOOO

The water line procedure based on satellite radar
imagery appears to be a reliable method for precision
topographic mapping in the tidal range.
More than 60% of the radar images acquired may be
used for water line delineation. Wind velocities lower
than 5 ms" often preclude a reliable discrimination
between water and dry shoal surfaces, and images
acquired under these conditions cannot be used.
With a 35 day cycle (17 day sub-cycle) sufficient
imagery will become available during the year for
applying this method. The procedure may be developed
as a semi-operational system.
The WALDEM produced in the study is a raster map in
12.5 metres pixel size similar to the pixel size of the
ERS-1 data. From this data file a contour line map may
be derived.
Differences between WALDEM and DEM are for 93%
within± 50 cm, and for about 73% within± 30 cm
vertical precision.
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Figure 3.Digital Elevation Model of the Western Dutch
Wadden Sea Using Sounding Data by Rijkswaterstaat, 1992.
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Figure 4. Water Line DEM (WALDEM) of the Intertidal Area Using Water Line Procedure with
Multiple ERS-1 SAR Images (1993.31993.10)
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As stated before, present mapping of the tidal areas is
carried out by Rijkswaterstaat on a basis of bathymetric
measurements over the channels and tidal flats. Each
year a sector about 1/6 of the tidal area of the Dutch
Wadden Sea is surveyed in detail along transects about
200 metres apart. The digital data along the transects
are interpolated and a digital elevation model is
constructed.
In the water line method, a selection of optimal SAR
images with respect to the tidal situation and with
respect to wind velocities is made. Digital data
handling requires geocoding of the imagery and water
line extraction. The water surface model (Wadden
Model of RIKZ) for the acquisition time of the images
is required and should be corrected on basis of existing
gauging records and water surface curvature. The
interpolation programme for construction of a
WALDEM is similar to the DEM construction with the
bathymetric method.
The water line method is restricted to quanntauve
height measurements over the flats between high and
low tide lines. In combining the two methods bathymetry over the channels and water line method
over the flats - a considerable saving can be made on
bathymetric surveying. This will reduce the field
surveying by boat by more than 50 percent.
Moreover the SAR area coverage allows for a
monitoring on a more regular basis (once every or
second year) to determine zones of erosion and
sedimentation and the changes in the channel pattern.
The present results are very encouraging and may lead
to an operationalization of the method for topographic
mapping in the inter tidal zone.
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ABSTRACT
The potential for improved coastal zone management
and flood forecasting using the 'water-line' method for
constructing and monitoring digital elevation models of
inter-tidal zones is considered. The current status of the
technique is described. Plans for further development
towards an operational system for commercial end-users
are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the potential for using ERS SAR
data for constructing and monitoring digital elevation
models (DEMs) of inter-tidal zones for use in coastal
zone management and flood forecasting.
The inter-tidal DEM construction technique concerned is
known as the 'water-line' method (Koopmans and Wang
1994, 1995) and involves the use of remote sensing and
hydrodynamic modelling. From a remotely sensed
image the position of the shoreline (the land-sea
boundary) is determined using image processing
techniques, and this vector boundary is registered to map
coordinates. Heights relative to mean sea level are
superimposed on the boundary using the total tide plus
surge water elevations given by a hydrodynamic tidesurge model run for this area for the time of image
acquisition with the meteorological conditions
pertaining at that time. From multiple images obtained
over a range of tide and surge elevations it is possible to
build up a set of heighted shorelines within the intertidal zone, and from this a raster DEM may be
interpolated. The method allows the construction of an
inter-tidal DEM over a large area relatively rapidly, as
well as frequent subsequent monitoring of the DEM to
detect changes.
This technique is currently being developed for scientific
end-users within a project funded under the U.K. LandOcean Interaction Study (LOIS) Community Research

Programme. However, it also has clear potential for
non-scientific applications.
Changes in beach profiles can indicate potential threats
to environmentally protected sites and can provide
invaluable information for establishing requirements for
coastal defences and monitoring their effects. Therefore,
within the U.K., inter-tidal DEMs are currently used by
bodies such as maritime local authorities and the
National Rivers Authority (NRA) concerned with the
monitoring of coastal defence systems and with the
protection of environmentally sensitive inter-tidal areas
such as salt marshes. Recent European legislation on
habitat monitoring and U.K. legislation relating to the
introduction of statutory Shoreline Management Plans
have imposed formal monitoring requirements.
At present the organisations concerned either produce
their own DEMs or rely on data supplied by the NRA.
For example, NRA Anglian measures beach heights
along transects up to 2.5km long from the sea wall
perpendicular to the sea edge over most of its coastline
from the south bank of the Humber to the Thames
Estuary. Transects are generally spaced at Ikm intervals
and are sampled at 20m intervals twice-yearly.
Conventional survey techniques are used in the intertidal zone, whilst transects extending below the low
water mark are surveyed by bathymetric sounding. This
type of survey is labour intensive and costly and large
areas can be sampled only sparsely and relatively
infrequently. The sparse sampling means that only poor
height estimates can be obtained between adjacent
transects. For areas such as Morecambe Bay there are
large logistical difficulties and very real dangers in
obtaining ground based data over the extensive beach
area where the tide comes in faster than walking pace.
The water-line method may be able to complement the
land-based surveying and reduce the amount of this
necessary. Whilst it cannot achieve the centimetre
accuracy of conventional surveying, it is able to 'fill in
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the gaps' between transects in considerable detail. Still
more important given the dynamic nature of the intertidal zone, it can increase the temporal sampling
frequency significantly.
As it is likely to be cheaper
than conventional surveying, it could be a boon to the
many organisations who currently find it difficult to
fund regular monitoring of beach levels.
The improved inter-tidal topography generated by the
method should also lead to improved prediction of
flooding in coastal regions. Flood prediction is made
using tide-surge models, and these require an accurate
knowledge of bathymetry for correct modelling of the
tide and surge, particularly in shallow water. In the
U.K., the resulting water level predictions are used by
the Storm Tide Warning Service to issue flood warnings
for sections of the U.K. coast to local authorities
(Flather et al. 1991).
2. THE WATER-LINE

TECHNIQUE

Before describing
plans for moving towards an
operational system, the existing technique is briefly
reviewed.
The method is described in detail in
(Davenport et al. 1995) and only a summary is given
here, with additional discussion of recent developments.
The method is particularly suited to the use of SAR
imagery, as the all-weather day-night capability of SAR
allows a much higher image acquisition rate than that
achievable using visible-band remote sensors. A semiautomatic method of delineating the shoreline has been
developed
to reduce the substantial
effort and
subjectivity
that would be involved
in manual
delineation within each ERS-1 SAR image. A coarsefine resolution processing strategy is employed, in
which sea regions are first detected as regions of low
edge density in a low resolution version of a complete
SAR scene, then image areas near the shoreline are
subjected
to more elaborate
processing
at high
resolution using an active contour model (Mason and
Davenport 1995). Figure 1 shows a subimage of the
Wrangle Flats area of the Western Wash with detected
shoreline segments overlain. About 50 subimages have
been processed using the method for a variety of regions
within the LOIS Humber/Wash study area, and for many
different tidal states.
Over 90o/~ of the shoreline
determined appears visually correct. The remainder may
be corrected using a sophisticated
manual editing
facility.
A complete ERS-1 SAR scene can be
processed in 1-2 hours on a SUN-10/50 using C-coded
algorithms. Because each SAR scene provides only one
shoreline, a very large amount of data must be handled,
and it has been necessary to develop what is virtually an

Figure 1. ERS-1 SAR subimage of Wrangle Flats,
Western Wash (1024xl024
pixels) (c. ESA) with
shoreline segments overlain.

operational system to cope with the shoreline extraction
process. This could readily be taken over to a full
operational scenario.
The hydrodynamic
model
used is based
on
depth-averaged hydrodynamics, including tides and the
effects of meteorological forcing (Flather 1994). A
finite difference method is used to solve the equations on
a l .2km grid covering the east coast of England between
Whitby and Cromer.
The model formulation
is
essentially the same as employed in storm surge forecast
models used operationally in the U.K. to provide coastal
flood warnings.
These models provide open sea
boundary conditions of tide and surge for the present
model. In a similar manner to the method used by
Koopmans and Wang (1995), increased accuracy is
obtained by correcting the model heights using local tide
gauge information.
Recent work has concentrated on the development of the
interpolation
process, which constructs
a spatiotemporal DEM from a set of shorelines.
This must
interpolate in the two spatial dimensions and in time.
In order for changes in the DEM with time to be
detected, it is necessary for each interpolated value to
have an uncertainty associated with it so that the degree
of confidence in a change can be established.
The
interpolator must also be capable of taking into account
any drifts which are present, in particular the height
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uniform distribution of sample points, the 3-D space
around each block centre is divided into eight segments
along x, y and t axes passing through the block centre,
and not more than three samples may be selected from
each octant.
In addition, only a single sample is
allowed from any one shoreline per octant. This reflects
the fact that two nearby points on the same shoreline
will be very highly correlated, so that selection of both
points rather than just one of them will introduce little
new information into the kriging process.
)3.50m
2.82m
2.06m
l.30m
0.54m
-0.22m
-0.98m

Figure 2.
Flats.

Composite

shoreline coverage of Wrangle
- l.74m
-2.50m

trend perpendicular to the sea edge. To satisfy these
requirements, we employ universal block kriging.
Figure 2 shows 33 shorelines of the Wrangle Flats
region derived from images acquired over the three-year
period 1992-4. In order to perform kriging, variograms
in the space directions and time direction have been
constructed from these shorelines.
The variogram
encapsulates the degree and form of spatio-temporal
dependence of a variable over a region, and must be
modelled for use in the kriging process. The data used
in the spatial variograms has been detrended for a linear
trend in the x (E) and y (N) directions, as the beach
slope at Wrangle runs roughly northwest to southeast.
Analysis and modelling of the variograms is still
proceeding, but a preliminary assessment is that the
variation in space can be modelled by an isotropic linear
variogram of slope 0.0006 m2/m up to 2500m, and the
variation in time by a linear variogram of slope 0.0001
m2/day up to 1100 days. The nugget variance of 0.05
m2 present in both space and time variograms is largely
due to the error in shoreline heighting.

~

0 km

5
(a)
)l.OOm
0.89m
0.76m

u.eam
0.51m
0.38m
0.2~m
0.13m
O.OOm

(b)

Figure 3. (a) DEM for Wrangle Flats (b) error map for
(a).

Kriging is carried out in 3-D space-time, with a linear
drift allowed in x and y. In the kriging process, the
interpolated value of a block is a weighted average of the
observed sample values in the block neighbourhood,
with the largest weights being assigned to the samples
nearest the block centre.
A minimum of 4 and a
maximum of 16 shoreline samples are selected for each
block's interpolation.
In order to ensure a reasonably

Figure 3a shows the interpolated DEM for the 12km x
12km area of Wrangle Flats for the three-year period
1992-4, using a 50m x 50m kriging block size. Figure
3b shows the corresponding error map. Note that errors
are larger at mid-tide because of the greater density of
shorelines at high and low tide than at mid-tide due to
the harmonic nature of the tides. For this particular
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combination of beach, remote sensor, model, data set
and kriging parameters the average of the standard
deviations on the interpolated values is about 25cm. A
smaller error can be obtained at a cost of reduced spatiotemporal resolution by increasing the kriging block
size.
In the above, all the shorelines have been grouped into a
single time interval to create a spatial DEM. Kriging in
3-D also makes it possible to search for changes
occurring over this period by comparing DEMs from
different time intervals (e.g. 1992 and 1994). We are
currently investigating
the resolving power of the
system for change detection
using this facility.
3. THE INDUS PROJECT
We have recently been funded for a 2-year LINK project
(Inter-tidal DEMs using satellite data (INDUS)) under
the British National Space Centre Earth Observation
LINK programme. The aim of this project is to carry
out further precompetitive research in order to reach a
position from which an operational system can be
developed for a commercial end-user.
The LINK
partnership involves both the organisations able to
undertake the technical development (ESSC and POL)
and a commercial company able to provide and exploit
the links to end users, namely National Remote Sensing
Centre Ltd (NRSCL). The objectives and structure of
the project are described below.
(1) Elicitation of user requirements.
A user requirement study will be undertaken in order to
obtain the views of a substantial set of end users,
including the NRA, English Nature and the New Forest
District Council. The particular issues to be addressed
are the height accuracy, spatial resolution and temporal
sampling frequency required. The costs of this and other
alternative methods of DEM production will also be
compared. Alternative methods include conventional
surveying, bathymetric sounding, airborne scanning
laser altimetry,
and SAR interferometry
and
stereophotogrammetry
from both aircraft and satellite
platforms, The requirements elicited from the users will
form the basis against which the DEM products will
eventually be assessed.
(2) Improvement of the technique.
There are two areas in which the current technique is
known to require improvement, namely the accuracy of
the hydrodynamic
modelling and the precision of
shoreline delineation. Substantial improvements should
be possible in both areas.

It is important to reduce model errors because, rather
than being random, they may take the form of
systematic height errors along large sections of an
individual shoreline. Model errors arise from several
sources, including uncertain bathymetry affecting tide
and surge propagation; limited resolution not fine
enough to resolve complex channels and intertidal areas;
errors in wind forcing giving inaccurate
surge
components; errors in the externally generated surge and
tide introduced on open boundaries; and the use of
simplified physics. For example the Humber - Wash
model presently used in the LOIS project does not
account for river flows, causing errors in the upper part
of the Humber estuary, and also neglects effects of wind
waves (set-up and set-down). In order to minimise these
last errors and avoid the additional need to run wind
wave models, only images acquired during periods of
low wave activity are currently used to construct the
DEM.
Our requirement of the model is that it should provide
the most accurate measure of shoreline elevation
possible at time of overpass. The current tide-surge
model is a forecasting tool which estimates water
elevations at time of satellite overpass by spinning the
model up using meteorological data from the previous
few days. Our feeling is that the best way of improving
model accuracy in this case is to assimilate into the
model run observations taken near the overpass time,
and both after as well as before this. Observations could
include local tide gauge data and satellite altimetry. In
essence the tide-surge model would supply the spatial
variations in water elevation whilst the tide gauge and
altimeter data would supply the overall geodetic datum.
We intend to examine both simple computationallyundemanding assimilation methods (which are often
very effective though not formally optimal) and
formally optimal computationally-demanding
methods
such as Kalman filtering and 'model fitting'.
Errors in the position of the shoreline arise due to the
finite resolution of the SAR, and in the process of
image registration. Both these errors appear to be no
more than a single pixel. We intend to consider a
number of options in this area. For example, the
signal-to-noise ratio of edges and hence their detection
efficiency and positional accuracy might be improved by
using more sophisticated processing (such as simulated
annealing) in the neighbourhood of the shoreline. The
priority is probably improving the registration process,
not simply to reduce the registration error but also to
make the method easier to implement, as it involves a
substantial amount of data handling. The registration
process is an integral part of the process but is labour-
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intensive and tedious. It is difficult to find the same
control point in two SAR images because of speckle.
Also, whilst the SAR resolution error is probably fairly
random, errors due to misregistration
affect large
sections of an individual shoreline in a systematic
fashion.
Possibly automatic registration
software
matching edge images derived from two SAR scenes
(one of which had previously been registered to a map)
could be developed.
(3) DEM generation for different test sites.
The system limitations will be tested by applying the
technique to several geographic areas with varying
characteristics. Three test areas have been selected with
contrasting conditions of beach slope, beach material,
tidal regime and wave climate, namely the LOIS
Humber/Wash region, the New Forest coastline and
Morecambe Bay.
(4) Assessment.
Finally the results of the study will be assessed by the
end users in relation to their requirements. NRSCL will
also assess the commercial potential of the product in
relation to the U.K., European and World markets,
taking into account the levels of interest shown, the
requirements of users and the degree to which the
product can meet these requirements.
4. CONCLUSION
The potential of the method for constructing
and
monitoring
an inter-tidal DEM over a large area
relatively rapidly and frequently has been demonstrated.
It is also apparent that there is potential for applying the
technique in the areas of coastal zone management and
flood forecasting.
The forthcoming INDUS project
provides us with an ideal vehicle for moving the
technique forward towards an operational system for
commercial end-users.
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ABSTRACT
The ERS SAR is used to derive mesoscale wind fields
as input for numerical models of dynamical processes in
shallow water and coastal areas.
Since the SAR is working with the same wavelength as
the scatterometer, the signal can be evaluated by the
same algorithm as the scatterometer signal ( C-MOD 4
Algorithm from ESA after adaptation of some instrument specific parameters as for instance the inclination
angle), and local wind speed can be derived pixel by pixel. The wind direction is determined by a method that
uses the average direction of wind rows visible on SAR
images.The dependence of the backscattering coefficient of the sea surface on range is discussed and
compared to theorie.
At low windspeeds SAR textures appear, which are
caused by water contents or hydrodynamical parameters. The influence of these textures on wind measurements is investigated.
The SAR is capable to fill the gap in measurements of
high resolution wind fields. The knowledge of these
wind fields is essential to a better numerical modelling
of coastal transport processes and therefore to an improved coastal management.

some groups detecting oil contamination in the oceans
(Alpers, 1994) , Bathymetrie (Hennings,1988) or wind
fields (Johannessen, 1994)
One of the reasons is that many phenomena which are
visible in a ERS-SAR images are not yet clarified completly.
Among other parameters also water depth, current
edges, wind velocity and wind direction influence the
backscatter in SAR images.
Figure 1 shows an ERS-1 SAR image of the Rugen area
from the 12.08.91. Wind direction and relative changes
in the wind speed due to shadowing effects especially
behind the famous white cliffs of Rugen are clearly visible.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1991 the first radar satellite ERS-1 from ESA has
been working succesfully. The altimeter as well as scatterometer data have been transmitted to the weather services routinely and they are used for the reconstruction
of marine-meteorological weather events.
However despite its great capabilities, the lOOxlOOkm
full resolution SAR scenes have not been used very frequently for routine purposes, except for the efforts of

Figure 1 Rugen, 12.8.91
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2. WIND MEASUREMENTS

Onboard ERS-112 is a tool for wind measurement, the
wind scatterometer. This instrument uses a wave length
of about 5 cm (C-Band) - the same radar wavelength as
the SAR. The backscattered energy from the sea surface
is averaged over an area of 12.5x12.5 km2. This is a
measure of the wind speed which causes the roughness
of the sea surface. The backscatterded energy is also dependent on the viewing angle relative to the wind direction. This feature is exploited to determine the wind
direction.
Comparisons of the scatterometer winds with in situ
data (Stoffelen et al., 1993, Behrens et al., 1993) show
that the scatterometer is a very useful instrument to improve wind field measurements in special areas which
are not covered by conventional stations.
However the scatterometer is not an ideal instrument
due to its coarse resolution in coastal zones. Data are falsified without warning to the user by backscattering
mechanisms which are not caused by the influence of
wind. Islands, shoals, surface-active matters or current
edges may be such disturbing backscatter sources in the
covering area of the scatterometer.
Since the ERS-SAR is working with the same wave
length as the scatterometer, the signal can be evaluated
by the same algorithm as the scatterometer signal, for
instance the ESA CMOD 4 algorithm (Stoffelen, 1993).
Several authors have studied the relation between a0
values of the global ERS scene and surface winds (Johannessen et al. 1994, Shuchmann et al 1993 ). Shuchman et al. determine for NORSCEX'91 data the regression line:

(1)

[001ds=-12.7+0.7[U101dB

without correction for wind direction.
They do not look into the effect of changing incidence
angle in range of the SAR scene which may cause a difference in a0 of up to 6 dB.

3. CALIBRATION OF ERS - SAR BACKSCATTER ON THE SEA SURFACE
The grey values of the ERS SAR PRI images are converted to a0 values using the ESA algorithm (Laur, 92).

=
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We acknowledge the information from H. Laur on a saturation problem for the onboard analog to digital converter of ERS-1 (Meadows 1995, Scoon et al. 1995),
which means that ERS-1 images have to be radiometrically recalibrated. This recalibration has not been applied yet to the subsequent data.
(2)
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Figure 3b Range dependence of ocean backscatter
Figure 3 shows the mean of up to a 1000 rows of
[ 00 las of a SAR image a) of Amazonian rainforest and
b) of an ocean surface in the Baltic sea.
While the backscatter of the rainforest scene is fairly independent of incidence angle, it shows a strong dependency for the ocean surface. Because of the anisotropie
of ocean waves the backscatter a0 is further dependent
on incidence angle 8, the difference of direction of
windspeed <I> und azimuth look angle and wind speed
Urn. After Wright 1968:

o,

where F is the two dimensional ocean wave spectrum,
k radar wavenumber, K= 2 k sin 8 wavenumber of the
ocean waves at Bragg resonance condition and g Fresnel
coefficient for VV polarisation.
For perfectly conducting materials gvvis :
(4)

gw ({})

= ( 1 + sin2 {})

/

cos2 (}
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4. MODEL COMPARISON

and the ocean wavespectrum F

therefore the range dependency of 00, that is the dependency of backscatter on the incidence angle is proportional to

ao values of ERS-1 SAR scenes of the Baltic island of
Rugen were averaged to one kilometer grid size and
compared to the respective case of a model output of the
mesoscale wind model GESIMA, that was developed at
GKSS (Kapitza et al. 1993 ). Figure 6 shows the wind
speed U10 computed by the mesoscale atmospheric
model GESIMA for the satellite flight of figurel.

The algorithm CMOD4 uses relationship (3) and some
Legendre polynomial fitting to determine windspeed
and direction from 00 of the three different scatterometer antennas.
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Figure 4 Dependence of
10 m/sec

ao on incidence angle at U 10

Figure 4 shows the incidence angle against expected 00
for ERS SAR at a winspeed of 10 m/sec for different
windirections, figure 5 the incidence angle against expected 00 for different windspeeds, winddirection
against line of sight of the antenna.
Properly calibrated ERS SAR images can therefore obviously give detailed information on the mesoscale
wind field and as well help to discriminate on additional
structures like slicks and ice.
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Figure 6 Wind speeds computed by the mesoscale atmospheric model GESIMA for the satellite flight of figure1
In a more detailed study the mesoscale wind field at the
south east side of the Baltic island of Rugen, the
Greifswalder Bodden is compared
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Figure 5 Dependence of ao on incidence angle for
different values ofU10

Figure 7a GESIMA model U10over Greifswalder Bodden for satellite flight figure 1
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Figure 7 a) shows isolines of the result of GESIMA in
m/sec and 7b) the grey values of the ERS SAR
image.The SAR image clearly shows a much finer detail
in wind structure and a higher variability in wind direction. Information of this kind should be very valueable
for model improvement.

algorithm has to be studied using a statistic over a lot
of different ERS SAR scenes.
Prior to this obviously an absolute calibration procedure
of the SAR images has to be achieved.
From this further insight into the CMOD 4 algorithm is
to be gained. Especially reasons for the failure of
CMOD 4 due to other influences like fronts and slicks
will become obvious.
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Figure 7b Grey levels of the respective ERS SAR image
Figure 8 shows a logarithmic regression between the
U 10 model of GESIMA and the ao values of the SAR

image of the 12.8.91. The NORSCEX regression line is
included.
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Figure 8 Regression GESIMA - SAR
The scatter of the plot shows the difference between the
snapshot of the ERS-1 SAR of a highly turbulent windfield and the mesoscale model simulation assuming a
stationary situation. There seem to be difficulties for the
model to reproduce the situation of wind shadowing behind the cliffs.

5. CONCLUSIONS
It is obvious that ERS SAR is a very valuable tool for the
improvement and tuning of mesoscale windfield models
likeGESIMA
There is quite a strong incidence angle dependency for
SAR images, which for exact evaluation of a windfield
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Resume
L'exploitation des images ERS l en Guyane Francaise
a donne lieu a des developpements dans Jes domaines ~
la cartographie (generate et thematique), Dans le domaine
de la cartographie generale, ont ete realisees une mosaique
regroupant 18 scenes et des spatio-caries geocodees au
1/100000 sur Jes regions de Cayenne ct Kourou a partir
de sequences multitemporelles. Dans celui de la
cartographie thernatique, nous avons pu montrcr l'interet
des images ERS l pour Jes disciplines suivantcs:
d yn arn ique
littorale,
h ydr ol o gie , geologicgeomorphologie , topographie et ecologic forestiere.
Une couverture de spatiocartes ERSl au l I2Q1000est
actuellement en cours de realisation sur l'ensemble du
territoire (voir l'article de Tanon ct al. dans ce volume)
Nous avons pu l'utiliser pour effectuer la presentation
d'un "evenement nouveau" en inserant dans la mosaique
l'image JERSl de la retenue du barrage de Petit Saut
acquise en mars 1994.
1- INTRODUCTION
Nous presentons ci dessous une synthese des resultats
que nous avons pu obtenir dans le domaine
cartographique sur la Guyane Francaise, grace aux
images ERS l. Les possibilites offertes par la synergie
ERSl-JERSl sont egalement mentionnees. Le texte qui
suit emprunte beaucoup aux articles cites en reference ou
l'cn pourra trouver de nombreuses illustrations
complementaires.
Une presentation du contexte geographique du site
d'etude (climat tropical humide) en rapport avec
l'utilisation
des images ERS 1 et JERS 1 pour Jes
applications thematiques traitees peuvent etre trouvecs
dans plusieurs des publications citees en bibliographic.
(Bait 93,Dero 93, Loin 92, Ruda 94 et 95).
2- CARTOGRAPHIE
GENERALE
Ruda 94, Workshop ESA de Tolede)
2-1 Realisation

d'une

mosarque

(Voir

de 18 scenes

Une mosaique regroupant 18 images RSO-ERSI
(Rosaz ct al.1993) a ele etablie a partir d'une COU\ crturc
iotale du tcrritoirc obicnue cntrc avril ct dccernbre 1992.
Le traitcrnent a consistc en des corrections gcomctriques

(translation et rotation) et radiometriques visant a annuler
Surla foret les effets de la variation d'incidence ( 19° a 26°)
a l'interieur d'une trace. Le coefficient de retrodiffusion
variant plus rapidement avec l'incidencc en mer que sur la
Foret, des discontinuites radiomctriques persistent done
entre traces sur l'ocean, au nord de la scene. Des
contrastes de radiometric sont egalcrncnt \ isibles a terre
entre images acquiscs a des dates diff'erentes ; ces
contrastes correspondent alors aux evolutions naturelles
des milieux retrodiffusants au cours du temps.
2-2
Iconocartes
au lilOO 000 sur les
regions de Cayenne et de Kourou
La combinaison d'images acquises a des dates
differentes sur une merne zone permet de reduire la part
aleatoire du signal due au chatoicment (speckle ) , sans
pour autant augmenter la taille du pixel. Mise a profit sur
Jes regions de Cayenne et de Kourou (Penicand et al.),
cette technique nous a permis d' etablir des iconocartes au
11100 000 en superposant 3 images. La figure 1
permet une comparaison entre la carte iGN actuelle au
100000 et la spatiocarte ERSl.

2-3 En cours actuellement
(Hors projet
Piole): realisation
de spatiocartes
au 1 I
200000 sur l'ensemble
du territoire,
par
spatiotriangulation
d'un grand
nombre
de
scenes.ivotr !'article
de Tonon et al., ce
vo lume),
Destinee

a faciliter leur usage, une notice explicative
accompagnera ces spatiocartes. Elle comprendra une
introduction decrivant Jes specificites de l'imagerie radar
en contexte tropical humide
et des elements d'
interpretation sur des sites test.
2-4 Conclusion
r elat iv e aux echelles
de
restitution des documents sur support papier:
Les echelles pratiques de restitution dependent des
traitements subis par Jes images:
-le 1 I 200000 pour une scene PRI seule , sans
traitement gcomctrique;
-le l i 300000 pour une mosaique obtenue a partir d'une
sculc com crturc, avcc rccchantillonnagc ct rotation
-le l J 200000 pour une spatiocarte obtenue a partir de
dcux COU\ crturcs. avcc rcechantillonnagc Ctrotation
- le l I 150000 ou le 1 I 100000 pour une spatiocartc
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Fig 2 -Evolutions cotieres:
par composition multidates:

mise en evidence

des aires de sedimentation

et de l'erosion

Une simple composition coloree des images des 3 mai 1992 (en haut en
bleu) et 14 novembre 1993 (au milieu en rouge) prises toutes deux a maree basse met en evidence une evolution
significative du trait de cote a l'Est et a l'Ouest de Kourou, extension vers l'Ouest et vers le large du bane de
Tonate (en noir) et erosion d'une bande littorale de mangroves decadentes (trait de cote tres clair sur les images)
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a partir

de 3 COU\ crturcs, :.l\ CC rccchaniillonnagc
ct rotation:
- le 1 I 50()()() est accessible lorsqu'on superpose plus d:
6 scenes de la merne zone

OblC'JlUC

3 CARTOGRAPHIE
aussi

THEMATIQUE

(Voir

Ruda95)

3-1 Dynamique

littorale
L'apport des images concerne principalement:
-Le suivi des aires de sedimentation
recentes
(vase molle et lisse) a maree basse (f'igl )
Les aires correspondames apparaissent en noir sur lcs
deux types d'images utilisees (ERSl, JERSl) car la
rugosite des surfaces considerees est extrernernent faible.
Dans le cas de ERS 1, les retrodilfusions de l'ocean et de
la plaine littorale sont en general netternent plus elevces
que celle de la vase lisse et une segmentation des zones
correspondantes
est possible sur un simple criiere
radiometrique. Dans certains cas exceptionnels, par mer
cal me, la differenciation vase-ocean de' ienl plus difficile
a l'extremite de la trace (incidence '.:.6°).
-Les Iimites bathymetrtques
Yues par ERS I
La repetition des acquisitions permet d'obtenir !es
limites bathyrnetriques vase lisse-ocean correspondant
aux diff'erents niveaux de maree exi stant les jours
d'acquisition (Ruda 94). L'instabilite des banes de vase
limite la generalite des conclusions lorsque Jes dates d:
prise de Yue sont trop distantes. L'apport de cc type de
releve serait encore plus interessant si une scene avait pu
etre acquise a chaque passage du Satellite; la variabiliie
des niveaux de maree aurait alors permis une etude
continue de l'evolution des banes et l'esumation plus
precise de certains pararnetres quantitatifs associes a la
sedimentation (volumes de sediments deposes, pcnte des
banes ..).
Deux images acquises a maree basse a 18 mois
d'iniervalle
montrent
des evolutions significatix es:
erosion au voisinage de Kourou Cl accretion vaseuse au
voisinage de Tonate (Ruda 95).(Fig 2)
Detection
du trait
de cote sur les images
ERSI
Les techniques
de segmentation
markovienne
hierarchique permettent de relever automatiquement la
limite existant entre paletuviers adultes et arbres tombcs
au sol (Desc 95). La precision du trace est suffisante
pour envisager de pouvoir suivre quantitativernent le
phenomene d'erosion qui affecte la mangrox e sur certains
secteurs. Le trait detecte est peu sensible au niveau de la
maree car ii s'agit d'une bande d'arbres morts couches au
sol qui se trouve a Ja limite d'un rideau d'arbres verticaux.
-La
spatialisation
de
l'eYolution
geochimique
de la sedimentation
littorale
(Bait 93)
Les images ERS 1 peuvent etre uulisees pour
spatialiser les aires de developpement hornogene de
vegetation
dans Jes zones de vasieres intertidales et
subtidales ainsi que dans Jes marais saumatres d'arricre
rnangrox e. Des mesures in situ (Ph, Salinitc, tencur en
eau, Potentiel Redox) sur Jes sediments sont effcctuces
cntre Ja surface ct 2 m de prof'ondcur
grace a des
carottages effeciues sur des transects perpcndiculaircs a la
cote. Ces mcsurcs permettent de corrclcr lcs t: pes de
vegetation rcncontrcs cl lcs proprictcs phy sico-chimiqucs
des sediments sous jaccnis .

3-2 Hydr o lo gl e:
Elaboration
de diagrammes
Iunct io n ne ls de
petits bassins ve rsants
cotters
(ERS 1)
L'exernple traite concerne la zone de la clique Karouabo
(a 20 km a l'oucst de la 'ilk de Kourou).
Les images ERSl acquiscs en mai ct juin 199'.:.,c'est a
dire en plein coeur de la saison des pluics, presentcnt un
interet exccptionnel car clles constituent les premieres
donnees images spatiales de haute resolution exploitables
en une telle saison.
Une synthese diachronique
de trois scenes ERS 1
acquises
a troi s semai nes d'interv alle grace aux
chevauchernent
d'orbites paralleles a permis une
spatialisation des informations, relativement au role 4ue
chaque milieu peut jouer YiSa v is du stockage de l'cau Ct
de sa circulation (Loin 93, 94).

3-3 Geomnrphologie
quantitattve
et geologie
L'excellente perception des reliefs sur Jes images ERS 1
de la Guyane resulte de plusieurs facteurs:
- la faible incidence moyenne du faisceau (23° au centre
de la scene) est superieure aux pentes que l'on rencontre
couramment sur les reliefs de la region, ce qui evite les
rabattements,
- l'existence d'un couvert forestier dense ct tres
homogene, rend en premiere approximation le coefficient
de retrodiffusion indepcndant de l'incidcnce locale,
- la longueur d'onde utilisee pour ERS l est faible (6
cm) et la penetration des ondcs dans les feuillages
limitee a quclques metres; l'image restiiucc est alors eel le
du toit de la canopce
Radaclinometrie,
radargrammetr le (To no 93)
La technique de radarclinometrie,
qui se fonde sur
l'analyse des variations radiometriques en fonction de
l'incidence locale (done de la pente et de l'azirnut des
flancs de relief considcres) Iournit, appliquee sur Jes
donnees ERS 1 en Guyane, des estimations de denivclees
avec une precision de l'ordre de 10 <iL
La technique radargramrnctrique
met a profit Jes
differences
d'anglcs de vi see pour les zones de
recouvrernent obtenues a partir d'orbiics adjacentes et
deduit Jes altitudes des parallaxes obscrx ces. Des tests
effectues grace a ceue technique montrent que le convert
forestier n'est pas un obstacle a son application pour un
couple d'images ERS 1 correspondant a une zone de
recouvrement orbital.
Des tests sont actueliement en cours pour evaluer les
possibilites offertes par des couples mixtes ERS 1JERS 1. La difference de longueur d'onde ne devrait pas
etre un obstacle majeur a l'application de la methode car
en zone de relief convert de Ioret dense, Jes images sont
principalement modulces par la morphologic.
Les tests prevus par la technique interferometrique,
quant a eux, n'ont pu etre effcctues car Jes repetitions
d'orbites disponibles presentaicnt des distances inter-traces
trop importantes
pour
donner
des conditions
experimentales satisfaisantes.
Reper age des
zones
basses
le long
des
I'le uves
Les zones basses du lit majeur des Ilcuvcs ct de leurs
principaux affluents sont caracicrisccs sur Jes images
ERS 1 par une texture fine due au fai t que le couv crt
Iorcstier prcscnte, (des que l'on s'ccartc quclque pcu du
cours d'eau proprcm cnt d it ) . un ctat homogcne
d'cpaisscur ires lcntcrncnt variablc . Celle texture lissc en
l'abscnce de sign.uurc gcomorpholog1yue pcrmci au
pnotointcrprctc d'isolcr aiscmcni le lit majcur
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La partic isolcc correspond
SUil a des rmct<..
marccagcuses, consiammcnt inondccs, soil a des Iorcts
sur flat. inondccs
sculcmcnt
en sai son humidc.
Globalemcnt, ii s'agit d'aircs de dispersion des crucs.
(Hoff 96) foumit une cartographic des Iorets inondables
cntre le barrage de Petit saut ct Saut Berard en a\ al. Cctte
capacite de l'imagerie
micro-ondes a pcrrncure la
cartographic des zones de bas fonds
reprcscnicnt une

qualite originale

dans des contcxtes clirnatiques
l'irnagerie optique est soux ent inopcramc.

ou

Cartographie
morphostructurale
L'aptitude de l'imagerie ERSl a restituer. malgre Jes
d ist or s io n s georn ct r iqucs.
unc
information
geomorphologiquc extremerncnt detaillce permet dans de
nombreux cas de differencier Jes lithologies sur des
criteres texturaux. La comparaison cntre des cxtraits
d'images et la carte gcologique corrcspondante est en
general significative acct egard.rvoir Dcro 93, Ruda 95)
Les divers Iacies d'erosion rencontrcs dans la region
dependent de la lithologie des formations sous jaccntes ct
induisent des signatures radar specifiques.

4- SYNERGIE

ERSI-JERSI

La synergie ERS 1 - JERS 1 est particuliererncnt nctte
lorsqu'on s'intercsse aux formations de la plaine littorale.
Les longueurs d'onde en bande C et L ont en cffet des
comportcments neucrnent differents pour Jes paysagcs de
sav anes ct marais rcnconires. II s'ensuit qu'une simple
composition colorer rcstiiuc une information directcmcnt
correlable aux formations \ cgctalcs prescntes sur le
terrain. La figure
3 met en parallele la carte de
vegetation etablie sur la region de Kourou a l'aide de
moyens traditionncls (analyse de photographies acriennes
ct campagnc de realite terrain) avec une combinaison
trichrome obtcnue a partir de deux images ERS 1 ct d'une
image JERS l.
Cctte synergie s'exprime cgalernent d'une manicre
particuliererncnt spcctaculaire lorsque l'on Iusionne une
image rccente JERS 1 de la retenue du barrage de Petit
Saut avec la mosaique disponib\c sur l'cnsernble de la
Guyane.(Fig 4) L'image JERSl de mars 1994. acquise
3 mois apres le debut de la misc en eau du barrage de
Petit Saul, a subi deux transformations geometriques: la
premiere destinee a assurer la coincidence des points Jes
plus bas par transformation polynomiale, la seconde par
correlation (technique radargramrnetrique) de maniere a
mettre Jes reliefs en correspondance.
5 CONCLUSION
Dans le coniexte tropical humidc de la Guyane
Francaise, l'imagerie radar ERS 1 a montre dans Jes
domaines thernatiques envisages
Jans cettc note,
dynamique liuoralc, hydrologie, geomorphologic, ainsi
que dans le domaine de la cartographic operationnclle une
aptitude generate a repondre aux questions posees par
l'utilisatcur d'images de teledetection, L'echclle de travail
est bien entendu Iimite par la resolution des images mais
nous avons \'U sur lcs exemples
traitcs que la
disponibilite de sequences multiternporcllcs pcrmeuait
d'ameliorer l'echelle usuellc du 200000 pour sc rapprochcr
du 100000 mire du 50000 e si le nombrc de scenes
supcrposablcs est supcricur a 6.
L'irnportance des possibiliics offcrtcs fail quc le nombre
des utilisaicurs actucls et/ OU poicnticls est ClcYC:Clll1!1S

.Arrncc de Terre, BK.l.i:Vl, L:'\KS (en parucuucr
le
programme Enxironncmcnt). EDF, Office du Tourismc,
Ministere de 1' Em ironncment, ORSTOM, Groupcment
de laboratoircs ECOLAB, SYL VOLAB, Societcs de
service en cartographic ct de de' eloppement logiciel,
Universites.
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dans la region de Kourou

, ,
.
con r rontation avee Ia carte de vegetation
au
l I 50000 etablie sur le site par F. Fromard et H.Puig (Contrat CNES-Kourou)
Les compositions trlchromes sur Kourou et Sinnamary ont ete obtenues en composant 2 images
ERSl du prlntemps 1992 {bleu-vert) avec une image JERSl de fevrier 1993 (rouge).
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Carte de la vegetation - Kourou
Carte de vegetation etablie par l'ICIV•

LEGENDE
rarm1t1ono

111neuou

Form1tlon1

horloeuou

(Contrat CNES-Kourou)

tT~'. J 11.a.---~

-'"=-~~

"'~----1~----Dhtn

-lt,-

••....

e LET/ICIV - CNRS. UPS. 1995

Fig Sb· Comparaison d'une fusion ERS-JERS (Voir Fig 4b) avec cette carte de
vegetation etablie par l'ICIV sur la region de Konron. La synergie ERS 1 - JERS 1 es]'
particulierement nette lorsqu'on s'interesse aux formations de la plaine littorale. Les longueurs d'onde e11
bande C et L ont en effet des comportements nettement diff erents pour les paysages de savanes et marais
rencontres. Il s'ensuit qu'une simple composition coloree restitue une information directement correlable
aux formations vegetales presentes sur le terrain. Nous mettons ici en parallele la carte de vegetation
etablie a l'aide de moyens traditionnels (analyse de photographies aeriennes et Campagne de realite
terrain) avec une combinaison trichrome obtenue a partir de deux images ERS 1et d'une image JERS l _
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Fig 4 -Image ERSl avec le barrage de Petit Saut vu par JERSi : Incrustation de la rctcnuc
du barrage de Petit Saul \UC par JERSI (mars 1994i dans l'irnagc ERSl(anlcncurc
:1 let 111i'-C en c.un
L;
radiometric plus claire de la surface inondcc sous convert est probablcrncni Jue- ~l des rctrodillusions
importantes sur Jes diedrcs existants :1 l'anglc des troncs ct de l'cuu librc La dcnxitc alfaiblic ck la 1 c;):'.Clcili1 .n
permet a l'onde radar (en bande L) unc penetration accrue du convert Iorcsucr. Celle perception n'cst
neanmoins possible qu'a condition quc l'cau aucigne un nivcau sullisam au pied clc-, c1rbrcs li s'rnsu1l yuc la
surface apparentc n'est pas la surface rcclle (le barrage est Jans l'axe Jc i 'imugc. en huu: ~1 3 cm Ju trai l. Jc
cfile)
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MAP COVERAGE OF FRENCH GUY ANA BY SPACE TRIANGULATION
OF ERS IMAGES
Michael Tonon, Jean-Philippe Cantou, Patrick Gigord, Sylvia Sylvander, A. C. de Gaujac
/GN-Espace, pare technologique du canal, 24 rue Hermes, 31527 Ramonville Saint Agne, FRANCE
Tel: (33) 62 19 18 18. Fax: (33) 617503 17

1- CONTEXT
ABSTRACT
1-1 THE TROPICAL CONTEXT
The central and southern parts of French
Guyana are poorly mapped regions mainly
covered by rain forest. Due to cloudy weather
conditions, it is impossible to improve these
maps using optical imagery. The trench
Ministry of Defence and the National
Geographic Institute have decided to map the
whole territory using ERS images. The
achievement of this product will be performed
by IGN-Espace, the service of the French
National Geographic Institute specialized in
the production of space-derived cartography,
in cooperation with the CEGN ("Cellule
d'Etudes en Cartographie Numerique" of the
French Ministry of Defence) and the Pierre et
Marie Curie University (UPMC, Paris). The
project
consists
in producing
ERS
spacemaps at the scale 1:200000 by space
triangulation of a multidate coverage (2 * 18
ERS PRI images). A DTM produced by IGNEspace will be used for the geocoding. The
GCPs will be picked up from existing maps
over the northern part of the territory. This
project will help to validate on a large set of
images the ERS space triangulation method
of IGN-Espace.

French Guyana is a trench department in
South America, localized between latitudes 2°
and 6° north (see fig. n°1). It has a tropical
climate with two rain seasons a year and a
cloudy weather throughout the year.
The territory is mainly covered with a tropical
rain forest. The coastal plain is the most
inhabited
region
: the rest,
very
underpopulated, counts few indian villages
and gold washer camps. Rivers constitute the
only communication links to penetrate the
inland of French Guyana territory.

1-2 THE EXISTING CARTOGRAPHY
In the central and southern parts of Guyana,
the existing cartography is unprecise, old and
uncomplete.
The reasons
are the
impenetrability of the rain forest and the
continuous cloudy sky : surveying on the
ground or with optical sensors is virtually
impossible.
Over the coastal plain only, there is a regular
IGN map sheet coverage at the scale of
1:25000. Every one of them contains contour

Fig. 1 French Guyana localization.
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lines with a good geometrical accuracy.
A satisfactory 1:50000 map sheet series,
derived, for the frontcoast only, from the
1:25000 sheets, covers the north third of the
country. All of them contain good contour
lines and dense spot heights sprinkling.
A general cartographic coverage exists at the
scale of 1:100000 and 1:200000 in the form
of sketches. Indeed, only the hydrographic
network is present, without any altimetric
information (except some very rare spot
heights}. Moreover, the geometrical accuracy
of such sheets is bad (100-200 m., perhaps
poorer}, on one hand because of the lack of
knowledge one has about their geodetic
system (astronomic surveys} and, on the
other hand, because of an internal distortion
due to the bad reliability of the ground
surveys.
Finally, there is a general map at the
1:500000 scale made for tourist purposes,
with few elevation
information.
The
geometrical accuracy of such a map is
uncertain, above all in the south.

2- METHODOLOGY
The methodology has been defined by IGNEspace. It is illustrated by the figure n°2. The
multitemporal mosalcs will be obtained by the
merging of two ERS coverages, acquired at
two different time periods:
- a coverage of 18 PRI images acquired in
1992 (descending mode};
- a coverage of 18 PRI images acquired in
1993-94 (descending mode};
- a datastrip of 5 images (ascending mode}.
All images of both radar coverages are
rectified with a DTM in the local geodetic and
projection systems.

DTM

coverage 2
(18 images)

1-3 THE CHOICE OF RADAR
IMAGERY FOR MAPPING
The choice of radar imagery comes, of
course, from the continuously cloudy weather
but also from the high rigidity of the radar
internal and orbital geometry. A few GCPs are
needed, eventually with no large spatial
distribution.
Moreover,
due to the
homogeneity of the block of radar images
when using space triangulation, it is possible
to determine the internal quality of the
existing mapping. Then, we are able to rectify·
the geometry of the bad southern maps
thanks to the good radar images modelization
performed with the northern maps.

GCP picking up

DTM
coverage 2

18 multidate scenes

1-4 THE ORIGIN OF THE RADAR
MAPPING PROJECT
Up to now, there was no study of the ability of
ERS to cover large areas with good geometry.
Therefore the CEGN and IGN-Espace, in
partnership with UPMC, has decided to
establish a radar multidate rnosalc at the
1:200000 scale on the whole territory. IGNEspace, the department of the trench
national geographic institute specialized in
space-mapping, is responsible for producing
the mosatc and the ten guyanese
spacemaps. The French Army organized a
mission on the ground in Guyana to make
GPS observation for the mapping project.

roads and
toponyms
digitization

addition of
marginal
information

addition of

10 spacemap sheets
at the 1:200000 scale
Fig.2
Methodology developed by IGNEspace to achieve the spacemap coverage of
French Guyana.
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2-1 SPACE TRIANGULATION
All radar scenes are geocoded through space
triangulation techniques (see references n°1
and 2). The space triangulation is performed
only on the 1:50000 map series : the quality
of the northern 1:50000 allows to come up a
good modelization on all the coverage and to
use the model to correct the 1:200000 maps.
First, some GCPs are picked up both on the
1:50000 maps and the image. Theoretically,
our space triangulation software only needs a
single GCP to register an ERS data strip.
Because of, on one hand, the difficulty to
identify details in the guyanese radar imagery
(with speckle and rain forest), and on the
other hand the doubtful! maps geometrical
accuracy, we decided to take about ten points
for each data strip. These GCPs are picked up
near the coast, where the cartography is the
best. Moreover, ground surveys achieved
specially by french troops in august 95
provided some GPS observation both in the
f rontcoast and along the east and west
boarders (along Oyapock and Maroni rivers). It
is possible to use some of these GPS
observation as GCPs. Inside a data strip, we
took two tie points per adjoining scenes.
Between two data strips, we took 5-6 tie
points.
All tie and .ground control points chosen for
the first coverage were used again for the
second one. Then, all images were rectified
with the DTM at the 1:200000 scale.

2-2 THE DTM REALIZATION
There was no global guyanese DTM
before our work. We used some pieces of
existing DTM and created the remainder. The
only altimetric data bases available were :
- an IGN DTM over the coastal plain derived
from the 1:25000 coverage ;
- the world DTM "Digital Chart of the World"
(DCW) : it is very deficient on French Guyana
with a lack of data on the most part of the
territory, except in a small region near the
surinamian boarder.
So, we tried to use the existing cartography to
generate the missing DTM.
In the north, where 1:50000 series
has contour lines, we used the following
process (see fig. n°3) :
- an operator made a selection of principal
contour lines which describe the relief as fairly
as possible, on a tracing paper with pencils ;
- all tracing papers (40 sheets) were scanned,
vectorized, geocoded ;
- all vector curves were identified by assigning
them their height ;

- all 1:50000 maps spot heights were
digitized.
In the south of the country, we
decided to use radar images to rectify spot
heights coordinates picked up on the
geometrically bad 1:200000 maps.
1:50000
series

1:200000
serie

digitization of
40 tracing papers
with contour lines

I

Sj]!!! 1Dtjlj{QIS I

map-to-image
model

DTM calculation
on ARC/INFO

+

DTM

Fig. 3 DTM realization
The idea is to use radar images as the
geometrical reference and to rectify the maps
as being the most distorted objects. Indeed,
the good knowledge we have of ERS flight
parameters permitted us to calculate an
approximate image-to-1 :200000 map model.
Then, we used this model to rectify digitized
spot heights coordinates. Now, we are able to
modelize map distortions and to apply this
model to correct the digitized spot heights
coordinates. Such a procedure is very
interesting and original, because it is the radar
imagery itself, thanks to its excellent
geometrical quality, which is able to correct
the geometry of an old and bad cartography.
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We will use also the GPS observation
to complete the DTM and as check points to
evaluate the absolute planimetric accuracy of
the spacemaps.
Finally, five scenes in the ascending
mode of the same datastrip across the
Guyana will give us five stereopairs with the
descending coverages, and allow to calculate
locally some elevations. The accuracy of such
elevations is almost 5 m. (see reference n°2).
These elevations will be used to densify the
DTM locally.
All elevation data will be collected in
Arc/Info which will generate the global DTM.

2-3 DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING
AND ASSEMBLING
Each scene is recalibrated in order to correct
the fading effect of radar imagery. Indeed, a
geometrical factor depending from the local
incidence angle makes the image darker as it
is farther from the satellite track. This effect is
all the more visible as you assemble two next
radar scenes, that's why it must be corrected.
Then, the two multidate coverages are
merged, in order to reduce speckle
effects.The mosaic is made two by two
images, and datastrip by datastrip. Finally, we
will cut ten rnosalcs corresponding to the ten
1:200000 space maps of the map sheet
index.

2-4 ADDITION OF MARGINAL
INFORMATION
Each rnosaic is framed with cartographic
coordinates around the image in order to
become a real cartographic document. On the
image itself, we overlay:
- some contour lines from the DTM ;
- some toponyms selected on the 1:200000
map series;
- principal roads from the 1:50000 map series.
No digitized hydrographic network will be
overlaid, because the more important rivers
will be directly visible on the images.
Moreover,
UPMC will coordinate the
achievement of a notice, which will give some
information about the interpretation of radar
imagery in a tropical context.

3- CONCLUSION
This project is under process. Started in
August 95, it shall be finished on spring 96.
IGN-Espace will produce the only global,
homogeneous, complete and geometricallygood cartography in French Guyana, through
ERS radar imagery and space triangulation
technics. Such a product gives interesting
prospects in space cartography of tropical and
equatorial zones. The excellent geometrical
quality of ERS radar imagery allows to obtain a
satisfying modelization in spite of an
uncomplete and uncertain cartography, which
is the case of many equatorial areas.
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Abstract
The resolution of ERS-1 images should let us detect man-made structures like roads and urban areas.
After a brief survey of the captor response to these
objects, we propose two methods to detect them: one
to extract the main axes of the road network, and
the other one to extract urban areas. We illustrate
the results obtained for the road detection on 3 typical landscapes: flat and agricultural landscapes, hilly
ones, and tropical ones, and we show how difficulties
increase with the presence of relief. Some urban detections are presented both on European towns and
Guyana ones.

Resume
La resolution des images ERS-1 devrait permettre
la detection des constructions humaines comme le
reseau routier et les zones industrielles.
Apres de
rapides etudes des reponses du capteur, nous proposons ici 2 methodes : une pour extraire les principaux axes routiers, l'autre pour detecter les zones urbaines. Nous presentons les resultats de la detection
du reseau sur 3 sortes de paysages typiques : paysage
plat et agricole, paysage accidente, et paysage tropical.
Les difficultes rencontrees augmentent avec
le relief. Des resultats de detection urbaine sont
egalement presentes, sur des villes europeennes et
guyanaises.

1

Introduction

The aim of this paper is to underline the capabilities of automatic or semi-automatic detection of manmade structures on ERS-1 images (PRI product),
which have a resolution of 12,5 m. The methods proposed, still in research stage, should permit further
applications. The road network detected (even partial) could be used for automatic registration with a
map or an other image (SPOT for instance). Urban

areas delimitation should permit estimation of residential expansion, and could be very useful specially
for developing country towns.

2

Road network detection

2.1

Short study of the captor response
to the road

ERS-1 images result of the backscattering of a coherent electromagnetic wave, therefore they present a
noisy appearence because of the speckle phenomenon.
The ERS-1 wavelength being 5.6 cm, roads can be
considered as smooth.
The electromagnetic wave
is usually totally reflected, and because the normal
of the ground does not coincide with the emissionreception axe of the satellite, roads appear very dark
(radiometric minima). But the wave is sometimes
reflected by road borders (like crash barriers, ramps,
tree borders ... ), and in some particular cases of orientation may appear very bright (radiometric maxima).
So roads can be detected in an ERS-1 image as dark
structures as well as bright ones.

2.2

Method

The proposed method works in 2 steps. We first apply
local (or low level) detectors, and then link the road
(or structure) segments obtained. We present two
techniques to connect the segments: a deterministic
one, and a stochastic one, the latter allowing better
results specially in mountainous regions. Actually,
we apply the whole method twice, first on a reduced
image, and then on the full resolution one.

2.2.1

2 local detectors

The traditional techniques developed on optical images ([1], [2]) fail when applied on SAR data. Their
main drawback is a different behaviour on bright or
dark regions (the false alarm rate increases with the
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brightness of the region). This is due to the particular properties of speckle: on homogenous areas,
mean and standard deviation are proportional. So
wedeveloped specifictools, dedicated to SAR images,
and taking into account the presence of speckle. We
present here 2 line detectors developed for road detection, and working on the 16 bit PRI-images.
• A detector based on the ratio between pixel values:
The first detector is based on the Touzi edge detector (3],which uses the ratio between the average values of 2 regions (4] (figure la). The new
detector has been adapted to the detection of line
structures by coupling edge detections on both
sides of the road (figure lb), and is defined as:
r,*

= min'(* rc,, r c*)

0.6 .•.
0.4 .••

2~~2.7
2.1

2.1
1.6

1.6
I I

a. Detection probability
fonction of the contrasts
between regions 1 and 2,
and 1and 3, with a threshold of 0,3.

3

b. False alarm probability
fonction of the threshold,
for different contrasts between region 1 and 2 k2,
and between 1 and 3 k3:
C1 : k2 = 2,k3 = 1, 5;
C2 : k2 = k3 = 2;
C3 : k2 = 2, k3 = 4;
C4 : k2

*
. ( :Z:; :Z:1)
r. =I-min
- -

Figure 2: Satistic study of the ratio line detector

:Z:1' :z:;

c,

where :z:; is the average value of the pixels belonging to region i. An extensive statistical study of
this detector has been made (5], where the de-,
tection probabilities and false alarm rates have
been derived (figure 2b). From this study, the ratio line detector exhibited a good behaviour, and
permit us to define theoretical thresholds, from
the knowledgeof the minimum contrast we want
to detect, and the false alarm rate we tolerate.

I

re~•n2
x2

'o

a. vertical edge

The cross-correlation coefficient Pc is :

where

is the number of pixels of region i,
and
r; the variation coefficient (ratio
X2
of standard deviation and mean), which measures homogeneity in radar imagery scene. As
for the ratio line detector, the structure detector
is defined by min(pc Pc3), where Pc; is the edge
response between region i and 1.
n;

c = ~,

21

'o

(Touzi)

The same study as for the ratio line detector has
been made, but because of the complexity of the
expression, we compute simulations to obtain the
results. In case of homogeneous areas both detectors provide very similar results.

h. vertical structure

Figure 1: Edge and structure models
• A detector based on the cross-correlation :
We propose a second new edge detector, resulting in a more localized response than the ratio
line detector. The idea is similar to Hueckel's
one [6]. For each pixel :z:o of the image, we define
the step-edge corresponding to a neighborhood
Vx0 of :z:o and a chosen direction d:, and minimizing the quadratic mean error. This edge is
composed by two constant regions of values :z:1
and :z:2 separated by
Once this ideal edge defined, the validity of the hypothesis "there ezisis
an edge in :z:0 with the direction d:" is tested. In
order to do this, we compute the normalized centered cross-correlation between the pixels values
of Vx and the ideal edge corresponding to Vx

d:.

0,

= 4, k3 = 6.

0•

The first detector is less precise (it can give for
instance a good response in presence of a specular reflector, and it gives multiple responses for one structure), but is less sensitive to the hypothesis (3 homogeneous areas are required). So we keep both detectors.
Actually we use for each local detector a 7 times
11 pixels mask, and we compute the response in 8
directions, and for 3 widthes of the central line (see
figure 1). The choice of the mask sizes is a compromise between 2 constraints. On the one hand, the
neighborhood must be as large as possible to reduce
the false alarm rates, on the other hand the number of directions must be small enough to limit the
computation time. We combine the 2 responses corresponding to one direction with the operator u(:z:, y)
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[7]:
u(z, y ) = ------

zy

1- z - y

+ 2zy

and we keep the best of the 8 responses, and its direction. Then we do some local processing to improve
the detection (suppression of isolated pixels, a first
linking between pixels with close directions...).
2.2.2 Segmentconnection
In order to connect the segments detected at the previous stage, we propose two methods, a deterministic
one, and a stochastic one specially adapted in case
of difficult detection (this is the case for slight mountainous regions). They both work on the segments
obtained after the first step followedby a thining and
a polygonal approximation.
• The deterministic method has been originallydeveloped for SPOT images in [8] and adapted.
Segments are grouped under closeness and angular criteria. Well adapted for SPOT images
and high quality ERS-1 images, the results are
poor when the obtained segments are too short
or insufficient.
• The stochastic method was first developed to
deal with these difficulties. It is built to cope
with partial detection and with false alarms.
Markovian fields permitting to take into account contextual or a priori information are well
adapted for this kind of problems.
A Markovianfieldis definedon a segment graph.
The set of segments corresponds to the segments
detected by the first step, and all the possible
connections between them. Two energiesare defined: one which represents the link to the data
(the ERS-1 image) Ei, and one which corresponds to our "a priori" knowledgeon the structure of an "ideal" road network E2. Ei is defined
through the response of the 2 local detectors of
part 1. E2 is defined on a set of segments which
share an extremity (composinga clique) and include the followingknowledgesabout roads:
1. roads are long (out of context they should
never stop),
2. they have a low curvature,
3. intersections are rare.
This modelisation of roads is powerful, and
makes us able to suppress almost all the "false"
segments, and connect the "good" ones, even if
large gaps separate two segments.

then on the full resolution one. Weobtain 2 networks,
one for the roads appearing large in the ERS-1image,
and the other one for the thin roads. The presented
results are the superposition of these 2 networks on
the ERS-1 images.

2.3

Results and analysis

We want to emphasize the fact that all the results
proposed below are obtained with the same set of
parameters. The local detector thresholds are those
given by theoretical studies. The parameters included in the Markovian field have been empirically
chosen, but fixed once and for all. Results are presented with the original image, and can be compared
to a registered map (when available). The detected
roads correspond to dark structures only. We note
that every linear structure whose response is close to
the road one, is detected (it is the case for channels,
thin rivers, or tracks).
In actual state, the first part of the method (low
level detections) takes 10 minutes on a SPARC 2000
for a 1024xl024image, and the second part 15 minutes (depending on the choiceof the energy minimization algorithm).
2.3.1 Flat and agricultural landscape
ERS-1 images of this kind of landscape are usually
easy to interpret. Fields and roads structure the landscape, and both are often welldelimited. The chosen
image is a part of the North-Holland scene. Since the
network is thin, we have only used the full resolution
image.
The results obtained are very satisfying: few wrong
detections, and almost all the visible roads (or linear
structures) are detected (figure 6).
2.3.2 Hilly landscape
The landscapes usually found in Europe are generally less structured as above. Besides they may be
slighty mountainous, damaging the local detector results. We have chosen an image of Aix-en-Provence
(South of France).
Results illustrate the difficultiesencountered in relief regions. The right part of the Aix image presents
false detections caused by the presence of very bright
structures located near the crest lines. But the main
roads visible in the ERS-1 image are well localized
(figure 6).

2.2.3 Somepractical aspects

2.3.3 Tropicallandscape

The whole method is applied twice. First on a reduced image (obtained by a 2x2 pixels grouping),

It is probably the most difficultlandscape to analyse,
since roads are often hardly visible. We have chosen
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a. Original image of North Holland @ESA.

Figure 6: Road detection on a flat and agricultural

landscape (left column), and on a hilly one (right column).
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Figure 7: Maps of North Holland and Aix-en-Provence (France).

a.
Original image
©ESA.

Final result of road detection.
Figure 8: Road detection on a tropical landscape (Suriname).
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a part of Suriname.
2.3.4

3.1.3

Conclusion

These results show the potential of ERS-1 images to
detect the main axes of the road network. They are
satisfying on flat landscapes, but degraded on hilly
ones.

3

Urban area detection

3.1

Study of urban region response to
the captor

We propose first a urban object classification in 3
sets, depending on their geometry and their roughness, and yielding a model of backscattering law.
3.1.1

Smooth surfaces

Followingthe usual rule of Rayleigh, a surface is considered as smooth when tlh < < Bco~(i), with tlh the
quadratic mean deviation of height, >. the wavelength
of ERS-1, and i its incidence angle. For this type of
surface, retrodiffusion laws are Snell-Descartes' ones,
and so the object geometry determines the captor
response. Depending on the incidence direction i,
objects may have either a strong response or no response at all (taking into account the multiple reflections caused by dihedral and trihedral objects).
3.1.2

Rough surfaces

It is the case of objects with irregularities on the scale
of the wavelength,like vegetation for instance. These
objects can be described by the Goodman model [10],
assuming some properties for the phase and amplitude of elementary reflectors inside a resolution cell.
We get an explicit backscattering law (which will be
called here "x"), linking A, the amplitude of the received signal, with L the number of looks (3 for Precision Images), and a: the parameter of the law [11]:
P(A)

=

2LL

'"-?\T.ntnA

2L-l -~

e

2"

(1)

r represents the Gamma fonction. There exists
also a relation linking a: with the mean value A of
the region (assumed to be homogeneous).

surfaces

This is for instance the case of metallic surfaces, used
as rooftops in tropical lands and in industrial areas.
They are never plane, and act as periodic lattices.
For some particular surface shapes (corrugated iron
for instance) we can approximate a model and find
an explicit law.

3.1.4

In this section we present the main lines of our
method to detect urban areas (detailed in [9]),which
consists in 2 parts: the first one deals with the detection of bright points characterizing industrial areas,
and the second one with more homogeneous regions
like large towns, where the concentration of strong
reflectionsbecomes very important.

Conductor

Characteristics
tering law

of the global backscat-

The global backscattering law of urban areas is the
result of the composition of the 3 previous laws, with
proportions depending on the areas. This provides
some particular characteristics compared to the "x"
law of rough surfaces:
• There are more dark pixels, because of the SnellDescartes responses in an unfavorable configuration (no response to the captor).
• There are more bright pixels, because of the
Snell-Descartes responses in a favorable configuration, and constructive interferences.
• The intermediate valuesaround the mean caused
by speckle are not so much modified.
Using these remarks weaim at estimating the probability that a pixel belongs to a town.

3.2

Fail of classical approaches

One classical method to detect urban areas consists
in calculating first or second order statistics to obtain
some discriminant information. We want to emphasize 2 problems which limit the use of such a method.
First it can be shown that the sizes needed to estimate statistics of speckle samples are very large. For
instance the variation coefficient estimation with a
confidence of 5% around the theoretical value, and
with a probability of 99%, needs a 42x42 window
size. This corresponds to a 525x525msample on the
ground. So large areas will hardly be homogeneous
in many towns. Estimation of skewnesswill also need
similar very large windows.
Secondlyit can be shown that the statistics of some
non-urban areas (forests for instance) are sometimes
very close from the statistics of urban areas. It is the
case of the radiometric mean.
It is why we propose new detection methods.
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3.3

Detection criteria proposed

3.3.1 Urban bright points detection
Having a region described by a "x" law with known
parameter, we know the probability of an intensity
value A, and the probability for A to exceed a given
value. We may compare for any region the measured
probability with the theoretical one under hypothesis of fully developed speckle. In order to estimate
the parameter of the law in the window, the local
histogram is built on a 30x30 window, then it is
smoothed, and we deduce a from it, using the last
remark of §3.2.4.
A pixel which amplitude value has a probability
lower than a fixed threshold is temporary classified
as bright. We then calculate the proportion ofbright
points in a 15 pixel radius disk around any temporary
bright pixel. If it is more than 1% (at least 2 temporary bright pixels), the pixel is definitivelykept as
bright in the final classification.

3.3.2 Urban areas detection
The previous method is welladapted to industrial areas characterized by isolated bright points. But, for
instance in towns, they may form a very compact region, and are not "isolated" at all. To detect these
regions, we propose to cut the local histogram (calculated on a 60x60window)in 2 parts, with a threshold
s. In the higher part, E = P(A > s) is computed
and compared to the highest frequency !max of the
low part. When E > !max the central pixel receives
s as value, and the threshold is decreased. The process is iterated until all the pixels are classified. The
thresholds have the form µ + k« (µ is the mean, and
<T the standard deviation of an area of totally developed speckle). Then the result is thresholded to
obtain urban areas. A blind classificationestablishes
the threshold value k by testing the regions of radii
15 pixels around the detected bright points.

3.4

a. Bright point detection
on the region of Kourou:
above the original ERS1 image, below the detection result.

b. Bright point defection
on the region of Kourou:
above the original JERS1 image, below the detection result.

Figure 3: Bright point detection on ERS-1 (left column) and JERS-1 images (right column).
Regions

Lelystad
Lelystad
Aix en
Provence
Aix en
Provence
Kourou

Captors
used
ERS-1
JERS-1
ERS-1
JERS-1
SPOT
ERS-1
SPOT
ERS-1
ERS-1
JERS-1

supervised

Detection
rates
90 %

False
alarms
rates
10%

automatic

75 %

9%

supervised

79 %

3%

automatic

78 %

5%

automatic

70 %

20 %

Learning

To conclude, the proposed method gives good results on any sort of landscapes, and is robust enough
to work on hilly regions. The results are improved
when used with other captors, radar or optic.

Results and analysis

The results are illustrated on an image of Kourou
(French Guyana) for the bright points detection
method, figure 3b, and on an image of Aix en
Provence for both methods, figures 4 and 5.
The urban areas detection method is developed to
be used with other captors, like the radar satellite
JERS-1 (figure 3b), or SPOT for instance. The table
below showsthe ratio of good detection (urban pixels
actually detected by the method), and false detection
(detection of pixels which are not in urban areas), in
a supervised learning case or an automatic one.

4

Conclusion

Radar images are particularly difficult to interpret.
Nethertheless dedicated detectors (adapted to the
particular statistics of speckle images) give useful results, allowing a first interpretation of the landscape
(main road network, and urban repartition).
Acknowledgements
We want to thank J.P. Rudant for some of the im-
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Figure 4: Bright point detection on the region of Aixen-Provence, a first stage towards town detection.

ages illustrating

Figure 5: Map of the k-values on the region of Aixen-Provence. This map will be thresholded to select
the urban areas.

this work.

fication. IEEE Trans. SMC (to appear), 26(1),
January 1996.
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Introduction

migrate across the UK box, providing full coverage
every 17.5 days.

The Rapid Information Dissemination System (RAIDS)
is a facility to generate and provide electronic on-line
access to ERS SAR data direct from the ground station.
Fully operational since June 1994, RAIDS has been
processing and distributing data from the West Freugh
ground station in South West Scotland, supplying a
range of SAR image products.
The baseline RAIDS system provides the customer with
access to Quick Look image products for all ERS SAR
image observations of the UK. The advantages of realtime access to SAR data is evident in the increasing
number of applications developing within the group of
RAIDS users.
RAIDS SAR Image Applications
The range of images currently supplied by RAIDS is
varied in location and content. Images from Greenland,
Scandinavia, and the Baltic, to Europe, the
Mediterranean, and North Africa, are regularly available
through RAIDS.
Current uses of this data cover both land and sea
applications, and are often concerned with the dynamic
or real-time monitoring of environmental phenomena
and events. More developed applications include, oil
slick detection, flood monitoring, and ice berg detection
and mapping. These applications are now evolving into
complete environmental services. Take ice berg
monitoring for example; It is now possible to provide
accurate ice maps to ships in arctic waters in near realtime conditions, and so provide a significant
navigational aid to improve the safety and efficiency of
arctic shipping.
RAIDS Data Coverage
The RAIDS facility routinely generates Quick Look
SAR image products for all ERS SAR image
observations of the British Isles. Within the UK
coverage box, shown below, all acquired ERS SAR data
is processed and made available to RAIDS users.
The ERS SAR is typically operated during descending
orbit passes over the UK, imaging a strip of the earth in
a 1OOkmwide swath. Such passes occur over the UK
coverage box approximately every other day. With ERS1 in a 35 day repeat orbit, these passes progressively

RAIDS UK Coverage Box
To acquire processed RAIDS images of any area within
the West Freugh Ground Station Reception Footprint,
shown below, but outside of the UK coverage box, it is
necessary to order the data in advance. Once acquired
this data is available through RAIDS to all users. Orders
can range from single one-off images to long term data
acquisition of a large area.

West Freugh Ground Station Reception
Footprint
RAIDS Image Data Access
RAIDS image products can be electronically accessed
on-line or requested off-line from the image archive.
To access RAIDS imagery on-line, customers require a
PC or UNIX workstation, User Access Terminal
Software, and a modem link. Once registered as a user,
the customer can dial up the West Freugh Ground
Station and login to the RAIDS system via password
access. The RAIDS image products are stored in the
image library by frame and date of acquisition. The user
can select the desired scene which is automatically
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transferred to the users host computer. The transferred
image can then be viewed using the access terminal
software. A text file is transferred with each image
giving details of scene co-ordinates
and image
acquisition date and time.
Image products are held on-line in the RAIDS image
library for between 21 and 28 days. At the end of each
week, all image products are transferred to the RAIDS
image archive. Customers wishing to obtain off-line
image products should order these through the image
archive service.
Operation of the ERS-1 SAR instrument is controlled by
ESA. To gain information on the ERS-1 orbital
parameters and acquisition schedule, the RAIDS (UNIX
version) user access terminal includes 'Bernard' an
ERS-1 world coverage tool. This allows the user to view
the ERS-1 orbit, and determine which areas will be
imaged and processed to RAIDS. It can also be used as
a RAIDS image archive tool allowing the user an easyview, catalogue, and administration
system. For an
alternative information source on the ERS-1 schedule,
RAIDS users can obtain a copy of the DESC 'Display
Earth Station Coverage' software. This is available free
of charge from the ESA ESRIN ERS-1 help desk.

RAIDS Image Products
The baseline product generated by the RAIDS facility is
a reduced resolution product (Quick Look Image). This
image has a spatial resolution of IOOm and constant
pixel size. Twenty four looks are used to remove most of
the radar speckle. The image product scene location will
correspond to standard ESA frames and will be located
in the same co-ordinate frame as the ESA precision
image product. The Subsidiary and Browse images are
produced by averaging groups of pixels, and provide
easier data selection and handling, and reduce the users
telephone access time.
Precision Subscene images (25km x 25km) can also be
produced by the RAIDS facility. These image products
are to the full ESA precision image specification ie 25m
resolution. Such images should ideally be requested in
advance of ERS SAR image acquisition, although under
special circumstances it may be possible to produce a
precision subscene from data in the on-line library, if a
specific feature or area of interest has been highlighted
on the QL I or QL5 image products and requires more
detailed investigation.

Table of RAIDS product specification
Browse Image
"BRO"

Subsidiary Quick
Look"QLl"

Baseline Quick
Look"QLS"

Precision Subscene
"PSn"(n=0 ..9)
By Request

251 x 257 pixels

1004 x 1030

2008 x 2060

2008 x 2080

Pixel Dimensions

400m x 400m

IOOmx IOOm

50m x 50m

12.5m x 12.5m

Spatial Resolution

< 800m x 800m

< 200m x 200m

< IOOmx lOOm

25m x 25m

File Size

64KB (8 bits
log compressed)

!MB

4MB

4MB

Number of Looks

>100

96

24

Swath Extent

IOOkmx IOOkm

lOOkmx lOOkm

IOOkmx IOOkm 25km x 25km

Ground range
zero doppler

+--- ..... '' ..... ~

~ .....".....~

~ ..... ".....~

75 Hz azimuth
4 MHz range

300 Hz

<0.77 dB
~ .....".....~

<1.5 dB
~ ....."..... ~

2.5 dB
~ .....".....~

10 minutes

40 minutes

40 minutes

Image Size

@

@

@

Projection
Look Bandwidth

Radiometric Res.

----

----

Format

Cross Track
Raster

File Transfer @
Time (14.4 kbaud)

30 seconds

(

...... "......)

----

( ...... "......)

( ...... "......)
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RAIDS User Group
RAIDS has been set up to actively promote the use of
SAR imagery, and to encourage the development of
SAR applications. It is therefore appropriate that a user
group be set up to form links between members, and for
the exchange of knowledge to further the application of
satellite imagery. It will also allow RAIDS to be
customer lead in its future development. The User
Group will be started during 1995, alongside the
various developments outlined below, and the release
of the UNIX User Access Terminal.
RAIDS is a significant opportunity for any organisation
wishing to use SAR data as an introduction to remote
sensing, or for the development of specific SAR
applications,
in both commercial
and academic
organisations.

Future developments
provide:

to

the

RAIDS

service

will

•
Direct data capture to remove data flow
bottlenecks at the reception and transcription facilities.
This will extend coverage to the full Ground Station
reception zone and allow fully automatic end to end
processmg.
•
Electronic image access via wider bandwidth
distribution media e.g. Internet. This will reduce
customer image access and transfer time.
•
Introduction of ERS-2 data as it becomes
available, with the possibility of other satellite data in
the future.
The RAIDS system may be integrated with any ERS
SAR Ground Station facility.

RAIDS Architecture Overview
The RAIDS facility is a turnkey system designed to
give routine production access to satellite SAR image
products. Such a system provides the data user with a
flexible information service, allowing image data
supply to be matched to image data application. A
schematic architecture for the initial West Freugh
configuration,
subsequent
data dissemination
and
archive, is shown in the diagram below.
Scenes that lie within the RAIDS coverage box, and
pre-ordered scenes from within the whole Ground
Station footprint, are transcribed using the existing
West Freugh transcription facilities. The output raw
data tape is then loaded into the RAIDS SAR
processor. Once initiated, processing is automatic for
the entire image strip. Output image products are
written to the on-line image library, and may be
accessed remotely from a User Access Terminal.

TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICE
MMSUKL~
SAR PROCESSOR

DATA
DISSEMINATION
EXABYTE

NRSCL DATA
ARCHIVE

MODEM LINK
USER
ACCESS
TERMINAL

11

USER
ACCESS
TERMINAL

RAIDS data acquisition and distribution

USER
ACCESS
TERMINAL

network

The RAIDS Programme is being developed by a
consortium lead by Matra Marconi Space UK Ltd, and
includes the DRA Farnborough, and the NRSC Ltd.
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USE OF ERS DATA FOR CROP MONITORING
A. CARRou«J
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(*) CISI, Direction Observation de Ia Terre - 13 rue Villet, BP 4042, 31029 TOULOUSE CEDEX - FRANCE
ra.. (33) 61.17.66.66 - Fax: (33) 61.34.84.15
(**) SCOT CONSEIL - 1 rue Hermes, Pare Technologique du Canal, 31526 Ramonville St Agne - FRANCE
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ABSTRACT
During a first study, a methodology based on radar
imagery was defined to monitor agriculture resources.
The approach consists in considering the speckle as an
information and involves the concept of texture on ERS
data. Several classifying parameters, chosen because they
are relevant to radar imagery or because they are suitable
for texture characterization, have been validated through
a statistical analysis aimed at selecting the most
discriminant informations.

These areas are already being studied within the Mars
Action B European Project, which notably simplifies the
validation aspect of our study. For each site, we had a
history of field enquiries (for 1992 and 1993), and we
were able to use the previous interpretation work which
had been done with visible imagery.
These sites were also chosen, because they showed zones
with small relief variations, in order to eliminate
geometric and radiometric rectification problems that
would have arisen on non flat areas.
As a consequence, we were able to reproject Spot images
and classification results on ERS data with a simple
technique of polynomial deformation computed from a
set of corresponding points.

The former study, carried out on four european sites,
showed convincing results of classification obtained on
multitemporal data. These results are confirmed on four
new areas. The exploited data are representative of the
diverse agricultural conditions in Europe and correspond
to the years 1992 and 1993 with a mean of four ERS
data per site and per year. This great number of data
reinforces the robustness of the approach, showing the
usefulness of texture in radar images for crop
assessment. The different steps of the processing will be
presented, as well as a synthetis of the results provided
by the analysis of each site and the interest of
multitemporal acquisitions will also be discussed.

Our vision of an operational system of crop monitoring
using SAR images supposes, first a all, that we are able
to segment the images into parcels, then to classify them
with relevant discriminant parameters. This procedure
must be reliable for all kinds of observed zones with
various culture covers.

1. INTRODUCTION

- Data processing Organization -

The general aim of this study is to assess the feasibility
of using SAR Data in an operational system of crop
monitoring. During a first phase, methodology axes were
considered in order to define how radar data can be used
to separate different crop types. These axes included the
use of statistics and texture informations to characterize
land covers, and the combination of multitemporal data.
This approach is validated in the second phase, by
applying the associated techniques to a wide number of
study sites.

3. METHODOLOGY

3ERS data

In situ data

········~;:i~~~·t·····~
anal sis

i

______.,.___
~~tour
ynnage

Discriminantfunctions

--

Parameter
evaluation

2. STUDY SITES
Eight agricultural areas were chosen for this work : Aries
and Bourges in France, Albacete and Seville in Spain,
Great Driffield in the UK, Mainz and Essen in Germany
and Foggia in Italy.
Classifiedimage

"'
D
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- Example of Canonical DiscriminantFunctions
on the site of Bourges -

Concerning the segmentation step, different algorithms
have been considered, such as watershed line or region
growing methods. Classification should also be
performed with a well known method, such as "dynamic
grouping".

Canonical Discriminant Functions
Bourges site (3 dates in 1992)

6...-~~~~~~~~~--,

The cover discrimination is, in our opinion, the most
critical step. For that reason, our work concentrated on
the determination of relevant discriminant parameters, in
order to adapt the classification step to the crop set
corresponding to the considered site. This determination
is performed through a discriminant analysis, based on
samples corresponding to U1emain crop types : in our
case, these samples were taken with the help of the
results of image interpretation for the years 1992 and
1993 made within U1eMARS Action D Project using
Spot and Landsat images, and validated by in situ
surveys.
The sampling of one class of culture cover includes
several observations on a single site. An average of 50
observations at least, for each crop type of interest and
on each site are necessary to obtain significant results,
which means that about 250 samples have been selected
on each of the eight zones.
These samples are used to compute two kinds of
parameters :
- statistical parameters : such as mean, mean
deviation, standard deviation...
- textural parameters : U1e auto-correlation
function calculated in different directions and
at different distances.
The whole set of parameters includes 30 values for a
given sample. Whithin the first phase of the study, this
number was reduced lo a subset of 12 values which
represented a good compromise for the different sites on
monotemporal data.
To achieve this, statistical tests were applied on each of
the discriminant parameters using Fisher's ratio within an
analysis of variance (one way anova). The hypothesis
tested is the equality of the mean of each class
observation related to the specific parameter.
In order lo introduce mullitemporal concept, we worked
with three dates. The corresponding values were
combined to give the mean for the three dates, and the
differences for each consecutive data pair.
The combination results
discriminant functions.

then

allow

to

CLASSES
a Group Centroid

2

Sunflower

0

" Cereals

N

•Woods
Rape
-4

10

.••.

f2

Function 1

The combined parameters and the associated functions
are validated on the sample set of each site. The results
arc evaluated through a confusion matrix showing the
rate of well reassigned samples for each class.
Classes

I

2

3

4

5

1

70,7

8,4

12.6

4,2

4,2

1-Corn

2

3,4

86,6

4

0

6

2- Rape

3

3,3

0

90

6,7

0

3-Woods

4

2

0,2

5,1

92,7

0

4 - Cereals

5

1,9

3,3

1,9

0,5

92,4

5 - Sunflower

Global classification : 88,5 %
Confusion matrix (% Initial vs reassigned classes of
obscryatjon)
4. RESULTSANALYSIS
The methodology described above was applied to the
different sites, and led to the following results:

Sites

GreatDriffield
Essen
Foggia
Mainz
Seville

define
AJbacete
Aries
JJourges

Results
Year Months of acquisitions (rate of well
reassigned
samples)
70,60 %
92 april, may,july
71,84 %
93 march, [une, iulv
92,08 %
92 may, august, september
80,21 %
93 may, [unc, iulv
74,30%
92 may, june, july
75,41 %
93 may, july, august
75,24 %
92 april, may, september
77,55 %
93 may, iune, august
70,52 %
92 may, july, scptember
55,21 %
93 april, iune, iulv
92
60,13 %
93 may, [une.july
54,42 %
92 march, march, april
93 may, iune, senternber
66,16 %
88,47 %
92 may, june, july
54,53 %
93 march, april, iulv
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The rate of identified samples is generally good, more
particullary for the sites including large fields with
regular shapes. Some sites show results of less good
quality : this can be explained by the temporal
distribution of radar images which is not optimal for crop
discrimination (this is the case for Seville in 1993 and for
Aries in 1992), or by the predifined land cover classes
which might for instance mix crop types corresponding
to very different radar backscattering (this is the case for
Aries in 1992 where Winter Wheat and Rapeseed are
associated in a same class).
Some land covers can also have similar characteristics
from texture point of view, such as forests and heaths or
wastes. Results can reach more than 90 % of well
identified parcels for specitic classes such as forests (100

% on the site of Essen in 1992) or cereals (92,7 % on the
site ofBourges in 1992).

5. CONCLUSIONS
This study, based on factorial discriminant analysis using
texture and tone parameters on the SAR ERS images,
shows that crop discrimination is quite feasible with
these images and that radar data contain the needed
information. ERS PRI images may therefore be
considered in operational systems for crop monitoring.
Use of multi temporal data (three dates) allows to obtain
reliable separation in most cases.
However these data must be carefully chosen and the
acquisition period must fit the growing season for the
main crops of a given site.
The definition of a segmentation technique relevant for
SAR imagery, which is currently under study, will allow
to make our approach complete before the
implementation of our methodology.
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ABSTRACT
The experiments carried out as part of pilot project
PP2-F6 of the European Space Agency, concerned
lithological and structural discrimination in an arid
environment. Data were obtained from test sites
selected in the Eaten area, near Atar (northern
Mauritania). This is a flat and arid area, where only
surface roughness can be considered as a variable
criterion, slope angle and soil humidity being zero.
The ERS I data were geo-coded according to
procedures developed at BRGM.
From a thematic viewpoint, the main results concern
roughness, lithology, and structure.
From a methodological viewpoint, we can make two
main remarks: The influence of the geocoding on the
readability of the data, is negligible for the flat areas
that were studied and, the risk was confirmed of using
non-geocoded data for structural studies

I. INTRODUCTION
Geological mapping of arid regions where exposures
commonly are good, is possible with data obtained in
the visible realm of the electromagnetic spectrum
because favourable climatic conditions allow
systematic
data
acquisition
and
detailed
morphological studies [e.g. Maxwell and Haynes,
1989]. Supervised terrain classification as well as all
of the common techniques for improving dynamic
range, can be used to produce a map that is both
similar and complementary to direct field observations
(Alwash & Zilger, 1994).
However, outcrops in arid regions are commonly
covered by a sandy veneer, or even a cover of thick
superficial, often mobile, formations. Furthermore,
the arid climate is propitious to modification of the
original rock surface by desert varnish, by spalling of
the rock and through the alteration of certain minerals.
Such physico-chemical weathering changes the nature

of the surface, and thus the surface roughness and
dielectric constant of the geological formations.
Work carried out during the Shuttle Imaging Radar
projects SIR-A (1981) and SIR-B (1984) on sites in
Egypt and Sudan led to the development of radar
studies in desert regions. The L band (24 cm) was
used to reveal a palaeo-drainage network in the
Egyptian Western Desert that is invisible both on
Landsat images and in the field (Breed et al., 1983;
Elachi et al., 1984; Davis et al., 1993), but which is
shown as dark areas beneath the surficial formations.
In most of these studies, radar data were combined
with optical data (Schaber and Breed, 1993;
McCauley and Breed, 1993).

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY IN
MAURITANIA
As part of the pilot project of the European Space
Agency dealing with geological mapping of arid
regions using radar imagery (PP2-F6), the work
carried out in Mauritania primarily dealt with the
effects of partial or total masking of bedrock by
surficial formations. The specific analysis of ERS 1
radar images thus aims at:
identifying the geomorphological and geological
phenomena for which radar provides information
that is complementary to that of optical techniques
(here, SPOT XS);
testing the ability of radar signals to detect
structures or rock types under windblown sand
(erg zone);
identifying the characteristic surface nature of the
main morphological structures in desert regions
(reg, erg, glacis, hammada, etc.);
comparing the purely structural information in the
radar image with data gathered using optical
techniques, all of which is then compared to field
data;
analysing the effects of geocoding on the legibility
of the images.
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3. SUBJECT AND METHODS
3.1. Test site
The Atar region is located in the centre-north of
Mauritania, near the border with the former Spanish
Sahara (Rio de Oro), in the Saharan climate zone. Its
approximate co-ordinates are N. 20°30', W. 13°00',
and it is located in the Adrar massif, a region of arid
plateaux progressively invaded towards the east by
sand from the Ouarane Erg near Guelb er Richat. The
Adrar is located in the heart of the West African

craton, an extensive peneplain with an average
altitude of 400 m.
To the west, the Amsaga peneplain has an average
altitude of just over 100 m. Its flat topography is
marked by several inselbergs (gue/bs). The transition
zone with Adrar's main cliff is called the baten. This
area with an average elevation of more than 200 m to
the north is gradually buried by the Arouaba Erg. The
plateaux or dhar (hammada) that make up the Adrar
sensu stricto dominate this western unit by a straight
NE-SW escarpment that is 300 to 500 m high.
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Fig. 1. Typical cross-section of the Atar area (see also text for explanations)

3.2. Geology
The geological setting of the site is simple, being
made up of a monoclinal pile of sedimentary rock
overlying a migmatite basement (high-grade
metamorphism). This basement (Fig. 1, no. I) is
formed by the eastern limit of the Amsaga, which in
the region of Guelb el Grara, 32 km SW of Atar,
consists of Ieptynite containing several quartzose
levels with copper showings. It forms part of the
Reguibat ridge of Early Proterozoic age that strikes
NE all the way to the TindoufBasin (Algeria).
The first sedimentary unit, which unconformably
overlies the metamorphic basement and is 370 m
thick, consists of a succession of Late Proterozoic
rocks comprising sandstone, dolomite and argillite.
At the base, the succession (Fig. I, no.2) is dominated
by sandstone (Agueni and Foum Chor formations) that
forms two cuestas separated by a soft clayey slope
(Azougui formation) (Fig. 1, no.3). At the top of the
succession, the rocks are mainly dolomite and contain
stromatolites (Fig. 1, no. 4). Above a channelling
disconformity, a Cambrian-Ordovician succession is
characterized at the base by tillite (deposits of glacial
origin) that that have a "soft" topographic expression
(Fig. 1, no. 5). The overlying jasper and especially
quartzite form prominent ledges (Fig. 1, no. 6).
Regionally, Silurian graptolite-bearing schist and
Devonian calcareous sandstone are found as well, but
such rocks are not exposed in the study area.
The rocks in this area have undergone only slight
deformation, the overall dip being at the most a few
degrees to the east or southeast. The, partially mobile,

dunes are rarely more than 50 m high and cover a
large part of the study site. We can distinguish the
Ogolian and the ancient ergs, the latter containing
more fluviatile deposits and being located below
deposits of the Inchirian transgression that took place
during the last Interglacial period around 100,000
years B.P.
3.3. ERS 1 data
ERS 1 data were used in the PRI form for
interpretating. Single-look complex data were also
used for the methodological study of geocoding of
radar images (Deroin and Simonin, 1995 ; Legendre,
1994).
3.4. Optical data
The cartographic reference data is the mosaic of SPOT
scenes from 22/01/91 and 12/02/91. The wavelength
field lies in the visible (green and red) and nearinfrared spectra: A-1=0.50-0.59 µm, A-2= 0.610.69 µm, A-3=0.79-0.90 µm. This mosaic was used in
a previous study (Deroin and Motti, 1994), and can be
used as a reference for photo-geological interpretation.
A DEM was made by the ISTAR company through
crosscorrelation of SPOT images. The quality of this
model makes it an essential auxiliary tool for
geocoding.

...,.,.:.
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4. EVALUATION OF LITHOLOGICAL
AND STRUCTURAL INFORMATION
PROVIDED BYERS RADAR DATA
The litho-structural content of the radar data was
systematically compared to the reference established
with SPOT XS imagery (Fig. 2, more details in Deroin
et al., in prep., and in Deroin and Simonin, 1995):
Substratum rocks, such as sandstone, claystone
and carbonate, or metamorphic rocks in the case of
the relative basement, as well as the lightly
covered glacis and the pediments (erosion glacis in
softer rock) that develop at the foot of the
escarpment, are covered by regs and are associated
with the monoclinal back slopes.
Superficial unconsolidated formations: sandy-silty
cover in low areas, or alluvial sheets along the
main drainage axes, and aeolian material that
accumulated as dunes downwind of the
escarpments, or as veneer of variable thickness
covering the substratum.
It must be remembered that this study is primarily
based on the surficial nature of the rocks, and that,
except for the monoclinal backslope, bare rock is not
actually exposed.
4.1. Case of rock formations
Based on the lithology of regional formations, we can
distinguish two main levels of observation whose
significance is only revealed through multispectral
data:
Lithological units: Certain boundaries, clearly
visible in the morphology and almost
perpendicular to the incident beam, can also be
seen on the ERS data.
Traces of marker beds too small (several metres to
up to 20-30 m) to be visible on radar data (nominal
pixel size 12.5 m, but with a spatial resolution of
around 25-30 m, depending on the backscattering
of objects).
4.2. Case of superficial formations
The surficial aeolian-sand accumulations or sandysilty deposits in dry river beds, which cover bedrock,
are distinguishable on the SPOT image by their
generally light to very light colour, often saturated in
the case of mobile dunes. Rocky surfaces (reg,
pediment sheets) are mainly blue, commonly covered
by a light component due to sandy veils.
On the ERS image, in the case of flat superficial
formation surfaces (dry river beds, for example), there
is little backscattering because of the smoothness of
the surface (specular effect). Only microrelief can
cause strong backscattering, and only if it is turned
towards the receiver. Where the sandy veneer is
irregular and thin it does not show on radar data. In
some cases (see below), the radar signature of surficial

aeolian formations is "transparent", whereby the
structure and texture of the bedrock below the sand
veneer are visible, the thinness of this veneer
apparently being the main cause of the transparency.
4.3. Structural information
In general, fewer fractures are detected by ERS than
by SPOT. This is all the more true where fractures are
small and poorly expressed in the field. The extreme
case is that of joints, which are almost never seen on
the radar image. Qualitatively, it is evident that
fractures parallel to the incident beam are poorly
detected or absent from radar data.
Radar imagery is nevertheless of interest in the areas
with numerous sandy bands in the northeast. From
the optical image, it is not always easy to recognize
the purely structural features of lineaments, outlined
by the linear dune rows formed behind escarpments
by downwind sand accumulation.
4.4. Objects for which the optical image is preferable
Although the major fractures of the unit are clearly
visible on the two types of data, there are disparities;
their perception on the ERS data is systematically
better for directions perpendicular to the incident
beam (about NI 10°E). Some directions with an
azimuth between N090°E and Nl20°E disappear. The
most marked occultation is that of the Nl20°E fault,
which is invisible on the radar image due to the fact
that it is parallel to the incident beam, despite its being
clearly marked by the drainage as a canyon 120 m
deep.
Some geomorphological objects are also very difficult
to see on ERS 1 data. The drainage network that
comes from unit b and rapidly disappears in the east
under the dune cover is an example. On radar data,
only a smoother texture characterizes an area where
dunes are absent. The network of stable dunes is
differently recognized on the two types of images. On
optical data it is primarily the shadow to the west of
the dunes that enables the differentiation between
dunes and the sandy environment, but on radar data it
is mainly the side facing the signal (the east side of
dunes) that helps in identifying the summit-like
structure of dunes, standing out in relief against the
sandy deposits.
While the perception of dune
structures is mostly similar on the two types of data, it
is better on the optical data because of the higher
resolution, which detects the small dunes that do not
seem to be high enough to modulate the radar signal.
The quality of the exposures (and the simple tectonic
structure) enables detailed observation of lithological
formations such as object. Such data can also be used
to define, on the SPOT image, the dip of the beds
(here systematically oriented towards the east or the
southeast). This information is not given by radar.
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4.4. Themes for which the radar image is preferable
Using radar data, we can recognize rock structures
under sand cover because of "transparency". This
phenomenon is well known to photo-interpreters and
can be defined as the ability to visualize the limits
and/or texture of a geological object (fault, lithology,
vein, etc.) in an area where it is not directly
recognizable in the field. This is the case in optical
imagery for the tracing of fractures in areas of thick
surficial cover.
With radar imagery, transparency can be magnified
through greater penetration, because the active signal
can theoretically penetrate certain media, notably dry
and loose sand. We also know that penetration depth
depends on the wavelength of the signal and that it is
greatest for long wavelengths. The C band (5.6 cm) is
therefore theoretically not optimal for the study of this
phenomenon.
Transparency was observed in units H and I. In H, the
sand cover is very thin (0 to 5 cm). Elsewhere there
are vast dune fields (ergs) such as those trapped in the
longitudinal Azougui depression, the height and width
of which reach about 20 m, but which could not be
measured precisely. Their characteristic response on
the ERS 1 image is that of large sand accumulations,
well known from the SIR-A data.
4.5. Difficulties in interpretation due to geocoding
The geocoding of ERS images does not seem to cause
any major difficulties in interpretation. However,
some points for which the geometric rectification of
the radar data may increase the uncertainty or
decrease the analytical precision, may have to be
studied in detail.
In general, textures and structures are altered by
geocoding. It is as if we were superimposing a filter
on the original speckle in the image, smoothing out
certain contrasts and blurring some linear features.
The large flat areas caused by the "transparency"
phenomenon as well as the dykes in the southeast of
the image are a good illustration of this. This
alteration effect is nevertheless slight and generally
does not modify the analysis.
Isolated objects are most affected by geocoding. This
is the case with the outlier in the west of unit C. Its
characteristic form, clearly visible on the original
image, is blurred on the geocoded image. In this
specific case, it seems that we loose the geometric
relationship between the shaded area to the west and
the illuminated hillock facing east. This type of
difficulty could also be due to a slight imprecision in
the DEM.
The phenomenon of dip inversion seen on the nongeocoded image is locally observed in the Early

Paleozoic tillite. This is due to the fact that the higher
points seem to be drawn towards the sensor and that
the slopes on either side simulate the shape of a bed
dipping west because of the radar orbit. Such effects
have been also described from the Ethiopian Afar by
Chorowicz et al. (1995).
Geocoding thus seems to influence the precision of
the contour/location, but certainly less so than other
parameters such as the observation scale. Indeed,
passing from I: 100,000 to 1:200,000 scale causes
modifications of the same nature as those
characterized by the smoothing of areas of
homogeneous texture, i.e. an apparent decrease in
speckle when passing to a smaller scale.
For flat zones, any geometric distortion effects are
extremely weak.
5. CONCLUSION
From a thematic viewpoint, the main conclusions
concern:
Roughness. A relationship was developed for the
empirical quantification of backscattering in a
stony-desert environment, which is purely mineral,
arid and flat, and where the maximum elevation of
blocks seems to be the dominating influence on
cr0. Such landscapes, known as reg, glacis, etc.,
have sufficiently clear-cut characteristics to
minimize the risk of confusion, even though this
risk increases with decreasing surface roughness.
An example is the confusion between fine sandysilty deposits from streams and a superficial sand
cover, a relationship that is described by the
function cr0 = -15.2 + 4.56.lnhmax with the
remarkable correlation of94% (Fig. 3).
Lithology. Compared with optical frequencies,
hyperfrequencies are of reduced interest for the
direct recognition of rock types. However, an
understanding of surface conditions enables a
fairly fine lithological distinction into reg, glacis,
structural dip-slope, etc.
Structure. The test showed the aptitude of the
radar in the C channel for detecting structures by
means of the 'transparency' phenomenon. This
involves the tracing of boundaries between
lithological units below a thin sand cover.
Lacking systematic measurements of sand
thickness, it is difficult to define the limits to
perception. Moreover, the study also showed that
the detection of structural features not only
depends upon the ratio between incidence angle
and azimuth of the structure.
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From a methodological viewpoint, we can make two
main remarks:
I)
The influence of the geocoding on the
readability of the data, is negligible for the flat areas
that were studied. In areas with a stronger relief,
geocoding can lead to difficulties in geomorphological
recognition, such as in the case of inselbergs, and thus
decrease the discriminating power for textures and
structures.
2)
The risk was confirmed of using non-geocoded
data for structural studies, if no account is taken of the
effects of slope-inversion and directional anisotropy.
We do know, however, that the latter can be partially
obviated by the use of pseudo-stereoscopic image
couples.
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Abstract
In this paper a methodology for the evaluation of SAR
images processing techniques is proposed, which
allows to compare different algorithms and to tune their
parameters to different applications. The methodology
has been applied to three general purpose SAR images
processing algorithms used in a selected set of
applications: crop classification, oil slicks enhancement
and ship detection. In the paper the methodology is
outlined and the results obtained for the three
applications are reported.

Introduction
A great number of applications exploiting spaceborne
SAR imagery appeared in the last years, due to the
interesting characteristics of this type of data. Both
computer processing and human intervention are
requested in any application, as it is very difficult to
develop completely automatic techniques. Of course an
interest exists in delivering the largest possible part of
the application burden to the computer; to this end
every day new techniques are proposed, which use more
and more complex algorithms. However new
techniques must be validated, and their processing
parameters must be tuned on each application; thus a
need exists for robust and formalized testing and tuning
methodologies. Within this framework, the authors
have been concerned with the evaluation of a set of
general purpose SAR image processing algorithms, and
with the tuning of their parameters for use in a selected
set of applications including, but not limited to, crop
classification, oil spill monitoring and ship detection.

to assess the quality of the algorithm (which are formal
procedures involving the measurement of numerical
values and are relative to a particular success criterion).
The clear definition of the success criteria and of the
quality measurements allows different algorithms to be
compared on the basis of a particular success criterion
and to identify competing success criteria (i.e. tradeoffs); it also provides a framework for the tuning of the
algorithm parameters with respect to specific
applications: an application usually identifies a subset
of crucial success criteria; the related quality
measurements can be used as a guideline to set the
algorithm parameters, and the insight gained in the
evaluation phase can be fully exploited in the
application phase.

Algorithms and success criteria
The set of algorithms involved in the study is composed
of a Despeckle module (based on a non linear, structure
retaining filter (similar to that proposed in [1,2])), a
Feature Extraction module (based on wavelet (Gabor)
transform [3,4,5]) and a Classification module (based
on an unsupervised Kohonen neural net approach
[3,6]). The three algorithms are the core of a SAR
Image Processing library developed at Space
Engineering, which comprises several other processing
tools.
Al~orithm
Speckle
filtering

Methodology
For a particular algorithm, the evaluation methodology
is based on the identification of a set of success
criteria, i.e. a set of goals which the algorithm is
required to reach. For any success criterion a set of
quality measurements is then established, i.e. a set of
measurements which allow to quantitatively evaluate
how well the success criterion is met. The introduction
of success criteria and quality measurements clarifies
the separation between the goals of the algorithm
(which are normally stated informally, in natural
language and are relative to one or a few applications)
and the measurements which can be performed in order

Features
Extraction

Classification

Success Criterion
Radiometric accuracy
Noise suooression
Texture preservation
Edae preservation
Strong scatterers preservation
Linear features preservation
Uniform areas enhancement
Textured areas enhancement
Linear structures enhancement
Edzes detection
Classification accuracy

Table 1: the success criteria.
In the study, success criteria have been.established for
each algorithm, and quality measurements defined for
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each success criterion. The measurements have been
performed on a comprehensive set of ERS-1 SAR
images, varying values of the algorithm parameters, in
order to analyze the interaction between the parameters
and algorithm performance. In Table 1 we report the
list of the success criteria identified for the three
algorithms: the results of the whole study, including the
identified quality measurements,
the measurements
results and the analysis of the effect of processing
parameters on the results can be found in [9).

Figure 1: the Flevoland
10316, Frame 2547.

test site. ERS-1 PRI, Orbit

Applieations
In this section we present examples of the results
obtained using the three general purpose algorithms in
a selected set of applications: these examples are taken
from the application phase of the study, where the
insight gained on the behaviour of the algorithms in the
evaluation phase is exploited in order to tune the
algorithm to different applications. A very brief
description of the processing chains will be given,
together with examples of the obtainable results: a
deeper description of the application phase results and
methods can be found in [10].
Crop classification
The classification of an agricultural area should supply
a thematic map in false colours where each different
color corresponds to a different type of crop.
It is well known that multi-spectral data improve the
correct classification rate with respect to the case in
which monochromatic data are used, because different
crops exhibit different multi-spectral signatures.
In order to obtain good classification accuracy using
single frequency (C-Band, VY-polarization) ERS-1
SAR images it is necessary to use multi-temporal data,

i.e. a set of images taken at different dates: in this way
crops can be identified based on the different multitemporal signature that they exhibit.
The classification can be supervised or unsupervised. In
the first case an a-priori multi-temporal signature
(identifying a class) is required for each type of crop
and the classification process attributes each pixel to
the most likely class: these a-priori signatures should be
provided by the user. In the unsupervised case, the
classification algorithm itself estimates these
signatures; to perform this task, a representative subset
of the input data is first analyzed, in order to determine
the classes, and then the whole input data set is
classified as in the supervised classification: in this case
the user task will be that of assigning each class to a
particular crop. The classification algorithm used in
this work is unsupervised.
A problem encountered when using 3-looks ERS-1 PRI
images for classification is the speckle noise that they
exhibit, which implies a great variability (i.e. a very
low reliability) for the value of the single pixel; to
overcome this problem it is necessary, during the
classification of a particular pixel, to take into account
the pixel context, i.e. the values of the surrounding
pixels.
In the tested classification method, the classification is
performed on a pixel by pixel basis, using the
unsupervised neural net classifier module; a
preprocessing of the images is needed; it is based on the
Despeckle module plus a gaussian lowpass filter, and
allows to take into account the context of each single
pixel. The processing chain is thus composed of three
steps: the multi-temporal images are (1) speckle
filtered, (2) lowpass filtered and (3) fed to the neural
network classifier which produces the thematic map.
The speckle reduction step is a good example of bow
the evaluation phase can help the parameter tuning in
the application phase: for this particular application the
two relevant success criteria among those listed in
Table 1 are the "Radiometric Accuracy'' and "Noise
Suppression" success criteria. The "Radiometric
Accuracy'' success criteria indicates as one of the goal
of the Despeckle module that of perfectly preserving the
mean backscattering coefficient of an homogeneous
area (as a field is): it is clear that the goal is mandatory
for this application because the pixels will be later
classified based on their measured backscattering
coefficient. The ''Noise Suppression" success criteria
states that one of the goal of the Despeckle module is
that of removing as much as possible speckle: clearly
this goal is very important in order to enhance the
accuracy of the backscattering coefficient measurement
thus facilitating the successive steps. The quality
measurement results (see [9]) obtained indicate that the
Despeckle algorithm is quite successful with respect to
the ''Radiometric Accuracy" success criteria, almost
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irrespective of the parameters controlling the Despeckle
module, while the parameter values have a great impact
on the noise removal capabilities of the module: thus,
for this application, the parameter of the Despeckle
algorithm can be tuned using the measurement results
relative to the "Noise Suppression" success criteria as a
guideline.

image. Four crops were selected: winter wheat, potato,
sugar beet and grass. Jn Figure 3 the thematic map
produced by the neural classifier is plotted; comparing
it with the thematic map obtained (manually) from the
ground truth (plotted in Figure 2) it can be seen that a
good agreement exists between the two. Jn Table 2 the
confusion matrix is reported: the overall correct
classification rate is about 67%. It should be noted that
some errors may be present in the ground truth data:
this is strongly indicated in Figure 4, which displays
the despeckled SAR image of the test site in false colors
with superimposed field boundaries. The two crops
which are more difficult to separate are potato and
sugar beet: this results is in perfect agreement with the
results reported in [8], were it is shown that these two
crops display very similar multi-temporal signature.

Figure 2: thematic map obtained from the ground truth.

Figure 4: false colour image of the test site with ground
truth superimposed
crops

potato sugar

wheat grass

others

potato 63.2

26.4

2.2

I

5

sugar

26.8

59.8

5.6

2.4

3.2

wheat

7

8

67

5

10.6

grass

0.2

3.6

3.4

80

10.2

Table 2: confusion matrix for the Flevoland test site.
Figure 3: thematic map produced by the nemal net
classifier.
The test site is the Flevoland Polder, in the
Netherlands, for which a ground data collection exists
([7]). Four ERS-1 PRI of this test site were allowable
(frame 2547, orbits 8312, 9314, 10316 and 11819)
taken in February, April, July and October 1993
respectively: in Figure 1 we plot the July original

OU slicks detection
Oil slicks detection is usually performed by visual
inspection of a processed SAR image. The goal of the
processing is to facilitate the visual inspection of the
image; a typical processing can be a speckle filtering.
In the study, the Feature Extraction module has been
used to process the image in order to enhance the oil
slicks thus allowing easier and safer visual inspection.
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Two forms of preprocessing have been implemented:
oil slick edge detection and oil slick contrast
enhancement

Contrast enhancement is performed by means of a bank
of multi-scale filters with different bandwidth and by a
non linear combination of the resulting filtered images.
The contrast enhanced image is well suited for further
processing aiming at the perfect separation between the
slick and the background and at the automatic
identification of slicks.

Figure 5: oil slick. ERS-1 FDC, orbit 15488, frame
2835.
Oil slick edge detection is obtained using the Feature
Extraction module with parameter tuning based on the
"Edge Detection" success criterion. Edge detection is
performed by means of a bank of Gabor filters with
different orientation and by a non linear combination of
the resulting filtered images. The method is particularly
well suited for edge detection on SAR images as it is
capable to reject speckle noise to a great extent.

Figure 7: oil slick after contrast enhancement and
region growing.

)

Figure 8: ERS-1 FDC, orbit 15488, frame 2835: a ship
is clearly visible.

Figure 6: oil slick edge detection.
Oil slick contrast enhancement aims at increasing the
separation between the slick and the background.

In Figure 5 the image of an oil slick is plotted: the
figure is obtained from an ERS-1 FDC taken in 1993
(orbit 15488, frame 2835) over the Eolian Island. In
Figure 6 the edge detected image is plotted. In Figure 7
we plot the result of applying a standard region
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growing algorithm to the contrast enhanced image: the
contrast enhancement allows the algorithm to perfectly
separate the slick from the background.

Figure 9: the linear features enhanced image.

embedded in a noisy background. According to this
observation three images are obtained from the original
one using the Feature Extraction module: (1) a strong
scatterer detected image, (2) a linear features enhanced
image, used to capture the wake, and (3) a Gaussian
low-passed image, where speckle noise is substantially
weakened. These three images are then fed to the
neural classifier, which produces a classified image: if
the number of classes and the parameters of the
network are properly chosen one of the resulting class
shall contain only pixels belonging to ships. Depending
on the ship speed, to take into account the Doppler
effect, the linear features enhancement algorithm will
use oriented filters with a shift that is a function of the
angle between the ship direction and the satellite flight
direction.
As an example in Figure 8 an image where a ship is
present is plotted (the image is again obtained from the
ERS-1 FDC, orbit 15488, frame 2835, over the Eolian
Island); in Figure 9 the linear features enhanced image
is plotted; Figure I0 is the classified image: all and
only the pixels relative to the ship belong to the same
class (the one displayed in red).
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ABSTRACT

1994 FIELD EXPERIMENT

The Sugar Beet Prediction and Management Project
is a three year project to develop a system for
regional yield prediction of sugar beet, initially in
the UK. The system primarily uses Earth
Observation data from the SPOT and Landsat
satellite systems but the availability of these data is
limited by cloud cover. Radar remote sensing
systems such as ERS-1 SAR can penetrate cloud
and provide regular data covering persistently
cloudy periods. ERS-1 SAR has been found in our
work to be well correlated with leaf area index,
allowing estimates of crop cover and productivity
compatible with those made from SPOT. This
indicates that ERS-1 SAR data are a viable
subsitute for optical data in an operational yield
forecasting system.

On June 27-28 1994, a ground-truth experiment was
conducted to measure the relationship between
Radar Backscatter o" and Leaf Area Index (LAI) L
in nine fields of Sugar Beet. The values were fitted
to a modified version of a model by Leeuwen and
Clevers (1994):

OBJECTIVES

L=(Cos8/2B).ln(cr0.A.Cos8)/(C'( I+D' .m,)-A.Cos8)
Where e is the local viewing angle, m, is volumetric
soil moisture (%), o" is measured in power units
and D' was pre-determined from earlier studies as
0.0603. The fitted coefficients are A=0.3259, B=0.167, C'=0.0452.
The canopy cover fraction is estimated usmg
following formula:
f = I - exp (-K.L)

1. To estimate the relationship of radar backscatter,
measured by ERS-1 SAR, with Leaf Area Index
(LAI) and soil moisture.
2. To validate this calibration on an independent
data set
3. To apply crop canopy cover indices derived from
ERS-1 SAR in the yield prediction model
PROJECT OVERVIEW
Forecasts of potential sugar yield are provided
through the sugar beet growing season, based on
satellite observations of crop canopy cover at
various stages of development. These observations
are used in conjunction with corresponding regional
weather information, crop sowing dates and soil
types to provide successively refined yield forecasts
as harvest time approaches.

Where f is the fraction of incident solar
photosynthetic irradiance intercepted or absorbed by
leaves and L is the leaf area index. K is normally a
constant for a given crop type, (K=0.71 for sugar
beet).
FIELD CAMPAIGN 1995
The radar model was tested on independent data in
1995 by comparing LAI values predicted by the
model with leaf area and soil moisture values
collected for two fields on seven overpass dates.
DATA USED

ERS-1 SAR data from the following 7 dates were
used for the 1995 study.
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RESULTS
Date
03.6.95
22.6.95
29.6.95
08.7.95
18.7.95
27.7.95
03.8.95

Pass

Time

Descending
Descending
Ascending
Descending
Ascending
Descending
Ascending

Day
Day
Night
Day
Night
Day
Night

The 1995 results are consistent with those of 1994
except for data collected on June 3rd, when the
backscatter values were outside the normal range of
the model. When the 1994 model is used to predict
LAI and cover, there is generally good agreement.
One of the experimental fields (A) shows a strong
relationship. Excluding June 3rd, the RMS error in
crop canopy cover estimates is 12% including a
slight negative bias of the prediction of 8 %.

RADAR IMAGE PROCESSING
Backscatter values were extracted from the study
fields using ERDAS IMAGINE software and
calibrated. Leaf area was then estimated from the
calibrated
backscatter
coefficients
using the
measured soil moisture as a supplementary input to
the model.
YIELD MODEL
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The yield model, which provides a forecast of sugar
produced per hectare of sugar beet crop, is
represented by the equation:

Y=k* rharvest(Sfe.p)dt

FIELD B

Figure 1 : Comparison of crop cover (%) estimates
using measured leaf area index and ERS-1 SAR
data
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The way in which crop cover (f) varies with time
for sugar beet, is modelled using a parameterised
profile of crop cover which is initially defined in
terms of default parameters. The crop cover values
obtained from a sequence of satellite observations
taken through the growing season are utilised by
fitting the f-profile to these values. The profile is
then used as input to the sugar beet yield model,
along with weekly meteorological data (used up to
the current date), climate data (used to cover future
crop growth up until harvest) and regional sowing
dates. The growth model is further refined with a
water stress model.
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Figure 2 : Fitted model vs. leaf area index for
different soil moisture content(%)

CONCLUSIONS
The modified version of Leeuwen and Clevers'
model is physically realistic, provides a good fit and
has an extended sensitivity to LAI and soil moisture
content. It can also be inverted analytically. The
ERS-1 SAR data have been shown to be sensitive
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to leaf area during the early growing season of
Sugar Beet, which is a critical period for input to
the crop growth model. Thus, ERS SAR data are
expected to be a realistic viable alternative to
existing optical data in an operational sugar beet
yield forecasting system.
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Abstract
(Institut d'Amenagement et d'Urbanisme de
la Region d'Ile-de-France),
bureau d'etudes du
Conseil
Regional
d'Ile-de-France,
utilise la
teledetection spatiale dans les domaines de
l'environnement et de l'amenagement, en France et a
l'etranger depuis pres de 20 ans. Cette experience a
permis de degager quelques principes de portee
generate pennettant la reproductibilite des travaux et
la garantie de resultat.
L'IAURIF

L'IAURIF pour les aspects thematiques, MCS (Matra
Cap Systemes) pour le traitement d'images et
l'Universite Pierre et Marie Curie pour l'assimilation
des donnees radar, se sont associes pour developper
une application pilote sur l'amenagement regional a
partir de l'imagerie ERS. Le financement
de
l'experimentation
a ete fait sans aucun apport
exterieur.

des donnees de toute la surface terrestre, apportent
une reponse aux enormes besoins en information pour
des coats et delais raisonnables, permettant de
"connaitre
a temps" pour mieux maitriser
l'organisation de l'espace.
Le District Federal de Brasilia a ete retenu car en
plus du site de plateau presentant de nombreuses
vallees encaissees, ii existe un grand nombre
d'infonnations (images SPOT et Landsat, occupation
du sol, geologic, geornorphologie, relief, etc.) et une
tres bonne connaissance du terrain. II s'agit de la
realisation
d'une cartographie
simplif'iee de
l'ensemble du District Federal a partir des donnees
ERS et verification de la pertinence du resultat
obtenu d'apres les donnees du SICAD (Systerne
Cartographique du District Federal). Ce type de
document est fort apprecie pour l'elaboration de
schemas directeurs d'amenagements regionaux. Les
donnees ERS s'averent tres performantes dans la
restitution des informations geornorphologiques et
hydrologiques.

Introduction
Une cartographie generalisee ou thernatique de
l'occupation du sol est la base des applications en
urbanisme
(planification,
monitoring,
etudes
multicriteres
d'environnement,
croisements
de
donnees socioeconomiques, etc.). La principale difficulte est
d'obtenir une description de l'espace qui satisfasse Jes
urbanistes. La teledetection offre une vision de la
ville dans son environnement et contribue a la prise
de conscience ecologique planetaire,
Les applications de la teledetection en urbanisme et
en amenagement sont encore peu nombreuses par
rapport aux projets environnementaux, agricoles ou
geologiques, Apres des debuts prometteurs et un
regain d'interet avec l'avenement des satellites de
seconde generation dits "a haute resolution spatiale"
(SPOT et Landsat) ainsi que la mise en orbite du
satellite europeen (ERS) apportant des donnees
radar, on attend toujours une veritable percee et la fin
des problemes poses par les couvertures nuageuses de
certaines regions du Globe. La teledetection spatiale
n'est pas la panacee, mais ses qualites intrinseques
de vue synoptique, de repetitivite et d'accessibilite

Traitements

effectues

Image SPOT
image du 20/07/87 (KJ 710/382):
- modelisation physique a l'aide de points d'appui
saisis sur la carte de la DSG (armee bresilienne) a
l'echelle du 1/25000 de Brasilia ;
- rectification (interpolation bicubique) sur la scene
au pas de 20 metres (projection UTM fuseau 23) ;
- amelioration des contrastes ;
- transformation au format .Ian (Arc-info).

Image ERS 1
Image utilisee en mode PRI (precision product),
orbite 4649 du 05/06/92 - l 3h20 TU - segment 3933 ,
centre de la scene sud : -16,194°, nord : +48,022°.
ERS 1 fonctionne en bande C, a une frequence de 5,3
GHz, soit a une longueur d'onde de 5,66 cm. Une
image comporte environ 8200 lignes de 8000 pixels
et chaque pixel (12,5 metres) est code sur 2 octets,
une image couvre done 100 km x 100 km.
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Une reduction de dynamique permettant le passage
d'un codage 16 bits
un codage 8 bits a ete realisee,

a

selon la transformation suivante :
- valeur sur 8 bits = 16 bits/3, ce qui entraine une
saturation des radiometries initiales superieures a
765.
Ce passage de 16 bits de codage a 8 bits est une
procedure simple qui donne des resultats moyens sur
des zones urbaines. Dans ce cas, Jes batiments
risquent d'etre satures et une partie de !'information
perdue. Pour le cas de Brasilia, l'apport de !'image
ERS a ete un plus pour accentuer le contraste entre
l'urbain et la vegetation.
Le croisement des differentes informations
Une rnodelisation polynomiale (degre 1) a ete faite a
!'aide de points d'appui, saisis sur !'image SPOT
rectifiee ensuite comme cette image. II en resulte
une composition coloree avec !'image ERS dans le
canal bleu (XS-1), le canal vert (XS-2) et le canal
rouge (XS-3). Cette fusion d'images a apporte une
considerable amelioration des contours en milieu
urbain.
Ensuite, a ete superpose sur !'image ERS le reseau
hydrographique existant pour mesurer !'importance de
l'apport de l'imagerie radar dans le domaine de

l'hydrographie. Ces donnees se sont averees tres
performantes
pour cartographier
le reseau
hydrographique des regions a fortes couvertures
nuageuses.
Sur le croisement (ERS + SPOT) ant ete superposees
Jes donnees sur !'occupation du sol pour verifier la
possibilite de realiser des cartographies multidates et
calculer ainsi la consommation de l'espace nature!
et/ou agricole pour !'urbanisation (cf. illustrations ciapres).
Conclusion
Concue en tant qu'experimentation, l'imagerie radar
est un apport indeniable surtout pour I'hydrographie et
la geomorphologie. Cet outil peut pallier le manque
d'information pour les regions OU la couverture
nuageuse est importante. Outre les applications citees
ci-avant, les images ERS peuvent etre utilisees pour
elaborer des schemas regionaux d'organisation de
l'espace. Fusionnee aux donnees optiques (SPOT ou
Landsat), cette source d'information peut s'averer ires
performante
pour el aborer
des inventaircs
d'occupation du sol, informations cles pour la
realisation de schemas directeurs d'amcnagernent et
d'urbanisme. Ces premiers resultats nous permettent
d'esperer le developpernent futur d'autres applications
dans ce domaine.
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en rouge : agriculture

Pour !'image SPOT

en rose vif : foret galerie
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Distribution

SPOT Image

en jaune : vegetation herbacee
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Image ERS 1
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION - BACKGROUND - AIMS.

In the introduction - background - aims are
presented: the situation in the transition - reform period,
throungh which our country is now passing, the
structural changes, some difficulties; it describes also
some leading ideas and aims. After a brief presentation
of the characteristics of the chosen test zone, the present
available means are described:
a) graphic station - supercomputer TITAN
and EASI/PACE software;
b) remote sensing terrain laboratory, situated
in the Danuble Delta;
c) aero - satellite recordings.

In Romania, as well as in the other Central I
Eastern European countries crossing this period of
transition and reforms, we can see some characteristics
focused, in this case, on remote sensing specific:
- The remote sensing problem applied in
various branches of national economy is facing the
major hindrance: the lack of satellite recordings, or the
lack of money to provide them. We have to use at a
maximum level the few satellite recordings we have,
which we have got from international cooperations, so
we cannot conceive and run programs that need some
types of recordings, from adequate and precise dates:
- Practical, satellite recordings we receive in
programs and projects of international cooperation, are
"historic" by the time they come to us so they can't be
used for fast and medium time variable objects and
phenomena.
- Ground determinations necessary in remote
sensing process are not done at the satellite passing
dates, but by the calendar of specialised organisations,
and not beeing adapted to the specific needs of remote
sensing.
- The lack of specific and clear rules for
satellite recordings circulation between institutions and
organisations in our country makes the adequate use of
this recordings even more difficult.
- The lack of standardisation, and the
incompatibility between existing hard & soft systems of
remote sensing (some of them quite sophisticated and
performant) hinder the experience exchange and
technology transfer between users, and the ''team spirit"
efectively working in multi & interdisciplinary system so needed in this domain cannot be achieved.
- However, the remote sesing, beeing in some
cases the only way to solve some of the modem life
problems, at a national level (the whole country), but
mainly uncentralised, must be promoted even in our
hard economic - financial conditions.

Data processing and other actions carried
out: acquiring and homogenising-compatibilisation of
data, rectifying and registration of the recordings,
segmentation of the SAR - ERS images, filters for
attenuating the speckle type noise, other processings:
RGB and IHS color composites, including RGB - IHS RGB transforms, supervised and unsupervised
classifications, different types of contrast streching
methods, principal components, comparaisons between
the results, using also the comfusion matrix.
Obtained results:
a) monitoring of the "red blossoming"biological pollution and the oil slicks type pollution, in
the coastal zone;
b) monitoring of the morphological coastal
modifications;
c) monitoring of the sediment discharge and
depositing regime in the sea;
d) seasonal vegetation indices, together with
reducing the number of the needed satellite recordings
for some of the thematics.
In the final part of the paper some proposals
for further developments are made.
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So, our reentrance in Europe and in the World
takes real sacrifices from us; but we like to express our
wish and intentions not to lose touch with the advanced
and top technologies.
The issue of mapping and thematic
determinations for our country in this transition and
reforms, as well as the inherent difficulties we face must
be directly connected with structural changes in
principles, technique and methodology of this very
dynamic domain, including the imminent appearance
and disponibility of high power satellite recordings of
geometric and radiometric resolutions; this last aspect
makes us to reconsider the technological process of
remote sensing, in hybrid and analogical processing
methods, digital respectively, on other bases, reviewing
the possibility of adequate use of analogical
photogrammetry - classic systems, analytic and digital.

(b) the focusing of interest and efforts on the
terrestrial segment of the chain of remote sensing
processing and generally of the available systems we
have, as well as to reduce to a minimum point (strictly
necessary) of the number of satellite recordings for the
purposed thematic;
(c) hierarchaly use of the ways of data
processing methods and analysis, analogical, hybrid and
digital strictly necessary, with effective integration of
endo and exogene parameters sources after their relative
or absolute compatibilisation (reference system,
calibration- , registration-synergism, etc.);
(d) the technology transfer ways serie directly
to the users is closely and continuously watched, as step
by step this verified and tested technology can be
properly launched.
(e) usually, we achieve the ground sampling
with pancromatic and sometimes with color IR
aerophotograms due to the very dificult field condition .
2. TEST-SHE
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Figure 1.
LANDSAT coverage over the area : no.57(20-Sp,20Sm,7-A,10_W) Sp-Spring;Sm-Summer;A-Autumn;WWinter

The Danuble Delta is one of Europe's most
extensive wetlands in a natural state; it forms a unique
series of interrelated ecosystems, with its large reed
beds, maze of with their mosaic of ferests and semi-arid
grasslands; the Delta ecosystems cover about 564.000
ha; of this 442.000 ha lie within Romania.
The Danube Delta and the coastal zone of the
Black Sea represent areas of high scientific interest; the
Danube Delta represents the world's largest surface
compactly covered with rush (reed); this interest grew
because the Danube Delta was declared in 1990 a
natural reservation of the Biosphere.
The macro characteristics of the choicen test site are more significantly, because this test - site
includes the continental platforme of the Black Sea, the
Danube Delta, the last part of the Danube lower basin
and a hill - mountain zone with a great seismic interest
the Vrancea Zone in turning Carpatians.
The means and available possibilities and the
ones beeing in elaboration process are also mentioned.
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Basic and guiding ideas for treating and
solving complex problems by remote sensing refere to:
(a) establishing the specific strict necessary
needs of users at territorial, regional and local level, by
priorities, hierarchy, by importance and urgence
reasons;
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Figure 2.
Evidence of SAR - ERS - 1 PRI and LANDSAT TM
recordings over the area which are already have at our
disposal, with the positioning of the "in-situ "data
determinations.
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Figure 4.
The system configuration for recording and processing
of the radiometric values - digital one, using a
professional interface 0127 and PC note-book
486SX.(in the future connected with GPS and
videography).
(1) Graphical Station for processing AeroSatellite recordings (hardware: super computer TITAN
3000 with graphic terminals and peripherals; software:
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X Windows System - V.l 1R5, EASI/PACE (V. 5.3),
DORE (V. 5.2), AVS (V. 5.0));
(2) Equipment for acquisition and management
"in situ" data gathering: Exotech 100 AX Radiometer
(with filters for LANDSAT MSS & TM) linked with a

notebook 486 DX2(see fig 4); a terrain remote sensing
laboratory in the Danube Delta with geometric and
radiometric targeting (see fig 3):
(3) we have 3 available recordings ERS-1 PRI
taken on the 30.04; 09.07 and 13.08.1993 and also some
SPOT and LANDSAT MSS & TM, and also repetitive
aerial photos.
3. PRELIMINARY ACTIONS AND
PRE-PROCESSINGS:
3.1. Acquisitionig
and
homogenisingcompatibilising of endogene and exogene parameters;
- the 3 multitemporal recordings SAR-ERS-1 PRI;
- repetitive recordings LANDSAT MSS & TM
and SPOT;
- aerial repetitive panchromatic photos, IR and
color IR;
- topographic maps with contour lines at 0.25m,
pedological maps,
- piezometric profiles, hydrological data, metheo
data, quantitative and qualitative profiles, coastal
evolution determinations; a.s.o.
3.1.1. The three ERS recordings rectifying,
taking into account of the first one;
3.1.2. The registration of the LANDSAT MSS
& TM and SPOT recordings;
3.1.3. The synergism between MSS & TM and
SPOT recordings with SAR - ERS taken as reference
(principaly it's been taken the best resolution recording
as base);
3.1.4. Marine drilling profiles and their
afferent classical determinations positioning on the
aerial satellite recordings;
3.1.5. Radiometric seasonal profiles built on
characteristic and suggestive directions, basicaly on the
"Great Deltaic Profile"; and on different ecosystems
(see fig 5);
3.2. Preliminary processings of SAR - ERS
recordings, taken as relative reference level;
3.2.1. ERS recordings segmentation:
(a) on ecosystems bases;
(b) on hydrographic basins and microbasins bases;
(c) visual, with succesive adjustments using pdf
(Probability Density Function);
3.2.2. Speckle attenuations using:
(a) adaptive filters;
(b) geometric filters; these filtrations are operated
on the whole
recording or on wide hetherogene
areas,
respectively
on
image
segments,with
visualisations before and after the application of the
filters, with comparaisons of the obtained pdf;
3.2.3. Color - composed RGB and IHS system
processings, as well as transformations from RGB to
IHS, on the hole recordings (or wide areas), on image
segmentations respectively.

3.3. Preliminary processings of the satellite
recordings in optical domain:
(a) the transposition of the operated image
segmentations, from ERS to the optical ones;
(b) density slicings, equalizations and hystogram
matching - separate on TM 6 band on image segments;
(c) the edges enhancement and the thematic
constrast enhancement on spectral bands combinations.
4. IMAGE PROCESSING.
4.1 Processings using Radar recordings
combinations and from optical domain: supervised and
unsupervised classifications usig M.L.R. (maximum
likelyhood rule) and NN (nearest neighbour)
algorithms, results comparaisons with confusion matrix
use;
4.2 Because the principal components analysis
(PCA) is a statistical thechnique that transforms a
multivariate data set consisting of intercorrelated
spectral bands into an uncorrelated data set, with a
geometrical dimention less than geometrical dimention
of original multispectral image,we applied this
thechnique at LANDSAT MSS images,and we verify
the signal - to - noise ratio theory (Santiesteban &
Munoz - 1978).
S. OBTAINED RESULTS:
5.1. Improvement of the contoure lines in some
areas with microrelief zones, using radar recordings on
the dry - normal periods.
5.2 Monitoring - control of the "red
blossoming" - biological pollution in the coastal area of
the Black Sea between Niepre Lagoon and Bosphorus
(cca 650 km. see fig. 18).
5.3 Monitoring of the oil slices type pollution
on the sea especially in area of drilling platforms.
5.4 Monitoring of the morphological evolution
of the coastal regime, especially on the Sachalin Island
in the period 1972 - 1993.
5.5 The sediments discharge in the Black Sea,
on the Danube mouths and the coastal zone of the Black
Sea (see fig.17).
5.6 A significant result is the use of historichal
LANDSAT data and of the ERS recording type and also
the reduction, for some applications of the number of
the needed recordings, using radiometric determinations
on the characteristic profiles which are to be made
seasonaly.
5.7 Using the confusion matrix an accuracy of
classification of about 92% are obtained.
6.PROPOSALS, FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
6.1 Approaching and solving of some
fundamental problems, connected with:
- monitoring of our national hydro-energetic
system, respectively hidroameliorative, mainly using
RADAR recordings;
- monitoring & control of the great area which
are potential land-slides, using ERS recordings, and also
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monitoring of the potential disasters areas including
seismic zone VRANCEA;
- monitoring of the evolution of the Deltaic
subsidence at the great flood and at the normal cicles;
- to conceive and to built the DEM (Digital
elevation model) - DTM (Digital terrain model)
especially for microrelief areas, using ERS recordings
with exagerate altitudinal scale;
- conceiving the targeting system for ERS
recordings in the frame of our field remote sensing
laboratory situated in the Danube Delta.
- we intend to use the Signal-to-noise ratio
theory for multitemporal SAR - ERS images treated as a
single data set, in order to attenuate the noise of this
image;
- we intend to use the corelation matrix in
order to select the most semnificative three bands for a
color composite RGB image representation.
6.2 From organisatoring point of view:
- exchange in the partenership system of the
.,l1dl<u;k1i:.ti~ ''windows" of the all SAR - ERS
"modes'', from ascending and descending node.
Last, but not least, we would like to express
our wish and intention not to lose touch with the
advanced and top technologies, even in the rather
difficult conditions we are passing through.
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Figure 3. The field Remote-Sensing Laboratory
from Danube Delta and the system to
calibrate- validate geometric and radiometric data.

Figure 5. The track of the 'great deltaic profile' and sea positioning.
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Figure 6. Positioning of the radiometric profile along the scanning line of the ERS-1SAR recording passing (1) over the Remote-Sensing Laboratory of T.U. of Civil Engineering of Bucharest;
(2) over the Caraorman region of the Danube Delta; (3) over the 'great deltaic profile'.
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Figure 9.
Color composite for a part of zone
LANDSAT TM from 20.08.1989

Figure 10.
Synergism and RCiB-IHS-RGB transform on TM 2,5,7;
the intensity ch. was replaced with the SAR-ERS apr.93 image.
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Figure 11
Thematic map with 9 classes made by extension of classification on
great deltaic profile
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Figure 12
Map of temperatures from the zone based on LANDSAT TM6
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Figure 13.
Turbulence in Portita zone.

Figure 14.

Portita zone - edge detection on ERS - I SAR PRI images.
red 27.04.93; cyan 06.07.93; yellow coastal profile.
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Figure 15
Portita zone - Classification on the LANDSAT TM, with modal filter
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Figure 16

Portita zone - Periboina Classification on the LANDSAT MSS 4,5 with modal filter 5 x 5.
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Figure 17.
The sediment discharges and depositing regime in the sea.
Thematic mapping of the Danube Delta.
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Figure 18.

"Red blossoming" phenomenon - biological pollution, monitored with satellite recordings (LANDSATMSS)
in romanian coastal area - analogical processing.
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ERS-1 DATA ASSIMILATION
IN A SECOND GENERATION WAVE MODEL FOR THE NORTH SEA
F. Ovidio1, J.-R. Bidlor', D. Van den Eynde1, W. Luo2 and J. Monbaliu2
1

Management Unit of the Mathematical Model of the North Sea (MUMM)
100 Gulledelle, B-1200 Brussels, Belgium
2

Catholic University of Leuven (KUL)
de Croylaan 2, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the impact of ERS-1 altimeter data
assimilation in a second generation wave model for the
North Sea. The optimal interpolation scheme, the
techniques for splitting the analysed significant wave
height field and the reconstruction of the wind sea spectra
are described. The reference and assimilation run are
compared to independant buoy data. It is found that the
prediction are globally improved in the coarse grid, but
that the impact is not significant in the fine grid.
1.

MODEL

The MU-WAVE
model (Van den Eynde, 1992) is composed
of different modules. The core of the system is formed by
the second generation wave model HYPAS(Gunther and
Rosenthal,
1985) which combines the traditional
approach of independent calculation of swell energy for
each frequency and direction through a ray technique,
with a parametrical wind sea model, using the parameters
of the JONSWAPspectrum (Hasselmann et al., 1973) and
the mean wind sea direction as prognostic variables. Some
shallow water effects, such as shoaling, are included. The
model is implemented on two nested grids. The coarse
grid (Figure 1) has a 50 km x 50 km resolution
(stereographic projection) and covers the entire North Sea
to intercept swell generated far away that may travel to
the Belgian coast. In MU-WAVE,
the open boundaries are
treated as walls where limited fetch laws are applied. In
front of the Belgian coast, a higher resolution is needed to
account for the complex bathymetry of the Flemish
Banks. A 10 km x 10 km fine grid is used (Figure 2),
coupled to the coarse grid through the open boundaries.
MU-WAVEuses the wind fields of the United Kingdom
Meteorological Office (UKMO) as forcing. Analysed fields
or forecasts are used depending on their availability. They
are interpolated to the stereographical coarse grid.
2.

Figure 1. Coarse grid domain and active grid points.
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SATELLITE AND BUOY DATA

We obtained ERS-1fast delivery altimeter data from ESAas
part of Pilot Project PP2-B9, from October 1992 to March
1993. Along the altimeter track, groups of eight
consecutive observations are constructed, out of which a
mean is computed. This procedure smoothes the raw data
and leads to data points spacing from about 52 km, which
is close to the resolution of the coarse grid. Then each
data point is relocated to the nearest model grid point.
The Rijkslnsituut voor Kust en Zee (The Netherlands) and
the Afdeling Waterwegen Kust (Belgium) provided buoy
data. Buoy locations are displayed in Table 1.

•'•

•

Figure 2. Fine grid model domain and active grid points.
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Table I. Wave stations
Station
PlatformAuk
Platformk13
Meetpost Noordwijk
Westhinder
Akkaert
A2-Buoy
Bo!van Heist

Code
AUK
K13
MPN
WEH
AKK
A2B
BHE

o" =1.5ms-1

Latitude
Longitude
56°23'59"N 2°03'56"E
53°12'03"N 4°35'18"E
52°16'26"N 4°17'46"E
2°26'30"E
Sl SS'OS"N
51°24'49"N 2°46'18"E
51°21'58"N 3°07'47"E
51°22'46"N 3°12'32"E

(2)

It is a simple matter to group the satellite data in time
windows centred at t=O, 6, 12, ... hour. This procedure
results in uneven groups of up to 40 data points as
illustrated in figure 3 which shows that the assimilation
procedure will only use a small number of data points (if
any) at each assimilation step.

0

AUK, K13 and MPN are located only in the coarse grid
domain, while WEH,AKK,A2Band BHElie in the fine grid
as well. Data at these last four buoys were only available
for the months of October-November 1992 and February
1993. Statistics will only be presented for these three
months in order to make a comparison between the
impact of data assimilation on the coarse and fine grid
results. AUKis located in deeper water (90m). The depth
at the fine grid buoys ranges from 17m (WEH)to only
7.5m (BHE).We used a 3-hour smoothing on all buoy data
before comparing them to the model results.

40
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-~ 30
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e, 25
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3.

DATA ASSIMILATION METHOD
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elapsed days (data every 6 hours)

We opted for an optimal interpolation scheme, described
in Mastenbroek et al. (1994), in which all observations
available in a 6-hour time window are used to construct
the most likely estimate of the field at the middle time of
the window. By comparing those data with buoy
measurements, it is possible to estimate the error that can
be associated with these data. This estimate is indeed an
important parameter of the data assimilation scheme.
Table 2 summarises some of the available wave data
comparisons including our own, despite the limited
number of correlations.
Table 2. Statisticsfor the ERS-1 fast delivery product wave data
inferred from comparisonswith buoy measurementsas compiled
by three authors. Negative bias means the satellite deduced
parameter overestimates the buoy observations. The linear
regression is defined by Hs,.,=aHsuuoy+b and could be used to
correct the systematic overprediction of the satellite SWH
measurements,as done in Mastenbroek et al. (1994).
Buoys location

Queffeulou
et al. (1995)
N. Ad.& Pac.
Ocean, NOAA

Mastenbroek
et al. (1994)
North Sea

This study
North Sea

Nb. of correlated
data points
standard deviation
a"(m)
total bias (m)

279

85

42

0.39
0.04

0.41
0.02

0.31
-0.13

linear regr. a

0.75

0.80

0.82

b

0.54

0.39

0.46

As discussed in Mastenbroek et al. (1994), there are
different sources of error that cause the observed buoyaltimeter discrepancy. An estimate of the maximum error
of the averaged altimeter observation can nevertheless be
obtained by assuming that all other error sources give a
smaller contribution to the scatter than the systematic
errors in the altimeter wave height :
o" = max( 0.4m ; 0.08H 5)

(1)

Following Queffeulou's discussion and our limited
analysis, we choose for the altimeter wind speed error

Figure 3. Number of data points per assimilation window in
October 1992.
3.1. Analysed fields
One of the first steps in the assimilation procedure
requires the computation of the analysed SWHand wind
fields. These fields are obtained by combining the
observations with the model first guess values at the
model grid points by means of an optimal interpolation
scheme which in matrix notation can. be written as

where 'I"', q,! and d'' denote respectively the vectors of the
analysed, model first guess and observed values. 'I"' and qtf
correspond to the values at each active sea grid points
(Nmod=649 points) and d" collects the N°b satellite data
points for the corresponding time window (t=O, 6, 12,
18, ... ). Those observations do not usually correspond
exactly to the model grid value; hence, C is a Nmodx N°h
matrix introduced to relate the model grid values to the
observation points. The matrix M (Nmod X Nmod) is the
error covariance matrix of the model first guesses, and 0
(N°b x N°h) is the error covariance matrix of the
observations. For the sake of simplicity, the simplest
possible form is chosen for C, namely projecting each
observation onto the nearest active grid point.
The main problem of the optimal interpolation scheme
lies in the selection of the standard deviations of the
observations and the model as well as the error covariance
matrices. We followed a relatively simple method similar
to the approach of Mastenbroek et al. (1994) in which no
account is made of the wind field on the SWHcorrelations
or vice-versa. The actual values of the parameters in the
equations below were obtained from the analysis of
MU-WAVE
model results and ERS-1 altimeter data. As an
approximation, we can neglect the errors between
different observations. Thus the matrix 0 is diagonal and
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the following

expression

is used:
(4)

We have already discussed the expression of the standard
deviation
of observation k as given by (1) and (2) for
the SWH and the wind observations.

a:

time during which a certain wind has blown over a region
to produce a given wind sea energy state) or alternatively
on the conservation of the wind sea stage of development
parameter y. Both approaches yield an estimate for the
analysed wind sea energy En from the first guess wind sea

r

ws

energy E and a given power of the ratio of analysed to
first gues;5wind speed, respectively u/' and wf :

For the model error covariance matrix M we took (see
Mastenbroek et al. 1994)

l

r(

r l+~ d
M·· = «i«,
t/

) exp-~
( d. ) d;; ~dmax

corr

corr

0

(5)

(8)
with p=2.57 in the first scheme and p=A in the second
one.

~~~u

where afI is the model standard deviation at model grid
point i, d;; is the distance between grid points i and j
(except in the SWH case where d;;=dmnx if d;; intersects
land), dcorr=l.8 and dmnx=lO grid units is a cut-off length.
For the standard deviation af1weof the first guess model
wave height HfI at grid point i
could use an expression
that was obtained from a validation of the model at
several buoys in the southern North Sea; however it was
also found in the 6-month validation using the present
satellite and buoy data (Ovidio et al., 1994) that the
model error was significantly larger (up to a factor 2) in
the northern part of the domain where limited fetch
growth laws are used at the open sea boundary condition.
To account for this, we introduced a multiplicative factor
that varies from 1 in the South to 2 in the North with a
rapid transition at the latitude of northern Scotland:

"rr " [ 1.5-0.Stanh (i-425)]
~
max( 0.25 ; 0.15 + 0.15H

·

n

(6)

since i= 1 corresponds to the upper left corner grid point.
A similar analysis of the wind field gave

o!

I

= 1.7 m s-1

(7)

3.2. Splitting of the analysed wave field
MU-WAVE is a second generation wave model in which
wind sea and swell components of the energy spectrum
are represented rather differently. Unfortunately, the
satellite altimeter data only measures the total energy, as
the sum of the contribution of wind sea generated under
the direct local influence of the wind, and the different
swell components that have propagated from the areas
where they were originally created as wind sea. If separate
corrections are to be made to each of these wave energy
spectrum components, then the proportion of the total
analysed energy which is due to each must be estimated.
This requires extra information in addition to the
analysed SWH as well as a few assumptions that may prove
to limit the assimilation efficiency.

We followed the same approach as Thomas (1988) in
which the analysed wind is also used to determine the
wind sea proportion of analysed energy. The method is
based either on the conservation of the wind sea age (the

Er.W> is a direct model output as MU-WAYE hybrid nature
always results in the numerical splitting of the energy
spectrum in wind sea and swell contribution. wn is found
by the optimal interpolation on the wind speed. At this
point, we assume that the altimeter wind speed is reliable
(in agreement with our validation) and that errors in the
model wind have resulted in errors in the wind sea which
can then be corrected using (8). There is however a limit
on Enws , as it cannot physically exceed the value of the
total analysed energy. In cases where the analysed wind
sea energy is less than the total measured energy, the
remaining portion of the energy is assumed to be swell.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to predefine a swell
distribution (as is the case for wind sea) since each swell
component is essentially non interacting and not related
to the local wind. However, the total swell energy can be
corrected by multiplying the model swell components
along the characteristics by the ratio of estimated to first
guess swell energy. This correction is rather arbitrary as it
updates all components without any account of the
possible propagation direction of the swell energy and
will only update components if they were already present
(i.e. non zero). This constitutes a major limitation.
3.3. Reconstruction of the wind sea spectrum
In MU-WAVE, prognostic parameters are used to define the
wind sea spectral shape, modelled as the product of a
directional distribution centred around a mean direction
by a one-dimensional energy spectrum. This latter
spectrum is determined at each time step by three
prognostic parameters, respectively defined as the peak
frequency fmv Phillips' parameter a and the peak
enhancement factor y (Hermans, 1989). The reconstruction of the wind sea spectrum will therefore require the
prescription of these three parameters, as no information
is available in this study on the actual directional
distribution of the wave spectrum; the first guess model
directional distribution will be retained. These three
parameters were empirically found to mainly be function
of the wind speed, the wind sea energy and the water
depth (Bouws et al., 1987). These relations were first
tried to reconstruct known MU-WAVE spectra, but
discrepancies persisted without any apparent reason. It
may well be that the model wind sea spectra do not
entirely satisfy these empirical formulas. Consequently,
we designed an alternative approach by deriving similar
relations for fm directly from the analysis of the model
results. y was approximated by a piecewise linear
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distribution that best fits the model correlations and a was
tuned to satisfy the total energy constraint. Namely,
MU-WAVE
uses the following approximation to determine
the wind sea energy Ews

(9)
where E1111l is a tabulated integral, only function of (111 and
the water depth D, through wm = 2nfm ~ D/ g :

in which g is the acceleration due to gravity and with X
solution of

determination of the wind sea proportion to the total
energy, we used the previous relations by substituting Ews
and w with the analysed wind sea energy E11ws and the
corresponding analysed wind speed w11•
3.4. Updat€ of th: .....• :~peed
The effects of the assimilation will only last if the wind
speed at later time steps is modified to account for the
changes following the assimilation. Indeed, an abrupt
return to the first guess wind speed in the following time
steps will quickly relax the wind sea back to a state that
that would prevail if no assimilation had occured. For that
reason, the difference between the analysed and the first
guess wind speed at each grid point is used at later time
steps to correct the corresponding wind speed value by
linearly decreasing the latter difference to zero at the next
assimilation time.

(11)
Note that

4.· RESULTS
4.1. Times series

g2
as D

ETAB - ---

-

oo

5(2n )4
c(y) is introduced to account for the non fully developped

sea state (y> 1) :
y~3
y<3

(12)

The empirical relations can be found if we define the nondimensional wind sea energy E and peak frequency v,,,
using the wind speed w and g :
; v m -- fmw
g

(13)

For the purpose of this study, we considered shallow
(D<40m)
and deep water (D~40m)
correlations
determined from the analysis of a one-month run
(October 1992) :
v

D<40m
D~40m

-{0.0213E.-0.3322
0.0209t:-0.3376

m-

(14)

hence t; from (13).
y is then approximated using

y = J~l.1l lv111 -5.644

h.3

v,,,:50.13
0.13<v111 <0.175
v111

~

(15)

0.175

if D<40m or
:5 0.13
O.l3<vm <0.18
v111 ~ 0.18

VIll

Y

=

1:6vm -4.98
3.3

(16)

if D~40m. Finally, a is determined from (9). In the actual
reconstruction of the wind sea spectrum that follows the

In the following, the bias refers to the difference between
the means of buoy data and model results. A positive bias
then means an underestimation by the model. The scatter
index (s.1.) is defined as in Zambresky (1989) and
Romeiser (1993).
Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 present respectively the computed
significant wave height (SWH) and mean wave period
(MWP)bias and 5.1. for the reference and assimilation runs
for the months of October 92, November 92 and
February 93, i.e. months for which fine grid buoy data
were available.
The results for the assimilation runs are still preliminary,
and some necessary fine tuning will be made in the near
future. We can nevertheless already highlight certain
features. First, the effects of the assimilation procedure
are clearly visble in the time series of both significant
wave height and mean wave period at station AUK(figures
4 and 5). At K13 (figures 6 and 7), effects are already less
pronounced.
At this point, following Mastenbroek et al. (1994), we can
speculate that if the recalibrated altimeter observations,
which result from applying the linear fit of the altimeter
to buoy observations (Table 2) are used instead, the
scatter will be reduced. However, it was also shown to
only be valid at the time and place of the assimilation, and
that the improvement apparently disappears quickly. In
the limited time span of each improved update, the time
series (figures 4-7) already support this notion. It appears
therefore that enough altimeter data have been assimilated
into the model to reduce its bias. Nevertheless, it may
well be that this extra wave energy was incoherently
supplied to the model as attested by the small reduction of
the different scatter indicators. This shortfall suggests that
the necessary spectrum reconstruction
scheme rs
inapropriate. If the first guess frequency and angular
spectrum differ too much from the actual one, the
relatively simple spectrum reconstruction scheme may not
produce analysed spectra that lead to a better wave field
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at later time. As shown below, from the comparison
of
observed energy spectra with first guess and analysed
counterparts,
the spectrum reconstruction
scheme can fail
even in cases where a net positive improvement
of the
model SWH is obtained.

4.2. Comparison of observed and modelled spectra
The location of station AUKis such that it will still be
subject to intense low frequency wave systems
propagating from different origins. These wave systems
have distinctive spectral characteristics; to see how the
assimilation procedure handles the reconstruction and
update of these wave systems, we can compare the
modelled and observed spectra.
Figure 8 illustrates how the spectrum reconstruction
benefits from the satellite data assimilation at that time.
This is an ideal case in which the wind sea spectrum is
updated following the correction of the local SWH and
wind speed. This spectrum update is maintained at later
time steps (not shown) eventhough the effects of the
assimilation are slowly vanishing (on a time span of the
order of twelve hours) until an unpredicted wave system
appears in the region. For example, the agreement is
already less satisfactory in figure 9: the analysed spectrum
keeps the first guess structure and totally misses the
existence of a second higher frequency peak, more likely
linked to a recent shift in the wind direction.
Satisfactory spectrum reconstruction is not limited to
single peak spectra as illustrated in 10, but sometimes (as
shown in figure 11) it fails to adequatly shift the spectrum
peak to lower frequencies. In both previous examples, the
assimilation has lead to a satisfactory correction of the
SWH (figure 4); however, from the analysis of the
evolution of the wave field, it appears that the lack of
spectral model wave components at lower frequency in
figure 11 can be linked to the inablity of the model to
advect enough swell energy from an area to the north
where the windsea was converted to swell following a
change in wind. Therefore, the assimilation is unable to
reconstruct the swell field as it was not present in the first
guess solution.
Ultimately, to improve the quality of the analysed wave
field, spectral observations should be taken into account
in the assimilation procedure. In the future, these
observations could be obtained from buoys or satellite SAR
measurements. To assimilate such spectra, more elaborate
assimilation schemes are needed.
Table 3. Significantwave height bias (m)
October 92
November 92
Ref. Assim. Ref. Assim.
AUK
0.36 0.24 0.24 0.18
K13
0.16 0.10 0.17 0.13
MPN
0.17 0.11 0.18 0.14
WEH -0.11 -0.11 -0.09 -0.11
AKK
0.15 0.14 NIA
NIA
A2B
0.05 0.09 -0.16 -0.17
BHE
0.09 -0.13 -0.19 -0.21

February93
Ref. Assim.
0.18 0.10
-0.07 -0.11
-0.02 -0.03
-0.19 -0.19
-0.13 -0.10
-0.18 -0.19
-0.21 -0.22

Table 4. Significantwave height scatter index
October 92
November 92
Ref. Assim. Ref. Assim.
AUK
0.34 0.30 0.21 0.20
Kl3
0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20
MPN
0.30 0.29 0.32 0.32
WEH
0.17 0.23 0.32 0.32
AKK
0.10 0.15 NIA
NIA
A2B
0.20 0.23 0.39 0.39
BHE
0.14 0.23 0.38 0.39

February 93
Ref. Assim.
0.29 0.24
0.23 0.24
0.33 0.34
0.29 0.29
0.40 0.36
0.30 0.31
0.32 0.32

Table 5. Mean wave Eeriodbias (s)
October 92
November 92
Ref. Assim. Ref. Assim.
AUK
0.69 0.43 0.17 0.07
K13
0.30 0.21 0.07 -0.02
0.46 0.36 0.51 0.46
MPN
WEH -0.19 -0.21 0.07 0.00
AKK
-0.15 -0.19 NIA
NIA
A2B
-0.54 -0.73 -0.81 -0.87
-0.10 -0.28 -0.22 -0.29
BHE

February93
Ref. Assim.
0.39 0.30
0.35 0.26
0.37 0.34
-0.14 -0.19
-0.25 -0.17
-0.62 -0.69
-0.21 -0.28

Table 6. Mean wave Eeriodscatter index
October 92
November 92
Ref. Assim. Ref. Assim.
AUK
0.20 0.16 0.13 0.10
K13
0.15 0.14 0.12 0.11
MPN
0.17 0.15 0.18 0.17
WEH
0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15
AKK
0.10 0.10 NIA
NIA
A2B
0.20 0.23 0.29 0.30
BHE
0.14 0.16 0.19 0.20

February93
Ref. Assim.
0.20 0.20
0.18 0.17
0.17 0.17
0.16 0.14
0.19 0.18
0.22 0.22
0.15 0.15

5.

CONCLUSIONS

ERS-1 altimeter data has been assimilated in the second
generation wave model MU-WAVE
using a simple optimal
interpolation scheme, and the resulting wave fields were
compared to buoy measurement. The bias in the analysed
field was significantly reduced. This was not the case for
the scatter index of the SWHand the mean wave period.
These results are in agreement with those of Mastenbroek
et al. (1994) obtained with a third generation wave model
for the North Sea. A better selection of the different
parameters used in the assimilation may slightly improve
these preliminary results. However, as already stated
supra, it may be necessary to include directional
information in the assimilation scheme.
6.
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ABSTRACT
Topographic map updating in the humid Tropics has its
major constraint in the heavy cloud cover which
prevents visible and infrared (VIR) sensors from
acquiring information on the Earth's surface. With the
launch of the first operational European radar satellite
ERS-1 in July 1991 'cloud free' remote sensing images
became available on a regular basis. The research
project presented in this paper uses the idea of
integrating data from optical and microwave sensors
using digital image fusion techniques to overcome the
cloud cover problem. This publication outlines
research objectives, methodology and results of a pilot
project carried out at ITC in cooperation with the
National Coordination Agency for Surveys and
Mapping (BAKOSURTANAL) in Indonesia. The end
product of the project is a prototype of a fused ERS1/JERS-l/SPOT image map, printed at Bakosurtanal to
show the feasibility and usefulness of fused image
mapping for topographic map updating activities in
Indonesia.

1.

INTRODUCTION

More than 20 years of operation of optical remote
sensing satellites have shown that it is very difficult to
obtain cloud-free imagery from many regions in the
world that are frequently covered by clouds.
Microwaves are capable of penetrating clouds and are
actively sent by the antenna so that the radar sensor is
independent of weather or daylight. For this reason,
radar satellite data gains more and more importance for
monitoring and map updating especially in tropical
areas.
The combination of microwave with visible and nearinfrared image data provides valuable tools for various
applications related to Earth observation. In the first
instance, cloudy areas in optical imagery can be
replaced by radar data. Secondly, the optical data can
serve substituting no data areas in SAR data, i.e. radar
shadow. Thirdly, the different data sets provide
complementary information due to the differences in
wavelength and their physical characteristics. While
Proceedings
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optical data contain the reflectance of ground cover in
visible and near-infrared, the radar is very sensitive to
the roughness and moisture content of illuminated
targets. The combined use of multi-sensor data
visualizes valuable additional information of the
observed Earth surface and shows the potential to
overcome the cloud cover problem.
Image fusion is one of the possibilities to combine
disparate images to produce a new, fused image
containing the characteristics of both input images. It
combines two or more different images to form a new
image by using a certain algorithm [Genderen and
Pohl, 1994).

2.

OBJECTIVES

Topographic maps scaled 1:100,000 and larger from
developing countries are mostly outdated. In many
areas they do not exist at all. The conventional
mapping and map updating approach does not account
for the fast development and changes occurring in
these regions. In the case of Indonesia, Bakosurtanal is
currently producing the base maps for the whole
country at 1:50,000 scale which are derived from aerial
photography flown in the early 70's. The production of
1:50,000 scale topographic mapping is still ongoing.
After having finished the 1:50,000 scale topographic
maps, Bakosurtanal intends to generalize the map
sheets to a reduced scale of 1:100,000. That means,
that, once the map is published, it is already out of date
and useless for many applications in the fields of
regional planning and resource management.
Remote sensing images provide valuable information,
that, once properly processed and interpreted, offer a
quick and economic contribution to topographic map
updating. To increase the availability of up-to-date
information economically the production of space
maps (geometrically corrected satellite images with
cartographic annotation) offers good potentials.
Remote sensing images cover large areas and provide
repetitive coverage. It is commonly accepted that the
scales between I :50,000 and I :250,000 can be
achieved with LANDSAT, SPOT and ERS-1 [Albertz
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and Tauch, 1994; Dowman et al., 1993; Doyle, 1984;
Jacobsen, 1992]. Some organisations have already
brought satellite image maps into operational use and
production [Persson, 1995].
However, due to frequent cloud cover, satellite remote
sensing data from optical sensors can rarely be
obtained at the time they are required. Therefore, radar
remote sensing is used to supplement the existing data
and contribute information to the map updating
process. The main objective of this research was to
overcome the cloud cover problem and to provide
fused remote sensing data for topographic map
updating in Indonesia. The project aimed at the
production of digital image maps containing fused
image data from different optical and radar remote
sensing satellites.

3.

METHODOLOGY

SPOT

Data
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Rectification
Co-registration
I Differential
Resamphng to common grid

Visualization

The possibilities of fusing disparate image data are
manifold, as are the different possible combinations of
input data. This causes a large number of parameters to
be considered in image fusion. The core of the research
dealt with parameters influencing the geometric
aspects of image fusion.
Colour transformation techniques, such as

+
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There is a variety of methods to combine disparate
remote sensing data sets [Chavez, 1987; Ehlers, 1991;
Zobrist et al., 1979). The methods applied in the
presented research are pixel based because the image
data are supposed to be used as maps and require
geometric corrections and geo-referencing. The data
flow is shown in Figure 1.

Fusion

geometric accuracy of the map material. Based on the
selected operational remote sensing satellites, i.e. ERS1, JERS-1, LANDSAT, and SPOT an appropriate scale
for the final image maps was defined at I: 100,000
[Albertz and Tauch, 1994].

Fusion Techniques

Red, Green & Blue colour composites RGB,
Hue, Saturation & Value - HSV,
Intensity, Hue & Saturation - IHS,
etc.

as well as statistical/arithmetic methods

+
+
+
+
+

Principal Component Analysis - PCA,
Arithmetic band combinations - ARM,
Regression - RGR,
High pass filtering - HPF,
etc.

were used to fuse the data. In the context of the
described research, only the combination of VIR and
SAR was considered, based on the fact that multisensor
optical image fusion has been already explored
extensively by other researchers [Blodgett, 1990;
Carper et al., 1990; Chavez et al. 1991; Cliche et al.
1985; Essadiki, 1987; Franklin and Blodgett, 1993;
Jutz, 1988; Mangolini et al., 1993; Pellemans et al.,
1993; Rothery and Francis, 1987; Shettigara, 1992;
Welch and Ehlers, 1987).

ImagoMirp

Figure 1: Image fusion processing chart (modified)
[Pohl and Genderen, 1993)
After image acquisition the data were corrected for
system induced and other distortions in radiometry and
geometry in order to provide compatible multisensor
images. The image data were geocoded and projected
to the Indonesian map projection (UTM). Pixel based
image fusion requires a highly accurate co-registered
or geocoded data set. Therefore, the geometric
correction of the multisensor image data was
performed with a sensor model and a digital elevation
model (DEM) to account for terrain induced
distortions. The GCP's were derived from GPS
measurements collected during on of the field visits
and from existing topographic maps at 1:50,000 scale.
This limits th- accuracy of the geocoded data to the

An evaluation of the resulting fused imagery
considered the topographic map updating capabilities
of the produced data by visual interpretation. The best
results related to map updating (perceptibility of
topographic features and geometric accuracy) were
printed as image map including some annotation, e.g.
coordinate grid, town and river names, and a legend.
Examples are displayed in Figure 2 and Figure 3
(Appendix).

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

The research relied on the processing of data sets from
two different test sites. First, an area in the north of the
Netherlands (latitude 52°45'-53°30'N; longitude 5°00'6015') was selected as calibration test site in order to
have quick access to
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•
•

+

remote sensing data,
reliable and accurate topographic maps,
and
ancillary data and information.

Furthermore, the images of the Friesland area do not
suffer from terrain induced geometric distortions due to
the flat landscape and are ideal to test and calibrate
image fusion techniques for topographic map updating.
The actual research test site is located on the
Southwest coast of Sumatra in the Province of
Bengkulu, Indonesia (latitude 3°-4°S; longitude 102°1030E), comprising a coastal area in addition to highly
mountainous terrain from 0-2,400 [m] above sea level
with a large variety of land use. With its location at the
equator, Sumatra represents a typical tropical island.
Additionally, the rough terrain and dense vegetation
which is representative for many other areas in the
Tropics introduced a complicated environment which
characterizes a good test case for the investigation of
suitability and limitations of the approach to
topographic map updating in tropical developing
countries.
First, the Dutch data was processed in order to find out
which technique performs best and which combination
of images is suitable for map updating and cloud
removal. In this context the benefits of multitemporal
SAR data was investigated. An example is displayed in
Figure 2 (Appendix) showing the tidal flats in the
Waddensea, Northern Netherlands. The experiences
gained from these experiments were then implemented
and adapted to the Indonesian data.
Unfortunately, the ER.S-1 SAR data acquisition for the
research site was hindered by some constraints in the
beginning of the project due to the limited
operationality of the Bangkok receiving station. A first
scene was acquired in July 1993, delivered only in the
end of 1993. A second scene could be received in the
beginning of 1995. The third scene, completing the
three-date-multitemporal coverage was sent in August
1995. All the data were collected from descending
orbits so that one of the objectives stated in the
research proposal could not be achieved: The
replacement of distorted areas (foreshortening, layover)
and shadow areas from data from different orbits
would have been a contribution to overcome the lack
of information in highly mountainous terrain. But,
using JER.S-1 SAR data it was possible to replace large
foreshortening and layover areas. Due to the higher
incidence angle, JER.S-1 data displays smaller
geometric distortions.

5.

RESULTS

The geocoding accuracy achieved for the Dutch data
set ranges below one pixel even with the use of
polynomials for the geometric modelling. Concerning
the Indonesian set 1-2 pixels could be reached applying
the sensor model [Cheng et al., 1995].
For the removal of clouds in the optical data it was
found that best results could be achieved with a prior
identification of the clouds including a masking of
their shadows. The data were processed with density
slicing to obtain the cloud and shadow mask. Then, this
mask was further treated with grouping and filtering to
reduce the loss of data which does not refer to clouds
or shadows. The identification of SAR foreshortening,
layover and shadow zones was performed based on
calculations on the DEM. It is straight forward but
depends very much on the quality of the elevation data.
The selected image map of Bengkulu, Indonesia that
was printed in Indonesia was created from SPOT XS,
ER.S-1 SAR and JER.S-1 SAR data building a mosaic
as shown in Figure 3 (Appendix). To ensure the
suitability and usefulness of the prototype the end-user
Bakosurtanal was involved in the image mapping
process from the very beginning. The map Figure 3
was modified in contents and format in order to fit into
this paper. The original contains different annotation
and alterations in the legend.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, it was found that the processing results
depend very much on the ground cover itself. Thus, the
findings of the processing performed on the data set of
the Netherlands was only partly transferable to the
Indonesian data. The work done on the research test
site data resulted in experiences and recommendations
which are also useful for other areas in Indonesia due
to the complex landscape and dense tropical vegetation
in the Bengkulu area which is typical for many other
Indonesian islands.
The project results proof the usefulness of SAR data in
the context of topographic map updating. They deliver
up to date information which, if interpreted in
combination with optical data and ancillary
information, ensure continuous data provision.
However, the interpretation of land cover types, urban
features and road network for topographic map revision
is limited in highly mountainous terrain.
In the future, the production and publication of image
maps can be done at Bakosurtanal. They have access to
necessary hard- and software as well as trained staff to
implement the approach developed during this project.
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The final documentation on the project will support the
operationalization of multisensor image mapping in
Indonesia.
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APPENDIX

Multitemporal ERS-1 SAR Image Map of the Waddensea near Ameland
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Figure 2: Image map of multitemporal ERS-1 SAR: Red= 6 July, Green= 1 June & Blue = 30 March 1993
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Figure 3: Example of final image map printed at Bakosurtanal, Indonesia (modified)
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2 CERSAT2

ABSTRACT
The CERSAT is the French Processing Facility for
ERS-1 and ERS-2 low bit rate data .
This poster aims to present CERSAT's missions and the
way it is organised. It also introduces a flow chart of
the processing chains for radar altimeter and
scaterrometer processing.
It will present the new services made available in 1995:
•- upgrade of the CERSAT system (Norskdata->
SUN/UNIX computers ).
•- change in OPR format for CCSDS in order to be
compatible with TOPEX/POSEIDON
•- 4.5 years ofWNF scaterrometer products now
available on CDROM .
•- The production of atlases on CDROM by the end of
this year (krigged wind field , sea-ice limits,
wind/wave..)
•- A new WWW server for CERSAT :
http://www.ifremer.fr/CERSAT

1 INTRODUCTION

On April 24, 1995, ERS-2 was successfully
launched from KOUROU by the European Space
Agency. The French facility, CERSAT, was developed
in the late eighties to process the ERS-1 low bit rate
data. However, it was not able to process ERS-1 and
ERS-2 data for another ten years. At the end of 1993, it
was decided to fully overhaul the system into
CERSAT2. It was completed in May 1995 and the
system acceptance was signed by ESA on June 1st, just
two weeks after the deadline.

In 1995, ESA set two main requirements for
CERSAT:
- guarantee continuity of ERS-1 data distribution to
users.
- process ERS-2 radar altimeter data in order to
provide as much data as possible to the validation
group.
The ERS-1 geodetic phase was processed on the old
system to guarantee a homogenous data set to the user
community. On the other hand, processing of the 35
day period for ERS-1 and ERS-2 was performed on the
new system, CERSAT2, in order to make crossvalidation easier for the scientific group. By midOctober 1995, CERSAT distributed, to this group, on
CDROM:
- 3 OPROl cycles (GDR processed with the
preliminary orbit calculated by Dutch-PAF).
- 2 OPR02 cycles (GDR processed with the precise
orbit calculated by D-PAF at the end of September).
In the mean time, the distribution of the FDP (ESA
real time products) in the new CCSDS format began
with July ERS-1 and September ERS-2 data.
On June 12, 1995, CERSAT2 operations started. 3
days later, all ERS-2 data received by the network since
its launch had been processed (orbits, real time
products generated at the KIRUNA station, on-board
time relations). The downstream processing could start.
Since July 15, the raw data exabytes have been
processed upon arrival at CERSAT. No major
difficulties have been encountered in ERS-2 processing
whereas the data format changed (e.g., optical disk to
exabyte for raw data). Only 10 of the 200 exabytes
processed at CERSAT showed anomalies. This
represents 5% of passes received. They will be
retranscribed by ESA at the end of the commissioning
phase.
In January 1996, the radar altimeter validation
group will give its conclusions. The CERSAT
processing chains will be upgraded to integrate both
calibration results and processing anomalies. ERS-2
data reprocessing will start in February 1996, from the
ERS-2 launch or the end of the commissioning phase
(to be defined by ESA). Soon after, the distribution on
CDROM to ESA selected users will start.

Proceedings of the Second ERSApplications Workshop,London, UK, 6-8 December 1995 (ESA SP-383, February 1996)
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3 SCA TERROMETER

5 CERSAT WWW SERVER

PROCESSING

In 1994, CERSAT team decided to process, from
the beginning of the mission, the ERS-1 scaterrometer
data with the model CMOD4-IFREMER.
In March
1995, the first 6 CDROM were sent to ERS-1 and
NSCAT
Principal
Investigators.
More than 40
laboratories have already asked for this product , named
WNF, and regularly receive new processed data. Up to
now, we have distributed the WNF product from
August 1991 to March 1995 (62 CDROM). We plan to
continue with ERS-1 35 day period early in 1996, and
ERS-2 as soon as data will be available.
If you are not yet on the distribution list send a mail
to "sylvie.pouliquen@ifremer.fr". Take notice that
WNF is not an ESA product although distribution is
allowed.

In 1995, everybody has seen the explosion of
INTERNET and especially of Word Wide Web servers.
CERSAT decided to open its own server to provide
quickly and updated on line information about:
•
our products : the users manuals are easily
recoverable,
•

CERSAT operations status,

•

outline on ERS missions,

•
answers to FAQ ( Frequently Asked
Questions) we receive regularly by mail or e-mail.
•
examples of applications made using ERS data
processed at CERSAT

•

4 VALUE ADDED PRODUCTS

In collaboration with the Laboratory of
Oceanography from Space, CERSAT started producing
value added products (also called level 3). The first one
will be a CDROM containing weekly and monthly
krigged wind fields from August 1991 to June 1995.
These mean wind fields have been evaluated using the
WNF scaterrometer products.
We also plan to produce another CDROM with
Arctic and Antarctic Sea Ice Limits on the same ERS-1
scaterrometer 4 years period. It will be available and
distributed during the first semester of 1995.
If the user demand exists, we can produce other
CDROM containing level 3 products made from multisensors multi-satellites data.

This server is an easy way for communication
between end users and CERSAT team. It will be
quickly updated every time something of interest occurs
atCERSAT.

To be aware of the last NEWS at CERSAT, feel free
to connect yourself : http://w3.ifremer.fr/cersat

6 CONCLUSION

CERSAT is willing to change from the sole ERS-1
radar altimeter processing and archiving facility, to a
multi-mission centre, which will be able to integrate a
future CEO or GOOS network while providing users
quick and ready-to-use satellites data.
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ABSTRACT
The project PAST A (Pilot Project for the Application of
SAR Techniques to Agricultural Statistics and Inspection of Land Use) is a practical application of ERS-1
SAR data together with optical data (SPOT, Landsat 5
1
TM) and GIS information. The project was designed to

demonstrate that the use of SAR data together with optical data and GIS information is a reliable and efficient
tool for agricultural statistics according to the requests
of EC agriculture policy.
Multitemporal SAR data sets were combined with GIS
information and with optical data. Different classification methods were tested and the results compared with
ground truth data. The classification procedures were
optimized by :
- selection of optimal datasets for both optical and SAR
data.
- selection of optimal type of classifier.
- selection of optimal threshold for non classified areas.
- using a priori knowledge for different stratificaton
areas.
The results show an average accuracy of about 60 % in
the validiation areas. In comparison to classification
with optical data only a 10 % increase of classification
accuracy could be achieved by using additional SAR
together with one optical scene. Postclassification with
majority filters provided an additional increase of accuracy of about 20%.
INTRODUCTION
The project PASTA (Pilot Project for the Application of
SAR Techniques to Agricultural Statistics and Inspection of Land Use) is a ERS-1 project, which had been
accepted by ESA and is financed by Deutsche Agentur
fur Raumfahrtangelegenheiten (DARA). It is a practical
application of ERS-1 data to be used for agricultural
administration. For this reason the PASTA team consists
of people from the Ministery of Agriculture and the
1

Statistical Office of Baden-Wiirttemberg and experts
from the university (INS) as well as from the industry
(DOR, DJO).
The complementary use of ERS-1 SAR data, optical
data and GIS information improves the reliability of the
classification with exclusive optical data. Also the required accuracy of atmospheric correction of the optical
image data can be reduced. Due to the additional information of the radar data, being statistically independent
from the optical data, we come up with a better differentiation I classification of land use by multitemporal
observation and change detection. The objective of our
method is to use only one optical scene per year combined with a multitemporal set of SAR scenes, which
can be acquired independent from weather conditions
and sun illumination. There is of course some influence
of rain on the SAR backscattering of a vegetation canopy. However data taken during bad weather conditions
can still be used for classification. The interaction between incoming energy and scattered I backscattered
electromagnetic waves by vegetation canopies and soil
surface is quite different in the microwave and optical
frequencies: Microwave backscattering is dominated by
physical ground parameters like geometrical structure,
water content, dielectric constants, polarisation etc.
Scattering of optical waves is dominated by biochemical
effects like photosynthesis. For this reason a combined
classification should provide more accurate results with
a better separation of different types of landuse.
TESTSITES
The area covered within the project PASTA are the two
German states Baden-Wiirttemberg and Thuringen,
which cover about 60000 km2. In contrast to Thuringen,
Baden- Wiirttemberg is charcterized by small field sizes
and heterogenious agroecological units. In this paper
methology and results mainly from Baden-Wiirttemberg
are presented. For Baden-Wurtternberg a lot of detailed
information is available:
GIS Baden-Wiirttemberg:
- ground truth data

GIS = Geographical Information System
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- official digitized catastral maps (ALK2)

- official digitized topographic information (ATKIS3 )
- agroecological data (Weller-map)
- meteorological data
- digital elevation model (DEM)
Remote sensing data:
- Landsat 5 TM scenes
- SPOT scenes
- multitemporal ERS-1 data
Ancillary data: Official statistical data about landuse
All available data sets have been geocoded and implemented in a database, which allows an easy access and
combination for all kind of data. In a first step the testsite ,,Ostalbkreis" was investigated, a region of about
600 km2 in the eastern part of Baden-Wurttemberg. This
testsite was selected because it seems to be representative for whole Baden-Wurttemberg. The region contains
parts with different climate and different phenological
states of the various crop types quite close together.
,,Ostalbkreis" is also heterogenous with respect to geomorphology and landuse. There are areas with large
fields and others with quite small fields.
Fig. 1 shows the location of the testsite ,,Ostalbkreis" in
the eastern part of Baden-Wurttemberg (Germany).
Fig. 2 shows a more detailed view of the situation: Only
parts of the area are covered by agricultural fields
(white). Forest areas (dark green), grasslands (bright
green), urban areas (red) and water (blue) are not taken
into account (Masks). The field structure and vegetation
type is also part of the GIS. The different vegetation
types are winter wheat, winter barley , rape, summer
barley, oats and corn.
Fig. 3 shows DEM together with the GIS vector overlay
indicating the fields, where ground truth information
about 1993 land use is available.
REMOTE SENSING DATA
Six optical scenes (Tab.I) and six multitemporal ERS-1
SAR.OTC scenes (Tab. 2) covering the Ostalbkreis
testsite have been used.
Tab. 1: Optical data of 1993
SENSOR
SPOT PANCHR.
LANDSAT5TM
SPOT XS
SPOT XS
SPOT XS
LANDSAT5TM

2

ACQUISITION DATE
01.04.1993
20.04.1993
29.04.1993
24.05.1993
30.06.1993
09.07.1993

ALK = Automatisiertes Liegenschafts-Kataster (land
survey office)
3
ATKIS = Amtliches Topographisch Kartographisches
lnformationssystem (land survey office)

Tab. 2: SAR data of 1993
SENSOR
ERS-1.SAR.GTC
ERS-1.SAR.GTC
ERS-1.SAR.GTC
ERS-1.SAR.GTC
ERS-1.SAR.GTC
ERS-1.SAR.GTC

ACQUISITION DATE
11.03.1993
20.05.1993
24.06.1993
29.07.1993
02.09.1993
07.10.1993

The optical data have been geocoded and corrected for
atmospherical effects. Fig. 4 shows the atmosphere corrected Landsat 5 TM true colour composite of the testsite with the GIS vector information overlay.
Fig. 5 shows the original ERS-1.SAR.GTC image taken
on 24.06.1993 for the southern part of Ostalbkreis. Due
to the speckle effect, the field structure cannot be seen in
this image.
Fig. 6 shows the same image after application of a
gamma map filter, which takes off the speckle noise.
Fig. 7 shows a multitemporal overlay of three speckle
filtered ERS-1.SAR.GTC images, where the SAR data,
taken on 29.07.1993, 24.06.1993 and 20.05.1993, are
shown with red, green and blue colours. In this multitemporal image we can also identify the structure of
agricultural fields similar to the optical image (Fig. 4).
Fig. 8 shows the corresponding filter result of a new
approach of segmentation filter.
RADAR SIGNATURE ANALYSIS
To analyse the radar signatures of agricultural fields in
ERS-1 SAR images the mean grey values of more than
560 test fields were analysed. Ground truth information
about the field area and vegetation type of these fields
were taken from the GIS. A mean value of all pixels was
calculated for each of these fields, where pixels containing the field edge were eliminated.
The analysis showed large variations of mean grey values of fields belonging to the same vegetation type. The
reason cannot be the speckle effect, which has been
reduced by calculating mean values for all pixels of a
parcel. One reason could be the influence of the field
orientation towards the SAR sensor, i.e. the actual fluctuation of sensor look angle due to the topography. Field
slopes reach values up to +/- 6 degrees from the horizontal plain. Corresponding fluctuations in mean grey values had to be analysed and corrected.
Variations in mean grey values of fields belonging to the
same vegetation type are possibly differences in the
biophysical parameters, responsible for the radar response of an agricultural field. These could be differences in soil moisture content and soil roughness, where
the vegetation canopy is not dense enough to block contributions of the soil surface to the backscattering characterics of the field. Other biophysical parameters of the
vegetation canopy are volumetric density of plant, water
content, size and density of the individual scatterers and
the height of the vegetation canopy. These parameters
change the radar response throughout the development
stages of the vegetation. There are of course field to
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field variations of these parameters because of different
growing conditions.
The signature analysis further showed that only 3 out of
6 SAR images allowed a sufficient separation between
the different vegetation types. The SAR scene taken on
24.06.1993 gives the best separation. Winter wheat,
summer barley and oats fields have a low radar return
and can be well separated from winter barley, rape and
com fields with higher radar return.
TOPOGRAPHIC

INFLUENCE

The influence of terrain topography on the radar signatures has been analysed in detail: The correlation between the mean radar reflectivity of a field and its surface orientation relative to the horizontal plain was
measured. Again the radar signatures of more than 560
test fields were used for that purpose. Only slopes in a
direction towards or away from the SAR sensors look
direction influence the radar return.
The topography information about field slopes with
respect to ERS-1 look angle could be extracted from
DEM, which is part of the GIS (see Fig. 3). The size and
orientation of slopes of all fields have been calculated
from GIS and DEM data together with the corresponding angle of field orientation with respect to the ERS-1
look direction. Fig. 9 shows an example of this analysis.

Tab. 3: Results of regression analysis of grey values as
a function of field orientation relative to a horizontal
plain.
DATE

29.07.1993
29.07.1993
29.07.1993
29.07.1993
29.07.1993
29.07.1993

!VEGETATION MEAN
GREY
VALU
E
39.78
WWHEAT
W.BARLEY 43.29
45.45
S. BARLEY
33.69
OATS
43.72
RAPE
40.38
CORN

STAN
DARD
ERRO
R
0.52
0.99
0.81
1.36
1.31
0.56

GRADE
OF
REGRE
SSION
0.509
1.040
1.218
2.379
0.178
0.830

STANDA
RD
ERROR
0.264
0.551
0.363
0.660
0.646
0.381

Similar results were achieved for the other SAR scenes.
The standard error for the regression line gradient is
quite high compared with the individual grades. Nevertheless the influence of the field slope with respect to the
radar look direction is positive. Thus there is an increasing grey value for increasing field slopes towards the
SAR sensor, which results in a decreasing incidence
angle.
The result from this analysis is that even if the field
slopes of agricultural fields in the observed test areas are
only between +6 and -6 degrees, the influence of the
field orientation cannot be neglected. Grey value differed of up to 12 to 20 steps for fields oriented at -6 to
+6 degrees. To avoid an increased variation of mean
grey values of radar returns belonging to the same
vegetation type, the SAR reflectivity was corrected by
using the DEM.

SUMMEQB~RLE'!' O?.t0.1993
80

70

'*

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
Three different classsifiers
1. Maximum Likelihood Classifier (ML)
2. Back Propagation Neural Network Classifier (BPN)
3. Kohonen Neural Network Classifier (KN)
have been tested using the validation areas in the southern part of the Ostalb testsite (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The
dashed box of Fig. 1 marks the classification area. The
non agricultural areas have been masked and the corresponding pixels were not used for the classification (Fig.
2).

Fig. 9: Grey values of summer barley fields as a function of field orientation towards the SAR sensor in degrees relative to horizontal plain.
Linear regression analysis has been performed to quantify the influence of topography on radar signature. Tab.
3 shows the numerical results for all analysed fields in
the SAR scene taken on 29.07.1993.

Training areas for the six vegetation classes: winter
wheat, winter barley, rape, summer barley, oats and com
have been selected in all 10 test areas, using GIS information.
A separation between the vegetation types is not possible, if only multitemporal ERS-1.SAR images are used
for classification. We could only separate between two
groups: one group consists of winter wheat, summer
barley and oats and the other one of winter barley, rape
and com. The results of this maximum likelihood classification with only ERS-1 radar data taken during the
vegatation period (20.05.1994, 24.06.1993 and
29.07.1993) are shown in Tab. 4.
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Tab. 4: Confusion matrix for maximum likelihood classification with only multitemporal SAR data
group 1: winter wheat, summer barley, oats
group 2: winter barley, rape, corn
Vegetation

% classified as

81 %

19%
74,5%

25,5%

However, if one optical scene is used together with these
3 multitemporal SAR images in a combined classification, the accuracy is better than with the optical data
alone. Tab. 5 shows the Kappa coefficients according to
Rosenfeld & Fitzpatrick-Lins for various combinations
of optical and SAR data.
Tab. 5: Accuracies achieved with maximum likelihood
classificator for various combinations of optical and
SAR data
Scenes
Spot XS 29.04.93
Spot XS 29.04.93
+ ERS-1 multitemp.
Spot XS 24.05.93
Spot XS 24.05.93
+ ERS-1 multitemp.
Spot XS 30.06.93
Spot XS 30.06.93
+ ERS-1 multitemp.
Spot XS 24.05.93 +
Spot XS 30.06.93
Spot XS 24.05.93
+Spot XS 30.06.93
+ ERS-1 multitemo.

WW

WB

SB

OA

RA

MA

%
71.77
30.69
6.35
37.32
0.77
2.53
50987

%
5.89
39.76
1.57
2.51
0.27
1.44
13827

%
17.75
24.42
74.38
45.67
17.04
7.33
52562

%
1.81
1.55
13.14
5.09
0.61
0.46
6975

%
1.48
2.20
2.60
3.52
80.86
6.96
20386

%
1.30
1.38
1.96
5.89
0.45
81.29
23095

average accuracy: 58.86%
overall accuracy: 66.59%
Kappa coefficient: 57.55%

Tab. 8: Result of Kohonen Neural Net Classsification for
Validation Areas
vegetation type pixels class.
as:
winter wheat
51465
winter barley
23999
37721
summer barley
9324
oats
rape
19801
corn
25481
167791
sum

WW

WB

SB

OA

RA

MA

%
59.95
19.67
10.14
23.29
1.56
2.23
42444

%
13.05
54.08
8.10
10.11
3.16
1.63
24734

%
14.12
14.86
65.65
24.54
7.83
5.02
40717

%
8.94
5.27
9.48
32.93
2.72
6.06
14595

%
1.61
3.10
3.64
2.78
82.51
4.20
20608

%
2.33
3.02
2.99
6.35
2.23
80.87
24693

Kappa
all
32,5%
42,6%

68,2%
77,0%

51,7%
57,3%

52,0%
60,1%

35,6%
40,7%

SUMMARY

84,5%

64,3%

82,4%

62,0%

An investigation of topographic influence on the radar
response showed that the grey values of the radar images
should be corrected by about 1 digital value for 1 degree
of slope angle towards the SAR sensor. A correction of
the SAR images has been performed by making use of
DEM.
From a statistical analysis of the SAR data we know that
not all scenes show sufficient discrimination between
grey values of different crop types. For this reason only
3 out of 6 ERS-1 SAR datasets have been selected for
the classification.

average accuracy: 62.66%
overall accuracy: 64.73%
Kappa coefficient: 56.19%

Tab. 6: Result of Maximum Likelihood Classsification for
Validation Areas
pixels
class.as:
51477
winter wheat
24015
winter barley
37727
summer barley
9327
oats
19802
rape
25484
corn
167832
sum

pixels
class.as:
51477
24015
37727
9327
19802
25484
167832

Kappa
trainin areas
47,4%
58,4%

For the comparison of different classifiers we used a
combined classification with one optical image (SPOT
taken on 24.05.1993) and 3 multitemporal ERS1.SAR.GTC scenes taken on 20.05.1993, 24.06.1993
and 29.07.1993.
Figs 10 to 12 show the results for the different classifiers. An analysis of the classification results for the areas,
where GIS information about the landuse is available,
show the following Tables (Tabs 6 - 8).

vegetation type

vegetation type
winter wheat
winter barley
summer barley
oats
rape
corn
sum

'fOUD2

group 1
rouo 2

Tab. 7: Result of Back Propagation Neural Network Classsificaticin for Validation Areas

WW

WB

SB

OA

RA

MA

%
56.08
15.09
3.87
20.75
0.30
0.45
36062

%
11.30
57.21
6.52
10.39
1.06
0.62
23356

%
11.37
11.29
67.77
26.60
6.16
2.39
38442

%
18.62
12.71
17.15
34.75
7.17
12.78
27028

%
0.77
1.81
2.66
1.01
84.55
0.88
18895

%
1.79
1.82
1.98
6.43
0.72
82.48
23870

average accuracy: 63.81%
overall accuracy: 65.05%
Kappa coefficient: 57.32%

Different classification methods were tested and the
results compared with ground truth data. In a first approach only multitemporal ERS-1 data have been used
for classification. The interim results show, that there is
no good separation between the different vegetation
types by using only multitemporal ERS-1 data (single
frequency C-band, VY-Polarisation, 35 days repetition
cycle). However, if these data are used together with
optical data of only one acquisition date, a I0 % average
increase of separation accuracy for the most important
crop types was achieved in comparison to optical classification. The results suffered from the extremely small
field sizes in some parts of the testsite. Better results can
be achieved, if only field sizes of more than 1 ha and 50
m width are taken into acoount. An additional segmentation of homogenous areas making use of the optical
channels can further improve the methods for speckle
filtering of the SAR data and provide better classification results by majority filtering.
It could be shown that postclassification with majority
filters based on known geometry of agricultural fields in
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the validation areas increases the overall classification
accuracy about 20 %.
The segmentation can furthermore be improved by using
ATKIS/ALK data which contain for example parcel
borders and field trails.
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Fig. 1: Location ofTestsite OSTALB in the eastern part
of Baden-Wurttemberg
(Germany). Detailed ground
truth information derived from on site inspection is
available within 15 test areas indicated by GIS field
vectors. The dashed box marks the classification area.
Fig. 2: Landsat 5 true colour composite (atmosphere
corrected) with GIS vector information overlay.
Fig. 3: Digital elevation model with GIS vector information overlay.
The altitude varies from 430 m to 730 m above sea
level.

Fig. 4: Land under plough has been separated from
other land use by masking. Sealed areas (red), water
(blue) and grasslands (light green) derived from rnultitemporal and multisensoral (ERS-1 SAR.GTC '93 and
Landsat 5 TM '94) classification over several years.
Forest areas (dark green) extracted from digitized topographical maps. Classification results for graslands for 11
communities: 7097 ha were classified as grasslands (=
71,4 % accuracy in validation areas). If majority filtering is applied this accuracy increases to 96,4 %, corresponding to a projected value of 9582 ha of grasslands.
In comparison to the official statistical value arises a
difference of 0,9 % .
Fig. 5: Unfiltered SAR image.
Fig. 6: GMAP2 filtered SAR image.
Fig. 7: Multitemporal
colour
GMAP2 filtered SAR images.

composite

of

three

Fig. 8: New speckle filter developed for this application
combines structural segmentation extracted from optical
and radar images.
Fig. 9: Grey values of summer barley fields as a function of field orientation towards the SAR sensor in degrees relative to horizontal plain.
Fig. 10: Result of Maximum Likelihood classification.
Fig. 11: Result of back propagation
classification.

neural network

Fig. 12: Result of Kohonen neural network classification.
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APPLICATIONS DE LA TELEDETECTION MICRO-ONDE EN BANDE C
(AEROPORTE ESAR ET SATELLITAIRE ERSl) A LA CARTOGRAPHIE
DES MANGROVES DE LA REGION DE DOUALA (CAMEROUN)
Frederic Baltzer(l) , Jean Paul Rudant (2) , Emmanuel Tonye (3)
1- Universite Paris-Orsay, tel et fax 33 1 69 41 61 19
2- Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, Tel 33 1 44 27 50 87 , Email
jpr@lgs.jussieu.fr
3- Ecole Polytechnique de Yaounde, Cameroon.
Resume:
Nous presentons dans cette communication une
cartographie des mangroves etablie a grande echelle
autour de la ville de Douala au Camcroun, a partir de
donnees images aeroportee et nous introduisons a
l'utilisation des images ERS 1 en vue de dormer un
caractere regional aux etudes entreprises.
La disponibilite d'images de haute resolution permet de
documenter localement les images ERS l et ainsi de
faciliter leur utilisation a plus petite echelle.
I-Introduction:
Les littoraux tropicaux sont frequernment franges par
une vegetation Iorestiere, la mangrove, qui est adaptee a
la vie en milieu sale et presente des caracteristiqucsde
base communes a toutes les regions, mais avec une
surprenante variete d'aspects, lice aux conditions
climatiques, geomorphologiques et dynamiques locales.
La plupart des adaptations de ce type de vegetation
conduisent a produire une zonation tres marquee qui
apparait clairement, non seulement sur le terrain, mais
aussi sur \es images et notammcnt !cs vues radar
satellitaircs.
Parmi les traits communs a pratiquement toutes les
Iorets de mangrove, on note \'occupation de la zoned:
battement des marees sous un climat suffisamment
chaud, generalement intertropical mais qui peut etrc
tempere doux s'il est epargne par le gel. Autrcs
caracteristiques constantes, les mangroves ont unc
remarquable adaptation aux conditions de vie sur des
sols instables et prives d'oxygenc parce que gorges
d'eau. Enfin et surtout, elles ont un mode re
reproduction par plantules flottantes (viviparite) qui leur
permet de coloniser tres rapidemcnt les sols rendus
disponibles par une sedimentation littorale active (voir
par exemple Baltzer 1991).
Ces mangroves, constituent une aire de haute
productivite biologique grace au relais des elements
nutritifs d'origine continentale (en phase dissoute et/ou
particulaire) au profit de nombreuses especes vegetales
puis animales. Elles constituent ainsi un maillon
important dans la chaine alimentaire au passage
continent ocean.
Une bonne connaissance de ces Iorets est indispensable
pour estimer la valeur relative de leurs diverses parties
et ainsi preparer des plans d'amenagernent rationncls,
evitant des actions gravement prejudiciables aux
populations autochtones, par exemplc par destruction de

zones propices au developpement de la faune qui
participe souvent de Iacon significative a leur
alimentation en proteine.
II- L'apport
des images radar
cartographie des mangroves de Douala

a

la

Sur les cotes du Cameroun, le domaine des mangroves
couvre une superficie de 2725 km2.
Les marais a mangroves de Douala, situes au confluent
entre Wouri et Dibamba, recemment abandonnes par la
Sanaga, contribuent environ pour un tiers a ce total
(Voir Fig 1 la situation du site). Leur situation est
preoccupante. Le contact avec la ville de Douala
entraine des effets anthropiques lies au developpement
portuaire, a l'erosion des vagues des navires, a la
pollution et a !'implantation d'un habitat precaire.
L'etude geomorphologiqueet sedimentologique, pilotee
par l'imagerie aerospatiale a pour objectif de reconnaitre
les zones de sedimentation active et de productivite
biologique qui doivent etre imperativement protegees.
La Iaisabilite d'une spatialisation des differentes
formations littorales du merne type grace a l'imagerie
ERSl a ete demontre en Guyane (Rudant 1994).
Le contexte general des mangroves de Douala est le
suivant. L'estuaire du Cameroun se trouve dans un
contexte de baie abritee en arriere de cordons littoraux
externes (Pointe Souelaba, lie de Manoka, Cap
Cameroun), ce qui conf'ere a ses mangroves une
beaucoup grande stabilite qui apparait dans la
composition des sediments (teneur en matiere organique
en moyenne 10 fois superieure ace que !'on trouve en
Guyane par exemple). Ce marais a mangroves se trouve
maintenant soumis a une erosion de la part des chenaux
de maree internes, probablement sous l'effet d'un
detournernent nature! du fleuve Sanaga qui a fait
diminuer les apports sedimentaires. Malgre cette
erosion, la stabilite d'ensemble du site est remarquable
et constitue la difference principalc avec le site deja
evoque de la Guyane, marque de son cote par des
episodes de destruction massive alors que \es conditions
climatiques sont voisines (Plaziat 94).
La zone correspondait anterieurement a un delta triple
et le reseau hydrographique resultant de cette
convergence d'embouchures a necessairement guide le
developpernent des mangroves que I'on trouve
actuellement dans la region.
Nous avons pu utiliser simultanernent une image en
bande C du radar aeroporte ESAR et une mission
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photographique IGN infra-rouge au 30CX)Ocmesur unc
zone d'extension tres lirnitee situee au voisinage re

Douala, afin d'cn etablir unc cartographic detaillee.
L'etape de verification sur le terrain a commence par une
identification des zones vegetales perceptibles sur !es
images. Elle s'cst poursuivie par deux campagnes de
terrain au cours desquelles ont ete effectues des profils
topographiquesde precision, des mesures hydrologiques
et geochimiques ainsi que des prelevernents de
sediments (Baltzer 1995). Ce type de mesure s'avere
indispensable pour comprcndrc a quel stade d'evolution
se trouvent les marais de mangroves concernes et
prevoir leur sensibilite aux agressions anthropiques.
Nous prcscntons ci apres !'image ESAR utilisee sur le
site (Fig '.?.), la cartographic des formations vegetates
(fig 3) , l'image ERSl (fig 4) ct un extrait
correspondant a la zone , sans traitcmcnt puis ayant
subi un Iiltarge GGMAP destine a facilitcr la
differenciation des formations vegetalcs (fig 5), une vue
de terrain caracteristiquc (fig 6), permcuant d'eclaircr
certaincs des legendes proposces pour ks illustrations
precedentcs ct enfin unc coupe topographique et une
carte des isovaleurs de salinitc pour un profil N-S (fig
7).

L'imagerie ERS 1 (une seule date) s' avcrc pour sa part
adaptee a unc cartographic au 200000e et le "zoom" trcs
localise autorise par les donnees aeroportees a permis de
mieux caractcriser certaines formations, simplemcnt
rcperees sur !'image ERS 1, ct ainsi d'etcndrc
l'interpretation a unc echelle rcgionalc. L'utilisation de
l'imagerie SPOT a ete tentec sur un site test voisin dans
le cadre d'unc ctude de botaniquc (DIN 1995).
Les travaux engages confirment la Iaisabilite d'une
reconnaissance automatiquc des principalcs formations
ct !es perspectives de developpement de techniques de
cartographic assistees par ordinateur pour cc type de
paysage a partir des donnecs satellitaires SAR . De
nouveUcs acquisitions par la station de Libreville
autoriseront
des combinaisons
multitemporelles
d'images qui conduiront a des analyses plus detaillees
(l'echelle du 1oooooe peut etre atteinte avec 3 images du
meme site).
IV- Perspectives generates et conclusions
A partir de cartes de vegetation au lOOOOOOe,au
500000e (Lctouzcy 1985) et au 200000c, DIN ( 1995)
presente !es principaux ecosystcmes d'une partie de la
facade atlantique du Cameroun ou lcs surfaces
inondables couvrent des surfaces moindres que les
formations Iorestieres. L'installation et l'extension de
ces formations 'inondablcs est conditionne par la
geomorphologie.Les facteurs abiotiques apparaissent ici
favorables au developpement des ressources naturelles
L'etude du milieu humain montre une mosaique de
petits groupes ethniques qui vivent generalement isoles
les uns des autres. Ces groupes connaissent une forte
croissance demographique . Leurs principalcs activites
sont !es suivantes: peche , fabrication d'alcool,
agriculture (principalemcnt sur brulis), exploitation
Iorestiere, extraction de materiau (sable). Ces activites
anthropiques, variant en fonction des localites, sont
plus accentuees dans les zones a forte densite de
population. L'exploitation Iorestiere due a !'installation
anarchique de nombreux immigres semble pertuber la

dynamique des mangroves: les campements ct les
campements ne cessent de se multiplier. A ces
perturbations s'ajoutent certaines interventions de l'etat
camerounais (exploitation petroliere, extension des
installations portuaires)
L'etudc des ecosystemcs inondables des cotes du
Cameroun suscite de l'mteret dans plusicurs domaines,
surveillance et amenagcmcnt des sites pour le tourismc,
misc en place de nouvelles techniques de production
halieutiqucs dans ces zones ..)
Compte tenu de ces developpements, une misc a jour de
la cartographic au 200000 des zones littorales du
Cameroun s'avere indispensable. Elle permettrait de
preciser lcs facteurs qui alfectent la biodiversite dans la
region. L'cxploitation des donnees de teledetection
multisources ainsi quc des eludes multitemporelles,
f acil itccs
par des dcveloppemcnts
logiciels
methodologiques recents (Akono 1995)perrnettront le
controlc des ressources et le suivi des evolutions en
relation avec les facteurs locaux.
En particulier, au voisinagc de Douala, la cartographic
realisee, interpretable en terrnes de tendances evolutives
des marais et estimation du niveau topographique du sol
pourra conduire aux applications suivantes:
-en zone urbaine, gestion des problemes lies aux
surexploitations (pour le bois, la peche) ou aux
activites destructrices comme la construction de zones
suburbaines, industrielles ou d'equipements portuaires,
aeroportuaires, autoroutiers, etc.
-en zone rurale, protection des mangroves qui sont
souvent detruites au profit d'equipements sommairement
etudies pour !'aquaculture, Ja riziculture OU !es salines.
Notons que ce comportement risque d'aboutir a la
disparition des mangroves dans certaines regions du
globe (Inde par ex) et une gestion adaptee permettra peut
etre au Cameroun d'eviter ce genre de derive,
- en zone portuaire: discrimination des zones exposees
qui devront etre protegees des pollutions massives par
hydrocarbure et de l'erosion par !es vagues d'etrave des
navires et embarcations rapides.
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Figure 2 Image ESAR (bande C,
polarisation VV, pixel metrique)
La vue ESAR illustre les proprietes
tre s interessantes de !'information
fournie par l'imagerie micro-onde
pour l 'etude des mangroves. Le
reseau hydrographique de chenaux
de maree est restitue de facon tres
nette, er Jes formations vegetales
sont ai sernent reconnaissables
notamment:
!es zones rnonospecifiques a
Rhizophora formant des bourrelets
en bordure des rives internes des
rneandres des chenaux de maree,
zones dans lesquelles ii est de plus
facile de distinguer une vegetation a
grand developpernent (bordure des
c h e n a u x principaux)
d'une
vegetation a developpement moyen
(chenaux secondaires). Ces deux
types forment un couvert dense et
continu,
le s f o r e t s

monospecifiques

senescentes a grands Rhizophora, en
position interne par rapport aux
f or e t s a grands Rhizophora
rnentionnee s precedernment. Ces
forets senescentes sont caracterisees
par les chabli s, discontinuites du
couvert vegetal resultant de la mort
de certains individus.
- zone a Rhizophora nains des zones
internes, constituee par une foret
decadente, relativernent basse, dans
laquelle
les
arbres
sont
invariablement petits er greles et
ge nerale me nt as soci es a des
Iouzeres (Acrostichum).
- la foret a Guibourtia demeusei,
formation arborescente a especes
vegetales plus variees, occupant les
zones relarivement plus hautes (et
generalernent plus seche s) de la
mangrove. Cette foret se manifeste
sur les images ESAR par des taches
granuleuses plus sombres que le
reste du document ..
- Ces informations permettent une
interpretation
p o u s s e e du
developpernent des marais. On peut
en particulier en deduire Jes zones
d'accretion et done de creation de
surface nouvelle. fertile, dans Jes
marais et opposer celles ci aux
zones anciennes dont les elements
fertilisants ont ete epuises depuis
longtemps par les plantes. Les
premieres
sont propices
au
de v ef o ppe ment des
e spe ce s
animales, Jes secondes contituent des
accumulations parfois importantes
de matiere organique vegetale.
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Figure 3: Carte des formations vegetales:
La carte des formations vegetales a ete dressee au moyen d'une interpretation stereoscopique de vues
aeriennes Infra Rouge au 1/30 000 erne (IGN, mission Cameroun de 1967) et des donnees ESAR.
L'interpretation est fondee sur une premiere mission de terrain de 1972 et sur les missions de 1992 et
1993. La correspondance entre donnees Radar et photographies aeriennes a grande echelle, tres
satisfaisante, montre I'interet de cette technique d'acquisition tous temps. La cartographie par
photographies aeriennes, en principe de qualite superieure, presente l'inconvenient d'une mise en
ceuvre complexe et ne peut etre etendue a de grands espaces. Etant inutilisable de nuit et par temps
couvert et realisable uniquement lors d'operations specifiques, elle ne se prete pas aux comparaisons
entre niveaux de maree differents, ou degres d'inondation diff erents pour des comparaisons
intersaisonnieres ou interannuelles.
Les principales formations vegetaies figurees sur la cane ont ete regroupees en formations primaires
et secondaires, suivant qu'elles appartiennet au groupe initial des plantes ayant colonise le sol ou a un
groupe ulterieur. Les formations primaires ont ete subdivisees en une serie progressive, partant du
stade pionnier, et une serie regressive, marquee par l'apparition de chablis et la reduction de la taille
des arbres.
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Figure S
; Scene ERS1 de
Douala du Z3 aout 1994 et
extrait sur la zone de mangrove
etudiee.
L'imagerie ERS 1, permet de
travailler a une echelle regionale.
L'analyse
de l'extrait permet
d'effectuer les observations suivantes:
en l'absence de tiltrage
Les elements principaux du reseau de
drainage sont nettement visibles et
la vegetation a Rhizophora de
grande taille associee aux rives
internes des meandres des criques
principales est reconnaissable. Les
autres formations vegetales ne sont
pas discemables les unes des autres
dans ces conditions d'obseruation.
image tiltree (GGMAP):
Sur les images ERS 1 filtrees, le
reseau de drainage se distingue avec
une finesse sensiblement amelioree et,
en plus des zones a Rhizophora de
grande taille, on distingue les
Rhizophora moyens et la zone des
mangroves decadentes. Le probleme
pose par la distinction entre cette zone
des mangroves decadentes et la zone a
Guibourtia demeusei est a la limite
des possibilites offertes par la
resolution lorsque l'on dispose d'une
seule image. Dans le futur,
l'amelioration de la resolution permise
par la composition de sequences
diachroniques permettra d'ameliorer
la resolution des images satellitaires.

Fig 6 : Vegetation en
bordure de chenaux
de maree mineurs.
L'importance des apports
de materiel sedimentaire
par les marees influence le
d ev e l op pe me n t des
mangroves. Lorsque ces
apports sont significatifs,
les rives intemes des
chenaux mineurs sont
bordees par un lisere de
mangrove a Rhizophora
sensiblement plus haute
que la mangrove a
Rhizophora
nains
environnante, surtout sur
la rive externe des
meandres.
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Figure 7 : Profil topographique et de salinite selon un axe Nord-Sud
La figure comprend:
1°) une coupe topographique de detail, obtenue par nivellement laser.
2°) une coupe des isovaleurs de la salinite, basee sur 14 forages compris entre les sites
17 et 21 et 4 forages entre les sites 25 et 28 (cf. carte de localisation).
Le nivellement (par rapport au niveau moyen des marees) met en evidence la montee du
niveau topographique du sol depuis la baie vers les mangroves a Avicennia qui occupent
le rempart proche de la mer. Le niveau topographique s'abaisse dans la region
correspondant aux mangroves a Rhizophora de localisation inteme.
Vers le centre du profil, dans les zones intemes au Nord de la Crique du Layon, un
plateau d'altitude intermediaire correspond a l'occupation par une mangrove naine a
Rhizophora, dont le sol est enrichi en matiere organique par les generations successives
de paletuviers. Enfin, tout a fait au Nord, les niveaux topographiques les plus eleves
sont atteints au voisinage de la Crique du Genou. Ces altitudes coincident avec une
occupation par les formations a Guibourtia demeusei.
Les salinites figurees ont ete mesurees en fin de saison seche (janvier-fevrier 1993). Les
mesures traduisent la concentration du sel par evaporation (domaine proche de la mer),
et la dilution par les eaux douces percolant a partir du continent. L'evaporation est plus
sensible au voisinage de la surface, dans les zones les plus hautes du profil. La salinite
des eaux interstitielles des sediments, (mesuree par refractometric sur de l'eau extraite
par pressage) atteint 35 g/l sous le niveau topographique le plus eleve du rempart a
Avicennia, soit pres du double de la salinite dans la baie de Manoka a la meme epoque,
Au contraire, la salinite au voisinage de la crique du Genou s'abaisse a 7,5 g par litre.
Dans tout le profil, y compris pres de la Crique du Genou, les partie hautes presentent
une salinite relativement forte, en raison des effets de l'evaporation liee a la saison seche.
Les fortes salinites de profondeur, sous les points hauts du profil, suggerent fortement
que l'effet de saisons seches particulierement accentuees peut se maintenir au moins sur
des intervalles pluriannuels.
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ABSTRACT
Land use maps at a scale of l :200.000 exist for the
whole of Costa Rica. They were produced in 1986 from
Landsat-TM images and aerial photographs. Given the
frequent cloud cover, regular updating of those maps
via optical satellite data is problematic. Earlier research
on the usefulness of ERS-SAR data for land use
monitoring indicated a potential on condition that
multitemporal data are available and that the area is flat.
The north-east of Costa Rica is a region with a nearly
flat relief and some isolated hills. Most of the land is
covered with pasture and wet tropical forest. During the
last decade a significant portion of the area has been
converted into plantations, mostly of banana.
A procedure is being developed aimed at determining
the land use changes over the period 1985-1995. It
consists of calibration (Laur, 1992), resampling,
filtering,
segmentation,
principal
component
transformation and supervised classification of
multitemporal radar images. The feasibility of this
procedure can be illustrated with an example in which
large banana plantations can be detected in areas with
pasture and forest.
The presented results focus on the first steps of the
procedure, up to the multichannel segmentation of the
images. The "multiresolution pixel linking" technique
has been adopted, implemented and tested. It produces
segmented versions of the original image at different
spatial resolutions. It is expected that this will help to
solve the problem encountered in the updating of a
rather coarse land use map by means of high resolution
ERS-SAR images.
The study will also include the analysis of the optimal
acquisition date, classification performance in relation
with multitemporal data, and the influence of local
meteorological conditions on the radar image. However,
these results can not yet be presented as the fieldwork
was only recently executed. Furthermore the ERS-SAR
images of 1995 are not yet available.
Keywords: land use change, ERS-SAR, segmentation
I .INTRODUCTION

The study area is situated in north-east Costa Rica,
between 9° 30' and 11° N, 83° and 84° W. Three main
classes of land use occur: forest, pasture and banana
plantations. The last decade the region has witnessed an
important change, caused by economic development
and a large population increase.
A medium scale land use map (1:200.000) has been
produced by the Costa Rican National Geographic
Institute in 1986, based upon aerial photographs and
Landsat-TM images. Given the strong economic
developments in the area, an updating of this map is
highly desirable. However, due to the persistent cloud
cover, this has not yet been possible. ERS-SAR data
may thus provide the solution.
Earlier research on the usefulness of ERS-SAR data for
land use monitoring indicated a potential on condition
that multitemporal data are available and the area is flat.
2. DATA SET
The following data set formed the basis of the research
- four ERSI-SAR.PRI images, dating from 9/11/1992,
16/8/1993, 20/9/1993 and 25/10/1993. These allow a
multitemporal processing. It can be seen though that
these images date from four consecutive months, which
may mean that the full range of the vegetation dynamics
may not be captured. The images that have been
acquired in 1995 (10 in total) will cover the complete
period from April till October, and should be even more
appropriate for our goals. The images are not yet
available though.
- one Landsat-TM image, dating from 6 February 1986,
with 0% cloud cover
- topographic and land use maps at different scales
- ground truth data collected on 500 point samples, in
August-October of 1995.
3. PROCESSING CHAIN
The complete processing procedure is represented in
figure I. Preliminary results indicate that the
segmentation should be preceeded by smoothing, by use
of e.g. a Sigma filter, and by a Karhunen-Loewe
transformation.
It should be noted that the results presented hereafter do
not include the classification and evaluation, as the field
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work was only executed recently and because the 1995
images are not yet available.
4. SEGMENTATION
4.1 Introduction
Due to the speckle inherent to radar image data a
specific approach is necessary. A processing chain has
been developed, in which image segmentation is an
essential step. The "Multiresolution Pixel Linking"
technique was considered an appropriate technique. On
the one hand it transforms the image into homogenous
regions, and on the other hand it produces segmented
images at different resolutions (Burt, 1984; Rosenfeld,
1984; Van de Bruane, 1988). The latter fact will help
solve the scaling problem created by updating a medium
scale map using high resolution ERS-SAR images.
4.2 Pyramid structure
The "Multiresolution Pixel Linking" algorithm creates
multiple versions of the original image, each with
decreasing resolution. By stacking these images one on
top of the other a tapering structure is created,
resembling a pyramid (figure 2). The bottom layer
(level 0) consists of the original image, measuring 2n
rows by 2n columns. The next layer (level 1) measures
2n - 1 rows by 2n - 1 columns, level k 2n - k rows by
2n - k columns. Usually the pyramid will consist of l
layers, with 1 < n, meaning the pyramid will be blunt
topped.
Between two consecutive layers (n and n + 1,
respectively called child and parent level) parent-child
relations are defined, with each child being linked to the
parent which it most resembles.
A parent on row i, column j and level n + 1, has by
definition, 16 potential children on level n. These can be
found on rows 2i - 2, 2i - 1, 2i, 2i + 1 and on columns
2j - 2, 2j - 1, 2j, 2j + 1.
It can be proved that, by consequence, each child on
row i, column j and level n can choose from four
potential parents, situated on row (integer)(i/2),
(integer)(i/2) + 1, column (integerjtj/Z), (integer)G/2) +
1 on level n + 1.
4.3 Initialisation
The initial values of the base layer (level 0) of the
pyramid are obtained by copying the original image.
The initial values of level k {> 0) is calculated by
averaging the pixel values of level k - 1. Hong ( 1982)
concluded that the best segmentation results were
obtained when the averaging was done within windows
measuring two by two pixels.
A parent on row i, column j and level n + 1 is calculated
by averaging four children on level n. These can be
found on row 2i - 1, 2i and column 2j - 1, 2j.
When several channels are used for segmenting, the
initialisation is performed for each channel separately.

4.4 Iterative linking and recalculating
Consider two layers, n and n + 1, containing
respectively the child and parent nodes.
The first step consists of linking each child to the most
resembling parent, with the choice limited to the four
potential parents described above. The criterion used for
picking the parent is the Euclidean distance between the
child and parent value, the child being linked to the
closest parent.
When several channels are involved, the distance is
calculated for each channel separately. When adding
each channel may be assigned a weight indicating its
relative importance.
The second step consists of the recalculation of each
parent. For each parent all 16 potential children are
evaluated. Only those that were linked to the parent will
be used for calculating a weighted average. The weights
are the number of pixels in the base level that have been
linked to the current child through the child-parent links
of lower levels.
When several channels are involved, the new value is
calculated for each channel separately.
The newly calculated value for the parent can differ
from the original one. For this reason the linking and
recalculating is reiterated until stable links emerge.
This process is repeated for each pair of child-parent
levels starting from the base level upward till the top
level is reached.
4.5 Dumping of root values
By linking the pixels, starting from the base level
upward till the top is reached, "tree"-like structures are
created within the pyramid. The "leaves" are formed by
the pixels in the base level, the "roots" can be found at
the top level. Leaves and roots are connected by
"branches", symbolised by the links between child and
parent. Remark that "dead branches" can exist, defined
as branches that are not linked down to the base level
and which thus not have any leaves.
When dumping the root values, the values of the top
level nodes are moved downward, following the parentchild links. On each level, the child value is substituted
by the parent value. This means that segmented versions
of the original are created on each level.
As the number of pixels in the top level is relatively
limited compared to the number of pixels in the base
level, the base level will be well segmented. As
furthermore the root values are transmitted following
the child-parent links, boundaries will be respected.
An example of the effect of the segmentation can be
seen in figure 3. It can be see that the speckle, still
present in the filtered input image, is largely removed
from the segmented image. The boundaries of the
banana plantations (yellowish to light green) are well
preserved.
4.6 Result
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The result of the segmentation algorithm applied to the
four principal components of the ERSI-SAR images
can be seen in figure 4. A preliminary interpretation,
based upon field data and the Landsat-TM image,
suggest that the banana plantations appear as bright
yellow to yellowish green, pastures as dark green and
forests as light green.
The updating of a medium scale map (1:200.000) by
use of high resolution ERS-SAR images gives rise to a
scaling problem: the map represents a generalized
cartographic model of the world. It is expected that this
problem may be overcome by producing images at
coarser resolutions, each corresponding with a higher
level of the pyramid.
This feature is illustrated in figure 5, by four images
with decreasing resolution, measuring 512 by 512, 256
by 256, 128 by 128 and 64 by 64 pixels. It can be seen
that the images get a more generalized appearance as
details tend to disappear.
5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
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Calibration

Rescaling

Filtering

By combining the segmented radar image with the
ancillary map (figure 6), land use changes can be
detected. The analysis will split into two parts. The first
process will concern the control of the boundaries in the
land use map. The second step is related with the
possible change of content of the polygons. Suitable
multidate SAR-data should allow to identify the major
land use classes such as villages, forest, pasture,
perennial and rotation crops. The analysis will focus
specifically on the fringe area between forest and
agricultural land, as this is the region where much of the
deforestation is occurring.

Segmentation
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Figure 1: Processing chain
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Figure 2 : Pyramid created by Multiresolution Pixel Linking algorithm

Figure 4: Segmentation result (Image size 2048 X 2048 pixels, color composite R = PC3, G = PCI, B = PC2)
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Figure 3 : Segmentation (Detail measuring 124 X 178 pixels, color composite R = PC3, G = PC1, B = PC2)

Figure 5: Multiple resolution images
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Figure 6 : Future developments
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THE 1995 FLOOD IN THE NETHERLANDS MONITORED FROM SPACE
- A MULTI-SENSOR APPROACH
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Abstract
Flooding in the delta area of Rijn and Maas in central
Netherlands in January/February 1995 was imaged by
the ERS-1 radar of the European Space Agency. The
radar data acquired during flooding were processed
and merged in several combinations with pre-flood
Landsat TM and pre-flood radar imagery. The multisensor and time sequential data are useful for flood
monitoring and damage assessment.
1. The ERS-1 Radar Satellite
The ERS-1 SAR operates at C-band (5.3 GHz) and as
an active radar system has the advantage of being
independent of daylight and penetrating the cloud
cover, which is often dominant during the flooding
season. The water areas may be differentiated in
general from vegetation and urban areas in radar
images as the system is sensitive to the surface
roughness.
Since April 1994 the ERS-1 satellite of the European
Space Agency is in the geodetic phase, which means a
168-day repeat cycle. This is specially to attain a high
density acquisition of altimeter measurements. For
imaging radar it means an increase of sidelap of
adjacent strips during the 168-day repeat cycle.
Sidelapping images with lateral shift are available
over shorter periods.
During the recent floods in January/February 1995, an
ERS-1 radar image was acquired on 30 January over
the lower river courses of Rijn (Rhine) and Maas
(Meuse) in the central delta area of the Netherlands.
2. The 1995 Flood Situation
The three river courses in the central delta area of the
Netherlands are the Nederrijn (the lower reaches of
the Rhine), the Waal and the Maas. The river channels
are running between low summer dikes and have an
average summer discharge of, respectively 350 m3/sec,
1480 m3/sec and 230 m3/sec. Flooding of the
"uiterwaarden", the overflow planes between summer
and winter dikes, is normal during late winter-time,
when river discharge increases as a result of heavy
rainfall and snow melting in the upstream areas. This
winter the flooding was exceptional as a result of a

long period of continuous intensive rainfall in western
Europe combined with snow melting due to
abnormally high temperatures. Extensive flooding
occurred in France, Belgium, Germany and The
Netherlands during late January and early February
which is believed to be the worst for the last 60 years.
On 25 January, the water level of the Maas river
started to rise dangerously near the city of Maastricht
in the south of the Netherlands. Two days later, the
water level of the Rijn at Lobith rose sharply (fig. 1).
On 30 January, evacuation of 75,000 inhabitants and
their cattle began from the area of "Land van Maas en
Waal", a "waard" between the rivers in the central part
of the Netherlands. "Waard" is the Dutch word for an
interfluvial area between the winter dikes of different
river channels.
Water levels of Rijn at Lobith and Waal at
Zaltbommel reached their highest peak at +16.68 m
NAP (normal Amsterdam zero) and +7.43 m NAP on
1 February 1995. For the Rijn this is nearly 7.5 m
above average winter level. Discharge calculations for
1 February 1995 based on the correlation between
measured water levels and discharge data over 1993
and previous years (Jaarboek Monitoring Ri~kswateren
1993) indicate river discharges of 11930 m /sec, 7529
m3/sec, 2606 m3/sec for, respectively Rijn (Lobith),
Waal and Nederrijn (fig.2).
Water impregnation and seepage severely weakened
the winter dikes as result of the prolonged period of
flooding and the extreme height of the water level,
near or over the critical level. Therefore evacuation
was ordered of nearly a quarter million inhabitants
from the area between Maas, Waal and Nederrijn.
Fortunately the evacuation turned out to be only
preventive, as no important dike failures occurred,
thanks to day and night vigilance and extensive
improvised restrengthening of the threatened dike
segments (indicated by yellow dashed lines in fig. 3).
3. Methods and Results
To monitor the flood situation, an ERS-1 SAR scene
of 30 January over the flood area was acquired. The
SAR image was geometrically corrected and geocoded
to the Dutch national coordinate system RD
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Figure 1. Water levels measured at Borgharen (Maas),
Lobith (Rijn) and Zaltbommel (Waal) during
the flooding.
(Rijksdriehoeksmeting) using control points from
1:50,000 scale topographic maps. For comparison of
the flood situation with the normal river course, a preflood ERS-1 SAR scene (21 September 1994) and a
Landsat TM scene (16 July 1987) were used for a
multi-sensor and multi-temporal analysis. All the
images were resampled to 30 m ground resolution on
the same coordinate system.
The Landsat/ERS merged-image is shown in fig 4. To
enhance the flooded areas on the SAR flood image
(dark tone due to specular reflection), the grey values
were inverted to show the flood waters with bright
tone (upper left). The features in the agricultural areas
were suppressed by a threshold filtering and
stretching. The pre-flood Landsat TM data were used
to make a false colour composite with TM bands l in
red and TM band 4 in green. This shows the pre-flood
river channel during the dry season (lower right). The
final colour composite (middle) was made by
combining TM bands 1, TM band 4 and the inverted,
threshold stretched SAR flood scene using red, green
and blue channels, respectively. In this way and by
further contrast stretching, the flooded water areas
obtained their appropriate light-blue colour (from the
inverted SAR image). The more permanent water
bodies (also during low water) show up in dark bluish
colour. The flooded summer dikes can be
distinguished in several places. The grassland and
cultivated land is shown in green (from TM band 4)
and urban areas shown in red colours (TM band 1)
(fig. 4, middle). The selected colour composite clearly
displays the pre-flood river in dark blue and the
flooding area in light blue with the inundated
agricultural fields visible by colour variations and
regular patterns (fig. 6). This allows a flood damage
assessment of the cultivated zones in the flooded area.
The ERS pre-flood/ERS flood merged-image is shown
in fig. 5. This is a combination of the SAR scene

D1

DischqealtbetimeofERS-1acquilicion(J0-01-199.5)

•2

Maxi:nmidiscbqeoffloodl99.5

•3

Nonnaldisdtaq:e(11Ym11eofl993)

Figure 2. River discharge of Rijn, Waal, Maas and
Nederrijn during flooding.
acquired during flooding with a pre-flood SAR scene.
The pre-flood scene (fig. 5, upper left) was contrast
enhanced. In this image the water surfaces are difficult
to distinguish from the surrounding agricultural areas,
this is in strong contrast to the flood image. Strong
wind activity during pre-flood image acquisition time
must have roughened the water surfaces to cause a
relatively bright backscatter. For the flood image
( fig.5, lower right) the grey values were inverted and
contrast stretched. The bright water areas are clearly
separable from the agricultural areas. For the final
temporal combination (fig. 5, middle), the inverted
flood image was further filtered and threshold
stretched and presented in the blue channel. The preflood SAR scene was inverted and presented in green.
For the red channel, the normal pre-flood data were
threshold stretched for the high grey values only in
order to enhance the bright return values in the image
in red. The resulting colour combination provides
basically the same information on the flood situation
as the first combination, only the pre-flood water
bodies are far less discernible as with the Landsat
combination. Moreover the typical radar speckle effect
(granular appearance) makes quantitative assessment
more difficult.
4. Conclusion
In areas with continuous cloud cover, the SAR
imagery plays a key role in environmental and hazard
monitoring. The results of combining the SAR images
and visible/infrared spectral images prove the
usefulness of operational remote sensing to natural
hazard monitoring, particularly for flood monitoring.
The multi-sensor and time-sequential image analysis
approach shows the improved interpretation capability
of remote sensing data.
Acknowledgement
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Figure 3. The flood situation and massive evacuation in the risk area.

Figure 4: Landsat (pre-flood) I ERS-1 (flood) image

combinations over Waal and Maas rivers:
a. upper left: inverted radar image;
h. middle: inverted radar image (blue), TM band 4
(green), TM band 1 (red);
c. lower right. TM band 1 and 4 (red, green).

Figure 5: ERS-1 (pre-flood) I ERS-1 (flood) image
combination over Waal and Maas rivers:
a. upper left: ERS pre-flood (21-09-1994) image;
b. middle: ERS inverted flood image (blue), ERS
inverted pre-flood image (green), ERS pre-flood
image with only high grey values threshold
stretched (red);
c. lower right: ERS inverted flood (30-0l-1995)
image contrast enhanced
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figure 6. The final combination of flood ERS and pre-flood Landsat TM images
for flood monitoring ofMaas,and Waal rivers, The Netherlands
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ABSTRACT
Assessment of ERS-1 SAR data for the monitoring cr
fallow land was performed over the Pointe du Raz
(Brittany - France), an agricultural region intensively
criss-crossed by hedges delimiting small parcels.
Comparison of the backscattering coefficients shows
that from October to April, the identification of fallow
land is possible whilst during late spring and summer
identification appears more difficult. Texture analysis
based on the texture spectrum approach does not allow
the discrimination between wasteland and cultivated
land. SAR data could therefore be used for fallow land
monitoring through a radiometric approach while the
textural approach requires further investigation.
1 - INTRODUCTION

and willow appear. Fallow lands development presents
therefore intra-parceland inter-parcelheterogeneity.
Based on the stage of development, different types cr
fallow lands could be distinguished:
- stage 1 : graminaceos ,
- stage 2 : fem and blackberry bush ,
- stage 3 : furze and broom,
- stage 4: blackthorn bush and willow.
In the study area, field survey showed that stages 2 and
3 were dominant and that wasteland consisting in wet
grassland and coastal moor were also present.
2 - DATA USED AND PRE-PROCESSING
STEPS
2.1. SAR ERS data

Linked with the recent agricultural policies of the
European
Economic
Community,
wasteland
monitoring is needed. Remote sensing could be an
helpful tool for this purpose. Due to their all weather
capability and canopy sensitivity, SAR data could
allow distinguishing between wasteland, grassland and
cultural fields. To test this hypothesis, both a
radiometric and a textural analysis were conducted.

Eleven ERS-1 SAR images of GEC processing level,
acquired in descending and ascending modes between
October 1992 and June 1993, were used (Table I). The
SAR images were co-registrated to a SPOT
panchromatic image georeferenced in Lambert II (Table
II).

The study area is located in the north coast of the
Pointe du Raz (Brittany - France). It corresponds to an
erosional paleo-surface with low topographic
amplitude. The traditional agricultural methods have
fashioned Brittany into a region intensively crisscrossed by hedges delimiting small fields of com,
wheat, grassland or even fallow land (temporary or
permanently abandoned agricultural land), wood,
villages and hamlets. Fallow lands correspond to
various types of vegetation according to the
evolutionary stage and to the nature of the substratum.
It is characterised by the appearanceof a tall or bushy
vegetation, visually quite noticeable on the ground. In
its first stages, hedges grow larger with fern and
brambles spreading. Then, graminaceos, fern and
blackberry bush, followed by furze and broom, appear
in the centre of the parcels, and finally, blackthorn bush

Because of the sensitivity of the radar signal to soil
moisture even through vegetation (Brisco et al., 1993;
Fellah et al., 1994; Teng et al., 1993), antecedent rain
derived from two Meteo-France stations were included
in the project database (Table I) in order to take in
account the effect of rain and to allow the differentiation
between agricultural themes according to vegetation
structure and growth.

2.2. Antecedent rain analysis

3 - MUL TITEMPORAL ANALYSIS OF CROPS
BACKSCATERRING COEFFICIENTS
On the basis of the crops mapping made during land
survey, backscattering coefficients were computed fir
fallow land, grassland, winter wheat, com, coastal
moor, and woodland.
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Table I : SAR ERS-1 characteristics

and moisture conditions

Orbit

Frame

6566

2637

92 10 17

des

7067

2637

92 11 21

des

7568

2637

92 12 26

des

8069

2637

93 01 30

des

8305

963

93 02 15

ass

8534

963

93-03-03

ass

8570

2637

93-03-06

des

9035

963

93 04 07

ass

9071

2637

93 04 10

des

9536

963

93 05 12

ass

10073

2637

93 06 19

des

moisture conditions
antecedent rain for last ten days
dry
very faint precipitation
wet
weak fall
dry
heavv rain at i-7 and i-8
wet - saturated state ?
dailv rains since i-8
dry
rain= 0
dry
weak rain i-3 i-4
dry
small rain at i-6 i- 7

mode

date

wet I rain
weak rain since i- 7
wet I rain
small rain since i- 7
dry
rain at i-1
dry
weak rain at i-5

Table II : Characteristics of the SPOT data used
K

26

J
253

date
90-02-23

level

mode

2B

PAN

Table III: Number of pixels used per theme for the derivation of the backscattering coefficient
nb/

rassland
2937

wheat
394

com
2022

fallow
3158

moor
142

woodland
1116

3.1. Backscattering coefficient derivation

3.2. Analysis of crops backscaterring coefficients

Backscattering coefficients expressed in decibels were
derived using the following formula (Laur, l 99i:

Two measurements are inconsistent with the rest of the
data collected: the October and January images. The
October scene presents very similar values for all
themes. The January data presents very low
backscattering coefficients with values as less as 3.5 dB
smaller than the other data. This is not well
understood; it can not caused by freezing in view of the
meteorological data but it could be due to the saturated
state of soil in view of its acquisition followed heavy
rain falls. In addition, the February scerie only covers
part of the study area. These three data were not taken
in account for the radiometric analysis.

= 10.[log <I> - log Ka+ log ~in(a) ]
sm(aref)
where K is the calibration constant, <I> is the average
pixel intensity measurements and <J,
the
backscaterring coefficient. To ensure a statistical
validity for the estimation of the mean intensity, a
large pixel number was used for most of the themes
(Table III).
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Figure 1 : Temporal variation of crops backscattering coefficients
The analysis of the temporal evolution of crops
backscattering coefficientsshows that from October to
April, fallow land appear with backscattering coefficient
values lower by 1 to 2 dB than for the agricultural
themes. After, vegetation growth lowers the signal and
there is a possible confusion between wasteland, com
and wheat (Fig. 1). It is therefore only possible during
autumn and winter periods to distinguish fallow lands
from agricultural crops or grasslands and moorlands on
the basis of the backscattering coefficient values.

On the basis of the texture spectrum, texture features
can be derived using three textural indices (He et
Wang, 1990a et b):
- Black- White Symmetry, BWS ;
- Geometric Symmetry, GS ;
- Degree of Direction, DD.
Before processing these indices, the ERS-1 data,
initially in 16 bytes format, were transformed into 8
bytes format.

4 - TEXTURAL ANALYSIS
4.2. Texture method testing
Since fallow lands present intra-parcel and inter-parcel
heterogeneity, tonal and textural analysis could be able
to identify and monitor agricultural themes.
4.1. Texture spectrum method
WANG and HE (1990) proposed a new textural
approach, the texture spectrum analysis which is based
on the concept of the texture unit. The texture unit
corresponds to the local textural information for a given
pixel and its neighbourhood and its calculated
simultaneously for eight directions. The texture
spectrum represents the global aspect of an image and
corresponds to the frequency distribution of all the
texture units.

Different tests were carried out. First tests indicated that
the Black and White Symmetry index was not usable
since it consistenly presented values around zero. These
show also show the importance of the number of pixels
taken into account for processing the Geometric
Symmetry and the Degree of Direction indices: if the
processing is performed on too weak number of pixel,
these indices present important variations, on the other
side, if a large amount of pixels is used, in this case
over 1500 pixels, these indices loose their sensitiveness
and increase to maximal values. Indices derived from
differentnumber of pixels per theme are therefore not
comparable. To allow comparison, it is necessary to
perform the indices calculation on the same number cf
pixels for the different themes
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are, on an the other hand, more compatible with more
usual operational conditions. Due to limitation in the
study area, only for grassland, com and fallow land
themes, an analysis based on 1000 pixels could be
performed; woodland and wheat themes were analysed
for 500 and 200 pixels, respectively.

4.3. ERS-1 data textural analysis
Geometric Symmetry and the Degree of Direction
indices were calculated for the different agricultural
themes on ten ERS-1 SAR images. These indices were
computed for 1000, 500 and 200 pixels. When taking
1000 pixels into account it is possible to compare the
results with those obtained by HE and WANG using
airborne data. Indices computed for 200 and 500 pixels
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Figure 2: Temporal variation of the Degree of Direction Index computed for 500 pixels
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Analysis of the Degree of Direction

features

The different agricultural themes present important
temporal variations (Fig. 2). For a given number cf
pixel and for theme considered as stable, such as
grassland, variations are weak, around 5, whereas fcr
theme presenting an important temporal evolution,
such as com, variations increase up to 10. The
differencesamong the various themes vary up to 15
values, except for the January and March data were the
differencesare weaker. Com presents the greatest index
values from October to May except on the January data
which are considered as suspicious. Even if fallow
lands present lowest values during autumn, these are
not really distinguishable from grassland and woodland
on the basis of the Direction Index.

Radarsat data with their high resolution mode would
offer the possibility to investigate this further.
5. CONCLUSION
The ERS -1 SAR data could be used
for the
monitoring of agricultural fallow land on the basis of a
radiometric approach. In order to distinguish the
different types of fallow land, an assessment of
multipolarized and/or multifrequency radar data should
be realised. This could be done using the SIR-C/XSAR data and in a near future using ENVISAT data.
The textural approach on the other hand does not
provide the expected results but it could be will be
explored again using the high resolution Radarsat data.

Analysis of the Geometric Symmetry features
The Geometric Symmetry index is strongly dependant
on the number of pixels taken into account, much more
than the Degree of Direction. Thus, this index is not
really reliable. For example, considering the data from
6 of March, indices computed over 500 pixels fir
grassland, fallow and com present increasing values
whereas those computed over 1000 pixels present a
decreasing order.
The various themes present different values and each
theme presents temporal variations (Fig. 3). The
differencesamong themes are the weakest in winter and
are slightly more important during spring and autumn.
However since there is not consistent temporal variation
for the themes, the differentiation between fallow lands
and others agricultural themes is not possible on the
basis of the Geometric symmetry Index.
4.4. Remarks on ERS texture analysis
The Geometric Symmetry and the Degree of Direction
indices does not allow to distinguish between wasteland
and the other agricultural themes. In addition, these
indices derived from satellite data appear less promising
than when applied on airborne data. This could be
linked with the poor expression of texture within the
ERS-1 data caused by a too high level of speckle and by
its coarse resolution (Groom et al., 1993). The lack of
texture's expression could be associated with the
speckle content poorly reduced by the 3 looks of the
standard ERS products. Therefore, in order to increase
this number of looks, depending on the acquisition
mode, ERS-1 data were summed ; thus a 7 by 3 looks
image was produced by summing seven ERS-1 data
acquired in descending mode between October 1992 and
June 1993, and textural indices were computed. Still the
differentiation among themes was not possible which
seems to indicate that speckle level is not the sole cause
of poor texture expression. An other cause could be the
ERS-1 spatial resolution which might be too coarse to
provide information on tonal variations within fields.
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WORKSHOP SUMMARY

4

Introduction
This report summarises the outcome of the second ERS Applications Workshop which was held over
the period 6-8 December 1995 at the Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre in London as part of the
overall scheme for promoting ERS data exploitation.
Fig. 1 (Annexed) summarises the main events within ESA's ERS data exploitation scheme.
The purpose of the workshop, as well as monitoring the status of the Pilot Projects, was an assessment
of the transfer from research towards operational ERS data applications. (See Fig. 2, Annexed).
Besides the ESA Pilot Projects and the more application oriented AO-projects, national application
projects and private industry were invited to present their results and a total of 120 presentations,
demonstrations and posters had been selected. All presenters had been strongly invited to focus during
this workshop on their application results rather than methodology and sciences. End users were
invited in order to be introduced to the potential contribution of the ERS data in their projects.
The interest shown in this event was extremely gratifying, with an attendance of more than 200
representatives from both the scientific and commercial sectors.
The ESRIN Help Desk, the ERS Commercial Distributor and some national and private entities also
participated, providing demonstrations and information about their services.

Following the opening, and an introduction by D.Davis, Director General BNSC and L.Emiliani,
Director Observation of the Earth and the Environment, ESA, two series of parallel sessions were held,
during which results were presented in the following fields of application:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sea Surface Features
Sea Ice
Geoid/Gravity/Bathymetry
Forestry
Flooding
Winds/Waves/Metocean
Ship Routeing
Agriculture/Landuse
Mapping
Environment/Hazards/Hydrology
Geology/DEM
Coastal Zone Monitoring

The findings of the various sessions are summarised below.
The workshop concluded with a plenary session, including the summary reports of the individual
applications sessions and a round table discussion with representatives from industry, EU and the
commercial distributor.

Proceedings of the Second ERS Applications Workshop, London, UK, 6-8 December 1995 (ESA SP-383, February 1996)
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Sea Surface Features
Chairman: G.D Strem - Norwegian Space Center, Rapporteur: J Johannessen ESA/ESTEC
Three presentations were given in this session, all conducted in Norway as part of an integrated study,
covering: 1) oil spill detection; 2) surveillance of surface slicks; and 3) ship and iceberg detection.
The studies were all based on the use of ERS SAR data.
The maturity of the services for the three subjects (following the same numbering) ranged from: 1) preoperational to operational; 2) research; and 3) demonstration. For the first and third presentations, the
corresponding users were State Pollution Control Authority, oil companies, coastguard, ship traffic
control centers and ship navigation. For the second presentation the scientists were the main users with
the integrated aim to improve the classification methods (used in 1) for oil spill and natural film.
The users received the information in near real time(< than 2 - 3 hours). The information contained
maps of area extent and configuration of the oil spills, locations of ships and their headings, and
locations of iceberg and their drift trajectories.
A cost benefit analyses has been carried out in Norway with results in favor of Earth Observation (E.0.)
of oil spill, ships and iceberg from the polar orbiting ERS satellites. However, the E.O. services must be
integrated with traditional means such as airborne surveys, ship surveys and buoy measurements
allowing for optimized operations. The integrated service has also had a preventive factor leading to
reduced number of reported illegal spills.
In addition to the lack of repetitive
wind speed and sea state. For ship
SAR images, and another limiting
from natural film the methodology

coverage, the main limitations
and iceberg detection it is also
factor here is the aspect angle.
must be further improved and

were associated with the near surface
necessary to work with full resolution
Moreover, in order to separate oil spill
requires further research.

Sea Ice
Chairman: G.D Strem - Norwegian Space Center, Rapporteur: J Johannessen ESA/ESTEC
Seven papers were presented in this section covering: 1) operational mapping of sea ice around Cape
Farewell; 2) operational monitoring of sea ice in the Baltic Sea; 3) improved Ice classification in the
Baltic Sea; 4) ice extent and type with ERS-1 scatterometer; 5) monitoring of ice sheet movements
using interferometry; 6) monitoring of the Antarctic convergence zone; and 7) monitoring of leads.
The ERS SAR was the primary sensor in five of the presentations, while scatterometer and ATSR were
the primary instruments in studies 4 and 6, respectively.
The maturity of the services for the three subjects (following the same numbering) ranged from: 1)
demonstration; 2)pre-operational to operational; 3) research; 4) to 6) pilot demonstration; and 7)
research. In the three first presentations the users were ice service centers including their operations of
ice reconnaissance flights and icebreakers. A group of sailors participating in the sailboat race
"Whitbread around the world" was the user of the information in presentation 6), while scientists were
the primary users in the remaining three.
The main information products included maps of sea ice edges, extent, type, open and refrozen leads
and concentration. In addition, for presentations 5) and 6) the information were DEM plus velocity
maps and location of maximum sea surface temperature (SST) gradient.
Only the 2nd presentation mentioned that the ERS SAR sea ice information allowed for optimized use
of the airborne surveys suggesting that the integrated use of satellite and airborne observations are
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tentatively cheaper than the traditional survey. However, investment in a dedicated operational ground
segment is needed, and on top of that to justify payment of the SAR images is difficult. An option for
prescription of SAR images would therefore be beneficial.
In addition to the lack of high quality auxiliary data as well as satellite SAR coverage, the ice
classification methods, although well advanced, still require improvements in order to account for local
characterization in, for example, local wind conditions, ice types, concentrations and ice leads. For the
use of ATSR to locate the SST gradient, the main limitation is the frequent cloud cover

Geoid/Gravity/Bathymetry
Chairman: E. K. Biegert - GOSAP Project, USA. Rapporteur: J. Benveniste - ESA/ESRIN
This session held six presentations covering:
•
Off-shore oil prospection
Gravity anomalies from Altimetry data
Seepage detection from slicks in SA.Rimage data
Monitoring local oceanography
•
Shallow water bottom topography from SAR image data
Authors were from private value added Remote Sensing companies, Universities, Government Agencies
and a group of Oil Companies and Academic Institutes.

Gravity anomalies
The session started with a report on research work on the sediment structure as a potential host for oil.
Results showed the importance of the unique ERS measurements above 72 degrees North latitude - a
geodynamically important region. It was clearly stated that research is an important prerequisite to
applications. Following was a convincing full scale demonstration of methodology of oil detection from
the Gravity anomalies, mentioning that a limiting factor is the insufficiency of the available bathymetric
data set. Furthermore, more effort is needed on the modelling of the sedimentary thickness, this being
the next necessary step.
This application has definitively moved to the commercial market while more research is being
performed.

Oil seepage detection
This technique aims at reducing oil exploration financial risk by mapping seepage slicks with SAR
images. The main difficulty to overcome is to isolate natural oil seepage among slicks induced by other
effects. For this task it appears that a skilled human is more efficient than developing a computerised
automatic system. A comprehensive sea truth "top-down" seepage detection exercise has been
conducted by the American Group of Oil Companies and Academic institutes, including ERS SAR, air
SAR, ships and submarine to successfully validate the methodology.
This application requires more SAR images for a multi-temporal monitoring of the scenes and to
address uncovered regions.
This application is providing a commercial service world-wide.

Ocean currents and eddy monitoring
This domain was mostly reported in the Meteocean session, but also addressed here as a by-product of
off-shore oil prospecting.
Shallow water bottom topography
Essentially Research work on the retrieval methodology has been presented. The shallow water bottom
topography monitoring is applicable to ocean traffic risk management, motion of estuarine or near shore
subsurface features, sand mining, pipeline laying. It was demonstrated that detection and localisation of
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underlying geomorphological features such as sand banks, is possible providing the meteo-marine
conditions influencing the retrieval, are well monitored.
Summary:
The Oil Prospecting Applications from ERS data are now well established, while some limiting factors
require more research, which is being performed. The client scepticism can be overcome with
scientifically convincing arguments and by adapting to the Industry's methodology. The Oil
Prospecting with ERS Altimetric data is extremely cost effective providing a synoptic view for
screening: $2/km2 with ERS data versus $4000/line km for seismic survey. Shallow water sea bottom
morphology monitoring was demonstrated as a potential application.

Forestry
Chairman: F.De Grandi - JRC, Ispra; Rapporteur: Gianna Calabresi - ESA/ESRIN
Four papers were presented in this Session. Three focused on big Projects (TREES, TRULi) carried out
in tropical forest areas, such as Brazil, Indonesia, Central Africa. The fourth referred to a Project being
carried out in Finland.
The studies were all based on the use of ERS SAR data.
What emerged from the first group of presentations is that the use of ERS SAR for tropical forest areas
can be considered pre-operational.
The progress made in this specific ERS SAR application domain seems to be due primarily to an
improved knowledge of the SAR instrument data and an increased experience in the development and
use of post-processing techniques
This has been demonstrated in particular in the Mosaic of Central Africa where an innovative concept
has been introduced in the use of SAR, not only as a small scale sampling tool or as optical data
replacement but also
• at large, continental scale
• as a base map
• as a Reference System for further "navigation",data fusion (GIS, optical, etc.)
• as a "Global Product", easy to obtain because of possibility to programme not only the acquisitions
but also the work to be done
The generation of the mosaic was made possible by the availability of Gabon transportable station and
SAR weather independence.
Regarding the SAR data application in non-tropical forest areas such as Finland, no significant progress
seems to have been made. This may be due to a combination of factors such as:
• difficulty to identify clear cut areas
• only forestry/non-forestry discrimination is so far easy with SAR
• until now, not too much emphasis has been put on the use of SAR versus or complementing other
survey techniques utilized in the country.
More study and research activity is perhaps needed.

Flooding
Chairman: Prof. Achache - IPGP. Rapporteur:G. Paci - ESA/ESRIN
Three presentations were given in this session, the first an overall assessment of the application, the
remaining presenting application projects. The presentations given during the session do not reflect the
overall status of the application, which is among the most advanced. Many other projects have been
completed and presented at previous events, such as the Flood Monitoring Workshop held in ESRIN,
Frascati in June 1995.
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The two presented projects were:
1) a project in Italy to aid local government in the management of a recurrent and important local
flooding event (Fucecchio Marsh). A potential user has been identified, and future prospects are good.
(Eurimage research user project).
2) a project linked to the flooding event in the Rhine Valley in Germany in December 93/ January 94. It
demonstrated to the regional authorities the SAR capability to provide an immediate view of the actual
flood situation and produce comparable results with more classical methods by river authorities.
(German National Project).

The use of ERS SAR imagery in case of flooding is constantly increasing and this application is among
the most promising. The application is supported by two main factors: first, SAR weather
independence allows acquisition in an field where weather conditions often preclude the acquisition of
data from optical sensors, second, the contrast inherent in the radar return signal from water as
compared to the surrounding land leads to the relatively easy derivation of the precise extent of
flooding.
Flood monitoring is a promising application of SAR data but deeper cost/benefit analysis is needed if
further use is to be promoted. More effort has to be made to find the appropriate approach to end-users
in order to better identify their needs.
SAR data have to become more readily available. At present, only TSS is able to process to low
resolution images all the data acquired during one pass before the next and make them available quickly
to end users directly(Internet). This type of SAR imagery is more than adequate for a quick analysis of
the flooding waiting in case for high resolution images to be provided.
Another limiting factor is the revisiting period of 35 days.

Wind/Wave/Metocean
Chairman: D.Carter - Satellite Observing Systems. Rapporteur: E.Oriol - ESA/HQ
A total of ten papers were presented representing the various stages of the applications, from research
to operations.
Four papers were submitted by meteorological organisations. DNMI (Norwegian), KNMI (NL)
MeteoFrance and ECMWF, presented studies on the possibility to improve predictions from their
operational wave models using satellite data.
These papers described pilot applications or pre-operational applications but the DNMI forecaster
already routinely uses the ERS-1 and ERS-2 altimeter and scatterometer data to provide visual checks
of their analysis.
The papers tended to dwell on the problems of extracting winds from scatterometer data and wave
spectra from SAR, and problems of assimilating these winds and waves into numerical models. Clearly
considerable progress has been made in these difficult problems.
The satellite data were found to improve knowledge of present conditions leading to improved short
term forecasts. Forecasts of more than about one day ahead generally showed little or no improvement,
being dominated by the inaccuracy of the forecast winds, but on a few occasions significant
improvements in the longer-range predictions were seen.
Two papers from private organisations, Meteomer and S.O.S. described the importance of wave climate
information to the commercial sector and the valuable contribution which satellite data are making.
Both showed examples of their products already produced and made available operationally.
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Meteomer stressed the need to provide a wide range of information - joint statistics of wave height,
period and direction, together with wind velocity information. S.0.S. stressed the importance to
generate reliable, high quality products, to improve customer confidence in the new data.
One paper discussed the use of satellite data for an oceanographic application. CLS of Toulouse are
assimilating near real time ERS-1 and Topex/Poseidon data into an oceanographic model of the Azores
current. This pilot application has shown how the use of these data considerably improves the details of
the ocean current dynamics at all depths.
One paper by IFREMER on using altimeter winds and waves to study air-sea interactions in the
Mediterranean revealed interesting shortcomings in the altimeter wind speed algorithm. Results from
this research could have important implications for the application of altimeter wind information. If the
user community is to accept satellite data then it needs to be assured of the data's accuracy and such
research is necessary to establish confidence.
Other projects are at a research stage e.g. for assimilating SAR spectra in a wave model for the Mexican
coast.
Some points emerged during discussion:
Assimilation of ERS data in numerical models improves the analyzed fields. Further work is needed in
'coupling ocean/atmosphere models to see significant impact also in the forecasts.
Some users feel ready for an operational role in, for example an Earth Watch environment.

Ship Routeing
Chairman: S Sandven - Nansen Centre. Rapporteur: E.Attema - ESA/ESTEC
A total of seven presentations were made covering the usefulness of the ice information to ship
operations in the Baltic, on the Northern passage from Norway to the Bering Strait and on a trip off the
coast of Greenland. Processing algorithms and operational procedures are well established.
Software tools and workstations to produce ice charts have been developed and are now commercially
available. Wind and wave information from ERS satellites has already been assimilated on an
operational basis in numerical weather prediction models and oceanographic models for some time. The
progress in algorithms were presented as well as the results of proof-of-concept campaigns
demonstrating the savings on long ocean voyages arising from satellite based routeing. A workstation
for use onboard ship was developed for the commercial market.

Ship routeing support using ERS satellite data involves the provision of information to ship operators to
optimise the route on long voyages over the ocean and through the sea-ice. Two types of information
are provided.
• Wind and wave information derived from the ERS Radar Altimeter, the Windscatterometer and the
Synthetic Aperture Radar in Wave Mode. This information is first assimilated in numerical weather
prediction models by the meteorological centres and then provided to ship operators.
• Ice information (ice type, ice concentration, ice motion and the presence of Icebergs) derived from
the Synthetic Aperture Radar Images, interpreted by research institutes and/or operational ice
centres and then transmitted to ships.
These techniques improve safety at sea, save fuel & time and reduce the operation requirements for
icebreakers and search & rescue helicopters.

Although there is room for further algorithm improvements the ship routeing methods are operational
and tools exist for their application. Successful commercial introduction looks promising based on cost
benefit estimations, providing data continuity over long periods of time is ensured. It was suggested that
a different data (pricing) policy for satellite images is required for ship routeing application, which
should be based on subscription and not on a price-per-image basis. Since insurance companies
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financially benefit from improved safety at sea they should be considered as target for marketing
activities in addition to ice service centres, ship operators and commercial ship routeing companies.

Agriculture/Land

Use

Chairman: H de Groof - JRC. Rapporteur: M Rast - ESA/ESTEC
Nine papers were presented in this session, five of which addressed crop monitoring with two dedicated
to the observation of rice. Four papers addressed land cover mapping and land use control in-a more
general sense.
Most of the papers presented were related to either the MARS or the ASEAN project of the E.U. With
one exception, in all projects optical data (SPOTffM) were used either in a synergistic fashion or to
validate the results obtained by ERS.
The area of highest operational potential turned out to be:
• crop area mapping
• crop identification (in particular for verification and control purposes)
In this context it was stated that with a 35 day repeat cycle a continuous acquisition of designated sites
would be required to support the operational use. In addition it was recommended to further optimize
the data delivery time (of PRI data) and to standardise data header information from different PAF's to
further the operational character and potential of ERS data.
In the field of crop area mapping the accuracy postulated by the MARS programme was claimed to be
fully met byusing ERS data and in a shorter timeframe and earlier during the growing season, than can
be achieved with optical data such as SPOT and TM. A high potential of the SAR data in particular was
found in the observation of agricultural land during the soil preparation phase in Winter/Spring for crop
forecasting.
The crop yield estimation was generally found to need some more work before the algorithms would be
robust enough for operational use and a precise geocoding was recommended for the reduction of
classification errors.
The overall conclusion of the session was that ERS already has a strong potential for agricultural land
use although more work is needed in the areas of:
• pre-operational testing of the crop classification accuracy
• the substitution of other data sources by SAR data
• the area of optical/microwave (SAR) synergy.
The ERS SAR appears to be cost efficient when compared to costs related to the use of optical data.

Mapping
Chairman: E.Attema - ESA/ESTEC. Rapporteur: J.Lichtenegger - ESA/ESRIN
Three presentations were given in this session, all from France. Two papers treated very practical
aspects of mapping tasks in French Guiana. The mosaic of Guiana produced with the first ERS-1 data
was further refined and related applications were presented such as synergy with J-ERS to monitor the
filling of a new artificial lake, and in-depth analysis on hydrological, geological and ecological
aspects in the coastal plain. Practical considerations were given for map-producers with respect to
scales, ranging from 50.000 to 200.000. Due to improvement of spatial resolution, a combination of 6
scenes are recommended to be used for the large scale mapping.
The production of new maps of Guiana was explained in the second paper, which clearly demonstrates
this discipline as being close to operational application. The SAR image will serve as basemap as it
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represents clearly the geomorphologic shape of the landscape. Difficulties are expected in the accurate
measurements of ground control points. However only very few are needed per scene, due to the
excellent inherent geometry of ERS SAR data.
Later in the session a more scientific approach was presented dealing with automatic mapping of
features such as roads etc. and densities of settlements. Encouraging results were achieved with an
urban area detector.
Due to the success of the Guiana mosaic and the following-on project with a value adding company,
one can consider mapping with ERS data as close to operational. However the awareness of this
potential is still very low. It would need some more demonstrations especially in Africa to convince
map-producers of the advantages in the new technology.

Environment/Hazard/Hydrology
Chairman: J. Achache - Institut de Physique du Globe. Rapporteur: M. Borgeaud, ESA/ESTEC
Six papers were presented covering soil moisture modeling, landslide monitoring, control of
environmentally sensitive areas, urban climatology, and mapping of volcano mud-flow.
For the soil moisture modeling, it was shown using test cases in Brittany and Alsace that hydrological
applications could be derived using ERS-1 data in synergy with SPOT and AVHRR data, particularly in
order to improve outflow forecasting models. The sites observed are either at a basin or regional scales.
It was observed that for these large scales, a very good correlation between soil moisture and ERS-1
sigma-naught was obtained. The method presented however seemed to work better for bare soils and
low vegetation-covered terrain.
Using an example in St-Etienne de Tinee in the French Alps, it was demonstrated that landslides can be
monitored using ERS-1 SAR interferometry techniques. In addition, a model was developed and
validated to predict the interferometric fringes. Surface displacements in the range of 1 cm can be
monitored using this method, which is comparable to the accuracy obtained by ground-based lasers.
The suitability and accuracy of ERS-1 for monitoring environmentally sensitive areas in England has
been investigated with emphasis on detecting the reversion of arable land to grazing marshes. A rapid
and cost-effective visual evaluation of whether arable farmland has permanently changed to grassland
was obtained using three years of single date ERS-1 imagery combined as a multi-temporal composite.
A multi-sensor approach with ERS-1 SAR data and LANDSAT TM optical data to compute a very
detailed urban land-use map of the city of Basel was demonstrated. The aerodynamic roughness length
was derived from the remote sensing data and used as input parameter in numerical models to
compute wind profiles. This enabled the elaboration of climate maps for the city which were used for
local and regional planning.
The assessment of environmental degradation caused by the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 and
the subsequent mud-flows that damaged and continues to devastate the areas surrounding the volcano
during the rainy season were investigated using multi-temporal ERS-1 SAR data. Using these images, it
was shown that it is possible to map the extent of the mud-flow as well as improving change detection
analysis of river patterns.
The very good results reported in this session showed that some applications are very close to being
pre-operational but it was noted that some effort is still needed to make them fully operational.
The synergy of ERS-1 data with other remote sensing sensors such as SPOT, LANDSAT, and AVHRR
was also emphasized. Finally two trends were observed in this session: the cost-effectiveness of
products derived from remote sensing data and the absolute requirement of having such data for large
scale studies.
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Geology/Dem
Chairman: M.Doherty - ESA/ESRIN. Rapporteur: S. Coulson - ESA/ESRIN
Three geology papers were presented, concentrating on the detection & mapping of active faults by
using SAR Imagery in the areas of Chile and Ecuador, which have a high degree of cloud cover. This is
an important subject as such areas tend to be associated with strong seismic activity with subsequent
threat to infrastructure and human life. In addition, conventional terrestrial mapping of such fault zones
is expensive.
The first technique presented related the fault/scarp thickness to the scarp height thus leading to a
measure of the fault activity. The second technique involved an analysis of the lineament structure
through assessment of the 3-D orientation of the lineations. The final paper on geology concluded with
a study of lithological and lineament maps from ERS SAR Images together with Landsat data for a
river/coastal area in southern Italy.).

Most of the geological applications presented are at the research level with further study required
regarding the technique of fault mapping.
The lithological/lineament mapping has progressed further to the demonstration/pre-operational stage
of development.
Two SAR Interferometry/DEM papers were presented, which focused on the operational status of
INSAR applications and the precision of computed Digital Elevation Models (DEM's).
The software tool DIAPASON (Differential Interferometric Automated Processor for the Survey of
Nature) developed by CNES will be distributed early in 1996; free to scientific users, license fee
required for commercial entities. This S/W generates intensity + interferogramme + coherence images.
INSAR applications investigated at CNES include earthquakes and volcanology .
The group at CNES are now starting up a large-scale experiment under the ERS-2 AO aimed at
earthquake detection and tectonic activity measurement.
The accuracy of DEM's derived from INSAR was assessed by comparison to existing topographic data
for an area in France. It was stated that the height error was less than 8 metres rms across the full 100 x
100 km image, with errors less than 2 metres achievable for local regions within the image.
Furthermore, sub-metric topographic detail was seen in the retrieved topography. Such information may
be of particular importance to hydrological applications.
Some artefacts have been seen in the many interferogrammes produced; namely 'bubble' structures
thought to be related to the atmosphere and temporary linear structures of currently unknown origin.
Such effects require further investigation.
INSAR is now a well established technique with results in many application areas, although it is still
restricted to a limited number of Expert Centres. The production of DEM's via INSAR with ERS is now
offered by a commercial organisation in France, although has not been carried out on a large scale
as yet. The ERS Tandem Mission should provide a major impetus to this application area. During the
plenary session, comments from the floor actively supported the initiative of the Agency in establishing
contact with Expert Centres to form 'think tanks' acting as a catalyst for pushing forward new
application areas. The ERS Working Group on SAR Interferometry (FRINGE) was cited as a successful
example of such co-operation and it was suggested to continue to work within this group.
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Coastal Zones Monitoring
Chairman H. Wensink-ARGOSS. Rapporteur: S. Bruzzi - ESA/HO
Coastal areas consitute a highly complex environment, whose composition changes with latitude and
according to specific geographical and meteorological situations; as such it comprises many areas of
interest, both from a scientific and from an economic viewpoint.
5 presentations were given in this session, clearly demonstrating this diversity.
There are a number of promising application areas, some of which can be considered to have reached a
pre-operational stage:
• sea bottom topography mapping
• support to off-shore operations (forecasting as well as statistics)
• determination of wave and current parameters in support of maritime traffic
• determination of winds, currents, fronts and upwellings and other parameters in coastal seas in
particular at high resolution from SAR
• monitoring of erosion and coastline variations
Other applications are still in a research stage:
• determination of transport parameters (pollution, oil spills, sea bed sediments)
• vegetation monitoring
• monitoring of algal deposits and induced changes
• determination of current parameters and current variations in tidal flats
Coastal areas of interest are, of course, worldwide. The presentations given mainly referred to the
following geographical areas:
• North Sea, North West European coast, South West Norwegian coast
• South East Asia, Malaysia and Indonesia
The relatively limited extent of the areas addressed is justified by the very nature of the pilot projects
and by their, at best, pre-operational status. However, the multitude of converging economic and
scientific interests in the coastal zone is largely confirmed by the set of presentations.
The wide range of interests corresponds to a large variety of potential users, mostly dominated by
public entities such as coastal monitoring entities, natural area conservation entities, navigation
authorities and environmental authorities.
However, the contribution of the private sector is particularly promising in specific sectors including
off-shore operations, pipeline prospection, shipping operations and exploitation of natural reserves (fish
ponds etc).
Some problems were raised, both by speakers and by audience, in the course of the discussion.
The coastal areas and their activities may well represent the typical example of the need to adapt the
offered services to the needs of operational and commercial users; in this context the "improved service
structure" would mean more flexibility in the size and location of the products, more freedom in
selecting the data sets of interests and a rapid response to the instrument operations and data processing
requests, permitting quick access to data over any area of the globe.
Along with the above considerations it is stressed the importance of more user participation in the
definition of requirements, not only in terms of instrument configurations and performances, but also in
the definition of the data chain and of the associated services.
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Plenary Session
The workshop concluded with
- summary presentations by the rapporteurs of the individual sessions and
- a round table discussion, chaired by Mr. G Duchossois, Head of the ESA Mission Management
Office, and introduced by Mr. W. Jensen, Head of the Exploitation department in ESRIN. The round
table included representatives from industry, the EU and Pilot Project leaders.

Conclusions and Observations of the Workshop
The most important statements can be summarized by the following main points:
•

There was a general consensus that significant progress has been made in the evolution of the
applications towards an operational status over the past 18 months, in particular in the areas
winds/waves/metocean, forecasting, sea-ice monitoring, ship routeing, topographic mapping,
tropical forest monitoring, flood monitoring, gravity and interferometry. Compared to the qualitative
results being presented in previous workshops such as Toledo, application results and benefits can
now be quantified.

•

Many of the presentations have shown the attempts to consolidate and focus the research base for
market development. Transfer of application projects into operations, however, still lack on
business plans, cost-efficiency analysis or a clear identification of future source of financing.
Therefore less than 25% of the projects can be said to have reached a pre-operational or operational
level.

•

There is clearly some commercial success, with oil companies, offshore industry and government
ministries already among the customers. There is an increase in market penetration as new
customers and service suppliers become aware of the potential.

However, the existing commercial market is limited by the following characteristics:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the total revenue of EO applications in Europe has been around 170 MECU in 1994 and is expected
to grow up to 250 to 300 MECU by the end of the century. As a comparison the industrial
investment in commercial missions in the US has reached 500 MECU.
only 10% of the revenue of the European EO applications market comes from direct sales of data.
The bulk is from value added services plus the sale of training, GIS, consultancy and information
technology sales to customers to enable them to use the information from Earth Observation.
Government departments and other institutional users are by far the dominant customers (75% of
revenue)
Between 4 and 5 times as many products are being provided free as are being sold. This indicates
the dominance of scientific applications and the impacts of data policy.
Although there are in the order of 100 European value added organisations involved in Earth
Observation, these are typically small organisations with limited revenue and few customers.
The European EO market today is fragmented, dispersed, subsidized, not yet competitive, adding
little value and more research- than market-oriented.
There is a lack of a strong industry focused on business and services rather than subsidizing.
EO users tend to be protected and financed by national and research organisations. Research
objectives therefore are mostly not driven by a market demand.
New missions are emerging, such as Radarsat which has and will continue to strongly benefit from
the ERS pioneering work. The availability of Radarsat data will in turn impact on the ERS data
utilisation.
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Recommendations
•

Strong coordination between ESA, Member States and EU is needed in support of market
development and activation of industry.

•

Set up of specific interest groups, partnerships and strategic alliances grouping together value added
companies, service industry and research organisations and already at an early stage the end users,
were identified to be the most promising approach following examples in the US and in particular in
view of the still fairly new and complex technology of microwave remote sensing.

•

Business and market development and private investment are dependent on the confidence in the
potential of the information source. Therefore reliable access to global data shall be improved to
create confidence in the data source. Also the products and services shall be focused on generation
of user confidence in the medium and long-term end. Products shall not be made commercially
available to meet short term pressure at the expense of quality and reliability. Continuity of data
supply shall be ensured, bearing in mind that on the optical data market, for example, Spot is
planning for the 5th and 6th satellite, following long experience of the users with Landsat data .

•

Earth observation data services and prices shall be tailored to the provision of information rather
than to the provision of data. 'Near-market', exploitable products shall be offered. 'Subscription
prices' shall be introduced in addition to the prices per individual products.

•

The EU should support stimulation and integration of the market. DUP and CEO are candidates to
do this.

•

The position of the European market in relation to global markets must be borne in mind. The
existence of competing missions have to be considered in identifying key markets, market growth
and optimal marketing strategy.

•

Basic research and product development shall continue. Research priorities should be steered by
end users and the market and should be following a clear 'research strategy'.
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Fig.1 - ESA Promotion Scheme
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The workshops and conferences listed in Fig. 1 are complemented by a number of smaller, thematic
workshops e.g. on Flooding, Oil Spill Monitoring or SAR interferometry.
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